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NORTHEDGE

The Historical Topography of Samarra sets out to explain the second capital of the Abbasid caliphs at
Samarra, on the Tigris above Baghdad, in the period 836 to 892 AD, by an analysis of the archaeological
site and the medieval Arabic texts which describe it. The volume defines for the first time the nature of
city construction by the Abbasid caliphs, one of the world powers of the time, and the foundation of
modern Iraq. It is the first of a series of Samarra Studies; in the second, the Archaeological Atlas of
Samarra, the archaeological remains will be catalogued, and in the third, Pottery from Samarra, the
ceramic finds from the archaeological survey will be published.
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Fig. 1. Map of the Near East, showing the site of Samarra.
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Vertical air view of the cantonments in the Avenues (Shªriÿ al-Askar and Shªriÿ al-•ayr al-JadÌd), in 1953
Vertical air view of Area K, the cantonment of al-MaðÌra and the house of al-AfshÌn, in 1953
Vertical view of Area R, the cantonment of Balkuwªrª, in 1953
Balkuwªrª, view of the palace from the land side
Palace of Balkuwªrª, Room 19 with niches and bevelled style stucco decoration, as excavated in 1912
Al-Iîðablªt, vertical air view taken in 1937
Al-Iîðablªt, view of the avenue looking south
Al-MusharraÊªt, vertical air mosaic of photographs dating to 1928
Al-MusharraÊªt, basin
Al-JaÿfarÌ, vertical air mosaic of photographs dating to 1928
Al-JaÿfarÌ, general view from levee of the Nahr al-RaîªîÌ
Building B2, identified as Shibdªz or al-MalÌÊ, view of site looking northwest
Mosque of Abñ Dulaf, oblique air view looking northeast, dated 1937
Mosque of Abñ Dulaf, ground view of the interior from the minaret
Mosque of Abñ Dulaf, minaret
Mosque of Abñ Dulaf, rest house behind the miÊrªb
Al-Mutawakkiliyya, vertical air view of the main avenue (Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am), in 1953
Al-Mutawakkiliyya, ground view of the avenue looking south
Canal on the west side of the avenue in al-Mutawakkiliyya
House no. 1, Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am, ground view looking southeast
House no. 1, Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am, benches in the entrance
Al-Quwayr, the site of al-HªrñnÌ, vertical view taken in 1937
Al-Quwayr, the site of al-HªrñnÌ, ground view looking west in 1989
Al-•uwayîilªt, vertical air view of the Upper and Lower Palaces with the bed of the Nahr IsÊªqÌ, in 1953
Al-•uwayîilªt, view of the Lower Palace looking northeast
Qubbat al-Sulaybiyya, view of placement at the edge of the escarpment
Qubbat al-Sulaybiyya, detail of excavated ramp
Al-ÿ•shiq, vertical air view in 1953 before the recent excavations with outlying settlements to the right
Al-ÿ•shiq, view from the south
Al-ÿ•shiq, northwest façade
Al-ÿ•shiq, interior in 1989, looking southwest
Al-ÿ•shiq, foundation of tower pavilion
The modern town of Samarra in the early 1920s
The Shrine of the Two Imams in the 1920s
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INTRODUCTION

Samarra1 has long been a great symbol of Islamic
urbanism, and particularly of the imperial period of the
Abbasid caliphate, when the caliphate was one of the
world’s most powerful empires. It is true that Samarra
attained this status to an extent because none of the
architecture of early Baghdad survives. Nonetheless,
there is a grandeur to the architecture and planning,
which is duplicated nowhere else, and Samarra well
merits being counted one of the world’s great
monuments to the past of mankind. It has remained less
well known than perhaps it should have done, and part
of this has been due to the difficulties of studying so
great a mass of material.
It is, in fact, one of the most interesting cases in urban
history. The simple fact of the survival of the ruin-field
of a city that was as large as any other in pre-modern
times in a semi-complete state makes a quite exceptional
piece of evidence, to which there is no other parallel. In
addition, there is a considerable body of texts that
describe the city, and the events that took place in its
short life. This corpus of texts is smaller than that
available for other major cities, but when combined with
the archaeological material, the result is a quite
exceptional source of information. The aim of this study
is indeed to compare the textual evidence for the history
of the city with the archaeological evidence, and to
identify as much as can be known about the history of
the city, from both archaeological and textual sources.
Of course, Samarra was not a typical city, for as a large
settlement it had a very short life. It was founded on
steppe land known for its hunting along the Tigris by the
Abbasid caliph al-Muÿtaîim as a royal capital and
military base for the Abbasid field army. As long as
these requirements, which were funded by the state,
continued to exist, the city lived. When the army left,
and then the caliph himself, settlement retracted into a
number of self-sustaining centres, of which modern
Samarra continues to exist today.
These unusual circumstances do not detract from the
importance of the evidence for the history of urbanism,
for it is impossible to imagine that the archaeological
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remains of an ‘organic’ city, which evolved slowly over
the centuries, could have survived in such a good state
of preservation. All those cities whose archaeological
remains have survived in a good state represent either
the disasters or the failures of urban history.2 The
disasters are symbolised by Pompeii, the failures by
Amarna in Egypt. Samarra belongs to the category of
failures.
Nevertheless a secondary theme presented in this work
is the long term history of the region. There is a
tendency to concentrate on the short period of the
caliphal city at Samarra. Naturally, any spot on the
surface of the earth has a history of human occupation
which goes back to the origins of mankind. The valley
of the Tigris was a route between Babylonia and
Assyria, between Iraq and Syria by way of Mosul. But it
was not in itself a rich region. The contrast between
large city and surroundings of limited possibilities is an
aid to understanding what happened.
This is not the first study of the urban history of
Samarra. The first works were inspired by the definitive
edition by de Goeje of the unique manuscript of alYa‘qñbÌ’s Kitªb al-Buldªn, which contains the
description of the city translated in Appendix A, and
which came out in 1892. Streck’s Die alte Landschaft
Babylonien nach den Arabischen Geographen (1900)
presents the first attempt to elaborate al-Ya‘qñbÌ’s
description. This was followed in 1909 by Schwarz, Die
Abbasiden-Residenz Samarra, Neue historisch-geographische Untersuchungen. On the archaeological side,
Herzfeld made a first visit to Samarra in 1903, published
as Samarra, Aufnahmen und Untersuchungen zur
islamischen Archäologie in 1907. Fieldwork, primarily
concerned with architecture, followed. On the one hand,
there was the work of the French architect Henri Viollet
in 1907 and 1909, and on the other, the German
Samarra-Expedition, whose fieldwork took place in
1911 and 1913. Herzfeld only took up the question of
urban history again in the final published volume of the
Ausgrabungen von Samarra, Die Geschichte der Stadt
Samarra, which appeared after Herzfeld’s death in 1948.
From an art historical view of urban history, Rogers

For conventional reasons in English, the spelling Samarra is used. The correct transcription of the present-day name is
Sªmarrª’.
There is a third category of urban sites which are apparently well preserved: that is, those which are invented by their archaeologists. The best known example is the Acropolis of Athens, where all remains later than the 5th century BC have simply been
removed.

reviewed the state of the subject in a 1965 paper,
published in 1970, ‘Samarra, a Study in Medieval TownPlanning’.
Although archaeological fieldwork was reopened by the
Directorate-General of Antiquities in Iraq in 1936, it was
Ahmad Susa, a well-known Iraqi intellectual and
irrigation engineer, who was dissatisfied with the limited
perspective of the archaeologists, and published a work
entitled Rayy Sªmarrª’ fÌ ‘Ahd al-Khilªfa al-ÿAbbªsiyya
in 1948. This work, despite its title, has as much to say
about the history and topography of Samarra as it does
about water problems. The local history of Samarra has
been dealt with subsequently by a well-known local
notable: Shaykh Yñnis IbrªhÌm al-Sªmarrª’Ì, Ta’rÌkh
MadÌnat Sªmarrª’, in 1968, and the more general
themes in a work of the Saddam era: ‘Abd al-BªqÌ,
AÊmad, 1989, Sªmarrª’ ‘Aîimat al-Dawla al-‘Arabiyya
fÌ ‘Ahd al-‘AbbªsiyyÌn.
The new element that this study brings to the urban
history of Samarra is without question the detailed
analysis of the surface remains of the city. This has been
made possible by the production of a detailed plan of the
site by the Archaeological Survey of Samarra, a project
under the direction of the author, begun in 1983. The
essential problem of previous city plans was the size of
the site of Samarra, which is far too big for any normal
project to deal with in detail. All the plans mentioned
above, although they have become more detailed over
the years, are to a greater or lesser degree schematic,
and lack detail.

Terminology used in the study
The Archaeological Survey of Samarra aimed to record
all the archaeological remains to be found in the region
surveyed. All the archaeological sites, standing
buildings, ruined buildings, and any identifiable archaeological trace, were numbered in a single series, a total
of 6,908 at the time of writing, and this numbering is
used in this volume. In some cases, the building is much
better known by its name, than by number, but a number
was allotted nevertheless. The number of named
buildings or tells is however small, and the majority of
buildings are simply known by their number.
The region surveyed was divided into 26 lettered areas
(see Fig. 4), and which correspond approximately to the
natural and town-planning divisions of the site. Any
definable entity was allotted a number within the
lettered area, e.g. C6, M48. When it was necessary, a
second number was added to define a sub-element; for
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example the Dªr al-Imªra behind the qibla wall of the
Abu Dulaf mosque is numbered T1.1.
A second number series was used for the town-planning
divisions of the site (Fig. 73, Fig. 74). As discussed
later, the city-plan of Samarra can be described as an
agglomeration of street-grids, based on a hierarchical
sequence of chief residence, different sizes of houses,
and other buildings. These have been termed
‘cantonments’, and sub-units could be termed ‘subcantonments’.3 Second-level sub-units do exist, and the
possibility of third-level sub-units can certainly be
envisaged. The lettered areas, where appropriate,
correspond largely to the major cantonment units. The
top-level sub-units were given letters after the area
letter, and the second level sub-units a third letter. For
example, the first major sub-cantonment in Area J would
be lettered JA, and a sub-unit of JA would be JAA.
Locations within the ruin-field are given using the coordinates of the Iraq Universal Transverse Mercator grid
as revised in 1979.4 These co-ordinates are measured in
metres east, north of a false origin located to the
southwest, and outside the territory of Iraq. At Samarra,
the east co-ordinates vary between 384 000 and 409 746,
and the north co-ordinates between 3762 793 and 3827
493. Baghdad lies on the east 500 000 line. Note that in
future volumes, UTM Zone 38 North will be used.
The Arabic transcription used is that of the
Encyclopaedia of Islam with the usual changes, thus ‘q’
instead of ‘k’, ‘j’ instead of ‘dj’, and ‘sh’, ‘kh’ instead of
‘sh’, ‘kh’, etc. The definite article of names has often
been omitted, but not always (e.g. ‘Walid’ rather than
‘al-Walid’). Arabic terms have been italicised. However,
in the case of archaeological sites, if there is a form of
the Arabic name used by their excavators, that form has
been used to avoid confusion. In particular, contrary to
the rules of strict transliteration, the spelling ‘Tell’ has
been used in the place of ‘Tall’.
Dates associated with Islamic history are quoted with
the hijrÌ date first, separated by a stroke from the date
according to the Christian era, e.g. 117/735. Otherwise,
dates are only given in the Christian era.
Table 1 is a glossary of the terminology of archaeological
periods used. It is a terminology of period concepts that
often overlap and only represent approximate periods of
time: it does not represent a systematic periodisation of the
Islamic era. Rather it was felt that although a periodisation
is essential to archaeological description, excessive
precision would tend to distort the subtleties of change that
are evident in relatively recent archaeological materials.

The term ‘cantonment’ represents the archaeological evidence, and is not identical to the Arabic term qaðÌÿa, which is however
quite close in meaning.
There is an earlier version of the Iraq UTM grid, which is found on the Iraqi Arabic 1:50 000 map series dated 1962. The coordinates of the earlier series have the same format as the latter, but differ by 300–400 m in each co-ordinate for the same
point in the region of Samarra.
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TABLE 1. PERIOD TERMINOLOGY

Period

Subdivision

Date (BC, AD or AH/AD)

Neo-Assyrian

1000 – 600 BC

Achaemenid

550 – 330 BC

Hellenistic

330 – 150 BC

Parthian

150 BC – 226 AD
Late Parthian

Sasanian5

2nd century AD
226 – 637 AD

Early

3rd – 4th centuries AD

Middle

4th – 5th centuries AD

Late

6th – 7th centuries AD

Early Islamic

14/635 –5th/11th century
Umayyad

14/635 – 132/7506

Early ‘Abbªsid

132/750 – 221/836

Samarran

221/836 – end of 3rd/9th century

Post-Samarran

4th/10th century

Middle Islamic

5th/11th century – 8th/14th century
5th/11th century

Mid-late 5th/11th century

6th/12th century (Late ‘Abbªsid)

Early-late 6th/12th century

7th/13th century (Late ‘Abbªsid)

Late 6th/12th century – mid 7th/13th
century

Il-Khªnid

Late 7th/13th century – 8th/14th
century

Early Ottoman

10th/16th – 11th/17th centuries

Late Ottoman

12th/18th – 13th/19th centuries

Early Modern (Ottoman)

Modern

5
6

20th century AD

In archaeology, the common usage for the period of the Iranian kings of the dynasty of Sªsªn is Sasanian. In history, it is now
Sasanid, as the more correct expression for a dynasty.
The expression ‘Umayyad’ includes the Orthodox Caliphs (al-Khulafª’ al-Rªshidñn).

TABLE 2. THE ABBASID CALIPHS TO THE DEATH OF AL-MUQTADIR

Al-SaffªÊ

Abñ al-ÿAbbªs ÿAbdallah b. MuÊammad

132/749–136/754

Al-Manîñr

Abñ Jaÿfar ÿAbdallah b. MuÊammad

136/754–158/775

Al-MahdÌ

Abñ ÿAbdallah MuÊammad

158/775–169/785

Al-HªdÌ ilª al-Êaqq

Mñsa b. MuÊammad

169/785–170/786

Al-RashÌd

Hªrñn b. MuÊammad

170/786–193/809

Al-AmÌn

MuÊammad b. Hªrñn

193/809–198/813

Al-Ma’mñn

Abñ al-ÿAbbªs ÿAbdallah b. Hªrñn

198/813–218/833

Al-Muÿtaîim billªh

Abñ IsÊªq MuÊammad b. Hªrñn

218/833–227/842

Al-Wªthiq billªh

Hªrñn b. al-Muÿtaîim

227/842–232/847

Al-Mutawakkil ÿalª allªh

Abñ al-Fa¼l Jaÿfar b. al-Muÿtaîim

232/847–247/861

Al-Muntaîir billªh

MuÊammad b. al-Mutawakkil

247/861–248/862

Al-MustaÿÌn billªh

AÊmad b. MuÊammad b. al-Muÿtaîim

248/862–252/866

Al-Muÿtazz billªh

Abñ ÿAbd Allah b. al-Mutawakkil

252/866–255/869

Al-MuhtadÌ billªh

MuÊammad b. al-Wªthiq

255/869–256/870

Al-Muÿtamid ÿalª allªh

AÊmad b. al-Mutawakkil

256/870–279/892

Al-Muÿta¼id billªh

Abñ al-ÿAbbªs AÊmad b. T³alÊa

279/892–289/902

Al-MuktafÌ billªh

Abñ MuÊammad ÿAlÌ b. AÊmad

289/902–295/908

Al-Muqtadir billªh

Abñ al-Fa¼l Jaÿfar

295/908–320/932

Key to Figures

Qanat

Zone of fired brick debris

Canal
First World War trench

V

V

Wadi bed
Modern track

Railway

Cliff

River

Slope

Standing modern building

Wall of pisé or mud-brick
unexcavated

Ancient Tell

Excavated wall

Area of pisé/mudbrick debris

Wall line marked by robbing
trench

Sand

Projected alignment

Area of gypsum extraction

Note: in the figures, names in Roman are modern names. Names in italic are ancient names, as found in the texts.

CHAPTER 1

Sources and Methods
THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF
SAMARRA

In 1983, this author began a project to record all the
archaeological remains at Samarra. The original
motivation was that, as with many archaeological sites
in the Middle East, the high speed of economic
development in the country meant that many of the
remains at Samarra would be destroyed before it would
be possible to excavate them, for only a small proportion
of the site has been excavated, and the large surface area
is almost impossible for the Directorate-General of
Antiquities to protect. In 1983, a grid of horizontal
control points was surveyed on the site to provide a
control for photogrammetric plotting. In addition a
limited amount of surface sherding was done.7 In 1984,
a topographic map at 1:4000 was plotted from air
photographs at University College, London. At the
beginning of 1987, in a second field campaign five sites
were surface sherded on a 20 m grid, and a number of
other sites were sherded by unsystematic pick-up.8 In a
third field campaign in the spring of 1989, four sondages
were dug in the site of the “Glassworks” at Qādisiyya.9

Air Photographs and Satellite Imagery

The archaeological site of Samarra is peculiarly well
adapted to the use of air photography. In vertical
photography, the plan of the site is exceptionally clear,
more so than in oblique air photographs or ground
photography. Photography from a kite, frequently used
on other archaeological sites, is not useful at Samarra, as
the altitude is too low and consequently the area
included in each image too small.

Two different techniques can be used: (1) in cases where
stereoscopic photography is available, stereo photogram-

7
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metry can be used based on a grid of points measured on
the ground, employing the standard techniques for aerial
cartography. The site map was created in this way, with
the help of the Department of Photogrammetry and
Surveying, University College, London. (2) For detailed
interpretation, the photographs can be scanned onto disk
at high resolution. In this case, as much detail as exists
in the photographs can be easily seen by enlargement on
the computer screen, and drawn by inserting the
photograph into a vector drawing.10
Evidently, in principle, older photographs are more
useful than more recent ones, if the quality is the same,
as the remains were better preserved at an earlier date.
The known sets of vertical air photographs of Samarra
are:

(1) Two mosaics taken by the RAF in 1917, and used
for creating the 6” to the mile map of Samarra
(Royal Geographical Society, London).
(2) Three rolls totalling 155 photographs taken by the
RAF in October 1928, during training missions
from Habbaniyya airbase, and deposited in the
Institute of Archaeology, University College
London.11 The scale is about 1:8000.
(3) A series of vertical photographs taken by the Iraqi
Air force in 1937. Prints in the Department of
Antiquities, Samarra.
(4) Three runs oriented north-south, totalling 55 stereoscopic photographs, taken by Hunting Aerosurveys
in 1953. The scale is about 1:24,000.
(5) A series of runs east-west probably taken by KLM
Aerocarto. Prints in the Department of Antiquities,
Samarra. Not available to this study.
Satellite Imagery
Satellite imagery of the Samarra region is available in a
number of series — Landsat, Spot, Russian imagery.

Northedge 1985, 109–28.
Northedge & Falkner 1987, 143–73.
Northedge, Wilkinson & Falkner 1990, 121–47.
The technology here described is at the time of writing (2004) using scanned photographs in .TIF and .JPG format at
resolutions of 600 and 1200 dpi; for drawing purposes AutoCAD rev. 14 and 2000 are currently used, in which scanned images
can be placed behind the drawing. A utility is used to scale and orient the photograph to the drawing.
The three rolls have now been copied from celluloid onto safety film and are at present held in the Special Collections
Department of University College London library. The reference numbers are AP 1353–5.
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The images used were American declassified Corona
images dating to March 1968.12

Evaluation of archaeological methods

The most precise source of archaeological information
about the site of Samarra is, of course, the excavations
conducted at the site over the last 85 years. The vast
dimensions of the buildings have meant that, in general,
excavations have been only partial, and the information
recovered has had to be supplemented by the
measurement of unexcavated surface remains. The site
plans of the German expedition were created in this way.
Although the unexcavated remains at Samarra appear to
the eye to be broad undulating mounds, the exact wall
faces are frequently visible within the mound, and
surface measurement can be successful. However, in the
case of Herzfeld, measurements were only taken along
the lines of walls, and all buildings appear to be
perfectly rectangular, unless a divergent angle is very
obvious. The methods used by Iraqi archaeological
surveyors are not known. The excavation plans of recent
work have succeeded in identifying irregular shapes.
In the case of the Archaeological Survey of Samarra, the
complete plan of the city has been plotted by
photogrammetric techniques from air photography,
supported to a limited extent by work on the ground.
While about 80% of the city was plotted from stereoscopic air photography,13 other sections were only
available on single images, with consequent distortions.
Some limited areas were copied from the Iraqi 1:2000
plans. For the wider area round Samarra, British maps at
12

It is evident that building plans plotted from air
photographs are less accurate than what can be
measured on the ground, and what is measured on the
surface of the ground is less accurate than what is
excavated. However, air photography does offer the
compensating factor of a complete view of the remains,
and the opportunity of studying them at leisure.

TEXTUAL SOURCES

The principal contemporary description appears in the
Kitāb al-Buldān of al-Yaÿqūbī. However, much material
of nearly comparable quality is to be found in the
chronicle accounts in the Ta’rīkh al-Rusul wal-Mulūk of
al-£abarī. A second geographical description of Samarra
occurs in the Kitāb al-Buldān of Ibn al-Faqīh alHamadhānī. A certain amount of topographical
information can be derived from the compositions of the
court poets at Samarra.

There seems to have been a sharp fall off in the quantity
of information about the topography of the city in the
authors later than the 4th/10th century, probably
reflecting the early abandonment of the site. For example
in the Ta’rīkh Baghdād of the Khaðīb al-Baghdādī
(392/1002–463/1071), in spite of its great length, only 6
toponyms at Samarra are preserved, by comparison with
the total of 252 known. There is useful information in the

The images used were American declassified CORONA images obtained through the web page of the United States Geological
Service.
DS1046-1072DF060
DS1046-1072DF061
DS1046-1072DF062
DS1046-1072DF063
DS1046-1072DF064
DS1046-1072DF065

13

a scale of 1:10,560 dated 1917, and the Arabic 1:50,000
dated 1962 were used. The eastern part of Area P, the
site of al-Mu‘taîim’s city on the Qatul, was surveyed on
the ground by the author.

Acquisition Date: 1968/03/19
Mission Number: 1046-1
Sequence Roll Number: 16053
Frame Number: 60
Acquisition Date: 1968/03/19
Mission Number: 1046-1
Sequence Roll Number: 16053
Frame Number: 61
Acquisition Date: 1968/03/19
Mission Number: 1046-1
Sequence Roll Number: 16053
Frame Number: 62
Acquisition Date: 1968/03/19
Mission Number: 1046-1
Sequence Roll Number: 16053
Frame Number: 63
Acquisition Date: 1968/03/19
Mission Number: 1046-1
Sequence Roll Number: 16053
Frame Number: 64
Acquisition Date: 1968/03/19
Mission Number: 1046-1
Sequence Roll Number: 16053
Frame Number: 65

The root mean square error of the original horizontal control survey was 1.7 m. However further errors introduced in the course of
digitising probably mean that the overall location error may be of the order of 2–3 m for the area plotted stereoscopically.
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various entries in the Muÿjam al-Buldān of Yāqūt, which
appears to come from independent sources. One of
Yāqūt’s sources was Ibn al-Faqīh al-Hamadhānī, but
there are others that have not been identified.

From about the 7th/13th century onwards the modern
traditions about Samarra seem to develop, which are
related to the modern popular traditions about the
history current in the region today. Both Ibn al-Kāzarūnī
(d. c. 1290), and al-Qazwīnī (8th/14th century) mention
the story of Tell al-Makhālī, ‘the hill of the nosebags’,
the ancestor of the name of Tell al-‘Alīq.

Al-Yaÿqūbī’s account of Samarra

Al-Yaÿqūbī, Abū al-ÿAbbās AÊmad b. Abī Yaÿqūb b.
Jaÿfar b. Wahb b. Wā¼iÊ, came from a family with a
background in Abbasid administration. Wā¼iÊ had been
ÿāmil of Egypt in 162/779 (financial agent), and also
sāÊib al-barīd (chief of the post). His grandfather Jaÿfar
had been a secretary. However, al-Yaÿqūbī himself
seems to have lived a life of travel and enquiry. At one
point, he was at the court of the £āhirids in Khurāsān, at
another in India, at another in Egypt and at another at
the court of the Rustamids at Tahert. The evidence
suggests he may have been alive as late as 292/905.14
The Kitāb al-Buldān is thought to have been completed
in Egypt in 278/891. It is a work of geographical
description, which opens with detailed descriptions of
the two capitals of the Caliphate, Baghdad and Samarra,
and then describes the four quarters of the world in turn.
On the whole, descriptions are brief, little more than
lists of towns in each province with their inhabitants.
However, the descriptions of Baghdad and Samarra are
more extended. The published edition of de Goeje
depends upon a single manuscript, now in the
Staatsbibliothek in Munich.15 The manuscript dates to
the 7th century AH, and the use of diacritical marks is
irregular: the reconstruction of the non-Arabic names by
the editors was therefore largely conjectural.
The description of Samarra covers thirteen pages in the
edition of de Goeje.16 The text has the following sections:

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

14
15
16

A brief introduction.
The background of the founding of Samarra,
including the origins of the purchase of the Turks.
Al-Muÿtaîim’s formal progress up the Tigris, and
the foundation and abandonment of the city of alQāðūl.
The selection of Samarra in the course of a hunting
trip.
Description of the foundation of the city of the
caliph (Surra Man Ra’ā).

EI², s.v. Al-Yaÿk≥ūbī.
Staatsbibliothek München, Cod. Arab. 959.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 255–68.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
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Principles of the settlement of the military units,
with emphasis on the separate placement of the
various groups.
Settlement of the Turks at al-Karkh.
Settlement of the Ushrūsaniyya at al-Maðīra.
Settlement of al-asan b. Sahl.
Description of al-Sarīja, the Grand Avenue.
Description of Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad.
Description of Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Awwal.
Description of Shāriÿ Barghāmish al-Turkī.
Description of Shāriÿ SāliÊ al-ÿAbbāsī.
Description of Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Jadīd.
The wall of al-ayr.
Description of Shāriÿ al-Khalīj.
The difficulties with water, and the sources of
provisions.
Al-Muÿtaîim’s development of the west bank of the
Tigris.
The reign of al-Wāthiq.
The expansion of Surra Man Ra’ā under alMutawakkil.
The construction of the new congregational
mosque.
The construction of al-Jaÿfariyya (alMutawakkiliyya).
The reign of al-Muntaîir and the abandonment of
al-Jaÿfariyya.
The years of strife and the reign of al-Muÿtamid.
Concluding remarks.

In spite of the fact that the Kitāb al-Buldān is a book of
geography, it is clear that the description of Samarra,
with one exception, is in fact a chronological history of
the development of the city. The description proceeds
from the origins, through al-Muÿtaîim’s foundation —
which takes the largest part — to the events in the later
history of the city.

The exception is the section describing the avenues.
Here there is a geographical description of what one
would see in each avenue, beginning from the south, and
proceeding to the north. It is evident that the description
of the avenues represents a later stage in the
development of Samarra than its placement in the reign
of al-Muÿtaîim would suggest. The passage is to be
dated after the death of al-Mutawakkil in 247/861, for
the text refers to a move by IsÊāq b. Ibrāhīm “in the
days of al-Mutawakkil”. The description of the avenues
also assumes the expansion of the city under alMutawakkil, and is compatible with the descriptions in
al-£abarī of the street-fighting in the decade after the
death of al-Mutawakkil. Although it could be even later
— for Samarra experienced little more change — the
lack of reference to later events in the passages on the
avenues does suggest that the decade of the 860s is
about right.
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The vivid character of the description of the avenues
argues strongly that al-Yaÿqūbī did at one time live in
the city. It is possible to follow the description of the
avenues in the archaeological evidence and identify
particular buildings. However, his personal experience
seems to have been circumscribed, and not to have
extended to the entire area of the archaeological
remains. Susa, followed by other Iraqi authors, thought
that the cantonments of the Grand Avenue of lower
Samarra (al-Sarīja) extended up to al-Jaÿfarī, but there
is no support for this.17 When reviewed in detail, it will
be seen that the northernmost point mentioned, the
qaðā’iÿ of the khuddām, lay not far to the north of the
palace complex of the Dār al-Khilāfa. In the south, the
detailed description extends as far as al-Maðīra. The
warmth with which al-Yaÿqūbī speaks of the west bank,
suggests that he had also visited that area, for the
gardens there were suitable for picnics and excursions.
However, there is no detailed description of the
outlying military cantonments or Balkuwārā, and the
limited details of the foundation of al-Mutawakkiliyya
are similar to those in al-£abarī.18 It is equally clear that
he had no access to the palaces. There are no internal
details of the Dār al-Khilāfa, which is only viewed from
the outside. One can only conclude that al-Yaÿqūbī
lived a private life at Samarra, and was not in contact
with the Caliphs. That life was spent in the central city,
with excursions to the west bank.
The most striking weakness of the text is the absence of
discussion of the palace-building activities of alMutawakkil, which play a large role in the archaeology,
and are quite widely mentioned in other sources.
Nevertheless a list of the palaces of al-Mutawakkil does
appear in the author’s Ta’rīkh. However, the lack of
mention of the palaces suggests that he may not have
been in Samarra during the 850s, for the massive
construction projects would have made an impression.

The evidence of the text is compatible with the idea that
al-Yaÿqūbī only stayed a relatively short time in Samarra,
perhaps in the 860s, and the remainder of the material
could have been obtained from books or oral accounts.

In spite of the high quality of the text, the archaeological
evidence is able to show that al-Yaÿqūbī was capable of
making a mistake.19 In the account of the city on the
Qāðūl, he remarks that “(al-Muÿtaîim) located the canal
known as the Qāðūl in the middle of the city”, whereas the
archaeological evidence suggests that the city lay between
two of the Qāðūls, and the Tigris.20 There is no indication
of manuscript difficulties here, and there is no particular
evidence that al-Yaÿqūbī himself saw the site. One may
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

accept that it was a simple error, but also that it is an
indication of the reservation with which one should
approach the rest of the text, and the other written sources.
Reference will also be made to the Ta’rīkh of al-Yaÿqūbī.
This chronicle seems to be earlier than the Kitāb alBuldān, for it terminates in 259/872. The information in
the Ta’rīkh seems to have little in common with that in
the Buldān, and a particularly low level of repetition of
the same information between the two texts.

The History of al-£abarī

Al-£abarī, Abu Ja‘far MuÊammad b. Jarīr, is the second
most important source for the history and topography of
Samarra.21 The chronicle Ta’rīkh al-Rusul wal-Mulūk is
full of incidents which took place in Samarra, and
provide information about the structure and topography
of the city.

Al-£abarī was born in 224 or 225 (839 AD) in
£abaristān, but spent most of his life in Baghdad. He
was perhaps present at the siege of Baghdad by the
Samarran forces in 251/865–6.22 He travelled to Egypt
between 253/867 and 256/870, but was back again in
Baghdad by 871. He visited Samarra at least once, in
249/863 or after. Part of the market area was burnt down
in that year, and al-£abarī reports seeing it.23 No doubt,
this visit took place on the road to Egypt, or on the way
back, for it was common to travel by way of Mosul and
northern Syria. He died in 923, and the Ta’rīkh stops in
915, with the events of the year 302. Al-£abarī never
uses the official name of the city, Surra Man Ra’ā, but
rather the popular version, Sāmarrā, which is suggested
elsewhere in this volume to be the Arabic version of the
ancient toponym.
The treatment of events in Samarra is quite full, but not
as detailed as for events in Baghdad in the same period.
For the period from the foundation of Samarra in
221/836 up to the accession of al-Mu‘tamid in 256/870,
events in Samarra were often the centre of attention.
After 256/870, there is markedly less mention of the
city’s affairs, and after 283/896 Samarra is scarcely
mentioned again.

Ibn al-Faqīh al-Hamadhānī

The Kitāb al-Buldān of Ibn al-Faqīh al-Hamadhānī is by
an Iranian author about whom little is known, although
from internal evidence it has been deduced that the work

Susa 1948–9; Kettana 1979.
Al-£abarī, III, 1438.
It is possible, though unverifiable, that there are defects in the manuscript tradition, the text depending on a unique manuscript.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 256.
EI², s.v. al-£abarī.
This fact has been deduced from the vividness of the description of the siege of Baghdad.
Al-£abarī, III, 1512.
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was composed in about 289–90/902–3.24 Three
manuscripts of this work are of an abridged version, but
a fourth exists in the Ridawiya Library, Mashhad, of part
of the full text.25 This last manuscript contains a fairly
extensive text about Samarra, covering a total of ten
folios. The treatment is much less systematic than that of
al-Ya‘qūbī, and in no way speaks of personal
experience. Rather it seems to be a compilation of
information, as Ibn al-Nadīm says about the work, a fact
which is surprising, given that the work is close in date
to the period of the Caliphs at Samarra.
The work contains the following sections on Samarra:

Fol. 90
The foundation of Surra Man Ra’ā by al-Mu‘taîim
The reign of al-Wāthiq
The reign of al-Mutawakkil
Fol. 142–3
The canals of Samarra
The Qātūl al-Kisrawī and the Qāðūl Abī al-Jund

Fol. 143–51
The account of Surmarrā26
The legend of Sām b. NūÊ
The foundations of earlier caliphs at Samarra
List of building projects of al-Mutawakkil
Poetry by ‘Alī b. al-Jahm on al-Ja‘farī
The foundation of al-Ja‘farī
Al-Mu‘taîim al-Muthamman: the legend of the
caliph of eight years, eight sons, eight palaces,
eight victories, etc.

The Muÿjam al-Buldān of Yāqūt

The dictionary of geography, Kitāb Muÿjam al-Buldān,
by the scholar Yāqūt b. ÿAbdallah al-Rūmī al-Baghdādī,
was completed in 621/1224, but added to until his death
in 626/1229 at Aleppo.27 He seems to have travelled
widely, but the work is particularly well informed on
Iraq. Although basically a compilation, there are
certainly additional items of current information.
The following articles treat the region of Samarra:
Al-AÊmadī
Al-Badīÿ
Bazkuwār
Dayr al-Sūsī
Dayr al-£awāwīs

24
25

26
27
28
29
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Dayr ÿAbdūn
Dayr Fathiyūn
Dayr Mārmā Jurjus
Dayr Mārmārī
Dayr Māsarjabīs
Dujayl
Al-Dūr
Al-Ghard
Al-ayr
Al-Hārūnī
Al-Jaÿfarī
Karkh Bājaddā
Karkh Sāmarrā
Al-Maÿshūq
Maðīra
Al-MuÊammadiyya
Al-Mukhtār
Al-Mutawakkiliyya
Nahr al-Marj
Al-Qādisiyya
Qaîr al-Juîî
Al-Qāðūl
Sāmarrā’
Al-Shāh wal-ÿArūs
Al-Shibdāz
Surra Man Ra’ā

The information is compiled from a variety of
unknown sources, which are not the same as those of
al-Ya‘qūbī; the only source which has been identified
is Ibn al-Faqīh al-Hamadhanī’s Kitāb al-Buldān, from
which Yāqūt drew his version of the list of the palaces
of al-Mutawakkil. The epitome of the Muÿjam,
Marāîid al-Iððilā‘ ‘alā asmā’ al-Amkina wal-Biqā‘, by
‘Abd al-Mu’min b. Ibn ‘Abd al-aqq (died 735/1339)
contains additional information from the lifetime of the
author.

Court Poetry

A number of well known Abbasid poets were active at
the court of Samarra. The format of the Arabic qaîīda
does not lend itself to providing much information about
the environment in which the poets lived, or the
environment of their patrons. However, when the poets
composed panegyrics, they evidently referred to the
architectural achievements of their patrons. The two
principal poets who refer to the architecture of their
patrons are ‘Alī b. al-Jahm (c.188/804–249/863)28 and
Walīd b. ‘Ubayd al-BuÊturī (206/821–284/897).29 Both
of these poets were prominent at the court of al-

EI², s.v. Ibn al-Fak≥īh.
Ridawiya Library, Mashhad, MS 5229 (210 folia, 7th cent. Hijri). A facsimile is published by Sezgin: Collection of
Geographical Works by Ibn al-Faqîh, Ibn Fadlân, Abû Dulaf al-Khazrajî, ed. Fuat Sezgin, Frankfurt 1987: Publications of the
Institute for the History of Arabic-Islamic Science, Series C, no. 43.
Surmarrā is a contraction of the name of the city unique to Ibn al-Faqīh.
EI², s.v. Yāk≥ūt al-Rūmī.
EI², s.v. ÿAli b. al-Djahm.
EI², s.v. al-BuÊturī.
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Mutawakkil, and it is not surprising that their themes
speak of architecture, for al-Mutawakkil was passionate
about his buildings.30 Their colleague, Abu Tammām
abīb b. ‘Aws (188/804–231/845), although famous as a
court poet of al-Ma’mūn and al-Mu‘taîim, does not refer
to architecture much, perhaps reflecting the lesser
interest of al-Mu‘taîim in the subject.31 Mention should
also be made of the Abbasid poet-prince Ibn al-Muÿtazz
(247/861–296/908), born at Samarra, who does evoke
places at Samarra in his poetry.32
PRINCIPLES FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF
TOPONYMS

The study of the topography of ancient and medieval
cities is a well-known art. Studies exist of nearly all
major cities, where a substantial body of textual
information can be found. If no textual information has
come down to us, then this kind of study is impossible.
The kind of textual sources which may exist include
systematic descriptions, such as Maqrīzī’s description of
Cairo, accounts of historical events which give
information about localities in the city, incidental
mentions of localities in chronicles and other types of
text, and sometimes documentary information, such as
letters, foundation inscriptions and waqf documents, and
archives of tablets in Mesopotamia.

The value of information from the site of the city itself
is much more variable. In some cases, there is
virtually no archaeological information. For example,
Baghdad has changed almost entirely from its early
days, and no archaeological information from its early
period has survived. Another example is Babylon,
where the field of ruins has had to be excavated; the
areas revealed are not a large proportion of the city,
owing to the limitations of excavation. In both cases,
there are good textual sources. In other cases, the
study attempts to reconstruct the past state of a city,
which has developed on the same plan, and some
buildings have survived. Aleppo, Damascus and Cairo
are examples of this type, but the picture is similar for
Rome and Constantinople.
In the case of Samarra, the quantity of textual
information is more limited than the cases cited above,
but the archaeological information is more plentiful, and
it represents the plan of the same period described in the
texts. At present 6,908 archaeological entities are
defined, of which about 6,100 belong to the period of
the Abbasid city, and 252 toponyms are known in the
texts. The major problem, then, is that there are many
more archaeological buildings than there are names
known, and there could be many candidates for locating
a particular building name.
30
31
32

On palace poetry at Samarra, see Scott-Meisami 2001.
EI², s.v. Abū Tammām; Stetkevych 1991.
EI², s.v. Ibn al-Muÿtazz.

The basic principle of identifying toponyms is to
assemble all the textual information about a toponym,
and all the information about each archaeological unit,
and to compare the two until the best fit is arrived at.
However in many cases, only the name is known, and
perhaps one supplementary item of information, such as
the cost of the building, as in the case of the palaces of
al-Mutawakkil, or its approximate date, such as the
palace of al-AÊmadī, built by al-Muÿtamid.

In these cases, two further principles can be useful; one
is association with other buildings. In the example of the
palaces of al-Mutawakkil, one building may be more or
less expensive than another. Or in the description of the
avenues, one building may be placed before or after
another that is better identified, or belong to a sequence,
of which some elements are better located than others.
In his descriptions, it is clear that al-Yaÿqūbī mentioned
only those buildings which were most prominent. The
prominent buildings of Samarra were not necessarily the
same as the houses of the most important personalities,
for there are many whose houses are not mentioned. If a
building was a distinctive landmark to al-Yaÿqūbī, then
it will still be obvious in the archaeological site today.
The toponyms mentioned only in the chronicle of £abarī
are more difficult to identify, as they were mentioned for
other reasons.

The other principle is that nearly the whole site of the
Abbasid city survived into the 20th century, and can be
identified in the air photographs or other sources of
information, even if some parts have now disappeared,
and can only be recovered from older photographs. The
remains in some places may be badly preserved on the
surface, but they are usually sufficient to identify major
buildings. It is possible to estimate approximately how
much of the city has been lost. The main areas where the
remains may have completely disappeared are: (1) the
valley of the Tigris, and (2) the modern town within the
fortification walls. In the flood plain of the Tigris, the
riverbed has moved since the 3rd/9th century, and may
have eroded buildings, for example half the excavated
palace at uwayîilāt. Secondly, cultivation of the floodplain on the west bank has affected the remains of the
Abbasid agricultural estates reported to have been sited
there. In the case of the modern town, nearly everything
within the line of the fortification walls has been lost.
However, it is evident that the modern city is the
descendant of the market areas of the Abbasid city, and
it seems that some street alignments have remained the
same since the 3rd/9th century. If a building or locality
known in the texts does not fall specifically into one of
these two categories, it is probable that its remains
survived to be recorded. Therefore, a technique such as
adding up the number of archaeological palaces which
remain unidentified, and the number of palace names
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unlocated, and comparing the two, would be
legitimate.

In the end, the process is an imperfect one. Some results
may be more reliable than others, and an effort has been
made to signal the reliability of an identification as of
greater or lesser certainty.33
Not surprisingly, the evidence of the texts does not
correspond very closely to that of the archaeological
site, and it is a question of arriving at the “best fit” of

33
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two different bodies of data. The problem lies in the
fallibility of human perception, on the one hand that of
the medieval writer’s understanding of the world around
him, and the other, the modern archaeologist’s understanding of the archaeological site. However the availability of detailed archaeological information marks a
significant advance on what was previously possible in
studies of urban topography, and in particular makes it
possible to go back and ask the question: how did a
medieval author see what we can be certain was there in
his time?

In Appendix C, the reliability of an identification is evaluated on a scale of 0 to 5.
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1. Undulating gypsum desert
2. Gullied gypsum desert
3. Covered Mutawakkil terrace
4. Eroded Mutawakkil terrace
5. Eroded Mutawakkil terrace
with broad, flat valleys

6 al-Mu'tasim terrace
7. Mahdy terrace
8. Severely eroded Mahdy terrace
9. Tigris flood plain
10. Tigris basin
11. Tigris levee

12. Tigris depression
13. Tigris overflow
14. lake bottom land
15. lake border land
16. active dune land
17. ancient irrigation canal

Fig. 5. Surface geology in the region of Samarra (source: Buringh 1960).

CHAPTER 2

The Regional Environment
The modern town of Samarra is situated on the left bank
of the Tigris about 125 km north of Baghdad by road (E
43° 52’ 42”, N 34° 11’ 79”), and close to the boundary
between the two great environmental zones of Iraq, the
alluvial plain to the south and the Tigris valley of the
north.
The exceptional character of the Iraqi environment is
well known by now. A natural desert plain with an
average of 108 mm of rain at Baghdad, less than the
minimum necessary for rain-fed agriculture, Iraq is
traversed by the Tigris and the Euphrates, which draw
their waters from the mountains of eastern Anatolia, and
empty into the head of the Gulf. After emerging from
the mountains, the only affluents of the Euphrates are
the Balikh and the Khabur in Syria, while the Tigris
receives additional water from the Zagros in the Zab,
‘Adhaym, Diyala, and Karun rivers. The two rivers
approach closest to one another near to present-day
Baghdad, and diverge again before meeting north of
Basra. In this area, they share a common alluvial plain,
which extends north to al-Qādisiyya, 25 km south of
Samarra. The altitude of the Tigris is 50 m at Qādisiyya,
and it follows that the fall of the Tigris over the 600 km
between Qādisiyya and the Gulf is a gradient of only
1:12,000. This slow-moving water leads to significant
deposition of silt from the two rivers, and consequent
movements in the riverbeds, a factor which has had an
important effect on human history in Iraq, and also on
the local history of Samarra.

Samarra is located north of the limit of the alluvial plain
on the edge of the valley of the Tigris, where the river is
incised between 15 and 20 m into the rolling steppe east
and west of the river, and the flood plain is 2–4 km
wide. It is an ill-defined region, a passageway between
south and north of Iraq, whose only physical limits are
the alignment of the river Tigris.

THE GEOMORPHOLOGY OF THE REGION
The river Tigris dominates the geology of the Samarra
region. The steppe east and west of the river is
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composed of three fluviatile terraces formed by
riverbeds in the Pleistocene era, with large numbers of
river-stones embedded in the matrix (Fig. 6).34 In the
1950s, these terraces in the Samarra region were given
the names of the Mutawakkil, Mu‘tasim, and Mahdy
terraces.35 At Samarra itself, the Mutawakkil terrace is
dominant. The terrace is composed of rounded pebbles
and gravels of chert, limestone and metamorphic rocks
in an argillaceous and siliceous matrix. This material is
relatively easy to erode by water or wind action; and in
addition, it is relatively easy to excavate for the
construction of underground buildings (Fig. 6).

The steppe land

The soils of the terrace consist of sandy, loamy and silty
material mixed with gravel, reddish-brown and
Sierozem soils.36 The gypsum content is very high, up to
60%. Large gypsum crystals occur everywhere in the
soil, and are mined for making juîî.37

On the west side of the Tigris, the steppe forms a
dissected plateau varying in elevation between 85 m
and 110 m above MSL (Mean Sea Level). It is very
bare and carries little vegetation. On the east side, the
surface is featureless and undulating, rising from c. 55 m
above MSL in the south to 87 m in the north. The
vegetation is composed of annual grasses without trees,
for most of the year. There is sufficient soil cover for
cultivation if water is available. Cultivators recently
have chosen to excavate wells with mechanical
excavators in the steppe surface, or in the beds of the
former canals, where there seems to be some residual
sub-surface water flow. The water is somewhat saline.
The problem on the east bank steppe in recent years has
been that wells dug to supply irrigation water have only
delivered a few barrels per day, and the soil is not rich
in organic material. Nevertheless since the construction
of the barrage on the Tigris at Samarra in the 1950s, the
inhabitants of the villages formerly in the flood plain,
were displaced onto the steppe-land, and have since
spread out as far as the alignment of the Nahr al-Raîāîī
and beyond.

Buringh 1960, 127.
It is not known whether recent work on the region has continued to use these names. Evidently they were given by the
Directorate-General of Agriculture in Baghdad.
The soils of the region between Samarra and the ÿAdhaym river were studied by van der Kloes in 1956 (Buringh 1960, 127).
More recent reports were not found.
The gypsum is a secondary formation, created by the evaporation of water rich in dissolved calcium sulphate. It is porous, soft,
brittle, and needle-shaped, with long vertical crystals.

Fig. 6. Boreholes illustrating a cross-section of the geology at Samarra (source: Züblin A G).
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The Tigris and its flood-plain

The Tigris at Samarra is composed of a braided river
pattern set in a flood plain. The flood plain varies between
2 and 6 km wide, with a riverbed between 300 and 800 m
wide. The altitude of the river level varies between 75 m
above MSL at al-Dūr in the north, and 50 m at Qādisiyya.
The gradient is 1:2000, much steeper than in the alluvial
plain to the south of Qādisiyya.
At present, the river has a braided pattern with alluvial
islands in the stream, which are constantly changing
from one year to the next. Most of the islands are
covered with bushes, and may be cultivated. When not
cultivated, they provide refuges for wild boar and
hyenas, or grazing land for buffaloes.

On each side of the river, the flood plain provides fertile
flat agricultural land, if irrigated. Today the river lies on
the east side of the plain, for much of its length in the
Samarra region. Only in the area of the Dār al-Khilāfa
did the river bend to the west, leaving an area of flood
plain to the east of the river.

The regime of the Tigris

The Tigris draws its water from the mountains of eastern
Anatolia. Today the regime of the river has been much
changed by the construction of dams in Turkey, and the
Saddam Dam at Eski Mosul in Iraq. It is intended here
to describe the regime of the river before the changes
brought about by recent dam building, in order to
present the situation as it may have existed in ancient
and medieval times.

In the spring, melting snow increases the flow of water
between February and May, with a slow decline through
the rest of the year (Fig. 7).38 Low water at the site of
the bridge at Samarra was between 56 m and 57 m
above MSL, with a low discharge of 300–400 cumecs,
and a maximum of 750 cumecs.39 The highest flood
level recorded was seven metres higher (62.80 m).40
While the rise is obviously variable from year to year,
high water levels can cause disastrous flooding. While
flooding is not recorded as seriously affecting Samarra
itself, the effects on Baghdad could be quite severe. In
the last year of severe flooding (1954), Baghdad was
seriously affected, and flooding continued all the way
down the Shaðð al-ayy, as far as the marshes of
southern Iraq. The flow at flood-time is extremely
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
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violent, with a maximum known discharge of 12,500
cumecs at Samarra. It should be emphasised that this
flow was beyond the capacity of man in ancient and
medieval times to control, and would destroy any bridge
or dam built in the river.41 For this reason the medieval
bridge at Samarra, like the bridges of Baghdad, was
built of pontoons, which could be removed at floodtime. The Abbasid bridge was probably similar to the
early modern bridge which existed until 1955.

The barrage

According to a report published in 1951,42 the danger of
flooding to Baghdad could be avoided by the diversion
of excess floodwater into the Tharthar depression
located between the Tigris and Euphrates. A barrage at
Samarra would allow the passage of a maximum of
7000 cumecs, and divert the remainder into the Tharthar
depression. Construction was begun in 1953, and the
barrage was brought into operation in November
1955.43 A curved bank was built across the old course
of the Tigris, just north of modern Samarra, and new
sluices cut into the flood-plain on the west bank, while
further sluices controlled overflow into a channel
leading 60 km south-west to what is now Lake
Tharthar. A lake was formed behind the dam, and this
flooded the plain as far north as Shaykh Walī. The
villages of the flood-plain on the left bank in front of
the Dār al-Khilāfa, and the villages of the right bank
south-east and north-east of the Qaîr al-‘Āshiq, were
evacuated, and their population mainly settled in
Samarra and in villages on the east bank steppe, in
between the Abbasid remains.

Naturally, the lake has suffered from sedimentation in
the 49 years between completion in 1955 and the date of
writing (2004). The silt content of Tigris water at
Baghdad varies between 180 gm/m3 in low water
conditions and 2300 gm/m3 in flood conditions.44 The
reduced flow of water in the Tigris since the completion
of the dams further north has no doubt changed both the
silt content and the deposition rate through slower flow.
In 1977, there was a large open lake behind the barrage.
By 1989, the lake had nearly entirely disappeared. It was
replaced mainly by marsh conditions similar to those of
the marshes in southern Iraq. Buffaloes found in the
southern marshes have also been imported to Samarra. It
seems likely that the lake will continue to dry out in the
future, leaving dry land conditions which can be
cultivated again.

Source: Züblin AG, Iraq-Wadi Tharthar project.
Cumec: cubic metres per second of water passing a single point. These figures date to the 1950s, before the construction of the
modern dams on the Tigris, and are intended to give an idea of conditions in ancient times.
February 1941 (Züblin 1956).
The barrage at Samarra was destroyed once in the course of construction, in March 1954.
Report on the control of the rivers of Iraq and the utilisation of their waters, Irrigation Development Commission, Baghdad
1951.
Züblin 1956.
Buringh 1960, 51.
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The archaeological remains covered by the lake were in
principle destroyed by the water, but in practice, their
fate seems to have been more complex. The Abbasid
monuments affected by the lake were: (1) the garden of
the Dār al-Khilāfa (H309), (2) al-Quwayr (H30), and (3)
the gardens of the west bank (V11, V54 and others).
H309 is now a marsh. The higher parts of H30 are
preserved in a dry state, and the lower parts are
waterlogged. The gardens of the west bank are now also
waterlogged, but their state has not been checked.

The ancient beds of the Tigris

There is considerable evidence of movement in the
Tigris bed over the centuries. In the flood plain at
Samarra itself, meander patterns are visible in the air
photography, and it is evident that the channel beds have
moved extensively since Abbasid times. On the west
side, half the square palace at uwayîilāt (V1) has been
eroded by water action, although it now lies at a distance
of 1800 m from the river. There is also partial erosion of
the garden of the Dār al-Khilāfa. However the channel
alignments of the early 20th century, up to the closure of
the barrage in 1955, give the impression of being similar
to those of the Abbasid period. Most of the Abbasid
monuments presuppose a river located in approximately
the same position as in pre-1955.

South of the entrance to the Nahr al-Qā’im, the situation
is different. Wilkinson45 has defined three different
periods of the course of the Tigris between Samarra and
Baghdad, building on the work of Ahmad Susa,46
Buringh,47 and Adams.48
Earlier Holocene c. 8000 BC–3/4000 BC
Meander traces occur across a broad belt of land to the
west of the Dujayl canal system. These are clearly not
later than the traces of the channel which existed in the
9th century, and are therefore presumably earlier, but
cannot be dated with confidence. From the visible
topography it can be inferred that the earliest Holocene
course of the Tigris probably followed a more westerly
course from Tell Bundarī (Site M12), around and to the
west of a residual of high river terrace near Iîðablāt, to
continue down through the meander belt. This course
was probably in use before Tell Bundarī was occupied
during the third and second millennia BC. From the
above it can be concluded that the narrow Tigris flood
plain in the vicinity of Qādisiyya, c. 1.5 km wide
compared with 2–4 km upstream, is a relatively recent
phenomenon. A more recent date for the Qādisiyya
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

Northedge, Wilkinson & Falkner 1990.
Susa 1948–9, 192.
Buringh 1960, 124–5.
Adams 1965, figs 4–6.
Herzfeld 1948, 69; Adams 1965, 91; al Feel 1965, 110–13.
Al-Masÿūdī, Murūj, I, 223.
Ibn ÿAbd al-aqq, Marāîid, I, 270.
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course is supported by the evidence for rapid rates of
erosion of the Tigris banks.

Mid-Holocene to approximately 13th century AD
During this long period the Tigris appears to have
followed the present course between Iîðablāt and
Qādisiyya, and then continued on a more southerly
course via ‘Ukbarā. The upper part of this channel is
shown as a rather weak trace on the air photographs, but
becomes more pronounced towards the south to follow a
highly sinuous course to join the Tigris some 30 km
north of Baghdad.49
The dry bed of the former course is still visible, called
al-Shuðayð, and up till the building of the barrage at
Samarra, al-Shuðayð still carried water in the flood
season. Some movement may have already taken place
by the 4th/10th century, for al-Masÿūdī refers to law
suits which a change in the bed of the Tigris in the area
north of Baghdad had given rise to.50 According to Ibn
ÿAbd al-aqq, Marāîid al-Iððilāÿ (early 8th/14th
century), the town of ÿUkbarā was abandoned when the
Tigris left its bed between ÿUkbarā and Awānā.51 Since
the Abbasid Caliph al-Mustanîir (623/1226–640/1242)
was responsible for the construction of new canals to
irrigate the districts cut off from their normal supplies
by the movement of the river, the major shift must have
taken place sometime at the beginning of his reign.

Medieval and post-Medieval route of the Tigris
A further channel situated between the above channel
and the present-day bed appears to represent a sub-stage,
at which time perhaps a relict course of the lower
ÿAdhaym was adopted by one branch of the Tigris. This
narrower (c. 100 m wide) channel appears to have
continued in use until it eventually dried up, perhaps as
late as within the last 100 years.
The modern Tigris channel
The present course, although partially adopted by the 13th
century, did not appear to have conducted the entire Tigris
discharge until probably the last 100–200 years. The
present braided river channel contrasts conspicuously
with the earlier meandering channel.

Wilkinson suggests that the present course of the Tigris
in its eastern channel may lie essentially along the
alignment of the Qāðūl Abī al-Jund, as described below.
The entrance to the Qāðūl Abī al-Jund lay close to that of
the Qāðūl al-Ma’mūnī. The entrances to two canals of
approximately 25–40 m wide, each close together, may
have created a weak point, which under the impact of
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the spring flood, may have fused partially into a single
channel enlarged over the centuries to become the main
channel of the Tigris.

THE CLIMATE

Information on the climate at Samarra is quite limited
(Fig. 8). A station for collecting climatic data exists at
Samarra, and there are records for rainfall going back to
1928. The recent problems in Iraq, however, have
prevented an approach to the Iraq Meteorological
Department for information, and the only source of
information is the published work of al-Shalash, The
Climate of Iraq,52 which gives rainfall figures for
Samarra, based on data between 1928 and 1939, and
1948 and 1963. However, the climate at Samarra is not
very different from Baghdad, from where rainfall figures
go back to 1888.
Samarra has a climate typical of central Iraq, an
extremely dry continental version of the Mediterranean
climate, with all of the sparse rainfall falling in the
winter months, and high temperatures in the summer.

Rainfall at Samarra results from depressions tracking
across the Mediterranean, and crossing the Syrian Desert

52
53

Shalash 1966.
Ladurie 1962.
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before depositing rain on Iraq. The average of annual
rainfall for the period 1928 to 1939 was 97.1 mm, with
variation between 24 and 231 mm. The 1930s were a
dry period everywhere in the Middle East, and for the
period 1948 to 1963, the average was 153 mm (Fig. 8).
The averages for the same two periods at Baghdad were
108.4 mm and 134 mm. The late 19th century had been
wetter and probably colder, with a maximum of 501 mm
of rain at Baghdad in 1890.

This wetter period, known also from Jerusalem, seems
to be a last trace of the ‘Little Ice Age’, which in Europe
reached its peak in the 16th century, and which also
probably affected the Middle East, though local data
from the region is lacking.53 Methods to estimate
climatic variation in the Early Islamic period in the
Middle East between 700 and 1000 AD have not been
investigated, although what little information is
available worldwide suggests that it was a warm period
in northern Europe and the Arctic. The significance of
climatic variation for Samarra lies not so much in its
effect on the local environment, for the local rainfall is
far from sufficient for agriculture. By contrast, variation
in the rainfall of Eastern Anatolia could have had an
important effect on the regime of the Tigris, and may
have led to the movements of the riverbed described
earlier.
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CHAPTER 3

Samarra before the Abbasid period
BEFORE THE SASANIAN PERIOD

The earliest occupation so far known at Samarra belongs
to the Chalcolithic Samarran culture. The Samarran
culture succeeded the Hassuna period towards the end of
the seventh millennium BC, and is so called because
Herzfeld first identified it at Samarra.54 The Samarran
culture spreads in a broad band across central Iraq, and
there are two sites at Samarra: the cemetery at alLaðwa,55 and an occupation site at Tell al-Suwwān (Fig.
9).56 The cemetery of al-Laðwa, which lies under an
Abbasid house to the west of the Congregational
Mosque and on the edge of the flood plain, was
excavated by Herzfeld in 1911, and there was a large
quantity of painted pottery associated.57 Tell al-Suwwān
was also known to Herzfeld, but it was excavated
primarily by an Iraqi expedition in the 1960s (Fig. 10,
Pl. 4).58 It is situated on the high cliff of the riverbank to
the south of the palace of Balkuwārā. Radiocarbon dates
on the lowest levels give a date of 6300 BC. In the third
phase, the site was composed of a number of houses
with very small rooms, surrounded by an enclosure wall
with a ditch, but, in the later phases, the wall was
abandoned. There were rich finds of alabaster statuettes
and painted pottery. So far, only these two sites of the
Samarran period have been identified, and it is not easy
to imagine the environment in which they functioned. As
noted earlier, the course and regime of the Tigris has
changed extensively since that period, and now the
Tigris flows at the base of the cliff on which Tell alSuwwan is situated, but one supposes that at that time
the Tigris flowed further to the west, and that the
inhabitants cultivated the flood plain at the foot of the
cliff.
After the Samarran period, we have no further evidence
of early occupation until the end of the third millennium
BC. Five sites are known with similar pottery, being

54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65

mainly wheel-turned with a rather gritty fabric and a
buff surface. The pottery is comparable with late third
millennium material at Abu Salabikh (Ur III), Nippur,
and particularly in the Diyala region.59 In the north, site
B1 is a typical archaeological tell, 173 x 131 m, located
on the east bank of the Tigris, 3 km northwest of Abū
Dulaf mosque.60 Site S8, is a small occupation site east
of the Nahr al-Raîāîī in the steppe. Tell Nazūz is a tell
overlooking the east bank of the Tigris at Jubayriyya, on
the south side of the site of al-Maðīra.61 On the west
bank of the Tigris, Site M2, named Tell Iîðablāt, lies
under the northern part of the palace at al-Iîðablāt, a
large site measuring 361 m long and 60 m wide on the
edge of the slope down to the flood plain (Fig. 86).62
There are about four metres of deposits, and while most
of the pottery was third millennium, one possible
Samarran painted sherd was recovered (Fig. 11).63

A further 1400 m to the southeast, Tell Saÿūd, represents
the remains of a square platform measuring 81 m at the
summit, with two ramps on west and east, each
measuring 26 m wide (Fig. 10, Pl. 5).64 On the south
side of the platform, there is a second lower terrace with
rooms around a courtyard. It seems likely that this is a
temple platform of the type known in the Diyala in the
third millennium, although it is not oval, as at Khafajeh,
and that it is the temple for the occupation site at Tell
Iîðablāt. In 1917–18 an alabaster statue of Sumerian type
was discovered during trenching operations by Indian
soldiers at Iîðablāt.65 It is most probable that this statue
came from the temple site, M14, but it is also possible
that it came from the occupation site at Tell Iîðablāt. A
similar statue of Third Millennium date, now in the
British Museum, has recently been identified by Reade
as the one first seen by Rich at al-Sanam on the opposite
side of the Tigris. Only a pair of legs of this statue
survives, but it is assessed as being of Old Akkadian
date, perhaps the reigns of Sargon (2334–2279 BC) or

Herzfeld 1930.
Site H197, Grid Reference: E 395980 N 3786430.
Site R2, Grid Reference: E 399500 N 3775600.
Herzfeld 1930, 1.
Abu’l-Soof & el-Wailly 1965; A’dami 1968; Abu’l-Soof 1968; Abu’l-Soof 1971. There was also a French expedition under the
direction of Cathérine Breniquet in 1989 (Breniquet 1991).
Falkner (forthcoming). The comparisons have a date range from Early Dynastic III to Akkadian and Ur III.
Site B1, Grid Reference: E 387800, N 3804500.
Site L2 : Grid Reference: E 396500, N 3779950. The site was not visited by the survey. Information is drawn from Adams
1965, site 860.
Site M2, Grid Reference: E 400483, N 3772382
Northedge & Falkner 1987. In DGA 1970, the site is said to be Early Dynastic.
Site M14: Grid Reference E 401230, N 3771165.
The statue is now in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford (Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of London 2/32, 1920, 82–5).
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Rim from a straight-sided vessel with rectangles cut from the side before firing. Brown fabric with
black grits and vegetable temper. Brown surface, incised decoration on the collar, impressed
decoration on the sides. Hand-made.
Bowl. Light brown fabric with many white and some angular black grits, a small amount of
vegetable temper and some mica. Buff slip.
Jar. Fabric as 813. Greenish buff surface.
Large basin. Greenish brown fabric with black and brown grits and a large amount of vegetable
temper. Brown surface. Hand made.
Jar. Reddish brown fabric with many black and a few red grits, some vegetable temper and a small
amount of mica. Buff surface.
Bowl. Fabric as 813. Buff surface.
Jar. Fabric as 813. Buff slip.
Jar. Fabric as 813. Buff slip.
Jar. Reddish brown fabric with many angular black and white grits and some mica. Surface is burnt,
buff slip.
Bowl. Fabric as 813. Buff surface.
Bowl. Fabric as 813. Buff surface.
Base. Fabric as 813. Buff slip.
Bowl. Fabric as 813. Buff surface. Incised wavy line decoration inside.
Jar. Fabric as 813. Buff surface.
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Fig. 12. Pottery of the First Millennium BC from site I1, al-uwaysh.
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Bowl. Red fabric with black and white grits, some vegetable temper and mica. Buff slip.
Bowl. Red fabric with black and white grits, and some vegetable temper.
Bowl. Reddish brown fabric with a light brown core, black and white grits, some
vegetable temper and mica. The surface ranges from red to buff.
Bowl. Yellow fabric with red and white grits, and a large amount of vegetable temper.
Buff surface.
Jar. Reddish brown fabric with many white grits, black and red grits (some up to 5mm
diam.), vegetable temper and mica. Buff slip on exterior.
Ring base. Buff fabric with black grits, mica and a large amount of vegetable temper.
Buff surface.
Disc base. Reddish brown fabric with black and white grits, mica and a large amount of
vegetable temper. Buff surface.
Jar neck. Reddish brown fabric with darker core, black and white grits, mica and a large
amount of vegetable temper. The surface ranges from buff to pink.
Bowl. Reddish brown fabric with black grits, mica and vegetable temper. Buff slip.
Jar. Buff fabric with black and a few red grits, mica and a large amount of vegetable
temper. Buff slip.
Jar. Fabric as 151. Reddish brown surface.
Jar. Greenish brown fabric with black and white grits and vegetable temper. Greenish
buff surface.
Jar. Fabric as 106. Greenish buff surface.
Jar. Reddish brown fabric with many black and a few white grits, and vegetable temper.
Buff slip.
Jar. Greenish brown fabric with black, a few white grits and vegetable temper. Greenish
brown surface.
Jar. Reddish brown fabric with many black and a few white grits, and vegetable temper.
Buff slip.
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his son Rimush (2278–2270 BC).66 It seems likely that
this statue also came from the temple site.67
This upsurge of activity at the end of the third
millennium is probably connected with, and an outlier
of, activity on the Diyala in this period.

Only one site appeared to provide traces of occupation
in the second millennium, Tell Bundarī (Fig. 10).68 This
site is composed of a square fort, 75 x 96 m, surrounded
by a fosse approximately 17 m wide. In the centre, a
raised area 50 m long appears to represent the
occupation area.69

For the first millennium, there are two principal sites:
Tell Muhayjīr, situated on the west bank of the Tigris
opposite to the inlet to the Nahr al-Raîāîī (Site V21),70
and al-uwaysh (sites I1 and I2) (Fig. 10, Pl. 6).71 Aluwaysh is located on a promontory of the Jazīra
steppe, opposite to the modern town of Samarra, and has
two components:
(1) A tell in the centre of the site (site I1), measuring
approximately 30 x 100 m, from which neoAssyrian sherds were recovered (Fig. 12).72
(2) A fortified enclosure measuring 640 x 265 m. On
the south and west sides, this enclosure is defended
by a fosse 20–30 m wide.

The site is now covered by the modern village of
uwaysh. The only parts of the site now visible are
parts of the tell between the houses, and part of the
western section of the fosse. In the air photograph of
1953 (Pl. 6), a mud-brick towered fortification wall, and
a number of buildings in the northwest quarter can be
seen. Moreover, an axial avenue appears to lead from a
gate in the middle of the northwest wall in the direction
of the tell.

While the fortified enclosure is not necessarily of the
same date as the tell, a date in the Neo-Assyrian period
seems most probable. No pottery has yet been recovered
from the fortified enclosure. The fortified enclosure is
not Islamic, and does not appear to be Partho-Sasanian
by its style. On the other hand, large, orthogonally
planned Neo-Assyrian fortifications do exist on the
Euphrates, and are not very different from al-uwaysh.
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77

In the texts of the neo-Assyrian period a town called
Surmarrate is known, which has been suggested to be
identified with Samarra.73 A letter of Ashurbanipal refers
to persons who were in the town of Surmarrate.74 In an
Assyrian geographical list, the toponym URU Su-urmar-ra-a-te occurs.75 The name has the form of a
feminine plural. In the list, this toponym is placed after
Ekallatu, a town not far from Assur, but whose exact
location is unknown, and before Artaha and Halakhu.
Artaha is Arraphe (=Kirkuk); Halakhu lies northeast of
Nineveh probably near Khorsabad.

In addition to the textual information, there is a stele in
the Walters Gallery in Baltimore, said to have come
from the palace of Sennacherib in Nineveh. The tablet is
dated 690 BC, and commemorates, apart from the
campaigns of Sennacherib, the refoundation of the city
of Surmarrate.76 The description of Surmarrate in the
stele is:

115. At that time, Sur-marrati, (a city) on the bank of
the Tigris which was abandoned ages ago and had
gone
116. to ruin — when I arranged a march to Elam and
Chaldaea, because in the course
117. of my campaign I was spending the night therein
— at that time it occurred to me to repopulate that
city.
118. I made up my mind and greatly enlarged the site
of the city, had its wall rebuilt and made it lofty
like a mountain.
119. Beside the wall, all around it, I dug a moat. Palm
groves and grape vines
120. I planted in the meadow….
The description of Surmarrate here corresponds quite
closely with the site of al-uwaysh. It is located on the
Tigris, on one of the routes leading to Elam and
Chaldaea. The site has been enlarged with a new wall
and a moat, and it could be described as elevated,
overlooking the flood plain of the Tigris. The meadow
planted with palm groves and grape vines would have
been situated in the flood plain of the Tigris. Further,
Samarra is the northern limit of the date palm on the
Tigris, and therefore this Surmarrate77 must have been
situated at Samarra or further south. The principal
objection to this identification is that it implies that the

Reade 2002, 262–9.
A third statue recovered in the First World War at Samarra has not yet been reidentified, and thus cannot be precisely dated
(Reade 1978, 180).
Site M12: Grid Reference E 396560, N 3775200. Regrettably the pottery recovered from this site was not catalogued before
the Kuwait War in 1991. The dating depends on a first impression of the pottery at the time of the campaign of 1989.
When site M12 was visited in 1989 the central mound was still in existence, but the fosse was no longer visible.
Site V21, Grid Reference E 386678, N 3807725.
Sites I1 and I2, Grid Reference: E 391297, N 3784138.
Northedge & Falkner 1987, fig. 9.
The author is grateful to the late Jeremy Black for this analysis of the textual information on Surmarrate.
Harper 1892–1914, no. 944 (Letter of Ashurbanipal to two persons Zakir and Kattiya).
Text K.4384. See Forrer 1920, 52, 104.
Grayson 1963.
There may have been more than one Surmarrate.
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ancient toponym of Samarra moved across the Tigris
from the west bank to the east bank immediately
opposite. This would be a rather unusual migration, for
toponyms usually refer to small areas, and the Tigris is
wide at this point.

After the end of the Neo-Assyrian period, there is for the
moment no more archaeological evidence of settlement
until Partho-Sasanian times. There is no doubt that such
evidence exists, but it was not found in the course of the
work so far, and its discovery will have to wait for
future fieldwork.
To review the evidence of ancient occupation in the
region, it is evident that settlement in early times was
mainly concentrated along the Tigris bank and the flood
plain. It was quite sparse, and the region was not heavily
settled; rather it formed a corridor between Assyria and
Babylonia, a route used by Assyrian armies invading the
south, and later by Xenophon and Julian retreating
north. Development, however, increased under the
Sasanians.

THE SASANIAN PERIOD

Two principal developments took place in the region of
Samarra in the Sasanian period (AD 226–637): (1) the
appearance of a number of small town sites on the east
bank of the Tigris, and (2) the digging of the inlets to the
Qāðūl al-Kisrawī, and its associated canals, the feeder
canal of the Nahrawan complex which extends 225 km
south along the east bank of the Tigris (Fig. 22). It is not
certain that the pre-Islamic town sites of the Samarra
region only began to develop in the Sasanian period. It
may be that one or more go back to the Parthian period,
or even earlier, but the archaeological evidence is not
yet available.
The earliest historical source that gives us a description
of the region is the text of Ammianus Marcellinus on the
retreat of the army of Julian in 364:
“Having buried these men as well as the pressing
conditions allowed, when towards nightfall we
were coming at a rapid pace to a fortress called
Sumere, we recognised the corpse of Anatolius
lying in the road, and it was hastily committed to
the earth. … On the next day we pitched our
camp in the best place we could find, a broad
plain in a valley; it was surrounded as if by a
natural wall, and had only one exit, which was a
wide one, and all about it we set stakes with

78
79
80
81
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sharp ends like the points of swords. On seeing
this, the enemy from the bushes and reeds78
assailed us with weapons of all kinds and with
insulting language… Then we set out on the
following night and took possession of the place
called Charcha; here we were safe because there
were mounds along the banks, constructed by
men’s hands to prevent the Saracens from
continually making raids on Assyria, and no one
harassed our lines, as had been done before this.
And from here, having completed a march of
thirty stadia, on the first of July we reached a city
called Dura…”79

Although it is not easy to identify all the toponyms
mentioned, it is clear that three principal toponyms were
the same as later: Samarra, al-Karkh and al-Dūr. The
appearance of the town sites therefore was spread out
over a long period, which certainly began before the
excavation of the Qāðūl. The four town sites which
preceded the foundation of Samarra by al-Mu‘taîim
were, from north to south: al-MāÊūza, al-Karkh or
Karkh Fayrūz, al-Maðīra, and al-Qādisiyya. AlQādisiyya will be treated in the next chapter together
with the foundations of al-Rashīd and al-Mu‘taîim on
the Qāðūl.

Al-MāÊūza — Area C

When the Caliph al-Mutawakkil built his new city, alMutawakkiliyya, in 245/859 - 247/861, the site is
referred to in al-Ya‘qūbī’s description of Samarra as “a
place called al-MāÊūza” (maw¼ÿ yuqālu lahu alMāÊūza);80 in al-£abarī Mutawakkil is said to have
“built al-MāÊūza”.81 It has been known for a long time
that this site lay in the general vicinity of the mosque of
Abū Dulaf.

The site lies on the bank of the Tigris, between the river
and the Mosque of Abū Dulaf, and is a rough oval
measuring 2 km north to south, and a maximum of 800 m
east to west (Fig. 14, Pl. 2). There is a buttressed wall
enclosing what would appear to be the limits of the site,
that is, separating it from the buildings that appear to
belong to Mutawakkil’s new city. It is not certain
whether this was intended to be an enclosure wall or a
defensive wall. At any rate, it is broken in several places
by later construction, in particular by the enclosure of
the Mosque of Abū Dulaf. The wall thus predates
245/859, and was out of use by that time. However, the
site clearly grew to its maximum dimensions in the
Abbasid period.

The translator has “wooded heights” for saltus. As this is not likely at Samarra, saltus probably means here patches of bushes
or reeds in the river plain.
Ammianus Marcellinus, Res Gestae, xxv.6.4–9.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 266.
Al-£abarī, III, 1438–9; al-Balādhurī, 298; Herzfeld 1948, 125, Luftbildaufnahme II. Herzfeld gives the modern name of alHait to the site.
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Inside the enclosure a well-preserved irregular building
and street plan can be detected on the east and north
sides, but about 400 m in from the riverbank, the plan
becomes increasingly difficult to make out. This area on
the riverbank has the most sherds, and resembles a
conventional Middle Eastern archaeological site.
Within the walled area, there are four monumental
buildings:

Qalÿat al-MāÊūza
Located on the riverbank at the north end of the site, this
is an irregular fortified enclosure, open to the river, and
approximately 225 m long and 120 m wide (Fig. 15).
The walls are only traceable as raised mounds, but at the
south end two sections of wall are still standing, built of
mud-bricks 43 x 43 x 10 cm over a layer of tamped
earth 35 cm thick (Pl. 7). Between the two sections of
wall, there is a gap with fragments of baked brick
fittings in the wall ends: this seems to have been a gate.
Within the enclosure, the line of a rectangular building
with a central courtyard and surrounding rooms was
detected as a crop-mark (Pl. 8).
It seems likely that this irregular enclosure is a fort or
citadel for the settlement site —this view is supported
by the recovery of a few Sasanian sherds — and the
enclosure was consequently named by us Qalÿat alMāÊūza. The rectangular building inside the enclosure
has a plan much more typical of the architecture of the
3rd/9th century, and it seems probable that this is a later
addition.

Dār Abī Dulaf
This is an irregular rectangular enclosure, open to the
river, and measuring approximately 100 x 82 m. Three
sections of the wall on the north side are still standing to
a height of about 3 m, and are constructed of riverstones and juîî (Pl. 2). The interior is unclear and at
present occupied by a farm on the south side. The
enclosure is called Dār Abī Dulaf, and presumed to be
the residence of the man after whom the Mosque of Abū
Dulaf is named (see below, p. 216). The name is recent,
and there is no necessary connection with the historical
figure concerned.

He was al-Qāsim b. ÿĪsā al-ÿIjlī, known as Abū Dulaf,
who flourished in the time of al-Ma’mūn and alMuÿtaîim, and who died in 226/841.82 The power base
of the Dulafid dynasty was located at Karaj in Iran. Abū
Dulaf himself was a littérateur and patron of the arts. He
seems to have lived in Baghdad, and was governor of
Damascus under al-Muÿtaîim, while also taking part in
the campaign against the Iranian rebel Bābak in 838. In
82
83
84
85

view of his biography, it is quite possible that he had a
house at Samarra, but it is not mentioned in the texts.

Qabr Abī Dulaf
100 m to the northeast of this building, Tariq al-Jannābī
excavated a site known as Qabr Abī Dulaf (the Tomb of
Abū Dulaf) in 1978–9 (Fig. 15, Pl. 9).83 This is a raised
mound of some 23 x 17 m, which proved to contain a
building with a number of rooms including a prayer hall,
courtyard, possible minaret, and an octagonal room,
which might have been a tomb chamber. Jannābī counts
this building as part of al-Mutawakkiliyya, thus to be
dated to the period 245/859–247/861. However, the level
of this building seems to be much higher than the
surrounding buildings; it appears to be built over them,
and belongs to a later period.

There is no good evidence for dating the building. The
style of architecture probably belongs to about the
5th/11th or 6th/12th century. If the analysis of the plan
of the building is correct, then it is the same type of
complex as that of Imām al-Dūr at al-Dūr to the north. It
would be a zāwiya for a shaykh, or perhaps a complex
based on the tomb of a saint. It may be possible to
identify the shaykh concerned.

The Later Mosque
To the south of Dār Abī Dulaf, and adjoining it, there is
an area on the riverbank which appears heavily
pockmarked from air photographs. This seems to
represent the site of the latest occupation. On its
southern margin there is a ruin visible in air-photographs
approximately 40 m square, traceable by the trenches
left by brick-robbing (the building was thus of baked
brick). The building was on the same alignment as the
Abū Dulaf Mosque, and may well have been a late
mosque for the community. The remains are now no
longer visible on the ground.84

Discussion and Dating
Sherds were collected from the area to the east of Dār
Abī Dulaf and inside the Qalÿa, but not from the
remainder of the site. Sasanian sherds were found in
both areas, and a wide range of Samarran Abbasid
pottery outside the Qalÿa (Fig. 16).

The town-site was clearly in existence well before alMuÿtaîim came to Samarra, and could have been the
residence of Abū Dulaf, as local tradition suggests. The
Mosque of Abū Dulaf was built on the outskirts of this
town, partly over the line of the wall. The mosque was
thus sited in relation to al-Mutawakkiliyya, but also in
relation to the town.85 It is the placing of the Abū Dulaf
mosque, the principal mosque of al-Mutawakkiliyya, on

EI², s.v. al-K˘āsim b. ÿĪsā, Dulafids.
Jannābī 1981, 192–4; Jannābī 1982, 313–25.
A stucco inscription with the basmallah in Kufic of about the 4th/10th century, surrounding an arch, was also identified to the
west on the riverbank in 1989 (Samarra Archaeological Survey).
Herzfeld 1948, 197.
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Fig. 16. Sasanian and Abbasid pottery from Area C, al-MāÊūza.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

DP56
DP53
DP106
DP54
DP18
DP50
DP52
DP20
DP55
DP51
DP59
DP17
DP58

Honeycomb ware. Brownish buff surface, grey brown core.
Dark red ware, heavy mineral temper.
Buff surface, pink core, obvious mineral temper.
Pinkish buff surface, reddish core, mineral temper.
Buff-yellow fabric, blue-green glaze over incised and barbotine decoration. "Sasano-Islamic" ware.
Lid for basin. Buff fabric, light blue-green glaze.
Basin rim. Buff fabric, blue-green glaze.
Rim of large basin. Buff fabric, pale blue-green glaze.
Basin rim. Buff fabric, blue-green glaze inside and out.
Basin rim. Body, buff with obvious mineral inclusions, blue-green glaze.
Brittle ware cooking pot with club rim, red ware with fine sand inclusions. Normally these vessels
have triangular ledge handles, and rocker stamp decoration below the rim.
Rim of rounded bowl. Dark buff surface, red-orange core, green and brown splash glaze in vertical runs.
Body sherd with stamp impression. Buff body, hand made with finger marks inside.
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the outskirts of this existing town that suggests strongly
that the place-name of al-MāÊūza, at which alMutawakkiliyya was built, should be identified with this
town-site. However the toponym is not known in the texts
later than the reign of al-Mutawakkil, even if the archaeological evidence indicates a continued occupation.

Shaykh Walī (Karkh Fayrūz) — Area D

The town of al-Karkh should be located in the area north
of modern Samarra known at the beginning of the 20th
century as Shenas, apparently a corruption of the name of
the Turkish general of the Samarra period, Ashinās, whose
allotment was at al-Karkh (Fig. 17, Fig. 76).86 Today the
name of Shenas has been modified into Ashnās. However,
Gordon concludes that the proper transcription of the
name is Ashinās, and that spelling will be used when
referring to the historical personality.87 In the area of
Ashnās, there are two principal architectural units, one
commonly known as Sūr Ashnās, a quadrilateral building
with standing buttressed walls. The second unit, to the
northwest, is the double walled enclosure on the bank of
the Tigris, approximately semicircular in shape, today
known as Shaykh Walī. 88 Herzfeld located al-Karkh at Sūr
Ashnās,89 and considered the enclosure of Shaykh Walī to
be a further cantonment of the Samarra period, al-Dūr
(Fig. 43). No other commentators appear to have given
serious consideration to the site. Shaykh Walī is so-called
after the shrine of a saint of that name in the enclosure;
various miraculous legends have been attributed to him.90
The Site
The site of Shaykh Walī is a double enclosure approximately 1600 m north to south, and 800 m east to west,
overlooking the flood plain of the Tigris, and open on
that side (Fig. 17). It comprises an outer and an inner
town. The site is walled with a buttressed wall of
coursed earth, surviving up to 5m high in places. The
clay is laid in blocks 44–47 cm thick (Pl. 10).

At the northwest corner, there is a citadel approximately
80 m square, with a gate on the southeast side. The walls
of the citadel on the east side are constructed of mudbrick, different from that of the main walls.
86
87
88

89
90
91

92
93
94
95
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Only a few traces of the street-plan are visible,
principally along the inside of the outer wall (Pl. 11).
Three gates can be identified, from the alignments of
probable streets within the walls. Presumably, these
areas were abandoned first as the settlement contracted
within the inner enclosure. At the south end of the inner
enclosure, remains of buildings constructed of riverstones and juîî can be traced on the surface.

In the inner enclosure, there is the probable site of a
mosque, measuring approximately 56 x 52 m (Pl. 12).
This mosque was built in baked brick, which has been
robbed out, with the exception of the stump of a minaret.
The stump is square, but the placing of the bricks
indicates that it was the base for a circular superstructure.
The building has an inaccurate qibla of 172.61°, to the
east of south, compared with the correct qibla of 193°.91
There is also evidence of an associated irregular streetplan outside the wall to the north, in which several
buildings can be distinguished. This was evidently a
suburb.

SURFACE POTTERY
Surface sherds were recorded from the inner enclosure,
and included Late Sasanian/Umayyad honeycomb ware,
Samarran Abbasid types, a sgraffito sherd of probable
5th/11th century date, and a wide range of Middle
Islamic pottery, including a waster of monochrome bluegreen glaze, and a sherd of a glazed earthenware with
black underglaze painted decorations similar to Raqqa
ware (Fig. 19). Thus, there appears to be prima facie
evidence of a continuous occupation from the Late
Sasanian period (6th–7th centuries AD) until about the
7th/13th century.

The Historical Evidence
Yāqūt identified al-Karkh of the Samarra period with the
earlier town of Karkh Fayrūz,92 and in general, the name
Karkh Sāmarrā was used to distinguish it from al-Karkh
in Baghdad.93 The name Charcha is first reported from
the account of the retreat of the army of Julian the
Apostate in AD 364. 94 It seems probable that Charcha
and Karkh are the same, as first suggested by Streck. 95
Ammianus calls Charcha a “locus”, a place, while he

Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 256–7; Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Karkh Sāmarrā; Balādhurī, 297.
Gordon 2001a, 17.
The site was known to Herzfeld as al-Zanqūr (Herzfeld 1948, Luftbildaufnahme III); however Herzfeld may have been in
error, for the toponym of al-Zanqūr is said by the local people today to apply to the area north of Shaykh Walī and south of the
Abū Dulaf mosque.
Herzfeld 1948, 100–1, Luftbildaufnahme III.
Sāmarrā’ī, n.d.
‘Amid 1973, 161. The inaccuracy is so great as to make one doubt that the building is a mosque, but the characteristic plan of
a mosque is quite clear. The cause of this oddity was probably the difficulty of fitting a large mosque into the available plots in
the centre of a pre-existing town.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Karkh Sāmarrā. The name Karkh Bajaddā is also said to be applied to this town (Yāqūt,
Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Karkh Bājaddā).
EI², s.v. al-Karkh. The Latin form of the name “Charcha”, and the Arabic form “al-Karkh”, are usually taken to be versions of
the Syriac word “Karkha”, a fortified town or city (Streck 1900–1, 1.92).
Ammianus Marcellinus, xxv.6.4–15; Herzfeld 1948, 63–7.
Ibn Khurdādhbih, 93; Streck 1900–1, 2.185–6.
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DP113
DP118
DP120
DP127
DP129
DP123
DP122
DP130
DP121
DP112
DP119
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Fig. 18. ÿAbbasid and medieval pottery from Area D, Shaykh Walī.

Jar rim. Red ware, heavy mineral temper.
Jar handle. Brittle ware, well-fired red ware with fine sand inclusions.
Everted bowl rim. Pinkish buff ware, fine but obvious mineral temper
Everted rim of miniature bowl. Buff ware with fine mineral inclusions, green and brown glaze.
Flat base of bowl. Pinkish buff surface, red-orange core, green glaze inside.
Jar rim. Yellowish buff fabric, blue-green glaze inside and out, horizontal ribbing under glaze.
Bowl rim. Buff surface, pinkish buff core, blue-green glaze inside and partly down outside.
Bowl rim. Yellowish buff fabric, slight ribbing outside, blue-green glaze.
Vertical rim of bowl. Buff surface, pinkish buff core, blue-green glaze inside and over part of outside.
Ring base. Brown ware, heavy mineral temper, blue-green glaze inside.
Thickened rim of bowl. Pinkish buff surface, pink core, remains of yellow glaze inside and out.
Body sherd. Buff fabric, incised underglaze decoration, blue-green glaze inside and out.
Rim of Thinware jar. Buff fabric, handle section double cylinder.
Jar rim. Light buff surface, buff core, vegetable temper.
Shoulder. Buff surface, pinkish buff core, impressed zigzag and dots.
Cream surface, pinkish buff core, incised decoration of horizontal lines and oblique verticals.
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calls Dura a “civitas”, a community, with the implication
that Charcha was quite small in the 4th century.96

Yāqūt’s Muÿjam al-Buldān mentions Karkh as an older
foundation than Samarra, founded by Fayrūz b. Balāsh b.
Qubādh al-Malik,97 a fanciful Sasanian royal genealogy
which Morony notes as paralleling the Sasanian
succession in the late 5th century: Peroz (458–84 AD),
Balash or Valgash (484–8 AD), and Qavad (488–531
AD). While Morony’s opinion that Karkh may therefore
have been founded in the late 5th century is contradicted
by the information of Ammianus, it is possible that the
name ‘Karkh Fayrūz’ implies a refounding at about that
time, perhaps including work on fortifications.98

As early as Ibn Khurdādhbih (232/844), al-Karkh appears
in the description of the road to Mosul as the first poststation north of Samarra, a distance of 2 farsakhs.99 In
375/985 al-Muqaddasī describes al-Karkh as a city more
flourishing than Samarra.100 In the 5th/11th century,
Karkh was a base for a branch of the ÿUqaylid dynasty,
and Sayf al-Dawla Gharīb b. Maÿn died there in
425/1033–4.101 An important Nestorian community
continued to survive there (on which see below).
Yāqūt at the beginning of the 7th/13th century
(621/1224) describes the city as still flourishing.
However in Ibn ÿAbd al-aqq, Marāîid al-Iððilāÿ (early
8th/14th century), it is stated that Karkh is an ancient
city on an elevation on the bank of the Tigris, where
there are surviving houses, empty of inhabitants.102

Jubayriyya (al-Maðīra) — Area L

It has been known for some time that Maðīra was located
somewhere in the area of Jubayriyya, and it appears as
such on one of Ahmad Susa’s maps;103 for al-Yaÿqūbī
states that it lay 2 farsakhs to the east of Samarra, and
before Balkuwārā.104
It is a small site, represented by a mound and dense
sherd scatter on the bank of the Tigris about 1 km north
of Balkuwārā (Fig. 19). The only apparent architectural
remains within the area of dense sherd scatter are those
96

97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109

of a building on the top of the mound, which has been
dug into by a complex of trenches presumably dating to
the First World War.
Sherds recorded from the site include Late Sasanian/
Umayyad honeycomb ware, Samarran Abbasid types,
sgraffiato wares, and a wide range of Middle Islamic
wares similar to Shaykh Walī (Fig. 20). A preliminary
conclusion would suggest that the site was occupied
between the Late Sasanian period, or the Umayyad
period, and approximately the 7th/13th century.

This seems the most probable location for al-Maðīra.105
Yāqūt calls Maðīra a village in the area of Samarra, and a
recreation area for Baghdad and Samarra. It had a church
that was new in the 3rd/9th century, built in the caliphate
of al-Ma’mūn (198/813–218/833). The village was named
after Maðar b. Fazāra al-Shaybānī, a Khārijī.106 According
to Yaÿqūbī, Muÿtaîim stayed there for a period before his
choice for a new capital finally fell on Samarra. As will
be seen below, the village possessed an important
Nestorian community, and was probably the main
Christian centre during the Caliphal period at Samarra.
Yāqūt’s Muÿjam al-Buldān (621/1224) envisages Maðīra
as occupied in his day, and mentions two of the ÿulamā’
with the nisba al-Maðīrī, who died in 335/946–7 and
463/1070–1 respectively.107

Towns to the north of the Nahr al-Raîāîī

Al-Dūr
The present-day town of al-Dūr is located about 7 km
north of the crossing of the Nahr al-Raîāîī (Fig. 3). Not
much of the ancient city is preserved, with the exception
of the mausoleum known as Imām al-Dūr.
Al-Dūr is first heard of during the retreat of the army of
Julian in 364: Dura was the place where the Romans
came to terms with the Sasanians.108 Al-Dūr is not
mentioned during the caliphal period at Samarra;
however, it did exist, for the canal of al-Mutawakkil
curves around the site. It is referred to as Dūr al-ārith
by SuÊrāb at the beginning of the 4th/10th century.109 It

Karkh may also appear in the Tabula Peutingeriana. The name “Charra” occurs on a road from lower Iraq and Hatra to the
northeast; it has been suggested that this represents Karkh, wrongly located away from the road to northern Iraq (Herzfeld 1948,
60–1). However it is also possible that “Charra” in the Tabula Peutingeriana refers to another Karkh, Karkha dh Beth Slokh.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Karkh Sāmarrā.
Morony 1982, 16, n. 222.
Ibn Khurdādhbih, 93.
Al-Muqaddasī, 122–3.
Ibn al-Athīr, VIII, 133, 213.
Ibn ÿAbd al-aqq, Marāîid, II, 487.
Susa 1948–9, fig. 2; Herzfeld 1948, 101.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 259.
In Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, (s.v. Maðīra), the name Maðīra lacks the definite article.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Maðīra.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Maðīra.
Ammianus Marcellinus xxv, 6, 9. Dura cannot be identified with Dūr al-ÿArabāyā, for it was situated 30 stadia from Charcha.
Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII.
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Fig. 20. Pottery of the Samarran, post-Samarran and medieval periods from Area L (=al-Maðīra).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

DP71
DP73
DP68
DP60
DP63
DP67
DP59

Jar rim. Red surface, dark grey core, heavy grit temper.
Rim of torpedo jar. Buff surface, pale pink core, fine mineral temper, horizontal ribbing.
Bowl with straight flaring rim. Pinkish buff surface and core, yellow and green splash glaze.
Ring base. Pink fabric, mineral temper, sgraffiato design incised into white slip, lead glaze of purple-brown,
yellow and green.
Body sherd. Red-brown fabric, white slip with sgraffiato design, splash glaze with green and brown.
Rim. Greenish-brown fabric, blue-green glaze inside and over rim.
Ring base. Pinkish-brown fabric, blue-green glaze inside.
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is also listed by several geographers: Ibn awqal, alMuqaddasī, and Yāqūt.110 In these citations, al-Dūr is
called ‘al-Kharib’ or ‘al-Khirba’. ‘Al-ārith’ and ‘alKharib’ are differently pointed variants of the same letter
forms, with the exception of an alif, which may have
been omitted in the earliest version. However, it is
impossible to know whether ārith or Kharib was the
original form.
Tell Hāðrā
Nine and a half kilometres north of al-Dūr, there is the
site of a Sasanian town, Tell Hāðrā, on the edge of the
flood plain approximately 1000 m north to south and
700 m east to west, and surrounded by wadis (Fig. 3,
Fig. 28). There does not appear to be any Islamic
occupation. The site can be identified with the toponym
of Hāðrā in the sources: “A village, between which and
al-Jaÿfarī, which is at Samarra, is three farsakhs. It is
before Tikrīt, and below it is Upper Dūr, known as alKhirba. Most of its people were Jews, and until now in
Baghdad they say: As though you were of the Jews of
Hāðrā.”111 In Syriac the name appears as tāra and
Hatrē, and was the birthplace of Metropolitan Māran
ÿAmmeh, Nestorian metropolitan of Adiabene: “his town
is today (i.e. 850) in ruins”.112

The Christian Topography of the Samarra
region

The information available in the Christian sources about
the region of Samarra has been discussed by J.-M.
Fiey.113 The Jacobite communities were mainly centred
on Tikrit, while the east bank of the Tigris was
principally occupied by Nestorians. The first Nestorian
bishop of £irhān is known in 544 at the synod of Abā
1st, 114 and a Western Syriac bishop is known from 629.
Fiey raises the question of where the seat of the
Nestorian bishops was located, and he concludes that it
was located in the town of al-MāÊūza — a possible
solution, but without support in the texts. According to
the texts, a church existed at Karkh Fayrūz, mentioned
110
111

112
113
114
115
116
117

118
119

120
121
122
123
124
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in 1090. The last known bishop of £irhān was present at
the synod of Timothy in 1318 — a moment which
corresponds to the date of abandonment of the sites of
the east bank, as we have seen above. 115

The monasteries of the region of Samarra are mentioned
by the Syriac sources, but more particularly by the Book
of Monasteries (Kitāb al-Diyārāt) of al-Shābushtī (d.
388/988).116 For the Muslims, and particularly for alShābushtī, a monastery was a place of relaxation, where
one could drink wine.117 Shābushtī is not very precise
about the Christian aspects of these institutions.
Firstly, the Dār al-Khilāfa was founded on the site of a
monastery, whose site was bought by the agents of alMuÿtaîim. This monastery is not mentioned in Christian
sources. Fiey calls it Dayr ÿAdī, but does not give the
source for his attribution. 118 An alternative solution
would be Dayr Fathiyūn, mentioned by Yāqūt as
situated at Surra Man Ra’ā, without any more details.119
To the north, the town of Karkh Fayrūz was well known
for its Christian institutions: as indicated above, there
was a church at al-Karkh, built of fired bricks, which
were pillaged in 1090. The site of the church has not
been identified. At the northern edge of al-Karkh, the
Monastery of Peacocks (Dayr al-£awāwīs) was situated
facing Dūr al-ÿArabāyā across a depression.120 This
description could correspond to an enclosure located at
this point (D25: Fig. 17), where a basilica could be
situated on the south side of the complex. Obviously,
without an excavation, or a more detailed inspection of
the site, the identification is not conclusive.

To the south of Samarra, the village of al-Maðīra was
well known to Christians: in 884, the election of the
Nestorian patriarch John b. Narsaï took place there.121
The principal monastery mentioned is Dayr ÿAbdūn,
situated to the south of Maðīra, and associated with
ÿAbdūn b. Makhlad, the brother of Saÿīd b. Makhlad,
wazīr of al-Muwaffaq. 122 However, according to some
texts, Dayr Māsarjabīs123 and Dayr Mārmā Jurjus124
were also situated there. In fact, there is only one site

Ibn awqal, 233, 244; al-Muqaddasī, 54, 115; Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. al-Dūr, Hāðrā.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Hāðrā.
Thomas of Margā, ed. Budge, II, 305.
Fiey 1963, 1968, vol. III, 105–29.
Fiey 1968, vol. III, 105–6.
Fiey 1968, vol. III, 109.
EI², s.v. Dayr; al-Shābushtī, passim.
E.g. al-Shābushtī, 149-50. Ibn al-Muÿtazz was also known for lines on the theme of monasteries and wine:
‘O nights at al-Maðīra and al-Karkh
and Dayr al-Sūsī, to God is my return.
You were to me examples of paradise
but not eternal.
I drink the wine and it drinks my brain and from that was the killing of Walīd.’ (Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Dayr al-Sūsī).
Fiey 1968, vol. III, 117.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Dayr Fathiyūn.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Dayr al-Tawawis.
Fiey 1968, vol. III, 117.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Dayr ÿAbdūn, see also al-Shābushtī, 176, al-Bakrī, II, 587–8.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Dayr Māsarjabīs.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Dayr Marma Jurjus.
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which could be identified as a basilica, at the top of the
hill on which the site is located (Fig. 19). The plan is
clear in the air photographs: the rectangle of a
monumental building oriented east-west, dug into by a
trench system of the First World War.125 It is possible
that the church mentioned by Yāqūt as situated at Maðīra
is identical to the monastery of Dayr ÿAbdūn, and that
the events of the election of 884 took place there.

Further to the south at Qādisiyya, were two monasteries:
Dayr Mārmārī, located close to Qanðarat Waîīf (Fig.
32),126 and Dayr al-Sūsī on the bank of the Tigris. 127
Yāqūt tells us that Dayr al-Sūsī may have been located
opposite on the right bank of the Tigris. Both were
places of relaxation for the Muslims of Samarra.
Qanðarat Waîīf being situated to the northwest of the
Octagon (see below, p. 70), Dayr Marmārī was doubtless
close to the Octagon, perhaps site O11. However, the
plan of a basilical church is not clear. If Dayr al-Sūsī
were to be located on the left bank of the Tigris, and not
on the right, as Yāqūt suggests, it is possible that it was
in Area P, where Ross locates a mound called ‘Kenisah’
(= Church).128 However the ground survey of this area
carried out in 1987 did not identify a site which could be
a church. Otherwise the site of Dayr al-Sūsī remains
unknown.
In general, one can say that the Christian buildings of
the region of Samarra were composed of a number of
Nestorian monasteries, and a single urban church, that of
al-Karkh. This church could have been the seat of the
bishop of Ar¼ al-£īrhān. The Nestorian community had
been founded in the 6th century AD, and continued until
the 14th century. Although there is little direct evidence,
it seems that the ecclesiastical institutions were well
integrated in the agricultural society and economy of the
region. They seem to have survived well the impact of
Islam, and it was the decline of the agricultural economy
of the region at the time of the Mongol invasions and
after, which led to their disappearance.

Other Features of the Sasanian Period

Little of the agricultural system of the Sasanian period
has survived, owing to the developments of the Abbasid
period. Nevertheless there are three sites on the east
bank of the Tigris, which can be described as isolated
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

small complexes of the Sasanian-Abbasid period in the
east bank steppe (Fig. 21). Site P9 is a small building
surrounded by a zone of occupational debris. Site Q3
(Tell al-JanāÊ) is a small enclosure with rooms attached
to the outer wall.129 Site Y13 has a more complex
arrangement of courtyards outside the central building.
Further sites may possibly also belong to this group: site
S9 (Tell al-Akayîir), site Z20, a Sasanian mound on the
Nahr al-Raîāîī, and site P10. The most likely interpretation of these sites is that they are isolated farmhouses,
not grouped into agricultural villages.
No trace of the Sasanian occupation of the valley of the
Tigris has been recovered. On the west bank the most
significant feature of the Sasanian period is the wall of
Sūr al-Muðabbaq, which extends for 9 km southwest
from the Tigris, from near to the entry to the Dujayl
canal (Fig. 88).130 This wall is up to 10.5 m wide with a
gravel filling inside a mud-brick façade. There are halfround towers 46.4 m apart on the northwest side, and a
ditch 20–30 m wide. While the half-round towers
suggest a Sasanian date, Reade suggests that Shapur II
was the most likely builder.131 The wall was probably
intended to defend the irrigated area from nomad raids,
as Ammianus informs us: ne Saraceni deinceps
Assyriam persultarent — ‘to prevent the Saracens from
continually making raids on Assyria’.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE CANALS
The Qāðūl al-Kisrawī and the Nahrawān

The new element at the end of the Sasanian period was
the Qāðūl al-Kisrawī. Described by Adams as a giant
feeder canal intended to supply the lower Nahrawān,132
the construction fundamentally changed the landscape of
the region by the digging of canal beds of enormous
dimensions. In total, the Nahrawān extends for 225 km
between the northern entry at Samarra near to al-Jaÿfarī,
and the surroundings of Jarjarāyā to the southeast of
Baghdad (Fig. 22). The history of the Nahrawān has been
studied principally by Jacobsen, Susa, and Adams.133

The date of the foundation of the Nahrawān remains
unknown, as mapped by Adams,134 but it is obvious that
the first stage of construction was the lower Nahrawān,
which drew its water from the Diyala, and irrigated the

Regrettably it seems, according to the last visit to the site in 1989, that the remains of Site L5 (Dayr ÿAbdūn) are now under
ploughed fields.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Dayr Marmārī; al-Shābushtī, 163.
Al-Shābushtī, 149–50; Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Dayr al-Sūsī.
Ross 1841, 127–8. The location in Ross’ sketch plan probably equates with building P24 (Fig. 40).
The site was first located by Adams (Adams 1965, site 862).
Reade 1964; Herzfeld 1948, 81–4; Frye 1977.
Reade 1964, 87.
Adams 1965, 76.
Jacobsen 1982; Susa 1948–9, 144–216; Adams 1965, 76–80.
Normally several beds of different date can be seen for each canal alignment. For example, two successive beds of the IsÊāqī
can be distinguished, or the multiple successive beds of the Dujayl. So it is difficult to speak of the ‘foundation’ of a canal, for
an earlier version probably also exists.
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area southeast of Baghdad. The upper section, the Qāðūl
al-Kisrawī and the Tāmarrā, which supplemented the
water of the Diyala with the water of the Tigris, is stated
by Yāqūt to have been the work of Khusraw Anūshirvān
(531–78 AD).135 The two inlets were situated at Samarra
because of its higher elevation than the alluvial plain of
southern Mesopotamia. Two additional elements were
added at the beginning of the Islamic period: the Qāðūl
Abī al-Jund, dug by Hārūn al-Rashīd with the intention
of irrigating the zone between the Nahrawān and the
Tigris to the north of Baghdad, and the Qāðūl alMa’mūnī, which seems to have been intended to ease the
flow of water in the Sasanian southern inlet to the Qāðūl.

The archaeological remains
NAHR AL-RAS≥A\S≥I\ (Pl. 13)
The northern entry into the Nahrawān system is the
canal bed known today as the Nahr al-Raîāîī, which
offtakes from the Tigris at the north end of the site of
Samarra. As noted by Wilkinson,136 it has a bed 24 m
wide near its inlet, and is incised into the natural
conglomerate. A deep modern well cut in the floor of the
Raîāîī near its offtake showed that the vertical canal
sides were cut in the conglomerate of the Tigris terrace.
It travels in a south-southeasterly direction in straight
stretches with turns towards the south and east. In the
first straight stretch after a distance of 2350 m, it is
crossed by the canal which was intended to bring water
to al-Mutawakkiliyya (al-Nahr al-Jaÿfarī: Fig. 93). At the
crossing point, Jones recorded an aqueduct of cut stone
blocks said to have been clamped with lead, and a
drawing has been published by Susa, though it is not
known on what original Susa’s version is based.137
Today all trace of the aqueduct seems to have
disappeared, but the remains were still to be seen by
Herzfeld.138 The modern name of the aqueduct is
Qanðarat al-Raîāî, after the lead clamps, and this feature
is the origin of the name Nahr al-Raîāîī. The site is the
modern crossing point of the main road from Samarra to
al-Dūr. On each levee of the canal, there is a conical
mound of earth: without doubt, these were intended to
signal to travellers the location of the bridge.

On the south side of Sūr Ashnās, there is a further
connection between the Tigris and the Raîāîī, called
today the Nahr Murayr. Susa thought this was an
overflow drain, to conduct excess water in the Raîāîī
back to the Tigris.139 This explanation is likely to be
correct.

The Raîāîī, after its junction with the Nahr Murayr,
turns further to the southeast (Pl. 14), and there is the
site of what appears to be a regulator or weir to the east
of Samarra, probably intended to maintain a head of
water for a number of distributaries which offtake at that
point (Site Y16: Fig. 24). The principal canal which
leaves the Raîāîī at this point runs south, with a branch
to the palace of al-MusharraÊāt. This canal then crosses
the Nahr al-Qā’im, with a branch into the Octagon at
Qādisiyya, before emptying into the Tigris. As this canal
is contemporary with the Octagon, whose construction,
as we shall see below, was abandoned in 180/796, it is
possible that this weir was built at the same time, in the
reign of Hārūn al-Rashīd (170/786–193/809).

The line of the Raîāîī then continues southeast to a junction with the lower branches to the northeast of ulūÿiyya
at a site called in the Iraq Archaeological Atlas Qanāðir alNahrawān, and also known as Tell al-MuÊaîîil (Fig.
23).140 The bed at this point is c. 70 m wide (Pl. 15).

A spillway of large Sasanian baked bricks 40 x 40 x 10
cm, survives in the bed of the Raîāîī at al-Qanāðir,
approximately 1 km above its junction with the Nahr alÿIbra. It must have formed part of a weir, which has now
disappeared. This feature, originally recorded by Felix
Jones in 1818,141 diverted water along a minor canal to
the west of the Sasanian and Early Islamic tell of alQanāðir, and probably also controlled water flow at the
canal junction.
THE SOUTHERN INLETS
Nahr al-Qā’im (Pl. 16)
The southern end of the ruin-field at Samarra is
dominated by a further canal, the Nahr al-Qā’im, which
offtakes from the Tigris below Tell al-Suwwān. This wide
and apparently deep canal forms a significant element in
the landscape of Qādisiyya, and, from its relationship to
the Octagon, would appear to predate it. A wellconstructed tower, Burj al-Qā’im, of river cobbles and
juîî, situated on the southern canal levee and overlooking
the east bank of the Tigris, can be dated by a scatter of
mainly Late Sasanian pottery (Fig. 32). This postdates the
excavation of the canal, and in turn provides terminus
ante quem for the construction of the canal.
From the above it seems that the canal is Sasanian,
probably Late Sasanian, in date. It almost certainly
continued in use until Early Islamic times, and is
probably one of the three Qāðūls described by Ibn

Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. al-Qāðūl.
Northedge, Wilkinson & Falkner 1990.
137 Susa 1948–9, 331–6. It is interesting to note that in Susa’s version of the drawing, the bridge appears to have two phases.
Probably an original road bridge of the Sasanian period was converted into an aqueduct at the time of the construction of alMutawakkiliyya and the Nahr al-Jaÿfarī (on which, see below, p. 213).
138Herzfeld 1948, 71.
139 Susa 1948–9, 62, 278.
140 Herzfeld 1948, 74.
141 Jones 1857.
135
136
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Serapion (SuÊrāb) around 900 AD (see following
section).

The channel bed is quite wide (c. 23 m), and the infilled
bed is some 8–9 m above the level of the Tigris. The
spoil banks are slight to the east and rather substantial to
the west. This is illustrated on Fig. 25 (f and h), which
shows how the initial upcast of gypsum soil and river
terrace gravel was dumped nearer the canal and to the
west, and clean-out sediments (i.e. deposits of Tigris
silts and sands washed along the canal) were dumped to
the west and further away. It was not possible to
demonstrate how many clean-out phases occurred,
because the levee deposits formed a complex of poorly
differentiated layers of silts and sands.142
Downstream of the channel bifurcation indicated on Fig.
32, although cut and eroded by the Tigris, the Qā’im
appears to have flowed into the Nahr al-ÿIbra.
Nahr al-ÿIbra
With its entry 8 km below the inlet to the Nahr alQā’im, the ÿIbra runs in a straight line, though with
stretches eroded by the Tigris, to the junction with the
Raîāîī at ulūÿiyya.

Only some 2 km of this 40 m wide, straight canal now
remains in the vicinity of Qādisiyya. Upstream the
hollowed form and vertical eroded edge of the Tigris
riverbank suggests that the upper part of the Nahr alÿIbra may have been eroded by the erosive action of the
river. However, the level of the silted canal floor, some
2.5 m above the present level of the Tigris, suggest that
the offtake cannot have been very far upstream. Further
downstream, a long straight canal aligned on the
Qādisiyya reach of the ÿIbra appears to be part of the
ÿIbra system, and this eventually joined the Nahr alRaîāîī at al-Qanāðir.
Unnamed canal near the Nahr al-ÿIbra
Only a trace of this canal remains to the south of the
ÿIbra, where a small spur of Tigris terrace remains (Fig.
39). With the exception of a minor section, the entire
western levee has been eroded away, and the canal fill
replaced by the flood plain deposits. The east side wall
of the canal, cut to a vertical face in the terrace
conglomerate, was visible, and the width of the canal
was readily measurable from the remaining trace as 25
m. Further stretches apparently of the same canal have
been located to the south of the ÿAdhaym.

Historical evidence for the identification of the canals
The principal historical text is the geographical
description of the waterways of Iraq in the Kitāb ÿAjā’ib
142
143
144
145
146

al-Aqālīm al-Sabÿa of SuÊrāb (Ibn Serapion) at the
beginning of the 4th/10th century, probably shortly after
Samarra was abandoned as the seat of the Caliphs.143
The text is as follows:
“Al-Qāðūl al-aÿlā al-Kisrawī also offtakes from
the Tigris on its east side. Its beginning is a little
way below Dūr al-ārith.144 It passes by the
palace of al-Mutawakkil ÿalā Allah known as alJaÿfarī, where there is a stone bridge (qanðara).
Then it passes to Ītākhiyya, where there is a
Sasanian bridge (qanðara kisrawiyya), then to
MuÊammadiyya, where there is a bridge of boats
(jisr zawārīq), then to al-Ajamma, a large village,
then to al-Shādhurwān, then to al-Ma’mūniyya,
which is a large village, then to al-Qanāðir, which
consists of flourishing villages and continuous
estates, then to a village called Salwā, and
Baÿqūba. ...
The three Qāðūls also offtake from it, the
beginning of all of which is one spot two
farsakhs below the city of Surra Man Ra’ā
between al-Maðīra and Barkuwārā.145 The upper
one of them is the Yahūdī, on which is the bridge
(qanðara) of Waîīf, and it extends until it pours
into the Qāðūl al-Kisrawī below Ma’mūniyya.
The second is called al-Ma’mūnī and it is the
middle one. It passes by villages and estates and
it is a ðassūj of the Sawād. Its exit into the Qāðūl
al-Kisrawī lies below the village of al-Qanāðir.
The third is called Abū al-Jund; it is the lowest of
them, the finest and most populated on its banks.
It passes between estates and villages, and canals
branch from it, which water the estates that lie on
the east bank of the Tigris. Most of them (the
canals) feed into the Tigris. Then it passes to
£ofar, where there is a jisr (bridge of boats), then
it passes into the Qāðūl al-Kisrawī four farsakhs
above Salwā.”

AL-QA\T≥U\L AL-KISRAWI

It has been known for a long time that the Qāðūl al-aÿlā
al-Kisrawī is to be identified with the Nahr al-Raîāîī.146
The sequence of features and places mentioned by
SuÊrāb coincide approximately with those of the Raîāîī.
The large palace at the head of the Raîāîī can be
identified with al-Jaÿfarī of al-Mutawakkil. The stone
bridge in SuÊrāb can be identified with the Qanðarat alRaîāî, though the evidence of the site indicates that it
was mainly an aqueduct rather than simply a bridge.
Although SuÊrāb identifies Ītākhiyya and MuÊammadiyya
as separate places, Yāqūt says that the two names were

This interpretation is the work of Tony Wilkinson (see Northedge, Wilkinson & Falkner 1990).
SuÊrāb, ed. von Mzik.
Herzfeld 1948, 71 suggests the text should be read as Dūr al-Kharib, after al-£abarī and al-Yaÿqūbī.
Correctly: below Balkuwārā.
Herzfeld 1948, 71–2.
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successive toponyms for the same place, which had
previously been called Dayr Abī Sufra.147 The location of
MuÊammadiyya can be identified approximately from a
text in al-Yaÿqūbī’s Ta’rīkh, which states that Muîāwir
b. ÿAbd al-amīd, a rebel in the reign of al-Muÿtazz
(252/866–255/869), reached MuÊammadiyya, a distance
of three farsakhs from the palaces of the Caliph,148 and a
text of £abarī, which says that al-Mutawakkil used
MuÊammadiyya as a temporary base, while he was
building al-Mutawakkiliyya in 245/859.149 This
information suggests that MuÊammadiyya is to be
identified with a group of palaces or large houses on the
west bank of the Raîāîī to the east of the Abū Dulaf
Mosque, (Fig. 96).150 Although no trace of a bridge is
visible, there is a modern crossing with cuttings in the
levees nearby.

Al-Ajamma, a large village, can be then identified with
the remains of the settlement at the junction of the Nahr
Murayr and the Raîāîī, to the east of Sūr Ashnās (Area
E), although it is not otherwise known from textual
sources (Fig. 71).151 Al-Shādhurwān, was taken by
Herzfeld to mean the under part of a bridge, or a dam.152
Its more normal meaning later is the sloping marble slab
of a water-fountain, no doubt to be compared here with
the water cascading over the sloping surface of a weir.153
It is presumably to be identified with the weir to the east
of Samarra (Y16, Fig. 24). No suitable candidates for alMa’mūniyya have yet been found.154 The name alQanāðir is probably to be identified with Qanāðir alNahrawān.155
THE THREE QA\T≥U\LS
On a prima facie basis, the Nahr al-Qā’im, the northernmost canal, ought to be the Qāðūl al-Yahūdī. The name
of the Yahūdī, having no Islamic connections, suggests
that it might be pre-Islamic.156 It has proved possible to
confirm that the Nahr al-Qā’im is indeed at the latest
Late Sasanian, by the find of Sasanian sherds around the
base of the Burj al-Qā’im, which stands on the south
levee at the inlet (Fig. 32). Qanðarat Waîīf, mentioned
by SuÊrāb as located on the Yahūdī, must be the
aqueduct which carried the canal feeding the Octagon
over the Nahr al-Qā’im. It must have been built in the
reign of Hārūn, around 180/796, when the Octagon was
begun. Nevertheless, it bears the name of Waîīf, very
147
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probably Waîīf al-Turkī, the historical personality of
Samarra discussed later in this work.

The canal to the south of Area P, the Nahr al-ÿIbra, should
then be the Qāðūl al-Ma’mūnī, and the unnamed canal the
Abū al-Jund. This means that the Octagon at Qādisiyya,
identified with the city or palace of Hārūn al-Rashīd on
the Qāðūl, abandoned in 180/796 (see following chapter),
is separated from the canal whose construction it was
intended to celebrate, by the bed of the Ma’mūnī, and this
problem seems to have been the source of Herzfeld’s
doubts about the identification of the Octagon.

However, the name of the Ma’mūnī should be connected
with the caliph al-Ma’mūn (198/813–218/833). Ma’mūn
either excavated the canal, or cleaned and modified it. It
seems most likely that it was a new canal modifying an
already existing pattern of canals, which included the
Yahūdī and the Abū al-Jund. If this were the case, the
Ma’mūnī would be the last of the Qāðūls, only excavated
after the construction and abandonment of the Octagon,
but before the arrival of al-Muÿtaîim in the region of
Samarra in 220–1/835–6.
Although the ÿIbra seems to be the latest of the Qāðūls,
the archaeological evidence is clear that the Qā’im,
although apparently earlier, empties into it. Herzfeld
provided a solution to the problem of the text of Ibn
Serapion, which states that the Yahūdī falls direct into
the Qāðūl al-Kisrawī at al-Ma’mūniyya, contrary to the
archaeological evidence, by suggesting that the text
should be amended to read that the Qāðūl al-Yahūdī
flows into the Qāðūl al-Ma’mūnī, rather than into Qāðūl
al-Kisrawī at al-Ma’mūniyya.157

The apparent fact that an earlier canal flows into a later
one can be resolved either by supposing that the ÿIbra is
a redigging of an earlier canal on the same line, or alternatively that the ÿIbra was a redigging of the Qā’im on a
straighter and shorter line, overlying the east end of the
Qā’im, and intended to deliver a larger flow into the
Nahrawān. The text of SuÊrāb, however, suggests that
the Qā’im still continued to carry water.
To summarise the points and purposes from the
historical evidence about the inlets into the Nahrawān:

Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Dayr Abī Sufra. Ītākh was killed in 235/849 (al-£abarī, III, 1384–7); so it is possible that the
place named after him was renamed subsequent to his fall.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Ta’rīkh, II.502.
Al-£abarī, III, 1438.
Site nos T372–8.
Site E was sherded in the course of the 1986 season, and was shown to be Abbasid in date, with no earlier or later occupation
(Northedge & Falkner 1987, 161; Falkner forthcoming).
Herzfeld 1948, 72, n. 1.
EI², s.v. Shādhurwān.
If al-Ma’mūniyya existed, it might have been located at Tell Aswad, a tell with medieval remains, on the Qāðūl east of Samarra
(Herzfeld 1948, 71).
Al-Qanāðir may possibly be identified with Qanāðir Hudhayfa, a place apparently to the southeast of Samarra, where Hārūn alWāthiq met the captured rebel Bābak in 223/838 (al-£abarī, III, 1229).
Herzfeld (1948, 73), however, thought the name might refer to the individual responsible for the construction.
Herzfeld 1948, 73–4.
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Fig. 26. Map of al-ÿIraq in Ibn awqal, Kitāb Sūrat al-Ar¼, illustrating the course of the Nahrawan canal in the 4th/10th century,
after the abandonment of al-Qāðūl al-Kisrawī.
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the Qāðūl al-Kisrawī as a whole must have been
intended, as Adams indicates, as a “giant feeder-canal
which solved the problem of chronic water shortages by
supplementing the flow of the Diyala with a large
additional supply obtained from the Tigris”.158 It was
intended to provide water for the lower Nahrawān
districts below the Diyala, and southeast of Baghdad.
The two original inlets were the Nahr al-Raîāîī (alQāðūl al-aÿlā al-Kisrawī) and the Nahr al-Qā’im (alQāðūl al-Yahūdī). The ÿIbra (al-Qāðūl al-Ma’mūnī)
seems to have been a modification of the Qā’im to
increase flow in the lower inlet, and may have been a
response to complaints about lack of water at certain
times of the year. The Qāðūl Abī al-Jund had a different
purpose, as indicated by SuÊrāb and supported by the
limited archaeological evidence of its remains, and this
was to provide water for the east bank of the Tigris
above Baghdad.

Monumental Architecture and the Qāðūl alKisrawī

Burj al-Qā’im (Site N7)
The tower at al-Qā’im stands on the south levee of the
Nahr al-Qā’im, some 300 m from the inlet of the canal as
it is today (Pl. 16).159 The tower is a solid block of juîî
and river stones 12 m high and 8 m square built in 24
layers of c. 50 cm (Pl. 17). The surviving remains are
only the core, and all trace of the façade has disappeared.
As a prominent monument in the area, the tower has
been discussed before; Herzfeld thought it might have
been a signal tower, and might originally have had an
external staircase.160 It is also referred to by Susa.161 It
was assumed to be Abbasid in date. However, in 1989
sherding around the base of the tower produced
evidence of Sasanian sherds with only one Islamic
sherd, though the pottery was sparse.

Solid block towers can be paralleled in Sasanian architecture. The closest example is the early Sasanian
monument at Paikuli, which was faced with cut stone
blocks and busts of the king.162 A more distant parallel is
the Kaÿbeh-i Zardusht at Naqsh-i Rustam, whose
original construction is, however, thought to go back to
the Achaemenid period. The obvious interpretation of
this tower is that it had a symbolic function parallel in
some way to these earlier Sasanian towers.
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Adams 1965, 76.
Site N7.
Herzfeld 1948, 73.
Susa 1948–9, 148.
Herzfeld 1924; Humbach & Skjaervo 1978–83.
Ibn al-Faqīh al-Hamadhānī, fol. 143.
Site A1, Grid Reference: E 387600, N 3807200.
Falkner forthcoming.

An oblique reference by Hamadhānī speaks of the
palace of Hārūn al-Rashīd on the Qāðūl as “opposite to
the trace of an ancient construction that belonged to the
dynasty of Kisrā (athr binā’ qadīm kāna lil-Akāsira).”
The Sasanian construction would be the tower of Burj
al-Qā’im, which could have been decorated with
statuary or reliefs depicting a Sasanian king, presumably
Khusraw Anūshirvān or Khusraw Parvīz.163 The unusual
expression of Hamadhānī referring directly to the
Sasanians suggests that the author or his source had
actually seen a royal statue or relief on the building.
The tower of al-Qā’im evidently served a similar
function of commemoration to that of Paikuli. In this
case, it must be the completion of the canal that the
tower is commemorating. It is a sign of how much the
digging of al-Qāðūl al-Kisrawī was considered to be a
royal prestige project.

Site A1 Late Sasanian Palace
At the head of the Raîāîī, between the later palace of alMutawakkil identified as al-Jaÿfarī and the inlet of the
canal, there is an earlier palace structure, of which the
remains are not very well preserved (Fig. 27, Pl. 18).164
The remains of fired brick debris form a rectangle of
236 x 248 m, only slightly raised above the surrounding
ground level, and much of the brick has been robbed
out. The site faces onto the Tigris, and cuts in the
conglomerate on the riverbank suggest a quay at this
point. The main reception halls were situated between
the birka and the Tigris. A series of courtyards can
vaguely be traced on the north side.
In the centre of the building there is a birka (basin)
measuring 48 x 100 m with a settling tank at the east
end, fed by a channel from the east. There is a drain
qanāt from the east end of the birka leading southwest
to the Tigris. There is a second drain, a surface canal
leading south into a wadi.

The site was sherded in the course of the 1986 season,
and it was concluded that the pottery, though sparse, was
75% Sasanian and 23% Abbasid.165 In addition, the
appearance of the site is quite different from the Abbasid
palaces of Samarra. It was clear that the date is earlier
than the Abbasid period, but, from the layout of the
surroundings, its plan takes into account the existence of
the Raîāîī, and thus is of the same date or later. While,
owing to the still relatively unclear differentiation
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between Sasanian and Umayyad pottery in Iraq, it
remains a possibility that the building is Umayyad, it
seems more likely that it is in fact Sasanian. 166

The palace may have been built to celebrate the cutting of
the canal, much as the Burj al-Qā’im at the southern
entrance. Alternatively, it may have been built at that time,
or later, as a hunting palace, in association with hunting
reserve S3 below. According to al-Masÿūdī, Khusraw
Parvīz was murdered by his son Shīrūyeh in 628 in the
same place as al-Mutawakkil by his son al-Muntaîir in
247/861, that is, al-MāÊūza.167 That would be in this
palace. However, in the version of al-£abarī, Parvīz was
killed at al-Madā’in (Ctesiphon) in Bahrusīr, which was
also known in Syriac as MāÊōze.168 Al-£abarī’s version
has more detail, and remains the more probable.

At first it seemed that the proportion of Abbasid pottery
could be accounted for by suggesting that the building
might have been used as a temporary work-camp during
the construction of the Abbasid buildings around it, but
it is evident that this hypothesis cannot be correct, for
the channel supplying water to the birka is a part of the
water systems of the Qaîr al-Jaÿfarī. It must be
concluded that the building was renovated when alJaÿfarī was built in 245/859–247/861, and possibly the
birka was added at this time. The clear traces of the
birka were previously noticed by Susa, who, not having
access to dating evidence, thought it part of the palace of
al-Mutawakkil.169
Hunting Reserve S3
On the north side of the Nahr al-Raîāîī, the remains of
an enclosure are preserved which extends 12.5 km to the
northeast, and then 21.9 km to the northwest, from
which point it links back to the Tigris (Site S3: Fig. 28).
Formerly the wall of this enclosure was thought to be a
canal, for example by Susa, who calls it ‘Nahr aludayd’.170 Nevertheless, an inspection on the ground
shows that it is not a canal, but rather an enclosure with a
double wall. The two walls of coursed earth are separated
by a distance that varies between 17 m and 21 m. Four
gates have been identified (Fig. 29). One is a square
building with a covered passage built in fired brick (S9).
S17 is a small postern, and the remaining two (S18 and
S20) have zigzag plans in the double wall (Pl. 19). At
two of these gates (S9 and S20), Sasanian sherds were
found. At gate S9, Abbasid sherds were recovered. The
use of a double wall, intended to trap animals trying to
escape, shows clearly the function of the enclosure as a
hunting reserve.
166
167
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Two kilometres southeast of al-Dūr, there is a circular
artificial mound, Tell al-Banāt, 170 m in diameter and
standing 18.2 m above the surrounding plain (Fig. 30,
Pl. 20). The canal of al-Mutawakkil (on which see
infra, pp. 211–3), approaches directly from the north,
circles the base of the mound, and continues towards
the crossing of Nahr al-Raîāîī. The isolation of the
mound by water, very similar to the moat surrounding
Tell al-ÿAlīq (Fig. 66), must be intended as a security
measure for the prince. No remains of a building have
been identified on top of the mound, though a pavilion
may have existed. Susa mentions the find of bricks.
The mound seems to have been intended for the prince
to watch the hunt, in as far as evidence exists, or
possibly other sporting events in the plain, of which no
trace survives. Susa thought that, like Tell al-ÿAlīq, Tell
al-Banāt was intended for watching horseracing.
However, no remains of a racetrack are to be seen. It
would be necessary to suppose that the complex was
only partly completed, and that the course itself was
never built.171 The unfinished relief of the Sasanian
deer-hunt at Tāq-i Bustān includes a group of
musicians on a raised wooden platform.172 It is not
impossible that Tell al-Banāt was intended for a
musical accompaniment to the hunt, although the large
dimensions and distances concerned argue against this
interpretation.
The alignment of the plan to the Nahr al-Raîāîī shows
that the reserve is contemporary with or later than the
canal, while the Sasanian sherds in the gates
demonstrate a pre-Abbasid date, that is, Late Sasanian
or Umayyad. At the same time, the discovery of
Abbasid sherds at gate S9, and the adaptation of the
alignment of the canal of al-Mutawakkil to the
enclosure at its northern exit shows that it was still in
use in 245/859, perhaps with a restoration at this time.
The disposition of the mound at Tell al-Banāt, and its
resemblance to the Abbasid mound at Tell al-ÿAlīq,
would suggest that it was built at the same time as the
canal of al-Mutawakkil, and formed part of the
restoration of the reserve, as the hunting park of alMutawakkiliyya in 245/859–247/861.

The pattern of two monumental Sasanian structures at
the inlets to the two Sasanian feeders to the Nahrawan
suggests a considerable degree of royal interest in the
project. The construction of the Nahrawan was an event
of great importance to the economy of Sasanian Iraq. It
was only natural that monuments would be built to
celebrate it.

It has not yet been possible to find any references in the historical sources to activity in the Umayyad period in the area of
Samarra.
Al-Masÿūdī, Murūj, VII, 290–1.
Al-£abarī, I, 1043–4.
Susa 1948–9, 336.
Susa 1948–9, 325–8.
There is no adaptation of the plan at Tell al-Banāt for horse-racing, such as the mounds of the start-line at Tell al-ÿAlīq (Fig. 66).
Sarre & Herzfeld 1910, taf. xxxviii–xxxix.
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Fig. 31. Map of al-Jazīra in Ibn awqal, Kitāb Sūrat al-Ar¼, illustrating the course of the IsÊāqī canal in the 4th/10th century.

Samarra before the Abbasid period

The IsÊāqī Canal System

The west bank of the Tigris north of Baghdad is characterised by two systems of irrigation canals, and al-Iîðablāt
is located between the two. To the southeast of al-Iîðablāt,
the Dujayl canal offtakes from the Tigris and waters the
west bank of the Tigris between Samarra and Baghdad
(Fig. 88). The system is an extremely complicated group
of canals of different dates, the development of which has
not yet been satisfactorily explained.173 The earliest
alignments appear to belong to Partho-Sasanian times,
and the latest rediggings appear to belong to the 19th or
early 20th centuries. The most westerly inlet, belonging
possibly to the 13th century canal dug by al-Mustanîir, is
located adjacent to Tell Saÿūd.

The second system is that of the IsÊāqī, which offtakes
from the Tigris below Tikrit, and terminates in the
region of al-Iîðablāt (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). According to the
text of the ÿAjā’ib al-Aqālīm al-Sabÿa, which is thought
to date to the reign of al-Muqtadir
(295/908–320/932):174
“A canal called al-IsÊāqī offtakes from the Tigris
from its west side, the beginning of which is a
short distance below Tikrīt. It passes on the west
of the Tigris, and on it are estates and buildings.
It passes by £īrahān, and comes to the palace of
al-Muÿtaîim billah known as Qaîr al-Juîî, and
waters the estates that lie on the west of the city
of Surra Man Ra’ā known as the First, the
Second, the Third, up to the Seventh, and feeds
into the Tigris opposite to al-Maðīra.”

The probable location of the inlet to the IsÊāqī can be
traced about 10 km to the south of Tikrit and 36 km
north of modern Samarra (Fig. 3).175 Following the line
of the IsÊāqī south along the west bank of the Tigris
(Fig. 23), it is evident that the lines of two successive
canals exist. The later canal appears to date to the
Abbasid period, and the other line is earlier, but
undated.

In fact, there are very few references to the IsÊāqī canal
in historical texts,176 and it is only in late sources that
the canal is attributed to al-Muÿtaîim.177 According to
Susa, the IsÊāqī is named after IsÊāq b. Ibrāhīm, the
chief of police of al-Muÿtaîim.178 However, it might
have been named after al-Muÿtaîim himself, for his
kunya, which he was commonly known by, was Abū
IsÊāq. The canal was still flowing in the late 4th/10th
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century, for it is indicated on the map of al-Jazīra in the
Sūrat al-Ar¼ of Ibn awqal (367/978) (Fig. 31). On this
map, the IsÊāqī does not feed back into the Tigris, but
rather comes to an end (Fig. 31).

The connections of the IsÊāqī canal with the region of
al-Iîðablāt have been cut by the construction of the
barrage at Samarra in the 1950s, particularly by the
construction of the modern overflow canal which carries
excess water from the Tigris south-southwest from
Samarra to Lake Tharthar. Nevertheless a canal can be
identified which drains back into the Tigris opposite to
Balkuwārā, and adjacent to Tell Bundarī (Fig. 88). This
appears to confirm the text of SuÊrāb.

However, a second branch passes south of al-Iîðablat,
and follows the line of a depression, which appears to be
an old bed of the Tigris (Fig. 88). From this canal, there
is one branch to the Tigris (modern name: Nahr Raqqa
(M78)), and a second overflow drain, which cuts
through the site of al-Iîðablāt (M6). M6 is evidently later
than the abandonment of al-Iîðablāt.

The water supply to al-Iîðablāt is fed by a qanāt (M5)
from the canal to the south. Below its offtake, there are
the robbing trenches of brick piers on each side of the
canal (M88). This was probably a weir to maintain the
water level in the canal. At this point, there is also an
offtake for a further canal, which runs through the
eastern part of the outer enclosure of the site (al-ā’ið
al-Abya¼). Then a canal continues in the sinuous
riverbed until it reaches the southern end of the Sūr alMuðabbaq, from there a narrow straight bed, evidently
intended to carry overflow water, connects with the
complex of the Dujayl canal. This second branch in the
old Tigris bed is evidently what is depicted by the map
of al-Jazīra in Ibn awqal (Fig. 31).

It is evident that the existence of Samarra as an Abbasid
city was stimulated by the digging of the Nahrawān
system, for it is located at the entrance. However, it is
paradoxical that the branches of that system were of
little use to the Samarra region itself, for the water was
intended for the regions to the south, and at too low a
level to be used easily. The canals and qanāts which fed
the city derive their water from the Tigris even further
north. By contrast, the IsÊāqī was intended to water the
west bank of the Tigris between Tikrīt in the north, and
al-Iîðablāt in the south, and made possible the agricultural estates that populated that side, for the rainfall is too
low for cultivation without irrigation.

See Herzfeld 1948, 80–5; Adams 1972; Susa 1948–9, 221–4.
Ibn Serapion, section VIII.
Approximate Grid Reference E383000 N3821000.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 264; Ibn al-Faqīh al-Hamadhānī, fol. 143; al-£abarī, III, 1600.
Al-Kāzarūnī, 139; al-imyarī, 133.
Susa 1948–9, 79–87.

Fig. 32. Area south of the Nahr al-Qā’im.
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CHAPTER 4

al-Qādisiyya and the Cities of the Qāðūl
The Abbasid urban development at Samarra took place
in three stages, firstly, an unfinished octagonal city
begun by Hārūn al-Rashīd, and abandoned before the
caliph moved to Raqqa in the Syrian Jazīra in 180/796,
and, secondly, the foundation by al-Muÿtaîim of an
equally unfinished city on the Qāðūl, before moving on,
thirdly, to the more successful foundation of Samarra in
221/836. The three foundations represent in a sense
urban-style successors to the monumental constructions
of the Sasanian period. The first two, unfinished,
foundations were located together on the Qāðūl, and can
be treated together as preliminaries to Samarra itself.

Three main groups of archaeological remains are located
within this strip:

GENERAL TOPOGRAPHY OF THE AREA
SOUTH OF THE NAHR AL-QA|’IM

Modern work on the area
The area of the Octagon was well known to 19th century
Western visitors: Claudius Rich (1821), James Ross
(1834), and James Felix Jones (1846), all visited
Qādisiyya, and Jones and Ross give plans.181 Sarre and
Herzfeld in the Archäologische Reise im Euphrat- und
Tigris-gebiet have a brief summary of information on
the area of Qādisiyya.182 The most extended treatment is
in Susa’s Rayy Sāmarrā’.183 Susa thought that the
Octagon Sasanian and the residence of Hārūn al-Rashīd
should be located at al-MusharraÊāt, the palace and
enclosure on the north side of the Nahr al-Qā’im, and
that Muÿtaîim’s city should be identified in the vicinity
of the Octagon.184 Nājī al-Asīl took the view that both
the Octagon and al-MusharraÊāt were part of alMuÿtaîim’s city. 185 Herzfeld, in the Geschichte der Stadt
Samarra, at first thought that the Octagon was Rashīd’s
residence on the Qāðūl, but finally concluded that it
belonged to Muÿtaîim’s construction.186 He considered
that the Qāðūl Abī al-Jund had been completely eroded;
thus, Hārūn’s palace should have lain further south.

The far south of the ruin-field at Samarra on the left
bank is dominated by the Nahr al-Qā’im (Fig. 32). As
we have seen in the last chapter, the Nahr al-Qā’im runs
eastwards with bends to the right and the left, and there
is an overflow channel running southeast some 3.5 km
east of the Octagon. South of the entrance to the Nahr
al-Qā’im there is the trace of an earlier canal, and the
offtake of this canal appears to have been nearer to
Samarra, but there is no further evidence to the north.
There is another section of this canal, 700 m long, to the
southwest of the Octagon. Susa calls this canal the ‘Nahr
al-Sanam’.179 This canal seems to have been abandoned
before the Late Sasanian period, as the remains of a Late
Sasanian glass kiln were found in its bed. The second
inlet 8 km downstream from the entrance to the Nahr alQā’im, the Nahr al-ÿIbra, runs straight, though with
sections cut by the present course of the Tigris, to join
the Nahr al-Raîāîī near to ulūÿiyya at al-Qanāðir.
Herzfeld found the name ‘ulayq al-Dhi’b’ applied to
the area of the entrance to the canal.180
The two inlets and the overflow enclose a strip of land
some 10 km long and a maximum of 1.8 km wide. The
terrain is generally flat, rather thin steppe soils overlying
Tertiary conglomerates, except where the terrain is
dissected at the narrow western end.
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Site N1: A multi-period tell measuring 750 m x 280 m,
known in earlier times as al-Sanam, and more recently
as the ‘Glassworks’ (maÿmal al-zujāj), with several
subsidiary sites (N2–N6) (Fig. 33).
Area O: The Octagon of uîn al-Qādisiyya, and
outlying buildings (Fig. 38).

Area P: An area of Abbasid avenues and buildings to the
east of the Octagon (Fig. 39).

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE
Area N — al-Qādisiyya

Claudius Rich visited Qādisiyya in March 1821. He calls
Site N1 ‘El Sanam or Nabga’: “In addition to the other

Susa 1948–9, 146.
Herzfeld 1948, 73.
Rich 1836, II, 152; Ross 1841, 127–8; Jones 1848, 5–6, and 1857.
Sarre & Herzfeld 1911, I, 105–7.
Susa 1948–9, 226–69.
Susa 1948–9, 252–60.
Asīl 1947a, translated into Spanish as ‘La Ciudad de al-Muÿtasim en al-Qatul’ (Asīl 1947b).
Herzfeld 1948, 91; Susa 1948–9, 261–3.
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fragments usually found, were pieces of glass or vitrified
substance, of green and amethyst colours, in crystals or
incrustations.”187 The site was named ‘the Idol’ (alSanam) after a statue that Rich saw on the riverbank.
This statue has now been identified in the British
Museum.188 Susa places al-Sanam 700 m northwest at
the beginning of this surviving section of the Nahr alSanam.189 He calls Site N1 the ‘Glassworks’ (maÿmal alzujāj), now the current terminology for the site in
archaeological circles, but misplaces it on his plan to the
northwest, to the site of N2.
Site N1 — The Glassworks
Site N1 (Fig. 33, Pl. 21) is a typical archaeological tell
measuring 750 m x 280 m on the bank of the Tigris, and
with a maximum depth of deposit of about 4–5 m.190 The
tell is divided into four main mounds: the Main, North
and East Mounds, and a small fortified citadel at the west
end. There is no evidence of an overall defensive wall.
The site is divided by the depression of the Nahr alSanam. The debris from Site N1 has partly filled up this
canal, which seems to have been out of use during much
of the occupation of the site. Over the surface of the
main mounds, lines of mud-brick and baked brick walls
from the latest period of occupation can be traced (Fig.
33). There is the clear outline of a mosque on the North
Mound. This was built of baked brick, and its walls have
been robbed out. The robber trenches of a courtyard
mosque with a prayer hall three aisles deep are quite
clear. Also on the North Mound, there is extensive debris
of a glass industry. Most of the debris would appear, in
advance of laboratory analysis, to be cullet, waste
chipped from the bottom of melting crucibles.
At the west end of the site, the Citadel Mound (Site N8:
Fig. 34, Pl. 22) is a steep-sided sub-rectangular mound
140 x 30 m; the river side of the mound has been
eroded. On the three land sides, a wall can be traced in
the surface of the rim.

In the course of the survey in 1986–7, surface pottery
from the main mounds provided evidence from the
Sasanian period through to the 7th/13th or 8th/14th
centuries. In 1989 three sondages were dug into the
main tell providing, principally, evidence of the latest
period of occupation between the 5th/11th century and
the 7th/13th or 8th/14th centuries (Fig. 35, Fig. 36, Fig.
37).191 One sondage was dug into the citadel mound,
providing evidence of Sasanian and Abbasid occupation.
Site N2
500 m northwest of site N1, a series of 28 small mounds
were scattered over an area of 230 x 175 m (Fig. 32).192
187
188
189
190
191
192
193

Three are mounds from brick kilns, to judge from the
quantity of broken brick. The pottery is all Late
Sasanian. The site must be a suburb of Site N1, with one
of whose periods it is contemporary.
Sites N4–N6
There are three rectangular enclosures on the riverbank
east of the main tell. None appears to have evidence of
occupation. As the Eastern Mound of N1 respects the
site of the first enclosure, it is possible that they belong
to the Middle Islamic period (5th/11th–8th/14th
centuries).

Area O — The Octagon of uîn al-Qādisiyya

The Octagon of uîn al-Qādisiyya (Fig. 38, Pl. 23, Pl.
24) is a regular walled octagonal enclosure, to the
northeast of Area N. The distance between the sides
varies from 1476 m to 1508 m. The eight sides vary
between 612 and 623 m in length; the short side lies on
the north, where the octagon is not geometrically
perfect. The north-south axis of the Octagon is oriented
to 184.5°, some 8.5° less than the qibla, which is 193° in
Samarra.
Each side has 16 solid half-round towers, and there is a
larger hollow round tower at each corner. The southsouthwest corner tower is 25.4 m in diameter, and has a
solid central column, implying a spiral ramp or staircase
leading to a parapet walk.
There is a gate in the centre of each side, although the
northeast gate has been blocked up. These gates are
flanked by buttresses with a quarter-circle plan, that is,
the passageway has been built into a half-round tower.
There is a line of five vaulted rooms inside the wall at
each gate, presumably intended for guardrooms.

The construction is entirely of mud-brick, with mud
mortar. The bricks of the fortifications measure 46 x 46
x 11 cm. The half-round towers have a layer of reed
matting every four courses,193 though the main walls do
not. One of the rooms inside the northeast gate has a
surviving mud-brick vault of typical Mesopotamian type
with the courses of bricks laid leaning against the outer
wall (pitched brick vaulting), and a rather indeterminate
semi-elliptical or pointed shape. Adjacent to this vault
there is a surviving two-centre pointed arch, apparently
belonging to a doorway.
Only the fortification walls were built up, while inside
there are only a few small buildings (Pl. 25). It is clear

Rich 1836, II, 152.
On the identification of the statue, see Reade 2002.
Susa 1948–9, fig. 8.
Site N1, Grid Ref. E 402800 N 3772000.
Northedge, Wilkinson & Falkner 1990.
Site N2, Grid Ref. E 402600 N 3772600.
A technique also used in the Round City of Baghdad (Creswell 1940, 11, 22 including references in historical sources).

Fig. 33. The Glassworks = al-Qādisiyya, site N1, 1987 plan.
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Fig. 34. Qādisiyya citadel, site N8.
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1147
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Fig. 35. Pottery of the 5th/11th century from pit 337 at site N1, al-Qādisiyya.
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Rim of a large basin with notch decoration. Buff fabric with a few black and white grits, some mica and occa
sionally vegetable temper. Buff surface.
Rim of a jar with incised wavy lines on the neck and a knob handle. Fabric as 1156. Buff surface.
Body of a jar with a knob handle. Fabric as 1156. Buff surface.
Rim of a jug with thumb impressions and incised lattice decoration outside. Fine pinkish buff fabric with a few
small black grits, some mica and a small amount of finely chopped vegetable temper. Buff surface.
Rim of a jug with a knob handle. Fabric as 1171. Buff surface.
Rim of a jar with a knob handle and three incised bands on exterior of neck. Fabric as 1171. Buff surface.
Base of a bowl. Yellowish buff fabric with a few black grits and much sand. Sgraffiato design under green glaze
inside, green glaze outside except bottom of base.
Base of a bowl. Fabric as 1145. Sgraffiato design in white slip under green, manganese and clear glaze.
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Fig. 36. Pottery of the 6th/12th century from pit 187 at site N1, al Qādisiyya.
9.

1218

11.
12.
13.
14.

1219
1217
1209
1210

10.

1214

Body of a jug. Buff fabric with a few black and white grits, some mica and occasionally vegetable temper. Buff
surface.
Rim of a jug. Fine pinkish buff fabric with a few small black grits, some mica and a small amount of finely
chopped vegetable temper. Buff surface.
A Jug. Fabric as 1214. Buff surface.
Rim of a three handled jar. Fabric as 1214. Buff surface.
Rim of a small bowl. Fabric as 1218. Green-blue glaze inside and over rim.
Base of a bowl. Fabric as 1218. Green-blue glaze inside, buff surface outside.
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Fig. 37. 13th–14th century pottery from sites C and N1 Qādisiyya.
61.

372

C

62.
63.
64.

604
613
973

N1
N1
N1

66.
67.

605
977

N1
N1

65.

68.

628

618

N1

N1

Bowl. Brown to buff fabric with few black and white grits, mica, and a small amount of vegetable
temper. Green glaze inside and over rim.
Base of bowl. Fabric as 604. Green glaze inside.
Bowl. Yellowish buff fabric with a few black grits and mica. Green glaze inside and over rim.
Bowl. Fabric as 613. Light blue glaze inside and top part of outside, dark blue pattern on inside
under glaze.
Bowl. Fabric as 613. Light blue glaze on white slip inside and top part of outside, dark blue pattern
on inside under glaze.
Bowl. Fabric as 613. Green glaze inside and over rim.
Base of bowl. Fabric as 613. Grey-green glaze with yellowish brown sgraffito design, some patches
of green glaze on inside.
Bowl. Light brown fabric with few black grits, some mica, grog and vegetable temper. Light blue
glaze with dark blue pattern inside and dark blue band over rim.
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Fig. 38. The Octagon = al-Mubārak, abandoned by al-Rashīd in 180/796 (site O8).
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that very little was ever built in the interior. However,
there are low mounds setting out the lines for construction that was never completed. From the north, east, and
west gates, three avenues, varying between 23 and 28 m
wide, lead to a central square of 300 x 320 m. There is a
rectangle of 104 x 156 m laid out within this square; in
the sides of this rectangle there are three gaps in the
north wall, five in each of the east and west sides, and
one on the south side. There is a second larger
rectangular area of 320 x 420 m adjoining the square to
the south; there is a gap in the centre of each of the four
sides of this. There is a third square enclosure area on
the east side of the central square.

The water supply of the Octagon
A surface canal 15 m wide enters the Octagon at its
northwest gate, and divides into three branches aligned
with the setting out for the interior. These terminate in
basins. The feeder canal offtakes from the Nahr alRaîāîī at the regulator east of Samarra (Y16: Fig. 24),
and feeds al-MusharraÊāt as well, before crossing the
Nahr al-Qā’im (Fig. 32). An overflow channel also runs
west of the Octagon down to the Tigris. There must have
been an aqueduct at the crossing of the Nahr al-Qā’im,
and this aqueduct is probably to be identified with
Qanðarat Waîīf.194
Surprisingly the terminal channels cut through the
setting out of the interior; perhaps the terminal channels
were laid out for the use of the builders, and it was
intended to cover over the channels when the Octagon
was completed. Seventeen rectangular basins were also
excavated inside the east wall of the Octagon. They
were probably used for storing water during construction. The building of this canal is paralleled by the
construction of a canal for the Round City of al-Manîūr
in Baghdad:
“And the canal was built which offtakes from the
Nahr Karkhāyā. The canal was completed and
made to flow into the interior of the City, for
drinking, for moulding the mud-bricks, and for
wetting the clay.”195

There is also a double line of qanāts which offtake from
the Tigris to the west of the Octagon. These run into the
194
195
196

197
198
199
200
201

202
203
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Octagon, and the line cannot be traced further east than
the northeast wall of the complex. A further qanāt links
the Octagon with Site O1.

Dating evidence and discussion of the Octagon
The close approximation of the axis to the qibla
suggests an Islamic date for the Octagon — and this is
confirmed by the survival of a two-centre pointed door
arch; but the mud-brick construction is different in
appearance from the techniques used at Samarra, where
construction is usually of coursed earth, or mud-bricks
bonded with gypsum mortar.196 The quarter-circle
buttresses of the gates are paralleled in a considerable
number of Umayyad and early Abbasid buildings: Qaîr
al-Kharāna (before 92/710),197 Jabal Says (before
100/715),198 Khirbat al-Mafjar (before 125/743),199 the
city of al-Rāfiqa at Raqqa (155/772), al-Ukhay¼ir (c.
159/775),200 and a number of stations on the Darb
Zubayda.201 These parallels span the 2nd/8th century, but
none has been found elsewhere at Samarra.202 It is also
true that this particular pattern is not known in buildings
securely dated to the Sasanian period.203
The rectangle inside the central square measures 104 x
156 m, a proportion of 2:3 typical of the Abbasid
mosques at Samarra (Pl. 25). The îaÊn of the Abū Dulaf
mosque has the same dimensions — 103.9 x 155.8 m.
Although nothing was built except the outline mound,
this mound has three gaps in the north wall, and five
placed symmetrically in each of the east and west lines,
apparently for doors, and a single gap on the qibla side,
probably the site of the miÊrāb. This rectangle was
evidently intended to be the mosque.
The larger rectangle on the south side of the central
square, measuring 320 x 420 m, was probably intended
for a palace. There is a gap for an entrance in the centre
of each of the four sides. This rectangular enclosure
would have been intended for an outer enclosure wall
for the palace. It is interesting that the enclosure is
rectangular, and not a square. Nearly all the audience
hall complexes at Samarra are basically squares with
long extensions for courtyards of various types. Perhaps
the layout of this palace was intended to be more like
Ukhay¼ir, with an īwān and dome chamber at one end,
and an enclosed hall placed opposite across a courtyard.

Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Dayr Mārmārī; Ibn Serapion, sect. IX; al-Shābushtī, 163.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 238.
The mud-bricks of Samarra usually measure 27 x 27 x 8 cm; however, this is a size used for house construction. Bricks for
fortifications were commonly larger. Examples of fortification construction at Samarra are built of tamped earth, courses of
unfired material c. 50 cm high.
For the latest views on Qaîr Kharāna, see Gaube 1977 and Urice 1987.
Creswell 1969, 475–6, fig. 533.
Hamilton 1959.
Creswell 1940, fig. 64; EI², s.v. Ukhay¼ir.
Knudstad 1977, pl. 22b, c, 38b, 39a (al-Bārūd), 47 (Umm al-amīrān); Dayel & Helwa 1978, pl. 49 (al-ÿUlwiyya, associated
with pre-Samarran Abbasid stuccoes), 51 (al-ÿAqīq); Dayel et al. 1979, pl. 32a (Kurāÿ), 34a (Maÿdin Banī Sulaim); Mackenzie
& Helwa 1980, pl. 50 (al-Gharībayn “B”).
At Raqqāda in Tunisia, a building with quarter-circle buttresses has been excavated dating probably to the foundation of the
site in 869 (EI², s.v. Rak≥k≥āda).
Kervran dates a fort-type building at Qalÿat al-BaÊrayn with this kind of entrance to the Sasanian period (Kervran, pers. comm.).
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If this rectangle were intended for a palace, then the
arrangement would be close to the early Islamic practice
of building the Caliph’s or governor’s palace on the
qibla wall of the congregational mosque, as is found at
Kūfa, Wāsið, Jerusalem, and the Round City of Baghdad.
However, the palace and mosque are not in direct
contact with one another, as at these other sites, but
separated. It is probable that the design of this complex
represents a half-way stage between the practice of the
Umayyad period and Baghdad, where the palace and
mosque are in direct contact with one another, and the
practice of Samarra, where in both Surra Man Ra’ā —
that is the city founded by al-Muÿtaîim in 221/836 —
and in al-Mutawakkiliyya (245/859), the mosque is
completely separated from the palace.

Outlying Sites of the Octagon (Sites O1–O3)
Site O1
A complex northeast of the Octagon covering an area of
550 m x 450 m (Fig. 39). The complex appears to
consist of lines of uniformly sized rooms, approximately
7.5 x 5 m, laid out in long lines and courtyards. In the
northwest corner, the rooms are arranged into a design
with a number of courtyards; however, to the east and
southeast, lines of rooms stretch out as though they were
unplanned additions. A qanāt connects the complex with
the Octagon, and there is a basin in the northeast corner
measuring 19.2 x 32.6 m. Small quantities of Abbasid
pottery were collected.

As the complex is aligned with the Octagon, and
connected with it by qanāt, it must be a contemporary
construction. In 1987, it was proposed that this complex
should best be connected with the particular feature of
Area O — that it was abandoned during construction,
and that it should be interpreted as a workmen’s village.
While this interpretation remains valid, it is true that long
lines of rooms are commonly used for markets, as for
example in the market in Area P (Fig. 39). It is possible
that the complex was intended for the central market of
the city, as it conforms to al-Yaÿqūbī’s description of the
central markets as composed of ‘rows’ (cf. p. 127).

Site O3
An avenue 40.5 m wide runs in a southerly direction
(bearing 197°) from the Nahr al-Qā’im down to the
Tigris, at a distance of 350 m east of the Octagon, and
traceable for a length of 1303 m. There are no buildings
aligned with it, and thus it cannot be directly dated. Susa
thought the feature a double line of qanāts, but the
evidence on the ground suggests that this impression
was mistaken.204 It has been suggested that this was a
formal avenue leading from the Tigris to alMusharraÊāt, across the Nahr al-Qā’im.205 There is no
doubt that the Caliph, travelling from Samarra to visit
204
205
206
207

the palace at al-MusharraÊāt (on which see below),
would have preferred to travel by boat. The royal party
could have landed on the Tigris bank east of the
Octagon, and travelled north across the Nahr al-Qā’im.

Area P: Unfinished developments east of the
Octagon

The triangle of land left by the Nahr al-Qā’im, its
overflow channel, the Nahr al-ÿIbra, and the Tigris east
of the Octagon is 3.55 km long and 1.76 km wide (Fig.
39, Pl. 26). In this area there are three main groups of
remains: (a) an avenue and buildings adjacent to the
Nahr al-Qā’im, (b) an avenue and a group of buildings
on the Tigris, and (c) a number of separated sites at the
east end.

a) The avenue on the Nahr al-Qā’im (P6) is 56 m wide,
and can be traced for 810 m. The eastern section is
lined with rooms, which was probably a small
market.206 Five buildings (P1–P5) are built on it (Fig.
40, Pl. 26). P2 is the main residential building. P4 is
a small isolated building in a large enclosure. The
remainder appear to be service buildings.

b) There is a group of ten buildings on the Tigris
(P16–P25). They are aligned in such a way as to
suggest that an avenue was intended, laid out parallel
to the river, and there are even some signs of it in an
air-photograph. Two mounds to the east of P16
project this line to join with an enclosure wall
apparently belonging to the buildings on the Qā’im
(P8). These mounds have no structure, and may have
been dumps of material brought to the site for
making bricks.

The finest of the buildings on the Tigris was P16
(Tell al-ÿUîaybiÿīn), the robbed out remains of a
baked-brick building 87 m square, apparently a small
palace at the inlet to the Nahr al-ÿIbra (Fig. 40). The
building had a courtyard on the north side, but this
has now disappeared under a small village now built
around the tell. The square plan of the building
suggests that it had been of the form common in
palaces of the Samarra period, with a central dome
chamber, and four īwāns facing to the exterior.

(c) The third group of buildings, although apparently
dated to the Abbasid period, does not show any
indication of being related to a layout. P9 and P15
seem to be small occupational sites, which have been
suggested as being farms (Fig. 21). There are three
further courtyard buildings adjacent to the Nahr alÿIbra, the purpose of which is uncertain (P12–14).207

Susa 1948–9, fig. 8.
I would like to thank Axelle Rougeulle for this suggestion.
See Chapter 5 for a discussion of the markets of Samarra (pp. 127–9).
The area also has a number of short lengths of trenches dating to the First World War.
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Fig. 40. Buildings of Area P — the city of al-Muÿtaîim on the Qāðūl (220/834–5).
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Discussion of Area P
The remains suggest that an avenue was laid out on the
Nahr al-Qā’im, and a second one intended on the Tigris.
There is a further wall-line between the two that appears
to be an enclosure wall. The avenue on the Qā’im is
definite evidence that a grand layout was intended, and a
few buildings were actually built.

All of these sites have small quantities of Samarran
Abbasid pottery, comparable with that of the main city.
These sherds include so-called ‘Samarra Ware’ with blue
decoration on white glaze, currently thought to have
been introduced about the beginning of the 3rd/9th
century.208 This type is actually rare, though not
unknown, in the main sections of the city, where most of
the pottery belongs to the later period of occupation,
towards the decline of the city, and the later 3rd/9th
century. This is an indicator that Area P may belong to
the first half of the 3rd/9th century.
Moreover, this dating is supported by the plan of the
palace at P16, with the suggestion of a central dome
chamber, and four īwāns facing towards the exterior.
The earliest plan known of this type is the unfinished
palace of Hiraqla near Raqqa, which has been dated to
the reign of Hārūn al-Rashīd, and more particularly to
the year after the conquest of Heracleia in Anatolia in
807.209 At any rate, it was a plan that was becoming
popular in the early 3rd/9th century, and is typical of
Samarra.

THE TEXTUAL EVIDENCE

Qādisiyya of Samarra is described by Yāqūt in the
7th/13th century as “a large village ... where glass is
made.”210 The name also appears as early as the middle
of the 3rd/9th century in Ibn Khurdādhbih, as the last
stage of the Baghdad-Mosul road (on the left bank of the
Tigris) before Samarra, a distance of three farsakhs.211 A
century after Yāqūt, Ibn ‘Abd al-aqq in the early
8th/14th century describes Qādisiyya as a ruin.212 Today
a dialect form of the same name, Jālisiyya, applies to the
area of the Octagon and Area N. From Yāqūt it is
evident that the village of Qādisiyya known from the
historical sources is to be identified with Area N;
moreover the pottery evidence, from the Sasanian period
208
209
210

211

212
213
214
215
216
217
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up till about the 7th/13th or 8th/14th centuries, matches
the historical evidence.

Nowhere do the texts on Qādisiyya mention great architecture, and it is likely that the application of the name
of Qādisiyya to the Octagon is only a modern usage.
However great architecture and the name ‘al-Qāðūl’ are
connected in the historical literature. In £abarī the name
‘al-Qāðūl’ occurs as a locality, a last staging point before
the capital at Samarra.213 The entry on al-Qāðūl in Yāqūt
defines the name to mean the Qāðūl Abī al-Jund; only
secondarily is the name applied to al-Qāðūl al-Kisrawī.
The Qāðūl and Qādisiyya are said to be adjacent to one
another; Yāqūt quotes a qaîīda of Jahz≥a al-Barmakī:214
“To the bank of the Qāðūl, on the side where the
palace stands, between al-Qādisiyya and the
palm-trees.”

The sources agree that the Qāðūl Abī al-Jund was dug by
Hārūn al-Rashīd, and that he built himself a residence at
the inlet.
According to Yāqūt:

“Rashīd was the first to dig this canal, and he
built at its mouth a qaîr. ... Muÿtaîim built there
a building which he gave to Ashinās al-Turkī,
when he moved to Samarra.”215

According to £abarī:

“Muÿtaîim asked me, ‘where did Rashīd enjoy
himself when he tired of Baghdad?’. I said, ‘On the
Qāðūl; he built there a city whose remains and walls
are standing. ... But when the Syrians revolted,
Rashīd went to Raqqa and stayed there, and the city
of the Qāðūl remained uncompleted.”216

In the sources quoted, Rashīd’s building is called both a
qaîr (a palace), and a madīna (a city). The revolts in
Syria began in 180/796, and Rashīd moved there in that
year, which is the terminus ante quem for the building.217

The cryptic remark by al-Hamadhānī on the construction
of a palace by Rashīd must also refer to this site, and
gives us its name: “Al-Rashīd also wanted to build

Whitehouse 1979; Northedge & Kennet 1994.
Toueir 1982. The Dār al-Imāra attributed to Abū Muslim at Merv was also of this plan, but it is only known from the textual
description of al-Iîðakhrī (Creswell 1940, 3).
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. al-Qādisiyya. Yāqūt says in this text that Qādisiyya belongs to Dujayl. This seems to be an
error, for Qādisiyya was always on the opposite bank of the Tigris to Dujayl, and is not confirmed by Ibn ÿAbd al-aqq,
Marāîid.
Ibn Khurdādhbih, 93.
Ibn ÿAbd al-aqq, II, 366–7, s.v. al-Qādisiyya.
Al-£abarī, III, 1383, 1555, 1670–1, 1742, 1788–90.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. al-Qādisiyya. Jahz≥a al-Barmakī composed around 326/938 (year of death).
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. al-Qāðūl.
Al-£abarī, III, 1180.
Al-£abarī, III, 646.
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(Samarra), but he built in its place a qaîr, and called it
al-Mubārak (‘The Blessed’), and it is opposite to the
trace of an ancient construction that belonged to the
dynasty of Kisrā.” The Sasanian construction would be
the tower of Burj al-Qā’im (see above, p. 72).218

The Ma’mūnī canal was then dug about twenty to thirty
years later. This work probably modified the layout of
the Abū al-Jund, especially at its inlet, and might have
destroyed any relationship between the Qāðūl Abī alJund and the residence of Rashīd on the Qāðūl.

Some forty years after Rashīd’s project, his son, alMuÿtaîim, left Baghdad in search of a new capital. The
textual sources are in general unanimous as to the reason
which led to this departure, even if there are some
variants in the presentation: it was the poor relations
between the Turkish military under the command of alMuÿtaîim and the population of Baghdad, a problem
which led to disturbances in the streets, and strong
resistance on the part of the Baghdadis. Whatever the
source of these poor relations, the solution chosen by alMuÿtaîim was to leave Baghdad and found a new
settlement. There was nothing new in this choice;
Rashīd had left Baghdad for Raqqa in 180/796.

On the details of al-Muÿtaîim’s journey to the north, a
disagreement exists between the two principal sources on
the sequence of events. In the version of al-£abarī, alMuÿtaîim left Baghdad, probably the previous year in
219, and was stopped by floods in the Tigris. He had to
return to Baghdad. On his second departure, he travelled
directly to al-Qāðūl, where tents were erected, while a
site was sought at Samarra.219 In the version of alYaÿqūbī, al-Muÿtaîim stopped first at Shammāsiyya, then
at Baradān, then at Bahamshā and Maðīra, before settling
on the Qāðūl. According to this version, al-Muÿtaîim
began the construction of a city on the Qāðūl before
discovering the site of Samarra, and then abandoned the
Qāðūl. In any case, the sources are in agreement that the
Qāðūl was the most important of al-Muÿtaîim’s stops on
his road. The question that the sources do not resolve is:
did al-Muÿtaîim intend al-Qāðūl to be a permanent site?
According to £abarī:
“He proceeded (in the year 220/835) until he
reached al-Qāðūl, where pavilions and marquees
were pitched for him, and the people pitched
tents ... and the pavilions continued to be pitched
until the construction was in place in Samarra in
the year 221 (835–6).”220

218
219
220
221
222

Al-Yaÿqūbī’s version in the Kitāb al-Buldān:

“He said, ‘This is the finest of places’, and he
located the canal known as the Qāðūl in the middle
of the city, such that the buildings would be on the
Tigris and on the Qāðūl, and he began the construction. He allotted land to the commanders, to the
secretaries, and to the people, and they built until
the buildings rose high. The markets were laid out
on the Qāðūl and on the Tigris, and he settled in
part of what had been built, and the people also.
Then he said, ‘the land of al-Qāðūl is not sufficient;
it is only pebbles and stones, and building is
difficult. Besides the site is not broad enough.’”221

Al-Balādhurī:

“Rashīd built when he dug his Qāðūl which he
called Abū al-Jund ... Then he erected in al-Qāðūl
a building which he settled in, and he handed
over that qaîr to his mawlā Ashinās al-Turkī. He
planned to colonise the site, and he began to
construct a city, but he abandoned it.”222

Although £abarī mentions only a tented encampment,
the other sources describe the beginning and
abandonment of the construction of a city. Although the
sources do not entirely agree, they are all basically
variations on one tradition: that there was unfinished
construction by both Rashīd and Muÿtaîim on the Qāðūl.
Yāqūt and Balādhurī say that Muÿtaîim’s construction
was on the same site as Rashīd’s. The Qāðūl and
Qādisiyya are said by Jahz≥a to have been close to one
another, while the site of Qādisiyya is satisfactorily
identified as N1. These points from historical sources
can be broadly reconciled with the archaeological
evidence; that evidence can be summarised as that the
Octagon is an Islamic construction with parallels in 8th
century architecture, while Area P has unfinished urban
construction, of probable 9th century date.

It seems likely then that the Octagon is Rashīd’s
construction, and that the avenues of Area P represent
Muÿtaîim’s equally unfinished renewal of the site. To
compare the archaeological evidence with Yaÿqūbī’s
account of Muÿtaîim’s city, there is in fact construction
on the Qāðūl and on the Tigris, although the Qāðūl is not
in the middle of the city, as Yaÿqūbī states; but rather the
site lies between two of the Qāðūls, with the Tigris on a
third side. The palace given by Muÿtaîim to Ashinās
might be P16.

Ibn al-Faqīh al-Hamadhānī, fol. 143. Northedge, Wilkinson & Falkner 1990.
Al-£abarī, III, 1184.
Al-£abarī, III, 1180.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 256–7.
Al-Balādhurī, 297. See also al-Masÿūdī, Murūj, VII, 119–20.
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CHAPTER 5

Surra Man Ra’ā: the city of al-Muÿtaîim
THE FOUNDATION OF SURRA MAN RA’A|
AND ITS GENERAL LAYOUT

While al-Muÿtaîim was settled on the Qāðūl, a decision
to move further north was made, and construction of the
city of Surra Man Ra’ā, the official name of alMuÿtaîim’s city, began. The site selected was on the east
bank of the Tigris, halfway between the northern and
southern inlets of the Qāðūl. The land is open and
steppe-like, not without vegetation but trees are rare
(Pl. 1, Pl. 3).223 Although, as indicated earlier, there
were a number of small towns and villages in the region
before the arrival of al-Muÿtaîim, only textual sources
inform us that a settlement was located on the site of
Samarra itself. Ammianus tells us that there had been a
fort there in the 4th century (castellum Sumere nomine),
but we do not know if this still existed in the 3rd/9th
century. Michael the Syrian says that there was a village
there.224 The Arabic sources emphasise the existence of
a monastery, located on the site of the Dār al-Khilāfa.225
‘In former days Surra Man Ra’ā was a steppe of
the land of al-£īrhān where there was no
development, but there was there a monastery of
the Christians on the site on which was built the
Government House that is known as Dār alÿĀmma, and the monastery became the treasury
(bayt al-māl).’226

‘And Abū al-Wazīr said: I will take 5000 dinars
and if I need more, I will ask for an increase. He
said: I took the 5000 dinars and headed for the
site. I bought a monastery in the site belonging to
the Christians for 5000 dirhams, and I bought a
garden (bustān) that was next to it. Then I
completed the transaction required for its
purchase for a low price. And I went down [to
Baghdad], and brought [al-Muÿtaîim] the contract
documents.’227

No archaeological remains of the monastery have been
identified, nor of a Sasanian period fort or village.
223
224

225
226
227
228
229
230

Whatever type of settlement may have previously
existed at Samarra, the place-name itself certainly
existed. The ancient toponyms for Samarra are Greek:
Soûma (Ptolemy V c. 19, Zosimus III, 30), Latin Sumere
(Ammianus Marcellinus XXV, 6, 8), and Syriac Šumara
(Hoffmann 1880, 188; Michael the Syrian, III, 88). The
caliph’s city was formally called Surra Man Ra’ā (“he
who sees it is delighted”). According to Yāqūt’s article
on Samarra,228 this original name of Surra Man Ra’ā
was later shortened in popular usage to Sāmarrā. It
seems more probable, however, that Sāmarrā is the
Arabic version of the pre-Islamic toponym, and that
Surra Man Ra’ā, a verbal form of name unusual in
Arabic which recalls earlier Akkadian and Sumerian
practices, is the newer creation, a word-play invented at
the court. In his article on Surra Man Ra’ā, Yāqūt also
gives this alternative explanation.

In practice Surra Man Ra’ā is used on coins and by
some authors, including al-Yaÿqūbī, Ibn Khurdādhbih,
SuÊrāb (Ibn Serapion), al-Balādhurī, and al-Balawī. Al£abarī, however, consistently uses Sāmarrā, as does alMuqaddasī and al-Iîðakhrī. Al-Masÿūdī uses both,229 as
do many later authors, who simply repeat the version of
their source without distinction.
The close relationship between the two names
stimulated suggestions in our sources as to how the one
might have become the other, although it is clear that
they are later inventions:
“MuÊammad b. AÊmad al-Bashshārī … said: when
Sāmarrā’ was developed and completed, and it was
in good order, and was thronged with people, it was
named ‘Surūr Man Ra’ā’, then it was shortened, and
it was said ‘Surra Man Ra’ā’; then when it was
destroyed, and its character became ugly, and it was
deserted, it was named ‘Sā’a Man Ra’ā’, then that
was shortened, and it was said ‘Sāmarrā’.”230

There was further variation in the name of Samarra. Al£abarī uses the name without Êamza. Al-Hamadhānī

As indicated in Chapter 2, there is little evidence that the environment was significantly different in the 3rd/9th century.
Michael the Syrian, III, 88. To the author’s knowledge only one sherd of Sasanian or Umayyad date has ever been recovered
from the area of the city of modern Samarra (Honeycomb ware, found by the author). However it would seem logical that
there was a small pre-Islamic settlement there.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Ta’rīkh, II, 472–3.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 255.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Sāmarrā’.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Sāmarrā’.
Al-Masÿūdī, Murūj, VII, 120.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Sāmarrā’.
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uses a combination version of the two names Samarra
and Surra Man Ra’ā: Surmarrā. However from Yāqūt
onwards, a Êamza has been added — Sāmarrā’ — and
this is the standard spelling today.

The site

The choice of site was controversial — on steppe land
east of the Tigris. The Muslim sources are relatively
polite about the choice; al-Yaÿqūbī comments merely on
the difficulties of water supply.231 Not surprisingly,
Michael the Syrian, as a Christian, is less charitable:
”Ce village de Šumara était un lieu qui n’avait
aucun agrément naturel, dont la situation n’était
pas remarquable, et où on ne trouvait aucun des
bienfaits de Dieu.”232

According to al-Yaÿqūbī, the site of Samarra was chosen
during a hunting excursion. The role that hunting played
in the choice of site is confirmed by other sources:
Michael the Syrian adds “Cependant il le préféra à cause
de la chasse.” As noted in Chapter 3, a late Sasanian
palace with a hunting reserve already existed at the
northern entrance to the Qāðūl. The existence of hunting
reserves later around the city also confirms the
importance of hunting in the original choice.233 It seems
likely that Samarra was a region reputed for its
hunting.234 So the choice of al-Muÿtaîim for his
residence essentially fell on a hunting ground.

The foundation

The process of foundation of the city is described by alYaÿqūbī:
“Then he summoned the engineers and said,
‘Choose the most suitable of these places’, and
they chose a number of sites for the palaces. He

231

232
233
234
235
236
237

238
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assigned to each one of his companions the
construction of a palace, and he assigned to
Khāqān ÿUrðūj Abū al-FatÊ b. Khāqān the
construction of al-Jawsaq al-Khāqānī, and to
ÿUmar b. Faraj the construction of the palace
known as al-ÿUmarī, and to Abū al-Wazīr the
construction of the palace known as al-Wazīrī.
Then he marked out the allotments for the
generals, the secretaries, and the people, and set
out the congregational mosque. He laid out the
markets around the congregational mosque. The
rows of the markets were broad, and each type of
merchandise was separate, and each people were
on their own, in the fashion of the way the
markets of Baghdad were laid out.”235

In this account al-Muÿtaîim is described as responsible
for the plan of the city. Because it is not stated, alMuÿtaîim may have directed the construction of the Dār
al-ÿĀmma himself, but three lesser palaces of the caliph
were allotted to various lieutenants — al-Jawsaq alKhāqānī, al-ÿUmarī and al-Wazīrī.236 In addition, the
caliph built the congregational mosque, and laid out the
design for the markets, avenues and allotments.
However, beyond the marking out (Ar. ikhtiðāð),237 the
caliph did not actually take responsibility for the
construction (Ar. binā’) of these zones himself. The
sources indicate a significant distinction between
marking out on the ground and actual construction of the
buildings. This type of arrangement for city construction
is cited in similar terms for the construction of Ramla in
the Umayyad period by Sulaymān b. ÿAbd al-Malik.238
Nevertheless al-Muÿtaîim may have given to those
people to whom he allotted land, grants for the construction of houses, as indicated by the claim of a poet, alusayn b. aÊÊāk, to the caliph, who gave him 1,000
dīnārs for building a house.239
The military allotments of the time of the foundation are
described by al-Yaÿqūbī as separate from the rest of the
city:

Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 263. “But their drinking water is entirely from the Tigris, carried in water-jars on mules and camels,
because their wells have long ropes, and then they are salty and not palatable, and there is no large supply of water, while the
Tigris is close, and the water-jars many.”
Michael the Syrian, III, 88. French translation by Chabot.
See below, pp. 151, 200–207.
Cf. Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Shilj, for a hunting excursion by ÿIzz al-Dawla at Samarra.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 258.
Cf. Gordon 2001a, 56.
The subject of ikhtiðāð is elaborated by Akhbar (Akhbar 1989), an article which, however, is primarily concerned with the early
amîār. At Samarra the way that marking out was carried out on the ground can be seen in the unfinished construction of the
Octagon at Qādisiyya (Fig. 39, Pl. 25), and in the unfinished parts of al-Iîðablāt (Fig. 87).
“Al-Walīd ibn ÿAbd al-Malik appointed Sulaymān ibn ÿAbd al-Malik governor of jund Filasðīn, and he (Sulaymān) settled in
Ludd. Then he founded the city of al-Ramla (madīnat al-Ramla), and made it a miîr (maîîarahā). The first that was built of it
was his palace (qaîr) and the house known as Dār al-Sabbāghīn (House of the Dyers), and he placed a cistern centrally in the
house. Then he marked out a plan for the mosque, and built it, but he succeeded to the Caliphate before its completion; then
there was later construction in it during his caliphate. Then ÿUmar ibn ÿAbd al-ÿAzīz completed it, and reduced the original
plan. ... When Sulaymān had built for himself, he gave permission to the people for construction, and they built; and he dug for
the people of al-Ramla their canal which is called Barada, and he dug wells...” (Balādhurī, 143).
“Al-Muÿtaîim allotted the people the houses (al-Dūr) at Surra Man Ra’ā , and gave them the expenses for building them, and
al-usayn b. aÊÊāk was not allotted anything … so he entered into him (i.e. his presence), and recited: … consequently he
allotted him a house and a thousand dinars for his expenses on it.” (al-Iîfahānī, Aghānī, VI, 204).
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“He isolated the allotments of the Turks from the
allotments of the people completely, and made
them segregated from them, that they should not
mix with any group of those of Arab culture, and
that no-one should be their neighbours except the
Farāghina. He allocated to Ashinās and his
companions the site known as al-Karkh, and
added a number of commanders of the Turks and
infantry,240 and ordered him to build the mosques
and markets. He allocated to Khāqān ÿUrðūj and
his companions the area adjacent to al-Jawsaq alKhāqānī, and ordered him to keep his
companions together, and to prevent them from
mixing with the people. He allocated to Waîīf
and his companions the area adjacent to al-ayr,
and he built an extended enclosure wall which he
called ā’ir al-ayr, and the allotments of the
Turks entirely, and the non-Arabic-speaking
Farāghina, were made distant from the markets
and the crowds in broad avenues and long streets,
and there was with them in their allotments and
their streets none of the people, of merchant or
other, to mix with them.”241

The location and structure of the military cantonments
will be treated in more detail later in Chapter 8.
However, it is evident that the insistence by al-Yaÿqūbī
upon the separation of the military cantonments from the
main city was only partly true: although the cantonment
of the Turks at al-Karkh, and of Afshīn at al-Maðīra are
far from the city, the first cantonment of Waîīf, and
possibly also the Farāghina, were placed between the
Dār al-Khilāfa and the markets.
These elements represent the state of the city at the time
of the foundation, as described by al-Yaÿqūbī, with the
exception of the gardens of the West Bank of the Tigris,
240
241
242

243
244
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where al-Yaÿqūbī makes no effort to distinguish between
what existed in the time of al-Muÿtaîim, and what was
developed later. The version of al-Yaÿqūbī in the Kitāb
al-Buldān is the most detailed description of the city at
the time of its foundation, but the other available
accounts are briefer but generally similar.242

It should be emphasised that the archaeological remains
of Samarra as we have them do not represent the plan
of the city as founded by al-Muÿtaîim, but rather as it
was abandoned at the end of the 3rd/9th century.
However, in general, we can say that al-Muÿtaîim’s city
stretched from north of the Dār al-Khilāfa as far as the
markets, which were located under the modern town,
and then further south along the Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad (Fig.
41). The Dār al-Khilāfa itself seems to have been
surrounded by cantonments, north and south, while the
cantonments of the Turks at al-Karkh, and the
Ushrūsaniyya at Maðīra were separated from the central
city (Fig. 75). According to al-Yaÿqūbī, the notables and
officers moved to Surra Man Ra’ā in 223/838.243 This
probably represents the date when the city was first
habitable.

The Expansion of the City

In a second stage, the city expanded, firstly under alWāthiq (227/842–232/847), and then under alMutawakkil (232/847–247/861). All versions of the
history of the city see two stages in the development:
firstly the foundation by al-Muÿtaîim, and then an
expansion, mainly under al-Mutawakkil.244 Al-Yaÿqūbī
explains the expansion, saying in effect that the
population regarded al-Muÿtaîim’s foundation as a
military camp, ÿaskar al-Muÿtaîim, which would be
abandoned on the death of the caliph, and when a

Creswell 1940: rijāl = men, but probably rujjāl = infantry.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 258–9.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Ta’rīkh, II, 472–3:
“then he journeyed on from al-Qāðūl to Surra Man Ra’ā. And he stopped in the place in which the Dār al-ÿĀmma stands, and
there is a monastery of the Christians, and he bought the land from the people of the monastery, and marked out in it, and he
went to the site of the palace known as al-Jawsaq on the Tigris, and built there a number of palaces for the captains and
secretaries, and named them by their names. And he dug the canals on the east of the Tigris, and built the “developments” (alÿimārāt), and water-lifting devices were constructed on the canals. Palms and seedlings were brought from other lands, and the
beginning of that was in 221. And he built the villages, and brought to them people from every town, and ordered them to
make the development of their town, and he brought a group from Egypt who made paper. And they made it, but it did not
reach a state of excellence in that.”
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Sāmarrā’:
“And he straightaway travelled and settled at Samarra. He built there a house and ordered his army to do the same. The people
built around his qaîr until it became the greatest of the towns of God. He built there a congregational mosque in the direction
of the markets, and settled Ashinās and the officers with him at Karkh Sāmarrā — that is Karkh Fayrūz — and settled some of
them in al-Dūr known as Dūr al-ÿArabānī.”
Al-Masÿūdī, Murūj VII, 121-2 (tr. Defrémery et Sanguinetti):
“he searched for a site there to build his palace, and he founded his building and that is the site known as al-Wazīriyya at Surra
Man Ra’ā… The construction rose high, and masons, workers and artisans were brought to him from the rest of the cities.
Types of plants and trees were brought to him from other places. He made for the Turks isolated allotments, and gave them as
neighbours the Farāghina and Ushrūsaniyya, and others from the cities of Khurāsān according to their nearness to them in their
country. He allotted to Ashinās al-Turkī and his Turkish companions the site known as Karkh Sāmarrā, and of the Farāghina
those he settled in the place known as al-ÿUmarī and al-Jisr.”
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 254.
I.e. al-Yaÿqūbī, al-Masÿūdī, and al-Balādhurī.
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second caliph, al-Wāthiq, continued to live there, they
gained confidence and renewed the construction. A
second factor was the enthusiasm of al-Mutawakkil for
construction. During this period the central city extended
to the south until it joined up with al-Maðīra. In this
period, al-Yaÿqūbī describes seven parallel avenues in
the lower city. At the same time large new areas were
added by al-Mutawakkil: firstly, the new congregational
mosque and new avenues on the east side, then
Balkuwārā in the south, and finally al-Mutawakkiliyya
to the north of al-Karkh and al-Dūr.
This stage of expansion ended with the death of alMutawakkil in 247/861. The description of the avenues
in the text of al-Yaÿqūbī, and the layout of the city which
emerges from the events which took place there between
247/861 and 256/870, seem to correspond quite closely
with the evidence of the layout of the archaeological site
(Pl. 27). Probably little change took place during the
period of troubles, and the subsequent decline. Although
evidence of later additions can be detected, neither the
methods employed in excavations up to the present, nor
the evidence of the plan, have shown the stages of
decline in the central city area. The expansion of the
modern city is an obstacle to discovering new
information, until such time as new archaeological
methods become available.

THE CENTRAL CITY AND ITS AVENUES
The Layout of the Avenues

(Fig. 43, Fig. 45, Fig. 46, Pl. 27, Pl. 30)

As noted earlier, the description of the avenues by alYaÿqūbī belongs to a date later than the death of alMutawakkil in 247/861 (for the translation see Appendix
A, and Table 3). In principle, it should correspond fairly
closely to the plan of the archaeological site as it has
been recorded. The description enumerates seven
parallel avenues: it begins with the Grand Avenue (alShāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am or al-Sarīja), then continues to the east
with Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad, Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Awwal, Shāriÿ
Barghāmish al-Turkī, Shāriÿ SāliÊ al-ÿAbbāsī also
known as al-Askar, and Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Jadīd. Finally
Shāriÿ al-Khalīj is located on the Tigris.
The order of presentation is influenced by the desire to
present the main avenue first: its importance is
underlined by a reference in al-£abarī which calls it

245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254

simply the Avenue.245 In the manuscript of al-Yaÿqūbī,
its name al-Sarīja is unpointed; the editor chose Sarīja
by comparison with the Sūq al-Sarīja in Damascus. The
name means a mule or camel saddle,246 and is also
attested in al-£abarī.247 When al-Mutawakkil extended
the Grand Avenue in al-Mutawakkiliyya, there is no sign
that this was also called al-Sarīja. Al-Sarīja was the
avenue of lower Samarra; al-Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am was the
principal avenue which extended the length of the city.
Al-Yaÿqūbī applies the term al-Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am to five
avenues in Baghdad, not only the four main avenues that
led from the gates of the Round City, but also an avenue
on the Tigris.248

Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad was named after Abū AÊmad b. alRashīd, who lived in the middle of the avenue; the name
is also attested in al-£abarī.249 The name Shāriÿ
Barghāmish al-Turkī has been associated with Ghāmish,
a khalīfa of Bughā al-Saghīr at the siege of Tiflis in
238/852–3.250 ‘Barghāmish’ might be a misreading by a
copyist of ‘Ibn Ghāmish’, with the loss of the initial alif
in the manuscript, although the translator of al-£abarī
thought that it was the name ‘Ghāmish’ which was in
error.251 The name Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Awwal (‘First
Avenue of al-ayr’) refers to the fact that it was
originally located adjacent to al-ayr. Shāriÿ SāliÊ alÿAbbāsī refers to a personality who lived at the northern
end of the avenue. Al-Askar is the elative of the Arabic
root sīn-kāf-rā’: it could mean closed off or short. Shāriÿ
al-ayr al-Jadīd (the ‘New ayr Avenue’) was situated
adjacent to al-ayr and replaced the earlier avenue in
this role. Shāriÿ al-Khalīj (‘Gulf Avenue’) was no doubt
named after its location adjacent to the Tigris.252 The
name of one other avenue, Shāriÿ Baghdād, is mentioned
in al-£abarī: it was evidently the beginning of the road
to Baghdad.253
On the archaeological site, in the central city, that is the
zone southwards from the Dār al-Khilāfa as far as
Jubayriyya (= al-Maðīra), the principal street system can
be described as divided into two parts (Fig. 42, Fig. 44,
Fig. 45, Pl. 27, Pl. 30): the northern section principally
oriented north-south, and the southern northwestsoutheast. Today the modern city is the dividing point,
but it is clear that even in Abbasid times, there was a
division into two, which was marked by a wadi situated
between the modern city and the mosque of alMutawakkil. This wadi can be identified as that called
Wādī Ibrāhīm b. RiyāÊ by al-Yaÿqūbī.254 Today the
wadi is scarcely visible, and was already built over in

Al-£abarī, III, 1503.
EI², s.v. sardj. The root sīn-rā’-jīm in Arabic is associated with lamps (sirāj), saddles and saddlery (sarj), and braiding the hair.
Al-£abarī, III, 1511–12.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 244, 245, 248, 249.
Al-£abarī, III, 1511–12, 1807.
Al-£abarī, III, 1415.
The history of al-Tabari, vol. 34, Incipient Decline, tr. Kramer, J., 123, n. 401.
Khalīj today means bay or gulf, as in the Arab or Persian Gulf. Al-Khalīj was the well-known canal in Cairo.
Al-£abarī, III, 1807.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 262.
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Abbasid times, but it had an important effect on the
street system. North of the wadi there are two main
avenues, and two minor avenues, which appear to
continue avenues further to the south. In addition, there
are the three parallel avenues leading east to the
mosque of al-Mutawakkil. South of the wadi, there are
seven avenues, just as described by al-Yaÿqūbī, five of
which terminate in one small zone east of Jubayriyya
— the site of al-Maðīra. This fusion of the avenues is
probably to be associated with the road to Baghdad,
which probably continued from this point.

A broad avenue leading south from the caliphal palace,
approximately 77 m wide in its northern part, and 68 m
wide in the south (J260) dominates the plan (Fig. 45,
Fig. 46). After 2465 m, it appears to make a turn
southeast at the wadi,255 then, after being hidden under
the modern town, it continues straight 4350 m to
Jubayriyya (al-Maðīra). The total length is 6815 m. At
the north end, it is aligned with the double walls inside
the palace complex, which indicate the south gate. At a
later date, the avenue was reduced in width to 17–18 m,
but the alignment of the original width is visible over
long distances, and the original avenue is preserved at its
southern end. The reduction in width, one would have
imagined to be an ad hoc process: however, at least in
the south, the reduction seems to have been a deliberate
act, for the newly occupied space has its own straight
central street.
On the river side of the monumental avenue, two further
avenues can be seen. The first is irregular and of varying
width (J392) (Pl. 29). It makes a broad curve from the
junction point at Jubayriyya, and appears to rejoin the
monumental avenue on the site of the Bāb al-Nāîiriyya,
the north gate in the walls of Samarra, if the alignment
preserved in the streets of the modern town is correct.
The avenue nearest to the Tigris (J850) is composed of
two parts, a monumental straight section 66 m wide and
1240 m long, and a further irregular section of varying
width continuing 3250 m to the junction point at
Jubayriyya. The avenue appears to extend another 800 m
beyond the junction, and two other major streets diverge
leading in the direction of Jubayriyya.
On the east side of the monumental avenue, four further
avenues can be identified, running parallel. The first
two, 10–12 m wide (J450 and J452), extend 4700 m
from the junction area near Jubayriyya to the edge of the
dividing wadi.256 They appear to have analogues north
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263

of the wadi (H153 and H241); but there is no direct
evidence of a connection, and the alignments are not
identical. The remaining two avenues (J730 and J530)
are shorter, both 10–12 m wide, and respectively 1460
and 1710 m long.

In his interpretation of the avenues, Herzfeld first thought
that the Grand Avenue was the one closest to the Tigris
(J850), although he had second thoughts later (Fig.
43).257 He excavated several houses in that area, as
located on the avenue. He thought that the Shāriÿ alKhalīj, where the quays were located, had probably been
eroded by the Tigris. Susa discusses the text on the
avenues without identifying them, but his map places the
names belonging to lower Samarra in alMutawakkiliyya.258

The monumental avenue which dominates the plan
(J260) cannot be the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am as described by alYaÿqūbī, for he specifically states that the Grand Avenue
passed by the palace and continued to the north.259
Rather J260 should be identified with the Shāriÿ Abī
AÊmad, which terminated at the Bāb al-Bustān and the
palaces of the Caliph.260 The Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am, then, was
the next avenue to the west, of irregular curving
alignment (J392). The avenue closest to the Tigris,
composed of two different sections (J850), is the Shāriÿ
al-Khalīj.261 The four remaining avenues to the east are
successively Shāriÿ Barghāmish, Shāriÿ al-ayr alAwwal, Shāriÿ al-Askar, and Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Jadīd. The
shorter length of the last two avenues corresponds with
the statement of al-Yaÿqūbī that “(al-Mutawakkil) added
the avenues of al-ayr: al-Shāriÿ al-Askar and al-Shāriÿ
al-Jadīd”.262

The monumental avenue which dominates the plan,
although less regarded by al-Yaÿqūbī, must have been
the original avenue laid out when Samarra was first
built, but had lesser importance later when al-Yaÿqūbī
was describing the avenues. The Grand Avenue by
contrast is not impressive in its physical appearance. The
reason it was called “al-Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am” could be that
in practice it was the most popular thoroughfare, which
extended the length of the city. It may be that it was
located on the alignment of the old road from Baghdad
to Mosul on the east bank of the Tigris, which predated
the foundation,263 and which people continued to use,
ignoring the fine avenue constructed by the architects of
al-Muÿtaîim. This argument is supported by the fact that
al-Yaÿqūbī sees the Grand Avenue as continuing north

The turn is not visible, but it is possible to calculate, by projecting the lines, that it was located outside Bāb al-Nāîiriyya.
At a later date, the southern end of J452 was cut short and closed off over a distance of 1402 m, and the avenue built over.
Traffic was diverted into J450.
Letters from Herzfeld to Sarre, dated 27/3/1911, and 5/1/1913. Change of mind 10/4/1911 (Islamisches Museum, Berlin).
Susa 1948–9, 61–5.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 260.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 261.
It is unlikely that the high Tigris bank at this point would have been eroded extensively by the Tigris, as supposed by Herzfeld.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 265.
Ibn Khurdādhbih, 93.
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from the Dār al-Khalīfa, with an extension into alMutawakkiliyya.264 There is no doubt that this would be
the route followed by travellers moving from one end of
the city to the other and beyond, but there is no single
continuous avenue visible in the plan. If it is the old
road to Mosul and Baghdad, it may also correspond to
the name “Shāriÿ Baghdād” mentioned above.

North of the wadi, and between it and the Dār alKhilāfa, the plan is again dominated by the monumental
avenue which approaches the south gate of the palace,
identified as Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad. Adjacent to the palace,
the avenue has been diverted to the west at a later date
in order to permit the construction of additions to a large
palace (H31) (Fig. 42, Fig. 44). Three parallel avenues
(H150, H151 and H152) run east from the monumental
avenue as far as the mosque of al-Mutawakkil.265 These
can be identified as the three îufūf constructed by alMutawakkil as the approach to the mosque.266

In this northern section, if the monumental avenue is the
Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad, the problem is to locate the Shāriÿ alAÿz≥am on the plan, for the area to the west of the
monumental avenue is quite eroded, and there is no
obviously grand avenue. The alignment is determined by
the statement of al-Yaÿqūbī that the Bāb al-ÿĀmma was
located on the avenue.267 As the Bāb al-ÿĀmma was
situated on the west side of the palace, the avenue must
have crossed the western garden of the palace.268 South
of the Bāb al-ÿĀmma, the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am must be one
of the three modern tracks which, before the construction
of the barrage at Samarra in the 1950s, descended
northwest into the flood plain from the Bāb al-Nāîiriyya.
The two southerly ones led to villages, but the northerly
one must be the right choice, as there are signs of an
ancient avenue, and it only descends into the flood plain
a short distance south of the palace. At present nine
Abbasid buildings have been identified as aligned with
this track, rather than the monumental avenue. North of
the palace, the alignment seems to ascend onto the
plateau again, and traverses the cantonment to the north
(Area X) in a northwesterly direction, before continuing
up the avenue of Area G (Fig. 53).
No monumental avenue can be traced connecting
Samarra and the northern sections of the city, to be

264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277

identified as al-Karkh, al-Dūr and al-Mutawakkiliyya.
No doubt, it is for this reason that al-Yaÿqūbī does not
describe an avenue in this area. However, there is a wall
at the edge of the slope leading down to the flood plain,
in the area between Area G and Sur Ashnas. This was
part of the boundary wall of al-ayr (Fig. 62). While
al-ayr functioned as a game reserve (on which see
below, Chapter 7), travellers may have been obliged to
remain west of the wall, and there are traces of an
ancient road in two sections over a distance of 1180 m.
However, there are accounts in al-£abarī, which suggest
that at a later date, for example in 256/869–70, people
may have crossed al-ayr in travelling from al-Karkh
to Surra Man Ra’ā, although there is no explicit
statement.269

Al-Yaÿqūbī tells us that al-Mutawakkil “extended the
Grand Avenue from the house of Ashinās, which is at alKarkhand which came into the possession of al-FatÊ b.
Khāqān, a distance of three farsakhs to his palaces.”270
This extension corresponds to the main central avenue
of the Karkh cantonment (Area F) and alMutawakkiliyya (Area T) (Fig. 70).

The last factor articulating the street plan of the city is
the location of the bridge across the Tigris. Al-Yaÿqūbī
says that al-Muÿtaîim “tied a bridge (jisr) to the west
side of the Tigris.”271 Jisr normally means a bridge of
boats, such as existed at Baghdad.272 Gertrude Bell saw
some masonry abutments in the river below the Qubbat
al-Sulaybiyya, but it is clear that this cannot be the
principal bridge, if it was the remains of a bridge at all,
for the terminology used in the texts would have been
different.273 The logical position for such a bridge, as
Herzfeld thought,274 is in the same position as the bridge
which existed at Samarra up until the construction of the
barrage in the 1950s (Pl. 27). It is the narrowest point of
the Tigris, and convenient for the centre of the city. This
location is to some extent confirmed by the association
of the name al-Jisr with the Maghāriba, who lived in the
Shāriÿ al-Khalīj.275 Although the Abbasid remains in the
area of the bridge are poorly preserved, there is some
trace of a wide avenue leading east into the city (Fig. 42,
Fig. 44). According to an event of 254/868, there seems
to have been a guard on the bridge.276 In Baghdad, the
bridge was guarded by the shurða.277

Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 267.
Given the limits of the plan, these three avenues are probably of the same width.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 265-6. See also Herzfeld 1914.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 261.
If travellers had been forced to detour west of the garden, the Bāb al-ÿĀmma could not have been described as located on the
avenue, nor would the Bāb al-ÿĀmma have been chosen as a place of public punishment.
Al-£abarī, III, 1472, 1787, 1802, 1804, 1817–18.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 266.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 263.
Lassner 1970a, 105–6, 151.
Bell 1911, 237.
Herzfeld 1907, 68.
Al-£abarī, III, 1515; al-Masÿūdī, Murūj, VIII, 8.
Al-£abarī, III, 1696.
Lassner 1970a, 151.
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TABLE 3. STRUCTURE OF THE AVENUES AT SAMARRA
after the description of al-Yaÿqūbī
arranged north to south and west to east

Note: this table represents the information available in al-Yaÿqūbī on the order of houses and cantonments in the
avenues. No archaeological information is included. Where the toponym is simply noted as being on the avenue, it is
placed in the central column. If there is information that it was located right or left of the avenue, it is placed in the
appropriate column.
Shāriÿ al-Khalīj

Al-Azlākh (Maghāriba)
Qaðā'iÿ al-Maghāriba

Quays, trading establishments

Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am (North)
Quîūr al-Mutawakkil
— 3 farsakhs

Dār Ashinās at al-Karkh
Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am (South) (al-Sarīja)

Abū al-Jaÿfā’ and the remainder of the great
Servants

Thābit the Servant

Qarqas the Servant

Masrūr Samāna the Servant

Storehouses private and public

Bāb al-ÿĀmma and Dār al-Khalīfa
Dār Hārūn b. al-Muÿtaîim
General qaðā’iÿ

ÿAbd al-Wahhāb b. ÿAlī b. al-Mahdī
Al-ÿAbbās b. ÿAlī b. al-Mahdī
Abū al-Wazīr

Jabal Jaÿfar al-Khayyāð and qaðīÿat Jaÿfar
Little market of Mubārak
Mubārak al-Maghribī

Fuqq āÿ , har ī sa and beverages
Residences and qa ðā ’i ÿ

Markets (sellers and crafts)
Residences of the people

Rāshid al-Maghribī
—
—

Khashabat Bābak
—
—

The great prison

Majlis of the police

Slave market in a quarter with branching roads
fresh vegetable sellers

Old congregational mosque
Great market

Markets (sellers and crafts)
Residences of the people
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Stables private and public

izam b. Ghālib

Hārūn b. Nuÿaym

Al-asan b. ÿAlī al-Ma’mūnī
ÿUjayf b. ÿAnbasa

Hāshim b. Bānījūr
Qa ðā 'i ÿ of the people

—
—

IsÊāq b. YaÊyā b. Muÿādh

Dīwān al-Kharāj al-Aÿz≥am
Qa ðā 'i ÿ of the people

Wādī IsÊāq b. Ibrāhīm
Al-Maðīra

Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad

Bāb al-Bustān and the palaces of the Caliph
Ītākh

Old qa ðīÿ a of Waîīf
Barmash

Sīmā al-Dimashqī
Bughā al-Kabīr

General qa ðā ’i ÿ
Ibrāhīm b. RiyāÊ

Bughā al-Saghīr
—

Wādī Ibrāhīm b. RiyāÊ

General qa ðā ’i ÿ

MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik al-Zayyāt
al-Fa¼l b. Marwān
Ibn Abī Du’ād

Abū AÊmad b. al-Rashīd (middle of the avenue)
Secretaries and the rest of the people

Dīwān al-Kharāj al-Aÿz≥am

ÿUmar (b. Faraj?)
—

Bukhtīshūÿ the doctor

Arabs, the people of Qumm, Iîbahān,
Qazwīn, al-Jabal, and Ādharbayjān

Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Awwal
Wādī Ibrāhīm b. RiyāÊ
AÊmad b. al-Khaîīb

Jund, the Shākiriyya, and a mixture of people
Wadi - Wādī IsÊāq b. Ibrāhīm

Shāriÿ Barghāmish al-Turkī

Turks

Wadi — Wādī Ibrāhīm b. RiyāÊ
—

Farāghina
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Kahazar

al-Maðīra
Shāriÿ al-Askar

The commanders, secretaries, notables, and the people in general
SāliÊ al-ÿAbbāsī (head of the wadi)
Turks and the Farāghina
al-Maðīra

Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Jadīd

Commanders of the Farāghina, Ushrūsaniyya, Ishtākhanjiyya and others from the other districts of Khurasān

The location of toponyms in the Avenues

The advantage of the identification of the avenues
outlined in the previous section is that it permits one to
go further and identify many of the buildings mentioned
by al-Yaÿqūbī in his description of the Avenues of
Samarra. These identifications are not perfect, given that
there are many more buildings on the archaeological site
than those mentioned in the text. However, even an
imperfect series of identifications helps us to understand
the development of the city.

The description of each avenue by al-Yaÿqūbī begins in
the south, in the cases where a sequence is given. The
reason for this could be that south was the direction one
approached from Baghdad: the relationship between
Samarra and Baghdad was evidently vitally important,
and as we shall see, some personalities had houses in both
cities. Alternatively, the fact that Islamic maps have south
at the top may have played a role (e.g. Figs 26, 31). It is
not known whether al-Yaÿqūbī had access to a map of
Samarra. Such maps probably existed, but in the caliph’s
library, and al-Yaÿqūbī shows no sign of having access to
the palace. The description speaks more of personal
experience, than working from a map. If there was a map,
it was no more detailed than a series of names.
The terminology for the type of residence is most often
qaðīÿa, which signifies the allotment of land by the caliph,
allotted to the personality concerned, and to his people.
The person concerned would be responsible for construction on the site. The caliph may have granted money for
construction, as noted above. The conditions of grant
remain unknown: was rent paid for the land? Was it a

278
279
280
281
282

grant in perpetuity, with rights of inheritance?278 The same
term qaðīÿa was used for the military, as for the secretaries
and other personalities, although their land requirements
were different. In other circumstances, the word dār
(house) could be used for the same unit as a qaðīÿa.

Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥a≥ m (al-Sarīja)
The description begins in the south at al-Maðīra (Fig. 45).
The next name is Wādī IsÊāq b. Ibrāhīm, named after the
member of the £āhirid family who built there in the reign
of al-Mutawakkil, that is between 232/847 and
235/849–50, when he died.279 He was sāÊib al-shurða
(chief of police) of Baghdad from the reign of alMa’mūn until the reign of al-Mutawakkil.280 There are
two choices for identifying the wadi; both cross the
alignment of the avenue at its southern end. One is the
wadi that opens into the Tigris on the south side of alMaðīra, and the second empties into the Tigris even
further south at Balkuwārā. Given that the description
says that the construction of the cantonment spread out,
the second choice seems correct, for there is adjacent to
that wadi an extensive construction which is later than
the cantonment of Maðīra (Fig. 82). There is a reference
in al-£abarī to Wādī IsÊāq b. Ibrāhīm, and its adjacent
mosque of Lujayn, an umm walad of al-Mutawakkil, as
the camp-site of the supporters of SāliÊ b. Waîīf in the
course of a battle with Mūsā b. Bughā in 256/870.281 The
residence of the Waîīf family was in the house of Afshīn
at Maðīra: the campsite was not far from the palace.
The identification of the allotment of IsÊāq b. YaÊyā b.
Muÿādh remains uncertain — it may be the complex of
J862–3 on the left side of the avenue.282 He was from
an Arab family from Khurāsān, had been a governor

Elsewhere, qaðīÿa meant a permanent allocation which was heritable and alienable (Kennedy 1981, 78).
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Ta’rīkh, II, 487; al-£abarī, III, 1403; Lassner 1970a, 77.
IsÊāq b. Ibrāhīm was first cousin of ‘Abdallah b. £āhir, an associate of Ma’mūn, governor of Jibāl in Shawwāl 218 (Al-£abarī,
III, 1165). Ibn al-Ba‘īth was in the prison of IsÊāq in Samarra in 234/848–9 (Al-£abarī, III, 1380).
Al-£abarī, III, 1806
He was governor of Damascus in 191/806–7, appointed to al-aras (the Guard) by al-Muÿtaîim in 225/840 (Al-£abarī, III,
1303), then governor of Damascus for al-Muÿtaîim and al-Wāthiq (Al-Ya‘qūbī, Ta’rīkh, II, 584; Ibn al-Athīr, VI, 516). Finally,
governor of Egypt in 235/849–50, he was the grandson of a Khurāsānī commander from Khuððal or Rayy. His father was
governor of Armenia and Jazira.
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Fig. 44. Disposition of the Avenues and principal streets of the city centre, with identification of toponyms (northern half).
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and was quite old at the time of his settlement in
southern Samarra.

The Dīwān al-Kharāj al-Aÿz≥am, that is, the registry where
the land-tax was assessed, is placed next. At one point, alYaÿqūbī locates it on the Grand Avenue, and at another
places it between al-Sarīja and Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad, with
streets or alleys leading to the two avenues.283 There is
only one building which conforms to this peculiar
description, the building known as Sūr al-Wasðānī (site
J14: Fig. 46, Pl. 29). This complex has the plan of a
typical Samarran palace, with reception halls, apartments
and even possibly a polo maydān, although the maydān
seems to have been built over. The distinctive feature is
that six separate streets lead to it: that is, the building had
a public role that other similar buildings did not have. It
probably existed by 245/859, when Mūsā b. ÿAbd alMalik imprisoned and tortured the distinguished secretary
NajāÊ b. Salama in the Dīwān al-Kharāj.284 On the south
side there is an associated building which may be the
house of the chief secretary. The existence of public
access suggests that it was also the place where taxes,
other than the land-tax, were assessed and paid by the
population of Samarra. Attendance by the public required
access, and, no doubt, a long wait.

After the Dīwān al-Kharāj, al-Yaÿqūbī mentions the
residences of four Khurāsānī commanders, Hāshim b.
Bānījūr,285 ÿUjayf b. ÿAnbasa, al-asan b. ÿAlī alMa’mūnī, and Hārūn b. Nuÿaym.286 There are four grand
houses adjacent to the Dīwān al-Kharāj on the avenue
(J291, J272, J271, and J268). Of these men, ÿUjayf b.
ÿAnbasa was an Arab from Soghdia, and had an
important career under al-Ma’mūn, but, after holding the
office of sāÊib al-Êaras for al-Muÿtaîim, took part in the
conspiracy against the caliph in 223/838, and was
killed.287 Shu‘ayb b. ÿUjayf, probably his son, was a
commander in Baghdad in 252/866.288 One imagines
that the house was first built in the lifetime of ÿUjayf,
and continued to be occupied later by the family.289
The next item mentioned by al-Yaÿqūbī is the residence
of izām b. Ghālib, who together with his brother
Yaÿqūb, was responsible for the stables of the public and
283
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290
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private mounts of the caliph, situated behind the qaðīÿa.
According to Viré, the correct reading of the name is
Akhī Khazzām b. Ghālib, and Yaÿqūb was in fact his son.
This well-known dynasty of specialists in horse training
lasted down to the reign of al-Muÿta¼id (279/892–
289/892), and has left so far unedited works on horsemanship, farriery and the handling of cavalry weapons.290

As the site of the stables is located so far from the
palace, it must have been intended more for the training
and treatment of animals, rather than the simple stabling
of the palace mounts. There is no trace anywhere in
lower Samarra of the type of stable building known in
the Dār al-Khilāfa (Fig. 57), and in al-Jaÿfarī, that is, a
long covered gallery with openings onto a courtyard
(Fig. 95: buildings A208–16). However, the peculiarity
of the description of the text – that the stables lay behind
the house — is reproduced in a building opposite to the
houses of the four Khurāsānī commanders on the other
side of the Avenue. The probable stable building (J200)
has a monumental square plan of 100 m a side, with
rooms around two central courtyards, probably serving
as workshops and stables (Fig. 42, Fig. 45).

The market of the fresh vegetable sellers (mawā¼iÿ alraððābīn) and the slave market can be placed at the next
road junction to the north. Al-Yaÿqūbī specifies that the
booths of the slave market were located in a district of
branching roads, and the area conforms generally to this
requirement.291

The next item in the description is the majlis of the police
(al-shurða)292 and the great prison.293 These two buildings
are compatible with the buildings J153–4. The majlis of
the police should be the building located on the west side
of the avenue (J154), and the prison the building behind it
(J153). The majlis of the police is not otherwise
mentioned, but the prison reappears in the story of the
final hours of al-Muhtadī in 256/870 when the caliph, in a
desperate attempt to gain support, released the
prisoners.294 In another story which took place shortly
before, absent soldiers were threatened with being flogged
and sent to al-Maðbaq.295 Al-Maðbaq was the great prison
of the Round City in Baghdad, and the toponym is not

Al-Ya‘qūbī, Buldān, 260–1.
Al-£abarī, III, 1441, 1444, 1445.
Hāshim b. Bānījūr came from a family who ruled Balkh (EI², suppl. s.v Banijurids) and died in 243/857–8 (Al-£abarī, III, 1435)
Hārūn b. Nuÿaym b. Wa¼¼āÊ was a Khurāsānī general who fought with ÿUjayf against the Zutt in 219/834 (Al-£abarī, III,
1167; Herzfeld 1948, 107, 113, n. 315).
Al-Iîðakhrī, Masālik, 291–2; al-£abarī, III, 1265.
Al-£abarī, III, 1662.
Cf. p. 170 on the significance of these commanders, who are the only ones mentioned from the jund.
EI², s.v. Iîðabl.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 260; EI², s.v. ÿAbd.
EI², s.v. Shurða; Kennedy 2001, 13–14. Al-Shurða, nowadays the Arabic term for the civil police, was not in early Islamic times
the same kind of institution as today. However, it does seem to have been a permanent unit that maintained order, and thus may
be translated as ‘police’.
Yazīd al-ulwānī was head of the Samarran shurða in the reign of al-Wāthiq (in the year 231/845–6), as a lieutenant of Ītākh,
îāÊib al-maÿūna at that time (al-£abarī, III, 1351).
Al-£abarī, III, 1821.
Al-£abarī, III, 1808.
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V

Sur al-Wastani J14
(Diwan al-Kharaj alA'zam)

V

J15 (al-Hasan b. Sahl)

0

200m

al-Muntarad J13
(=Ahmad b. alKhasib)

J1102 (= Jabal Ja'far)
J527 (= Salih al-'Abbasi)

Fig. 46. Plans of major buildings in Area J: J14 Sūr al-Wasðānī (= Dīwān al-Kharāj al-A‘z≥am), J15 = Qaðīÿa of al-asan b. Sahl,
J13 al-Muntara¼ = Qaðīÿa of AÊmad b. al-Khasib ?, J527 = Qaðīÿa of SāliÊ al-ÿAbbāsī, J1102 = Qaðīÿa of Jaÿfar b. Dīnār.

0

House no. IX & X 1911

50m

House no. 10 1939

SOAH 721

Fig. 47. Excavated houses in Area J: J1 House no.9 (DGA 1940), J2 House no. 10 (DGA 1940), J6 House no. III (Herzfeld archive), J11 Houses nos. IX & X (Herzfeld
archive), Plan no. 721 (source: Directorate-General of Antiquities).

House no. III 1911

House no. 9 1939
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House nos VI & VII 1911
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House no. I 1911

House no. V 1911

House no. VIII 1911

Fig. 48. Excavaed houses in Area J: J5 Houses nos I &II (Herzfeld archive), J8 House no. V (Herzfeld archive), J9 Houses nos VI
and VII (Herzfeld archive), J10 House no. VIII (Herzfeld archive).
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known in Samarra.296 It may be that Maðbaq is here used
as a generic term for any great prison of this type. If J153
is correctly identified as the prison, it is interesting to note
that it does not appear to have been a new specifically
designed building, but rather a reuse of an older building,
for the alignment suggests that it was once part of the
Maghribī cantonment, discussed below in the section on
the Shāriÿ al-Khalīj.

Khashabat Bābak was the site of the wooden gibbet on
which the headless body of the Azerbaijani rebel Bābak
was impaled, after his capture and execution in 223/838.
Al-£abarī calls the place al-ÿAqaba, the pass, though the
word could be used for a gentle rise in the ground.297 The
site remained famous, and was used again for exposing the
corpses of criminals and political opponents.298 Khashabat
Bābak and Bāb al-ÿĀmma were the principal places in
Samarra for the public display of executed opponents and
other criminals. The two sites also reappear in the story of
an extremist sectarian demonstration in 235/850 by
MaÊmūd b. al-Faraj al-Naysābūrī, who claimed to be Dhū
al-Qarnayn.299 Twenty-seven men took part in this demonstration at Khashabat Bābak, and two at Bāb al-ÿĀmma.
The precise nature of the theology of this demonstration
remains to be explained, although Dhū al-Qarnayn is
known to have been associated with Muslim
apocalyptic.300 Khashabat Bābak evidently retained an
apocalyptic significance, notably in the minds of Iranians,
for whom Bābak has remained a hero.301
Al-Yaÿqūbī locates Khashabat Bābak at the end of the
markets, and the end of the construction in the early
period.302 By the time of the description of the avenue, it
was located between, on the one side, the majlis of the
police and the prison, and on the other side, the great
market and the old congregational mosque. There were
also houses and other markets in between. This would
place the site in one of two open spaces on the west side
of the avenue just to the south of Bāb Malðūsh and the
city wall of Samarra (Fig. 42, Fig. 44).

Between this point and Bāb al-Nāîiriyya, the alignment of
the avenue is covered by the walled city. The line is,
296
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however, partly preserved in one of the streets. In this area,
we should have expected to find the great market, where alYaÿqūbī specifies each trade and skill as being separated,
and then the old congregational mosque of al-Muÿtaîim.
Both of these must have been situated on the east side of
the avenue, between it and the Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad. No trace
of the great market has survived, and there are no detailed
descriptions. However, it must be the market laid out by alMuÿtaîim at the time of the foundation.303
The old congregational mosque was the mosque founded
by al-Muÿtaîim. It is said to have been located in the
area of the markets.304 Then in the reign of alMutawakkil it was said to have become too small; so it
was demolished and the new mosque was built on the
eastern limits of the city in the period
234/849–237/852.305 Not much is known about this first
mosque; however, it was probably sited in the area
between the Shrine of the Two Imams (Marqad alImāmayn) and the southern city wall, where many of the
modern buildings are oriented towards the qibla (Fig.
107, Pl. 90). It is possible, though not certain, that part
of the complex may have survived until recently, for
there is a large building (110 x 130 m) oriented to the
qibla, which is not a mosque but rather a large house,
partly exposed by the city wall (J40) (Pl. 27). This might
be the rest-house situated behind the qibla wall of the
mosque, that is the equivalent of the building found
behind the qibla wall of the Abū Dulaf Mosque (Fig.
97), or the similar unpublished building excavated by
Herzfeld at the Congregational Mosque of alMutawakkil (Fig. 50). However, the building is perhaps
more likely the house of AÊmad b. Abī Du’ād, the
influential qā¼ī al-qu¼āt, who was a major proponent of
the policy of the miÊna,306 and whose residence is
indicated by al-Yaÿqūbī to have been situated on the
Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad somewhere in this area.307 It is
reasonable to suppose that such a man (1) would have
lived close to the mosque, and (2) may have built a
house particularly oriented towards the qibla.308
On the north side of the mosque was the house of the
two Imāms, Abū al-asan ÿAlī b. MuÊammad al-Hādī (d.

The history of al-Tabari, vol. 36, The Revolt of the Zanj, tr. Waines, 87, n. 279.
Al-£abarī, III, 1231; al-Masÿūdī, Murūj, VII, 131.
In 224/839 the body of Yāðis al-Rūmī was exposed (Al-£abarī, III, 1302; al-Masÿūdī, Murūj, VII, 138–9), in 231/846 AÊmad b.
Naîr (Al-£abarī, III, 1348), in the same year the heads of the followers of MuÊammad b. ‘Amr al-Khārijī and his banners (Al£abarī, III, 1351), and in 248/862–3 the body of a black servant who had murdered his master (Al-£abarī, III, 1500).
Al-£abarī, III, 1394.
Cook 2003, passim.
EI², s.v. Bābak.
Al-Ya‘qūbī, Buldān, 259. Cf. also al-Masÿūdī, Murūj, VII, 131.
Al-Ya‘qūbī, Buldān, 258.
Al-Ya‘qūbī, Buldān, 258; al-Balādhurī, 297.
Ibn al-Jawzī quoted in Creswell 1940, 261.
EI², s.v. miÊna.
Ibn Abī Du’ād was mainly active under al-Muÿtaîim and al-Wāthiq. The family’s wealth was confiscated by al-Mutawakkil in
237, and he died in 240/854–5 (Al-£abarī, III, 1421).
Even private houses could be oriented towards the qibla, in order that the prayer room in the house fit with the general plan.
The evidence mainly lies in the caliphal palaces, the Octagon of Qādisiyya, al-Istablāt, and al-Jaÿfarī, all of which are oriented
to the qibla. However, it is obvious that lesser personalities might wish to copy this practice, if they could. In house T836 in alMutawakkiliyya, the internal plan appears to be somewhat inaccurately oriented to the qibla, while the outer wall is not.
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254/868), and Abū MuÊammad al-asan b. ÿAlī alÿAskarī (d. 260/873–4).309 The house was located in the
Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad, and they were buried in the house.310
There was a gate on the avenue, and a mosque at the side
of the house.311 In 260/873–4, the twelfth Imām
disappeared in the serdab. The shrine today marks the
site of the tombs, and the serdab (Fig. 108, Pl. 91). As
the shrine was first built up only seventy years later in
333/944, memory of the precise locations is unlikely to
have been lost. The dome over the tombs is in fact placed
on the west side of the monumental avenue, as can be
calculated from the alignment. The distance between the
dome over the tombs, and the dome over the serdab, is
54 m: the house was at least of fairly large dimensions.

The topography of the west side of the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am
in the area of the dividing wadi, identified as Wādī
Ibrāhīm b. RiyāÊ, is not very clear, as al-Yaÿqūbī does
not mention the wadi in the context of the Grand
Avenue. Two qaðā’iÿ have to be placed near the wadi:
those of Jaÿfar b. Dīnār al-Khayyāt,315 and AÊmad b.
Khālid known as Abū al-Wazīr. Al-Yaÿqūbī mentions a
‘Jabal Jaÿfar’ on which the allotment of Jaÿfar b. Dīnār
was located: this was probably a rise in the ground
overlooking the wadi. AÊmad b. Khālid, known as Abū
al-Wazīr, was a secretary and close associate of alMuÿtaîim, for he built the Wazīrī palace for him.316 His
house must have been a prominent landmark, as it is
mentioned as late as 256/870.317

While it is clear that the qaðā’iÿ of the two Maghribī
commanders were located on the west side of the
avenue, the qaðīÿa of Ibrāhīm b. RiyāÊ, a secretary, also
pointed elsewhere RabāÊ,314 after whom the wadi was
named, must have been located roughly opposite,
between the Grand Avenue and the Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad,
for al-Yaÿqūbī says that it was located on both avenues.
As the wadi was named after him, the site must have
overlooked the wadi on the south side, that is, at the
point where the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am and the Shāriÿ Abī
AÊmad joined together at the Bāb al-Nāîiriyya.

There are two further large houses sited on the Shāriÿ alAÿz≥am before the complex of the Caliphal Palace —
H196, measuring 136 x 175 m, and H188, measuring 202
x 216 m (Fig. 49). These two large buildings can be easily
reconciled with the qaðā’iÿ of two members of the Abbasid

According to al-Yaÿqūbī, the west side of the Grand
Avenue, opposite to the Mosque and the Market, was
occupied by unspecified residences and allotments, and
the sellers of items of small value, of which he gives as
examples, fuqqāÿ, harīsa, and beverages. Beyond that he
quotes the qaðā’iÿ of two commanders of the Maghāriba,
Mubārak al-Maghribī,312 and Rāshid al-Maghribī.313
Although all trace has disappeared under the modern
city, it is clear that the reason they are placed here is that
they more properly belonged to the allotment of the
Maghāriba in the Shāriÿ al-Khalīj, and were located
between the two avenues. Al-Yaÿqūbī also mentions a
‘little market’ of Mubārak adjacent.
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On the south side of the wadi there is one large house
(J1102), measuring 136 x 141 m, located on the west side
of the Bāb al-Nāîiriyya. This was very poorly preserved,
being crossed by the fortification wall, and is only easily
identifiable in the earliest air photographs (Fig. 46).
Nevertheless it corresponds to the known data about the
qaðīÿa of Jaÿfar b. Dīnār, although the possibility cannot
be entirely excluded that it is the house of Abū al-Wazīr.
On the north side of the wadi, there are no large houses,
and the first is situated 500 m further on — H376,
measuring 98 x 115 m, fronting onto both the Shāriÿ alAÿz≥am and the Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad. This building is even
more poorly preserved than J1102, and difficult to
identify, but it is also well placed to be a landmark. It
could be objected that, if H376 were the house of Abū alWazīr, it would also have been mentioned by al-Yaÿqūbī
in the context of the Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad. The alternative
candidate is H232, 400 m further north on the east side
of the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am.

EI², s.v. al-asan al-ÿAskarī.
Al-£abarī, III, 1697; EI², s.v. al-ÿAskarī.
Ibn Qulūya, ch. 103.
Mubārak is known to have been sent to Baghdād in 233/847–8 to seize the property of Ibrāhīm b. Junayd, and his house is
mentioned in 248/862 (Al-£abarī, III, 1378, 1698).
Rāshid al-Maghribī is mentioned in 233 under al-Mutawakkil (Al-£abarī, III, 1374), while his son MuÊammad commanded the
Maghāriba under Abū AÊmad, later al-Muwaffaq, in 251 (Al-£abarī, III, 1555).
Al-Masÿūdī, Murūj, VII, 149. Ibrāhīm b. RiyāÊ was a secretary, head of the Dīwān al-Nafaqāt under al-Ma’mūn, and the
Dīwān al-iyāÿ under al-Wāthiq. Although fined 100,000 dīnārs by al-Wāthiq in 229, he was made responsible for the
construction of al-Hārūnī under that caliph (Al-£abarī, III, 1331). He died in 245/859.
Jaÿfar b. Dīnār may have fought as early as 215/830–1 on the Byzantine frontier with al-Ma’mūn (Al-£abarī, III, 1103), but he
was governor of Yemen in 224–5/838–40 for al-Muÿtaîim (Al-Yaÿqūbī, Ta’rīkh, II, 485, al-£abari, III, 1300, 1302–3), and
again for al-Wāthiq in 231/845–6 (Al-£abarī, III, 1350). He led the pilgrimage for five years between 239/853–4 and
243/857–8 (Al-£abarī, III, 1420, 1422, 1433, 1435, 1436). Finally he was put in charge of the Sā’ifa, the summer campaign
against the Byzantines, in 249/863 (Al-Ya‘qūbī, Ta’rīkh, II, 496), and in charge of the guard for al-Muÿtazz in 251/865–6 (Al£abarī, III, 1550). His son Manîūr was killed fighting the Zanj in 258/872 (Al-£abarī, III, 1847, 1860. On the revolt of the
Zanj, see Popovic 1976).
AÊmad b. Khālid was a secretary under al-Muÿtaîim and al-Wāthiq. According to al-Masÿūdī, he was briefly wazīr under alMutawakkil in 233/847–8 (Al-Masÿūdī, Murūj, VII, 197), but his fortune was confiscated in the same year, and he was
removed from the Dīwān Zimām al-Nafaqāt (Al-£abarī, III, 1378–9).
Al-£abarī, III, 1818.
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family mentioned by al-Yaÿqūbī: those of al-ÿAbbās b. ÿAlī
b. al-Mahdī, and ‘Abd al-Wahhāb b. ÿAlī b. al-Mahdī.318
The topography of the buildings around the Dār alKhilāfa, including the Bāb al-ÿĀmma and the house of
Hārūn al-Wāthiq, is discussed elsewhere, but it is
obvious from the text that the avenue passed in front of
the Bāb al-ÿĀmma, and then al-Khazā’in, the public and
private storehouses (Fig. 54, Pl. 41). Then the
description terminates with the mention of the qaðā’iÿ of
the khuddām (sg. khādim), the palace servants (Fig.
60):319 Masrūr Samāna, who was in charge of the
khazā’in; Qarqās, a Khurāsānī; Thābit, who might be the
same as Yusr al-Khādim, in charge of the treasury of alMuntaîir in 248/862;320 Abū al-Jaÿfā’ and others.321 Two
other toponyms are known in connection with the name
Masrūr: al-Masrūrī, an estate on the west bank of the
Tigris,322 and Suwayqat Masrūr, a small market which
must have been located on the south side of the Dār alKhilāfa to the west of the house of Ītākh.323
The Dār al-Khilāfa was not equipped, according to the
archaeological evidence, with the extensive area of
storehouses and workshops which al-Jaÿfarī possessed.
Herzfeld thought that the treasury (‘Schatzhaus’) was
located in the north palace, but as discussed elsewhere
c.f. pp 141–3 the north palace seems more likely to be
identified as al-Jawsaq.324 There is one double
storehouse building to the northwest of the palace, and
overlooking the western garden (X218–9), which is
located next to the probable line of the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am
(Fig. 54, Fig. 60). There are additional buildings on the
north side, which are less well preserved, and the whole
group corresponds well to al-Yaÿqūbī’s description,
although it seems small for the stores of a caliphal
palace, and exposed to public access. Masrūr Samāna, in
charge of al-Khazā’in, must have lived adjacent, perhaps
in the house opposite at X194 or further north at X151
(Fig. 60). Qarqās, Thābit and Abū al-Jaÿfā’ probably
lived along the line of the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am, or at the
318
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northwest corner of Area X, at X7, and X27.325 AlYaÿqūbī’s final remark “and the other great servants”
tells us that there were more houses of the palace
servants further north in Area G, but that probably the
author himself had not seen them.

Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad
As discussed earlier, Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad can be identified
as the monumental avenue that stretches from Jubayriyya
as far as the south gate of the caliphal palace with a single
turn at the dividing wadi. From the south, the avenue
evidently began in the general area of the junction at
Jubayriyya. Al-Yaÿqūbī begins with the house of
Bukhtīshūÿ the doctor, dating to the reign of alMutawakkil. Bukhtīshūÿ belonged to a famous family of
doctors. 326 Herzfeld thought he had identified the site of
the house, and made a sketch-plan.327 However, it has not
so far been possible to identify with certainty which house
he sketched. Equally, there is no obvious landmark of a
house at the lower end of the monumental avenue (J260).

One possible explanation is that the Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad, as
described in al-Yaÿqūbī, was not identical with the
monumental avenue J260 along its full length, and that
what al-Yaÿqūbī thought was the avenue diverged from
the straight alignment south of the Dīwān al-Kharāj, along
street J1157, and joined up with the alignment of the
Grand Avenue. This would permit us to place the house of
Bukhtīshūÿ at building J4, a prominent house partially
excavated in 1936–9 as House no. 8.328 Although not
situated on the Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad, the house dominates
the end of street J1157, and this interpretation would
explain why it was that al-Yaÿqūbī does not refer to Wādī
IsÊāq b. Ibrāhīm in his description of this avenue.
Al-Yaÿqūbī then places the commanders of Khurāsān and
their relations from western Iran — the people of Qumm,
Iîfahān, Qazwīn, al-Jabal, and Azerbayjān, then followed
by the Dīwān al-Kharāj discussed above, and the qaðīÿa
of ÿUmar. Although we are not told which ÿUmar, it must

‘Abd al-Wahhāb was at the siege of ÿAmmūriyya in 223/838, and died in 229/843–4 (Al-£abarī, III, 1252; al-Khaðīb alBaghdādi, XI, 25). Bates believes he may have been head of the Abbasid family (Al-£abarī, III, 1139); this belief would be
compatible with the large size of his house.
Khādim, servant, was used frequently as a euphemism for eunuch (EI², s.v. khaîī; Ayalon 1979). There is no specific evidence
at Samarra that the khuddām, as servants of the palace, were castrated.
Al-£abarī, III, 1496. The name ‘Thābit’ is unpointed in the manuscript, and different readings are possible. The unpointed
Arabic form of ‘Yusr’ is not identical to that of ‘Thābit’, but only one error would be needed to change the one to the other.
Of these people, only Masrūr Samāna is certainly otherwise known: he received the confiscated property of MuÊammad b.
ÿAbd al-Malik al-Zayyāt in 233/848, and in the same year seized the female slaves of ÿUmar b. Faraj (Al-£abarī, III, 1374,
1377). He is probably to be distinguished from Masrūr al-Khādim al-Kabīr, who began his career under al-Rashīd, and was the
executioner of Ja‘far b. YaÊyā al-Barmakī in 187/803 (Al-£abarī, III, 678–9). According to JaÊshiyārī, Masrūr al-Khādim alKabīr survived into the reign of al-Mutawakkil (Al-JaÊshiyārī, Wuzarā’, 254). There was also Masrūr al-Balkhī, who played an
important role in military affairs between 256/870 and 262/875–6 (Al-£abarī, III, 1820, 1859, 1873, 1887, 1889, 1890, 1893).
Al-Ya‘qūbī, Buldān, 264.
Al-£abarī, III, 1821.
Herzfeld 1914, 199. A distinction should be made between al-Khazā’in, the stores of valuable and less valuable objects, and
the Bayt al-Māl, the treasury for public monies.
The overall history of Area X and Area G is considered later (pp. 144–9).
EI², s.v. Bukhtīshūÿ. He himself had a mixed career. He was dispossessed and banished by al-Wāthiq in 230/844-5. In 244/858 he
was banished to BaÊrayn, and then imprisoned in Baghdad in al-Maðbaq in 245/859 (Al-£abarī, III, 1447). He died in 256/870.
Sketchbook neg. no. 8195, Herzfeld Archive, Freer Gallery of Art.
The plan of House no. 8 was not published in DGA 1940a.
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be ÿUmar b. Faraj al-Rukhkhājī, whose qaðīÿa is not
otherwise mentioned.329 The building can be identified as
the large house on the avenue north of the Dīwān alKharāj, adjacent to the modern Wadi al-MuÊÊ (J282).

The qaðīÿā of Abū AÊmad b. al-Rashīd, after whom the
avenue is named, is described as being in the middle of
the avenue, that is, near to the point where the Wadi alMuÊÊ traverses the site, for al-Yaÿqūbī first sees the
avenue ending at the wadi Ibrāhīm b. RiyāÊ, although he
later says that it extends as far as the Caliphal palace.
The building should be the complex on the north side of
the Wadi al-MuÊÊ, which includes a fired-brick audience
hall (J646). Abū AÊmad MuÊammad b. al-Rashīd was a
brother of al-Ma’mūn and al-Muÿtaîim, who did not
play a prominent role in politics.330

Al-Yaÿqūbī places at the ‘end’ of the avenue close to the
wadi Ibrāhīm b. Riyāh, the qaðā’iÿ of AÊmad b. Abī
Du’ād, al-Fa¼l b. Marwān, and MuÊammad b. ÿAbd alMalik al-Zayyāt. The qaðīÿa of Ibn Abī Du’ād has been
discussed above, suggested as located on the west side
of the avenue (J40). The residence of al-Fa¼l b. Marwān
must be the building opposite to the house of Ibn Abī
Du’ād on the east side of the avenue (J36), for the
building conforms to the original width of the avenue,
but was later extended (Pl. 90).331 The qaðīÿa of
MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik al-Zayyāt must be lost
under the modern town. MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik
was the wazīr of al-Muÿtaîim and al-Wāthiq.332
The division in the avenue was marked by the wadi (Pl.
30). On the north side al-Yaÿqūbī tells us that the area
329
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was occupied by general qaðā’iÿ. This area may have
been occupied previously by the military, but they had
moved away in the reigns of al-Wāthiq and alMutawakkil. At any rate al-Yaÿqūbī then gives us a list
of six qaðā’iÿ on the avenue leading up to the caliphal
palace: Bughā al-Saghīr, Bughā al-Kabīr, Sīmā alDimashqī, Barmash, the old qaðīÿa of Waîīf, and Ītākh.

The disposition of the houses can best be explained from
the gate of the palace southwards, a fixed point, for alYaÿqūbī is insistent that the avenue terminated at the
Bāb al-Bustān. The first house was that of Abū Manîūr
Ītākh.333 Ītākh was îāÊib al-maÿūna at Surra Man Ra’ā
under al-Muÿtaîim, and al-Wāthiq.334 The list of offices
he occupied at the beginning of the reign of alMutawakkil is given by al-£abarī: “when al-Mutawakkil
took power, Ītākh retained his rank, being responsible
for the army,335 al-Maghāriba, the Turks, the Mawālī, the
Post (al-barīd), the function of Êājib, and the Dār alKhilāfa.”336 As the south gate of the palace is once
referred to as the ‘gate known by the name of Ītākh’,337
it is evident that the house dominated the gate, and must
be building H31, a grand house measuring 120 x 318m,
which extends in front of the gate. In addition to this
house,338 there was also an estate on the west bank, alĪtākhī.339 There was also an Ītākhiyya on the Qāðūl alKisrawī,340 to which should probably be connected a
‘Qaîr Bustān al-Ītākhiyya’ built by al-Mutawakkil for 10
million dirhams, presumably after the original owner’s
death.341
The second house mentioned by al-Yaÿqūbī is the ‘old
qaðīÿa of Waîīf’. Waîīf was first purchased as a slave by

ÿUmar b. Faraj was an associate of al-Muÿtaîim, who built the palace of al-ÿUmarī, and perhaps after whom an estate on the
west bank of the Tigris was named (Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 264). He was punished and had his property confiscated by alMutawakkil in 233/847–8 (Al-£abarī, III, 1377–8).
He seems to have been respected, for, in 251/865, he was brought in a litter to swear allegiance to al-Muÿtazz (Al-£abarī, III,
1549).
Al-Fa¼l b. Marwān was a secretary from al-Baradān, and wazīr of al-Muÿtaîim from 218/833 until 221/836, although
imprisoned by al-Muÿtaîim in 220/835 (EI², s.v. al-Fa¼l b. Marwān). Later he was in charge of the Dīwān al-Kharāj, for he was
removed from it by al-Mutawakkil in 233/847–8 (Al-£abarī, III, 1379), and then again by al-Mustaÿīn in 249/862–3 (Al£abarī, III, 1513). He died in 250/864.
Some description of the house is given by al-£abarī (III, 1373). MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik was wazīr of al-Muÿtaîim from
221/836 to 227/841–2, and then wazīr of al-Wāthiq from 227 until 232/846–7 (EI², s.v. MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik alZayyāt). He was in charge of the Dīwān al-Rasā’il (Registry of Correspondence) in 232/846–7 (Al-£abarī, III, 1369). He was
killed by al-Mutawakkil in 233/848 (Al-£abarī, III, 1184, 1374–7).
EI², suppl. s.v. Ītākh; Gordon 1993, 176–90. Bosworth vocalises the name as ‘Aytākh’, as more correctly Turkish (The History
of al-£abarī, vol. 33, p. 46, n. 152). YÈldÈz argues that the name was really ‘Inak’ (YÈldÈz 1971). The transcription here has
kept to the traditional version, as it is not sure how Iraqis of the 3rd/9th century pronounced these alien names.
Al-£abarī, III, 1267, 1317–18, 1383. The îāÊib al-maÿūna at this period had police-like functions, in particular the execution
of caliphal decisions and judgements (EI², s.v. Maÿūna). He was also Êājib (chamberlain), the official who controlled access to
the caliph (on the meaning of Êājib, see EI², s.v. Êādjib). Al-Yaÿqūbī also tells us that he was named governor of Khurāsān, alSind and Kuwar Dijla (Kuwar Dijla means the lower Tigris above Baîra) by al-Wāthiq, provinces to which he appointed
deputies (Al-Yaÿqūbī, Ta’rīkh, II, 585). He was killed by al-Mutawakkil in 235/849–50 (Al-£abarī, III, 1384–7).
Al-jaysh, perhaps equivalent to al-jund. See the discussion of al-jund in Chapter 8 (p. 170).
Al-£abarī, III, 1383.
Al-£abarī, III, 1821. ‘Bāb Ītākh’ (the gate of Ītākh) would normally refer to the house of the person concerned, but the context
here indicates otherwise.
Al-£abarī, III, 1267, 1317–18, 1373.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 264.
Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII; al-£abarī, III, 1706; Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. al-MuÊammadiyya.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Sāmarrā’. Cf. p. 208.
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H12 House no. 5 1983

H10 Dar Mudaqq al-Tabl
H188 (= 'Abd al-Wahhab b. 'Ali b. al-Mahdi)

H13 Bayt al-Zakharif

H28 (= Bugha al-Saghir)
0

House no. XII
100m

H15

Fig. 49. Major buildings and excavated houses of Area H: H28 = Qaðīÿat Bughā al-Saghīr, H188 = Qaðīÿat ÿAbd al-Wahhāb b.ÿAlī
b. al-Mahdī, H10 House in Mudaqq al £abl, excavated 1981 (source: Directorate-General of Antiquities), H12 House no.5, 1983
(source: Directorate-General of Antiquities), H13 Bayt al-Zakhārif (source:Directorate-General of Antiquities),H14 House no. XII
Herzfeld archive), H15 1st Residential Area, 1979 (source: Directorate-General of Antiquities).
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al-Muÿtaîim, and was later Êājib of al-Wāthiq and alMutawakkil.342 He was first settled in al-ayr with his
companions by al-Muÿtaîim, and later given the house
of Afshīn at Maðīra by al-Wāthiq.343 As the ‘old qaðīÿa’
was situated on the east side, and included a
cantonment, the house must be H109, a large building
measuring 198 x 409m (Fig. 51). In the enclosure of
H109, one building has been excavated in 1936, under
the title of House no. 1.344 This house was decorated in
some rooms with Style A vine-leaf stuccoes, in others
with Style C bevelled style stuccoes, and in room 59
with Style C overlying style A stuccoes.345 It seems
therefore that the house belongs to the period of alMuÿtaîim, and was later redecorated. It is not known
whether Waîīf retained ownership after he left for
Maðīra. The cantonment lay to the south of the palace, in
the area later described by al-Yaÿqūbī as containing
‘general qaðā’iÿ’. There is an avenue (H241) leading up
to south gate of H109; this must be the original avenue
of the cantonment.

The next two names are Barmash and Sīmā al-Dimashqī.
The name of Barmash, which may be more correctly
pointed as Yermesh,346 has been associated with Armash
b. Abī Ayyūb, whose house was plundered in the disturbances in 248/862–3.347 Nothing else is known about
him. Sīmā al-Dimashqī was a Turkish commander and
Êājib of al-Muÿtaîim, bought from al-Fa¼l b. Sahl.348
There are two grand houses with reception halls built in
fired-brick, on the west side of the avenue adjacent to
the garden wall of the caliphal palace. However, the two
houses seem too large and well built for these two
personalities of limited importance. The alternative is
two houses integrated into the west side of the old
palace of Waîīf (Fig. 51: H122 and H9). At the heart of
H9 is the building excavated as House no. 2 in 1936,
although it seems that there were additional wings left
unexcavated on the west and east sides.349 The house is
342
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decorated only with Style C bevelled stuccoes, and
appears to be later than House no. 1. This should be the
house of Sīmā al-Dimashqī, who was associated with
Waîīf.

Abū Mūsā Bughā al-Turkī, known as Bughā al-Kabīr
(‘the Elder’), played a prominent role in the military
history of Samarra.350 Of Bughā’s two known sons, the
best-known, Mūsā b. Bughā, was one of the most
important of the second generation of Turkish
commanders of the Samarra period. Mūsā had two
houses, one in the interior of al-Jawsaq, and the other
near the Congregational Mosque.351 Neither is easy to
reconcile with the father’s house. Perhaps it was the
brother, Abū Naîr MuÊammad, who continued to live in
the family residence.352

Bughā al-Saghīr (‘the Younger’), also known as Bughā
al-Sharābī, first came into prominence at the beginning
of the reign of al-Mutawakkil.353 He was involved in the
assassination of al-Mutawakkil, but continued to play a
significant role until his death in 254/868.354

The houses of Bughā al-Saghīr and Bughā al-Kabīr can
be identified as the two large houses on the west side of
the avenue: H28 (Fig. 49) and H189. H28 seems to have
been partly excavated during the German Expedition in
1911–13 as House no. XVI, from which wall-paintings
and Style C bevelled stucco decorations were recovered,
but no plan exists.355 Bughā al-Saghīr had a polo
maydān.356 Although no polo maydān can be seen at H28,
it is possible to imagine that it was located somewhere
else, such as the great polo maydān of Mudaqq al-£abl.
Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Awwal
This avenue is described by al-Yaÿqūbī as originating at
the wadi which connects with Wadi IsÊāq b. Ibrāhīm,
that is, to the northeast of Maðīra, and as continuing as

Al-£abarī, III, 1237; Gordon 1993, 163–76. He led a campaign against Kurds in 231/845–6 (Al-£abarī, III, 1351), and fought
on the Byzantine campaign in 248/862–3 (Al-£abarī, III, 1480–5, 1508). Subsequently he supported al-Musta‘īn in 251/865–6
(Al-£abarī, III, 1542), but later forced him to abdicate (Al-£abarī, III, 1641–2). He was killed in a riot in Samarra in 253/867
(Al-£abarī, III, 1688).
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 258, 265.
DGA 1940a, 37–9, figs. XL–LIV.
DGA 1940a, pl. cx.
The name in the manuscript is unpointed, and is read by Bosworth as ‘Yermesh’.
Al-£abarī, III, 1505.
Al-£abarī, III, 1325. With Waîīf, he played a role in putting al-Mutawakkil on the throne in 232/847 (Al-Yaÿqūbī, Ta’rīkh, II,
584, 591).
DGA 1940a, 39–40, figs LV–LVIII.
EI², s.v. Bughā al-Kabīr; Gordon 1993, 191–224. He fought with al-Afshīn against Bābak in Azerbaijan in 220/835 (Al-£abarī,
III, 1174–9), and then was sent to combat Banī Sulaym and Banī Numayr in Arabia in 230–2/844–6 (Al-£abarī, III, 1335–8,
1339–43, 1358–62). He died in 248/862 (Al-£abarī, III, 1506).
Al-£abarī, III, 1793, 1810.
Al-£abarī, III, 1709–11, 1819.
EI², s.v. Bughā al-Sharābī; Gordon 1993, 225–32. Between 234/848–9 and 244/858–9, he fought a series of campaigns in
Anatolia and the Caucasus (Al-£abarī, III, 1382, 1387; 1409, 1414, 1436).
Al-£abarī, III, 1694-97.
Herzfeld 1923, orn. 123, taf. IV, XLVI; Herzfeld 1927, taf. LI–LVI. H28 is identified as the site of House XVI in Herzfeld
1948, Luftbildaufnahme IV; the excavation is not clear in the air photograph (no. F17 of the RAF 1928 series), and seems only
to have been of one room. This house is not mentioned in Leisten 2003.
Al-£abarī, III, 1808.
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far as Wadi Ibrāhīm b. RiyāÊ, the dividing wadi
mentioned in the case of the Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad. This
description corresponds to the layout of avenue J450,
which begins from the junction point east of al-Maðīra.
The avenue is described as occupied by the Jund, the
Shākiriyya and a mixture of people. 357 Only the house
of AÊmad b. al-Khaîīb al-Jarjarā’ī, built in the reign of
al-Mutawakkil, is mentioned, and no details are given of
its location. AÊmad b. al-Khaîīb was a well-known
secretary, kātib of Ashinās in the reign of al-Wāthiq, and
wazīr of al-Muntaîir and al-Mustaÿīn in 247–8/862–3.358
He was exceptionally wealthy, for he was fined 1
million dīnārs by al-Wāthiq in 229/843–4.359 There is
only one large house in this avenue, the building on the
east side of the city walls identified as al-Muntara¼ by
Herzfeld (J13: Fig. 46): although partly covered by the
city walls, it is larger than the other secretaries’ houses,
and includes a polo maydān.
Shāriÿ Barghāmish al-Turkī
According to al-Yaÿqūbī, this avenue began at alMaðīra, and continued to ‘the wadi which connects with
Wadi Ibrāhīm b. RiyāÊ’. As can be seen from the plan
(Fig. 45), the avenue begins from the junction area
northeast of Maðīra, and continues up to the dividing
wadi. Before the addition of the last two avenues in the
reign of al-Mutawakkil, this avenue bordered al-ayr.
At the end of the avenue close to Maðīra, the Khazar
were settled: this was probably the group of buildings
located at the southeast end. These buildings have
covered over the avenue, which had to be diverted onto
the alignment of Shāriÿ al-ayr. Further north, the
Turks were located on the qibla side of the avenue, that
is the side that dated to the reign of al-Muÿtaîim, and
the Farāghina opposite to them in the new section
added under al-Mutawakkil.

Shāriÿ al-Askar (SāliÊ al-ÿAbbāsī) (Pl. 58)
According to al-Yaÿqūbī, this avenue extended from alMaðīra to the house of SāliÊ al-ÿAbbāsī at the head of
the wadi, i.e. Wadi Ibrāhīm b. RiyāÊ (Fig. 45). To
suggest, as al-Yaÿqūbī does, that the avenue began at alMaðīra is exaggerated, but the avenue clearly does end at
the house of SāliÊ al-ÿAbbāsī: building J527 (Fig. 46) is
placed across the end. SāliÊ al-ÿAbbāsī was a Turkish
soldier who was with Bughā al-Kabīr in Arabia in
232/846, and was later sent to suppress a revolt in
imî.360 The qaðā’iÿ of the Turks and Farāghina are
described as located separately in the avenue, but
without further precision. The Farāghina must have been
located to the southwest towards Shāriÿ Barghāmish.
Beyond the house of SāliÊ to the north were ‘the qaðā’iÿ
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of the commanders, secretaries, notables and the people
in general’: this rather vague phrase refers to the
buildings in the bed of the wadi as far as the
Congregational Mosque of al-Mutawakkil.

Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Jadīd (Pl. 58)
The Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Jadīd evidently bordered al-ayr,
with houses on the one side, and the enclosure wall on
the other (Fig. 45). In this respect it was different from
Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Awwal, which was bordered by qaðā’iÿ
on both sides. Al-Yaÿqūbī’s description is not detailed:
‘commanders of the Farāghina, Ushrūsaniyya,
Ishtākhanjiyya361 and others from other provinces of
Khurāsān’. The mention of the Ushrūsaniyya suggests
that a large proportion of these men may have been the
remaining troops of Afshīn displaced from al-Maðīra by
the arrival there of Waîīf (see below, p. 168–70).

Shāriÿ al-Khalīj (Pl. 27, Pl. 28)
Al-Yaÿqūbī identifies two elements in the Shāriÿ alKhalīj: (1) the allotments of the Maghāriba, including
‘the place known as al-Azlākh,362 which was built by
the Maghribī infantry when Surra Man Ra’ā was first
laid out’, and (2) the quays for ships on the Tigris. As it
happens, avenue J850, identified as al-Khalīj, is also
composed of two parts: a broad straight section 66 m
wide and 1240 m long (Fig. 80), and an irregular
section extending down to Jubayriyya/Maðīra (Fig. 45).
While it would be unwise to suggest that the division
on the site corresponds precisely to the dual presentation in the text, it is evident that the broad avenue was
the principal artery of the qaðā’iÿ of the Maghāriba, and
probably does date in origin to the foundation of the
city. This idea is supported by the location of the qaðā’iÿ
of two of the Maghribī commanders on the Grand
Avenue close to this area (see above) and the
association of the Maghāriba with al-Jisr (the bridge).363
Much of this area was not well preserved, and has now
disappeared, but it is evident that many of the larger
buildings were located between this avenue and the
Grand Avenue. However, Herzfeld excavated six
different sites west of the avenue (Houses I–X), and one
further house was excavated in 1939 (House no. 10)
(Fig. 47, Fig. 48).364 All of these should probably be
attributed to the qaðā’iÿ of the Maghāriba.
The quays and trading establishments are described by
al-Yaÿqūbī as “the wharves, boats, and merchandise
which come from Baghdad, Wāsið, Kaskar, and the rest
of the Sawād — al-Baîra, al-Ubulla, al-Ahwāz and
adjoining districts, and from al-Mawîil, Baÿarbāyā,

On the identity of the jund and the Shākiriyya, see Chapter 8 (p. 170).
Al-£abarī, III, 1488. He was exiled to Crete by al-Mustaÿīn in 248/862–3, and died there in 265/878.
Al-£abarī, III, 1331.
Al-£abarī, III, 1362–3, 1422.
See note 613.
The name is unpointed in the manuscript, and the editor’s reading is conjectural.
Al-£abarī, III, 1515.
DGA 1940a, 46.
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Diyār Rabīÿa and adjoining districts.” The type of traffic
is given by al-£abarī: “In the middle of Rama¼ān
272/886 … the people of Sāmarrā reportedly prevented
vessels with flour from reaching Madīnat al-Salām. …
In turn, the people of Baghdad prevented olive oil, soap,
dates and other foods from being shipped to
Sāmarrā.”365 In effect, Samarra was being fed by grain
from the north, and other products from Baghdad and
the south, including imports from the Indian Ocean and
the Far East.
The disposition of the landing points is not very clear: it
is not certain precisely where the Tigris flowed in the
3rd/9th century, although it seems likely that at this
point the bed was not far from the present one. Boats
would be beached for unloading, and access to the
landing-points would have been by streets leading down
from the avenue.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CITY

It is evident that the description of the Avenues as seen
by al-Yaÿqūbī, representing a late stage in the
development of the city, does not correspond very
closely to the monumental layout of the city as
conceived by the architects of al-Muÿtaîim. This is not
surprising: the way that people live is unlikely to
correspond to the planning of the Caliph and his
architects, which was mainly concerned with
monumental symbols, unless there is detailed urban
planning control after the construction.366 So there seem
to be three layers in the development of the central city,
incorporated in what was seen and described by alYaÿqūbī:
1. The city as founded by al-Muÿtaîim.

2. The extensions on the east side laid out mainly by alMutawakkil.
3. The unplanned adaptation of this layout into an
organic city.

The plan of the central city in the reign of al-Muÿtaîim
The plan of the city as first founded was composed of
the caliph’s palace complex, and a single monumental
avenue which extended south from the gate of the
palace as far as the dividing wadi, and then, turning
southeast, continued as far as al-Maðīra. There is good
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reason to suppose that the full length of the avenue
existed even in the reign of al-Muÿtaîim. The congregational mosque and markets were built on the south side
of the dividing wadi: possibly they were located on the
site of the pre-Islamic settlement. There was no
enclosure wall (Fig. 41).
In the area between the Dār al-Khilāfa and the dividing
wadi, the cantonment of the Turks under Waîīf was
situated on the east side of the avenue. The ‘old qaðīÿa’
of Waîīf (H109), and the central avenue of the
cantonment are still visible. Under al-Wāthiq, this area
was evacuated, and Waîīf was settled in the house of
Afshīn at Maðīra.

A similar process may have taken place on the west side
of the avenue. According to al-Masÿūdī, the Farāghina
were located in the area of al-ÿUmarī and al-Jisr, that is,
south of the caliphal palace on the west side.367 By the
time of al-Yaÿqūbī’s description of the avenues, that is,
after 247/861, they are located in al-ayr, in an area
only built in the reign of al-Mutawakkil. It seems likely
that they too were moved from the zone between the
palace and the centre of the city into the new avenues of
al-ayr.

Al-Yaÿqūbī gives as a reason that al-Wāthiq brought the
residences of people closer or moved them further away
according to whether they were in favour or not.368 The
practical effect, however, was to turn the area between
the palace and the markets from a double military
cantonment into a zone inhabited by princes and the
leading men of state, situated next to the caliphal palace.
The process had already begun in the reign of alMuÿtaîim, for the house of Abū al-Wazīr was situated
there, and the palace of al-ÿUmarī must also be situated
south of the Dār al-Khilāfa, for it is said to be connected
with the ‘gardens’, that is, probably the garden on the
south side of the Dār al-Khilāfa.369 Al-ÿUmarī, the palace
built for al-Muÿtaîim by ÿUmar b. Faraj, and the palace
where al-asan b. Afshīn was married to Uðranja bint
Ashinās in 224/839,370 is probably to be identified with
building H181, on the edge of the slope leading down to
the flood-plain of the Tigris, and next to the garden
enclosure wall. The process of transformation went
further under al-Mutawakkil with the construction of an
area of large houses north of the new congregational
mosque, including Sūr ÿĪsā, and palace H140, as
described in the next section: there is no indication that
the military lived in this area.

Al-£abarī, III, 2110, tr. Fields, 151.
Some urban planning control did exist: for example, construction was not permitted in al-ayr until the reign of alMutawakkil. The width of the monumental avenue J260 (= Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad) has been reduced in a consistent way along its
full length. However, no doubt authorisation for changes implied a decision by the caliph himself, which was an unpredictable
process.
Al-Masÿūdī, Murūj, VII, 122.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 264.
Al-£abarī, III, 1503–4.
Al-£abarī, III, 1300–1; al-Masÿūdī, Murūj, VII, 133.
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To the south of the dividing wadi, al-Muÿtaîim built the
first congregational mosque and the markets. We do not
know much about this area, because it is buried under
the modern buildings, but it was the heart of the Abbasid
city, and popularly known as ÿAskar al-Muÿtaîim (‘the
camp of al-Muÿtaîim’), although it was one of the few
quarters of the city which was not a military camp. The
houses of the civilian officials of the reign of alMuÿtaîim, the secretaries and the qā¼ī al-qu¼āt, were
grouped around this central kernel, and not close to the
palace: Abū al-Wazīr and Jaÿfar b. Dīnār to the north,
MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik, Fa¼l b. Marwān, and Ibn
Abī Du’ād to the east, and ÿUmar b. Faraj to the south.
For them the mosque and the markets were more
important than living near the Caliph.

According to al-Yaÿqūbī, in the reign of al-Muÿtaîim the
construction ended at Khashabat Bābak,371 but this
cannot really be true. He may mean that on the Grand
Avenue, there was no continuous construction at that
time beyond Khashabat Bābak, for the house of ÿUjayf b.
ÿAnbasa, who died in 224/838, was situated further south
next to the Dīwān al-Kharāj. It seems likely also that the
monumental avenue J260 (later Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad),
together with the first two avenues of al-ayr — Shāriÿ
al-ayr al-Awwal, and Shāriÿ Barghāmish — extended as
far as Maðīra in the reign of al-Muÿtaîim. On the west
side of the monumental avenue J260, Khurāsānī and
other Iranian Arabs were settled, and on the east side, in
the Shāriÿ al-ayr, the Jund and Shākiriyya. There were
also perhaps already Turks in the Shāriÿ Barghāmish.
On the bank of the Tigris, the qaðā’iÿ of the Maghāriba
were founded in the reign of al-Muÿtaîim, as al-Yaÿqūbī
indicates. The cantonment possessed its own
monumental avenue, which was later integrated into the
Shāriÿ al-Khalīj, and narrowed in width, as one can
deduce from the German excavations of House no. III,
where some of the rooms excavated are built over the
avenue (Fig. 47, Fig. 80).

The extension of the city to the east
The formal extension of the city to the east took place in
the reign of al-Mutawakkil. It is best expressed in the
terms of al-Balādhurī:

‘He allotted [land] to the people in the back of
Surra Man Ra’ā in al-ayr where al-Muÿtaîim had
forbidden allotments. He built a congregational
mosque and spent a great deal of money on it…’372
The extension is composed of three parts: (1) in the
371
372
373
374
375
376
377

centre, the new congregational mosque, with the three
avenues cut through the earlier cantonments to the
Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad, (2) in the south, the two new
avenues, Shāriÿ al-Askar and Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Jadīd,
and (3) in the north, a group of palaces and large houses.
The extension is easy to recognise in the plan, as north
of the dividing wadi, the buildings have a different
orientation from the earlier construction, and to the
south, the avenues are shorter than the earlier ones. If
the extension was all built at the same time, it belongs to
the beginning of the reign of al-Mutawakkil, the date of
the Congregational Mosque (234/848–9–237/851).
THE NEW CONGREGATIONAL MOSQUE AND THE THREE
SUFU\F.

The Mosque of al-Mutawakkil (Fig. 50, Pl. 37–Pl. 40)
According to al-Yaÿqūbī, al-Mutawakkil demolished the
old mosque, because it was too small, and built a new
mosque in al-ayr. The mosque is described as ‘on a
broad site outside the houses, such that none of the
allotments and markets were in contact with it. He made
it firm and broad, and made its construction solid, and
established in it a fountain of water, so that its water
should not be cut off.’ 373 The mosque is reported by alBalādhurī to have had ‘its minaret built high so that the
voices of the muezzins should be raised up until it
should be seen from farsakhs away.’374 The construction
cost 15 million dirhams.375
A description of the foundation of the mosque is given
in the Muntaz≥am of Ibn al-Jawzī, evidently drawn from
an early source, though the existing text is certainly
partly corrupt:376
“In this year (237/851–2) the construction of the
mosque of Samarra was completed; it had been
begun in 234/848–9 and stopped. Al-Mutawakkil
prayed in it in Rama¼ān of 237. The expense on
it reached 300,222 dīnārs,377 and a quarter and a
sixth of a dīnār. He used in it the baked brick of
al-Najaf for the roofs and doors and elsewhere,
and demolition materials were brought from
Baghdad. This expenditure was only on … and
the carpenters, the craftsmen, and the like. The
bowl and stones that are in the fountain were
brought from Bāb al-arra in al-Hārūnī rapidly,
brought by the three elephants which belonged to
al-Mutawakkil. He spent 1,500 dīnārs on the
transport up to the entry into the mosque, and if it
had not been for the elephants, he would have

See also al-Masÿūdī, Murūj, VII, 131.
Al-Balādhurī, 297–8.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 260, 265.
Al-Balādhurī, 298.
Al-Iîfahānī, Ghurabā’, 47-50. According to Ibn al-Kāzarūnī, 139, the cost was 500,000 dinars, equal to about 10 million dirhams.
Ibn al-Jawzī, Muntaýam, XI, 252.
The text has 300 million, a figure which is impossible. To correspond with the price of 15,000,000 dirhams given above, the
price in dinars should have been about 700,000. However Ibn al-Jawzī goes on to explain the price he gives only refers to the
cost of the workmen.
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spent twice that. He used plates (ðawābīq) of
glass that are in the maqîūra: 2,400 plates and
400 dīnārs. Al-Mutawakkil spent on the six
‘collars’ (aðwāq) for which strings (zījāt) were
laid, 400 dīnārs.”378

The last phrase is difficult, but seems to refer to the spiral
minaret, which could be said, though incorrectly, to have
six cylindrical sections if looked at from the side. The
unusual decoration is described as ‘bricks’ of glass
(ðawābīq al-zujāj). At the end of the 4th/10th century
Muqaddasī says that “its walls were clothed with glazing
(mīnā’).” 379 Later authors, al-Harawī and Ibn al-Kāzarūnī,
both mention the glass decoration: “its glass revetment
(maÿjūn) resembles a mirror in which, when one faces the
qibla, one sees those who enter and leave by the north”.380

The archaeological evidence of the mosque corresponds
closely to the textual descriptions (Fig. 50). 381The
mosque itself measures 239 x 156 m, with 17 aisles in
the prayer hall and a triple portico (riwāq) around the
courtyard. The piers were reconstructed by Herzfeld as
octagonal with marble columns on the corners; however,
only one pier base exists today. The miÊrāb was
decorated with glass mosaic, of which only small
fragments survived. Herzfeld thought at one point that
the glass decoration in the texts indicated lustre tiles,
and later glass mosaic, of which he had found traces
during the excavation of 1911. However, the Iraqi
excavations of the 1960s discovered in situ fragments of
panels of dark blue glass, which lined the walls: these
panels correspond much better to the descriptions.382

The basin in the fountain was described in more detail
by Qazwīnī: “a stone cup whose circumference was 26
gaz, in height 7 gaz, and in thickness half a gaz.383 They
put in the middle of that mosque, and they called it kāsat
firÿūn (the cup of Pharaoh), and in that region for more
than thirty farsakhs there is no such stone.”384 No doubt,
this basin is the one excavated by Herzfeld in the dome
chamber of the Harim of the Dār al-Khilāfa, made of
what is very probably Egyptian granite, and doubtless of
ancient origin.385 Evidently, it was first displayed in al378
379
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Hārūnī, perhaps in the reign of al-Wāthiq, then it was
transported to the mosque by elephant, then at a later
date installed in the Dār al-Khilāfa. It was excavated by
Herzfeld in 1913, and then transported to Baghdad,
where it was displayed first in the Khān Mīrjān and later
in the court of the Abbasid Palace. It is an object with a
peripatetic history.386
The spiral minaret, 52 m high, impressed Muslim
authors: “al-Mutawakkil used to ascend the minaret of
Surra Man Ra’ā on a Mārisī ass; the steps up that
minaret run around the outside, its base covers a jarīb of
ground and it is ninety-nine dhirā’s high.”387

The mosque is set in an outer enclosure measuring 374 x
443 m. In this enclosure there are covered porticoes to
accommodate additional faithful at the Friday prayer,
and a building behind the miÊrāb which corresponds to
the similar building in the Abū Dulaf mosque, and seems
to have been intended to receive the Caliph, or perhaps
accommodate the imām of the mosque.

The mosque has a long later history, although archaeological information on the later development of the mosque
is lacking. In the time of al-Muqaddasī (c. 375/985), the
mosque seems to have been in good condition. However,
it suffered a fire in 407/1016–17.388 It appears to have
survived this catastrophe in some way, for in 485/1092
the Saljuq sultan Malikshāh transported its woodwork to
Baghdad for a mosque there.389 In the texts of al-Harawī
(d. 611/1215) and Qazwīnī (d. 682/1283), the mosque is
depicted as active, but one may ask whether those texts
depict contemporary information.390

The three Sufūf
In addition, al-Mutawakkil built three access roads to the
mosque:
‘He made the roads to [the mosque] from three
great broad rows (îufūf) from the avenue which
takes off from Wadi Ibrāhīm b. RiyāÊ. In each
row, there were shops in which there were
different kinds of trades, manufactures, and

Wa-anfaqa al-Mutawakkil ÿalā al-aðwāq al-sitta allatī juÿilat al-zījāt lahā wa-arbaÿami’a dīnār.
Al-Muqaddasī, 122.
Al-Harawī, 160–1.
Herzfeld 1912; Creswell 1940, 254–256; Leisten 2003, 33–57.
‘Amid 1973. Fragments of the glass panels are preserved in the museum of Samarra. Herzfeld 1912, 8. For other discussion of
this question see Creswell 1940, 258; cf. also Golvin 1974, 36 for a more recent restatement of the comparison to the lustre
tiles of Kairouan.
Gaz was an Iranian term, commonly interchangeable with the Arabic dhirāÿ for a cubit (EI², s.v. misāÊa, dhirāÿ).
Al-Qazwīnī, tr. Le Strange, 42.
The bowl has a diameter of 4.22 m, and a circumference of 13.29 m. The described value of the circumference at 26 gaz gives
a very reasonable figure of 51 cm for the unit. Qazwīnī no doubt simply translated a figure in Abbasid dhirāÿ into Persian.
Mustafa Jawad cites a text, “In [654/1256] the stone cup known as Qasÿat Farÿūn was transported from Surra Man Ra’ā to
Baghdad in a kelek, as it was extremely large. It continued to be there until 657/1259 and then it broke.” Sāmarrā’ī, Y., 1968,
III, 53.
Thaÿālibī, Laðā’if, 120.
Ibn al-Athīr, VII, 295; Ibn al-Jawzī, al-Muntaz≥am, VII, 283.
Ibn al-Jawzī, al-Muntaz≥am, IX, 60.
Al-Qazwīnī, tr. Le Strange, 48–9; al-Harawī, 160–1.
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Fig. 50. The Congregational Mosque of al-Mutawakkil (after Herzfeld archive & Creswell 1940, modified).
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sellers. The width of each row was 100 cubits of
the black cubit, so that entry to the mosque
should not constrict him, if he attended the
mosque on Fridays at the head of his armies and
his masses, with his horse and his foot.’

The three ‘rows’ extend from the monumental avenue,
identified as Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad, as far as the mosque
(H150, H151, and H152) (Fig. 44). Their widths, respectively 39 m, 37 m, and 40 m, appear narrower than that
given in the description (100 cubits = 52 m),391 but
excavation would be necessary to confirm the real
width. In between the three rows, two sites have been
excavated. Bayt al-Zakhārif was excavated in the 1960s,
a large house so-called because of its rich stucco
decorations, but never published (Fig. 49, Pl. 33). Then
the First Residential Area was excavated to the west of
Bayt al-Zakhārif in 1978.392 The site is composed of ten
irregular houses and two alleys, each house with a Tīwān opening onto a courtyard (Fig. 49).

According to al-Yaÿqūbī, the rows were occupied by
market and craft people, but a few personalities are
mentioned. The secretary NajāÊ b. Salama had a house at
the end of the rows adjacent to the qibla of the mosque.
He was chief of the Dīwān al-Tawqīÿ (Registry of the
Signature), but was imprisoned in the Dīwān al-Kharāj
and killed in 245/859.393 The house should be a poorly
preserved (and now disappeared) building adjacent to the
southern entrance to the mosque enclosure (H153).
AÊmad b. Isrā’il al-Anbārī was also a secretary, but
survived to be wazīr of al-Muÿtazz (252–5/866–9). He
was arrested and killed in 255/869.394 The house was
near that of NajāÊ,395 and thus might be Bayt al-Zakhārif,
or the large house to the east of it. Alternatively, to
follow al-Yaÿqūbī’s terminology of ‘close to the qibla of
the mosque’, it might be a large building situated in the
bed of the wadi, opposite the qibla, but not situated in
the ‘rows’. MuÊammad b. Mūsā al-Munajjim, the
astrologer whose house also lay there, took part in the
foundation of al-Mutawakkiliyya in 245/859.396 The
quarter also had a mixed population of secretaries,
commanders, Hashimites, and others.
THE TWO NEW AVENUES (Pl. 58)
It was only in the south that al-Yaÿqūbī’s explanation of
the eastern extension was true: ‘in these avenues of alayr, whenever an addition was made to the allotments
for a contingent, he demolished the wall and built
another wall behind.’397 The two new avenues, Shāriÿ alAskar and Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Jadīd have the format of
391
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one of the cantonments discussed later (Fig. 81). There
is a large house (J527 = House of SāliÊ al-ÿAbbāsī) with
a central avenue (J730 = Shāriÿ al-Askar) leading up to
its south gate, and a grid of streets. Shāriÿ al-ayr alJadīd was simply the avenue that bordered al-ayr.

In addition, this cantonment unit can be further divided
into seven sub-units, each of which is characterised by
one or more medium-size houses and compounds with
streets of smaller houses behind (Fig. 74). Units JDA
and JDF in the north do not have large houses and may
have been directly attached to the large house of J527.
In Units JDB and JDE, the larger compounds face onto a
cross-street to the north, while in Units JDC and JDD
the larger compounds face south. Unit JDG is different,
with large enclosures probably intended for horses.

In contrast to the other planned military cantonments,
according to al-Yaÿqūbī, this area does not seem to have
been allocated to a single ethnic group. The Farāghina
were located on the west side between Shāriÿ Barghāmish
and Shāriÿ al-Askar: these were the Farāghina who may
have been displaced from south of the Dār al-Khilāfa. On
the east side of al-Askar, there were Turks, and, facing alayr, the Ushrūsaniyya, Istākhanjiyya, and other
Khurāsānis. As noted earlier, these last seem to be the
Central Asian Iranians, effectively Soghdians, and may be
what was left of troops formerly under the command of
al-Afshīn, displaced from al-Maðīra by the settlement of
Waîīf and his Turks there. In sum, the extension was used
to accommodate fragmentary groups of soldiers displaced
from elsewhere.

THE GROUP OF PALACES IN THE NORTH
The quarter lying north of the new Congregational
Mosque, as far north as the polo maydān of Madaqq al£abl, is all aligned with the mosque, and differently
from the older part of the city. It must be presumed that
this quarter was founded at the same time as the mosque
or later — probably at the same time. A second new
quarter lying to the east of the polo maydān has yet
another alignment, and must be even later than the first
(Unit HC). Neither quarter is described by al-Yaÿqūbī.

The first quarter is oriented, with the mosque, to the
qibla. The palace today known as Sūr ÿĪsā is situated
northwest of the mosque (Fig. 51, Pl. 35, Pl. 36). The
site was planned but not excavated by Herzfeld. Parts of
the palace were excavated by the Directorate of
Antiquities in the early 1980s, but only the excavation of
the northwest corner has been published.398 The building

The width of each row should have been approximately 52 m, if we take black cubit as about 52 cm (see glossary under dhirāÿ).
Jannabi 1981, 1982.
Al-£abarī, III, 1442–3, 1445. He was among the group of secretaries arrested and fined by al-Wāthiq in 229/843–4.
Al-£abarī, III, 1720–3. AÊmad b. Isrā’il al-Anbārī was also fined by Wāthiq.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 266.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 266. He is also mentioned in 248/862 (Al-£abarī, III, 1498), and was sent to spy on the army of Abū
AÊmad al-Muwaffaq in 251 (Al-£abarī, III, 1558).
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 263.
Al-Qādī 1995; Leisten 2003, 113–114.
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is an approximate rectangle measuring 413 x 207 m.399
The internal plan is composed of a central T-īwān with
courtyards in front and behind. On each side of the Tīwān, there are courtyard buildings, which probably
constituted the apartments. Those rooms which have
been excavated are decorated entirely with Style C
bevelled stuccoes. In addition to the palace itself, it
seems likely that the buildings to the east were also
connected. These are composed of a double enclosure
with a large courtyard building, and further small
buildings to the east.

Sūr ÿĪsā is one of the two largest palaces in central
Samarra, apart from the Dār al-Khilāfa. An identification
may be suggested with the palace of ‘al-Burj’ (the
Tower) because of its proximity to the spiral minaret.
According to the list of palaces, al-Burj cost 1.7 million
dīnārs in the version of al-Yaÿqūbī, or in Ibn al-Faqīh alHamadhānī, 30 million dirhams.400 According to a story
in the Kitāb al-Diyārāt of al-Shābushtī, there was a
birka (basin) lined with plates of silver.401 There is no
doubt, nevertheless, that Sūr ÿĪsā is not large enough or
elaborate enough to justify the expenditure of such
sums. Also, there is no birka, lined or not with silver. It
may be that the project of ‘al-Burj’, with its price tag of
30 million dirhams, refers to the whole extension, and
not to the palace alone. In that case the price is roughly
correct by the standards of that list, for the mosque cost
15 million, Sur ÿĪsā would have cost 10–15 million by
comparison with Balkuwārā, leaving a few million for
laying out the avenues.
The second of these large palaces, H140, is of similar
plan, and nearly identical dimensions: 213 x 458 m (Fig.
52). Located to the north of Sūr ÿĪsā, the plan is less
easy to define, and less well preserved. One reason may
be that it was more cheaply built. It is obvious that it
must be one of the palaces built by al-Mutawakkil. The
name that conforms best to the evidence is al-Badīÿ,
which cost 10 million dirhams.402 According to £abarī,
al-Badīÿ was demolished in 245/859, and its teak beams
reused for al-Jaÿfarī.403 These last facts are another
possible reason why the plan is badly preserved.
On the east side of H140, there is an area of large
houses, of which one, House no. 5, was excavated in
1983 (Fig. 49, Pl. 31, Pl. 32).404 In the north part of this
section, there is another small palace (H68: Fig. 52),
which, by the way it cuts earlier construction, is even
later than the foundation of the quarter. This may be al399
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AÊmadī, which was the second palace of al-Muÿtamid,
possibly built before al-Maÿshūq, and, according to the
archaeological evidence, intended to replace H140,
which had been demolished some years before. Nothing
is known about al-AÊmadī, apart from its name and its
builder.405

The second quarter to the north (Unit HC; Fig. 74) is
well defined, enclosed by walls, with a grid of streets.
The major palace (H50: Fig. 52) is smaller but of similar
plan to H140 and Sūr ÿĪsā. There is a second large
house, which has been excavated: House no. 4,
excavated in 1936, and restored in 1981.406 Like Sūr ÿĪsā
and House no. 5, it is decorated with Style C bevelled
stuccoes. There is also a review ground with two
pavilions.

The eastern boundary wall of these two quarters curves
to match the Cloverleaf racecourse, and is lined with
open enclosures.407 It is logical to suppose that there is a
relationship to the racecourse. That is, palace H140 (=
al-Badīÿ) may have been built as a pied-à-terre for alMutawakkil’s interest in the races, while the houses
accommodated the officials and men who looked after
the horses and the races. H68 (= al-AÊmadī) would
represent a renewal of interest by al-Muÿtamid in
horseracing. By contrast, Sūr ÿĪsā is related to the
mosque, and would be intended for al-Mutawakkil’s
presence at the mosque. According to the evidence of
the texts, both al-Badīÿ and al-Burj survived for only a
short time. The reason is, of course, that al-Mutawakkil
lived at this time in al-Hārūnī, four kilometres away;
when he moved to al-Mutawakkiliyya in 245/859, he
lost interest in Samarra. Nevertheless, they are typical of
al-Mutawakkil’s grandiose vision of architecture.

The growth of the organic city
The city as described by al-Yaÿqūbī, and in the accounts
of events during the period 247/861 and 256/870 cited by
al-£abarī, as we have noted, does not correspond very
closely to the layout set out by the caliphs. There was a
process of adaptation of the initial plan to the needs of
the population. Al-Yaÿqūbī describes the growth as: ‘[in
the reign of al-Wāthiq] the people renewed the construction, made it firm and good, when they knew that it had
become a flourishing city, for before that they used to
call it “the camp”.’408 In the above paragraphs a process
has been described of the foundation of the markets
around the mosque of al-Muÿtaîim. The secretaries built
themselves houses around this central core, and a zone of

The north wall is built at an angle to conform to an existing street pattern.
See discussion of this list in Chapter 9 (pp. 93–99).
Al-Shābushtī, 160–1.
Al-Ya‘qūbī, Ta’rīkh, II, 491; al-Iîfahānī, Ghurabā’, 47, 47–50; al-Sūlī, Awrāq, 494; Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. al-Badī‘.
Al-£abarī, III, 1438.
Nadir & Qaduri 1985–6.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. al-AÊmadī, al-Maÿshūq.
DGA 1940a; Hanīn 1985–6.
On the Cloverleaf racecourse, see below, p. 158.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 265.
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princely residences, both Abbasids and Turks, developed
south of the Dār al-Khilāfa.

THE MARKETS
There were two kinds of market in Samarra: the central
city markets with various sections, and the small
markets built to furnish foodstuffs in the cantonments —
but the latter probably also existed in each quarter.

The great market was laid out by al-Muÿtaîim around the
first mosque, and each trade is described as being separate,
as in Baghdad. Not much is known about it, as it is buried
under the modern city. According to al-Yaÿqūbī, it was laid
out in broad ‘rows’ (îufūf), that is, similar to the three
‘rows’ which led to the new mosque of al-Mutawakkil.
From the text of al-Yaÿqūbī, it is possible to see to some
extent how the city markets developed later, and to
identify where some sections lay. The most southerly
element was the market of the fresh vegetable sellers
(al-raððābīn), which lay beyond the prison, and adjacent
to the slave market, which is described as composed of
rooms and booths for the slaves (al-Êujar wal-ghuraf
wal-Êawānīt). The site of these two markets was
reasonably well preserved in the air photographs,
although now disappeared, but there is no apparent
specific architectural disposition to accommodate them.
In effect, therefore, they were markets which reused
existing buildings and open spaces. The market of
sellers of things of small value, described as fuqqāÿ,
harīsa, and shurabāt (beer, lentil soup, and beverages),
is placed on the west side of the great market. The sūq
al-ghanam, the sheep (and goat) market, was placed at a
point where it was easy to change between the Shāriÿ
Baghdād (= al-Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am) and Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad,
that is probably the junction between the two at the Bāb
al-Nāîiriyya.409 The last market mentioned but not
situated is the market of the jewellers, sword smiths and
moneychangers, which was looted in 251/865.410

The small markets, called suwayqa, which sold
foodstuffs in the quarters and cantonments, were
probably of two kinds: those ordered by the caliph in the
military cantonments, and those which developed in the
quarters of the city.411 The two markets of which we
know the names, Suwayqat Mubārak412 and Suwayqat
Masrūr,413 by their location seem to belong to the latter
type: Suwayqat Mubārak was located on the Grand
409
410
411

412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419

Avenue, west or northwest of al-Muÿtaîim’s congregational mosque, and Suwayqat Masrūr was situated south
of the Dār al-Khilāfa. The fact that these two were
named after notable personalities at Samarra, suggests
that their foundations were commercial investments by
the persons concerned, which brought in rents.

Al-Muÿtaîim ordered the foundation of small markets in
the cantonments: ‘and established in each spot a small
market in which there were a number of shops for the
corn-dealers and butchers, and the like who are essential
and whom one cannot do without.’414 This kind of market
is known, on the basis of the texts, in the cantonments in
the city on the Qāðūl, al-Karkh, al-Dūr, al-Maðīra, on the
west bank of the Tigris for the craftsmen, and in alMutawakkiliyya.415 One architectural model for this kind
of market is well known: a long line of regularly sized
shops on both sides of an avenue. Examples have been
identified in Area P — the site of al-Muÿtaîim’s city on
the Qāðūl (Fig. 39), in Balkuwārā (Fig. 84), and in alMutawakkiliyya (Fig. 92). The only case of an excavation
of this type of structure is that of Lashkari Bazar in
Afghanistan; however not much evidence was recovered
of activities in the shops (Fig. 116). 416 It is evident that
the ancestry of these markets goes back to the Round City
of Baghdad, where they were located in the covered
streets leading to the central court (Fig. 109),417 and,
further back, to the shops lining the colonnaded streets of
ÿAnjar in Lebanon (Fig. 110).418 However, not all the
small markets were of this form, for this plan has not yet
been detected in the military cantonments of al-Karkh,
although something similar does exist in the cantonments
of al-Dūr (Area U: Fig. 78).
THE DEVELOPMENT OF HOUSING ZONES
The location of the cantonments of the army seems to
have been dictated by the caliph; other notables, that is,
those who are mentioned by the textual sources, appear
to have been somewhat freer, although no doubt, being
under the caliph’s eye, authorisation to build would have
been sought. Nearly everybody in the non-military
group whose house can be located, with specific
exceptions, built in the area of the old mosque and the
markets, and then, when the new mosque was built by
al-Mutawakkil, the area was extended to the surroundings of that. Al-Yaÿqūbī uses terminology such as
“allotments of the commanders, secretaries, notables,
and the people in general.”419

Al-£abarī, III, 1807.
Al-£abarī, III, 1580.
The distinction between the two types of market is cited by al-Yaÿqūbī (Buldān, 267): ‘He established the markets in an
separate place, and established in each section and district a market’.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 261.
Al-£abarī, III, 1821.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 259.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 267.
Schlumberger 1978.
Lassner 1970a, 61.
Chehab 1978, 1993; Northedge 1994.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 262.
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As noted earlier, the secretaries of the first generation
lived around the east side of the markets. The qā¼ī
AÊmad b. Abī Du’ād, and the Imāms of the Shīÿa lived
there too, adjacent to the old mosque. Those secretaries
who became more prominent later built in relation to the
new mosque: NajāÊ b. Salama, AÊmad b. al-Khaîīb, and
AÊmad b. Isrā’il. Not much is known about the
residences of the last generation of secretaries at
Samarra: for example, Abū SāliÊ ÿAbdallah b.
MuÊammad b. Yazdād al-Marwāzī, whose house was
located somewhere in the central city,420 Dulayl b.
Ya‘qūb al-Naîrānī, whose house was sacked by the
Turks in 251/865,421 or al-asan b. Makhlad b. alJarrāÊ.422

With respect to the exceptions, there was a limited
movement among the non-military to live on the
outskirts of the city. In the reign of al-Muÿtaîim, alasan b. Sahl, whose principal career had been in the
reign of Ma’mūn, settled in a large house on the Tigris,
south of the limits of the city as it then existed (J15: Fig.
46).423 Equally, Abū AÊmad b. al-Rashīd may have
settled at an early date in the avenue that took his name,
as he belonged to the generation of al-Muÿtaîim. This
process continued further in the reign of al-Mutawakkil.
Bukhtishūÿ the doctor settled at the south end of the
avenues close to al-Maðīra, and so did IsÊāq b. Ibrāhīm,
the sāÊib al-shurða of Baghdād.

420
421
422
423
424

Al-£abarī, III, 1816, 1821.
Al-£abarī, III, 1540.
Al-£abarī, III, 1435, 1441, 1508, 1697, 1706–7, 1915, 1927.
EI², s.v. al-asan b. Sahl.
Gordon 2001a, 23.

In the case of Bukhtishūÿ, being a Christian, he may have
wanted to live near the church in al-Maðīra, the most
prominent Christian sanctuary in Samarra. The plans of a
number of large houses can be seen around building J4,
the house proposed as that of Bukhtishūÿ (Pl. 27, Pl. 59).
It may be that this concentration in the neighbourhood of
Maðīra represents the houses of a wider community of
Christian notables. However, there is for the moment no
evidence to support this speculation.

The Turks were not only soldiers. As indicated by
Gordon, they belonged to two principal groups: (1) those
who came direct from Central Asia, bought as slaves on
the market in Samarqand, and (2) slaves bought by alMuÿtaîim in Baghdad.424 Gordon calls them ‘Steppe
Turks’ and ‘Baghdadi Turks’. Many of the Turkish élite
at Samarra came from the latter category, and their role
went beyond the simple one of soldier. Ītākh was never a
soldier. It was these men who settled in the area south of
the Dār al-Khilāfa. Others of the Turkish élite remained
more closely attached to the military cantonments, and
lived with them: Ashinās, Waîīf, Khāqān ÿUrðūj, and,
although not a Turk, al-Afshīn. In Chapter 8, it is
suggested that the settlement of the élite in the
cantonments is to be connected with the administration
of those areas. However, we know very little about the
settlement pattern of the last generation of Turks at
Samarra. We do not know much about the residences of
such men as Utāmish and Bāyakbak.
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Fig. 53. The Dār al-Khilāfa and its cantonments.

CHAPTER 6

The Dªr al-Khilªfa
The caliphal palace (Fig. 53, Pl. 41, Pl. 42) lay towards
the north end of the city, facing onto the Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am
and the Tigris, as indicated in the last chapter. This
celebrated complex was by no means the only principal
residence of a caliph at Samarra.425 However, in addition
to the function of residence, it also had a role in public
ceremonial that was never seriously challenged by any
other palace during the caliphal period at Samarra. It is
not the intention of this chapter to offer a complete
study of the palace, but rather to set it in context with its
cantonments, integrate it into the development of the
city, and particularly to relate it to the evidence that
comes from the written sources.

Herzfeld’s terminology — was excavated, together with
six secondary buildings on the north side of the
courtyard.430 Between 1983 and 1987, the Small Serdab
(Hªwiyat al-Sibªÿ) was cleared and restored.431 Work
began in 1986–7 on the excavation of the Large Serdab,
and the restoration was finished in 1990.432 Work has
also recently been done on the range of rooms on the
south side of the Bªb al-ÿ•mma, on a poorly preserved
octagonal basin in the great courtyard, and on a second
circular structure in the courtyard, which has not yet
been explained.433

Description of the site
Existing research
The French architect, Henri Viollet, prospected and
surveyed the site in 1908, and then returned to excavate
in the palace in June 1910, digging 24 small sondages in
six weeks.426 Herzfeld excavated in the palace in his
second campaign in 1913. 11,000 m² (equal to about a
quarter) of the square reception hall block were cleared,
and about 5000 m² elsewhere, to a total of 18,000 m². In
1914, a preliminary report on the excavation of the
palace was published in Der Islam.427 In this article, the
first version of the grand plan of the palace was
published. In 1923, in volume I of the Ausgrabungen
von Samarra, Herzfeld published the wall decorations
uncovered by the expedition, and in 1927, in volume III,
the wall paintings.428
Fieldwork on the complex was subsequently taken up by
the Iraqi Directorate of Antiquities.429 The Bªb alÿ•mma was cleared and consolidated, and the range of
rooms on its north side was excavated sometime in the
1960s or 1970s. In 1981, a certain amount of clearance
work was done in Herzfeld’s excavation area in the
reception hall block. The tunnel which runs under the
great courtyard — the Great Esplanade, to use
425

426
427
428
429
430
431

432
433

Environmental situation
The palace complex is located on the conglomerate of
the east bank of the Tigris (Pl. 3, Pl. 42). The relative
softness of this material made possible the cutting of
underground structures on a large scale. On the west
side of the palace, there is a steep descent of about 10 m
to the flood plain of the Tigris, and the garden on this
side is located in the flood plain. Although the frequent
movements of the Tigris bed within the flood plain are
not capable of carving away much of the conglomerate,
the river has removed the southwest part of the western
garden lying in the flood plain, while the lake behind the
barrage has now turned the whole of the garden into a
marsh.
Layout of the Palace
The layout is based on two architectural palace units
(Fig. 54, Pl. 41). The first, on the south side, is
composed of a square building of 180 m x 200 m
(H343), containing the Bªb al-ÿ•mma — which has the
form of a triple Ìwªn — and the Throne Halls (Fig. 56,
Pl. 43). South of the main dome chamber, Herzfeld
excavated a second richly decorated square domed
reception room in the sector he called the ‘Harim’ (Fig.
58). On the east side of the square building there is a

Northedge 2001. There were three other palaces which were the principal residences of caliphs: al-HªrñnÌ, al-JaÿfarÌ, and alMaÿshñq. Al-JaÿfarÌ was intended to replace the Dªr al-Khilªfa, including in its public role, but in the end only did so for a
short period.
Viollet 1909a–b, 1911a–b.
Herzfeld 1914.
Herzfeld 1923, 1927.
•ammñdÌ (1982, 168) remarks that work on the palace was carried out from 1936 onwards.
•ammñdÌ 1982.
•ayªnÌ 1985–6. The structure is identified in this article, and on the information signs at the site, as the palace of al-•ayr, a
building whose location is not given in the texts which refer to it (DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ, QaîÌda 914, bayt 22 ; Yªqñt, Muÿjam alBuldªn, s.v. al-•ayr; cf. note 529). •ayªnÌ does not explain the identification nor tell us who first proposed it.
•ayªnÌ 1996.
Information from a visit in 1998.
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large courtyard of 186 x 344 m (the ‘Great Esplanade’:
H302) (Fig. 54, Pl. 44). This layout of square building
and courtyard can be paralleled at the palace of P16 at
Qªdisiyya,434 built probably one year earlier (Fig. 40),
and at Balkuwªrª (Fig. 85).435 On the north side a
second palace structure, termed by Herzfeld the
“Treasury”, with a smaller square reception hall block
and residential apartments, is situated within an outer
enclosure wall (H293: 330 x 462 m), as one sees at alUkhay¼ir436 and the Dªr al-Imªra at Kñfa (Fig. 59).437

135

its original state; rather over the years units were added,
rebuilt, or abandoned.
The area defined by Herzfeld is 125 ha.442 The
dimensions are 1346 m east-west from the pavilion on
the Tigris to the spectator’s lodge overlooking Course 2,
and 1150 m north-south from the north palace to the
south gate.

The Topography of the Palace in the texts
On the west side of the southern unit there is a large
formal garden, and probably a further garden of a
different type on the south side (Fig. 54, Fig. 55, Pl.
42). Between the two palace units there is a large
circular sunken basin, termed by Herzfeld the ‘Large
Serdab’, and in Iraq the Birka dª’iriyya (H301) (Fig.
58, Pl. 45).438 Further to the east, there is a complex
including what Herzfeld termed the ‘Rotundabau’
(H353: Fig. 58), and, at the east end, a smaller square
sunken basin, termed the ‘Small Serdab’, and in Iraq
Hªwiyat al-Sibªÿ (‘Lions’ Den’) (Fig. 57, Fig. 58, Pl.
46).439 On the north and south sides of the basin, there
are courtyards with two pavilions (North pavilion
H332), and lines of parallel halls, which Herzfeld called
the ‘Stables’. On the east side there is a maydªn with a
spectators’ lodge, and the start-line of Racecourse 2,
stretching away to the east (Fig. 67).440 On the south
side of the main courtyard, there is an Ìwªn pavilion in
an enclosure (H313), adjacent to what must have
originally been the main entrance of the complex
leading to the city, and a further square building,
adjacent to the main reception hall block (H311). The
palace may be described as a complex of architectural
units.
Construction was evidently begun in 221/836, and the
last reference to it as an occupied building dates to
269/884.441 The known occupation lasted 48 years. It is
obvious that a considerable process of change must have
taken place during this time. The palace is not one
which was designed, constructed, and then abandoned in
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Before the developments of the 20th century, the name
for the site was Bayt al-KhalÌfa (House of the Caliph).443
This usage continues today in Iraq as Qaîr al-KhalÌfa.444
However, by the time of his preliminary report of 1914,
Herzfeld was calling the site al-Jawsaq al-KhªqªnÌ. In
1983 al-ÿAni pointed out that there are two different
palaces mentioned in the texts, al-Jawsaq and Dªr alÿ•mma, and that Herzfeld could not be right in applying
the name of al-Jawsaq to the entire palace complex.445
The crucial text is from the Ta’rÌkh of al-YaÿqñbÌ:446
“He (al-Muÿtaîim) stopped at the site on which is
the Dªr al-ÿ•mma, and there was there a
monastery of the Christians, and he bought the
land from the people of the monastery, and he
laid out [buildings] on the site, and he went to the
site of the palace known as the Jawsaq on the
Tigris, and built there a number of palaces.”
All the texts do confirm that two separate palaces
existed, but other texts mention events at both together,
as though there was no great distance between them.447
At the top of the range of terminology, there are
expressions which call the palace ‘House of the Caliph’ or
‘House of the Caliphate’. Al-YaÿqñbÌ uses Dªr alKhalÌfa,448 Al-£abarÌ uses Dªr al-Khilªfa,449 Dªr alSulðªn,450 and Dªr AmÌr al-Mu’minÌn.451 Dªr al-Khilªfa
could also have the abstract meaning of the Caliph’s
household.452 In 256/870 the complex is simply called al-

Northedge & Falkner 1987.
Creswell 1940, 265–70; 1989, 365–7.
Creswell 1940, 50–98; 1989, 248–63.
Creswell 1989, 10–15.
•ayªnÌ 1996.
•ayªnÌ 1985–6.
Northedge 1990.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 2040.
In Herzfeld’s 1914 report the figure is given as 175 ha. This was probably a printer’s error.
Ross 1841.
E.g. •ammñdÌ 1982; •ayªnÌ 1985–6.
Al-ÿAni 1983.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 473.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1787–8, 1823–4.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1350, 1788.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1706.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1804, 1807.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1383.
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Dªr.453 This type of terminology is a predecessor of the
usage of Dªr al-Khilªfa for the palace complex in
Baghdad from the reign of al-Muÿta¼id (279/892–289/902)
onwards.454 It is clear that the Iraqi traditional name of
Bayt al-KhalÌfa is derived from this kind of expression.
This group of names represented an overall designation
of a complex which had a number of palaces within it,
as was the case for the Dªr al-Khilªfa in Baghdad.
However, it also signalled the more public aspects of the
palace’s role, and in that sense meant more specifically
the Dªr al-ÿ•mma.
The Dªr al-ÿ•mma (Fig. 56)
The Dªr al-ÿ•mma was the public palace in which the
Caliph sat in audience on Mondays and Thursdays.455
However, the Caliphs seem to have conducted a large
part of their business there. Only the Caliph had the
right to make appointments there,456 the oath of
allegiance was taken to al-MustaÿÌn there in 248/862,
and al-MuhtadÌ sat in the maz³ªlim there.457 Al-MuhtadÌ
built a qubba with four doors called the Qubbat alMaz³ªlim.458 It would be tempting to identify this with
the dome chamber in the south wing of the Dªr alÿ•mma (the ‘Harim’), for a passage connects this dome
chamber directly with the approach from the south gate,
if it were not for the fact that that dome is decorated
with figural wall-paintings (Fig. 58).459 Al-MuhtadÌ had
a reputation as a good Muslim. Public reception halls in
urban palaces do not normally have figural decor, at
least in the early period.460 It is possible that the ceiling
was painted after his death. An alternative location
might be the Rotundabau on the north side of the
Esplanade (Fig. 58). The Rotundabau was rebuilt into its
circular form and redecorated with Style C bevelled
stuccoes in a second phase of construction.
It is specifically stated that the Dªr al-ÿ•mma was built
on the site of the monastery which had previously been
453
454
455
456
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463
464
465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472

there, and that the monastery building became the
treasury (bayt al-mªl).461 All texts link the bayt al-mªl
with the Dªr al-ÿ•mma, notably an occasion in
231/845–6 when “thieves made a hole into the bayt almªl which is in the Dªr al-ÿ•mma in the heart of the
palace, and took 42,000 dirhams...”462 One may suppose
that as a result of this event the monastery was replaced
with a more secure building, for there is no sign of a
monastery type building on the ground.
Also closely associated with the Dªr al-ÿ•mma is the
Bªb al-ÿ•mma (Pl. 42, Pl. 43). In the texts, the Bªb alÿ•mma is the site of formal arrivals at the palace.463 For
example, when the rebel Bªbak was brought to Samarra
in 223/838, “the people came to look at him from alMaðÌra to Bªb al-ÿ•mma, and he was brought into the
Dªr al-ÿ•mma to the Commander of Believers...”464 In
241/855–6 al-QummÌ “stood at Bªb al-ÿ•mma with
some of the Bujja, 70 ghulªms on riding camels.”465
These events were triumphal processions, reminiscent of
Roman triumphs.466
However, the Bªb al-ÿ•mma is also identified with public
punishments. In 226/841, they “crucified [al-AfshÌn] on
the Bªb al-ÿ•mma so that the people should see him...
The body was burnt, and the ashes taken and thrown in
the Tigris.”467 In 256/870, the head of SªliÊ b. WaîÌf “was
hung up at the Bªb al-ÿ•mma for an hour”.468 In
259/872–3 “they beat [a Christian secretary of Kanjñr] ...
1000 lashes at Bªb al-ÿ•mma, and he died.”469
In the texts the Bªb al-ÿ•mma is localised in the west of
the palace — one could go out from the Bªb al-ÿ•mma
towards al-HªrñnÌ, which lay in the flood-plain of the
Tigris470 — and in relation to the ‘Avenue’, that is the
Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am (Pl. 3).471 One could see the Bªb alÿ•mma and the Dªr al-ÿ•mma from the Avenue.472 So,
the traditional identification of the Bªb al-ÿ•mma with
the triple Ìwªn on the west façade of the palace must be

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1787-8, 1788, 1820–2, 1823–4.
Lassner 1970a, 85–91. The possibility that the usage of Dªr al-Khilªfa at Samarra is a back-projection from later times seems
to be excluded by its use by a contemporary author such as al-YaÿqñbÌ.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261.
Cf. al-£abarÌ, III, 1350, for an exception.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1503, 1788. The maz³ªlim (the ‘complaints’) was the law court presided over by the Caliph.
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VIII, 2.
Herzfeld 1927, passim.
The examples where non-figural décor is found in urban palaces are: the Umayyad palace in Amman (Northedge 1993b), and
the Dªr al-Imªra of Kñfa (Creswell 1969).
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 255.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1350–1, 1503.
Sourdel (1960, 126) must be right in saying that the Bªb al-ÿ•mma was not itself a reception room.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1230.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1433. The Bujja were from Nubia, notably along the Red Sea coast. Cf. also al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 480, for the
arrival of the rebel Abñ •arb al-Mubarqaÿ from Palestine.
EI², s.v. mawªkib.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1318. The bodies are said to have been crucified after execution.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1811.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1874. Cf. also al-£abarÌ, III, 1419, 1434, 1522, 1722–3, 1859.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1504.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1503, 1505, 1722–3, 1821, 1823–4.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261.
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correct, and the square reception hall block of the south
palace must be the Dªr al-ÿ•mma.
It seems strange that the main avenue should be said to
have passed through the formal, presumably private,
garden of the Caliph, and the identification of the Bªb alÿ•mma has been doubted for this reason.473 The solution
appears to lie in a chronological sequence. The archaeological evidence of the western garden is compatible
with, although it does not prove, the hypothesis that it is
early in date, and belongs to the original period of
construction at the palace.474 The first mention of the Bªb
al-ÿ•mma as a place open to the public dates to 223/838,
and the description of the Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am by al-YaÿqñbÌ
is late, after 247/861.475 It may not have been possible to
keep private what was first planned by the architects as a
private garden, when the palace itself was dedicated as a
public building. At any rate, the most logical location for
the Avenue to have crossed the garden is between the
north-south walls.
The Bayt al-Mªl is associated with the Bªb al-ÿ•mma
and the Avenue in an event of 248/862: “Wªjin alUshrñsanÌ had reached the Bªb al-ÿ•mma from the
direction of the Avenue by the Bayt al-Mªl”. 476 It may
thus be building H311 on the south side of the square
reception hall block. If it were not for the difficulty of
explaining the events in this text, one would have
preferred to identify H311 with the house of Hªrñn b. alMuÿtaîim mentioned by al-YaÿqñbÌ, that is, the house
occupied by Hªrñn al-Wªthiq as crown prince, for H311
seems to be a miniature palace equipped with a polo
maydªn (Fig. 55).477 The bayt al-mªl could have been
located in this complex, notably after al-Wªthiq moved
to his new palace of al-HªrñnÌ after 227/842.
Alternatively it may perhaps be identified with the
Vaulted Building (H338) in the enclosure of the Large
Serdab (fig. 58), which seems more secure, and could be
described as a Mesopotamian version of the raised bayt
al-mªl in the Umayyad mosque of Damascus.
There is some evidence that the grand Esplanade was
called al-SaÊn, and a qubba was located there.478 The
qubba could be the Rotundabau (H353) on the north
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side of the Esplanade. Although mentioned at an earlier
date than the Qubbat al-Maz³ªlim of al-MuhtadÌ, the
rebuilding of the Rotundabau could speak of the same
building, and thus the Qubbat al-Maýªlim could be the
same as either the Qubbat al-SaÊn or the dome chamber
in the Harim (Fig. 58).
Apart from the Bªb al-ÿ•mma, which played a special
role, the names of six gates are known: Bªb al-Bustªn,
Bªb al-Maîªff associated with Bªb •tªkh, Bªb al-Nazªla,
Bªb al-Sumayda‘,479 and Bªb al-WazÌrÌ. Bªb al-Bustªn
(Gate of the Garden) was placed at the end of the Shªriÿ
AbÌ AÊmad, and thus should be identified at the entrance
to the prolongation of the avenue inside the palace
complex (Fig. 54).480 The garden after which the gate
was named can be identified with the irregular area to the
west of the gate. When in 256/870 al-MuhtadÌ is
described as going out successively through the Bªb alMaîªff and then the gate known by the name of •tªkh,481
it is obvious that the gate of •tªkh is another name for the
Bªb al-Bustªn, for the Bªb al-Bustªn was adjacent to the
house of •tªkh. The Bªb al-Maîªff (Gate of the Lines) is
then the inner gate, closer to the Esplanade, where the
guards would line up to receive visitors. Herzfeld thought
that Bªb al-Nazªla (Gate of Dismounting) was located in
the southwest.482 However it is not clear where it would
have been located; another possibility is that it was an
alternative name for the Bªb al-Maîªff, for it is clear that
one would have dismounted in courtyard H314, before
entering the Esplanade. Bªb al-WazÌrÌ should logically be
the gate which led to al-WazÌrÌ.483 According to the
context, it should be placed on the north side of the Dªr
al-ÿ•mma itself. Bªb al-Sumayda‘ was associated with
the cemetery of al-Muntaîir, and thus more properly
belonged to al-Jawsaq.484 It was probably one of the
gates in the northeast which led into Area X.
Al-Jawsaq (Fig. 59)
According to al-YaÿqñbÌ, al-Jawsaq belonged to the
original construction of Samarra, and was called alJawsaq al-KhªqªnÌ, after Khªqªn ÿUrðñj Abñ al-FatÊ b.
Khªqªn, who was responsible for its construction and
who was assigned land adjacent to it.485 It was not the
only ‘Jawsaq’: there is also a mention of al-Jawsaq al-

Sourdel 1960, 126–7. There is no sign of a monumental avenue on the east side of the palace, a possibility suggested by Sourdel.
The principal arguments for proposing that the garden is original are: (1) What did the Bªb al-ÿ•mma look out onto if the
garden were not there? (2) There is no evidence that it replaced other construction, and it is well adapted to the architecture of
the palace. (3) The palaces of Balkuwªrª, and al-JaÿfarÌ, which are single phase buildings, were constructed with a garden
facing onto the Tigris (Creswell 1940, fig. 214).
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IbrªhÌmÌ, which cost 2 million dirhams,486 and alJawsaq fÌ Maydªn al-SaÊn or al-Sakhr, which cost
500,000 dirhams.487 Both names appear in the list of
palaces of al-Mutawakkil, discussed in Chapter 9. AlJawsaq fÌ Maydªn al-SaÊn, relatively small, could be a
spectators’ lodge on the polo maydªn or the qubba on
the Esplanade mentioned above (Qubbat al-SaÊn). By
contrast, al-Qaîr al-KhªqªnÌ is only a variant of alJawsaq al-KhªqªnÌ.488
With regard to the interior details of al-Jawsaq, an Ìwªn
is mentioned in it.489 There was also a tower called alLu’lu’a (the Pearl), which was built as a prison for alAfshÌn, and which it was possible for the guard to walk
around underneath.490 The identifiable elevated elements
in or near the northern palace are (1) the reception halls,
which are mounted on a platform, (2) the vaulted
building (H338), which might alternatively be the Bayt
al-Mªl (Fig. 58), and (3) the elevated pavilion (H345)
situated to the north of the Bªb al-ÿ•mma. The last
possibility (H345) corresponds closest to the description
of al-Lu’lu’a as “in the form of a minaret.”491
Al-Jawsaq is clearly signalled in the texts as the private
residence where the Caliphs lived. Al-Muÿtaîim was
buried there in 227/842.492 Al-Wªthiq (227/842–232/847)
lived in al-HªrñnÌ, where al-Mutawakkil also lived for
most of his reign (232/847–247/861), but al-Mutawakkil
settled his son al-Muntaîir at al-Jawsaq,493 According to
Ibn Aÿtham al-KñfÌ (d. 314/926), al-Muntaîir was buried
there in 248/862.494 The three successors of al-Muntaîir,
al-MustaÿÌn, al-Muÿtazz and al-MuhtadÌ, all lived in alJawsaq,495 and the latter two were buried there, together
with al-Muntaîir.496 Al-Muÿtamid lived in al-Jawsaq,
until a move to al-Maÿshñq, and returned there for a last
time in 269/884.497 In 290/903 al-MuktafÌ decided to reestablish the capital at Samarra, but seems to have found
al-Jawsaq a ruin, for he was forced to camp there.498
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The limited evidence for women in the palace is related to
al-Jawsaq: in 255/869 QabÌÊa, the mother of al-Muÿtazz,
“brought out the money, jewels, and valuable possessions
in the stores within al-Jawsaq,” to pay the Turks.499 In
256/870, a letter was published, which a woman had
brought “from the area adjacent to the Qaîr al-AÊmar”,
which is normally associated with al-Jawsaq.500
Al-Jawsaq was used as a prison for distinguished
prisoners. The first in 225/839–40 was al-AfshÌn, for
whom al-Lu’lu’a was built.501 In 248/862 al-MustaÿÌn
imprisoned the two sons of al-Mutawakkil, al-Muÿtazz
and al-Mu’ayyad, in a room in al-Jawsaq.502 Released in
251/865, al-Muÿtazz was made Caliph, and reimprisoned
the unfortunate al-Mu’ayyad, who ultimately died in
prison.503 In 256/870 al-Muÿtamid was brought out of
prison in al-Jawsaq to be made Caliph.504
When one approached the palace by the Shªriÿ AbÌ
AÊmad, according to al-YaÿqñbÌ, one approached the Bªb
al-Bustªn and the quîñr al-khalÌfa (palaces of the Caliph),
a phrase that appears to mean the private residences of the
Caliph. Al-YaÿqñbÌ does not mention al-Jawsaq or alJawsaq al-KhªqªnÌ in his description of the Avenues of
Samarra, and one must presume that it is here subsumed
among the residences of the Caliph.505 In some way, the
residences of the Caliph lay at the east end of the palace.
In 256/870, also, Mñsª b. Bughª “took to al-•ayr506 ...
until he came to the gate of al-•ayr which is adjacent to
al-Jawsaq and al-Qaîr al-AÊmar”.507 Al-Jawsaq is
described as looking out over al-•ayr — to the east,
though also mentioned as “al-Jawsaq on the Tigris.”508
The obvious candidate for the identification of al-Jawsaq
is the north palace in the complex (H293: Fig. 59). It is
the only building of the appropriate scale to serve as the
residence of the Caliphs — it has residential apartments,
which the square building does not.
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The palace at H294, in the added eastern extension of
the compound, could be identified with the palace of alKªmil, built for al-Muÿtazz by al-Mutawakkil within alJawsaq, and perhaps added to in his own reign by a
building designed by his mother.509 Al-Qaîr al-AÊmar,
closely associated with but separate from al-Jawsaq, and
located near an east gate into the complex, could be
identified with H283.510
The western garden may be the Bustªn al-KhªqªnÌ
mentioned in an event of 254/868, and which apparently
lay between the Jawsaq and the Tigris:
“Bughª disembarked into the Bustªn al-KhªqªnÌ,
and a number of [the guards of the bridge]
attached themselves to him ... and he rushed to
al-Jawsaq.”511
The dual nature of the palace, both in the textual sources
and the archaeological evidence, is quite striking. On the
site there is a square palace with no residential accommodation, facing onto the Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am and the
garden on the west, and onto a grand courtyard to the
east. On the other hand, there is a palace with residential
accommodation, enclosed within a massive buttressed
wall. In the textual evidence there is the Dªr al-ÿ•mma,
a public palace where Caliphs are made and unmade,512
and sit in audience and judgement. On the other hand
there is a private residence, al-Jawsaq, where Caliphs
live, die and are buried, and which seems to be the
domain of the women.
THE CANTONMENTS OF THE PALACE
SERVANTS
There is some evidence that the two cantonment sites to
the north of the palace complex (Area X and Area G)
were also connected with the palace (Fig. 53): at any
rate al-YaÿqñbÌ in his description of the Grand Avenue
north of the Dªr al-ÿ•mma only mentions people and
buildings connected with the palace.

The Cantonments of al-Jawsaq (Area X)

and (2) the game reserve of al-•ayr on the north and
east sides.
The principal palace is X1, in the northeast corner facing
out onto al-•ayr, a fired brick building 126 m square.
The internal plan of the palace is difficult to recover
without excavation, but no doubt it was similar to other
square palace buildings at Samarra, such as •uwayîilªt
(Fig. 101). Behind the palace building is a large
esplanade, 527 x 330 m. The esplanade has been partly
filled by a later building on the south side (X252).
On the south side of this group, there are three large
rectangular enclosures (X323 — 197 x 329 m, X322 —
119 x 382 m, X324 — 55 x 478 m). In the northernmost
of these, there is a large house, but the other two are
empty. Behind the enclosures, there is a long line of small
houses. The plan of X1 and its esplanade is strikingly
reminiscent of the hunting palace of al-MusharraÊªt (Fig.
90), whose architecture it may have inspired.
In the remainder of Area X, there is no avenue as in
other cantonments. Rather, the plan is articulated by two
north-south streets. The eastern one leads from a north
gate in the caliphal palace complex to the esplanade of
X1. The western signals a change in the orientation of
the streets. To the west of it there are 11 east-west
streets, and to the east 9. Larger houses are placed at the
end of the east-west streets.
On the southwest edge of Area X, there is the large
complex (X218–19) identified as the storehouses of the
Dªr al-Khilªfa (al-Khazª’in) (see p. 115). This building
is aligned with the streets to the east of it, and may be
considered architecturally associated. The later road
running northwest and cutting through the street pattern
of the cantonment, as has been suggested in Chapter 5,
corresponds to the alignment of the Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am, as
it makes no sense after the abandonment of the caliphal
city — for it was easier to travel to the north outside the
built-up area to the east, as the modern road does. It can
be concluded that the street pattern of Area X belongs to
an early date, before the development of the Shªriÿ alAÿz³am, and probably dates to the foundation of the city
in 221/836.

(Fig. 60, Pl. 47)
The area on the north side of the Dªr al-Khilªfa (Area
X) is a walled space 2380 m east-west and 1328 m
north-south, covering 270 ha. There is no evidence that
its size increased over the period of the caliphate at
Samarra. Rather the area appears to have remained
static — or perhaps declined. Expansion was
constrained by (1) the Dªr al-Khilªfa on the south side,
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Interpretation
Area X can be best identified with the qaðÌÿa allotted to
Khªqªn ÿUrðñj:
“He allocated to Khªqªn ÿUrðñj and his companions
the area adjacent to the Jawsaq al-KhªqªnÌ, and
ordered him to keep his companions together, and
to prevent them from mixing with the people.”513
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It is the only cantonment area around the caliphal palace
which is available to correspond with this description —
Area G is too far away. However, relatively little is
known about the career of Khªqªn ÿUrðñj, other than that
he died in 232/848–9.514 He had two sons that are more
famous, al-FatÊ and MuzªÊim, who presumably
continued to live in his residence until al-FatÊ moved to
Dªr Ashinªs. The only large residence in the cantonment
is palace X1.
However, whatever may be known about the family of
Khªqªn ÿUrðñj, nothing at all is known about what sort
of following he had. It seems likely that Area X does
correspond to the Qaðª’iÿ of al-Jawsaq mentioned in
256/870.515 With regard to the site itself, it is evident
that the enclosures at the eastern end were intended for
the activities that took place in al-•ayr, as will be
discussed in the next chapter: that is, either (1) hunting,
or (2) horse-racing. Note that palace X1 is connected to
the pavilion of al-Madrasa and Tell al-ÿAlÌq by the
triangular enclosure which permitted the caliph to travel
in security. Which of these two activities is in question
is not easy to resolve, given our limited knowledge of
these sports. One may note the similarity of the plan of
X1 and its esplanade to the hunting installations at alMusharraÊªt mentioned earlier, and secondly that the
large enclosures on the east side resemble those adjacent
to the Cloverleaf racecourse further south.
With regard to the western part of the cantonment, it
was concluded in Chapter 5 that not only the
Storehouses, but also the houses of the khuddªm, the
servants of the caliph, were situated here. Two
hypotheses are possible. Firstly, Area X may indeed
have been a military cantonment under Khªqªn ÿUrðñj at
the time of the foundation. At a later date, the military
moved out and were replaced by the Palace servants
mentioned in the chronologically late description of the
avenues by al-YaÿqñbÌ. The second hypothesis is that it
was built in the first place as a cantonment for the
palace servants under the governorship of Khªqªn
ÿUrðñj. Of the two hypotheses, the first seems more
preferable, for the development of the area would match
what occurred south of the palace. There the Turks of
WaîÌf left and settled in MaðÌra, and possibly also the
Farªghina moved to the Avenues. Here, the Turks of
Khªqªn ÿUrðñj may have been moved out and can be
identified with the Turks settled in the Avenues.516
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Area G — al-WazÌriyya
(Fig. 61, Pl. 48)
From the archaeological point of view, Area G is a
dependency of Area X, as the last extension to the north
of the central city.517 The site is of a diamond shape on
the edge of the flood plain, 2150 m north-south and 940
m wide. The east side is defined by a fosse, which seems
partly natural wadi-bed, and has partly been dug out.
Possibly this fosse is earlier than the 3rd/9th century,
and the Abbasid buildings were erected in an existing
enclosure. However, it has not been yet possible to
confirm this hypothesis on the ground. At the south end,
the fosse is crossed by an overflow drain of the double
qanªt which brought water to the city; there must have
been an aqueduct at this point.
The internal layout of Area G is composed of a palace
and avenue, with a number of major buildings facing out
over the flood plain. The palace, Tell al-WazÌr (Site G1),
at the north end, has an external enclosure of 232 x 166
m, and a central block of reception halls and courtyard.
This complex is placed in a triangular enclosure of 760
x 630 m, which seems to have been intended to isolate
the palace from the remainder of the cantonment. South
of the enclosure wall, the avenue of variable width up to
20 m is flanked by a grid of streets with houses. In the
northwest corner of the cantonment space, there is a
quadrilateral building, 66 x 125 m (G46), accompanied
by an irregular street pattern. This may have been an
earlier settlement, which predated the foundation of the
cantonment, as it does not have a typical Samarran style
of construction.518 Further south there is a fired brick
building 45 m square, today called Tell Toqan (G2).
Finally, at the south end a small fired brick palace-type
building, with a small polo maydªn on the west side
(G118).
Herzfeld thought that this cantonment was to be
identified with al-WazÌriyya in the textual sources, for
the reason that the site of the palace is today called Tell
al-WazÌr.519 The coincidence of a modern name with an
ancient name is a weak justification for an identification,
as much of the toponymy of Samarra has changed since
the 3rd/9th century. However, he may have been right.
Al-WazÌrÌ was a palace built by Abñ al-WazÌr for alMuÿtaîim at the time of the foundation of Samarra, one
of a trio with al-Jawsaq al-KhªqªnÌ and al-ÿUmarÌ.520
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Very little is known about it, in terms of its topography
or reasons for its construction. There was a Qaîr al-Layl
in al-WazÌriyya, and AfshÌn had property there.521 The
only topographical detail is that there was a bridge
(qanðara) in the neighbourhood of al-WazÌriyya; this can
be identified with the aqueduct at the southern end of
Area G.522
The ancient road which crosses Area X continues up the
avenue of Area G, cutting through some buildings on the
north side of Tell al-WazÌr, and then along the edge of
the flood plain outside the wall of al-•ayr. As noted
earlier, this alignment only makes sense when al-•ayr
functioned as a game reserve, though, to judge by the
well-worn state of the road, it continued to be followed
even when it was no longer the most logical route.523 It
is clear that the construction of Area G, and notably the
palace at Tell al-WazÌr, is earlier than the development
of the road, which must have taken place between the
reigns of al-Muÿtaîim and al-Mutawakkil. Area G
belongs to the time of the foundation of Samarra.
There is an argument that it is a caliphal construction.
The layout of the site is very similar to that of alMutawakkiliyya, for which perhaps it provided
inspiration. The palace at Tell al-WazÌr is placed in a
security zone, like al-JaÿfarÌ, even though the zone was
later breached by the public road and other construction.
None of the architects of the known houses of the
military or of the secretaries dared to do this.
Area G is a good candidate for al-WazÌrÌ, the only likely
possibility, but one cannot be certain. In addition there is
the question of why the cantonment was built, and who
was settled there. The archaeological site offers little
diagnostic evidence. The only indication from the texts
is that it might be included in the expression of alYaÿqñbÌ in his description of the Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am: ‘the
allotment of Abñ al-Jaÿfª’ and the remainder of the great
Servants’. If this were the case, then both a large part of
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Area X and the whole of Area G would have been
devoted to the servants of the caliph at the period of
greatest expansion. By comparison with al-JaÿfarÌ, where
the arrangements for a grand caliphal palace are clearly
laid out, it would seem at first sight that Areas G and X
would be too large to be dedicated only to the caliph’s
servants, even if Area X had begun as a military
cantonment.
However, according to Hilªl al-Sªbi’, in the time of alMuktafÌ (289/902–295/908) the Dªr al-Khilªfa in
Baghdad was served by 10,000 servants (khuddªm),
blacks and Slavs, and 20,000 dªriyya ghilmªn, who may
be interpreted as palace guards. Under his successor, alMuqtadir (295/908–320/932), the figure is said to be
11,000 servants — 7000 blacks and 4000 white Slavs —
and 4000 free and slave girls.524 While the totals given
by Hilªl are possibly exaggerated, it is interesting to
note that somewhat smaller numbers of a similar
character are given by al-SñlÌ at the time of the death of
al-Mutawakkil in 247/861: “al-Mutawakkil left 11,000
servants and slave-girls (khadam wa jawªrÌ), of whom
6000 were servants. And he left 8000 ghilmªn almamªlÌk.” 525
These figures do in fact correspond in a general way to
the numbers calculated by Kennet for the numbers of
personnel accommodated in these cantonments: Area G
— 4,943, Area X — 13,820.526 A certain number of
corrections would need to be applied to this comparison.
Kennet’s figures certainly represent maximum accommodation capacity of these sites, and the number of
people living there could well have been much less. On
the other hand no details are given of the functions of
the servants and palace guards: did they, for example,
include the hunting staff, who would have been accommodated in the game reserves of al-MusharraÊªt and alIîðablªt in the reign of al-Mutawakkil? Nevertheless, the
comparison does serve to strengthen the idea that these
cantonments were those dedicated to the palace servants.

Al-IîfahªnÌ, AghªnÌ, IX, 58; al-£abarÌ, III, 1318. One may accept that al-WazÌrÌ and al-WazÌriyya were the same place. AlWazÌrÌ may have been the palace, and al-WazÌriyya the whole complex.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1817–18. Nearly all the brick-built bridges at Samarra (qanðara) were in fact aqueducts reused for human
passage. There is only one case of a qanðara mentioned in the texts which is not to be located at a point where two canals
cross: the qanðara kisrawiyya at al-•tªkhiyya (Ibn Serapion, sect. 8). There are no known surviving remains of a bridge at
Samarra.
In 1928 air photographs F21–2, it is evident that the road continued to be used, as it is today, but the road continues to the
north through al-•ayr.
Hilªl al-Sªbi’, Rusñm, 14.
Al-SñlÌ, Awrªq, 244.
Kennet 2001, 177.
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CHAPTER 7

Al-•ayr
THE GAME RESERVE, AL-DIKKA, AND
THE GENERAL LAYOUT
The term ‘al-•ayr’ means an enclosure or reserve.527 At
Samarra it was applied to the area east of the city (Fig.
62), and al-YaÿqñbÌ uses phraseology such as “[alMuÿtaîim] allocated to WaîÌf and his companions the
area adjacent to al-•ayr, and he built an extended
enclosure wall which he called •ª’ir al-•ayr”.528 As
indicated in this quotation, the name was applied both to
the enclosure east of the city, and to the quarters of the
city adjacent to it.529 In particular two avenues were
named after al-•ayr — Shªriÿ al-•ayr al-Awwal and alJadÌd. The function of al-•ayr is explained by alYaÿqñbÌ as:
“Behind the wall were wild creatures, including
gazelles, wild asses, deer, hares, and ostriches,
and they were enclosed by a wall which went
round in a pleasant, broad steppe.”530
The animals cited are native to Iraq, and this shows that
al-•ayr was basically a hunting reserve, and not, as has
sometimes been stated, a type of zoological garden for
exotic animals.531 The use of reserves for hunting has a
long history in Mesopotamia and Iran.
In addition, there was a collection of lions in the Dªr alKhilªfa, for al-MuhtadÌ ordered them to be killed in
255/869.532 In Baghdad, during the visit of the
Byzantine ambassadors to the Dªr al-Khilªfa in 320/917,
the visitors were shown “one hundred lions — fifty to
the right and fifty to the left, each handled by a keeper,
and collared and muzzled with chains of iron”.533
According to Kindermann, lions were trained as
companions, and for shows of animal combat, a practice
which must have descended from those of the
Babylonians and Assyrians.534

527
528
529

530
531
532
533
534
535
536

The identification of al-•ayr as a hunting reserve is to
be associated with the role of hunting in the foundation
of the caliphal city. It is evident that al-•ayr was the
hunting reserve built by al-Muÿtaîim at the foundation
of the city.

The site of al-•ayr
The area of the reserve of al-•ayr is defined by a single
wall of coursed earth (Fig. 63), which encloses 114 km²,
with dimensions of 10.7 km north to south, and 5.9 km
east to west.
The side of the city facing towards al-•ayr was
delimited by walls of the quarters and cantonments,
which were rebuilt when the various enlargements of the
city were laid out, as described in Chapter 5. The textual
sources emphasise the enlargement of the city and the
building of a second wall: “the two walls in al-•ayr”.535
“Whenever these avenues that belong to al-•ayr touched
allotments of a contingent, [al-Mutawakkil] demolished
the wall [of al-•ayr], and built another wall behind
it.”536 In Area G, the wall is laid out along the west side
of the fosse, which may have been filled with water.
North of Area G, the wall continues along the edge of
the descent into the flood plain as far as Sñr Ashnªs and
the Nahr Murayr. From Sñr Ashnªs, the wall continues
east along the north bank of the Nahr Murayr as far as
the junction with the Nahr RaîªîÌ. From this point, the
wall runs at the foot of the levee on the west side of the
RaîªîÌ as far as the regulator to the east of Samarra (Site
Y16: Fig. 24). Here it appears to have bent around a
building on the south bank of the regulator (Y17), and
then turned south along the canal which brought water
from the RaîªîÌ to the Octagon at Qªdisiyya. There is no
good evidence at the moment for the wall along the
canal, but the turn south towards the canal is clear. From

EI², s.v. •ª’ir. It may be that the functions of a •ayr changed in later times; the intention here is to describe the situation at
Samarra.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 258.
In a secondary meaning, the name al-•ayr was also applied to a palace, as cited by Yªqñt (Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Al-•ayr).
This building was erected by al-Mutawakkil, and cost four million dirhams but nothing else is known about it. •ayªnÌ thinks
that this palace is to be identified with the Small Serdab in the Dªr al-Khilªfa (•ayªnÌ 1985–6), but the reasons for the identification are not given. It is possible that the reference is in reality to a project for construction of a reserve, but it was later
misunderstood as being a palace.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 263.
E.g. EI², s.v. •ª’ir.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1736.
Lassner 1970a, 89.
EI², s.v. Asad.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1230, 1722–3, 1807.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 263.
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a point north of the crossing of the Nahr al-Qª’im, the
wall forming the southwest sector of the enclosure leads
back to the junction at MaðÌra between the monumental
avenue of that cantonment and the Shªriÿ AbÌ AÊmad.
This junction point connects the enclosure with the reign
of al-Muÿtaîim, for both avenues belong to the early
period, and later lost importance.
A number of gates of al-•ayr are mentioned in the
textual sources, which appear to have been manned by
guards in 247/861.537 There was one in the Qaðª’iÿ by
the house of Yªjñr, possibly to be identified east of Sñr
Ashnªs,538 one between al-Jawsaq and al-Karkh,539 one
adjacent to al-Jawsaq,540 and one next to the qibla of the
Congregational Mosque.541 This last is quite clear on the
ground.

Buildings in al-•ayr
In spite of the reservation of al-•ayr for hunting, there
are a number of buildings within the enclosure which
would appear at first sight to be incompatible with its
function as a hunting reserve (Fig. 63).
Two Muîallªs (Y6 and Y19) (Fig. 63)
Muîallª Y19, intended for the festival prayers of the
population of Surra Man Ra’ª,542 is located 450 m east
of the Congregational Mosque, and is of similar
dimensions to the latter’s outer enclosure, 497 x 388 m,
with an area of 194,143 m². The plan is only poorly
preserved, but seems to resemble that of the muîallªs in
al-Mutawakkiliyya (cf. Fig. 99), that is an open
enclosure with a smaller maqîñra around the location of
the miÊrªb. The second muîallª (Y6) is smaller, 403 x
300 m, with an area of 121,643 m², and is placed east of
the Dªr al-Khilªfa within the circuit of racecourse 2. The
plan was also badly preserved, but apparently similar.
Muîallª Y19 evidently served for the festival prayers of
the central city area, and Y6 for those of the area round
the Dªr al-Khilªfa.
Unfinished Complex Y20 (Fig. 64)
This complex is based upon a rectangular terrace
measuring 88 x 111 m, located on the west levee of the
Nahr al-RaîªîÌ (site Y3). Nothing was built on this
terrace apart from some preliminary walling. To the west
of the terrace, a grand enclosure extends 1648 x 2670 m
towards the southwest. One small gate can be identified
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in the north wall, and a second is marked in the centre of
the west wall, but has not been seen. On the north side,
the wall cuts through one of the Sasano-Abbasid farms
discussed in Chapter 3 (site Y13, Fig. 21).
Susa thought that this terrace was to be identified with
the name al-Dikka known in the textual sources. AlDikka (the platform) is known from two incidents in
256/870, where it seems to be placed somewhat to the
east of the Congregational Mosque, not at any rate as far
as the terrace of Y3.543 There is no explanation of what
al-Dikka was. It is possible that it was an alternative
name for the artificial mound of Tell al-ÿAlÌq, which
could be described as a dikka (on which see below). The
archaeological site of Y3 and Y20 appears to be the site
of a palace that was abandoned in the course of construction. The cut of the wall through farm Y13 suggests that
it is of the caliphal period. It is in itself cut by racecourse
2, and thus belongs to the early period. Perhaps it was
intended to be a hunting palace for al-Muÿtaîim.

THE RACECOURSES
Herzfeld published his first brief discussion of these
courses in 1948 in his Geschichte der Stadt Samarra, and
a further description was published posthumously in his
Persian Empire in 1968.544 At about the same time in
1948 a fairly extensive discussion was published by
Ahmad Susa in his Rayy Samarra’, though without much
illustration.545 Susa enumerated five courses at Samarra,
though two of his courses may be excluded, for they
seem not to be for racing. The main recent publication
analysing these courses and the evidence for the sport of
horse-racing was published by this author in 1990.546

The Archaeological Evidence
The courses may be summarised as (Fig. 63):
1. A parachute-shaped out-and-back course extending
south from Tell al-ÿAlÌq.
2. A bottle-shaped out-and-back course running east
from the site of the Dªr al-Khilªfa.
3. A cloverleaf-shaped circuit located southeast of the
Dªr al-Khilªfa.

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1787.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1788, 1789.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1802, 1804.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1787.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1810.
On the use of the muîallª, see EI², s.v. muîallª.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1807, 1830.
Herzfeld 1948, 130–1; Herzfeld 1968, 21–2.
Susa 1948–9, 116–22. See also AlñsÌ 1964, Sªmarrª’Ì, Y., 1968.
Northedge 1990.
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In addition, there is a fourth course to the north between
al-Karkh and al-Mutawakkiliyya; this is discussed in an
appendix to this chapter.
Course 1: The Tell al-ÿAlÌq course
The first racecourse is divided into three components:
(1) a parachute-shaped course (Fig. 65), (2) the artificial
mound of Tell al-ÿAlÌq, and (3) a triangular enclosure
and building to the north at al-Madrasa (Fig. 66).
On the south side of Tell al-ÿAlÌq a walled track runs out
and back in a shape resembling an open parachute in a
southerly direction parallel to the urban area of the city.
The track is 80 m wide and marked by low mounds
representing the remains of low walls of earth. These
walls could not originally have been more than about
one metre high, and were probably less. Any racing
would not have been easily visible had the wall been
higher.547

water flow. Outside the moat there is a concentric space
which varies between 88 and 104 m in width, and this is
walled; the wall is overlaid in places on the west side
with a raised mound up to 12 m wide, some of whose
material appears to be spoil from the excavation of the
qanªts. It seems likely that the circular space was simply
intended to keep the public at a distance from the Caliph
seated in his pavilion on top of the mound.
There is a ramp crossing the moat on the north side of
the mound. The ramp leads up from the westerly of two
wedge-shaped walled areas in the outer circle, and in
this same wedge, there is a small gate leading in from
the triangular enclosure.
The triangular enclosure and al-Madrasa
The building at al-Madrasa (Fig. 66) is a slightly
irregular group of courtyards, 116 x 118 m. There
appears to be a central courtyard 18 m square with a
group of reception rooms on the north side, and five
further courtyards with rooms. The plan is clearly that of
a small palace, and Susa suggested that the building was
a rest house for the Caliph.550

The course stretches for a distance of 4950 m to the
south (Fig. 65). The curve at the southern end lies to the
east of the medieval city (Fig. 42); the western part of
the curve and the southern part of the west straight has
disappeared entirely. If one reconstructs the disappeared
section as symmetrical, and takes the centre line as the
base of measurement, the total length is about 10,577 m.
The start of the course is inset into the circular space
around Tell al-ÿAlÌq (Fig. 66). This start is marked by a
three-sided arrangement of raised mounds.

A cross-country wall links Tell al-ÿAlÌq with the main
city in the area of the palace in Area X to the north of
the Dar al-Khilªfa (Site X1) (Fig. 65). A second such
wall links the tell with the remains of the building to the
north known as al-Madrasa. From al-Madrasa, a further
wall links back to the cantonment.

Tell al-ÿAlÌq
Tell al-ÿAlÌq548 (Fig. 66) (tr. Provender Hill) is an
artificial mound, conical in shape, standing 21.6 m above
the surrounding plain, with a flat top 32 m across. The
diameter of the base is roughly 130 m. In 1913, Herzfeld
excavated a pavilion on the top of the mound, and found
the remains of stuccoes and wall paintings.549 These finds
seem to have been fragmentary, and no recording of them
is known. Herzfeld’s work indicates that the mound was
intended to be a viewing platform for the races.

The enclosure formed by the triangle of walls can be
proven, in part, to be contemporary with the construction of the mound. The east wall of the enclosure,
leading to al-Madrasa, is a precise linear continuation of
the ramp of Tell al-ÿAlÌq. The most obvious use for the
triangular-shaped enclosure would be to provide a
secure, enclosed route for the passage of the Caliph from
the city to both al-Madrasa and Tell al-ÿAlÌq, for there is
an exit to the palace at X1, in addition to exits to the
former two structures.

At the base, there is a circular moat varying today
between 25 and 40 m wide, and 8 m deep. The moat was
intended to be filled with water, for the line of a (subterranean) qanªt approaches from the northwest, and links
with the main water supply, the double line of qanªts
which offtake from the Tigris above al-Dñr. A second
qanªt running west south-west from the area of the tell
back towards the city appears to be a drain to maintain

DISCUSSION
The present vernacular pronunciation of the name of the
mound is Tell al-AlÌj. In literary Arabic, the name has
been normalised to Tell al-ÿAlÌq. The earliest version of
this toponym that we have is from Ross in 1839:
walija.551 Herzfeld thought this is a version of the
Persian valicheh, nosebag.552 •amdallah MustawfÌ
QazwÌnÌ (730/1340) mentions a mound at Samarra

547

548
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The use of a mud wall for edging the track is paralleled on the Darb Zubayda (Rashid 1979, 143).The pilgrim road was built
up by al-MahdÌ and Hªrñn al-RashÌd at the end of the 2nd/8th century, and the beginning of the 3rd/9th century. Within Saudi
Arabia long stretches of the road survive with a low stone wall, and longitudinal drainage channels on each side of the road.
Site no. Y2 Herzfeld 1948, 130–1; Susa 1948–9, I, 118–20; AlñsÌ 1964; Sªmarrª’Ì, Y., 1968, I, 152–5.
Herzfeld 1914, 204. Herzfeld Archive drawing D-1090 in the Freer Gallery, Washington.
Susa 1948–9, 120.
Ross 1839.
Herzfeld 1948, 130, n. 2.
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Fig. 66. Tell al ÿAlÌq (Y2) and al-Madrasa (Y7).
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constructed by al-Muÿtaîim with a kiosk on the top;553
this mound was called Tell al-MakhªlÌ (Hill of the
Nosebags), after the way in which it was constructed,
from earth carried in the nosebags of horses: “he ordered
that earth be brought in the nosebags of his horses to
make a mound … and on the top he built a high
pavilion”.554 This story corresponds to the modern local
tradition about the mound. The name Tell al-MakhªlÌ is
related to the modern name, Tell al-ÿAlÌq; ÿalÌq (fodder,
provender) is what is put in a nosebag (Arabic mikhlªt,
pl. makhªlÌ), and hung under a horse’s nose. An
alternative explanation of the origin of the name is that
the association with fodder and nosebags is a reminiscence in popular memory of the fact that the mound was
part of a racecourse.
In the list of the buildings constructed by alMutawakkil, al-Tall, upper and lower, cost 5 million
dirhams (Table 4). The division of the construction into
two parts, upper and lower, suggests an identification
with the pavilion on the mound, and the rest house at
al-Madrasa. Moreover, the price seems to be roughly
correct, if we compare it with other figures in the list,
for example the 15 million dirhams spent on the new
Congregational Mosque. Al-Tall occurs again in the
poetry of Ibn al-Muÿtazz, where in no. 980, it is
mentioned together with al-khandaq, the fosse which
surrounds its base.555 However, at a later date, it may
also have been called al-Dikka in 256/870, as discussed
above.
Course 2: The bottle-shaped course
The second course is also an out-and-back course (Fig.
67),556 which runs east from the Dªr al-Khilªfa. The
start point is placed at the east gate of the palace, with
the remains of a pavilion which faced onto both the
polo maydªn on the west and the racecourse to the east
(Fig. 57).
In general terms, the course is similar to the first course,
but it can be described rather as bottle-shaped. The sides
of the course diverge from the pavilion, and then there is
an S-bend after 1510 m. After the bend, the sides are
more nearly parallel with one another, and there is a
straight of 2200 m before the curve. The dimensions of
the track are virtually identical to the first course: the
track is 80 m wide, and 10,500 m in length.
Although, in 1989, it was only possible to trace the
beginning of the course and parts of the curve at the far
end, much of the remainder having been ploughed up,
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the complete plan was visible as late as 1968, in the
CORONA imagery used dating from that year.557
Course 3: The Cloverleaf
The Cloverleaf lies approximately 1 km to the north of
the Congregational Mosque of al-Mutawakkil, and to the
southeast of the Dªr al-Khilªfa (Fig. 42).558 The western
side is cut by the modern road from Samarra to al-Dñr,
and from that road, a recent raised earth road runs due
east across the southern part of the site.559 The State
Drug Industries pharmaceutical factory was built in the
1950s clear of the site to the south. The site has not
otherwise been built over, but at the time of writing
there is a certain amount of cultivation on the east and
north sides, and the site is being used for the dumping of
rubbish. In the 1940s, a number of gypsum kilns were
built on the site, with associated excavations, but these
have since been abandoned.
The plan consists of four circles, joined together by a
central cross (Fig. 68, Fig. 69). The inner and outer lines
of these circles delineate a continuous track of approximately regular width, over most of its length 78 m, but
reducing to 69 m at points. The length of this continuous
circuit, if taken as the centre-line of the course, is
approximately 5310 m. It is uncertain which line is most
appropriate for measuring the length, for there is a
substantial difference in the length of the course
between the inside and outside of the curve.560
The surviving trace of the layout is defined by a low
mound up to about 50 cm high, in which the trace of a
wall of earth 1.46 m wide is clearly visible. On the side
towards the city, there is a gap of 180 m in the outer
wall, which may have been an entrance for horses. There
are also four symmetrical entrances where the outer wall
closest approaches the centre point, and which would
give access to the centre.
The tighter right-angle corners at the centre point leave a
central diamond 47 m across. The central diamond is
walled by a continuation of the earth walls of the course,
and a platform formed by infilling with earth. It survives
to a greater height, approximately 1.2 m above the
surrounding terrain, which may give some indication of
the original height of the course walls.
In the centre of the diamond, there are traces of fired
brick from a structure. The robber trenches left by later
removal of the bricks delineate the approximate plan of a
9-roomed structure 18 m square, each room 5 m square.

Rogers 1970 and Susa 1948–9 incorrectly report QazwÌnÌ as attributing Tell al-MakhªlÌ to al-Mutawakkil.
QazwÌnÌ, 42; Herzfeld 1948, 131.
DÌwªn Ibn al-Muÿtazz, ed. Sªmarrª’Ì, I, 476–7. See also I, 571.
Susa 1948–9, 71.
Image D072-062, dated March 1968.
Site no. Y1.
These roads are not shown on the plans or the available air photographs, which are of older date.
The length of the inside line is 4701 m.
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Most probably, this was a small pavilion (Fig. 69). The
track is well designed for viewing from this central point,
and Herzfeld thought the fired brick structure definitely a
pavilion.561
At the points of the diamond, there are rectangular
depressions approximately 10 m long and 7 m wide. On
the north and east sides a rectangular block, 6 x 2.5 m, is
visible in the centre of these depressions. On the other
two sides, the remains are not clear enough. One might
speculate that the four plinths carried monumental
markers.
The striking geometrical layout of the complex is the
product of quite a simple design: four circles described
upon the points of a cross. First, a cross of 657 m was
set out, then four circles of 159 m were described on the
points of the cross to give the inner line, and the track
width of 78 m added. The remainder is a straightforward
linkage of the circles into a continuous track.
One further remark needs to be made: inside the northwestern circle, there is the trace of another curve, with a
similar width of track (Fig. 63). This is not part of the
design of the Cloverleaf, for the walls of the track cut it
off. One must suppose that it belongs to an earlier design.
Herzfeld briefly treated this structure in his Geschichte
der Stadt Samarra, and called it a ‘kleeblattformige
Rennbahn’.562 This view has always been held by Iraqi
authors.563 Rogers doubted the identification because he
could see no entrance.564 Considering that the principal
feature is a four-looped walled space of regular width, it
is clear that Herzfeld was right, and the site was a
racetrack.

An overall view of the evidence
Courses 1 to 3 have an internal sequence; there are four
points, where the tracks of the Tell al-ÿAlÌq course and
the second, bottle-shaped course, intersect. It is apparent
from the air photography that at all four, it is the walls of
Course 2 which continue, and those of the Tell al-ÿAlÌq
course have been cut, though their line is still visible.
The bottle-shaped course is thus later than the Tell alÿAlÌq course, which must have gone out of use before, or
at the time the second course was constructed. The
Cloverleaf also overlies this first course, for the western
track has entirely disappeared in this area, and the eastern
track has been cut for the construction of the Cloverleaf.
The Tell al-ÿAlÌq track was thus built first. It cannot be
determined which of the remaining two predates the
other, as there is no connection between them; it is quite
561
562
563
564
565
566
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possible that they were both in use at the same time,
while the Tell al-ÿAlÌq track was abandoned.
The Tell al-ÿAlÌq course is linked with the main city by the
triangular enclosure. Although QazwÌnÌ attributes Nosebag
Hill (Tell al-MakhªlÌ) to the reign of al-Muÿtaîim
(218/833–227/842), this cannot be right, as it implies that
al-•ayr was never used for its original purpose as a game
reserve; rather the attribution by Yªqñt of al-Tall to alMutawakkil (232/847–247/861) is more probable.
The bottle-shaped course is linked to the Dªr al-Khilªfa,
and seems to belong to the phase of construction which
added the east end complex composed of the Small
Serdab, the polo maydªn and stables, for the trapezoidal
plan of the maydªn is oriented both to Racecourse 2 and
the alignment of the Esplanade (Fig. 57).
The Cloverleaf also relates to the Abbasid city, by virtue
of the way in which the urban area to the west is built in
a curve to adapt to it. As suggested earlier, probably the
empty compounds adjacent were intended for the
functioning of the racecourse. This quarter appears to be
contemporary with, or to postdate, the Congregational
Mosque of al-Mutawakkil, built between 234/848–9 and
237/852 (cf. Chapter 5, p. 127). The course then was
probably built during the reign of al-Mutawakkil
(232/847–247/861), at a later date than Course 1 and
Tell al-ÿAlÌq.
There is evidence of four different courses at Samarra,
and they represent three different types of course: the
out-and-back course from a single point, the continuous
course in the form of a cloverleaf, and a point-to-point
course (see Course 4, in the appendix to this chapter).
Courses 1 and 4 were in use during the earlier period of
Samarra, and Courses 2 and 3 during the later period,
and these were never built over. The first three seem to
be all related to a single distance measurement of about
10.5 km, and the fourth could originally have been of
this length. The Cloverleaf (5.3 km) seems to be half the
length of Courses 1 and 2, and one would have to
complete two circuits to achieve the same distance.
There are only a few references in the texts to racing
actually at Samarra. In 232/847, shortly before the death
of al-Wªthiq, the Caliph was approached by AÊmad b.
AbÌ Du’ªd on what is described as “the racing day” (falammª kªna yawm al-Êalba...).565 In 256/870, in the
course of the disturbances which resulted in the death of
al-MuhtadÌ:

Herzfeld 1968, 21–2.
Herzfeld 1948, taf. xxiiib; also 1968, 21–2.
Susa 1948–9, 116–22; AlusÌ 1964; Sªmarrª’Ì, Y., 1968, I, 247–55.
Rogers 1970.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1372.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1824.

“Abñ Naîr b. Bughª … camped in al-•ayr, close
to the site of the races (al-Êalba).”566
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There is a famous qaîÌda of BuÊturÌ celebrating the
victory of al-Mutawakkil in the races: it is dated
246/858.567 Like much madÊ poetry, it lacks informative
detail; nevertheless there is one detail confirming the
character of the racecourses of Samarra, that the course
was walled in some way: ...sªr al-rijªlu shurufan lisñrihª “...the men were watching at its wall.” It is not
explicit whether we are to imagine that the spectators
are sitting on or standing at the wall of the course, or
that they are ringing a victory enclosure, a feature not so
far found with certainty at Samarra, but mentioned in the
Umayyad period.568
At Samarra, the racecourses are placed outside the city in
the steppe, or were at the time that they were built. A
similar situation can be recognised in the textual sources
on early Baghdad. Although al-YaÿqñbÌ’s 3rd/9th century
description of Baghdad has no reference to the races, later
sources contain memories of a racecourse, although by
that time horse-racing may have been no longer practised.
There was a site outside the east wall called al-•alba. Ibn
Jubayr in 581/1185 calls the gate adjacent to it the Bªb al•alba.569 The manz³arat al-Êalba (the belvedere of the
races) was next to the gate; one might suppose this was a
mound or a raised pavilion similar to Tell al-ÿAlÌq. In these
later times the site was used for polo, as during the visit of
the Saljuq Sultan Malikshªh in 479/1086, but the name
suggests that it had originally been used for racing.570 In
466/1073–4, during floods, the Friday prayers were held at
the Êalba, and in 480/1087–8, a fire at the Êalba destroyed
stocks of wood for firing the brick kilns.571
The only other case where a similar racecourse to those at
Samarra may be recognised is at Raqqa, where an outand-back course similar to those at Samarra was built
with its start point located outside the palace attributed to
Hªrñn al-RashÌd (Fig. 111).572
THE DEVELOPMENT OF AL-•AYR
Al-•ayr was evidently laid out at the time of al-Muÿtaîim
as the principal game reserve. The references in the texts
of the wall of al-•ayr and al-Muÿtaîim’s ruling forbidding
the expansion of the city in that direction, show the
importance of hunting for the caliph.573

567
568
569
570
571
572
573
574
575
576
577
578

Al-•ayr was one of four game reserves at Samarra. The
first was the game reserve north of the Nahr al-RaîªîÌ,
originally built in late Sasanian times, and rebuilt
probably for al-Mutawakkiliyya in 245/859 (S3, Fig.
28). The remaining two were those at al-Iîðablªt and alMusharraÊªt (Figs 82, 85, see Chapter 9), which
succeeded al-•ayr after its abandonment. These reserves
follow much the same plan, a large walled area with a
series of gates. In the case of S3, the wall is double, and
Tell al-Banªt may be a viewing platform for the caliph
(Fig. 30). In the case of al-MusharraÊªt, there is a basin,
hunting palace, and extensive installations for the
huntsmen around a large square (Fig. 89, Fig. 90).
The type of hunting practised there descended from the
hunting parks of ancient Mesopotamia, such as those
discovered by the Greeks under Xenophon in 401 BC. In
the Sasanian period, the type of hunting is well
represented in the Tªq-i Bustªn at Kirmªnshªh in Iran,
attributed to Khusraw ParvÌz (AD 598–628), where two
reliefs on the side-walls represent a hunt for boar in a
marsh inside a reserve, and a hunt for deer, where the
deer are released from three compounds to be killed by
the king within a larger enclosure with musicians
playing.574 In both cases, the enclosure is represented by
a net, whereas in Samarra the wall is of coursed earth.575
When Dastagird was sacked in 628 by Heraclius,
according to Theophanes a ‘paradise’ was found where
there were gazelles, wild asses (onagers), peacocks,
pheasants, lions and tigers.576 This list is similar to,
though wider than, the list quoted above by al-YaÿqñbÌ
for Samarra. The practices of Khusraw ParvÌz were
particularly close to those of the Abbasid caliphs; the
reserve S3 existed in his time.
There was also a reserve in Baghdad, from which
animals were brought in 305/917–18 for presentation to
the Byzantine ambassadors (Êayr al-wuÊñsh).577
According to Ibn al-JawzÌ, “There birds of all kinds
were collected together; nor were gazelles, wild cows,
wild donkeys, ostriches and camels absent. He made all
kinds of breeding experiments. When it was reported to
him that a water-bird had mated with a land-bird and
had laid eggs he gave 100 dÌnªrs to the informant.”578 In
the court budget of al-Muÿta¼id, dated approximately
280/893, the huntsmen are stated to cost 2500 dÌnªrs per

Al-BuÊturÌ, DÌwªn, QasÌda 413. The maðlaÿ (opening) is: yª Êusna mabdª al-khayli fÌ bukñrihª/talñÊu kal-anjumi fÌ dayjñrihª.
Northedge 1990. The triangular enclosure to the north of Tell al-ÿAlÌq might have been used as the victory enclosure, but there
is no specific evidence to support this suggestion.
Ibn Jubayr, ed. Wright & de Goeje, 229. The gate was the one otherwise called the Bªb al-£ilism.
Le Strange 1900, 292–3.
Makdisi 1959, 289, 291. Cf. also al-SñlÌ, Awrªq, 86, 106 for references dating to the 320s/930s.
EI², s.v. Rak³k³a. See also Heidemann & Becker 2003.
Al-BalªdhurÌ, 297; al-HamadhªnÌ, 90.
Sarre & Herzfeld 1910, 206–12, taf. xxxviii-xxxix; Fukai & Horiuchi 1972.
It may be that the depiction of the enclosure as a net is a stylised tradition, cf. the depiction of the enclosure as a net in the
paintings of the hunt at Quîayr ÿAmra.
Sarre & Herzfeld 1911, II, 89.
Lassner 1970a, 89.
Ibn al-JawzÌ, fol. 64b, as quoted in Mez 1922.

Al-•ayr

month.579 In the version of ÿAli b. ÿ•sª (306/918), there
is an item “for the feeding of the animals, birds and wild
animals”, but it is not separately calculated.580
According to Miskawayh, the game in the •ayr at
Baghdad were slaughtered during disturbances in
315/925–6.581 It is not known whether the •ayr was
repopulated with new animals later.
Nevertheless, the construction of two Muîallªs and
three racecourses in al-•ayr, seems incompatible with a
reserve destined for wild animals. In addition, there are
a number of mentions of military movements in al•ayr, and other journeys across it, particularly in the
period 255/869–256/870.582 The explanation seems to
be that al-•ayr was abandoned as a game reserve, and
that it was replaced by the two palaces of the south, al-

Iîðablªt and al-MusharraÊªt, identified as al-ÿArñs and
al-Shªh, both of which possess game reserves.
According to one source, al-ÿArñs was built in
235/849–50,583 and certainly before 240/854–5.
Therefore, the abandonment of al-•ayr as a game
reserve is to be assigned, at the latest, to early in the
reign of al-Mutawakkil. It is possible that the construction of Racecourse 1 preceded the abandonment, for the
story of AÊmad b. AbÌ Du’ªd on the racing day took
place in 232/847, but the public invasion implied by the
racing would have soon disorganised the hunting
reserve. The population expansion that took place at
this time was the real reason for the abandonment. After
that point, al-•ayr was used for horseracing, for the
festival prayers, and was also the site of a battle in
256/870.584

Fig 69. Reconstruction of the Cloverleaf Racecourse.

579
580
581
582
583
584

Busse 1967, 26.
Hilªl al-SªbÌ, L, Rusñm, 23–4.
Miskawayh, I, 159. EI², s.v. al-•ª’ir.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1708, 1787, 1807, 1812, 1817–18, 1824, 1828.
See pp. 200–7.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1820–1.
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APPENDIX: RACECOURSE 4, THE POINTTO-POINT TRACK

Karkh, it is only approximately aligned with the Grand
Avenue in al-Mutawakkiliyya.586

There is a fourth racecourse located in alMutawakkiliyya, which is discussed here as complementing the courses described in this chapter (Fig. 70).585

Al-Mutawakkiliyya is known to have been built and
abandoned within a short time between 245/859 and
247/861; it is not likely that there was much accretion
and extension to the design in that time. The opposite
was true of the Turkish cantonments; having settled first
at al-Karkh at the time of the foundation of Samarra in
221/836, the Turkish Jund gained power, and presumably
wealth, reaching a peak during the period when the Turks
controlled the Caliph during the 250s/860s. One can
assume that during the period of its occupation, the
cantonment of al-Karkh was much rebuilt and extended.

The principal feature of al-Mutawakkiliyya is the Grand
Avenue, which stretches from the gate of Sñr Ashnªs
north to the mosque of Abñ Dulaf, straight with a single
bend. It can be seen from the air photography that there
is a second avenue-like track to the east of this, which
approximately parallels the Grand Avenue. This track is
104 m wide, and marked like the previous courses by
low mounds on either side. Its southern end lies on the
north side of the Nahr Murayr, the overflow drain from
the RaîªîÌ which marks the southern limit of the
northern ruin-field. For a distance of 2340 m, the line
parallels the main avenue of the Turkish cantonments,
but is overlaid by their buildings. The main grid of
streets of the Karkh cantonment lies to the west of the
track. Then there is a space in which the track is
situated, and which is only lightly built up, and then the
grid of streets resumes to the east.
North of the Karkh cantonment the track bends to the
west approximately parallel to, but gently converging
with, the northern section of the Grand Avenue for a
distance of 4080 m; it then turns in a slight bend
eastwards for 1200 m, much of which is not traceable
(Fig. 92). Further remains can be traced to the north for
a distance of 2160 m to a position approximately 900 m
east of the Abu Dulaf mosque, again gently converging
with the Grand Avenue. The traceable length is 9780 m,
but this was not necessarily the original length of the
track.
The northern end is also overlaid by buildings
apparently belonging to al-Mutawakkiliyya. The archaeological evidence of dating lies in the way the track is
overlaid by buildings belonging to both the Turkish
cantonments of al-Karkh, and al-Mutawakkiliyya. While
the track is precisely aligned with the avenue of al-

585
586

587

The continual extension of the Karkh cantonment is the
most plausible explanation of why the track at its southern
end is located in a space within the cantonment, a space
which was later built over (Fig. 76). The original site of
the cantonment must have lain to the west of the track,
which was built to the east of this original site outside the
built up area. When the cantonment was first extended to
the east, the track was in use, and an open space had to be
left before construction could start again. Later, the track
was abandoned while the cantonments of al-Karkh were
still being extended, and it became possible partially to
fill in the open space. These relationships provide
evidence that this track was laid out after the initial
construction of the Turkish cantonments in 221/836, but
before the construction of al-Mutawakkiliyya in 245/859,
before which time it was abandoned.
Two alternative interpretations present themselves: (1)
that it is a racecourse of different layout to the first
three, intended for point-to-point races, and (2) that it
represents an earlier version of the Grand Avenue,
perhaps belonging to an unfinished design later replaced
by the present Grand Avenue. The second interpretation
can be rejected as the alignment runs behind the
cantonments of al-Karkh and was in use during the early
period there. In fact, the type of point-to-point racing
here implied is closer to the races held by the Prophet at
Medina than the other courses at Samarra.587

Site no. T775. For publication see Northedge 1990.
It is assumed that a precise alignment of one structure with another is evidence that the two were in use at the same time, for
such alignments only occur when the builder of the one is conscious of the active existence of the other structure. Buildings
aligned on the qibla, and buildings aligned with long-term property boundaries in built-up areas are to some extent exceptions,
but neither exception applies here.
See Northedge 1990 for a detailed discussion.
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CHAPTER 8

The Military Cantonments
Samarra is most famous in the political history of Islam
for having been the home of the Turks: the Turkish army
corps recruited by al-Muÿtaîim. Many of the medieval
historical written sources see the army of Samarra
simplistically as only composed of Turks, but the truth
was more complex.588 The army was ethnically
composite, but its proportions varied over the period of
the caliphate at Samarra, and by the later period, the
largest element certainly was Turkish. The most detailed
version of the composition of the army of Samarra is
given in al-Yaÿqūbī’s description of the city, although, as
in other questions, this text is by no means perfectly
comprehensive, nor consistent. Even the existence of
one unit has to be recovered from elsewhere, while the
historical development is to be gleaned from information
in the chronicle of al-£abarī and elsewhere.

The history of the Turks at Samarra, the first significant
case of the slave soldier phenomenon in Islam, has been
treated now in a number of works. Töllner and Gordon
have devoted monographic works to the textual aspects
of the theme, while Pipes and Bacharach have made
more general studies.589 Kennet has studied for the first
time the archaeological evidence of the cantonments,
and is particularly interested in the question of
numbers.590

COMPOSITION OF THE ARMY OF
SAMARRA
The Turks

At the time of the foundation of Samarra, the Turkish
corps had already been founded some 20 years before, in
about 200/815–16, according to the conclusions of
Gordon. As appears from al-Yaÿqūbī and elsewhere,
Turkish slaves were bought on the market in Samarqand,
or provided by the Sāmānid NūÊ b. Asad, and sent to
588
589

590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597
598

Iraq to form a unit under the personal command of Abū
IsÊāq b. al-Rashīd, that is, the later al-Muÿtaîim. The
personal nature of the command is evident, for they only
went to war in the company of al-Muÿtaîim.591 However,
after his death, their military role became more
generalised and they took part in many major
campaigns.
The ethnic origins of the Turks are not clearly stated.
The Muslims probably knew very little about them. The
only attribute mentioned in the sources is Yāqūt’s
description of the Turks settled at al-Karkh as
‘Shibliyya’.592 According to Yāqūt, al-Shibliyya was a
village in Ushrūsana.593 Evidently, a village in
Ushrūsana was not the source of all the Turks. It seems
to be a reference to the mystic Abū Bakr Dulaf b. JaÊdar
al-Shiblī, who was born at Samarra in 247/861, and
whose origin was from al-Shibliyya.594

In fact, during the 3rd/9th century, there were some
Turkish-speaking tribes intermixed with the Persianspeaking population of settled Central Asia, that is, in
Soghdia, Farghānā, on the Syr Daryā, and in Khwārazm
(Fig. 72). The main reservoir of Turkish tribal population
lay in the Kazakh steppe, Semirechye, and Sinkiang. Ibn
Khurdādhbih gives a list of the Turkish tribal confederations in this period, a list probably derived from the
journey of Tamīm b. BaÊr studied by Minorsky:595 “the
countries of the Turks are al-Tughuzghuz — whose
country is the widest of those of the Turks and borders
Tibet and China — al-Kharlukh (= Qarluq), al-Kīmāk,
al-Ghuzz, al-Jifir (or perhaps Jiqir), al-Bajanāk, alTurkash, Adhkash, Khifshākh (= Qipjaq), and Khirkhīz
(= Kirghiz).”596 The Tughuzghuz (= Toquz Oghuz, the
nine tribes) are identified by Minorsky with the Uyghur
confederation, which collapsed in 840.597 The confederation was located in northern Sinkiang and western
Mongolia. The Kīmāk were located to the north,598 and
the Qarluq in the Kazakh steppe, as far south as Fārāb,

This point was first made by Gordon 2001a.
Töllner 1971, Gordon 2001a, Pipes 1981, Bacharach 1981. This section has benefited much from the work of Gordon on the
Turks of Samarra: The Breaking of a Thousand Swords (2001a), and from discussions with the author. However there are some
differences of interpretation here, which are the responsibility of this author. See also Kennedy 2001, 118–147 for an overview
of the armies of the Samarra period.
Kennet 2001, and criticised by Kennedy 2001, 205–8.
Gordon 2001a. The two campaigns in which the Turks took part was the suppression of the revolt by Arab tribes in al-awf in
Egypt in 214/829-30, and the campaign of Amorium (ÿAmmūriyya) in 223/838.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Karkh Sāmarrā.
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. al-Shibliyya.
EI², s.v. al-Shiblī.
Minorsky 1947.
Ibn Khurdādhbih, 31.
Minorsky 1947. Kennedy 2001, 120, sees the al-Tughuzghuz as originating on the lower Syr-Daryā.
EI², s.v. Kīmāk.
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later known as Uðrār, on the Syr Daryā.599 The Khazar
were also Turkish speaking, but they seem to have been
considered separately at Samarra (on which see
below).600

The only detailed biography of such a Turkish soldier
known is that of AÊmad b. £ūlūn, later ruler of Egypt.601
According to al-Balawī, AÊmad’s father, £ūlūn, was
from Tughuzghuz,602 and was sent by NūÊ b. Asad from
Samarqand in about 200/815–16.603 £ūlūn was ‘captured’
with a certain Yalbakh. It seems possible that the Turks
were war prisoners sold as slaves, and that al-Muÿtaîim
began to recruit a Turkish guard because an ample supply
of war prisoners was available on the market at this
time.604 The war of twenty years that led to the fall of the
Uyghur confederation in 840 could certainly have
supplied slaves to the market in Samarqand. There is also
the suggestion of a war between the Qarluq and the
Uyghur at a slightly earlier date. 605 It is probable that the
Turks of Samarra came from more than one of the
Turkish confederations. However, it is worth noting that
the Arabic sources do not speak of ethnic tensions within
the Turkish units, though other tensions certainly existed.
There is also no sign of Chinese acculturation, which one
might have expected from the more easterly regions of
Sinkiang and the Mongolian frontier. Rather the limited
evidence indicates native Turkish traditions, and some
Iranian-style customs.606
The Turks at Samarra were divided into several groups,
each under a leader of Turkish ethnic origin. As demonstrated by Gordon, these leading Turks associated with
al-Muÿtaîim came from a different source, mainly
bought in Baghdād.607 The main cantonment at al-Karkh
was allocated by al-Muÿtaîim to Ashinās and his
companions.608 Further Turks were settled at al-Dūr.
Khāqān ÿUrðūj was located on the north side of the Dār
al-Khilāfa, although, as we have seen above, his
following may not have been military. Waîīf was first
599
600
601
602
603
604

605
606

607
608
609
610
611

612

placed adjacent to al-ayr. In addition, there were Turks
located in the Avenues, notably in the Shāriÿ Barghāmish
and Shāriÿ al-Askar.

Over time during the Samarra period, the importance
and prestige of the Turks increased, up to the crisis
leading to the death of al-Muhtadī in 256/870, as
indicated by their frequent mentions in the textual
sources. Their numbers also increased. According to the
calculations of Kennet based on the archaeological
evidence, the total size of the army of Samarra increased
by 66% between the reign of al-Muÿtaîim and the
maximal size of the cantonments before abandonment.609
Although no specific distinction is made between
increase in the numbers of Turks and that of other
groups, a brief review of Kennet’s figures will show that
the rise in numbers lay only among the Turks of alKarkh and al-Dūr.

Al-Ushrūsaniyya

The forces attached to al-Afshīn Khaydar b. Kawūs alUshrūsanī were called al-Ushrūsaniyya, that is, from
Ushrūsana, which is situated on the upper Zarafshān
above Samarqand (Fig. 72). It would seem that these
troops were Soghdians, as was their commander, who
bore the traditional title of the princes of Ushrūsana.610

The first cantonment of the Ushrūsaniyya was located at
al-Maðīra. The phraseology of al-Yaÿqūbī — ‘he
allocated to his companions the Ushrūsaniyya and others
of those who were attached to him [land] around his
house’611 — indicates that other units, possibly also of
Soghdian origin, were also settled at Maðīra. Ushrūsana
itself was not a large territory, and may not have been
able to supply a large unit. In Chapter 5, it was proposed
that the subsequent, and chronologically later, mention
of Ushrūsaniyya in the Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Jadīd,612 means

EI², s.v. K˘arluk≥
EI², s.v. Khazar.
The two biographies of AÊmad b. £ūlūn are by Ibn al-Dāya and al-Balawī.
The name is given in the edition of Balawī as ‘£agharghar’. This is presumably an error for Tughuzghuz.
Al-Balawī, 33. NūÊ b. Asad was only appointed as governor in 202/817–18, and the date of 200/815–16 has been doubted.
There is no evidence that the Turks originated as war prisoners. However the recruitment of al-Maghāriba as war prisoners (on
which see below) is suggestive as a parallel. Secondly, the sudden availability of Turks in large numbers on the market in
Samarqand as slaves suggests a new source not accessible before. These two factors should be put in the context of the fairly
common phenomenon of the employment of captives to form military units.
Minorsky 1947, 295–301.
The native Turkish customs are collected by Gordon (2001a). ‘Over the grave of MuÊammad b. Bughā the Turks broke a
thousand swords, as was their way when a chief died (al-£abarī, III, 1833, translation of Waines).’ Iranian-style customs can be
seen in the following text of al-Masÿūdī: ‘He outfitted them in silk brocade with belts and ornamentation of gold (al-Masÿūdī,
Murūj, VII, 118)’. This kind of clothing is based on Iranian belted tunics with trousers, known in statuary and wall-paintings
from the Parthian period onwards.
Gordon 2001a, 23.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 258–9. As first demonstrated by Crone (1980, 39, 55–7), the expression ‘companions’ (Ar. aîÊāb) means
the rank and file soldiers under a commander.
Kennet 2001, 180.
There is no reason to take seriously the argument of Esin that al-Afshīn was a Turk (Esin 1973–4). In the 3rd/9th century, Mā
Warā’ al-Nahr was not yet dominated by the Turks, and the role of the Soghdians needs to be taken into account.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 259.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 263.
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that the remaining troops of Afshīn, after the death of
their commander, were displaced by the arrival of Waîīf
from their first cantonment to the Avenues. This second
text — ‘commanders of the Farāghina, Ushrūsaniyya,
Ishtākhanjiyya613 and others from the other districts of
Khurāsān’ — may give us some idea of which troops
had been attached to Afshīn at Maðīra. Probably they
were all Central Asian Iranians, for the expression
‘Khurāsān’ would have included Mā Warā’ al-Nahr, that
is, Transoxania. Bukhārā Khudāt, a title of the princes of
Bukhārā, is mentioned as a commander of Afshīn in the
campaign against Bābak.614

Al-Farāghina

Forces from the Farghānā valley played a considerable role
at Samarra (Fig. 72). The cantonments of the Farāghina
were located in the Shāriÿ Barghāmish and the Shāriÿ alAskar, with some commanders in the Shāriÿ al-ayr alJadīd.615 In Chapter 5, it was suggested that the text of alMasÿūdī placing the Farāghina in the area of al-ÿUmarī and
al-Jisr, means that the Farāghina were first settled on the
west side south of the Dār al-Khilāfa, and later displaced
into the Avenues. It is to be noted that no well-known
commander was placed in charge of the Farāghina.

Of the commanders associated with the Farāghina, some
seem to have Arab Muslim names, others Turco-Iranian
ones: ÿAmr b. ‘r.b.khā al-Farghānī, who took part in the
conspiracy against al-Muÿtaîim at ÿAmmūriyya, and
died at Niîibīn in 223/838,616 IsÊāq b. Thābit alFarghānī,617 Sādiq, £akhshā, and Tughān.618 With regard
to their ethnic origins, al-Yaÿqūbī associates them with
the Turks, but regards them as separate.619 The
grandfather of MuÊammad b. £ughj al-Ikhshīd, Juff b.
Yaltekīn, was a Farghānī who came to Samarra in the
reign of al-Muÿtaîim.620 According to the family names,
he was a Turk, but the title that MuÊammad b. £ughj
took when ruler of Egypt, al-Ikhshīd, is an Iranian
one.621 The family claimed to be of princely origin in
Farghānā, but this may have been an exaggeration. As
the title ‘al-Ikhshīd’ shows us, Farghānā had had an
Iranian population, but as a province exposed to the
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620
621
622
623
624
625
626
627
628

activities of the Turks and even the Chinese, it is
probable that the proportion of Turks in the population
in the 3rd/9th century was higher than elsewhere.

Al-Jund and al-Shākiriyya

The Jund at Samarra has a certain anonymous quality, and
at first sight, it is not clear who they were. While the term
Jund in principle could mean salaried military of any
origin, it had been applied to the Arab army in the
Umayyad period, notably the Syrians, and later under the
Abbasids to the Khurāsāniyya in Baghdad.622 Gordon
concludes that at Samarra it means troops with origins in
the Abnā’, the second generation of the Khurāsāniyya.623
This interpretation seems to be right. Al-Yaÿqūbī contrasts
the Jund with the Mawālī (the ‘clients’) by the division of
the army administration into the Dīwān al-Mawālī walGhilmān and the Dīwān al-Jund wal-Shākiriyya in the
reign of al-Mutawakkil. In particular, he says that the
avenues were built for ‘the commanders of Khurāsān, and
their companions of the Jund and Shākiriyya’. In this latter
text, we understand that both the Jund and the Shākiriyya
were under the command of Khurāsānī officers, and it may
be presumed that the troops were of similar ethnic origins.
The four Khurāsānī commanders mentioned are: Hāshim
b. Bānījūr, ÿUjayf b. ÿAnbasa, al-asan b. ÿAlī alMa’mūnī, and Hārūn b. Nuÿaym. Of these four, the first
came from Balkh, the second from Soghdia, and the other
two are merely denominated as Khurāsānī.624
In addition to the Jund, there has also been much debate
about the Shākiriyya, described by Lassner as an
‘enigmatic élite corps’.625 A relationship of some kind
with the Central Asian term ‘chākar’, ‘servant’, used for
the personal guard of the ruler, seems clear.626 According
to Athamina, the practice of maintaining a personal guard
of chākars was adopted by Arab notables in the east,
imitating the practices of Central Asian princes, and from
there spread to the west.627 Kennedy notes a distinction
between the Shākiriyya of the Umayyad period, who had
an aspect of personal dependence, and those of the
Abbasid period, who seem to be regular cavalry, often
stationed in the provinces.628 What the status of the

‘Ishtākhanjiyya’ seems to refer to people from Ishtīkhān, a district located northwest of Samarqand (Bartold 1968, 94–5).
Al-£abarī, III, 1197.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 262–3.
Al-£abarī, III, 1256, 1266. As Bosworth notes, the correct vocalisation of the name of ÿAmr’s father is unknown (Bosworth,
Storm and Stress, 121).
Al-£abarī, III, 1500.
Al-£abarī, III, 2028.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 258.
Ibn Khallikān, V, 56.
Bosworth & Clauson 1965, 6; EI², s.v. Ikhshīd, MuÊammad b. £ughdj.
EI², s.v. Djund.
Gordon 2001a, 40–2.
See the details on these personalities above in Chapter 5.
Lassner 1980, 136.
Beckwith 1984.
EI², s.v. Shākiriyya.
Kennedy 2001, 199–204.
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Shākiriyya was at Samarra is less obvious. They were not
an élite corps in this period, but rather associated with
the Jund. If one understands ‘Jund’ as standing for Jund
ahl Khurāsān (Army of the People of Khurāsān), as
indicated above, then the Shākiriyya could be seen as an
associated East Iranian group, even if the origins of their
recruitment remain unclear.

It is worth noting that the prominence of the Khurāsānī
commanders declined after the conspiracy against alMuÿtaîim during the campaign at ÿAmmūriyya in
223/838, and the death of al-Afshīn. Nevertheless,
according to the evidence of al-Yaÿqūbī, these units
continued to exist, and were not disbanded. In Gordon’s
view, the importance of the Shākiriyya even increased in
the reign of al-Mutawakkil.629

Al-Maghāriba

The Maghāriba, which one may translate as
‘Westerners’, were settled in the Shāriÿ al-Khalīj, with
some commanders placed on the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am.
Although attempts have been made to suggest that the
Maghāriba were Berbers, as one might have expected
from the name, and even Negroes from East Africa,630 in
fact the only information available is that of al-Masÿūdī,
and he indicates that they were Arab tribesmen from
Egypt, and thus simply westerners in relation to Iraq and
the other more oriental military units at Samarra. 631 AlMasÿūdī gives the origin of this group as the Êawf of
Yemen and of Qays in Egypt. The reference is to the
desert regions west and east of the Nile Valley.632 AlMuÿtaîim campaigned there from 214/829–30 until
217/832. The only additional source of information on
the origins of the Maghāriba is an analysis of the names
of known individuals.633 These could be described as
neutrally Muslim, without any signs of ethnic origins.
This type of name, one could suggest, is quite
compatible with Arab tribesmen of the 3rd/9th century
who did not have an aristocratic genealogy.
In a message sent to the Maghāriba in 232/847, alMutawakkil ordered that “whoever among you is a
slave, shall go to AÊmad b. Abī Du’ād to be sold, and

629
630
631
632
633

634
635
636
637
638
639
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whoever is free will be treated by us along the lines of
al-Jund.”634 Although it may seem strange that Arab
tribesmen were slaves, it is probable that the unit was
recruited among war prisoners, and they, or some of
them, had slave status.

Arabs and Saÿālīk

According to al-Masÿūdī, al-Mutawakkil recruited a
corps of about 12,000 ‘Arabs, Saÿālīk and others’ under
the command of ÿUbaydallah b. YaÊyā b. Khāqān in the
name of al-Muÿtazz (bi-rasm al-Muÿtazz).635 Saÿālīk
means ‘vagabonds’, ‘ruffians’, ‘outlaws’, and the like.636
Like the Zawāqīl, who are also known in this period, 637
the Saÿālīk were Arab tribesmen, who had acquired the
name of vagabond. It should be remembered that in this
period the Arab tribes had lost the privileged status they
had possessed in the Umayyad period, and thus provided
a reservoir of poor who could be recruited as an
alternative force. In this text, al-Mutawakkil is described
as loathing the Turks and wanting to counterbalance
their power by other recruitment. ÿUbaydallah b. YaÊyā
b. Khāqān was put in charge of the force because alMuÿtazz was quite young at the time of its creation,
probably about ten years old, having been born in about
231/845.638 Very little further is heard of this unit, but it
appears to have still been in existence in 247/861, when
on the day following the assassination of al-Mutawakkil,
the companions of ÿUbaydallah assembled, ‘including
the Abnā’, Persians, Zawāqīl, Arab tribesmen, Saÿālīk,
and others’, between five and twenty thousand
horsemen.639

The structure of the army

Although there is considerable information in the textual
sources about the ethnic origins, and the political
interests, of the various military units at Samarra, there
is very little about the organisational structure of the
army there. It seems to have been a subject which little
interested the authors of the time. However, it is a
subject of importance to understand the disposition of
the military in the cantonments.

Gordon 2001a, 41.
EI², s.v. Maghāriba; Bacharach 1981.
Al-Masÿūdī, Murūj, VII, 118: ‘he won over a group from the two Êawfs of Egypt, the Êawf of Yaman and the Êawf of Qays,
and called them al-Maghāriba.’ Cf. also Ibn al-Athīr, VI, 22.
Al-£abarī , tr. Bosworth, Storm and Stress, 113, n. 317.
Mubārak al-Maghribī (al-£abarī, III, 1378, 1505, al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 261). MuÊammad b. Rāshid al-Maghribī (al-£abarī, III,
1555, 1669, 1680–1). Naîr b. Sa‘īd al-Maghribī (al-£abarī, III, 1481, 1680–1). Rāshid al-Maghribī (al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 261,
al-£abarī, III, 1374, 1749). Naîr b. AÊmad al-Zubayrī (al-£abarī, III, 1822).
Al-£abarī, III, 1370, tr. Kraemer, Incipient Decline, 63–4.
Al-Masÿūdī, Tanbīh wal-Ishrāf, 361–2.
EI², s.v. Suÿlūk. Cf. al-£abarī, III, 1510 (‘Saÿālīk from al-Jibāl’), 1530: (“joining him was every seeker of booty and every
adventurous rebel from among the vagabonds (Saÿālīk), the squatters and others” (tr. Saliba, p. 24)).
The Zawāqīl are identified by Ayalon as Qaysite Arab tribesmen, who, as he sees it, bore proudly the name of ruffians (Ayalon
1964).
Al-Muÿtazz was 24 at the time of his death in 255/869 (al-Masÿūdī, Tanbīh wal-Ishrāf, 365).
Al-£abarī, III, 1463.
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At a low level, an approximate idea of the organisation
is given by a complaint made to al-Muhtadī in
256/870:
“...that their practices should return to what they
had been in the days of al-Mustaÿīn billah; and
that there should be over every 9 of them an ÿarīf,
and over every 50 a khalīfa, and over every 100 a
qā’id, and that the women, the ‘additions’, and
provisions should be dropped, … and that their
stipends should be paid regularly every two
months...”640

These demands represent the ideal conditions of service
seen from the point of view of a Turkish soldier. It is
obvious that the conditions were not in reality as good
as this, and that in 256/870 the problem was financial.

The rank of ÿarīf had existed since the settlement of the
Arab tribes in the Amîār.641 In the early period they
were responsible for assembling and paying the men.642
The tribes had been divided into groups called ÿirāfa,
and these were each allotted a fixed sum of money. The
early-comers to Kūfa formed small groups and the
latecomers larger ones, and thus the latecomers were
paid less.643 By the Abbasid period the ÿirāfa was the
basic small unit. In a text of al-Balādhurī about the
rebuilding of Malaðya by al-Manîūr in 140/757–8:
“There was built for the army that settled
[Malaðya] for each ÿirāfa two lower bayts (room,
apartment), and two upper bayts above them, and
a stable.”644

There is a gloss in the text which explains ÿirāfa as
10–15 men. The type of house mentioned at Malaðya
corresponds quite closely to the type of small house in
the military cantonments at Samarra (cf. Fig. 87), where
there are often, but not always, 7 rooms and a courtyard
on a single level. It would seem unlikely that 10 men,
with the wives and children of the married ones, could
have lived in one small house. However, as Kennet has
concluded, the number of houses in the Balkuwārā
cantonment does correspond to the recruitment of
640

641
642
643

644
645
646
647
648
649
650

12,000 ‘Arabs, Saÿālīk and others’ reported by alMasÿūdī, if calculated on this basis.645

Of the higher officers, a khalīfa was clearly a deputy of the
qā’id, as the name indicates. The qā’id (pl. quwwād) is the
highest officer mentioned at Samarra, and is the term used
in a general sense to refer to military officers. For example,
al-Muÿtaîim “marked out the cantonments for the officers
(quwwād), the secretaries (kuttāb), and the people.”646
Qā’id is a term for a military officer which continued to be
used in the Islamic states of the caliphal tradition, notably
in the Maghrib, until recently.647 One hundred men would
seem to be a small number to be under the control of the
highest professional military officer, though it is obvious
that the actual number in any one unit was highly variable
and depended on recruitment, death and retirement. At a
higher level than that, the army was under the control of
the politically active Turks and others who surrounded the
caliph, and they did not have a military rank.
The quwwād played the pivotal role in the administration of the army units, for the allotment of cantonments
was carried out in their name, as in the quotation above,
and it seems likely that when one or more of the
quwwād is mentioned, the term should be understood to
mean also his men.

The complaint quoted above also demands “that the
women, the ‘additions’, and provisions should be
dropped”. The reference to women appears to refer to
the practice instituted by al-Muÿtaîim of buying Turkish
slave-girls for marriage to the Turks, with the intention
of keeping the community isolated from the other
groups.648 The names were registered in the dīwān. 649
‘Additions and provisions’ refers to items on the overall
budget for food and other unidentifiable deductions.
As one would expect with an army of married men, the
army was not fed though a central kitchen, but rather
small markets were provided in the cantonments: “[he]
established in each spot a small market in which there
were a number of shops for the corn-dealers and
butchers, and the like who are essential and whom one
cannot do without.” 650

Al-£abarī, III, 1799. Al-Masÿūdī has a version of the regimental structure, in discussion of the siege of al-Amīn in Baghdad by
Harthama. In this, there are said to be 10 men under an ÿarīf, 10 ÿarīf s under a naqīb, 10 naqībs under a qā’id, and 10 qā’ids
under an amīr (Al-Masÿūdī, Murūj, VII, 452).
EI², s.v. ÿarīf.
Kennedy 2001, 22.
In the dīwān of ÿUmar b. al-Khaððāb in 20/641, the Muhājirūn and Anîār received between 3000 and 5000 dirhams per year,
the Ahl al-Ayyām, those who participated in the early campaigns, and the Ahl al-Qādisiyya, those who fought at Qādisiyya,
received 3000 and 2000 dirhams, and the latecomers 1500. At Kūfa and Baîra the ÿirāfa was a unit for the distribution of
100,000 dirhams (al-£abarī, I, 2412–13, Hinds 1971).
Al-Balādhurī, 187.
Kennet 2001, 175–6.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 258.
EI², s.v. K˘ā’id; Kennedy 2001, 99–100.
Individual cases can be seen of such women in the family of Ibn £ūlūn (al-Balawī, 39, 45–6).
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 259. Gordon (2001a) doubts that the women mentioned in the complaint being analysed here are the same
as those mentioned as registered by al-Yaÿqūbī.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 258–9. Cf. Kennedy 2001, 85–87.
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THE CANTONMENT SITES

As we have noted earlier, the term qaðīÿa (pl. qaðā’iÿ),
allotment, is used in al-Yaÿqūbī’s description of Samarra
for the settlement areas allotted by the caliph to the
military.651 The expression al-Qaðā’iÿ, the allotments par
excellence, seems to have become a name for the
allotments of the Turks at al-Karkh and al-Dūr.652 The
name was transferred by AÊmad b. £ūlūn to his new
settlement outside Fusðāð.653 It should be noted that
qaðīÿa was simply an allotment of land, and was not
limited to military use: secretaries also possess qaðā’iÿ.
For this reason, qaðīÿa is not necessarily useful for the
archaeological evidence, which naturally does not
correspond precisely to the textual evidence.
The term ‘cantonment’ can be used to describe the archaeological units. The principles for identifying the archaeological evidence of military and civil cantonments were
first set out by this author in 1994 in an article which
traced the development from the Umayyad period up to
Samarra.654 Although earlier units were most frequently
walled, the cantonments of Samarra can generally be
identified by a palace, a central avenue, and grid of streets
with houses. The urban plan of Samarra is composed
largely of an agglomeration of these units.
The principal cantonments were, from north to south,
(Fig. 75):

2. The cantonments of al-Dūr, defined as Area U in the
archaeological evidence (Fig. 78).
3. The cantonments of al-Karkh, situated outside the
pre-Islamic town of Karkh Fayrūz, and identified as
Area F (Fig. 76).

4. Area G, identified as al-Wazīriyya (Fig. 61)
(discussed above, p. 146).

5. The cantonments of al-Jawsaq, Area X (Fig. 60)
(discussed above, pp. 144–6).

6. The ‘old’ cantonment of Waîīf, situated in Area H.
7. The cantonment of the Maghāriba, sited on the
Shāriÿ al-Khalīj in Area J (Fig. 80).
8. The cantonments of the Jund and Shākiriyya,
situated in the Avenues (Area J).

9. The new cantonments of the east side (Shāriÿ alAskar and Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Jadīd) (Fig. 81).

651
652
653
654
655
656
657
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10. The cantonment of al-Afshīn at al-Maðīra (Area K)
(Fig. 82).

11. The cantonment of Balkuwārā (Area R) (Fig. 84).

12. The cantonment site at al-Iîðablāt (Area M) (Fig. 86).

12. The settlement areas at al-MusharraÊāt (Area Q)
(Fig. 90).

Of these, only some need to be attributed to the military,
for others seem to have been built for servants of the
Caliphate. Areas G and X have already been discussed
above in Chapter 6, as intended for the servants of the
Palace, and the first game reserve, al-ayr. Areas M and
Q, al-Iîðablāt and al-MusharraÊāt, will be discussed in
Chapter 9, as concerned with the new game reserves in
those places.

The cantonments of al-Karkh (Area F) (Fig. 76)
When al-Muÿtaîim settled at Samarra in 221/836,
allotments were made to the Turks at al-Karkh.
According to al-Yaÿqūbī:

“When he allocated to Ashinās al-Turkī at the end
of the construction to the west, and allocated to
his companions with him, and called the place alKarkh, he ordered him not to permit any stranger,
merchant or other, to live in their vicinity, or to
permit association with those of Arab culture (almuwalladīn).”655

It is possible to locate the site of the Turkish cantonment
by the identification of the town of Karkh Fayrūz,
outside which the cantonment was built (see above,
Chapter 3).656 The quadrilateral palace of Sūr Ashnās
was built outside the walls of al-Karkh.
Sūr Ashnās
Sūr Ashnās (Fig. 77) is a quadrilateral enclosure
measuring 378 m x 379 m. It would have been a square,
but the west side has been angled to adapt to the
riverbank. The enclosure walls on the north and east
sides are standing, built of coursed earth, with halfround buttresses on both inside and outside façades. The
main entrance is to the north leading from the avenue
into a central courtyard. In the central courtyard is a
mosque measuring 95 x 119 m, that is, 11,383 m².
The east and north walls are lined with courtyard
buildings in an irregular fashion.657 The main reception

Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, passim; Lisān al-ÿArab, s.v. qaðīÿa.
Al-£abarī, III, 1788, 1804, 1829, 1831.
EI² s.v. Fusðāð.
Northedge 1994.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 258–9.
Cf. also, Northedge 1985, 1987.
Several of these interior buildings were excavated by the Directorate-General of Antiquities in 1981, but not published.
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halls were located on the south side, and seem to be
composed of a group of halls succeeded by a courtyard
and a second group of halls built in fired brick.

The existence of the mosque demonstrates the identification of the building with the house of Ashinās (Dār
Ashinās) in the written texts.658 It was originally built by
Abū Jaÿfar Ashinās al-Turkī, who was associated with
al-Muÿtaîim as early as 199/815–16, and died in
230/844–5, having been governor of Jazīra, Syria and
Egypt in the period 225–30/840–5. He was succeeded by
al-FatÊ b. Khāqān, the confidant of al-Mutawakkil who
died with him in 247/861.659 Afterwards no new
occupant is known, but the mosque was a point of
assembly for the Turks in 256/870.660 It is possible that
the mosque was extended, or even first built, at a late
date, for the qibla wall is placed very close to the
reception halls.

The cantonment
The plan of the cantonment is based on a single central
avenue 53 m wide,661 extending north from the house of
Ashinās for 2805 m. The grid of streets surrounding this
central unit includes two parallel avenues, respectively
24 and 35 m wide. There are 12 east-west streets, of
which one, at 53 m wide, can be described as an avenue.
The others are between 24.2 and 28 m wide.662 In
addition there are 14 alleys parallel to the main avenue
east of it, and 15 to the west: their widths vary between
6.75 and 10.7 m, with the widest close to the main
avenue. The blocks left by the grid are mainly composed
of small houses, 10 to 20 houses to a block. Larger
houses are located on the main avenue, with some on the
lesser avenues. There is one large secondary palace,
F463, 382 x 245 m, with a polo maydān on the east side
(Fig. 77). This building does not correspond precisely to
the orientation of the grid; it may be a later addition.663
Between F463 and Sūr Ashnās, the buildings are oriented
irregularly. A preliminary hypothesis that a settlement
survived here later than elsewhere was not supported by
a visit to the site.664 Rather, it must have been the site of
the market, which must have developed over the years
with less control than the military housing.
To the east of the main area of the cantonment, the
walled track of Racecourse 4, 104 m wide, runs north
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from the overflow canal of Nahr Murayr (for description,
see the appendix to Chapter 7). On the east side of the
track, the cantonment continues, but the size of buildings
is notably smaller. According to Kennet, the size of
houses in the main cantonment (al-Karkh 1) varies
between 676 and 1296 m2 whilst those in the eastern area
(al-Karkh 2) vary between 95 and 227 m2,665 Some
buildings were built over the racetrack. The racetrack
was evidently built after the main cantonment, continued
in use during the construction of al-Karkh 2, and was
then abandoned and built over.
Although the history of construction and erosion of
buildings is without doubt complicated, it is possible to
count a total of about 3440 buildings in the period of
greatest expansion, in an area of 584 ha.666
In addition to the north a muîallā is placed adjacent to
the Nahr al-Raîāîī, 366 x 516 m (site U 307); no doubt
this served for the festival prayers of the population of
al-Karkh and al-Dūr.

Although the cantonments of al-Karkh are quite
frequently mentioned in the texts, there is little detail.
The principal avenue is mentioned as having been
extended from Dār Ashinās to al-Jaÿfarī.667 The house of
Yājūr, to which the caliph al-Muhtadī was taken to in
256/870, is described as having been situated in alQaðā’iÿ by the gate of al-ayr.668 As a house suitable for
imprisoning a caliph should be of a certain quality, it is
possible that the house of Yājūr is the secondary palace
(F463), which is situated just opposite to the gate of alayr. A second house mentioned as having been situated
in al-Qaðā’iÿ, the house of Yārjūkh, where the future
caliph al-Muÿtamid was taken a little later in the same
year, is less certainly to be placed at al-Karkh.669
As indicated by Kennet, there is only one mosque in the
cantonments of al-Karkh, that situated inside the palace
of Ashinās. With an area of more than 11,000 m², it may
have accommodated 11,000 to 15,000 persons at the
Friday prayer.670 It may be that this was adequate for
much of the period of occupation of the cantonment; in
the case of overflow, more could have performed the
prayer in the courtyard of the palace. However, no small
mosques have been discovered — they would be

Al-£abarī, III, 1797.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 266.
Al-£abarī, III, 1797.
53 m is equivalent to 100 cubits, see glossary under dhirāÿ.
The limits of measurement from air photographs mean that they are approximately the same width.
An alternative interpretation might be that it is a poorly calculated attempt to orient the building to the qibla (178.8°, where the
correct qibla is 193°).
There was no difference in the building methods, levels, or surface pottery (of the last there is little).
Kennet 2001, 161.
The area of al-Karkh 1 is 465 ha, and of al-Karkh 2 119 ha. The total is 584 ha. However the precise figure varies from one
attempt at measurement to another, depending on which buildings are included.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 262.
Al-£abarī, III, 1787–90.
Al-£abarī, III, 1818, 1831.
Kennet 2001, 162.
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obvious by their orientation to the qibla. Nor have any
baths yet been discovered.

The cantonments of al-Dūr (Area U)

There were two places with the name of al-Dūr in the
region of Samarra: the modern al-Dūr, located to the
north of the Nahr al-Raîāîī, known as Dūr al-ārith or
Dūr al-Kharib in the early Islamic period,671 and Dūr alÿArabāyā, which was located near to al-Karkh.672 The
military cantonments were located at the latter (Fig.
78).673 The location of Dūr al-ÿArabāyā is given by
Yāqūt:
“[Dayr al-£awāwīs] is … at the limits of the end
of al-Karkh looking out over a depression known
as al-Binna, in which is a plantation connecting
with al-Dūr and its buildings, and that is al-Dūr
known as Dūr al-ÿArabāyā, and it is ancient.”674

The pre-Islamic village of al-Dūr, then, is located on the
north side of the wadi from al-Karkh, where there are
signs of a small irregular settlement (Fig. 17, Fig. 78). It
was a Nestorian village, the birthplace of Cyriac, bishop
of Balad in the 8th century.675
The military cantonment was built as an adjunct to alKarkh:
“He allocated to another group [land] above alKarkh, and named it al-Dūr. He built for them in
amongst the houses and allotments, mosques and
baths, and established in each spot a small market
in which there were a number of shops...”676

The cantonment must be situated in the avenues to the
north of the village site. In this area there are three units
composed of a palace and avenue running parallel to one
another (Fig. 78).
Unit UA: Palace U294 and Avenue 1
Palace U294 is a complex enclosure on the Tigris (Fig.
79). From its gate, an avenue of irregular width between
15 and 20 m wide runs east-northeast towards the Grand
Avenue. The larger houses of this unit are located on the
avenue. At the east end, the blocks of housing are mixed
in with those of al-Karkh. The central part of this unit has
been eroded by cultivation, and possibly standing water in
wetter periods, and it is no longer easy to see how the
relationship with the buildings of al-Karkh worked.
671
672
673
674
675
676
677

Unit UB: Palace U165 and Avenue 2
Palace U165 was the most grandiose of the three, with a
polo maydān (U166) and a plan reminiscent of the
Balkuwārā palace — three successive courtyards leading
to the reception halls, and a garden on the Tigris (Fig.
79). The avenue running up to the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am is
also the widest, 35 m. However very little was actually
built on this avenue. The enclosures intended for the
larger houses remained empty or with a few small
buildings. It is evident that this unit was soon
abandoned. The reason seems to be that Palace U165
was badly sited over a wadi. The wadi was filled in and
levelled for the courtyard, and probably the problem of
diverting the water flow in winter was not properly
solved.
Unit UC: Palace U62 and Avenue 3
Palace U62 is of smaller dimensions but very similar
plan to U165, with a polo maydān on the north side
(Fig. 79). The avenue is narrower, 28 m wide, and lined
with larger houses. However by contrast with the
preceding unit, this one was well developed: there is a
secondary avenue on the north side, lined with shops for
a market, and a further avenue on the south side which
was later partly built over.

In addition there is a building distinctively oriented,
approximately to the qibla, which may be a mosque,
measuring 83 x 138 m (11362 m²).677 If it is a mosque, it
is of a unique and unknown plan.

Unit UD
On the east side of the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am, there is a further
area of housing which appears to belong to the Dūr
cantonment (Fig. 78). This area, 57 ha, does not have a
palace, but an avenue 12 m wide, and a number of large
houses lining the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am. Lacking a palace, it
must be a dependency of another unit, probably UC, the
avenue of which continues on a slightly different
alignment. It must have been built at the same time as,
or after, the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am, not before.
The chronology of Area U
One can say that the plan as we have it today conforms
to the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am in al-Mutawakkiliyya, laid out in
245/859, and belongs to that date or later. One can
suggest that Unit UA (U294 and Avenue 1) was built
first, as it is situated next to the village site, and the
palace is of a different plan. Units UB and UC were
added later at about the same time as one another, their
palaces having similar architecture. However, UB was

On al-Dūr, see Chapter 3 (pp. 58, 61). Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII; Ibn awqal, 233, 244; al-Muqaddasī, 115; Yāqūt, Muÿjam alBuldān, s.v. al-Dūr, Hāðrā.
In al-Hamadhānī, the name is given as Dūr al-ÿArabānī (al-Hamadhānī, 90). In the article on Samarra, Yāqūt follows this
source. Elsewhere he has Dūr al-ÿArabāyā.
“Other officers were given al-Dūr called ÿArabāyā.” (al-Balādhurī, 298).
Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. Dayr al-£awāwīs.
Fiey 1968, 115.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 259.
The orientation is 177°.
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not successful. This event may have taken place at the
time of the construction of al-Mutawakkiliyya in
245/859, as even the unsuccessful Unit UB conforms to
the Grand Avenue. In a third stage, UC was further
extended by Unit UD on the east side. This last must
have taken place at the time of the construction of alMutawakkiliyya or even later.

Although little is known in the texts about al-Dūr in the
early period apart from the description of its foundation
quoted earlier, it became an important centre of the
Turks in the 250s/860s.678 By 256/870, it reached its
apogee in a demand by a group of Turks: “we will not
be satisfied until the Commander of Believers appoints
over us his brothers; there should be one at al-Karkh,
another at al-Dūr, and the other at Samarra.”679 There is
no more mention of the military cantonment after
256/870, but in 274/887–8 Siddīq al-Farghānī raided
Dūr Sāmarrā.680 The village of Dūr al-ÿArabāyā
probably continued to exist up to the 7th/13th century,
although this point has not yet been confirmed by
archaeological evidence.681

The cantonments of al-Jawsaq (Area X)

The cantonments of al-Jawsaq (Area X: Fig. 60) are
discussed in Chapter 6, because of their association with
the Dār al-Khilāfa and its service. Nevertheless, as
mentioned there, there is some indication in al-Yaÿqūbī
that this quarter may have originally been, at least in
part, a Turkish military cantonment under Khāqān
ÿUrðūj. It was suggested that the Turks from here were
later displaced into the Avenues.

The military cantonments in the Avenues

The location of the military cantonments in the central
city was discussed earlier as part of an analysis of the
topography of that area, and the schema is given in Fig.
44, Fig. 45 and Fig. 75. In the layout planned by alMuÿtaîim, the cantonments appear to have occupied a
large part of the city — north, south, and west of the
markets and the mosque of al-Muÿtaîim. The first
cantonment of Waîīf was located on the east side of the
Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad, and it has been suggested that the
first cantonment of the Farāghina was placed opposite
on the west side of the avenue. If this latter were the
case, we can say nothing about the plan, as it was
replaced by the great houses of the Turks described by
al-Yaÿqūbī. The cantonment of the Maghāriba was
678
679
680
681
682
683
684
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placed west of the mosque, and the Khurāsānī Jund, the
Shākiriyya, and the Iranian Arabs on both sides of the
Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad south of the mosque and markets.
Lastly, under al-Mutawakkil, two new avenues were
built to the east for Turks, Farāghina and Soghdians.

The old cantonment of Waîīf
The first house of Waîīf was identified in Chapter 5 with
building H109, 262 x 417 m (Fig. 51). This was
associated with a cantonment: “He allocated to Waîīf
and his companions the area adjacent to al-ayr.”682

The cantonment may be identified from an avenue
(H241) running south from the house for a distance of
1635 m, as far as the wadi which divides the plan of
Surra Man Ra’ā in two, while the cantonment width
varies between 262 and 417 m. The area, including
palace, is 61.8 ha. However the details of the
cantonment plan are no longer clear, because, as alYaÿqūbī indicates, Waîīf later abandoned the location,
moving to al-Maðīra, and it was rebuilt by civilian
housing, while the three ‘rows’ leading to the new
mosque also cut through the site.

The cantonment of the Maghāriba
The cantonment of the Maghāriba was situated in the
Shāriÿ al-Khalīj, with the houses of two of the Maghribī
commanders on the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am opposite to the
central market (Fig. 80). The site can be identified from
a straight length of monumental avenue (J850) 66 m
wide and 1240 m long, adjacent to the probable site of
the bridge across the Tigris. Even in the earliest air
photographs, the surface remains were extremely worn,
because of the proximity of the area to the modern town,
and they are now completely covered. One can estimate
that the extent of the cantonment lay from the Tigris
bank as far as the buildings aligned with it situated on
the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am, over the length of the avenue, that
is 83.1 ha.

Although the plan has largely disappeared, a general
idea of its original appearance may be gained from the
comparison of an area in al-Mutawakkiliyya located to
the east of the Abū Dulaf mosque (Unit TB: Fig. 96),
where, on an isolated avenue of similar length and width
(53 x 1234 m), major buildings are located on one side,
and a grid of small houses on the other. The other source
of information is the excavations of the German mission
and the Iraq Directorate-General of Antiquities: Herzfeld
excavated six sites west of the avenue (Houses I–X),683
and one further house was excavated in 1939 (House no.
10) (Fig. 47, Fig. 48).684

E.g. al-£abarī, III, 1538.
Al-£abarī, III, 1805.
Al-£abarī, III, 2113. Dūr Sāmarrā probably means Dūr al-ÿArabāyā, by contrast with Dūr Tikrīt, that is modern al-Dūr.
However it might also mean ‘the houses of Samarra’.
Ibn awqal, 244; Yāqūt, Muÿjam al-Buldān, s.v. al-Dūr.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 258.
On the houses excavated by Herzfeld, see Leisten 2003, 122–45.
DGA 1940a, 46.
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The cantonment of the Maghāriba was first laid out at
the time of the foundation according to al-Yaÿqūbī, and
they continued to play a substantial role in the politics of
the city. Although little detail is known about the
cantonment, it is obvious that the area was extensively
rebuilt in the course of the caliphal period, and the
avenue was narrowed.

In addition, al-Sūli mentions that there was a cemetery
of the Maghāriba on the west bank of the Tigris.685 No
archaeological trace has been identified. Logically it
would have been located near the western end of the
bridge, and may well now have been destroyed.

The cantonments of the commanders of Khurāsān, the
Jund and Shākiriyya
The qaðā’iÿ of the Jund and Shākiriyya are placed by alYaÿqūbī generally in the avenues, and then more specifically in the Shāriÿ al-ayr al-Awwal.686 Looking at the
archaeological site, it is possible to see that a
cantonment plan similar to that of the first cantonment
of Waîīf above existed here also. The Shāriÿ al-ayr alAwwal was its central avenue, and Shāriÿ Barghāmish
originally bordered al-ayr. On both sides of these
avenues, there are rows of small houses, with a few
larger compounds. The total area visible is 88.6 ha.
However, if there was ever a major palace, it has
disappeared under the modern city, and in any case
would have been situated in the zone occupied by the
houses of the secretaries around the mosque of alMuÿtaîim. Perhaps it was the building of al-Muntara¼
(J13, Fig. 46). By contrast, as indicated earlier, alYaÿqūbī gives us the names of four Khurāsānī
commanders, whose houses were situated on the other
side of the Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad in the Sarīja — around
those buildings there are no attached small cantonment
houses, and it must be presumed that they were linked to
the Jund in the Shāriÿ al-ayr. As we see elsewhere, the
quwwād normally lived with their companions. This
case is an exception, which perhaps developed by reason
of an accident of history: the secretaries took over the
zone intended for the governor’s palace or another
reason.
The two new Avenues: al-Askar and al-ayr al-Jadīd
This sector has been evaluated in Chapter 5 in the context
of the central city, as part of the expansion of the eastern
side of the city, which took place in the reign of alMutawakkil (Fig. 81). In the archaeological evidence, it
has a cantonment structure composed of a palace (J527:
Fig. 46), 233 x 131 m, from which an avenue 11 m wide
extends southeast for a distance of 1588 m. There is a
second avenue bordering al-ayr. In the plan, there are

685
686
687
688
689
690
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larger compounds on both sides of the middle of the
avenue, and at the southeast end. These larger compounds
appear to represent the houses of the officers. The area is
96.7 ha.

As discussed earlier, this area appears to have housed
Turks, Farāghina and Soghdians, many of whom seem to
have been displaced from other areas of Samarra.

The cantonment of the Khazar
According to al-Yaÿqūbī, the Khazar were located at the
lower end of the Shāriÿ Barghāmish.687 At the southeast
end of avenue J450, there is a small autonomous
cantonment unit, which might be identified with the
qaðā’iÿ of the Khazar. The area is 12.8 ha.

The cantonment of al-Maðīra (Area K)

The site of the village of al-Maðīra has been discussed
earlier in Chapter 3, located on a rise in the ground 3.6
km south of Samarra (Fig. 82). Four hundred metres
north of the site is situated the large square palace
known as Sūr al-Jubayriyya. The association of the two
shows that Sūr al-Jubayriyya can be identified as the
house of al-Afshīn, and that the street grid east and
south of the house can be identified as the cantonments
of al-Maðīra:
“He allocated to al-Afshīn Khaydhar b. Kāwūs
al-Ushrūsanī at the end of the construction to the
east at a distance of two farsakhs, and called the
place al-Maðīra, … and ordered him to build there
a small market in which were shops for the
merchants in essential stuffs, together with
mosques and baths.”688

The cantonment
Sūr Jubayriyya, the palace of Afshīn, is a large square
building, measuring 360 x 380 m, on the Tigris (Fig. 83).
There is an entrance on the land side, and a wide ramp
leading up from the Tigris bank, for landing from boats.
The reception hall block appears to have a cruciform
plan of basilical halls around a dome chamber, similar to
the Dār al-ÿĀmma. It opens to the west onto a square
courtyard, and beyond that onto a polo maydān. The
building is oriented to the qibla, as is much of the
cantonment.689 The building has never been excavated,
and a large part has now been ploughed up.690

On the east side of the building, the modern track passes
from Samarra to al-Manqūr (Balkuwārā) and al-Qā’im,
and marks the western boundary of the cantonment. To a

Al-Sūlī, Awrāq, 79.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 259–60, 262.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 262.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 259.
The orientation of Sūr Jubayriyya is 191°, compared to the correct qibla of 193°.
Information from the 1989 campaign.
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large degree this track follows the alignment of an
ancient road, about 20 m wide, as can be seen by the
placement of Abbasid buildings. This street derived from
the Shāriÿ al-Khalīj and the Shāriÿ al-Aÿz≥am (Fig. 45,
Fig. 82), but does not appear to be mentioned by alYaÿqūbī, and its name is not known.
By contrast with the preceding irregular alignment, 215
m south of Sūr Jubayriyya, a straight monumental
avenue 55 m wide runs east 2555 m from the Tigris to a
junction with the original monumental avenue of Surra
Man Ra’ā, the later Shāriÿ Abī AÊmad. The western
section was later built over, leaving a narrower street 10
m wide in the centre. Given the relationship with the
avenue of Surra Man Ra’ā, which was of the same
width, and also built over in the same way, it is evident
that this avenue belongs to the original period of
construction. The cantonment is articulated into two
parts by this avenue.

A third avenue, 15 m wide, runs east from the gate of
Sūr Jubayriyya 395 m to a review ground and pavilion
(K40). In addition, there are four large houses, one each
on the south, east sides, and two on the north side of Sūr
Jubayriyya (K14, K3, K29, K30). K29 is the building
excavated as House no. XVII by Herzfeld in 1911.691
The remainder of the area north of the east-west avenue
is occupied by well-built small houses and medium
houses. The area is bounded to the east by the alignment
of the Shāriÿ al-Khalīj and its associated buildings.

South of the avenue, the plan is much less clear,
probably because the buildings were less well
constructed. Essentially this part of the cantonment was
composed of alleys with small houses running east from
the road to Balkuwārā, over a distance of 1635 m south
from the monumental avenue. Larger compounds are
placed adjacent to the road, with some indication of
houses on the west side of the road. The best-defined
section is a large square compound (K155), 172 x 187
m, with a dependent group of branching streets
extending to the east. The area is bounded on the east by
the separate avenue and cantonment unit (Unit KB),
which we have suggested was the qaðīÿa of IsÊāq b.
Ibrāhīm b. Musÿab built in the reign of al-Mutawakkil,
that is, after 232/847, and before IsÊāq’s death in
235/849–50.692 The southern part of the Maðīra
cantonment would seem to have been built before then.
Commentary
The Maðīra cantonment, according to the texts, was built
by al-Afshīn at the time of the foundation, for the
Ushrūsaniyya, and the other officers who were attached
to him, such as the Bukhārā-khudāt. After Afshīn was
put to death in 226/841, al-Wāthiq handed the house of
691
692
693
694
695
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Afshīn over to Waîīf, and settled his companions around
him, that is, in the cantonment. The Ushrūsaniyya and
others, we have suggested, were moved out, and were to
be found later in the Avenues. Al-Mutawakkil appointed
three heirs, and the third, al-Mu’ayyad, was settled at alMaðīra, presumably under the tutelage of Waîīf in the
house of Afshīn. When al-Muntaîir succeeded to the
caliphate in 247/861, he imprisoned al-Mu’ayyad in alJawsaq, and he died there. There is reason to believe that
Waîīf, and his sons, continued to live in al-Maðīra.693
Waîīf died in 253/867. SāliÊ b. Waîīf continued to play
a central politico-military role until his death in the final
crisis of al-Muhtadī in 256/870. His house is mentioned
several times; one went to it through al-ayr, if one
came from al-Jawsaq. 694 There was a quarter called the
rabÿ al-Qubba facing the house.695
It would seem probable that the forces dependent on
Waîīf continued to be maintained, and probably
expanded, between the time when they were settled in
Area H at the time of the foundation, up to the defeat
and death of SāliÊ at the hands of Mūsā b. Bughā in
256/870. After that, no doubt they were sent on
campaign, and never returned. It is more difficult to
detect a chronological sequence of development in the
archaeological evidence. The most that one can say is
that the cantonment had already reached close to its
maximal size by the time of the construction of the
qaðīÿa of IsÊāq, between 232/847 and 235/850.

The cantonment of Balkuwārā (Area R)

The palace of Balkuwārā, discussed below in Chapter 9,
is located in the modern locality of al-Manqūr on the
Tigris (Fig. 84, Fig. 85). The palace is sited on the river
side of a square outer enclosure, measuring 1171 m on
each side, and lined with half-round buttresses. From the
gate of the palace, three avenues lead to gates in the
landward sides of the outer enclosure. These avenues are
only partly delineated by the surrounding buildings, but
seem to have been intended to be 52 m wide. The
northwest half of this outer enclosure is well filled with
houses; however, the southeast half has only a limited
number of larger houses.

Beyond the gates in the outer enclosure, the three
avenues extend further for between 370 m and 600 m.
Each of these avenues is lined with booths, which can be
identified as the shops of markets. The fourth avenue, 52
m wide, runs southeast-northwest along the landward
side of the outer enclosure and continues towards the
cantonment of Maðīra. On the north side of the palace
and outer enclosure there is one large secondary house
(R211), together with an empty enclosure with a single

As identified by Herzfeld in Herzfeld 1948, Luftbildaufnahme V. Cf. Leisten 2003, 121–2.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 259–60; al-Yaÿqūbī, Ta’rīkh, II, 487; al-£abarī, III, 1403.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 265; al-£abarī, III, 1688, 1806.
Al-£abarī, III, 1696, 1707–8, 1791.
Al-£abarī, III, 1809.
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pavilion. Behind this house stretches a grid of streets
with small houses to a total area of 265 ha.

The regular alignment of the streets is compatible with
the idea that the cantonment was built at one time,
although there are some misaligned streets and buildings
on the northeast side, which may have been added later.

The palace of Balkuwārā was built by al-Mutawakkil for
his son al-Muÿtazz between 232/847 and 240/854. The
corps of 12,000 Arabs and Saÿālīk mentioned by alMasÿūdī as recruited under the command of ÿUbaydallah
b. YaÊyā b. Khāqān in the name of al-Muÿtazz can be
identified with this cantonment.696 If the plan of the
palace and its outer enclosure is ignored, it can be seen
that the cantonment is in fact laid out approximately
symmetrically behind the secondary house R211,
partially inside and partially outside the outer enclosure
of the palace. The smaller number of houses to the
southeast perhaps belonged to the entourage of alMuÿtazz. This curious arrangement corresponds with the
situation described by al-Masÿūdī: the palace of
Balkuwārā with its outer enclosure and the market
booths was built for the young prince al-Muÿtazz. The
cantonment centred on the house of its real commander,
ÿUbaydallah b. YaÊyā, situated at R211. In 262/875–6,
the house of ‘Ubaydallah b. YaÊyā was presented to
Kayghalagh.697 Kayghalagh was a Turk who fought with
al-Muhtadī in 256/870, and was governor of Rayy in
Iran in 262.698

DISCUSSION

The plan and organisation of al-Karkh corresponds fairly
well to the principles of layout of the raba¼s of Baghdad
ordered by al-Manîūr, that is, the quarters outside the
Round City, as described by al-Yaÿqūbī:
“He registered to each master of a quarter (rubÿ)
the space due to each leader and to his
companions, and the booths and markets he
planned in each raba¼. He ordered them to
spread out in the booths so that there should be in
each raba¼ a central market where all the trades
could be assembled, and that he should make in
every raba¼ the alleys and streets, thoroughfares
and impasses, that were suitable for the houses,
and they should name the street after the qā’id

696
697
698
699
700
701
702
703
704
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who lived in it, or the noble who lived in it, or
the people of the town who lived there. He
imposed on them that they should make the width
of the avenues 50 black cubits (25 m), and the
streets 16 cubits (8 m), and that they should build
in all the raba¼s, markets, and streets, the
mosques and baths sufficient for those in each
district and area. He ordered them particularly to
make in the qaðā’iÿ of the quwwād and the Jund a
delimited space for the merchants, for them to
build and settle, and for the townspeople (sūqat
al-nās) and countrymen (ahl al-buldān).”699

The rubÿ at Baghdad,700 of which there were four, was
governed by a close associate of al-Manîūr, in the case
of the rubÿ Bāb al-Shām (Quarter of the Syrian Gate), by
arb b. ÿAbdallah al-Balkhī, chief of the guard of
Manîūr, with the assistance of an engineer/architect
(muhandis), al-ajjāj b. Yūsuf. In the rubÿ, there was a
raba¼ arb, later known as al-arbiyya. The inhabitants
of raba¼ arb are described as: “the people of Balkh,
Merv, al-Khuttal, Bukhārā, Isbīshāb,701 Ishtākhanj,702 the
people of the Kābulshāh,703 the people of Khwārazm,
and for each people of a town there is a qā’id and a
ra’īs.”704 arb did not directly command the military of
his quarter, and is more to be described as a civil
governor. Ashinās seems to have had a similar role at alKarkh. The main market of the rubÿ was situated outside
the Bāb al-Shām at Baghdad, as the market of the
qaðā’iÿ of Karkh seems to have been situated outside the
gate of Ashinās’ palace. The hierarchy of three street
types in the archaeological evidence corresponds to the
terms shāriÿ, darb, and sikka, known in the texts
concerning both Baghdad and Samarra. However, the
width of a shāriÿ (50 cubits), as indicated by al-Yaÿqūbī,
corresponds to the width of a darb here, and the width
of a darb (16 cubits) corresponds to that of a sikka. The
reason for this may be attributed to al-Yaÿqūbī’s remark
that the people spread out more at Samarra than at
Baghdad.
With regard to the archaeological evidence, the
cantonments follow the same basic plan: a single major
palace, an avenue — with one exception — a hierarchy
of house sizes, and a grid of streets. As is evident, there
was very little difference between a military cantonment,
and one which accommodated other servants of the
state. It was a hierarchical structure, dominated by a
single military chief.

Al-Masÿūdī, Tanbīh, 361.
Al-£abarī, III, 1915.
Al-£abarī, III, 1819–20, 1907.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 242.
The notion of rubÿ (quarter) in Baghdad is evidently descended from the arbāÿ (fourths) and akhmās (fifths) of the early
military organisation of the muqātila in the amîār of Kūfa and Baîra.
A variant of Isfījāb.
A variant of Ishtīkhān, see note 613.
The title of the Kings of Kabul was Kābulshāh.
Al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 248–9. It is possible that this list of inhabitants belongs to al-Yaÿqūbī’s own time and not to the period of
al-Manîūr.
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Nevertheless, the textual evidence suggests that military
command was in fact quite diffuse. The highest military
officers, the quwwād, commanded relatively small
numbers of men, one or a few hundred at most, while
the command in war went to politico-military figures,
who did not in peacetime necessarily have a permanent
force under command. Some did, others did not. Waîīf
and al-Afshīn seem to have had permanent military
followings of some size, others, such as Ashinās and
Khāqān ÿUrðūj, did not. The peacetime administration of
the qaðā’iÿ was carried out by allotting large
cantonments to associates of the caliph and then
attaching other quwwād to them, probably always of the
same ethnic origin. It was a system that had begun in
Baghdad, with the governorships of the quarters
surrounding the Round City.

The paradox between the hierarchical structure of the
cantonments, and the lack of permanent large military
units which would have matched the archaeological
evidence of those cantonments can be explained in two
ways. Firstly, the allocation of the land was made by the
caliph to the governor of the cantonment, who was then
responsible for the construction. The architects worked
for that governor, and naturally set out the plan to please
him. Secondly, the architectural tradition was not very
flexible: there was only one basic model to follow.

Nevertheless, although both the description of alYaÿqūbī and the archaeological site at first sight suggest
a single stratum of military settlement, the detailed presentation of the evidence shows that, despite the short
period of occupation, a static model of settlement is
incorrect, and there was considerable expansion and
movement of the military cantonments over time. Four
different phenomena can be identified: (1) the expansion
of the Turkish cantonments of al-Karkh and al-Dūr, (2)
the displacement of the qaðā’iÿ around the Dār alKhilāfa to the Avenues and al-Maðīra, (3) the foundation
of the Balkuwārā cantonment, and (4) the temporary
movement of military units to al-Mutawakkiliyya during
the period 245/859–247/861.

The expansion of the Turkish cantonments of al-Karkh
and al-Dūr
The expansion of the cantonments of al-Karkh has
been discussed by Kennet, and those of al-Dūr are
discussed above.705 At al-Dūr a process has been
detected which started in the reign of al-Muÿtaîim, and
continued into the period after the abandonment of alMutawakkiliyya in 247/861. There is no reason to
suppose that these cantonments were also occupied by
non-Turks, and it can be presumed that the expansion
is in direct relation to increase in the numbers of Turks
at Samarra.
705
706
707

The displacement of the qaðā’iÿ around the Dār alKhilāfa into the Avenues and to al-Maðīra
The only direct evidence of this phenomenon is the
reported movement of Waîīf from al-ayr to al-Maðīra.
However, we concluded above that the Ushrūsaniyya to
be found in the Avenues were probably remnants of
Afshīn’s corps displaced from their original settlement
into the new Avenues. A similar movement of the
Farāghina may have taken place from the west side
south of the Dār al-Khilāfa (between al-ÿUmarī and alJisr, in the expression of al-Masÿūdī), into the Avenues.
Lastly, the little-mentioned Turks of Khāqān ÿUrðūj may
have been moved to form the Turks of the Avenues.

Some of these movements are not attested to perfectly in
either the textual or the archaeological evidence, but they
form a logical whole. There was a process of removal of
the military from around the Dār al-Khilāfa, and from the
area between the palace and the centre of the city. On the
south side of the palace complex, the soldiers were
replaced by the great houses of the élite, and on the north
side by the expansion of the palace service.

The movement also bears witness to changes in the
prestige of the commanders, or even their disappearance.
It is probable that whatever the fate of the commander,
no unit was ever disbanded, or names removed from the
dīwān. If a commander disappeared, recruitment
stopped, and the unit was allowed to wither away by the
death of its members.706 To a lesser extent, the same was
true of the decline in prestige of a commander. A
dumping-ground was needed for less prestigious military
units, and the cantonments of the Avenues appear to
have been used for this purpose. There is no doubt that
the Avenues of al-ayr were among the less agreeable
areas of Samarra to live in: even today, they are dry and
dusty.
The foundation of the Balkuwārā cantonment
In this development, we see a process of counterbalancing the power of the Turks by the recruitment of Arabs
by al-Mutawakkil. This kind of process is common
enough even in modern armies for avoiding a political
threat to the regime from one military force or general.
There is no evidence that the policy continued beyond
the death of al-Mutawakkil in 247/861.

The temporary movement of military units to alMutawakkiliyya during the period 245/859–247/861
The foundation of al-Mutawakkiliyya is discussed below
in Chapter 10. It is clearly stated in the texts that the
commanders and the army were settled in alMutawakkil’s new city.707 The archaeological evidence
of cantonment units on the site confirms these
statements (Fig. 96). It is not clear whether all the

Kennet 2001.
Kennedy 2001, 150, notes that only the Turks survived the crisis of 256/870 as a coherent unit. For, while some individuals are
mentioned, the Shākiriyya, Ushrūsaniyya, Farāghina, and Maghāriba all largely disappear.
Al-£abarī, III, 1437–8; al-Yaÿqūbī, Buldān, 266.

The Military Cantonments

military apart from the Turks of al-Karkh and al-Dūr
were moved to al-Mutawakkiliyya.708 If it were to be the
case, then the cantonment areas of al-Mutawakkiliyya
would be a good index of the size of the non-Turkish
army at the end of the reign of al-Mutawakkil. However,
it seems unlikely that the issue would be so clear-cut.
More likely, the less favoured units were left in their
cantonments in the Avenues. After the death of alMutawakkil in 247/861, the city is stated in the texts to

708
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have been abandoned, and people returned to Surra Man
Ra’ā.
In sum, then, the movement of military units within
Samarra plays an important role in making our
knowledge of the army of Samarra more precise, as
there are often two different descriptions of the same
unit, and two different cantonment areas to tell us about
its characteristics.

Al-£abarī says that “al-Mutawakkil conducted the prayer of al-Fiðr in al-Jaÿfariyya, and ÿAbd al-Samad b. Mūsā in its congregational mosque, and nobody prayed at Samarra.” (al-£abarī, III, 1452).

CHAPTER 9

The Palaces of al-Mutawakkil
THE LIST OF THE PALACES OF ALMUTAWAKKIL
The building projects of the caliph al-Mutawakkil during
the period of his reign (232/847–247/861) are one of the
principal architectural phenomena at Samarra. A wide
range of buildings seems to have been constructed, and
the city approximately doubled in size as a result. The
text of al-YaÿqñbÌ’s Kitªb al-Buldªn is weak on this
subject. Nevertheless, there exists a list of the building
projects together with their prices, which appears in
variant forms in various sources.
The earliest form of the list appears in the Ta’rÌkh of alYaÿqñbÌ:709
Al-Mutawakkil built palaces which he spent great
sums of money on; among them are: al-Shªh, alÿArñs, al-Shibdªz, al-BadÌÿ, al-GharÌb, al-Burj,
and he spent on al-Burj 1,700,000 dÌnªrs.
As this list is mentioned under the events of the year
240/855–6, it would be logical to suppose that it represents
buildings already standing or begun by that year.
The second version is in Ibn al-FaqÌh al-HamadhªnÌ’s
Kitªb al-Buldªn, circa 290/903, a text that was subsequently copied by Yªqñt in the article on Samarra in the
Muÿjam al-Buldªn:
“And none of the Caliphs at Surmarrª710 built fine
buildings like al-Mutawakkil did. Among them: the
palace known as al-ÿArñs on which he spent 30
million dirhams, al-Mukhtªr 5 million dirhams, alWaÊÌd 2 million dirhams, al-Shªh 20 million
dirhams, al-Burj 30 million dirhams, al-Jawsaq alIbrªhÌmÌ 2 million dirhams, al-JaÿfarÌ al-MuÊdath
10 million dirhams, al-GharÌb 10 million dirhams,
al-Shibdªz711 10 million dirhams, al-BadÌÿ712 10
million dirhams, al-SubÊ 5 million dirhams, al709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
719

MalÌÊ 5 million, the palace in Bustªn al-•tªkhiyya
10 million, al-Tall, its upper and lower parts, 5
million, al-Jawsaq in Maydªn al-Sakhr 500,000, the
Congregational Mosque 15 million dirhams,
Barkuwªr for al-Muÿtazz 20 million dirhams, alQalªyª 50,000 dinars, and he erected in it buildings
for 100,000 dinars, al-Ghard on Tigris 1 million
dirhams, the palace in al-Mutawakkiliyya, the one
which is called al-MªÊñza, 50 million dirhams, alNahr 25 million,713 al-Lu’lu’a 5 million dirhams.
The total was 274 million dirhams.”714
In the next century, al-SñlÌ (d. 335/947) has a version in
the newly edited section of the Kitªb al-Awrªq.715 Abñ
al-Faraj al-IîfahªnÌ (d. 356/967) cites a version of the
list in the Kitªb al-Ghurabª’, a book of verses written in
curious places.716 A further version exists in alShªbushtÌ’s Kitªb al-Diyªrªt (d. 388/988 or later).717
The text of al-HamadhªnÌ seems to be close to the
original document the list was drawn from, although alSñlÌ has interesting independent information. In alIîfahªnÌ some figures have been increased to account for
the omission of al-Nahr/al-Bahw.
The expenditure on construction in the reign of alMutawakkil made a great impression, and it seems to be
for this reason that the text continued to be cited. “It has
been said that in no other age nor at any other time did
expenditures approach those of al-Mutawakkil. It is said
that he spent on al-HªrñnÌ and al-Jawsaq [and] alJaÿfarÌ718 more than one hundred million dirhams, this
alongside the great number of MawªlÌ, the Jund and the
Shªkiriyya and the frequency with which they received
their pay, all this in addition to the great number of those
who, every month, laid hold of prizes and gifts.”719
One can suggest that the list is composed of all types of
building project mixed together without distinction —
palace, mosque, and pavilion, together with additions to,
or reconstructions of, existing buildings. For example,

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 491.
Surmarrª is a variant form of Samarra used by al-HamadhªnÌ.
MS: al-Shibdªr.
MS: al-B-r-h. Probably a copyist’s error for al-BadÌÿ, which does not otherwise appear in this version.
MS: al-Bahw.
The Wüstenfeld edition of Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, gives 294 million dirhams. This is a misreading of an unpointed text
which should read sabÿÌn in the place of tisÿÌn. The total added up amounts to 270,500,000 dirhams and 150,000 dinars.
EI², s.v. al-SñlÌ. Al-SñlÌ, 194.
Al-IîfahªnÌ, al-Ghurabª’, 47–50.
al-ShªbushtÌ, Kitªb al-Diyªrªt, 159.
The edition has ‘al-Jawsaq al-JaÿfarÌ’. The easiest way to explain this otherwise unknown formulation is simply to add an
additional ‘and’.
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 276. Translation of Gordon, with one modification.
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TABLE 4. COMPARATIVE TABLE OF THE LIST OF BUILDINGS OF AL-MUTAWAKKIL (232/847–247/861) IN THE SOURCES
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Names in brackets are mentioned in other articles in the text of Yªqñt.
The edition reads al-Bahw (‘the pavilion’). Crone and Moreh argue for a reading of al-Nahr, the canal, cf. note 726.
Probably to be read as al-abniya, ‘the buildings’.
Corrected from the figure of 100 million in the edition.
Plus 700,000 dinars for the canal, in an earlier section.
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the Congregational Mosque is specifically cited, in
addition to the palaces. Al-Birka, cited in three versions,
must represent al-birka al-Êusnª, as described by alBuÊturÌ, and seems not to be a complete palace.720 The
criterion for inclusion seems to be that they were alMutawakkil’s own projects, and not to be confused with
the constructions of other personalities at Samarra.
The palace in al-Mutawakkiliyya was the most expensive,
and is evidently to be identified with al-JaÿfarÌ, together
with the city of al-Mutawakkiliyya. Al-SñlÌ’s variant
version is al-quîñr al-Jaÿfariyya — the JaÿfarÌ palaces.721
Five other projects cost 20 million dirhams or more: alÿArñs, al-Shªh, al-Burj, Barkuwªr — a variant of
Balkuwªrª — and al-Bahw (or al-Nahr). About al-Bahw,
nothing at all is otherwise known, although without it the
totals do not add up. Crone and Moreh have proposed an
emendation of the name to al-Nahr, the ‘Canal’, referring
to the canal dug to bring water to al-Mutawakkiliyya (on
which see below in the next chapter).722 This emendation
must be correct, for such a large project could not have
disappeared entirely from the archaeological site. The
existence of the remainder is confirmed from other
sources, and there are four great palace sites that could
correspond to these names. The palace of Balkuwªrª was
identified at al-Manqñr by Herzfeld, al-ÿArñs should be
identified with al-Iîðablªt, al-Shªh with al-MusharraÊªt,
because it is twinned with al-ÿArñs, and al-Burj (‘the
Tower’) with Sñr ÿ•sª and its complex adjacent to the
spiral minaret of the Congregational Mosque. At the next
level down, costing between five and ten million
dirhams, there are ten further building projects. Of these
al-Tall is to be identified with the Caliph’s pavilions at
the racecourse (Racecourse 1), on the mound of Tell alÿAlÌq and at its foot (Fig. 66).723 Any building costing
less than five million therefore was either a relatively
small construction, and thus difficult to identify, or
supplementary work in an existing palace.

THE MAJOR PROJECTS
Balkuwªrª
Balkuwªrª (Fig. 84, Fig. 85, Pl. 1, Pl. 61, Pl. 62),724
located 7 km southeast of Samarra on the east bank of the

Tigris at modern al-Manqñr, is a square enclosure with a
buttressed coursed earth wall, measuring approximately
1165 x 1171 m. There is a gate in the centre of each of the
three sides away from the river, from which avenues lead
to the centre. The palace, 464 x 575 m, is attached to the
river wall inside the enclosure. The palace has a tripartite
internal division. The central division is raised; at its river
end is a cruciform group of halls and Ìwªns, and this is
followed by three rectangular courtyards. On the south
side of the reception halls, there is a series of residential
units around their own courtyards, and there is a second
group of courtyard buildings on the north side. The
northern half of the outer enclosure is filled with blocks
of small housing. Much of the southern half was left
empty, but this half does include blocks of what appear to
have been larger housing.
The central palace area was partly excavated by
Herzfeld in 1911, but it is evident that much of the plan
prepared by Herzfeld was based on the surface traces,
which are fairly clear. No further excavations have taken
place since then. The plan of the palace area is
obviously based on that of the Dªr al-ÿ•mma, a square
block of reception halls with a garden on the Tigris, and
a rectangular courtyard behind.
‘Balkuwªrª’ is the form of the name found in the edition
of al-YaÿqñbÌ’s Buldªn, and the best-known version of
the name in western literature.725 For this reason it has
been used here; however, the reading of the name by the
editor of the text of al-YaÿqñbÌ is faulty, and the correct
reading of the manuscript is Balkuwªr. A later hand has
added in the margin that the correct version is
Barkuwªrª, with rª’ in the place of lam. There were a
number of different forms: Barkuwªr,726 Barkuwªrª,727
Barkuwªn,728 Barkuwªnª,729 Bazkuwªr,730 all of which
are variations of the basic manuscript letter forms, if
they are undotted. The name would appear to be
Aramaic/Syriac in origin, but it has not proved possible
to identify an original form.731
When al-Mutawakkil appointed his three heirs, alMuntaîir was housed in al-Jawsaq, al-Mu’ayyad in the
house of AfshÌn at al-MaðÌra, and al-Muÿtazz was settled
in a new palace called Balkuwªrª. Of the three heirs,
only al-Muÿtazz was allocated a new building; as noted
elsewhere in this volume this appears to have been

Al-BuÊturÌ, DÌwªn, QasÌda 915.
Al-SñlÌ, 194.
722 IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, tr. Crone & Moreh, 107–8. The basis of the emendation is that the rª’ of nahr could easily be misread as
wªw by a copyist, while bª’ and nñn are identical in an unpointed text. The copyist evidently thought that the list was only
composed of palaces.
723 For a more detailed description of the racecourses, see Chapter 7 (pp. 152–
61).
724 Creswell 1940, 265–70; Leisten 2003, 69–71, 81–104.
725 Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 265.
726 Ibn al-FaqÌh al-Hamadhªni, 144; al-£abarÌ, III, 1860.
727 Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159; al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 25; Ibn Serapion, Sect. IX; al-SñlÌ, 194.
728 Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’.
729 Al-NuwayrÌ, I, 406.
730 Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Bazkuwªr.
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because the palace of Balkuwªrª formed part of a new
military cantonment (see pp. 189–91). However, alMuÿtazz is also clearly presented as al-Mutawakkil’s
favourite son.

Al-Iîðablªt (al-ÿArñs)
Al-Iîðablªt (Fig. 88) is located 13 km south of modern
Samarra on the west bank of the Tigris.732
Description of al-Iîðablªt
The site of Iîðablªt (Fig. 86, Pl. 63, Pl. 64) consists of a
main walled structure in the form of a double rectangle,
oriented roughly towards the qibla (188°). The smaller
rectangle, measuring 235 x 520 m, overlooks the Tigris
and contains the palace. The exterior wall appears to
have been built partly of fired brick and partly of
coursed earth 1.65 m wide, and has the characteristic
external half-round buttresses of Abbasid architecture.
The reception hall area at the northern end was built in
fired brick and the bricks have been robbed out, leaving
trenches where the walls used to stand. The reception
halls were apparently arranged in a cross, probably with
a central dome chamber and four Ìwªns facing out onto
courtyards. In addition, there was a principal Ìwªn
looking out over the Tigris, possibly a triple Ìwªn
similar to the Bªb al-ÿ•mma in the Dªr al-Khilªfa. The
area of the palace is 122,200 m², more or less identical
to the occupied area of the palace of Balkuwªrª
(121,304 m²) (Fig. 85).
The main residential settlement was built in a vast
rectangle measuring 1721 x 575 m. The plan is
composed of three squares of about 575 m laid out in a
line, with a grand avenue 52.5 m wide running the
length of the site. There is a central cross avenue of the
same width in each square. The exterior wall is of
coursed earth with half-round buttresses, with a wall and
gate dividing each square. Most of the building walls are
constructed in coursed earth 0.9 – 1.02 m wide, but there
is also some evidence for sun-dried mud-bricks 0.27 x
0.27 x 0.07 m cemented with gypsum mortar.
The northern square was laid out on an extremely
regular but not precisely symmetrical plan. There are
two large houses, M18–19 (Fig. 87), adjacent to the
main entrance to the palace, four medium-sized houses,
M26–9, 26 blocks of ten small single-courtyard houses,
and six blocks of five single-courtyard houses, totalling
290 small houses.
In the second square, there is evidence from the marking
out lines that the plan was intended to be similar to that
731
732
733
734
735
736

of the northern square. However only the northeast
block was built on this plan: house M54 is virtually
identical to house M19. House M53, on the west side of
the central avenue, has similar external dimensions to
M18, but a reception hall block constructed in fired
brick, and very little else was constructed in its
enclosure. The remaining nine buildings in the central
square (M59–67) are courtyard buildings with groups of
rooms: these appear to be service buildings, perhaps
workshops and storehouses.
In the third square, nothing was built. Rather, only the
outlines of eight blocks 226 x 105 m are marked on the
ground.
The Outer Enclosure (al-•ª’ið al-Abya¼)
Al-Iîðablªt is surrounded by an outer enclosure wall,
called by Herzfeld al-Êª’ið al-abya¼ (the White
Enclosure) (Fig. 88).733 The wall is of coursed earth, and
according to Herzfeld has half-round buttresses on both
sides alternately. Susa calls the wall simply ‘the outer
enclosure’.734
The enclosure begins 4.7 km northwest of al-Iîðablªt at
the outlet of the IsÊªqÌ into the Tigris, as described by
Ibn Serapion (SuÊrªb), and adjacent to Tell BundarÌ (site
M12). The wall runs southwest following the line of the
canal to the junction where the IsÊªqÌ divides, then it
turns southeast following the southern branch of the
IsÊªqÌ (Z26). After 1 km there is a courtyard building
attached to the inside of the wall (M75). According to
Susa, this building is a regulator on the canal.735
However, such a building is more usually a guard-post
for a gate in the wall. The wall follows the course of this
branch of the IsÊªqÌ to the southeast, and then turns east
and northeast. In this sector, Susa reports three gates
(M84–6). It is not possible to confirm their existence, as
this area is now occupied by a radio station. The wall
touches the Sasanian linear wall, Sñr al-Muðabbaq, and
then turns northwest back to the Tigris.
There is, in fact, no direct connection between this
enclosure wall and al-Iîðablªt. Herzfeld thought that it
belonged to the Abbasid period because of the
alternation of buttresses on both sides of the wall.736 It
certainly belongs to the period when the southern branch
of the IsÊªqÌ was flowing. The canal was flowing in the
3rd/9th and 4th/10th centuries.
Discussion
Herzfeld’s conclusion was that al-Iîðablªt is to be
identified with the palace of al-ÿArñs (‘the bride’) of
al-Mutawakkil.737 He cited a text in the Kitªb alAghªnÌ, which describes al-Mutawakkil, on the

E.C.D. Hunter, pers. comm.
Herzfeld 1921, 118; Kettana 1979, 72–6; ÿAbd al-Baqi 1989, I, 89–93; Northedge 1992.
Herzfeld 1948, 81.
Susa 1948–9, 94–5.
Susa 1948–9, map 2b.
Herzfeld 1948, 81.
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occasion of the investiture of his heirs — an event
which took place in 235/849–50738 — proceeding by
boat to al-ÿArñs, and he concluded that al-ÿArñs lay
south of Samarra on the riverbank, and perhaps on the
west bank of the Tigris:
“When al-Mutawakkil appointed his heirs from
among his children, he rode at Samarra in a
procession, finer than which had never been seen.
The heirs rode in front of him, and the Turks in
front of them, and their children marching in
front of al-Mutawakkil, with belts of gold in their
hands ... then he descended into the water, and sat
in it, and the army with him in jawªnkhiyyªt739
and the rest of the boats, and he came until he
stopped in the qaîr which is called al-ÿArñs, and
he gave permission to the people, and they
entered into his presence....”740
Herzfeld describes the outer enclosure (al-•ª’ið alAbya¼) as a “Tierpark”, in effect a hunting enclosure.741
Ahmad Susa correctly objected that the text of the
AghªnÌ does not confirm that al-ÿArñs lay to the south of
Samarra, or on the west bank of the Tigris.742 Susa
considered that Iîðablªt was a military camp
(muÿaskar).743
However there is a stronger basis for identifying Iîðablªt
with al-ÿArñs than Herzfeld’s arguments. In the list of
building projects cited above, there are three possibilities
for projects as large as or larger than Balkuwªrª: alIîðablªt, the palace and hunting park at al-MusharraÊªt,
and the extension on the east side of Surra Man Ra’ª
which included Sñr ÿ•sª, the Congregational Mosque,
and the two new avenues.
According to the article on al-Shªh wal-ÿArñs in Yªqñt’s
Muÿjam al-Buldªn:
“Al-Shªh and al-ÿArñs: two great palaces in the
region of Surra Man Ra’ª. 20 million dirhams
were spent on the construction of al-Shªh and on
al-ÿArñs 30 million dirhams. Then they were
demolished in the days of al-MustaÿÌn
(248/862–252/866) and he gave the materials to
his wazÌr AÊmad b. al-KhaîÌb amongst what he
gave him.”

737
738
739
740
741
742
743

744

This text indicates that al-Shªh and al-ÿArñs were
situated outside the centre of Samarra, and that they
were demolished shortly after the death of alMutawakkil.744 It seems therefore that al-Shªh and alÿArñs are to be identified with al-MusharraÊªt and alIîðablªt. Al-Iîðablªt is larger and more solidly built than
al-MusharraÊªt, and presumably more expensive, and is
therefore al-ÿArñs.
It is paradoxical that while al-Iîðablªt looks like a
military camp, the historical evidence indicates that it
was a palace. It seems more likely however that the
residential settlement was occupied by the huntsmen
who maintained the hunting reserve.
Al-Iîðablªt takes the idea of regular symmetrical
planning at Samarra to an extreme. After the palace, the
buildings are disposed symmetrically on each side of the
central avenue, and there is a regular hierarchy of sizes
of house. This sequence of palace, avenue and a
hierarchy of house sizes is common throughout Samarra,
and al-Iîðablªt, where the plan is presented clearly, may
be regarded as the type-site.
The pottery typology corresponds with the standard
typology of Abbasid pottery from Samarra.745

Al-MusharraÊªt (al-Shªh)
Al-MusharraÊªt (Fig. 89, Fig. 90, Pl. 65, Pl. 66) is
located on the north side of the Nahr al-Qª’im, 10.5 km
southeast of Samarra. The complex is placed centrally in
the south side of a trapezoidal enclosure which measures
6.1 by a maximum of 9.2 km. This enclosure was quite
evidently a game reserve.
The complex itself centres on a rectangular court 500 x
660 m. On the north side there is a palace, 145 m
square, facing onto a basin fed by a canal from the
north. Built of baked brick, the walls of this palace have
been robbed out. On the east and west sides of the court
there are blocks of housing apparently similar to those
of Iîðablªt, but the traces are only faintly preserved. All
these are probably built of coursed earth. In the
northeast corner, there are further courtyard buildings,
which are not apparently housing.

Herzfeld 1948, 133.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1394–1403.
A type of boat.
Al-IîfahªnÌ, AghªnÌ, IX, 32.
Herzfeld 1948, 81.
Susa 1948–9, 100–2.
Susa 1948–9, 94–102. Cf. Kettana 1979, 72–6; ÿAbd al-Baqi 1989, I, 89–93. Kettana even makes an estimate that it could have
accommodated 42–60,000 soldiers, probably an over-estimate by a factor of about 10, or perhaps even more (Kettana 1979,
75).
“Demolition” means the removal of reusable building materials, such as teak beams, marble panels, and fired bricks, but the
abandonment of unfired brick walls, coursed earth walls, and notably decorations in plaster. This explains why a building said
to have been demolished can have survived so well to the present day.
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Herzfeld describes MusharraÊªt as a hunting palace, and
it is evident that he was right.746 NªjÌ al-AsÌl747 had
argued that the site was the palace of Hªrñn al-RashÌd
on the Qªðñl, for it is adjacent to one of the three
Qªðñls,748 but the surface pottery, though sparse, is
definitely of the Samarra period in the 3rd/9th century.
Susa located a game reserve here, but also al-birka alÊusnª, the basin celebrated in the poetry of al-BuÊturÌ.749
While there is no particular reason to locate the famous
birka here, a dating to the reign of al-Mutawakkil is
probable, based on the similarity of its architectural style
to al-Iîðablªt and Balkuwªrª. It appears to correspond to
the palace of al-Shªh, for the site is compatible with the
information in the texts. Al-Shªh is twinned with alÿArñs by Yªqñt, described as in the vicinity of Surra
Man Ra’ª, not in the town itself, and cost 20 million
dirhams, two-thirds of al-ÿArñs.750 If al-ÿArñs is to be
identified at al-Iîðablªt, then it is highly probable that alMusharraÊªt is al-Shªh. As al-YaÿqñbÌ’s Ta’rÌkh
indicates, al-Shªh was probably already in existence by
240/855–6.751

Sñr ÿ•sª (al-Burj)
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Al-Ghard
Al-Ghard cost 1 million dirhams and was located on the
Tigris.753 It is described by al-BuÊturÌ as brilliant and
white, with domes on the left and right.754 However, the
price indicates that it was small. One possible site is
located on the west bank of the Tigris at E391948
N3790956, site V63. At this point, the site of a small
monumental building is located facing onto the river. No
dating is available on this site, but it is aligned with
garden V11, and thus could be of Abbasid date.755

Al-GharÌb
Al-GharÌb cost 10 million dirhams, and is marked as one
of the early palaces before 240/855–6.756 One possible
candidate is small palace H50 and its cantonment area,
situated between the old palace of WaîÌf and the
Cloverleaf racecourse, unit HC (Fig. 52).

Al-JaÿfarÌ al-MuÊdath or al-MuÊdath

Al-BadÌÿ

Al-JaÿfarÌ al-MuÊdath also cost 10 million dirhams. It
was particularly used by al-Muntaîir, and he died there,
if one presumes that the name ‘al-MuÊdath’ is the same
as ‘al-JaÿfarÌ al-MuÊdath’.757 The name ‘alMuhadhdhab’ given by Ibn Aÿtham al-KñfÌ is probably
an alternative reading by a copyist for al-MuÊdath.758
The epithet ‘al-MuÊdath’ (the renovated) indicates a
rebuilding of an earlier palace. Normally, one would
have thought that this name was applied to rebuilding
work in al-JaÿfarÌ. However, it is clearly stated that alMuntaîir abandoned al-JaÿfarÌ, and it seems unlikely that
he returned there to live and die.

Al-BadÌÿ cost 10 million dirhams, and must have been
built early in the reign of al-Mutawakkil, for it is to be
found in the list of al-YaÿqñbÌ dated 240/855–6, and was
then demolished at the time of the construction of alMutawakkiliyya.752 The price and date suggest an identification with building H140 (Fig. 52), which must have
been built at the same time as the mosque of alMutawakkil (see Chapter 5), and Sñr ÿ•sª, but is less
well built.

The identification of this construction project, then,
poses problems. One possible solution is to concentrate
on the experience of al-Muntaîir in al-MuÊdath.
According to al-SñlÌ, al-Mutawakkil ruined al-HªrñnÌ,
the palace of his brother al-Wªthiq, and removed the
teak beams for transport to al-JaÿfarÌ. Al-Muntaîir then
rebuilt al-HªrñnÌ, and spent 500,000 dinars on it. 759 This
figure is the equivalent of the price of al-MuÊdath.
While this work on al-HªrñnÌ could well be the source

See Chapter 5 for discussion, p. 125, Fig. 51.

THE MINOR PROJECTS
For al-Lu’lu’a, al-Shibdªz, al-SubÊ (elsewhere al-SabÌÊ)
and al-MalÌÊ, see under al-Mutawakkiliyya (Chapter 10,
p. 225).

745
746
747
748
749
750
751
752
753
754
755
756
757
758

The sherds recovered are classified in Falkner (forthcoming).
Herzfeld 1948, 113, 131.
AsÌl 1947a, 1947b.
See Chapter 3 (pp. 70–2) for a discussion of the identification of the Qªðñls.
Susa 1948–9, 285–305.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Shªh wal-ÿArñs.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 491.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1438.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Ghard. Yªqñt thought the name was a mistake for ‘al-Fard’.
Al-BuÊturÌ, DÌwªn, QasÌda 642, bayts 13–18.
Site V63 has not been visited, at the time of writing, and it is uncertain whether it has survived flooding by the lake behind the
barrage.
According to al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, the price was 20 million dirhams.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1485, 1498. Like for al-GharÌb, al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, gives the price as 20 million dirhams.
Ibn Aÿtham al-KñfÌ, VIII, 354.
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of the name al-MuÊdath, we do not know why it was
called al-JaÿfarÌ al-MuÊdath, rather than al-HªrñnÌ alMuÊdath, nor why it was attributed in this list to alMutawakkil.760

Al-Jawsaq al-IbrªhÌmÌ
Costing 2 million dirhams, this may have been a
building called al-IbrªhÌmÌ inside al-Jawsaq, on the
model of a house inside al-Jawsaq called al-DimashqÌ.761
Al-SñlÌ calls it Jawsaq IbrªhÌm b. Yñsuf.762

Al-Jawsaq in Maydªn al-Sakhr or Maydªn alSaÊn
This project cost only 500,000 dirhams and was the
smallest of the projects whose price is known. As alSaÊn seems to have been the name given to the
Esplanade in the Dªr al-Khilªfa, it may be that the
correct version is Maydªn al-SaÊn and that this project
was the name given to the construction of the Maydªn at
the east end of the Esplanade, or buildings connected
with it (see p. 143). One should perhaps understand the
name to mean “[Building in] al-Jawsaq in the Maydªn
of al-SaÊn”.

Al-Mukhtªr
Al-Mukhtªr was demolished at the time of the construction of al-JaÿfarÌ.763 It had cost 5 million dirhams, and
may have been of moderate size. According to a story
told by Yªqñt, it was built in the reign of al-Wªthiq, and
was decorated with pictures of a church.764 As Yªqñt
also says that it was a building of al-Mutawakkil, if the
story is to be believed, it must have been built by the
later caliph during the reign of his predecessor.

Al-Qalªyª and its buildings
Al-Qalªyª, or al-Qalªyid in the version of Yªqñt,765 cost
50,000 dÌnªrs, equivalent to about 1 million dirhams,
seems to have been an enclosure, for buildings were
erected in it costing 100,000 dÌnªrs. The only other
building project whose costs are given in dÌnªrs was the

759
760
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762
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764
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766
767
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769
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Al-SñlÌ, Awrªq, 244.
On al-HªrñnÌ, see pp. 227–8.
Al-Iîfahªni, AghªnÌ, VII, 31.
Al-SñlÌ, Awrªq, 194.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1438.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Mukhtªr.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’.
Al-SñlÌ, Awrªq, 195.
Al-BakrÌ, III, 1089.
Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII; al-£abarÌ, III, 1706.
Al-SñlÌ, Awrªq, 194.
Al-SñlÌ, Awrªq, 194.

canal which fed al-Mutawakkiliyya. The total costs
equivalent to 3 million dirhams suggest a project of
limited dimensions. Nevertheless, al-•usayn b. alˆaÊÊªk composed a qaîÌda describing the palace.766
According to al-BakrÌ, it was placed adjacent to a
Christian site called ÿUmr Naîr, which has not yet been
identified.767

Al-Tall, upper and lower
This project, costing 5 million dirhams, is relatively
easy to identify with the construction of the pavilion on
Tell al-ÿAlÌq and the rest house at al-Madrasa (Fig. 66:
see Chapter 7, pp. 156–8). The cost may also have
included laying out the racecourse.

Al-WaÊÌd
A relatively small project costing 2 million dirhams.
There is insufficient information to identify it.

Bustªn al-•tªkhiyya
This project, costing 10 million dirhams, is to be placed
in the •tªkhiyya later called MuÊammadiyya on the
Qªðñl al-KisrawÌ,768 for al-SñlÌ replaces this name in the
list of the buildings of al-Mutawakkil with alMuÊammadiyya.769 As •tªkh was killed in 235/849–50,
presumably his property came into the Caliph’s
possession. The project must have been intended to
provide a temporary home for al-Mutawakkil, while he
supervised the construction work on al-Mutawakkiliyya.

Al-Birka
Al-Birka (tr. Basin or Pool) is not mentioned by alHamadhªnÌ, but occurs in the versions of the 4th/10th
century authors, al-SñlÌ, al-IîfahªnÌ and al-ShªbushtÌ.
SñlÌ calls it al-birka al-kabÌra — the great pool.770 AlBirka, costing 2 million dirhams, is clearly to be
identified with al-birka al-Êusnª described by alBuÊturÌ.771 In QaîÌda no. 915, the water is said to rush
like racehorses from the starting gate, and there was also
the statue of a dolphin.
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Ahmad Susa thought that al-Birka was to be identified at
al-MusharraÊªt.772 In fact there are four basins in the site
area of Samarra which could correspond to al-Birka: the
basin at al-MusharraÊªt (Fig. 90, Pl. 66), the basin in the
late Sasanian palace at the entrance to the Nahr alRaîªîÌ (Fig. 27, Pl. 18), and the basins in the Large
Serdab and the Small Serdab in the Dªr al-Khilªfa (Fig.

771
772
773
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58, Pl. 45, Pl. 46). The Large Serdab is more probably
of the reign of al-Muÿtaîim, but the other three do or
could belong to the reign of al-Mutawakkil.773 The basin
which corresponds closest to the description of alBuÊturÌ is in fact the Small Serdab, for the qaîÌda also
mentions al-Dªr (the House), the short expression
commonly used for the Dªr al-Khilªfa.

Al-BuÊturÌ, DÌwªn, QasÌda 915 , cf. also no. 768.
Susa 1948–9, 24.
Al-MusharraÊªt is certainly of the reign of al-Mutawakkil. The basin in the late Sasanian palace (A1) could have been added at
the time of the construction of al-JaÿfarÌ, as part of the palace of al-SabÌÊ. The Small Serdab is a later addition to the Dªr alKhilªfa.
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reign of al-Mutawakkil (232/847-247/861)
Al-Mutawakkiliyya (245/859-247/861)
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Fig. 91. Samarra at the end of the reign of al-Mutawakkil (245/859–247/861).

CHAPTER 10

Al-JaÿfarÌ and al-Mutawakkiliyya
THE FOUNDATION OF ALMUTAWAKKILIYYA
After his return from Damascus in Jumªdª II 244
(October 858),774 al-Mutawakkil set about the construction of a new city to the north of Surra Man Ra’ª in
245/859 (Fig. 92). This foundation was intended to
replace Surra Man Ra’ª as a new caliphal city. The
caliph’s own justification for the construction is known:
“Now I know that I am a king, for I have built myself a
city in which to live”.775 Because it is situated adjacent to
the cantonments of the Turks at al-Karkh, it has been
speculated that the construction was intended to placate
the Turks.776 However, while it is true that al-Mutawakkil
manoeuvred continually against various members of the
élite at Samarra, and never clearly dominated the Turks, it
is not obvious that he was under the influence of anyone,
Turk or other. Rather, he had a long record of a passion
for architecture, and al-Mutawakkiliyya was the
culmination of this enthusiasm. Al-Mutawakkil was then
assassinated there two years later in Shawwªl
247/December 861, and his son al-Muntaîir
(247/861–248/862) abandoned the site. Very probably
many buildings were never finished, as the archaeological
evidence also shows, and those that were completed were
only occupied for a short time. As a result, the palace of
al-JaÿfarÌ and the urban site of al-Mutawakkiliyya
constitute an almost perfectly preserved example of an
Islamic ‘royal’ city as it was intended to be laid out.
The city was laid out between the Turkish cantonments
at al-Karkh and al-Dñr, and the entrance to the Qªðñl,
around the pre-Islamic town of al-MªÊñza. The palace
was built at the north end, and was connected to the city
by an avenue. The city was built to the south, and is
continuous with the military cantonments. The terrain is
flat and steppe-like, but is dominated by the levee of the
Nahr al-RaîªîÌ (Pl. 70). This flat steppe stands about 10
m above the level of the Tigris, which flows at the base
of a cliff today (Pl. 2).
The city has variant names in different sources: alMªÊñza, al-Jaÿfariyya and al-Mutawakkiliyya. AlMªÊñza appears in al-£abarÌ (e.g. III, 1438), and is the
pre-Islamic toponym (cf. Chapter 3, pp. 49–55). Al774
775
776
777
778
779
780
781

Jaÿfariyya is used by al-YaÿqñbÌ, after the ism (personal
name) of al-Mutawakkil, Jaÿfar; al-JaÿfarÌ was the name
of the palace. Al-Mutawakkiliyya appears in Yªqñt and
al-BalªdhurÌ. As “al-MadÌna al-Mutawakkiliyya” appears
on dirhams minted in the city, it has been presumed that
this was the official name.777 Nevertheless, there was a
certain degree of confusion between the palace, the city
and the locality: it seems to be for this reason that all
three names are used.

THE SITE OF AL-MUTAWAKKILIYYA
Al-Nahr al-JaÿfarÌ
The textual sources make much of the construction of a
canal which was dug from 12 farsakhs to the north778 in
order to provide water for the city, and which failed to
flow properly.779
“[Al-Mutawakkil] turned his attention to the
excavation of that canal such that it would be in
the middle of the city. The expenses were
estimated on the canal as one million five
hundred thousand dinars. He thought that was
acceptable and was satisfied with it, and began
the excavation. Good money was spent on that
canal. ... and planned that he should excavate on
both sides of the avenue two canals in which
would be the water from the great canal which he
was digging. ... But the canal was not successfully completed, and the water did not run in it
except for a small trickle for which there was no
continuity and no correctness, although he had
spent on it of the order of one million dinars. But
its excavation was extremely difficult; they were
only digging pebbles and stones on which the
picks would not work.”780
According to al-SñlÌ, it was called al-Nahr al-JaÿfarÌ, but
in the list of the building projects of al-Mutawakkil, it
seems to be simply referred to as al-Nahr.781
The canal is well preserved (Fig. 93). There is a double
inlet 62 km north of the Nahr al-RaîªîÌ, and towards the

Cobb 1999.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 267.
Kennedy 1986, 170.
Treadwell 2001, 147.
According to al-£abarÌ, the inlet was five farsakhs to the north (al-£abarÌ, III, 1438).
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh II, 601; Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-JaÿfarÌ, Sªmarrª’.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 267.
Al-SñlÌ, Awrªq, 194. See note 726.
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southern end the bed is 8 m wide. It runs down the east
bank of the Tigris as far as a crossing of the Nahr alRaîªîÌ. At a point 14 km north of al-Dñr, the canal
enters the Sasanian game reserve (S3: Fig. 28).
Southeast of al-Dñr, the canal flows around the base of
the circular artificial mound, Tell al-Banªt, 170 m in
diameter (Fig. 30). At the crossing of the RaîªîÌ, the bed
splits into three (Fig. 94). The eastern branch is an
overflow to drain excess water into the RaîªîÌ. The
central branch crossed the RaîªîÌ on an aqueduct, which
may have been older than the canal. The western branch
also crossed the RaîªîÌ, but no sign of an aqueduct is to
be seen: it may have used a siphon under the bed of the
earlier canal. The canal continues south, with two
branches into the interior of al-JaÿfarÌ, then follows the
approach avenue to the palace, and finally runs down the
west side of the main avenue (Pl. 76). Al-YaÿqñbÌ’s
remark, cited above, that the canal ran on both sides of
the avenue, is not correct. There was a further branch
that watered the cantonments on the east side of the
main avenue, notably Unit TB (Fig. 96). This latter
branch may explain the notion of al-YaÿqñbÌ that the
canal ran on both sides of the avenue.
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Layout of the palace
The palace zone is located in a triangle measuring 4.46 x
2.80 x 5.73 km, with an area of 7.65 sq. km. On the city
side, the zone is delimited by a wall extending from the
north side of the enclosure of al-MªÊñza, with a gate on
the line of the Grand Avenue. In this zone there is only
one building apart from the palace and its dependencies,
and it is evident that it was intended to be a security
zone, to keep the public away from the caliph (Fig. 92).

The palace of al-JaÿfarÌ

The overall scheme of the palace is composed of an
audience hall block on the Tigris, with a small garden in
front, fronting an inner rectangular enclosure of 838 x
1060 m divided into three sections (Fig. 94, Pl. 67, Pl.
68). In the central section are blocks of housing, with
some trace of monumental halls, in the north section are
located the storehouses, while the southern section is
empty. To the east of the central section, there is a
second unit (A110: Fig. 95), which continues as far as
the east wall of the inner enclosure, with approximate
dimensions of 300 x 226 m. The centrepiece of this unit
is a square dome chamber block in fired brick at the
eastern end. This block is set in its own courtyard with
rooms on the north and south sides. On its west side
there is a review ground measuring 132 x 106 m. This
would seem to be a miniature version of the Esplanade
in the Dªr al-Khilªfa. On the opposite side of this
miniature Esplanade, there is a second fired brick hall,
which opens further onto a porticoed courtyard. On the
south side of the porticoed courtyard is a third fired
brick reception hall. To the north of the main palace is
located a polo maydªn and the Sasanian palace, rebuilt
at this time, and to the south two further sub-palaces on
the Tigris front (B2, B12: Fig. 95, Pl. 69). East of the
inner section is a further trapezoidal enclosure with
workshops and streets of houses. To the east of this
second enclosure is the entrance from the avenue
approaching from the city, with a number of other
building groups on the avenue. These buildings include
what appear to be the stables (A208–16: Fig. 95).

The principal palace of al-Mutawakkiliyya is located at
the inlet of the RaîªîÌ, and covers the vast area of 211
ha (Fig. 94, Pl. 67). The building has never been the
subject of more than passing mention in academic
literature.785 The complex was referred to a number of
times by Herzfeld, and he correctly identifies the site as
al-JaÿfarÌ.786 Ahmad Susa concluded that the area more
normally identified as the palace complex was in fact
the whole city of al-Mutawakkiliyya.787 A preliminary
analysis is published by this author.788

The Sub-Palaces
THE RESTORATION OF THE LATE SASANIAN PALACE (A1:
FIG. 27, PL. 18)
Discussed earlier in Chapter 3, this building is composed
of a field of fired brick remains measuring 236 x 248 m.
A dome chamber and Ìwªn fronted the Tigris, and the
remains of part of a quay are visible on the waterfront.
The heart of the palace is dominated by a large basin
measuring 75 x 132 m. It seems that the building was
restored at the time of the construction of al-JaÿfarÌ. It is

Ahmad Susa showed that the reason little water flowed
in the canal was that it was badly levelled, and there are
two humps in the bed at 29 km and 34 km from the
northern inlet.782
According to al-£abarÌ, the supervision was entrusted to
Dulayl b. Yaÿqñb al-NaîrªnÌ, the secretary of Bughª, and
12,000 workmen were employed for the excavation.783
The inhabitants of four settlements (Jabiltª, upper and
lower al-Khaîªîa, and Karmª) were forced to sell their
property. Hªðrª is not mentioned, and was no doubt
abandoned by this time. There seems to have been
considerable corruption.784

782
783
784
785
786
787
788

Susa 1948–9, 349.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1438–9.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1438–9.
ÿAbd al-Baqi 1989, 1.163–70; Northedge, Wilkinson & Falkner 1990, 130.
Herzfeld 1948, 71, 117, 125–9, 210 Anm.1, 211, 212, 216 Anm.4.
Susa 1948–9, 131–7.
Northedge 1999.
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even possible that the basin which dominates the heart
of the building was added by al-Mutawakkil, for it is
rather an unusual feature for an isolated building.
THE COMPLEX SOUTH OF AL-JAÿFARÌ (BUILDINGS B2, B12:
FIG. 95, PL. 69)
The complex south of the palace is composed of three
elements: (1) an empty ditch enclosure of unknown
purpose, (2) a complex surrounding a large review
ground with one — or possibly two — reception halls
(Complex B12), and (3) a further small palace
overlooking the Tigris (Building B2).
Complex B12
Complex B12 surrounds a large rectangular review
ground (277 x 144 m). Three parts have survived in
good condition: at the east end, a fired brick pavilion
with a dome chamber at its centre (B6: 41 x 46 m) and
two dependencies of fired brick in the corners of the
review ground, and on the north side two blocks of
apartments (B4–5). On the west side facing the Tigris,
there is now a modern village, and the possibility of
further remains under the village has not yet been investigated on the ground. The existence of a building at this
point however is confirmed by the map of Samarra
made for Herzfeld in 1913, and preserved in the
Herzfeld Archive, Freer Gallery of Art,789 and it would
be most logical if the major halls of the complex were
situated here.
Building B2 (Pl. 69)
Building B2 is placed on a high point overlooking the
Tigris. It is a nearly square building (84 m x 87 m) with
a fired brick reception hall in the centre, and six
apartments on the north and south sides. It is evidently a
small pleasure palace in an agreeable spot.

The city of al-Mutawakkiliyya
The plan of the city is based around a central avenue
with no fortification wall: this plan is described by alYaÿqñbÌ as an extension of the Grand Avenue from the
house of Ashinªs at al-Karkh (Fig. 92, Pl. 74). The city
is isolated from the palace by its enclosure wall, which
extends east from the north wall of the site of al-MªÊñza
(Area C), and from the main gate in this wall, the main
avenue, 106–110 m wide and corresponding to the text
of al-YaÿqñbÌ, extends south in a straight line for a
distance of 7123 m to join with the main avenue of alKarkh (Pl. 75). At its southern end it cuts through the
area discussed as belonging to the qaðª’iÿ of al-Dñr. To
the east of the Abñ Dulaf mosque, there is a section of
market on the west side of the avenue 390 m long, of the
type known at Balkuwªrª.

789
790
791
792

There are two secondary avenues. The first parallels the
main avenue 660 m to the west and leads up to the Abñ
Dulaf mosque: its alignment is not always visible and
only traceable through the placement of buildings. It
continues a road running north from al-Karkh through
the cantonments of al-Dñr (Area U), and may follow
the pre-Islamic route. From this first avenue, a second,
46 m wide, runs northwest to al-MªÊñza over a length
of 1270 m.
The composition of the city area can be analysed in the
following way (Fig. 96):
Construction adjacent to the palace gate (Unit TA)
A dense area of building adjacent to the gate into the
palace zone. There are large houses adjacent to the gate
and along the avenue, while streets of small houses
extend as far as the wall of the earlier town of alMªÊñza. A second smaller unit is located on the south
side behind the line of market booths. It is probable that
these units can be described as cantonment units of the
type familiar in the military cantonments.
The Abñ Dulaf Mosque
The congregational mosque was built over the former
fortification wall of al-MªÊñza — the well-known Abñ
Dulaf mosque (Fig. 97, Pl. 70).790 The mosque itself
follows almost the same model as the earlier mosque of
al-Mutawakkil at Samarra, but the plan of the complex
is better preserved. The mosque measures 214 x 135 m,
and is set inside a nearly square outer enclosure of 358 x
347 m. There is a rest house behind the qibla wall (Pl.
73).791 The spiral minaret is smaller and measures 34 m
high (Pl. 72).792 The prayer hall is built with rectangular
piers, and introduces for the first time in the east the Tplan with a wider axial nave and a double aisle parallel
to the qibla wall (Pl. 71). Although the mosque shows
no sign of reconstruction or repair, at least one pier has
11 coats of plaster. This suggests that the mosque
continued to be used for some years after the
abandonment of al-Mutawakkiliyya.
The name is later than the mosque, but is certainly found
at the beginning of the 20th century. The personality
concerned, Abñ Dulaf al-Qªsim b. ÿ•sª al-ÿIjlÌ, is
discussed above in connection with the house attributed
to him (p. 52).
A cantonment unit to the east of the avenue (Unit TB)
This unit is centred around an avenue which runs
approximately parallel to the main avenue adjacent to
the Nahr al-RaîªîÌ, over a distance of 1242 m. There are
four large houses at the foot of the levee of the RaîªîÌ;
two appear to be unfinished. The plan of this unit is
similar to that of the qaðª’iÿ of the Maghªriba in the

Herzfeld Archive, Freer Gallery of Art, Washington, drawing D-1008.
Creswell 1940, 278–82; Fransis & ÿAli 1947; JannªbÌ 1970; Leisten 2003, 58–68.
JannªbÌ 1970, 1981.
The minaret is now 34 m high after restoration of the surviving stump, which was 18 m high.
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Shªriÿ al-KhalÌj. It is possible that it was intended for the
Maghªriba to settle in al-Mutawakkiliyya.

AL-JAÿFAR• AND AL-MUTAWAKKILIYYA IN
THE TEXTUAL SOURCES

To the south of Unit TB, there is a separate area 650 m
long where there are rectangles of buildings, and then
five further large houses on the levee. The rectangles
suggest the remains of buildings demolished.

The palace complex may be identified with al-JaÿfarÌ by
the text of SuÊrªb: “(Al-Qªðñl al-aÿlª al-KisrawÌ) [first]
passes by the palace of al-Mutawakkil ÿalª Allah known
as al-JaÿfarÌ, where there is a stone bridge (qanðara).”794
The bridge is to be identified with the aqueduct which
carried the canal of al-Mutawakkiliyya over the Qªðñl.

A cantonment unit oriented northwest, south of the
Abñ Dulaf mosque (Unit TC)
The unit is based on an avenue, which must have been
used for access to the older town of MªÊñza in Area C.
The major palace is unfinished, and although there are
large buildings, there are no small houses.
A cantonment unit between the Grand Avenue and the
bank of the Tigris (Unit TD).
Unit TD lies between the avenue and the Tigris, and is
composed of an avenue perpendicular to the qibla and a
number of buildings over an area 628 x 462 m.
A group of 20 large houses on both sides of the Grand
Avenue.
The group of houses facing onto the avenue includes
four excavated buildings (Fig. 98): Houses nos 5 and 11,
excavated in 1939 but not published, and Houses nos 1
and 3, excavated in 1981 (Pl. 77, Pl. 78).793 House no. 6
(1939) is located in a side street, but has also remained
unpublished. The first four houses are all variations on a
similar plan, a rectangle 100–110 m x 210 m, with an
entrance on the avenue leading to a hall, courtyard and
reception block, with a number of residential
apartments. Some of the houses have grids of small
houses behind them (units TE, TF, TG), others do not.
One can presume that those with small houses were
occupied by military officers. Those without small
houses may have been intended for secretaries and
others.
Two Muîallªs
One muîallª is located to the east of the group of 20
houses (T1042: Fig. 99). The plan is well preserved, a
rectangular enclosure (512 x 366 m) with entrances on
each side and an inner enclosure, probably a maqîñra,
surrounding the miÊrªb, which was built of fired brick.
The second muîallª (S10), of similar dimensions (529 x
399 m), is situated east of the RaîªîÌ and is less well
preserved.
Looking at the plan overall, it is evident that most of the
plan was allocated to military and other cantonments.
Only the Abñ Dulaf mosque and the two muîallªs speak
clearly of other activities.

793
794
795
796
797
798

ÿAbd al-Fattah 1984; HanÌn 1985–6.
Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1438.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 502.
That is, al-Muntaîir, al-Muÿtazz, and al-Mu’ayyad.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 266.

According to al-£abarÌ, al-Mutawakkil ordered the
construction of al-MªÊñza in 245/859–60, and settled in
al-MuÊammadiyya to supervise the construction
personally (Fig. 96).795 Al-MuÊammadiyya is mentioned
by SuÊrªb as located on the Qªðñl al-KisrawÌ, and also
included a palace.796 As indicated in the section on the
Qªðñl, it can best be placed at the houses on the levee of
the RaîªîÌ to the south of Unit TB.
The layout of the city is described in the following way
by al-YaÿqñbÌ:
“He allocated [land] to his heirs,797 the rest of his
children, his commanders, his secretaries, his
army, and the people in general. He extended the
grand avenue from the house of Ashinªs, which
is at al-Karkh and which came into the
possession of al-FatÊ b. Khªqªn, a distance of
three farsakhs to his palaces. He allocated to the
people to the right and left of the Grand Avenue,
and made the width of the Grand Avenue two
hundred cubits. … The palaces were constructed,
the houses were erected, and the construction
rose high. He used to go round himself, and those
whom he saw had made great efforts in the
construction, he approved and gave gifts to; so
the people worked hard. … The construction was
continuous from al-Jaÿfariyya to the place known
as al-Dñr. … The construction rose high in the
period of a year. He established the markets in a
separate place, established in each section and
district a market, and built the congregational
mosque. … The dÌwªns were transferred — the
DÌwªn al-Kharªj, the DÌwªn al-ˆiyªÿ, the DÌwªn
al-Zimªm, the DÌwªn of the Jund and Shªkiriyya,
the DÌwªn of the MawªlÌ and Ghilmªn, the
DÌwªn of the BarÌd, and all the dÌwªns.” 798
The allotment of land can be seen in the cantonment
units described earlier.
It is possible that the central markets described by alYaÿqñbÌ may not have been built. It is to be noted that a
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large space was left unbuilt around the mosque; in the
comparable location in al-Muÿtaîim’s city of Surra Man
Ra’ª, the main markets were built. At least one of the
local markets was built: that on the Grand Avenue
adjacent to Unit TA.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ states clearly that the dÌwªns were
transferred to al-Mutawakkiliyya. The problem is to
identify which buildings were allocated to the dÌwªns.
Only one dÌwªn building has been identified so far, that
of the DÌwªn al-Kharªj al-Aÿz³am in lower Samarra (Fig.
46). The main distinguishing characteristic of this
building, apart from the fact that it was indeed a
monumental building, is that it was easy of public
access. The text indicates that there were at least six
such dÌwªns. The most probable location seems to be in
Unit TC, which lacks small houses, and in the buildings
to the east on the secondary avenue. The unfinished
major palace of Unit TC (Building T7) has three major
entrances, in the manner of the earlier DÌwªn al-Kharªj.
Al-Mutawakkil moved into the city on the day of
ÿ•shñrª’ in 246 (6 April 860):799 “and when he sat [in
reception], he awarded the people annual bonuses and
made gifts to all the commanders, the secretaries, and
those who had undertaken any work. His pleasure was
complete…”800 He celebrated ÿ•d al-Fiðr in al-JaÿfarÌ on
19th December 860.801
A year later, the conspiracy against al-Mutawakkil was in
train, and it is recounted in considerable detail by al£abarÌ. On the last Friday of Rama¼ªn, al-Mutawakkil
was unable to lead the prayer, and offered the privilege
first to al-Muntaîir and then to al-Muÿtazz, a slight which
is said to have angered Muntaîir.802 Al-Muntaîir remained
in his residence in al-JaÿfarÌ — he had an apartment in alJaÿfarÌ as well as his residence in al-Jawsaq, but it is not
possible to identify it. On the Sunday, the day of ÿ•d alFiðr (8 December 861), al-Mutawakkil led the festival
prayer, and the people were said to have lined up over 4
miles for him (6.9 km).803 Wherever this prayer was
conducted — at the Abñ Dulaf Mosque or at one of the
two muîallªs, it is implied by the distance that the public
stood along the approach avenue up to the gate of the
outer enclosure, whatever the desires of al-Mutawakkil
for privacy. On 4 Shawwªl/11 December al-Mutawakkil
was drunk in the audience hall when a group of Turks
locked the doors ‘except for the Bªb al-Shaðð (the River
Gate)’, and killed al-Mutawakkil and al-FatÊ b. Khªqªn
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with swords.804 The mention of the Bªb al-Shaðð shows
that the murder took place in the square reception hall
block on the Tigris.805
On the following morning, the oath of allegiance was
taken to MuÊammad al-Muntaîir. “When it was the
morning of the day on which al-Muntaîir was acclaimed
Caliph, the news spread in al-MªÊñza — that is the city
which Jaÿfar had built — and among the people of
Samarra — of the murder of Jaÿfar, and the Jund and the
Shªkiriyya reached the Bªb al-ÿ•mma at al-JaÿfarÌ, with
others of the rabble and public.”806 Later in the day the
mob are pushed back towards the “three gates”, which
are also mentioned by al-YaÿqñbÌ: “He established
before his palaces three great fine gates which a
horseman could enter with his lance.”807
The occurrence of a Bªb al-ÿ•mma (Gate of the Public)
in al-JaÿfarÌ demonstrates that there was also an element
of public reception in the palace, and the term Bªb alÿ•mma certainly refers to a public audience hall.
Although the localisation is not certain, the fired brick
complex at the east end of the inner enclosure (A110) is
the most probable. Although it has been supposed that
the expression “three gates” refers to a triple gate in one
place, the language of al-£abarÌ and al-YaÿqñbÌ is also
compatible with three gates in different places, that is,
the main gate in the south-east corner, and the two gates
on the squares of the west side of the outer enclosure.
Al-Mutawakkil was buried in al-JaÿfarÌ, and “alMuntaîir rode to Dªr al-ÿ•mma, and gave the Jund pay
for 10 months, and departed from al-JaÿfarÌ for Surra
Man Ra’ª, and ordered the destruction of those palaces,
and the people moved out, and the city was abandoned
and became a ruin, and the people returned to their
houses in Surra Man Ra’ª.”808
These sad events had an important impact on the
Muslim world, and on the future of Samarra, for they
entrained the decade long instability of the 250s/860s,
and publicised the weakness of the Abbasid caliphs,
isolated in Samarra with their army. Not all sources took
such a gloomy approach to the palace: al-BuÊturÌ, court
poet of al-Mutawakkil, eulogises the completion of alJaÿfarÌ in QaîÌda 411 with its famous verse:
qad tamma Êusn al-JaÿfarÌ wa-lam yakun
liyatimma illª bil-khalÌfati Jaÿfari

The date is given as 1st Muharram 247, nearly a year later, by al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 266–7. Other sources agree on the year 246
(al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 492; al-BalªdhurÌ 298).
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 266–7.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1449, 1452.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1453–4.
On the length of the mile in ÿAbbasid Iraq, see Northedge 1990, 55–6, for a recent discussion of the problem.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1459–61. The identities of the Turks concerned vary in different sources.
Cf. also al-£abarÌ, III, 1462, where ÿUbaydallah b. YaÊyª b. Khªqªn forces open the river gate and gets into a boat to escape.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1479.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 266.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 493.
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“The beauty of al-JaÿfarÌ is complete, and it was
not to be completed except by the caliph Jaÿfar”
The beauty of al-JaÿfarÌ was evidently reputed, for in
QaîÌda 413, dating to the reign of al-Muntaîir
(247/861–248/862–3), the theme is taken up again of its
abandonment: taghayyara Êusn al-JaÿfarÌ… “the beauty
of al-JaÿfarÌ has altered…”. QaîÌda 768 describes the
palace of al-SabÌÊ, and mentions a fine basin with
dñlªbs in the middle. The qaîÌda also associates alSabÌÊ809 with al-JaÿfarÌ and two further palaces, alMalÌÊ810 and Shibdªz.811 The mention of three minor
palaces associated to al-JaÿfarÌ corresponds well with the
existence of three sub-palaces situated on the Tigris
bank, the rebuilt Sasanian palace (site A1), and buildings
B2 and B12. It is less easy to be certain which of the
three is to be associated with which palace name, for
there is very little information in the texts about these
buildings. Shibdªz is a variant of the name of the
famous horse of Khusraw ParvÌz, ShabdÌz.812 It was
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probably already in existence in 240/855–6, for the
name appears in the list of the palaces of al-Mutawakkil
in the Ta’rÌkh of al-YaÿqñbÌ.813 Theoretically, a Sasanian
name ought to be associated with a Sasanian palace, and
it is possible that the late Sasanian palace was
constructed in the reign of Khusraw ParvÌz (AD
598–628). However, the clear mention of a basin (Ar.
birka) in al-SabÌÊ identifies it as the Sasanian palace,
unless other archaeological information becomes
available. Shibdªz must be one of the complexes south
of the main palace, and al-MalÌÊ the other.
Al-£abarÌ mentions a building called al-Lu’lu’a (the
Pearl) in al-JaÿfarÌ: “the like of which had not been seen
in its height”.814 No doubt in some way it imitated alLu’lu’a in al-Jawsaq, an elevated building which had
been built or used as the prison of AfshÌn.815 However,
there is so far no sign of an elevated pavilion in alJaÿfarÌ. It is not impossible that it refers to the elevated
‘treasury’ (Building A12: Fig. 95).

In Yªqñt, the building is called al-SubÊ, and cost 5 million dirhams (Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’).
According to Yªqñt, al-MalÌÊ cost 5 million dirhams (Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’).
The name also appears in variant versions: Sindªn, ShÌdªn. These are different readings of an unpointed manuscript text.
According to Yªqñt, ShÌdªn cost 10 million dirhams (Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’), but in al-IîfahªnÌ’s al-Ghurabª’
(47–50), the price is given as 20 million.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Shibdªz.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 491.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1438.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1307, 1308.

CHAPTER 11

Al-HªrñnÌ and the West Bank of the Tigris
AL-H•R¤N•
Al-HªrñnÌ was the palace built by Hªrñn al-Wªthiq
billªh (227/842–232/847). According to al-YaÿqñbÌ, “alWªthiq built the palace known as al-HªrñnÌ on the
Tigris, and established in it reception halls (Ar. majlis)
on an eastern platform (Ar. dikka), and on a western
platform.”816 The site has been identified at al-Quwayr, 2
km to the west of the Dªr al-Khilªfa in the flood plain of
the Tigris (Fig. 100, Pl. 3, Pl. 79, Pl. 80). According to
Yªqñt, “It is on the Tigris, a mile between it and
Samarra, and opposite it on the west bank is alMaÿshñq.”817 The site has been mentioned in passing by
several authors, but no publication has been dedicated to
it.818
The site is not very well preserved. Situated adjacent to
the east bank of the Tigris, the north side is rounded and
eroded. At some time in the past, the full force of the
flow of the Tigris probably bore down on the north side
and caused the erosion, isolating al-HªrñnÌ on an island.
It is possible that some northern buildings have
completely disappeared. In addition, the palace appears
to have been entirely constructed of fired brick; the
bricks have been almost completely robbed out, leaving
irregular trenches along the lines of the major walls.819
When the lake formed behind the barrage built at
Samarra in the 1950s, the surrounding land was
inundated, although the higher parts of the site appear to
have remained dry.820
As the remains have survived, they form an approximate
rectangle 646 m from east to west and 253 m from north
to south. What appears to have been the central axis is
now situated on the north side. At its western end, an
eroded triangular terrace probably represents the remains
of a square platform with reception halls, as suggested
by traces of decoration. To the east of it, there is a
square courtyard, followed by a rectangular courtyard
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with a circular basin. At the east end a much larger
platform with an extension to the south carries the traces
of multiple buildings, which were possibly the
residential apartments. The find of glass mosaic cubes
close to the southern extension suggests that there were
also public rooms here. To the south of the square
courtyard, the faint trace of a square pavilion may be
detected. The surrounding land was cultivated before
inundation, and it is certain that other traces have
disappeared under the plough.821
It is evident that the two platforms correspond to the
description of al-YaÿqñbÌ. Possibly, they were built to
save the inhabitants from the humidity of the river. The
only other description of a part of the palace which has
survived is that of the Qubbat al-Minðaqa: “He (alWªthiq) sat in his middle portico in the HªrñnÌ, in the
first edifice, which IbrªhÌm b. RabªÊ822 had erected.
Over one of the sections of this portico was a very high
dome that was white as an egg, except for what appears
to be a cubit-thick belt around the middle, which was
teak plated with lapis lazuli and gold. It was called the
Qubbat al-Minðaqa (Dome of the Girdle), and the
portico was called the portico of the Qubbat alMinðaqa.”823 The Qubbat al-Minðaqa might be identified
with the square pavilion. A gate called Bªb al-•arra is
also known.824
When al-Wªthiq died, he was buried in the palace. AlMutawakkil then made it his principal residence, and
added to it,825 before beginning the construction of alMutawakkiliyya in 245/859. At that time, he removed
the roof beams, and transported them to al-JaÿfarÌ, but
the building was restored at considerable expense by alMuntaîir.826 A figure of 500,000 dÌnªrs is given by alSñlÌ, equivalent to 10 million dirhams. As mentioned
earlier, it is possible that it was this work that is being
referred to when the sources speak of the ‘renovated’
palace, where al-Muntaîir died in 248/862–3. It is

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 264.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-HªrñnÌ.
ÿAbd al-Baqi 1989, 1.96–8; Herzfeld 1948, 129–30, 104, 177, 228, 233; Susa 1948–9, 71–4.
According to the local tradition, when the fortifications of Samarra were being built in the 1830s, almost entirely of Abbasid
bricks, the bricks of al-HªrñnÌ were preferred as being of the finest quality (reported by Sd. Fadhil Hamid, Inspector of
Antiquities in Samarra). Cf. also Susa 1948–9, 72.
According to the latest information (1989), the surrounding land is now beginning to dry out again.
Archaeological remains said to have been destroyed by the plough can usually be recovered in a more damaged state by
excavation. There is no information available yet on the survival of archaeological sites in the Middle East flooded by dam lakes.
In al-YaÿqñbÌ, the name is given as IbrªhÌm b. RiyªÊ (see p. 50, 115, 116).
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1331–2.
Ibn al-JawzÌ, Muntaz³am, XI, 252.
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 276.
Al-SñlÌ, Awrªq, 244.
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remarkable that al-HªrñnÌ continued to be appreciated as
a main residence by the caliphs who succeeded alWªthiq. No doubt, this was due to the fine qualities of
the building. During the 250s/860s, it appears to have
been occupied by the Turks.827

point where the canal poured into the Tigris opposite to
Balkuwªrª.830 Because the area is cultivated today, it is
impossible to identify the archaeological remains
preserved with the names cited. Nevertheless, some
evidence of what these developments were like has
survived.

THE AGRICULTURAL ESTATES AND
PALACES OF THE WEST BANK

Qaîr al-Juîî (Pl. 81, Pl. 82)
The Directorate-General of Antiquities excavated two
palaces at al-•uwayliîªt in 1936. The Lower Palace is a
square measuring 130 m (Fig. 101). The plan has a
central dome chamber with surrounding apartments.
Half the plan has been eroded by movement of the
Tigris. The palace was extensively decorated with
stuccoes of the vine-leaf style (Style A).

The west bank of the Tigris at Samarra has different
environmental characteristics from the east bank. In the
flood plain, the river today flows mostly on the east side
at the foot of the eastern steppe, with the exception of a
bulge to the west, north of the present day barrage. In
historical times, the riverbed has moved, certainly, but
the situation in the 9th century may not have been very
different from today. The alluvial land of the flood plain
lay mostly on the west bank, and it was irrigated by the
Nahr al-IsÊªqÌ. The JazÌra steppe to the west is dry and
non-cultivable, rising some twenty to thirty metres above
the river level, and is fissured by wadis descending into
the plain. The cultivable area extends the length of
Samarra, and varies between 600 m and 2.8 km wide.

A second building, the Upper Palace, was partially
excavated to the west, situated to the west on a
projection of the JazÌra steppe cut by the IsÊªqÌ (Fig.
101). This building was poorly preserved, the reception
hall having been destroyed by a bunker dug in the First
World War. The fragments of decoration recovered were
also of the vine-leaf style, but finer than those of the
Lower Palace. The surviving lower rooms are built of
gypsum (Ar. juîî) and river stones.

The fertility was recognised by al-YaÿqñbÌ:
“The water was plentiful in this development on
the east bank (correctly: west bank) at Surra Man
Ra’ª. The date palms did well, the trees grew
firm, the produce thrived, the fruit was excellent,
and so were the aromatic plants and herbs. The
people carried out various kinds of cultivation —
aromatic plants, herbs, and fresh dates, and the
land was refreshed for thousands of years.
Everything sown and cultivated there
thrived…”828
Although a contrast is being made with the poor possibilities of the east bank, it is clear that the west bank had, as
today, potential for agricultural development. One may
recall the text of the inscription of Sennacherib, which
suggests the same. The warmth of the description no
doubt reflects the use of these gardens by the citydwellers of Samarra for picnics and excursions.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ gives a list of the agricultural developments
(Ar. ÿimªrªt) which were made there: “al-•tªkhÌ, alÿUmarÌ, al-ÿAbd al-MalikÌ, Dªliyat Ibn •ammªd, alMasrñrÌ, SÌf, al-ÿArabªt al-MuÊdatha — they are five
villages, the lower villages — they are seven….”.829
SuÊrªb (Ibn Serapion) mentions seven ‘estates’ (Ar.
¼ayÿa) numbered first to seventh on the IsÊªqÌ above the
827
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The Directorate-general of Antiquities identified the
Lower Palace as the Qaîr al-Juîî of al-Muÿtaîim.831 Qaîr
al-Juîî was a palace of al-Muÿtaîim built for pleasure
(al-nuzha), above al-HªrñnÌ.832 A battle took place there
in 367/977 between the Buyids Bakhtiyªr b. Muÿizz alDawla and his cousin ÿA¼ud al-Dawla. While the textual
sources do not give a precise location, the identification
of the Directorate-General seems probable. However, the
evidence of the Upper Palace suggests a better identification than the Lower Palace. At any rate, the vine-leaf
style stuccoes and the square plan of the Lower Palace
suggest an early date for both buildings.
Tell Umm al-Sakhr
Tell Umm al-Sakhr (Fig. 101) was partly excavated by
the Directorate-General of Antiquities in 1936, but
abandoned as uninteresting without publication. The tell
is located on the IsÊªqÌ to the north of al-ÿ•shiq.833 It is
a square measuring approximately 120 m with a further
building to the south, with some rooms excavated. The
evidence available speaks of the Abbasid period,
probably that of the reign of al-Muÿtaîim. At any rate, it
was a palace of importance.
Garden Site V11
Site V11 is a square walled garden measuring 890 x
870 m approximately, located to the east of Tell Umm

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1501, 1538.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 263–4.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 264.
Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII.
DGA 1940a.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Qaîr al-Juîî; al-HamadhªnÌ, 151; Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII.
Grid Reference E 389940 N 3792039.
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Fig. 101. Major buildings of the west Bank: •uwayîilªt Lower Palace (= Qaîr al-Juîî ?) V1, •uwayîilªt Upper Palace V2, Tell Umm al-Sakhr V9.
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al-Sakhr (Fig. 102).834 In the centre, a mound represents
a pavilion 40 m square. The garden appears to be a grid
of six by six squares of 156 m, according to the traces
of field-walls preserved in the air photographs.835 The
traces are partly preserved as raised mounds and partly
as modern field divisions. A further mound on the axis
of the pavilion extending 150 m to the west suggests a
monumental approach from that side, while walls to the
north and west suggest further units whose traces are
incompletely preserved.
Garden Site V54
South of al-ÿ•shiq, a second quadrilateral enclosure
similar to that of V11 measures 810 m by a maximum of
446 m, with a central pavilion 30 m square (Fig. 102).836
The plan is less regular than V11: the quadrilateral
seems to have been adapted to fit with a rectangular grid
with a different orientation represented by the south and
east walls. There is a monumental entrance on the west
side aligned with the pavilion, and a little evidence of an
internal field grid to be seen in the modern field
boundaries. The grid appears to be composed of
rectangles in this case of 130 by 200 m.
There is no dating evidence for the two enclosures V11
and V54, as the sites have not been visited at the time of
writing.837 However, they do correspond to what one
would have expected of the ‘developments’ (al-ÿimªrªt)
mentioned by al-YaÿqñbÌ. The sites of •uwayîilªt and
Tell Umm al-Sakhr represent other palaces.
Two further monuments are located on the edge of the
JazÌra steppe overlooking the flood plain: the Qubbat alSulaybiyya and the Qaîr al-ÿ•shiq.

Qubbat al-Sulaybiyya
(Fig. 103, Pl. 83, Pl. 84)
The Qubbat al-Sulaybiyya stands on the right bank of
the Tigris, 1.5 km south of the Qaîr al-ÿ•shiq.838 The
steep rise at the edge of the flood plain is intersected by
a number of wadis, and the Qubba stands on the brow of
the rise at an elevation of 88 m above MSL.
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The Qubba is a small octagonal building 18 m across. As
first discovered, the remains of an inner octagon were
standing, without a roof, and about half of an outer
octagon could be traced. At the centre of the building is a
square room, with sides of 6.31 m.839 In the centre of each
side is an arched doorway 1.6 m wide; to judge from prerestoration photographs, the arches were of the two-centre
pointed type typical of the Samarra period, and definitely
not of the four-centre pointed type found in al-ÿ•shiq. On
each side of the doorway there is an arched semicircular
niche 63 cm wide, making a total of eight niches in the
room. In the southeast corner traces of the zone of
transition survived, which indicated that the square had
been converted into an octagon by squinches, and there
had been a dome. Herzfeld concluded from the amount of
debris inside that the dome had been made of brick. The
roof of the octagonal ambulatory was carried on
transverse arches, the springers of which could be seen.
The building was excavated by Herzfeld in 1911. The
excavations revealed three burials underneath the floor
of the dome chamber, according to a sketch.840 The
surviving photograph shows only two apparent burials
barely revealed.841 A graffito on the lower part of the
wall refers to the tombs.842
The building was restored in the 1970s, including the
dome. An excavation was made around the outside, and
this revealed an octagonal structure 31 m across with
rooms placed radially. This is evidently the support for
an open platform. There are also four ramps each
measuring 12.5 x 7.5 m.
Sarre and Herzfeld’s interpretation, made before the
excavations, was that the Qubba was the mausoleum of
the caliph al-Muntaîir, where two successors, al-Muÿtazz
and al-MuhtadÌ were also buried.843 The find of three
tombs in the excavation only appeared to confirm the
idea. Although publicised by Creswell, Herzfeld’s view
was doubted by Grabar and Blair, for the place of burial
of the three caliphs is referred to as a cemetery (Ar.
maqbara).844 In fact, two authors, al-KhaðÌb al-BaghdªdÌ
and Ibn Aÿtham al-KñfÌ, both say that al-Muntaîir was
buried in al-Jawsaq.845 As far as is known, all the caliphs

Grid Reference E 390915 N 3790243.
The author is grateful to M. Franck Neau for the plan analysis of this site.
Grid Reference E 390588 N 3786784.
It is uncertain whether they have survived flooding by the lake behind the barrage. However, it is thought that the remains still
exist.
Grid Reference: E 389682 N 3787805. Height 87.97 m.
According to Creswell’s measurements, the four sides are 6.27 m, 6.29 m, 6.33 m and 6.35 m (Creswell 1940, fig. 225).
Herzfeld archive, Freer Gallery of Art, sketchbook S-25, neg. 8038.
Photo no. Sam 370 in the Herzfeld archive. Leisten 2003, 74.
Herzfeld 1948, 276, no. 16.
Sarre & Herzfeld 1911, II, 85–6; ÿAbdu 1973.
Creswell 1940, 285; Grabar 1966; Blair 1983; al-£abarÌ, III, 1823. Blair suggests that the Qubba was an early tomb of the
Imams, a proposal which is contradicted by the texts which locate the burial of the Imams under the floor of their house (on
which see below).
Al-KhaðÌb al-BaghdªdÌ, II, 121; Ibn Aÿtham al-KñfÌ, VIII, 354. Ibn Aÿtham died in 314/926, but the last section, of which this
forms part, is by a later hand (L. Conrad, pers. com.).
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of Samarra seem to have been buried in their palaces: alMuÿtaîim was buried in al-Jawsaq,846 al-Wªthiq in alHªrñnÌ,847 al-Mutawakkil in al-JaÿfarÌ,848 and alMuntaîir, al-Muÿtazz and al-MuhtadÌ in al-Jawsaq
according to this evidence. Al-Muÿtamid was buried at
Samarra, but it is not certain that it was in alMaÿshñq.849 It is possible that the burials found at alSulaybiyya were secondary, for Herzfeld did not find
floor tiles over the whole area of the dome chamber.850
However the tombs must be of early date, for the
graffito is in an archaic Kufic.
If the Qubba was not a mausoleum, what was it? One
possibility is that it was simply a pavilion, an octagonal
version of the Umayyad garden pavilion excavated by
Ulbert at al-Ruîªfa.851 A second possibility is that there
is a relationship to a text in the AÊsan al-TaqªsÌm of alMuqaddasÌ (c. 385/985):
“And he had built there a Kaÿba, and made a
place for circumambulation, and adopted [the
ceremonies of] Minª and ÿArafªt, by which he
deceived amÌrs who were with him, when they
sought the Êajj, for fear that they would leave
him.”852
The story has been discussed by a number of historians,
and nearly universally rejected as improbable.853 These
writers have taken the story literally; however, it is
evidently a malicious slander, which accuses the
Abbasids of irreligion, for the Kaÿba is unique and
cannot be duplicated, according to the common
tradition. The obvious source for an anti-Abbasid
slander is the ShÌÿa. The Tombs of the Imams at Samarra
were developed in the 4th/10th century (on which see
below), and by the time of al-MuqaddasÌ‘s visit, there
was a ShÌÿÌ establishment in the town.
There is reason to suppose that, whatever the truth of the
story, the text does in fact refer to the Qubbat alSulaybiyya, for it is placed in al-MuqaddasÌ’s
description of the west bank at Samarra, and the Qubba
is the only building which could correspond. Although
al-MuqaddasÌ’s work is not a personal travelogue, he
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does present the world as he himself saw it. Travelling
from Baghdad to Mosul, or vice-versa, as he certainly
did, he would have followed the road on the east bank of
the Tigris, and may have stopped several days at
Samarra.854 Seeing the Qubba from afar on the skyline,
while sitting with the ShÌÿÌ ÿulamª’, he may have asked
what it was, and received this story in answer.
Successful slanders are not entirely false, and usually
contain an element of truth in them. The truth here may
lie in the sensitivity of al-Muÿtaîim — or possibly
another caliph of Samarra, for the caliph is not specified
by al-MuqaddasÌ — to the accusations against the Turks
of gross behaviour and lack of knowledge of Islam. This
was why Surra Man Ra’ª was founded, and al-YaÿqñbÌ
emphasises the separation of the Turks and Farªghina
from the local population. It is possible that al-Muÿtaîim
wanted to inculcate knowledge of the rites of Islam by
building a model of the Kaÿba for the Turks to rehearse
the ceremonies of the pilgrimage. The slanderous
element in the story is that the caliph wanted to replace
Mecca by this building, when it was not intended to be
more than a teaching model.855
The archaeological evidence does favour this interpretation, for the newly discovered outer platform and ramps
speak more of the reception of a considerable number of
people for ceremonies, than the occasional visitor to a
mausoleum or small parties at a pavilion. Further textual
support is given by poem no. 908 in the DÌwªn of Ibn
al-Muÿtazz, which speaks of the building of ÿArafªt at
Samarra.856
If this is the case, the building mixes up different
Islamic images. It resembles the Qubbat al-Sakhra
(Dome of the Rock) in Jerusalem, both in its octagonal
domed plan and placement on a height, as already
remarked by Grabar.857 The Kaÿba is cuboid and placed
in a valley. It is not improbable that the Qubbat alSakhra was in some way seen as being of the same type
as the Meccan sanctuary, though the exact relationship
between the two is controversial. The outer platform of
the Qubbat al-Sulaybiyya is suitable for the ðawwªf
(circumambulation). There is no archaeological evidence

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 584.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1363.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 602.
See the discussion of al-ÿ•shiq, p. 236.
Herzfeld Archive, Freer Gallery of Art, sketchbook S-24, neg. no. 8016. According to Leisten (2003, 74–77), one of the burials
is placed at a higher level, and covered by a mud-brick vault, thus apparently later.
Ulbert 1993.
Al-MuqaddasÌ, 122–3.
Töllner 1971, 44; Fierro 1992, 226; Gordon 2001a. Massignon was the first to write about this subject in 1908 (Massignon
1975, vol. 1, 585–91). He thought it true.
Originally from Jerusalem, he visited Khurªsªn in 374/984, and ShÌrªz in 375/985 (EI², s.v. al-Muk³addasÌ).
This is the same element of slander as in the story given by al-YaÿqñbÌ for the construction of the Dome of the Rock in
Jerusalem by ÿAbd al-Malik: the caliph wanted to divert the Syrians from making the pilgrimage to Mecca (al-YaÿqñbÌ,
Ta’rÌkh, II, 261). This was also a slander of Shiÿite origin.
DÌwªn Ibn al-Muÿtazz, ed. Sªmarrª’Ì, II, 476-7. ÿArafªt is here associated with al-Tall and its fosse, that is Tell al-ÿAlÌq (cf. p.
158)
Grabar 1966, 14–15.
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of ceremonies connected with Minª and ÿArafªt, that is,
the casting of stones at the pillars (Ar. jamra), or the
standing (Ar. wuqñf) at ÿArafªt.
Neither hypothesis can be proven in the present state of
the evidence, but the information available certainly
favours more the second hypothesis — that it was a
model of the Kaÿba.

AL-ÿ•SHIQ (AL-MAÿSH¤Q)
(Fig. 104, Pl. 85–Pl. 89)
Al-ÿ•shiq is placed on a promontory of the JazÌra steppe
on the west bank of the Tigris with a fine view of the
Dªr al-Khilªfa and al-HªrñnÌ to the east, and the flood
plain to the north. The area is dissected by wadis, and
gives the impression that the building is placed on a
hilltop, some 30 m above the flood plain.
The building is the best preserved of the Samarran
palaces, and is the only one to give a real idea to the
modern visitor of what the palaces looked like in their
heyday. Al-ÿ•shiq is constructed of fired brick, with
some gypsum brick,858 and is one of the six buildings at
Samarra to have preserved substantial quantities of its
bricks in situ. First reported on by Viollet, and the
Archäologische Reise of Sarre and Herzfeld, Herzfeld
then conducted some limited sondages in May–June
1911, and drew up the plan published in the Erster
Vorläufiger Bericht and, in part, by Creswell in Early
Muslim Architecture.859 Excavation was restarted by the
Iraq Direcorate of Antiquities about 1963, and the
clearance of the interior was completed in the following
decade. After some further excavation in the early
1980s, by 1990 the main building had been nearly
completely rebuilt. 860
The plan consists of a principal building built on an
artificial platform, and set in an outer enclosure. The
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outer enclosure is a rectangle of walls built in coursed
earth, measuring 230 x 178 m, with a further extension
of 42 m in the northeast corner.861 The main building is
a rectangle 140 x 93 m, with a narrower extension to the
north measuring 62 x 45 m. The lower level of the
building is an artificial platform intended to level the
slopes of the hill. The outer parts of the platform are
carried on brick tunnel vaults, some of which were
accessible through arched doorways from the outside for
storage or other uses, although not suited for human
residence in the form they were first built. The platform
stands up to about 10 m above the surrounding land.862
The main enclosure has an outer wall with 22 buttresses,
and survives 10.2 m high above the interior floor level.
The outside face is decorated with three fine blind
niches between each buttress, decorated with polylobed
arches. Only the north wall has survived to full height,
but sufficient traces survive elsewhere to show that all
four façades had been treated in the same way.
The interior plan is based on a T-Ìwªn and a square
dome chamber on the north-south axis.863 The dome
chamber was flanked by two pillared halls. The T-Ìwªn
faced onto an internal courtyard, and there seems to
have been a second Ìwªn opening onto a courtyard at the
south end. The Ìwªn, placed on the centre-point of the
plan, led to a cross axis opening onto two further
courtyards. This cross axis is traversed by two vaulted
tunnels.864 One has collapsed, but the other has survived
in perfect condition. On the west, east, and south sides,
there are apartments around central courtyards, whose
plan has been complicated by rebuilding.
It is evident that there is a complex sequence of
occupation in the interior. The plan was rebuilt into
smaller and smaller rooms, much like the ‘Harim’
excavated by Herzfeld in the Dªr al-Khilªfa. In addition,
a new entrance staircase was added on the east side. It
seems unlikely that it will ever be possible to work out in
detail the sequence of events, or to date the later walls

Gypsum bricks are brick-shaped slabs of a coarse version of the gypsum used for wall plaster and stucco. It is very rare, and
only found at Samarra because of the abundance of sources of gypsum in the region.
Creswell 1940, fig. 259. This plan, based on 13 days of excavation, is not satisfactory, but has remained the principal available
plan. A new plan was made in the 1970s, but no new publication has yet appeared. Cf. Leisten 2003, 105–11 for a final report
on the 1911 excavations. In this volume, a post-excavation sketch-plan by C. Ewert is published.
Hamid 1974 describes the work of the middle 1960s. No other publications on the recent work have yet appeared.
The existence of this outer enclosure was indicated by Herzfeld, but doubted by Creswell; it is however quite clear on the air
photographs.
It is evident from the presence of extensive cracking in the brickwork, and the existence of later buttresses of different dates
and qualities around much of the exterior, that the platform was not perfectly stable. Hamid mentions variation in the
foundation depths between 0.8 and 6.2 m, which suggests bad planning by the architect, but it is more likely that the hill itself,
composed of eroded conglomerate from earlier beds of the Tigris, is insufficiently solid to support the weight of the building.
Hamid dates some of the later buttressing to the 11th–12th centuries, but this is a mere guess. Some of the buttressing appears
to be close in date to the original building, and other parts later. This suggests a continuing effort to shore the building up.
No trace of the dome survives, and it is possible that the square chamber was roofed with a cross-vault. At any rate the dome
collapsed at an early stage, for the wall in the southwest corner of the room was missing.
These tunnels were intended to make possible a crossing of the public areas of the building during ceremonies, to judge from
their placement. It remains uncertain whether they were particularly intended for women. The Byzantine ambassadors were
conducted through such a vaulted tunnel during the visit to the Dªr al-Khilªfa in Baghdad in 305/917 (Lassner 1970a, 88). AlThurªyª in Baghdad was said to have been connected with he remainder of the Dªr al-Khilªfa by a tunnel two miles long
(Lassner 1970a, 267).
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Fig. 104. Qaîr al-ÿ•shiq = al-Maÿshñq (after Herzfeld Archive and Directorate General of Antiquities, modified).
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visible in the plan. However the fact that they reuse the
same floor levels as the original construction suggests
that what is to be seen after the excavation is not more
than a century or two later than the date of foundation.865
Attached to the centre of the west and east sides there
are two apparently identical structures measuring 14.6 x
22.8 m. The foundations are heavily built with four
buttresses. A similar plan is preserved at the site of al•ammªm (H345) in the Dªr al-Khilªfa. It seems likely
that these are the bases of pavilions in the form of
towers, which permitted a fine view over the flood plain
and the Jazira steppe. The best example of a tower with
an Ìwªn at the summit, which shows us what these
pavilions may have been like, is the pavilion of the 13th
century Saljuq palace in Konya.866
The northern extension is much less clear than the
remainder of the main building. It is divided in two by
an east-west passageway at ground level. The southern
section is composed of five rectangular chambers, of
which the easternmost was discovered by excavation to
be a rectangular spiral ramp leading from an outside
entrance up to the platform level, and then higher to the
roof level. The axial central chamber was a passage
through to the northern section. The interpretation of the
northern section remains a problem, for it has not been
excavated: probably there were further Ìwªns here,
possibly even the principal halls of the palace.867 The
importance of this section, and the weight of the now
disappeared superstructure, is underlined by the work of
buttressing that was later done to support it.868
The present name al-ÿ•shiq (the Lover) is a variation of
the medieval name al-Maÿshñq (the Beloved), which
was still known to the 12th and 14th century travellers
Ibn Jubayr and Ibn Baððñða, who clearly identify it as a
landmark.869 Al-Maÿshñq was the palace built by alMuÿtamid (256/870–279/892).870 Creswell dates the
construction between 264/878 and 269/883, when alMuÿtamid left Samarra. While the terminus ante quem is
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highly probable, the terminus post quem raises some
doubts, for it is based on an event of 264/878, when alMuÿtamid camped on the west bank at Samarra, and
Creswell supposes that he would have settled in alMaÿshñq, if it had existed.871 Actually, people were
known to camp at Samarra even when palaces were
available, and so a more certain terminus post quem is
the accession of al-Muÿtamid in 256/870.872 The decade
of the 870s was the period of greatest optimism for alMuÿtamid at Samarra, when planning for the future
would be expected. A recent recension of the textual
evidence by al-‘Ani suggests that the construction was
begun in 263/877 and completed in 268/882.873 It is
interesting to note that the plan is a variant of the plan of
al-Jawsaq (H293), the northern unit in the Dªr alKhilªfa, where al-Muÿtamid had lived before.
Creswell was also wrong in supposing that al-Maÿshñq
was occupied for only a brief period. Sarre reports the
find of Raqqa-type pottery of the 13th century in the
vaults of the platform. Yªqñt in that century says that
the building was occupied by peasants in his time.874
If we consider the rebuilding evident in the plan, a
preliminary hypothesis would suggest that, after its
foundation, the building continued to be occupied by the
family of al-Muÿtamid after his departure.875 Ilisch
reports a dirham minted in the name of al-Mufawwa¼,
the son of al-Muÿtamid, dated 271/884–5, struck fÌ
kharÌðat al-Maÿshñq (‘in the pouch of al-Maÿshñq’).876
The minting of coins for the pouch of al-Jawsaq is
mentioned by al-IîfahªnÌ.877 The pouch was sent to
Mecca at the time of the pilgrimage, and the money
distributed to the pilgrims.
It is not known where al-Muÿtamid was buried, when his
body was returned to Samarra after his death in 279/892,
but it is probable that it was either in al-Maÿshñq or alJawsaq.878 When the family left, they were replaced by
villagers who found the fortified aspect of al-ÿ•shiq
useful in the insecurity of the times.

The possibility remains that an upper level of late mud-brick and tamped earth buildings was also removed without being
recorded. More research needs to be done in the archives of the Directorate-General of Antiquities and Heritage in Baghdad.
Redford 1993, 220, figs 1, 3–4, 8.
An open terrace is unlikely, as an open terrace with a view over the flood plain, though that may have been common in
Sasanian architecture, has never yet been found in Abbasid construction.
The reason that an apparently important section of the palace should be so badly preserved is probably that, at a later date, this
section was abandoned and occupation retreated into the ‘fortified’ part of the palace.
Ibn Jubayr 232; Ibn Baððñða, 138, 147.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 267.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1927.
E.g. al-£abarÌ, III, 1828.
Al-‘Ani 1982, 256-9.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Maÿshñq.
“Family” means the non-favourite wives, discarded concubines, children, grandmothers, uncles, aunts, cousins, other
dependants who had to be provided for, and staff of the palace waiting for his return, which never happened in the end.
Ilisch, pers. comm.
Al-IîfahªnÌ, AghªnÌ, VIII, 184.
Lassner 1970a, 48; Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Tªj.
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INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES ON THE WEST
BANK
The sequence of al-YaÿqñbÌ’s description of Samarra
makes it clear that craftsmen conscripted by al-Muÿtaîim
for the new city were settled on the west bank, and then
given shops in the city market near the first mosque.
“He brought from Egypt people who make
papyrus and other things, and from al-Baîra
people who make glass, pottery, and mats, and he
brought from al-Kñfa people who make pottery,
and people who make paints,879 and from the
other countries people of every skill and
manufacture, and they were settled with their
families in these places, and given allotments,
and he established there markets for the
craftsmen in the city.”880
The only case where one can say much about the
production is that of pottery. The pottery of Samarra
has been much studied.881 The publication of Sarre
based on the excavations of the German expedition led
to the invention of the term ‘Samarra ware’: a compact
yellow buff earthenware body with an opaque white
glaze decorated with cobalt blue, green and brown,
and later with polychrome and monochrome lustre. It
has since become clear that the clay is not typical of
the Samarra region, but rather of southern
Mesopotamia. It has recently been concluded that the
production centre was in Basra, from where alMuÿtaîim is known to have recruited potters for
Samarra.882 The other source of recruitment was said
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to be Kñfa. It may be that the source was in fact al•Ìra, not far distant; for al-•Ìra is specified as the
place of production in an inscription on an Early
Abbasid moulded sherd.883 Al-•Ìra seems to have
produced unglazed incised and moulded jars.
Nevertheless, there is evidence of what may well be
local production among the finewares. According to the
analysis by Falkner of the polychrome glazed finewares
recovered during the surface survey and excavations
conducted in 1986–7 and 1989, there were two principal
groups of fabrics: 530 and 534, the yellow-buff fabric
familiar from the probable production of Basra, and 548
and 559, a light brown fabric. By contrast with more
southerly sites, 69.1% of glazed sherds were in the light
brown fabric and only 24.8% in the yellow-buff fabric
of the south.884 As no petrographic analysis has been
made of these sherds, it is possible that the centre of
production was Baghdad, and not Samarra. However,
the light brown fabric was clearly the majority
production, and al-YaÿqñbÌ mentions production at
Samarra and not Baghdad. The light brown fabric was
produced with green and white, green, green/brown, and
brown glazes of different shades.
The site or sites of the cantonments of the craftsmen on
the west bank have not been certainly identified. There is
one site close to al-ÿ•shiq where there might be mounds
of pottery wasters, but it has not been confirmed. One
pottery workshop has been identified at Samarra (site
J979), located to the east of the cantonments of MaðÌra.885
This kiln produced coarseware unglazed basins.886

Adhªn, lit. oils.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 264.
Sarre 1925; Northedge 1996a; Northedge & Kennet 1994; Falkner (forthcoming).
Mason & Keall 1991; Mason 1997.
Rousset 1994.
Falkner (forthcoming).
Grid Reference E 398370 N 3780630.
Falkner (forthcoming), type 346.
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Fig. 105. Phases of abandonment of the Abbasid city.

CHAPTER 12

The end of Abbasid Samarra: Samarra in the
Medieval and Modern periods
The high point of expansion at Samarra was the assassination of al-Mutawakkil in Shawwªl 247/December 861.
With the abandonment of al-Mutawakkiliyya after the
caliph’s death, and his other palaces shortly afterwards,
the city reached a stable state which lasted during the
nine years of internal troubles until the accession of alMuÿtamid in 256/870. In the 23 years of al-Muÿtamid’s
reign, the city declined, and was replaced by Baghdad as
the seat of the caliphate under al-Muÿtamid’s successor,
al-Muÿta¼id.
This simplistic description however conceals a number
of new developments in the period after the death of alMutawakkil. New palaces were built: al-Muntaîir rebuilt
al-HªrñnÌ (p. 227, Fig. 100). Al-Muÿtazz built al-Kªmil
(p. 144, Fig. 59), and al-Muÿtamid built al-AÊmadÌ (Fig.
52) and al-Maÿshñq (pp. 234–6, Fig. 104). In addition,
we can show that the military cantonments of al-Karkh
(pp. 173–8, Fig. 76) and al-Dñr (p. 180–3, Fig. 78)
continued to expand after the foundation of alMutawakkiliyya in 245/859.
Contraction is less easy to detect in the archaeological
site, as it requires a study of the history of occupation by
excavation, or collection of surface artefacts. Based on a
synthesis of textual and archaeological evidence, we can
see that the contraction can be thought of as taking place
in three broad groups of events — the abandonment of
the palaces built by al-Mutawakkil, the abandonment of
the Abbasid city and the cantonments (Fig. 105), and the
continuity and abandonment of the Middle Islamic city
of Samarra and other sites (Fig. 106).

Diyªrªt,887 although it is a highly coloured and very
probably exaggerated account:
“Al-Burj was amongst the finest of his buildings.
He made in it great pictures of gold and silver,
and a great birka whose surfacing outside and
inside was plates of silver, and he put on it a tree
of gold in which birds twittered and whistled,
which was called ‘ðñbÌ’. There was made for him
a great throne of gold, on which were two
depictions of great lions, and the steps to it had
depictions of lions and eagles and other things, as
the throne of Sulaymªn b. Dªwud is described.
The walls of the palace were covered inside and
outside with mosaic and gilded marble. The
expenditure on this palace reached 1,700,000
dinars. He sat in it on the golden throne, dressed
in a thiyªb of heavy washy. He ordered that only
those should enter into his presence who were
dressed in woven washy or dÌbªj. His session in
it was in the year 239/853–4. ... He remained
[drinking] three days without sleeping, then he
took a fever, and transferred to al-HªrñnÌ, the
palace of his brother al-Wªthiq, and he remained
there six months ill, and ordered the demolition
of al-Burj, and minted that decoration as coin.”

THE ABANDONMENT OF THE PALACES OF
AL-MUTAWAKKIL

Al-Burj was not the only palace to have been
demolished early: two other palaces are said to have
been demolished already in the reign of al-Mutawakkil,
al-Mukhtªr and al-BadÌÿ.888 Al-Mutawakkiliyya itself
was abandoned 10 days after the assassination of its
founder.889 Al-ÿArñs, identified as al-Iîðablªt, together
with al-Shªh (al-MusharraÊªt), was demolished in the
reign of al-MustaÿÌn (248/862–252/866), and the
materials given to the wazÌr, AÊmad b. al-KhaîÌb.890

It is important to emphasise how ephemeral the palaces
of al-Mutawakkil were, although they still cover today a
large proportion of the surface area of Samarra, 27% at a
minimum calculation. The character of al-Mutawakkil’s
activity is well described in al-ShªbushtÌ’s Kitªb al-

The archaeological evidence on the sites of alMutawakkiliyya, al-Iîðablªt and al-MusharraÊªt
confirms the brief character of the occupation: surface
pottery is rare, and the ruins are well preserved, with
little sign of rebuilding.
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Al-ShªbushtÌ, 160–1.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1438.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1471.
Yªqñt Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Shªh wal-ÿArus; Northedge 1992. Cf. also the palace of al-•ayr (Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn,
s.v. al-•ayr).
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Balkuwªrª and its cantonment may also have been
abandoned at an early date, for pottery is similarly rare,
and the remains well preserved. Balkuwªrª is mentioned
in an event of 258/872, but no details are given; it could
have been simply a ruined landmark at the time.891

THE ABANDONMENT OF THE CITY AND
THE CANTONMENTS
The decade that followed the assassination of alMutawakkil in 247/861 was a period of continuing
troubles between different factions in the army. The
events in Samarra were the centre of attention, to judge
from the chronicle of al-£abarÌ. With the accession of
AÊmad al-Muÿtamid to the caliphate in 256/870, the
troubles ended. The return of internal peace has been
linked to the personality of Abu AÊmad al-Muwaffaq,
the caliph’s half-brother and general who played an
important role in the civil war between Baghdad and
Samarra in 251/865–6: al-Muwaffaq was trusted by the
Turks.
Attention has been paid so far to the role of the Caliph
and his court in the continuity or abandonment of the
city; however, the textual sources do not mention at all
what happened to the army of Samarra. Logic would tell
us that the response of a good general, such as alMuwaffaq, to the problem of a mutinous soldiery, such
as the army of Samarra, would be to send them on
campaign. In fact, paralysis in the capital had itself led
to problems in the provinces. While the autonomy of the
governor of Egypt, AÊmad b. £ñlñn, was accepted, the
regime of Yaÿqñb b. Layth al-Saffªr in SÌstªn in the 860s
flouted caliphal authority, and Muwaffaq defeated an
invasion of Iraq in 262/876 at Dayr al-ÿAqñl, south of
Baghdad. The slave revolt of the Zanj, East African
Negroes, begun in 255/869 was more serious. The final
four-year campaign in the marshes of southern Iraq
(266/879–270/883) was said to have necessitated the
participation of 50,000 Abbasid soldiers.892 While this
figure may be exaggerated, the total size of the Samarra
army must have been of a similar order. At any rate, the
veterans certainly did not return to Samarra, but were
presumably settled with al-Muwaffaq in Baghdad.
Specific formal departures of the army from Samarra on
campaign are reported for the years 262/875–6, against
Yaÿqñb b. Layth, and 264/877–8.893
The areas of military cantonment at Samarra were thus
probably deserted by about 880 — that is, the
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Al-£abarÌ, III, 1860.
On the revolt of the Zanj, see Popovic 1976.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1892, 1916.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1828, 2114.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1927.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 2104.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Tªj.
Ibn TaghrÌ BirdÌ, III, 71.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-AÊmadÌ, al-Maÿshñq.

cantonments of al-Karkh around Sñr Ashnªs, the
cantonments of al-MaðÌra around Sñr Jubayriyya, and the
avenues of the central city, described by al-YaÿqñbÌ as
occupied by military groups. Nevertheless, families,
non-combatants, and other dependants may have
continued to live there for some years longer. The family
of Khashanaj, an officer who fought with al-MuhtadÌ in
256/870, is mentioned at al-Karkh in 275/888–9.894
With the army gone, Samarra remained the residence of
the caliph, the court, and the bureaucracy. The question
of the site of the caliph’s residence is the criterion for
deciding whether Samarra was the capital of the
caliphate or not. Herzfeld chose the date of 269/883, the
moment cited by al-YaÿqñbÌ for al-Muÿtamid’s departure
for Wªsið, although al-Muÿtamid is known to have
returned to Samarra the following year. In Iraqi
literature, the date of the death of al-Muÿtamid (279/892)
is chosen for the end of the caliphal period at Samarra.
The story of al-Muÿtamid’s movements is relatively
complex.
Al-Muÿtamid lived at Samarra during the 260s/870s, and
was increasingly constrained by his relationship with his
brother al-Muwaffaq. In 264/877–8, he manifested an
act of rebellion by camping on the west bank, until
obliged to return to al-Jawsaq.895 In 269/882–3, he
attempted to join Ibn £ñlñn in Syria, but was again
returned to al-Jawsaq, the last time that the palace is
mentioned as an occupied building. From then on, he
spent time in Wªsið and Baghdad, and one visit to
Samarra is mentioned in 270/884.896 We should not
conclude that he had abandoned Samarra; rather, we can
only say that his visits to Samarra were not perhaps
always mentioned. Yªqñt says, in a generalising
statement, that “[al-Muÿtamid] thought [al-Tªj, the
palace in Baghdad] fine, and it became among his most
favourite places, and he used to move frequently
between it and Surra Man Ra’ª. He used to stay for a
time in one place, and for a time in the other”.897 One
late source, Ibn TaghrÌ BirdÌ, mentions al-Muÿtamid at
Samarra in 274/887–8.898
The caliph is reported to have built two palaces at
Samarra — al-AÊmadÌ, which is tentatively identified as
H68 (Fig. 52),899 and al-Maÿshñq, which is identified
with the Qaîr al-ÿ•shiq on the west bank (Fig. 104). As
the Iraqi excavations since 1965 have shown, the
German excavation in 1912 was only a first step in
resolving the complex history of the building. Although
the identification of the building as al-Maÿshñq of the
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caliph al-Muÿtamid is agreed, the occupation evidently
continued longer than the other palaces,900 and the new
plan shows a complex sequence of rebuilding. Very
probably, when the caliph moved elsewhere, some
members of the household were left in occupation.901
Indeed, the existence of a dirham dated 271/884–5 in the
name of al-Mufawwa¼, the son of al-Muÿtamid, minted
at al-Maÿshñq proves the point.
When al-Muwaffaq was dying in 278/891, al-Muÿtamid
returned to Baghdad — it is not known from where902 —
and he himself died there in the palace of al-•asanÌ the
following year. His body was taken back to Samarra and
buried there.903 In some sense, therefore, Samarra was
regarded as the permanent home of al-Muÿtamid.
However his successor, al-Muÿta¼id, was the son and
collaborator of al-Muwaffaq, who had been established
in Baghdad since the 260s/870s. Al-Muÿta¼id had little
interest in living in Samarra, and it was abandoned
definitively as the caliphal residence.904 Therefore, the
date of 279/892 is the correct date for the end of the
caliphal period at Samarra, not 269/883, as Herzfeld had
supposed.
However, security in Samarra had declined before that.
Already in 274/887–8, four years after the last known
visit of al-Muÿtamid to Samarra, it was raided by a
brigand called SiddÌq al-FarghªnÌ, who “entered the
houses of Samarra; he raided the property of the
merchants, and caused much havoc among the people”.905
According to one source, al-Muÿtamid was at Samarra
during these events.906 It was at this time that the mint of
Samarra ceased to strike gold.907 It took more than a year
to capture SiddÌq, and in that year (275/888–9) a further
brigand, Fªris al-ÿAbdÌ, “went to Karkh Samarra and
looted the habitations of the Khashanaj clan”, which were
probably located in the qaðª’iÿ of al-Karkh (Fig. 76).908 In
281/894–5, “in Dhñ al-Qaÿda the Arab tribesmen entered
Samarra, took Ibn SÌmª Unuf captive and looted the
city”.909 In these three events, the exposure of the open
city of Samarra to raids was clearly demonstrated.
Apparently, there was no garrison to protect the
population; in the first two cases, an officer had to come
from Baghdad to resolve the problem. The notables
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mentioned are descendants of the Turks of Samarra, who
were evidently continuing to live there.
It seems that these raids were the crucial point that led
to the depopulation of the city. From the last of these
events onwards, on the one hand the number of times
that Samarra is mentioned in the textual sources drops,
and, on the other, there is no further reference in the
sources which explicitly states, or implicitly suggests,
that Samarra was other than a small town surrounded by
a field of ruins. According to al-MuqaddasÌ at the end of
the 4th/10th century, “it was a fine town, but now it has
fallen into ruin; a man may go two miles or three
without seeing occupied habitation”.910 A further version
is quoted by Yªqñt from al-•asan b. AÊmad alMuhallabÌ: “I travelled at Surra Man Ra’ª from the
dawn prayer (îalªt al-îubÊ) in one avenue, houses
stretching along it on both sides, as though the hand had
been removed from them for all time, only lacking the
doors and roofs. And, as for the walls, they were like
new. We continued to travel until after noon, until we
reached the occupied settlement — that is the size of a
small village in the middle of it. Then we travelled on
the following day in the same fashion, and we did not
leave the ruins of buildings until towards noon.”911
There is no explicit statement about depopulation, but
the movement of people away from Samarra can be seen
in biographies of scholars of this generation, for
example the Sufi Khayr al-Nassªj, born in Samarra and
died in Baghdad in 322/934.912
In 350/961 Muÿizz al-Dawla demolished the palaces of
the caliphate at Samarra (quîñr al-khilªfa) in search of
bricks; according to Ibn al-JawzÌ, it was only alMaÿshñq.913
The city of Samarra depended on the state. When the
expenditure moved elsewhere, so did the people. There
were of course people who stayed on for reasons of
sentiment or habit, who did not depend on local
resources for their living, that is, mainly descendants of
the great families; it was these people who were targeted
by the raiders.

Hamid 1974, 183.
The social dynamics of family life in the Abbasid period, particularly among the élite, are a difficult subject, because women
are very rarely mentioned. The importance of al-Jawsaq as the residence of the later caliphs of Samarra was certainly
connected with its being the quarters of the women, and those caliphs were buried there. Cf. p. 114.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 2121.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Tªj.
Cf. Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 2113; Ibn TaghrÌ BirdÌ, III, 71.
Ibn TaghrÌ BirdÌ, III, 71.
Treadwell 2001, 141.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 2114.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 2141.
Al-MuqaddasÌ, 122–3.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’.
EI², s.v. al-Nassªdj; al-KhaðÌb al-BaghdªdÌ, II, 48. cf. also al-KhaðÌb al-BaghdªdÌ, I, 265; II, 139, 254; III, 214, 262; Ibn alJawzÌ, Muntaz³am, VI, 39, 132; Ibn al-NadÌm, Fihrist, 94, for other scholars from Samarra, but living elsewhere.
Miskawayh, II, 183; Ibn al-JawzÌ, Muntaz³am.
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From the archaeological point of view, it is evident that
the abandonment of the majority of the Abbasid city had
already occurred, certainly by 903, and probably already
by about 895. In practice, these dates would apply to the
greater part of the central city, north and south of the
modern town, including the Dªr al-Khilªfa and its subunit, al-Jawsaq.
There were ideas of refounding the capital; in 290/903,
the caliph al-MuktafÌ travelled to Samarra, but found alJawsaq a ruin, for he was forced to camp.914 Al-MuktafÌ
was discouraged by his wazÌr, and returned to Baghdad.
Five years later in 295/908, the ‘caliph of one day’, Ibn
al-Muÿtazz, “mounted a horse with his wazÌr and Êªjib,
and he was calling, ‘people, help your caliph!’. And he
headed for Samarra to consolidate his affairs, but not
many followed him.”915 Samarra became an icon for
Abbasid caliphs dreaming of their dynasty’s glory: alRª¼Ì wrote poetry about a return to Samarra. Al-MuttaqÌ
sent his family there for protection in 330/941–2.916
Other elements of the administration also continued to
exist at Samarra. The mint of Surra Man Ra’ª, having
begun to strike silver in 224/838–9, continued to operate
after the death of al-Muÿtamid in 279/892.917 The last
example known was minted in the name of the caliph alMustakfÌ and the amÌr al-umarª’ Tñzñn in 333/944–5,
the year before the seizure of the region by the
Buyids.918
With regard to the remainder of the administration, one
presumes that the registers of the dÌwªns were simply
transported back to Baghdad, at the latest at the time of
al-Muÿta¼id’s accession to power in 279/892. However,
one text suggests that some registers remained at
Samarra much longer. In 322/934, an aged Êªjib asks the
wazÌr ÿAlÌ b. ÿ•sª, to “summon the jarª’id from Surra
Man Ra’ª, and you will find my name in them, and the
name of those who were before me and after me.”919

THE MIDDLE ISLAMIC AND MODERN
SETTLEMENTS
In the following phase, the medieval pattern of
settlement established itself (Fig. 106). Archaeological
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reconnaissance has demonstrated later occupation in the
enclosure of al-MªÊñza (Fig. 14, Fig. 37), at al-Karkh
(Shaykh WalÌ) (Fig. 17, Fig. 18), al-MaðÌra (Jubayriyya)
(Fig. 19, Fig. 20), and al-Qªdisiyya (Fig. 33, 34, 37).920
Textual sources also mention the occupation of al-Karkh
up to the 8th/14th century, al-MaðÌra up to the 7th/13th
century, and Qªdisiyya up to the 8th/14th century, as
discussed earlier.

The Medieval City of Samarra
(Fig. 107, Pl. 90)
At Samarra itself, the central part of the city continued
to be occupied, notably the area formerly occupied by
the markets (Fig. 42).
There is no certain evidence yet as to whether Samarra
was walled in the medieval period or not. One work says
that Nªîir al-Dawla fortified the city at the same time as
constructing the shrine in 333/944–5.921 Sªmarrª’Ì thinks
it was ÿA¼ud al-Dawla in 368.922 In his view, the wall
remained uncompleted, but was mentioned once in
660/1262. If there was a medieval wall, no trace has yet
been found, and there is only one possible indication in
the medieval sources that such a wall existed.
The dimensions of the city in the medieval period were
certainly different from those of modern Samarra. One
house group excavated in 1978–81, located to the west
of the Mosque of al-Mutawakkil, has a different pottery
typology, including early sgraffiato ware (First
Residential Area: Fig. 49), which was not introduced
before the beginning of the 4th/10th century.923 In that
century, the city extended further to the north than later,
and this may have been associated with the continued
use of the Congregational Mosque of al-Mutawakkil.924
The mosque certainly continued to be used into the
5th/11th century, possibly as late as 485/1092 (see p.
123, Fig. 50).
The fortifications of the city which were demolished
from 1936 onwards, were not, however, built until
1258/1842, the result of a charitable donation (Fig. 107).
The donor was the ShÌÿÌ king of Oudh, Amjad ÿAlÌ Shªh
(1842–7).925 The town was fortified with four gates and

Al-£abarÌ, III, 2149.
Ibn KathÌr, al-Bidªya wal-Nihªya, X, 107.
Ibn al-AthÌr, VI, 285.
For the history of the mint of Surra Man Ra’ª, see Miles 1954, Treadwell 2001.
Miles 1954 thought that the latest coin minted was dated 341/952–3. According to Treadwell, the Buyid coins are in fact
marked Mªh Surra Man Ra’ª, an unidentified mint probably situated in the province of al-Jibªl in western Iran.
Al-HamadhªnÌ, Takmila, I, 85.
Northedge 1985, Northedge & Falkner 1987, Northedge, Wilkinson & Falkner 1990.
KhalÌlÌ n.d.
Al-SamªwÌ, quoted by Sªmarrª’Ì, Y., 1968, III, 164. The wall mentioned by al-SamªwÌ, however, appears to be the enclosure
wall of the shrine, not the wall of the city.
The First Residential Area: JannªbÌ 1981, 1982. The pottery recovered by this excavation is regrettably not published by
JannªbÌ. The typology mentioned is what this author himself saw on the site. See Falkner (forthcoming), types 661, 668.
Al-MuqaddasÌ, 122–3.
Sªmarrª’Ì, Y., 1968, III, 164. Oudh is the common English spelling of ÿAwadh.
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Fig. 106. The region of Samarra during the post-Caliphal period up to the 7th/13th century.
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nineteen half-round solid towers. The bricks were
recovered from Abbasid buildings, notably from alQuwayr, identified as the palace of al-HªrñnÌ. A house
today in Samarra is still known as Bayt al-Rªja. In
addition, khªns were built at al-Saÿyawiya and Balad, to
provide overnight halts for pilgrims coming from
Baghdad.

The Shrine of the Imams (Marqad al-Imªmayn)
(Pl. 91)
The two Imams ÿAlÌ al-HªdÌ (d. 254/868) and al-•asan
al-ÿAskarÌ (d. 260/873–4) had a house on the Shªriÿ AbÌ
AÊmad, and were buried in the house. The twelfth imam
disappeared nearby in a cleft commemorated by the
Sardªb al-MahdÌ in 260/874. The tombs are commemorated by the shrine which dominates the town today, and
whose golden dome is visible from fifteen kilometres
away (Fig. 108). The history of the shrine is treated by the
local historian Yñnus al-Shaykh IbrªhÌm al-Sªmarrª’Ì in
his work Marªqid al-A’imma wal-Awliyª’ fÌ Sªmarrª’.926
The major source is a 19th century verse composition, alShaykh MuÊammad al-SamªwÌ, Washª’ij al-Sarª’ fÌ
sha’n Sªmarrª’. The manuscript of this verse composition
appears to be conserved in the library of the shrine.927 Its
sources for the history of the complex would appear to be
the internal tradition of the institution.
In this version, after the death of the Imams, the house
and tombs remained in their original state until
328/939–40. The shrine was first developed in
333/944–5 by the •amdªnid Nªîir al-Dawla, who built
an enclosure wall for the complex and adorned the
tombs with curtains. He also built houses around the
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shrine; one presumes for the ÿulamª’ and servants. Nªîir
al-Dawla only controlled the region for a short period,
and was soon defeated by the Buyids. The principal
builders of the shrine were the Buyids: Muÿizz al-Dawla
AÊmad b. Bñya in 337/948–9 arranged salaries for the
personnel, and first built the dome over the tombs. He
also first built the box (îandñq) from teak. In 368/978–9
ÿA¼ud al-Dawla repaired the raw¼a (sanctuary)928 with
teakwood, strengthened the enclosure wall and added
riwªqs (porticoes). It is evident that in these two phases,
the shrine first took the form it has today, although the
present-day buildings are later.
The visit (Ar. ziyªra) also developed in the 4th/10th
century. According to Ibn Qulñya (d. 356/966–7):
“Visit to Abñ al-•asan ÿAlÌ b. MuÊammad alHªdÌ and Abñ MuÊammad al-•usayn b. ÿAlÌ alÿAskarÌ (ÿalayhimª al-salªm) at Surra Man Ra’ª.
It is related from one of them that he said if you
want to visit Abñ al-•asan the third ÿAlÌ b.
MuÊammad al-Jawªd and Abñ MuÊammad al•asan al-ÿAskarÌ (ÿalayhimª al-salªm) you say
after the ablution that I have come to their tombs,
and otherwise may he die in peace, from by the
gate which is on the avenue, the grill.... Pray two
rakÿas at their tombs, and if you enter the mosque
and pray, you may call upon God for what you
desire — He is Close and Answering —, and this
mosque is at the side of the Residence, and in it
the two used to pray.”929
In effect, with the development of the shrine, Samarra
became a pilgrimage town, though also a market centre
for its district, functions it retains today.

Sªmarrª’Ì took his material from MaÊallªtÌ 1931.
The manuscript has not been seen by this author.
Al-raw¼a strictly means “garden”. It was first applied to the enclosed space around the Prophet’s tomb in Madina, and was
later applied to other mausolea (EI², s.v. masdjid).
Ibn Qulñya, Kªmil al-ziyªrªt, ch. 103.

CHAPTER 13

Samarra, Baghdad and other Islamic cities
The region of Samarra is located, as we have seen, just
above the limits of the alluvial plain of southern Iraq.
The region studied is one of the intermediate zones of
the Tigris between Baghdad and Mosul. At Samarra
itself, settlement was dependent on the river valley. All
the sites found which predate the construction of the
Qªðñl al-KisrawÌ are located on heights overlooking the
river plain or are located in the river plain itself, with
one exception. Within this river zone, settlement evolved
slowly without much change. The major change was the
digging of the entrances to the Qªðñl, which is placed in
the 6th century AD by the information available. This
canal was intended, as Adams suggests, to supplement
the water flow in the Nahrawan south of the Diyala.
That it was a royal project of the Sasanians can be seen
in the monumental tower, Burj al-Qª’im. The Sasanian
palace (Fig. 27), and game reserve (Fig. 3, 28), show
that the value of the area for hunting was appreciated.
Later Abbasid settlement activity in the region was
based on this model.
Hªrñn al-RashÌd, between his accession to the
caliphate in 170/786 and his departure to Raqqa in
180/796, extended the Qªðñl by a canal called Qªðñl
AbÌ al-Jund. The unfinished Octagon at Qªdisiyya, to
be identified with the city of al-Mubªrak, was
intended to celebrate this achievement (Fig. 38). The
large size of this site, 1500 m between the sides,
suggests that RashÌd was intending to settle here for at
least a period of several years, perhaps permanently.
However, when disturbances broke out in Syria in
180/796, the project was abandoned. It is possible that
the objections to the site voiced at the time of alMuÿtaîim’s settlement on the Qªðñl, were also true of
the reign of al-RashÌd: that is that the site was too
small and ground too hard to dig.
The next stage in the history of Samarra was the move
of al-Muÿtaîim to the region, between 219/834 and
221/836. It is evident from the long journey, with one or
more attempted foundations, that al-Muÿtaîim was not
entirely satisfied with the choice of sites available. It is
unknown whether he was really satisfied with the site of
Samarra: it may have been the last option, and he was
unable to return to Baghdad, for political reasons. The
principal consequence of the search was that the site
finally chosen was located quite far from Baghdad, 125
km, and it was highly probable that as a result it would
develop into a city requiring a complete range of
functions that would rival Baghdad.
The choice fell on a type of site traditional among
rulers: a hunting ground. The evident comparative case

of a major royal settlement and permanent residence on
a hunting ground is the Château de Versailles, outside
Paris. In this case, Louis XIV built his major residence
on the site of the hunting forest of Versailles, installed
the necessary support services of the court in the town,
and later added buildings for the ministerial administration adjacent to the palace. Both Versailles and Samarra
were financed by the revenues of the state, and thus the
King or Caliph could live where he pleased. There are
evident fundamental differences at Samarra. The hunting
ground is a steppe, not a forest. Samarra was also the
main base of the Abbasid field army, for which
Versailles has no equivalent, and lastly Versailles is not
far from Paris, and thus many services necessary for the
court could remain in the capital. Thus, Versailles could
remain a small satellite of Paris, but Samarra could not
remain an outlier of Baghdad. Nevertheless, Samarra has
the aspect of a great city, which Versailles could never
have had, and this has much to do with the characteristics of Muslim settlement since the foundation of the
amîªr, on which see below.
When the city was first founded by al-Muÿtaîim, the
plan was composed of a caliphal city, Surra Man Ra’ª,
with the Caliphal Palace (Dªr al-Khilªfa) and a single
avenue (the later Shªriÿ AbÌ AÊmad) leading south past
the markets and first congregational mosque, with the
military settlements on both sides of the avenue (Fig.
41). Two specific military settlements were placed at a
distance, the Turks at al-Karkh, and the Central Asian
Iranians under al-AfshÌn at al-MaðÌra. Although the plan
of Surra Man Ra’ª is no longer very clear because of
later rebuilding, we have a good idea of what it was like
because the plan was duplicated in the foundation of alMutawakkiliyya in 245/859, and the latter layout is
almost perfectly preserved in its original state.
The cantonments, some military and others apparently
devoted to servants of the state and court, follow the
basic plan of Surra Man Ra’ª and al-Mutawakkiliyya,
but on a lesser scale, and with variants. The plan of the
Turkish qaðª’iÿ at al-Karkh is very close to that of alMutawakkiliyya (Fig. 76, Fig. 92). The palace of
Ashinªs is smaller than that of the caliph, and the
numbers of houses greater, as is appropriate for a
military settlement, but both are characterised by the
palace-avenue type of plan. Other cantonments with this
plan are: Area K (cantonment of al-MaðÌra) (Fig. 82),
Area G (al-WazÌriyya) (Fig. 61), the three palace-avenue
units of Area U (al-Dñr) (Fig. 78), and the eastern
extension of the avenues in Area J (Fig. 81). On the
other hand, Area X (qaðÌÿa of Khªqªn ÿUrðñj) has a
palace at its eastern extremity, but no central avenue
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(Fig. 60). At the furthest opposite extreme is the
cantonment of Balkuwªrª, whose plan, although square
and with no real fortification, evidently belongs to the
tradition of the Round City of Baghdad and the Octagon
of Qªdisiyya (Fig. 84, Fig. 109, Fig. 38). The long
double rectangle of al-Iîðablªt combines the plan of
palace and central avenue with the type surrounded by
an enclosure or fortification wall (Fig. 86). The palaceavenue plan is for the moment unique at Samarra, as
indeed unfortified sites were rare in the Islamic world. It
seems that, it may have been based on the plan of the
four quarters of Baghdad, which lay outside the Round
City, and on which see below.
So, the basic urban structure at Samarra is composed of
a caliphal city, into which military cantonments of a
very similar plan were integrated for the army in an
agglomeration of units. The notion of a “caliphal” city,
whatever its plan, is to be found for the first time in
Baghdad (Fig. 109).
The foundation of Baghdad represented a new type of
imperial city. The layout was, however, based on
precedents: the two amîªr of Kñfa and Baîra, founded
in 17/638.930 Although we only have textual descriptions
of their layout, the accounts of Kñfa are sufficiently
detailed to show that it was composed of a central space
(raÊba) where the mosque and governor’s palace (Qaîr
al-Imªra) were located, from which fifteen avenues
(manªhij) radiated and divided the unwalled tribal
quarters.931
Baghdad, MadÌnat al-Salªm, was laid out in a way that
developed from the amîªr (Fig. 109). At the centre, on
the west bank of the Tigris, was the caliph’s circular
city, called MadÌnat AbÌ Jaÿfar or al-MadÌna alMudawwara (the Round City). To the south of it, lay the
market area of al-Karkh. According to the sources, this
only became the market area after the merchants were
expelled from the Round City.932 However as is evident
from the name, al-Karkh, a Syriac word meaning
‘fortified city’ (Karkhe), al-Karkh was a pre-Islamic
town, outside which the Round City was built, and some
markets probably existed there from before the
foundation of Baghdad. From the four gates of the
Round City, the four Grand Avenues extended into the
suburbs (raba¼, pl. arbª¼). The suburbs were divided
into four quarters (arbªÿ), which recall the five akhmªs
of Kñfa, and each was governed by an associate of alManîñr (see above, p. 191). There was a further Grand
Avenue (shªriÿ aÿz³am) on the Tigris. From 769 onwards,
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the heir of al-Manîñr, al-MahdÌ, came back from Rayy,
and settled on the east bank of the Tigris in al-Ruîªfa.
The new element in the plan, apart from the fact that the
quarters were no longer divided by tribe, was the Round
City. The city was famous for being circular, with the
mosque and the caliph’s palace placed in the centre. The
plan is difficult to confirm, as no certain archaeological
trace of it has been discovered. 933 The plan was first
reconstructed by Herzfeld, and then corrected by
Lassner, without much reference to archaeological
evidence.934 Two imitations of the Round City exist, by
which one can judge the descriptions of Baghdªd: alRªfiqa, the Abbasid city at Raqqa (Fig. 111), and the
Octagon of Qªdisiyya, al-Mubªrak (Fig. 38). Al-Rªfiqa
is not circular but was described as imitating
Baghdªd.935 Al-Qªdisiyya is an octagon, geometrically
related to a circle.
In the centre of the raÊba lay the palace of al-Manîñr,
whose gate was called Bªb al-Dhahab, 400 cubits each
side, and the mosque, 200 cubits square. In a circle
around the raÊba were the following buildings:
“The residences of the younger children of alManîñr, and his slaves who are close to him in
his service, the bayt al-mªl, the arsenal, the
dÌwªn al-rasª’il (correspondence), the dÌwªn alkharªj (land tax), the dÌwªn al-khªtam (the seal),
the dÌwªn al-jund (the army), the dÌwªn alÊawª’ij (requirements), the dÌwªn of the
entourages (aÊshªm), the public kitchen, and the
dÌwªn al-nafaqªt (expenditures).”936
Then there were four vaulted streets (ðªqªt), which led
to the gates of Kñfa, Baîra, Khurªsªn and al-Shªm.
These were initially occupied by merchants, probably
providing local markets of the type provided in the
qaðª’iÿ at Samarra. There were 45 radial alleys (sikka),
which were “known by [the names of] his quwwªd and
his mawªlÌ.”937 The great prison, al-Maðbaq, was also
located in the alleys. The expression ‘mawªlÌ’ may refer
to the servants of the palace, who occupied a large area
in Samarra, but probably also included other officials. It
is certain that the quwwªd were the commanders of the
army. In Samarra, these commanders were quartered
with their soldiers, with one exception, as we have seen.
The Round City must have been an important military
settlement in the time of al-Manîñr. Al-•arbiyya, as a
suburb, was also an important settlement of the army: as
we have seen, according to al-YaÿqñbÌ, it was settled by

On the history of Kñfa, see Djait 1986. For the excavations of Baîra, see ÿAzzawi 1994.
On the analysis of the plan of Kñfa, see Djait 1986.
Lassner 1970a, 60–2.
The textual descriptions however are quite detailed, in the Kitªb al-Buldªn of al-YaÿqñbÌ, and the topographical introduction of
the Ta’rÌkh Baghdªd of al-KhaðÌb al-BaghdªdÌ, translated by Lassner (Lassner 1970a).
Lassner 1970b.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 276; al-BalªdhurÌ, 179.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 240.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 240.
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Fig. 109. Baghdad at the beginning of the Abbasid period. The Round City of Baghdad (after Lassner).
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‘the people of Balkh, Merv, al-Khuttal, Bukhªrª,
IsbÌshªb,938 Ishtªkhanj,939 the people of the Kªbulshªh,
the people of Khwªrazm’ In this last text it is not certain
whether al-YaÿqñbÌ is speaking of his own lifetime in the
3rd/9th century. The names appear to speak of later
recruitment than the time of al-Manîñr, such as alÿAbbªsiyya of Hªrñn al-RashÌd,941 or the Iranian and
Central Asian forces recruited by al-Ma’mñn.940 In the
case of the quwwªd of the Round City, it is clear that he
is speaking of the time of al-Manîñr, for he says in two
cases that he has forgotten the original name of the alley.
One may conclude that the Round City was intended by
al-Manîñr to accommodate the palace, the mosque, the
servants of the palace, and an important part of the
army. Other units of the army were later settled outside
the walls. Al-Manîñr settled in the Round City all the
elements of the state which were important to him, if we
compare settlement composition with the detailed state
budget of al-Muÿta¼id at the end of the 3rd/9th
century.942 This was the new concept in Baghdad: a
royal city in which the majority of the functions of the
state were assembled under the eye of the caliph, and
separated from the public areas of the city by a fortification. The public only entered each Friday for prayers in
the congregational mosque, which according to the
earlier tradition, was placed next to the palace. The
problem of the security of the caliph is much mentioned
in the historical sources, and in the end, it was alManîñr who left the Round City and settled in a new
palace, al-Khuld on the banks of the Tigris, in
159/774.943
The concept of the Round City itself, if new, was also
based on existing ideas. Al-YaÿqñbÌ tells us that the
circular plan had never been seen before. However, in
reality, circular plans of buildings are quite frequent in
Mesopotamian architecture, and Creswell lists a number
of roughly circular city plans.944 The Umayyad new
urban settlements also played a role in the conception.945
The obvious ancestors were the two settlements
constructed by the generals of the Byzantine wars,
Maslama b. ÿAbd al-Malik at •iîn Maslama, identified
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at MadÌnat al-Fªr in the Syrian JazÌra,946 and ÿAnjar in
the Lebanese Biqªÿ, built by ÿAbbªs b. al-WalÌd about
96/714–15.947 Although only the plan of ÿAnjar is well
known, there the elements of the plan to be found at
Samarra already existed, in a fortified form with Roman
architecture (Fig. 110). No doubt at Ramla in Palestine,
built by Sulaymªn b. ÿAbd al-Malik at the same time as
ÿAnjar, the plan was similar, although now buried, but in
that case there are no specific military associations.948
Rather Sulaymªn was governor of the Jund of FilasðÌn.
Nevertheless, although little is known, it is probable that
the majority of the Syrian army in the Umayyad period
were not quartered in this way, only the followers of
certain leaders. In particular, no case of such a
settlement is confirmed as having been founded by a
caliph.949
The foundation of urban settlements by leading personalities at a level lower than that of Caliph continued, for
example, the settlement of al-MuÊammadiyya at Rayy in
Iran by al-Manîñr’s heir apparent, al-MahdÌ. When he
returned to Baghdad in 769, al-Ruîªfa, with its own
congregational mosque, was built for him. Al-MahdÌ
was also associated with the construction of al-Rªfiqa at
Raqqa (Fig. 111). A surviving archaeological example of
such an Abbasid urban settlement is Kharªb Sayyªr in
the Syrian JazÌra.950 Kharªb Sayyªr has been identified
with the medieval toponym of Tell BanÌ Sayyªr, a halt
on the road between Rªs al-ÿAyn and Raqqa. Tell BanÌ
Sayyªr was the birthplace of an Abbasid general at the
beginning of the 4th/10th century, al-ÿAbbªs b. ÿAmr alGhanawÌ, an Arab from the tribe of BanÌ GhanÌ, who
was active between 286/899 and his death in 305/917.951
The history of Cairo has much in common with this type
of development (Fig. 112). Outside the walls of Fusðªð, a
governor’s settlement called al-ÿAskar was built in
133/751. Then AÊmad b. £ñlñn built al-Qaðª’iÿ, where
the mosque was completed in 265/879.952 At the time of
the Fatimid conquest, in 358/969, a new caliphal city
was built, al-Qªhira, where, within its square of mudbrick walls, 1 km a side, the court, the Azhar mosque
and the Fatimid army were accommodated. Though now

In other texts the name is Isfijªb.
A variant of IshtÌkhªn, district to the northwest of Samarqand.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 248.
Kennedy 1981, 120, 181; Kennedy 2001.
Büsse 1967.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Khuld.
Creswell 1940, 18–22.
Northedge 1994, 2000.
Haase 1990.
Chehab 1963; Chehab 1978, 1993; Hillenbrand 1999.
Sourdel 1981.
One Syriac source informs us that ÿAnjar was built by the Caliph al-WalÌd b. ÿAbd al-Malik, and Theophanes that it was his
son al-ÿAbbªs. See Northedge 1994 for the conclusion that it was more likely built by ÿAbbªs, also Bacharach 1996, 34–5, and
Chehab 1993.
Moortgat-Correns 1992, Meyer 2001.
Leisten n.d.
EI², s.v. al-Fusðað.
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Fig. 110. ÿAnjar.
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Fig. 111. Al-Rafiqa and the palaces of Hªrñn al-RashÌd at Raqqa.
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entirely buried, the plan of the original al-Qªhira is
developed from that of Samarran Balkuwªrª.953 Further
away in IfrÌqiyya, a fortified settlement for the Abbasid
governor was built outside the walls of Qayrawªn, called
al-ÿAbbªsiyya, about 184/800, to be succeeded by the
more imposing Raqqªda in 273/876.954 The first site to
be built by the Fatimids after their takeover in 296/909
was al-Mahdiyya, the only case where a coastal
peninsular site was chosen for a caliphal city (Fig.
113).955 In 334–6/945–8, Mahdiyya was replaced by
Sabra (al-Manîñriyya), again a fortified settlement
outside the walls of Qayrawªn. Here one palace has
been excavated inside an approximately circular fortification wall.956
The best-preserved, and most intensively worked on site
of a caliphal city is MadÌnat al-Zahrª’, 6 km from
Cordoba, and founded in 325/936 (Fig. 114).957 Here,
within a double stone fortification, a rectangle of 750 x
1500 m, ÿAbd al-RaÊmªn III built his administrative
city, shortly after declaring himself caliph (AmÌr alMu’minÌn) in 316/929. The declaration of the caliphate
and the foundation of the royal city were certainly
linked. The texts speak of the settling of the caliph and
his court in the city, the administration and at least part
of the army: in this MadÌnat al-Zahrª’ followed the
model of Baghdad. Lesser dynasts also built their royal
cities on this model: the best-preserved example is
Qalÿat BanÌ •ammªd in Algeria, built by the BanÌ
•ammªd at the beginning of the 5th/11th century (Fig.
115). There was a walled governmental quarter at
Palermo called al-Khªliî, founded by the Fatimids.958
In the east, the construction of governmental complexes
in the post-caliphal period was not so common. Lashkari Bªzªr in Afghanistan is the best-known example (Fig.
116).959 As it has survived, the site is composed of a
number of mud-brick palaces, mansions, and compounds
to the north of the city of Bust on the Helmand. The site
was certainly in existence by 375/985, in the early days
of Ghaznavid domination, but Allen suggests that the
first constructions were made by the Samanids. At any
rate, the major expansion of the site took place under
MaÊmñd of Ghazna (388/998–421/1030), and his son
Masÿñd (421–32/1031–41). Occupation continued into at
least the second half of the 6th/12th century according to
the pottery recovered by the excavations of
Schlumberger. The excavator compares the site to
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Samarra, but, as Allen notes, there is no built settlement
for the army, whose settlement there is specifically
mentioned. The army must have been settled in tents on
a seasonal basis. The absence of similar sites elsewhere
may be attributed to the disappearance of mud-brick
remains in cultivated areas, but it may be that the
successor dynasties of the “Iranian intermezzo”, as
Minorsky called it, before the arrival of the Saljuq Turks
in the middle of the 5th/11th century, were not interested
in the Iraqi model.
One important point to notice is the integration of
military settlement into the urban model. There is little
typological difference to be seen at Samarra between the
qaðª’iÿ of the Turks at al-Karkh, which can be clearly
identified as a military cantonment, and the caliphal city
of al-Mutawakkiliyya, which itself seems to have
followed the pattern of al-Muÿtaîim’s city of Surra Man
Ra’ª. The difference is one of proportion: the palace is
smaller, and the number of small houses is greater. Why
this happened is quite clear: the private soldier was a
married man and lived in a family situation, which
required a house rather than communal living in the
single rooms of a barracks. Also, the pattern was based
on the tribal quarters of the early amîªr such as Kñfa
and Baîra.
As a result, it can be difficult to identify military
settlements where textual evidence is missing, for they
will have an urban form. This conclusion is particularly
relevant to the Umayyad period, where the new urban
settlements look like cities, but may well have been
military cantonments.960 Nevertheless, we should take
into account the warning of Crone that in the Umayyad
period, the Jund (i.e. the military paid by the state) was
little different from other personal followings of
Umayyad amÌrs.961
A second consequence of this characteristic was a
tendency of military settlements to dissolve into the
urban matrix. The tendency of the military to engage in
civilian occupations, such as trade, and to be no longer
available for campaigns, was a problem already
encountered in the Umayyad period.962 This
phenomenon can, naturally, also be seen in the archaeological evidence. Some Umayyad princely sites, ÿAqaba
and Ramla, for example, simply became the local town.
In Baghdad, it is difficult to recover the details of what

EI², s.v. al-Kùªhira.
EI², s.v. al-Kùayrawªn, Rak³k³ªda. Raqqªda has been partly excavated, but the publications are not extensive.
EI², s.v. al-Mahdiyya.
EI², s.v. Sabra.
EI², s.v. MadÌnat al-Zahrª’
EI², s.v. Balarm.
Schlumberger 1978; Allen 1990.
For example, Hillenbrand’s (1999) analysis of ÿAnjar concludes that because the site looks like a Roman colony, it must have
been one, though a failure. Roman colonies were frequently founded to occupy the territory with retired soldiers. Muslim
soldiers were not pensioned off, so the requirements were different.
Crone 1980; al-£abarÌ, II, 1836, 1844.
Crone 1980. Kennedy 2001.
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Fig. 113. al-Mahdiyya.
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Fig. 114. MadÌnat al-Zahrª’.
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Fig. 115. Qalÿat BanÌ •ammªd.

Fig. 116. Lashkar-Ì Bªzªr.
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must have been the original military settlements under
the overlay of later urban developments. Al-•arbiyya,
for example, is mainly known as a centre of Hanbalite
activism, rather than as a settlement of military from
Central Asia. In Samarra, this did not take place, as
environmental conditions did not permit the
development of a large organic city, based on local
resources and the international commerce typical of the
Abbasid period.
Nevertheless, an organic city of the type that developed
at Baghdad did exist at Samarra, although it was
relatively small. Typically, dense urban construction can
be seen along the Grand Avenue in lower Samarra (Pl.
27, Pl. 29), east of the modern city, and around the
Mosque of al-Mutawakkil. No doubt, more would be
visible, if it were not for the siting of the modern city
over the markets. According to the texts, an extended
market structure developed, although this is not so easy
to detect in the archaeological site, and it has proved
possible to plot the location of the houses of the Iraqi
élite around the mosque rather than in proximity to the
palace.
There was a striking separation in Samarra between the
mosque and the palace. At the beginning of Islam, the
official palace of the governor or caliph (Dªr al-Imªra)
was located adjacent to the qibla wall of the mosque.
There is much evidence of this phenomenon: the earliest
case is the Dªr al-Imªra of Kñfa, which is placed against
the qibla wall of the mosque, and is commonly dated to
670. A similar case can be seen again at Jerusalem at the
Aqsa mosque, and in the new urban settlement of ÿAnjar
(Fig. 110). The tradition was continued in the Round
City of Baghdad. The first case of a marked separation
is the Octagon at Qªdisiyya, before 180/796 (Fig. 38).
However, as we have seen, in the two ‘caliphal’ cities at
Samarra, Surra Man Ra’ª and al-Mutawakkiliyya (Fig.
92), the palace is placed at one end of the city, and the
mosque near the centre, in the case of the city of alMuÿtaîim, next to the central market. Although it has
been suggested that the early placement of the palace
backing on to the mosque was intended to aid the
security of the caliph or governor, as the caliph’s representative, while leading the prayer, the practice almost
certainly goes back to the House of the Prophet in
Madina, where the house of prayer and residence of the
chief of the community were combined in a single
building. As time went on, the caliph or governor led the
prayer less and less, and it is at the time of Samarra in
the 3rd/9th century, that the leader of the community
was replaced by a professional imªm, in leading the
prayer.963 It is not clear whether the use of the palace-
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EI², s.v. Masdjid.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 264.
Sarre 1925; Northedge 1996a.
EI², s.v. Kharªdj.
Büsse 1967.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 2110, tr. Fields, 151; al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 263.

avenue plan at Samarra provoked a further, physical,
separation of the caliph from the mosque, or was a
consequence of a process already begun.
At any rate at Samarra, the polarisation between state
and city centred around the mosque and market is quite
clear. The military élite, mainly Turks (and Iranians),
settled round the Caliph in his palace or in the military
cantonments, and the civil élite, the secretaries and other
officials, mainly of Iraqi origin, settled around the
mosque and the markets. Elsewhere, in the following
century, the separation was even more marked: MadÌnat
al-Zahrª’ and Lashkar-i Bªzªr are suburbs to existing
cities. It was in the time of the Crusades that dynasts
began to settle in urban citadels.
One should suppose that the organic city developed
from the requirement for services to the Caliphate and to
the army. Al-Muÿtaîim ordered the conscription of
craftsmen from all round the empire.964 This act must
have been exceptional, for it is only mentioned once,
and one wonders how important it was in the context of
the economy of Samarra, once al-Muÿtaîim was dead.
The craftsmen would stay if there were customers for
their products; if not, they would leave. For, in general,
craftsmen in this period were probably independent
producers, according to the demand.
Although we cannot quantify the sums in question, it is
clear that up to 256/870 at least, a large proportion of
the state budget was being spent in Samarra by the court
and the army. This expenditure would necessarily attract
merchants and craftsmen. Evidence has been cited of the
import of a wide variety of ceramics made elsewhere,
including the Far East.965 Evidently, when the
expenditure slowed and then stopped, many people
would be forced to leave, the local environment not
supporting a large city.
The economy of Samarra was indeed artificial. The
source of finance was the tax-system of the caliphate,
mainly the kharªj, land-tax on agricultural production.966
The state expenditure was to a large degree on the court
and the army.967 The city was fed by grain transported
by boat from al-JazÌra, and supplied with other products
from Baghdad and the south.968 As long as state
expenditure continued, so did the city. This kind of
economy can be described as completely different from
that of the growing commercial cities of the 3rd/9th
century and later, which were tied into international
trade, notably that of the Indian Ocean: Baghdad, Baîra,
SÌrªf. This is not the place to analyse the commercial
economy of the Abbasid period, other than to note that it
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was largely independent of the state, and thus in contrast
to Samarra. Nevertheless, the requirements of Indian
Ocean trade could lead to the foundation and growth of
cities with similarly artificial economies: SÌrªf, located
on the Iranian coast of the Gulf, is the most extreme
example. It is situated in terrain more hostile than that of
Samarra. As long as the routes of trade passed by the
Gulf, the city prospered. When the termini of Indian
Ocean trade moved to the Red Sea ports, it died.
In fact, the foundation and growth of cities in the Middle
East in unpromising environments was a frequent event,
much of the region being desert. Their prosperity was
always related to a specific economic function,
commonly that of long-distance trade, the so-called
‘caravan city’, of which in ancient times Petra and
Palmyra are examples. The prosperity of the third great
ancient ‘caravan city’, Hatra in Iraq, is now thought to
have been based on its cult of the Sun.
Nevertheless, Samarra has had an unfortunate
reputation. In part this may be attributed to the conflicts
between the Turks and Baghdad: nearly all the versions
we have of these events come from the Baghdad side,
for example the chronicler al-£abarÌ. The Turks were
detested, and they were associated with Samarra.
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However even the existence of Samarra has been
condemned as a waste of state resources, to quote one
author, “an act of folly on a vast scale”.969 This is
certainly a wrong interpretation. As we have seen,
Samarra was intended to be a site for the court and the
main military base. Military bases are often sited in
deserts, where land costs are low, to think of modern
examples in the United States. The cost of construction
in unfired materials was not high, although the
dimensions of the buildings are impressive. The
settlement served a specific purpose, and when that
purpose ceased to exist, it shrank to a small town. It is
true that al-Mutawakkil, in particular, was a great lover
of architecture, and built very extensively, on a grand
scale. However, his construction does not seem to have
posed a financial problem for the Caliphate.970
The truth is that Samarra was a version of the Islamic
royal city, but with enormous dimensions, which,
however, mattered little, because of the low costs of
construction. It lasted roughly 60 years, about the same
length of time as others which did not develop into
organic cities, for example MadÌnat al-Zahrª’.971 The
environmental circumstances did not permit a large city
to survive, but they did preserve the remains to become
an icon of the Abbasid Caliphate.

Rogers 1970, 127.
On the cost of palace construction, see Northedge 2001, 63–7, and elsewhere in Robinson 2001, particularly pp 13–16. There
was a financial problem at Samarra; however, it seems more likely to have been due to excessive recruitment in the army, see
Northedge 2001, Kennet 2001.
It is more correct to ask the question whether this type of state settlement, with its tendency to isolate the ruler from the ruled,
was unhelpful to the development of the political culture in Islam. That question, however, is outside the scope of a
monographic study of Samarra.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A: AL-YAÿQ¤B•’S DESCRIPTION
OF SAMARRA IN THE KIT•B AL-BULD•N
This description has been translated twice before, into
English by Creswell in the Early Muslim Architecture,972
and into French by Wiet in Les Pays.973 Significant
differences from this translation are indicated in the
notes.

Surra Man Ra’ª
1. (p. 255) We have mentioned Baghdad, and its
foundation, and the time that Abñ Jaÿfar al-Manîñr
built it, and we have described how it was laid out,
and divided into its suburbs, allotments,974 markets,
avenues and streets, its situation on the west bank of
the Tigris — the side of the city and al-Karkh — and
on the east bank — the side of al-Ruîªfa, which is
called ÿAskar al-MahdÌ — and we said on that
subject what we knew. Now we shall mention Surra
Man Ra’ª, that it is the second of the cities of the
Caliphs of BanÌ Hªshim. Eight of their Caliphs
settled there, among them al-Muÿtaîim, he founded
and constructed it, al-Wªthiq, he was Hªrñn b. alMuÿtaîim, al-Mutawakkil Jaÿfar b. al-Muÿtaîim, alMuntaîir MuÊammad b. al-Mutawakkil, al-MustaÿÌn
AÊmad b. MuÊammad b. al-Muÿtaîim, al-Muÿtazz
Abñ ÿAbd Allah b. al-Mutawakkil, al-MuhtadÌ
MuÊammad b. al-Wªthiq, and al-Muÿtamid AÊmad
b. al-Mutawakkil.
2. <AÊmad b. AbÌ Yaÿqñb said> In former days Surra
Man Ra’ª was a steppe of the land of al-£Ìrhªn
where there was no development, but there was there
a monastery of the Christians on the site on which
was built the Government House (Dªr al-Sulðªn) that
is known as Dªr al-ÿ•mma, and the monastery
became the treasury (Bayt al-Mªl). When alMuÿtaîim came to Baghdad from Tarsus in the year
in which he was acclaimed Caliph — that was 218
— he settled in the house of al-Ma’mñn, then he
built a house on the east side of Baghdad, and moved
to it, and remained there in the years 218, 219, 220,
and 221. There was with him a group of Turks, who
were at that time non-Arabic speaking.
3. <Jaÿfar al-KhushshakÌ informed me> Al-Muÿtaîim

972
973
974
975
976

used to send me in the days of al-Ma’mñn to
Samarqand to NñÊ b. Asad to buy Turks. I used to go
to him (al-Muÿtaîim) every year with a group of
them. (p. 256) In the days of al-Ma’mñn he collected
of them around 3000 ghulªms. When he attained the
Caliphate, he pressed on with the search for them,
and bought private slaves who were in Baghdad.
There was among those he bought in Baghdad a
whole group, among whom was Ashinªs, who was a
slave of Nuÿaym b. Khªzim AbÌ Hªrñn b. Nuÿaym,
and •tªkh, who was a slave of Sallªm b. al-Abrash,
and WaîÌf, who was a chain-mail maker, a slave of
•l al-Nuÿmªn, and SÌmª al-DimashqÌ, who was a
slave of Dhñ al-Riyªsatayn al-Fa¼l b. Sahl.
4. Those non-Arabic-speaking Turks, when they rode
their mounts, used to race, and knock people right
and left. So the riff-raff jumped on them, and killed
some, and beat others. So, their blood went
unavenged, nobody acting against975 those who did
that. This weighed upon al-Muÿtaîim, and he decided
to leave Baghdad.
5. He went out to al-Shammªsiyya, which was the
place that al-Ma’mñn used to go out to and remain
there for days and months. He decided to build a city
at al-Shammªsiyya outside Baghdad, but the land of
that place was too small for him, and he also disliked
its nearness to Baghdad. So he departed to alBaradªn on the advice of al-Fa¼l b. Marwªn, who
was at that time wazÌr — that was in the year 221 —
and remained at al-Baradªn for some days, and
brought the engineers. Then he was not satisfied with
the site, and went on to a place called BªÊamshª on
the east bank of the Tigris, and planned there a city
on the Tigris. He sought a place in which to dig a
canal and did not find one. Then he went on to the
village known as al-MaðÌra, and remained there for a
period.976
6. Then he went on to al-Qªðñl. He said, ‘This is the
finest of places’, and he located the canal known as
the Qªðñl in the middle of the city, such that the
buildings would be on the Tigris and on the Qªðñl,
and he began the construction. He allotted land to the
commanders, to the secretaries, and to the people, (p.
257) and they built until the buildings rose high. The
markets were marked out on the Qªðñl and on the
Tigris, and he settled in part of what had been built,

Creswell 1940, 228–31, 254, 277, 363–4.
Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Buldªn, Fr. tr. Wiet, G., Les Pays, 44–63.
Ar. qaðÌÿa, pl. qatª’iÿ. Literally ‘allotments’, land allotted by the Caliph, on which the recipient built his residences, and those
of his people.
Creswell: testifying against. Wiet: Les auteurs n’étaient nullement inquietés.
Al-MaðÌra is north of al-Qªðñl, and implies that al-Muÿtaîim moved north, and then south again.
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and the people also. Then he said, ‘the land of alQªðñl is not sufficient; it is only pebbles and stones,
and building is difficult. Besides the site is not broad
enough.’
7. Then he rode out hunting, and passed on his way
until he came to the site of Surra Man Ra’ª, which
was a steppe of the land of al-£Ìrhªn in which there
was no building and no people except for a
monastery of the Christians. He stopped at the
monastery and spoke to the monks in it, and said,
‘what is the name of this place?’. One of the monks
said to him ‘we find in our ancient books that this
place is named Surra Man Ra’ª, and that it was the
city of Sªm b. NñÊ, and that after [many] ages it will
be rebuilt by a noble, victorious and powerful king
with companions whose faces are like the faces of the
birds of the open country; he will settle it, and his
children will settle it.’ [Al-Muÿtaîim] said, ‘I, by God,
will build it, and settle it, and my children will settle
here. Al-RashÌd ordered one day that his children
should go out to hunt, and I went out with
MuÊammad (i.e. al-AmÌn), and al-Ma’mñn, and the
eldest children of RashÌd. Each one of us made a kill,
and I caught an owl. Then we went and presented our
kills to him, and the servants who were with us began
to say this is the kill of so-and-so, and this is the kill
of so-and-so, until my kill was presented to him, and
when he saw the owl — for the servants had been
reluctant to present it lest he see a bad omen in it or
some difficulty should arise for me from it — he said,
“who caught this?”, and they said, “Abñ IsÊªq”, and
he was delighted and smiled, and expressed pleasure.
Then he said, “He will succeed to the Caliphate, and
his army, his companions, and those who are
important for him, will be a people whose faces are
like the faces of this owl, and he will rebuild an
ancient city, and settle it with these people; then his
children will settle it after him, and that day RashÌd
was not pleased by any of the kills as he was pleased
by my kill of that owl.’
8. Then al-Muÿtaîim decided to settle in that spot, and
summoned MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik al-Zayyªt,
Ibn AbÌ (p. 258) Du’ªd, ÿUmar b. Faraj, and AÊmad b.
Khªlid known as Abñ al-WazÌr, and said to them, ‘Buy
this land from the owners of this monastery, and pay
them its value, 4000 dinars’, and they did that. Then he
summoned the engineers and said, ‘Choose the most
suitable of these places’, and they chose a number of
sites for the palaces. He assigned to each one of his
companions the construction of a palace, and he
assigned to Khªqªn ÿUrðñj Abñ al-FatÊ b. Khªqªn the
977
978
979
980
981
982
983
984
985

construction of the Jawsaq al-KhªqªnÌ, and to ÿUmar b.
Faraj the construction of the palace known as alÿUmarÌ, and to Abñ al-WazÌr the construction of the
palace known as al-WazÌrÌ. Then he marked out the
allotments for the officers, the secretaries, and the
people, and set out the congregational mosque. He laid
out the markets around the congregational mosque.
The rows of the markets were broad,977 and each type
of merchandise was separate, and each people were on
their own, in the fashion of the way the markets of
Baghdad were laid out. He wrote for the despatch of
the workmen, builders, and skilled people, such as
iron-workers, carpenters, and the other crafts, and for
the bringing of teak, other wood, and palm-trunks978
from al-Baîra and the adjacent areas of Baghdad and
the rest of al-Sawªd, and from Anðªkiya and the other
coastal areas of al-Shªm, and for the bringing of
worked marble,979 and slabs of marble,980 and the
houses for working of marble were established at alLªdhiqiyya and other places.981
9. He isolated the allotments of the Turks from the
allotments of the people completely, and made them
segregated from them, that they should not mix with
any group of those of Arab culture,982 and that no
one should be their neighbours except the Farªghina.
He allocated to Ashinªs and his companions the site
known as al-Karkh, and added a number of
commanders of the Turks and infantry,983 and
ordered him to build the mosques and markets. He
allocated to Khªqªn ÿUrðñj and his companions the
area adjacent to the Jawsaq al-KhªqªnÌ, and ordered
him to keep his companions together,984 and to
prevent them from mixing with the people. He
allocated to WaîÌf and his companions the area
adjacent to al-•ayr, and he built an extended
enclosure wall which he called •ª’ir al-•ayr, and the
allotments of the Turks entirely, and the non-Arabicspeaking Farªghina, were made distant from the
markets and the crowds in broad avenues and long
streets, and there was with them in their allotments
and their streets none of the people, (p. 259) of
merchant or other, to mix with them.
10. Then he bought slave-girls for them and married
them to them, and prevented them from marrying or
being related by marriage to any of those of Arab
culture, so that children should be born to them, and
one should marry another of them. He arranged
standing allowances for the slave-girls of the Turks,
and registered their names in the dÌwªns,985 and one
was not allowed to divorce his wife, nor leave her.
11. When he allocated [land] to Ashinªs al-TurkÌ at the

Ar. îufñf seems to indicate the rows of shops but also an avenue. Wiet: rangées.
Ar. judhñÿ: Creswell: palm-trunks. Wiet: troncs de palmiers.
ÿamalat al-rukham: Creswell: marble workers. Wiet: spécialistes pour la taille.
farash al-rukhªm: Creswell: marble paving. Wiet: et la pose du marbre.
Creswell: and the workshops ... were established, i.e. at this time.
al-muwalladÌn: The normal meaning is “not truly Arab by blood, but brought up under Arab civilisation”. Here it is contrasted
with the Turks and Farªghina, and seems to mean native Iraqis. Wiet: groupes déjà arabisés.
Creswell: rijªl = men, but probably rujjªl = infantry. The Turks were cavalry.
Sic Creswell, but could also mean that his companions were added to his allotments.
That is, the registers.
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end of the construction to the west, and allocated to
his companions with him, and called the place alKarkh, he ordered him not to permit any stranger,
merchant or other, to live in their vicinity, or to
permit association with those of Arab culture. He
allocated to another group [land] above al-Karkh,
and named it al-Dñr. He built for them in amongst
the houses and allotments,986 mosques and baths, and
established in each spot a small market in which
there were a number of shops for the corn-dealers987
and butchers, and the like who are essential and
whom one cannot do without.
12. He allocated to al-AfshÌn Khaydhar b. Kªwñs alUshrñsanÌ988 at the end of the construction to the east
at a distance of two farsakhs, and called the place alMaðÌra, and he allocated to his companions the
Ushrñsaniyya and others of those who were added to
him [land] around his house, and ordered him to
build there a small market in which were shops for
the merchants in essential stuffs, together with
mosques and baths.
13. Al-•asan b. Sahl asked for a grant between the end
of the markets — the end [of the markets] was the
hill on which was placed the gibbet of Bªbak
(khashabat Bªbak) — and al-MaðÌra, the site of the
allotment of al-AfshÌn. At that time there were no
buildings in that place, but then the construction
surrounded it until the allotment of al-•asan b. Sahl
was in the middle of Surra Man Ra’ª, and the
building activities of the people extended from every
direction, and the construction reached al-MaðÌra.
14. The avenues were established for the allotments of
the commanders of Khurªsªn, and their companions
of the Jund and Shªkiriyya, and to the right and left
of the avenues (p. 260), the streets in which were the
residences of the people generally.
15. The avenue known as al-SarÌja, which was the
Grand Avenue, stretched from al-MaðÌra to the wadi
known at present as WªdÌ IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm —
because IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm moved from his allotment
in the days of al-Mutawakkil, and built at the head
of the wadi,989 and his construction spread out —
then the allotment of IsÊªq b. YaÊyª b. Muÿªdh, then
the allotments of the people were continuous right
and left on this grand avenue, and in streets on both
sides of the grand avenue which penetrated to an
avenue known as [Shªriÿ] AbÌ AÊmad — he was
Abñ AÊmad b. al-RashÌd — on the one side, and

986
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penetrated to the Tigris and its adjoining area on the
other side. The allotments continue up to the DÌwªn
al-Kharªj al-Aÿz³am, which is on this great avenue.
On this avenue are the allotments of the
commanders of Khurªsªn, amongst them the
allotment of Hªshim b. BªnÌjñr, the allotment of
ÿUjayf b. ÿAnbasa, the allotment of al-•asan b. ÿAlÌ
al-Ma’mñnÌ, the allotment of Hªrñn b. Nuÿaym, the
allotment of •izªm b. Ghªlib — behind the
allotment of •izªm are the stables for the mounts of
the Caliph, both private and public, under the charge
of •izªm and his brother Yaÿqñb. Then the places
for the fresh vegetable sellers990 and the slave
market in a section991 in which there are branching
roads with chambers, rooms and booths for the
slaves. Then the majlis of the police992, the great
prison, the residences of the people, and the markets
are in this avenue, right and left, such as the rest of
the sellers993 and the crafts. And that continues up to
the gibbet of Bªbak. Then the great market, in
which residences are not intermixed, each type of
merchandise separated, and the masters of each skill
not mixed with another. Then the old congregational
mosque, which continued to be prayed in up to the
days of al-Mutawakkil; then it became too small for
the people, and so he demolished it and built a
broad congregational mosque in the direction of (p.
261) al-•ayr. The congregational mosque and the
markets are on one of the sides, and on the other the
allotments, residences and markets of the dealers in
things of small value, such as fuqqªÿ,994 harª’is995
and beverages. And the allotment of Rªshid alMaghribÌ, the allotment of Mubªrak al-MaghribÌ, the
little market of Mubªrak, Jabal Jaÿfar al-Khayyªð, in
which is the allotment of Jaÿfar, then the allotment
of Abñ al-WazÌr, then the allotment of al-ÿAbbªs b.
ÿAlÌ b. al-MahdÌ, then the allotment of ÿAbd alWahhªb b. ÿAlÌ b. al-MahdÌ, and the avenue extends,
in which are general allotments, to the house of
Hªrñn b. al-Muÿtaîim — that is, al-Wªthiq — by the
Dªr al-ÿ•mma (this is the house in which YaÊyª b.
Aktham settled in the days of al-Mutawakkil when
he appointed him Qª¼Ì al-Qu¼ªt), then the Bªb alÿ•mma and Dªr al-KhalÌfa — that is the Dªr alÿ•mma in which [the Caliph] sits on Monday and
Thursday — then al-Khazª’in — the private and
public storehouses — then the allotment of Masrñr
Samªna the Servant, under whose control are the

Creswell: built mosques and baths in the space between al-Dñr and the cantonments.
fªmiyyÌn: sic Creswell, also Wiet.
The edition has UsrñshanÌ. The manuscript text is unpointed. See Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Ushrñsana, where the
placement of the article in the order of the dictionary shows that the shÌn comes before the sÌn.
Wiet: débouché.
raððªbÌn can also refer to fresh dates.
murabbaÿa: Wiet: carrefour.
shurað in the plural, indicating more than one group.
bayyªÿªt.
fuqqªÿ: beer, barley water.
harª’is, plural of harÌsa, a dish of meat and bulghur, constituents varied. Since the Abbasid period, the meaning of the word
has obviously changed to signify a hot sauce.
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stores, then the allotment of Qarqªs the Servant,
who is KhurªsªnÌ, then the allotment of Thªbit the
Servant,996 then the allotment of Abñ al-Jaÿfª’ and
the remainder of the great Servants.
16. The second avenue is known as Abñ AÊmad — he is
Abñ AÊmad b. al-RashÌd. The beginning of this
avenue from the east is the house of BukhtÌshñÿ the
doctor, which he built in the days of al-Mutawakkil,
then the allotments of the commanders of Khurªsªn
and their companions among the Arabs, and among
the people of Qumm, Iîfahªn, QazwÌn, al-Jabal, and
•dharbayjªn — on the right to the south, the
direction of the qibla, which communicates with the
Shªriÿ al-SarÌja al-Aÿz³am, and what lies on the north,
opposite to the qibla, which communicates with the
Shªriÿ AbÌ AÊmad, is the DÌwªn al-Kharªj alAÿz³am.997 The allotment of ÿUmar,998 an allotment
for the secretaries and the rest of the people,999 the
allotment of Abñ AÊmad b. al-RashÌd in the middle
of the avenue, and at the end of it, by the western
wadi (p. 262) which is called WªdÌ IbrªhÌm b.
RiyªÊ, is the allotment of Ibn AbÌ Du’ªd, the
allotment of al-Fa¼l b. Marwªn, the allotment of
MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik al-Zayyªt, and the
allotment of IbrªhÌm b. RiyªÊ on the Grand Avenue,
then the allotments continue in this avenue, and in
the streets to the right and left of it, to the allotment
of Bughª al-SaghÌr, then the allotment of Bughª alKabÌr, then the allotment of SÌmª al-DimashqÌ, then
the allotment of Barmash, then the old allotment of
WaîÌf, then the allotment of •tªkh, and that connects
with the Bªb al-Bustªn and the palaces of the Caliph.
17. The third avenue is the Shªriÿ al-•ayr al-Awwal, in
which was built the house of AÊmad b. al-KhaîÌb in
the days of al-Mutawakkil. The origin of this is from
the east, and from the wadi which connects with
WªdÌ IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm. In it are the allotments of the
Jund, the Shªkiriyya, and a mixture of people, and it
extends to WªdÌ IbrªhÌm b. RiyªÊ.
18. The fourth avenue is known as Shªriÿ Barghªmish alTurkÌ, in which are the allotments of the Turks and
the Farªghina. The streets of the Turks are separate
and the streets of the Farªghina are separate; the
Turks are in the streets which are towards the qibla,
and the Farªghina are opposite them in the streets
which are away from the qibla. Every street is
opposite to a street, such that no-one of the people
shall mix with them. At the end of the residences of
the Turks and their allotments are the allotments of

the Khazar, towards the east. The beginning of this
avenue is from al-MaðÌra by the allotments of alAfshÌn, which came into the possession of WaîÌf and
his companions. Then the avenue extends to the wadi
which connects with WªdÌ IbrªhÌm b. RiyªÊ.
19. The fifth avenue is known by the name of SªliÊ alÿAbbªsÌ, and that is Shªriÿ al-Askar, in which are the
allotments of the Turks and the Farªghina. The Turks
are also in separate streets, and the Farªghina in
separate streets. [The avenue] extends from al-MaðÌra
to the house of SªliÊ al-ÿAbbªsÌ, which is at the head
of the wadi, and that connects with allotments of the
commanders, secretaries, notables, and the people in
general.
20. An avenue behind Shªriÿ al-Askar is called Shªriÿ al•ayr al-JadÌd, in which are (p. 263) a mix of people
— commanders of the Farªghina, Ushrñsaniyya,
Ishtªkhanjiyya and others from the other districts of
Khurªsªn.
21. Whenever these avenues that belong to al-•ayr
touched allotments of a contingent,1000 he demolished
the wall [of al-•ayr], and built another wall behind
it.1001 Behind the wall were wild creatures, including
gazelles, wild asses, deer, hares, and ostriches, and
they were enclosed by a wall which went round in a
pleasant, broad steppe.
22. The avenue which is on the Tigris is named Shªriÿ
al-KhalÌj, and there are the wharves, boats, and
merchandise which come from Baghdad, Wªsið,
Kaskar, and the rest of the Sawªd — al-Baîra, alUbulla, al-Ahwªz and adjoining districts, and from
al-Mawîil, Baÿarbªyª, Diyªr RabÌÿa and adjoining
districts. In this avenue are the allotments of the
Maghªriba, all of them or most of them, and the
place known as al-Azlªkh, which was built by the
MaghribÌ infantry when Surra Man Ra’ª was first
laid out.
23. The people spread out in their construction at Surra
Man Ra’ª more than they had done at Baghdad, and
they built broad residences. But their drinking water
is entirely from the Tigris, carried in water-jars1002 on
mules and camels, because their wells have long
ropes1003, and then they are salty and not palatable,
and there is no large supply of water, while the Tigris
is close, and the water-jars many.
24. The yields and rents of Surra Man Ra’ª and its
markets reached 10 million dirhams yearly, and the
load of provisions which were brought from alMawîil, Baÿarbªyª, and the rest of Diyªr RabÌÿa

The reading of Thªbit in the manuscript is doubtful; only the tª’ is pointed. See also note 320.
Given that the DÌwªn al-Kharªj al-Aÿz³am has already been said to be on Shªriÿ al-SarÌja, what this seems to mean is that the
cantonments of the KhurªsªnÌs were on the south side of Shªriÿ AbÌ AÊmad, from which one could go through to the SarÌja,
and the DÌwªn al-Kharªj al-Aÿz³am was on the north side of SarÌja, at this point, and from there one could go through to Abñ
AÊmad.
998 Probably to be identified with ÿUmar b. Faraj, whose allotment is not otherwise mentioned.
999 Here al-nªs seems to mean those associated with the secretaries.
1000 kullamª ijtamaÿat ilª iqðªÿªt li-qawmin.
1001 This seems to mean that he diverted the street, and rebuilt the wall further back. That is, more space was required for the
cantonments, but it was important to maintain the wall.
1002 rawªyª: Creswell: water-skins.
1003 rishª’: well-rope. lit. distant of well-ropes.
996
997
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came in boats on the Tigris, and their prices were
good.
25. When al-Muÿtaîim had finished with marking out
and laying the foundations for the construction on
the east bank of the Tigris — that is, the bank of
Surra Man Ra’ª — he tied a bridge1004 to the west
bank of the Tigris, and founded there developments
(ÿimªrªt),1005 orchards and gardens (basªtÌn waajanna), dug canals from the Tigris, and he made
over to each commander the development of one of
the districts. Palm-trees were brought from Baghdad,
al-Baîra and the rest of the Sawªd; plants were
brought from al-JazÌra, al-Shªm, al-Jabal, al-Rayy,
Khurªsªn and other countries. The water was
plentiful (p. 264) in this development on the east
bank1006 at Surra Man Ra’ª. The date palms did well,
the trees grew firm, the produce thrived, the fruit was
excellent, and so were the aromatic plants1007 and
herbs.1008 The people carried out various kinds of
cultivation — aromatic plants, herbs, and fresh dates,
and the land was refreshed for thousands of years.1009
Everything sown and cultivated there thrived, until
the revenue of the developments on the canal known
as the IsÊªqÌ and its surrounds, al-•tªkhÌ, al-ÿUmarÌ,
al-ÿAbd al-MalikÌ, Dªliyat Ibn •ammªd, al-MasrñrÌ,
SÌf, al-ÿArabªt al-MuÊdatha — they are five villages,
the lower villages — they are seven, the gardens
(ajanna), the orchards (basªtÌn), and the land-tax
(kharªj) on the cultivation, reached 400,000 dinars
per year.
26. Al-Muÿtaîim brought from every town those who did
all sorts of work or had one of the skills of
development, cultivation, date palms, plants, waterengineering, water-measurement, finding water, or
knowledge of its location. He brought from Egypt
people who make papyrus1010 and other things, and
from al-Baîra people who make glass, pottery, and
mats, and he brought from al-Kñfa people who make
pottery, and people who make paints,1011 and from
the other countries people of every skill and
manufacture, and they were settled with their
families in these places, and given allotments, and he
established there markets for the craftsmen in the
city. Al-Muÿtaîim built the developments as palaces,
and placed in every orchard a palace in which there
were majlises, basins and maydªns. The developments were excellent; the notables desired to possess
even the smallest plot of land, and competed in that,
and a jarÌb of land reached a great price.
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27. Al-Muÿtaîim billah died in the year 227, and Hªrñn
al-Wªthiq b. al-Muÿtaîim succeeded to the Caliphate.
Al-Wªthiq built the palace known as al-HªrñnÌ on
the Tigris, and established in it majlises on an eastern
platform, and on a western platform. He moved into
it. The size of the allotments increased, and he
favoured one group, and distanced the houses of
another according to their good fortune, not
according to their distance.1012 He allotted to WaîÌf
the house of AfshÌn, which is at al-MaðÌra, and WaîÌf
moved from his old house to the house of AfshÌn,
and continued (p. 265) to live in it, while his
companions and men were around him. He increased
the size of the markets, and the quays became great
which the boats returned to from Baghdad, Wªsið, alBaîra, al-Mawîil. The people renewed the construction, made it firm and good, when they knew that it
had become a flourishing city, for before that they
used to call it “the camp”.
28. Then al-Wªthiq died in the year 232, and alMutawakkil Jaÿfar b. al-Muÿtaîim ruled. He settled
in al-HªrñnÌ and preferred it over all the palaces of
al-Muÿtaîim. He settled his son MuÊammad alMuntaîir in the palace of al-Muÿtaîim known as alJawsaq, his son IbrªhÌm al-Mu’ayyad at al-MaðÌra,
and his son al-Muÿtazz behind al-MaðÌra to the east
in the place called Balkuwªr.1013 The construction
was continuous from Balkuwªr to the end of the
place known as al-Dñr, a distance of four farsakhs.
He enlarged the avenues of al-•ayr — al-Shªriÿ alAskar and al-Shªriÿ [al-•ayr] al-JadÌd.
29. He built the congregational mosque at the beginning
of al-•ayr on a broad site outside the houses, such
that none of the allotments and markets were in
contact with it. He made it firm and broad, made its
construction solid, and established in it a fountain of
water, so that its water should not be cut off. He made
the roads to it from three great broad rows (îufñf)
from the avenue which takes off from Wadi IbrªhÌm
b. Riyªh. In each row, there were shops in which
there were different kinds of trades, manufactures,
and sellers. The width of each row was 100 cubits of
the black cubit, so that entry to the mosque should
not constrict him, if he attended the mosque on
Fridays at the head of his armies and his masses, with
his horse and his foot. From each row to the row that
was next to it were streets and alleys in which were
the allotments of a group of the common people. The
residences and houses were broad for the people, and

i.e. a bridge of boats.
Creswell: farms
1006 Correctly: the west bank.
1007 rayÊªn: lit. sweet basil, but also generally herbs.
1008 baql: herbs, legumes.
1009 Creswell: The land had lain fallow for thousands of years.
1010 Creswell: papyrus — qartas.
1011 adhªn: lit. oils.
1012 wa-qarraba qawman wa-baÿada diyªr qawmin ÿalª al-ihdhª’ la ÿalª al-ibÿªd.
1013 The edition of de Goeje has Balkuwªrª at this point. However the manuscript only has Balkuwªr in both places that the name
occurs. In the margin a second hand has added ‘wa-îawªbuhu Barkuwªrª’ (‘and the correct version is Barkuwªrª’). The
corrector seems to be happy that the name have a final alif, but is more concerned that the lam be corrected into rª’.
1004
1005
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the market people (p. 266), people of skills and
manufactures spread in those shops and markets
which were in the rows of the congregational
mosque. He allocated NajªÊ b. Salama the secretary
at the end of the rows next to the qibla of the
mosque, AÊmad b. Isrª’Ìl the secretary near to that,
and allocated MuÊammad b. Mñsª the astrologer, his
brothers, and a group of the secretaries, commanders,
Hashimites and others.
30. Al-Mutawakkil decided to build a city, which he
would transfer to, that would be named after him,
and by which there should be remembrance of him.
He ordered MuÊammad b. Mñsª the astrologer and
the engineers who were present at his gate to choose
a site, and their choice fell upon a place called alMªÊñza. It was said to him that al-Muÿtaîim had
been intending to build a city there, and re-excavate
a canal which had been there in ancient times. [AlMutawakkil] decided upon that and turned his gaze
to the matter in the year 245, and turned his attention
to the excavation of that canal such that it would be
in the middle of the city. The expenses were
estimated on the canal as one million five hundred
thousand dinars. He thought that was acceptable and
was satisfied with it, and began the excavation. Good
money was spent on that canal. He marked out the
site of his palaces and residences, and allocated
[land] to his heirs,1014 the rest of his children, his
commanders, his secretaries, his army, and the
people in general. He extended the grand avenue
from the house of Ashinªs, which is at al-Karkh and
which came into the possession of al-FatÊ b. Khªqªn,
a distance of three farsakhs to his palaces. He
established before his palaces three great fine gates,
which a horseman could enter with his lance. He
allocated to the people to the right and left of the
Grand Avenue, and made the width of the Grand
Avenue two hundred cubits, and calculated that he
should excavate on both sides of the avenue two
canals in which should run the water from the great
canal he was digging. The palaces were constructed,
the houses were erected, and the construction rose
high. He used to go round himself, and those whom
he saw had made great efforts in the construction, he
approved and gave gifts to; so, the people worked
hard. Al-Mutawakkil named this city al-Jaÿfariyya,
and the construction was continuous from alJaÿfariyya to the place known as al-Dñr, and then to
al-Karkh and Surra Man Ra’ª, stretching to the place
which (p. 267) his son Abñ ÿAbd Allah al-Muÿtazz
used to live in; between any of that there was no
empty space, nor gap, nor place in which there was
no development, and the length of that was seven
farsakhs. The construction rose high in the period of
a year. He established the markets in a separate
place, established in each section and district a
market, and built the congregational mosque.
That is, al-Muntaîir, al-Muÿtazz, and al-Mu’ayyad.
A financial term.
1016 Correctly: west bank.
1014
1015

31. Al-Mutawakkil moved to the palaces of this city on
the first day of MuÊarram in the year 247, and when
he sat [in reception], he awarded the people annual
bonuses and their waîl,1015 and made gifts to all the
commanders, the secretaries, and those who had
undertaken any work. His pleasure was complete,
and he said, ‘Now I know that I am a king, for I have
built myself a city in which to live’. The dÌwªns
were transferred — the DÌwªn al-Kharªj, the DÌwªn
al-ˆiyªÿ, the DÌwªn al-Zimªm, the DÌwªn al-Jund
wal-Shªkiriyya, the DÌwªn al-MawªlÌ wal-Ghilmªn,
the DÌwªn al-BarÌd, and all the dÌwªns. But the canal
was not successfully completed, and the water did
not run in it except for a small trickle for which there
was no continuity and no correctness, although he
had spent on it of the order of one million dinars.
But its excavation was extremely difficult; they were
only digging pebbles and stones on which the picks
would not work.
32. Al-Mutawakkil remained settled in his palaces in alJaÿfariyya nine months and three days, and he was
killed when three days remained of Shawwªl of the
year 247 in his palace al-JaÿfarÌ, the most ill-omened
of palaces. MuÊammad al-Muntaîir b. al-Mutawakkil
came to power, and moved [back] to Surra Man
Ra’ª, and ordered the people to remove completely
from al-MªÊñza, that they should demolish the
residences, and transport the spoils to Surra Man
Ra’ª. So the people moved, and transported the
spoils from the residences to Surra Man Ra’ª. The
palaces of al-JaÿfarÌ, its houses, residences and
markets fell into ruin in the shortest space of time,
and the place became deserted with no population
and no occupant, and the houses became a wasteland
as though they had never been built or lived in.
33. Al-Muntaîir died at Surra Man Ra’ª in RabÌÿ al•khar of the year 248, and al-MustaÿÌn AÊmad b.
MuÊammad (p. 268) b. al-Muÿtaîim came to power.
He remained at Surra Man Ra’ª two years and eight
months until his affairs fell into disorder. He went
down to Baghdad in MuÊarram of the year 251, and
remained there a whole year making war on the
companions of al-Muÿtazz, while al-Muÿtazz was at
Surra Man Ra’ª, with him the Turks and the rest of
the MawªlÌ. Then al-MustaÿÌn was deposed and alMuÿtazz came to power. He remained there until he
was killed three years and seven months after the
deposition of al-MustaÿÌn, and MuÊammad alMuhtadÌ b. al-Wªthiq was pledged allegiance to in
Rajab of the year 255. He remained a whole year
settled in al-Jawsaq until he was killed, God have
mercy upon him, and AÊmad al-Muÿtamid b. alMutawakkil came to power. He remained at Surra
Man Ra’ª in al-Jawsaq and the palaces of the
Caliphate. Then he moved to the east bank1016 at
Surra Man Ra’ª, and built a palace characterised by
its beauty, which he called al-Maÿshñq. He settled
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in it and remained there until affairs fell into
disorder, and he moved to Baghdad, and then to alMadª’in.
34. For Surra Man Ra’ª, from the time that it was built
and occupied, up to the time we have written this
book of ours on it, has been a period of 55 years;
eight Caliphs have ruled there. Five died or were
killed in it — al-Muÿtaîim, al-Wªthiq, al-Muntaîir,
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al-Muÿtazz, and al-MuhtadÌ — and two were killed
in its sanctuary, adjoining it or close to — alMutawakkil and al-MustaÿÌn. Its name in the ancient
books is Zawrª’ banÌ al-ÿAbbªs, and that is true in
that the qibla of its mosques deviates somewhat, and
there is no correct qibla in it. But its name has not
fallen into ruin or disappeared.
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APPENDIX B: THE DESCRIPTION OF
SAMARRA BY IBN AL-FAQ•H ALHAMADH•N•
fol. 90
1. Then [al-Muÿtaîim] left [Baghdad] for al-Qªðñl, and
he settled at a palace which had belonged to alRashÌd who had built it when he dug there his Qªðñl
which he called Abñ al-Jund because of the quantity
of land which it watered, for he had made it for the
arzªq of his army. Then he built at al-Qªðñl a
building and he made that over to Ashinªs al-TurkÌ
his mawlª. Then he moved to Surmarrª, and moved
the people to it, and he built a congregational
mosque in the area of the markets, and called it
Surmarrª. And he settled Ashinªs at the head of the
Turks and officers with him at Karkh Surmarrª —
that is Karkh Fayrñz — and settled some of them in
al-Dñr known as Dñr al-ÿArabªnÌ. He died at
Surmarrª in 227.
2. Al-Wªthiq remained at Surmarrª and died there.
3. Then al-Mutawakkil came to power and remained at
al-HªrñnÌ, and built there many buildings. He
allotted to the people in the back of Surmarrª in al•ayr, which al-Muÿtaîim had reserved, and the
people spread out in that way. He built a congregational mosque, and spent great sums on it, and he
ordered the raising of a minaret, so that the voices of
the mu’adhdhins should be made high, and so that it
could be seen from farsakhs away. The people
congregated in it and left the first mosque. He
ordered muÊaddithñn to be brought from the
provinces. And they were brought and they recited to
the people, and he accepted the science of ÊadÌth by
that. Then he built a city which he called alMutawakkiliyya, and he developed it, and allocated
qaðª’iÿ to the people there and called it al-JaÿfarÌ in
the beginning of the year 246. Then he was killed
there on the night of Wednesday 4th Shawwªl 247,
and the people moved <..> from it to Surmarrª.
fol. 114
4. Al-Muÿtaîim died at Surmarrª, and al-Mutawakkil
was killed at Surmarrª.
fol. 142–3
5. As for what takes from [the Tigris] and waters the
east bank, there are the two qanªts,1017 for winter and
summer, and they are the two that al-Mutawakkil

made for Surmarrª, and they are the two that entered
the congregational mosque and penetrated the
avenues of Sªmarrª. Then the canal that he estimated
also, and made it enter al-•ayr,1018 but it was not
completed. He had spent on it 700,000 dinars. The
reason that it was not completed was that alMutawakkil was killed before finishing it. AlMuntaîir tried to complete it, but his days were too
short. It was not brought to fruition.
6. Then al-Qªðñl al-KisrawÌ, which waters alNahrawªn, and on it is an upper weir
(shªdhurwªn)1019 which waters a rustªq between the
two rivers1020 of the £assñj of Buzurjsªbñr. Then the
Qªðñl known as Abñ al-Jund, which offtakes from
the Tigris, and which pours [into the Qªðñl alKisrawÌ] below the weir. And the one which RashÌd
founded when he made that weir was in compensation to the people of al-Nahrawªn because of the
weir which he had shut off from them.
7. ... And on the west bank is the canal known as alIsÊªqÌ, the beginning of which is at TikrÌt, and it
waters the “developments” (al-ÿimªrªt).
8. And the old qanªt waters the “developments” also,
and Dujayl waters Qaðrabbul and Maskan.
fol. 143–51
The account of Surmarrª
9. Al-ShaÿbÌ said: Sªm b. NñÊ had beauty, comeliness,
intelligence, and a pleasing appearance, and he used
to spend the summer in the village which NñÊ built
when he emerged from the ark at Bazabdª,1021 called
“ThamªnÌn”, and spend the winter in Ar¼ Jñkhª, and
his path from Ar¼ Jñkhª to Bazabdª was on the east
bank of the Tigris, and that place is called to this day
Sªmarrª.
10. IbrªhÌm al-JunaydÌ said: I heard them say that Sªm
b. NñÊ built Sªmarrª, and prayed that its people
should suffer no evil. Al-SaffªÊ wanted to build it,
but built his city at al-Anbªr in its place. And alManîñr wanted to build it, after he founded
Baghdad, and he heard in the account of the
blessedness of this city, and he began the construction in al-Baradªn, then he changed his mind, and
built Baghdad.
11. Al-RashÌd also wanted to build it, but he built in its
place a qaîr, and called it al-Mubªrak, and it is
opposite to the trace of an ancient construction that
belonged to the dynasty of Kisrª. Then al-Muÿtaîim
built it, and settled in it in the year 221.
12. Layth related from Mujªhid1022, the place where the
Muslims congregate is a miîr.

MS: al-tªfatªn
MS: al-khayr
1019 shªdhurwªn fawqahu. shªdhurwªn means weir or regulator, see p. 70.
1020 possibly a name: bayn al-nahrayn.
1021 MS: BazÌdª.
1022 The name is not clear in the manuscript.
1017
1018
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13. And none of the Caliphs at Surmarrª built fine
buildings like al-Mutawakkil did. Among them: the
palace known as al-ÿArñs on which he spent 30
million dirhams, al-Mukhtªr 5 million dirhams, alWaÊÌd 2 million dirhams, al-Shªt1023 20 million
dirhams, al-Burj 30 million dirhams, al-Jawsaq alIbrªhÌmÌ 2 million dirhams, al-JaÿfarÌ al-MuÊdath 10
million dirhams, al-GharÌb 10 million dirhams, alShibdªz1024 10 million dirhams, al-B-r-Ê 10 million
dirhams,1025 al-SubÊ 5 million dirhams, al-MalÌÊ 5
million, the palace in Bustªn al-•tªkhiyya 10 million,
al-Tall, its upper & lower parts, 5 million, al-Jawsaq
in Maydªn al-Sakhr 500,000, the congregational
mosque 15 million dirhams, Barkuwªr for alMuÿtazz 20 million dirhams, al-Qalªya 50,000
dinars, and he erected in it buildings for 100,000
dinars, al-Ghard on Tigris 1 million dirhams, the
palace in al-Mutawakkiliyya, the one which is called
al-MªÊñza, 50 million dirhams, al-Bahw 25 million,
al-Lu’lu’ 5 million dirhams. The total was 294
million dirhams.
14. Al-Muÿtaîim, al-Wªthiq and al-Mutawakkil, when
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one of them built a palace or other building, used to
order the poets to compose a verse about it. Among
those is the verse of ÿAlÌ b. al-Jahm on al-JaÿfarÌ of
al-Mutawakkil: [poem omitted].
15. Al-Mutawakkil moved from Surmarrª to al-JaÿfarÌ,
and the majority of the people of Surmarrª moved
with him, until [Surmarrª] was almost empty, and on
that subject Abñ ÿAlÌ said: [poem omitted]
16. It is said that al-Muÿtaîim ruled for 8 years, and 8
months and 8 days, and he came to power in the year
218; he had 8 victories and built 8 palaces. 8 male
children and 8 female were born to him. He left in
the treasury 800,000 dinars and 8 million dirhams.
17. And among the palaces were al-Jawsaq, al-ÿAbd alMalikÌ,1026 Qaîr al-Juîî, Qaîr al-Quîñr, ÿAmmñriyya,
Qaîr al-MaðªmÌr,1027 al-Qaîr al-SamªnÌ, and al-Qaîr
al-KhªqªnÌ.
18. The conquests were al-Zuðð, al-MuÊammara, Bªbak,
ÿAmmñriyya, al-Mazyªr, Jaÿfar al-KurdÌ, al-•asan b.
•iluyeh,1028 and al-•awf in Egypt. ...

Not clear, perhaps al-Mushªt
MS: al-Shibdªr
1025 al-B-r-Ê could be al-BadÌÿ.
1026 MS: al-Qayd al-MalikÌ.
1027 Maðmñra, pl. maðªmÌr: underground granary, or structure. The reference is to a placename in the campaign of Amorium in
223/838.
1028 Reading of the name uncertain.
1023
1024
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APPENDIX C: TOPONYMS AT SAMARRA
KNOWN FROM TEXTS
Note: The entries are arranged under name of toponym,
as cited in the text. Where a name does not occur as
such in the texts, it is given in italics. The site gives the
number of the building with which the toponym is
identified, or, if it is not a single building or complex,
the coordinates of the area are given. The reliability of
the identification of a toponym is evaluated on a scale of
0–5.

Name

Identified
Site

Al-ÿAbd al-MalikÌ

Reliability of
identification
0

0
1
2
3

totally unidentifiable.
a suggestion without much support.
a suggestion with some support.
an identification where other possibilities remain
open.
4 a strong identification, where only a few doubts
remain.
5 absolute certainty.
In the text column, the texts are translated in chronological order of event. Repetitious or uninformative
references have been cited but not translated.

Text
Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Buldªn, 264
“The produce of the developments on the canal known as the IsÊªqÌ and
its surrounds, al-•tªkhÌ, al-ÿUmarÌ, al-ÿAbd al-MalikÌ, Dªliyat Ibn
•ammªd, al-MasrñrÌ, SÌf, al-ÿArabªt al-MuÊdatha — they are five
villages, the lower villages — they are seven, the ajanna, the basªtÌn, and
the kharªj of the cultivation, reached 400,000 dinars per year.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 151
“And among the palaces [of al-Muÿtaîim] were al-Jawsaq, al-ÿAbd alMalikÌ, Qaîr al-Juîî, Qaîr al-Quîñr, ÿAmmñriyya, Qaîr al-MaðªmÌr, alQaîr al-SamªnÌ, and al-Qaîr al-KhªqªnÌ.”

Al-AÊmadÌ

H68

3

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-AÊmadÌ, cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq,
Marªîid s.v. al-AÊmadÌ
“Al-AÊmadÌ: the name of a palace that was at Sªmarrª’, which Abñ alÿAbbªs AÊmad al-Muÿtamid ÿalª Allah b. al-Mutawakkil ‘alª Allah built,
and was named after him. One of the men of letters said: I was at
Sªmarrª’, and I saw written on one of the walls of the palace known as
al-AÊmadÌ: …”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Maÿshñq
“Al-Muÿtamid built [al-Maÿshñq], and he built another palace called alAÊmadÌ, and that is destroyed.”
See also: DÌwªn Ibn al-Muÿtazz, ed., Sªmarrª’Ì, I, 375, 531.

Al-Ajamma

E1

3

Ibn Serapion VIII
(Al-Qªðñl al-a‘lª al-KisrawÌ) “then to al-Ajamma, a large village”
In Ibn Serapion sect. I, al-Ajamma is also named as a place on the Tigris
between al-Qªdisiyya and al-ÿAlth.

ÿAmmñriyya

0

Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143
“And among the palaces were al-Jawsaq, al-ÿAbd al-MalikÌ, Qaîr al-Juîî,
Qaîr al-Quîñr, ÿAmmñriyya, Qaîr al-MaðªmÌr, al-Qaîr al-SamªnÌ, and alQaîr al-KhªqªnÌ.”

Al-ÿAqaba

E 396400
N 3784150

3

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1231
(223/838) “Then [al-Muÿtaîim] sent Bªbak’s head to Khurªsªn and
impaled his corpse in Samarra at al-ÿAqaba, a place well-known for his
gibbet.”
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Al-ÿArabªt al-MuÊdatha

0
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Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Buldªn, 264
“Al-ÿArabªt al-MuÊdatha — they are five villages”

ÿArafªt

V8

3

DÌwªn Ibn al-Muÿtazz, II, 476–7, no. 980
“We were present at ÿArafªt with empty stomachs
And we saw the fast there in company not unfavourably
And we saw al-Tall and the ditch a deserted courtyard…”

Al-ÿArñs

M1

4

Ibn TaghrÌ birdÌ, al-Nujñm al-Zªhira, II, 290, cf. Ibn al-JawzÌ,
Muntaz³am, XI, 252, DhahabÌ, Siyar Aÿlªm al-Nubalª’, XII, 36
(237/851–2) “In this year was the construction of Qaîr al-ÿArñs at
Samarra, and it was completed in this year, and the expense on it reached
30 million dirhams.”
Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 491
(240/855–6) “Al-Mutawakkil built palaces which he spent great sums of
money on; among them are: al-Shªh, al-‘Arñs, al-Shibdªz, al- BadÌ‘, alGharÌb, al-Burj.”
Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50, cf. al-HamadhªnÌ, 143, Yªqñt, Muÿjam
al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’
“Al-ÿArñs 30,000,000 dirhams”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Ibn Khurdªdhbih said, al-Mutawakkil spent on the buildings which he
built, and they were: Barkuwªrª, al-Shªt, al-‘Arñs, al-Birka, al-Jawsaq,
al-Mukhtªr, al-JaÿfarÌ, al-GharÌb, al-BadÌÿ, al-SabÌÊ, al-MalÌÊ, al-Sindªn,
al-Qaîr, al-Jªmiÿ, al-Qalªya, al-Burj, Qaîr al-Mutawakkiliyya, al-Bahw,
and al-Lu’lu’a, 274,000,000 dirhams, and of al-ÿayn 100 million dinars.”
Al-IîfahªnÌ, AghªnÌ, IX,32
“When al-Mutawakkil appointed his heirs of his children, he rode at
Samarra in a procession, finer than which had never been seen. And the
heirs rode in front of him, and the Turks in front of them, and their
children marching in front of al-Mutawakkil, with belts of gold in their
hands ... then he descended into the water, and sat in it, and the army with
him in jawªnkhiyyªt and the rest of the boats, and he came until he
stopped in the qaîr which is called al-ÿArñs, and he gave permission to
the people, and they entered into his presence....”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Shªh wal-ÿArñs, cf. Ibn ÿAbd al•aqq, Marªîid s.v. al-Shªh wal-ÿArñs
“Al-Shªh and al-ÿArñs: two great palaces in the region of Samarra. 20
million dirhams were spent on the construction of al-Shªh and on alÿArñs 30 million dirhams. Then they were demolished in the days of alMustaÿÌn and he gave the materials to his wazÌr AÊmad b. al-KhaîÌb
amongst what he gave him.”
Other References: al-NuwayrÌ I, 391, DÌwªn IbrªhÌm al-SñlÌ quoted in
Sªmarrª‘Ì, Y. A., 1968, 240.

ÿAskar al-Muÿtaîim, al-ÿAskar

5

Al-ÿAkrÌ, Shadharªt al-Dhahab, I, 128
[Al-Mutawakkil] “brought [Imªm al-HªdÌ] from al-MadÌna, where he was
born, and he settled him in the city of al-ÿAskar, that is Surra Man Ra’ª. It
is called al-ÿAskar because al-Muÿtaîim, when he built it, moved to it
with his army (ÿaskar).”
Other References: Ibn AbÌ Yaÿlª, £abaqªt al-•anªbila, I, 21
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Al-Azlªkh

E 396000
N 3784250

4

Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Buldªn, 263
“In this avenue (Shªriÿ al-KhalÌj) are the allotments of the
Maghªriba, all of them or most of them, and the place known as
al-Azlªkh, which was built by the MaghribÌ infantry when Surra Man
Ra’ª was first laid out.”

Bªb AbÌ al-WazÌr

H376

1

See Qaði‘at AbÌ al-WazÌr

Bªb al-Bustªn

H366

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“[Shªriÿ AbÌ AÊmad] and that connects with the Bªb al-Bustªn and the
palaces of the Caliph.”

Bªb al-ÿ•mma (1)

H2

5

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
“[Al-Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am] then the Bªb al-ÿ•mma and Dªr al-KhalÌfa — that
is the Dªr al-ÿ•mma in which [the Caliph] sits on Monday and Thursday”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1230
(223/838) (Arrival of Bªbak) “The people stood in a line from Bªb alÿ•mma to al-MaðÌra”
“And the people came to look at him from al-MaðÌra to Bªb al-ÿ•mma,
and he was brought into Dªr al-ÿ•mma to the Commander of Believers...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1318, cf. also al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 139
(226/840–1) “When [AfshÌn] was taken away after his death to Dªr •tªkh,
they took him out and crucified him on the Bªb al-ÿ•mma, so that the
people should see him; then [his body] was thrown out with his cross at
the Bªb al-ÿ•mma. The body was burnt, and the ashes taken and thrown
in the Tigris.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 480
(227/842) “[Rajª’ b. Ayyñb al-•a¼ªrÌ] went to Palestine, where he fought
TamÌm al-LakhmÌ, and captured him, and brought him to Surra Man Ra’ª,
where he stopped at Bªb al-ÿ•mma.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1394
(235/849–50) Rebellion of MaÊmñd b. Faraj al-NaysabñrÌ, at Samarra, 27
men at Khashabat Bªbak, 2 men at Bªb al-ÿ•mma. “MaÊmñd was
brought to the Bªb al-ÿ•mma where he recanted.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1419
(239/853–4) “The ruler of al-Sannªriyya was killed at Bªb al-ÿ•mma in
Jumªdª al-•khira of this year.1029
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 489
(239/853–4) “[Bughª] took [Ashwað b. •amza] to Surra Man Ra’ª, where
his head was cut off at Bªb al-ÿ•mma and crucified.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1433
(241/855–6) “Al-QummÌ departed with ÿAlÌ Bªbª for the gate of alMutawakkil, and arrived there at the end of 241. He attired this ÿAlÌ Bªbª
with a silk brocade-lined robe and a black turban and covered his camel
with a brocaded saddle and brocade horse cloths. At the Bªb al-ÿ•mma,
along with a group of the Bujja, were stationed about 70 pages, upon
saddled camels, carrying their lances, on whose tips were the heads of
their warriors who had been killed by al-QummÌ.”

1029

The Sannªriyya were Christians of a martial bent from the central Caucasus north of Georgia. See al-£abarÌ, translation, vol.
34, tr. Kramer, p.128.
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Al-£abarÌ, III, 1434
(242/856–7) “In this year al-Mutawakkil killed ÿAðªrid, who had been a
Christian, then converted to Islam. He remained a Muslim many years,
and then he apostatised and was called on to repent. But he refused to
return to Islam. His head was cut off on 2 Shawwªl, and he was burnt at
Bªb al-ÿ•mma.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1503
(248/862–3) “And when it was the Monday, 6 RabÌÿ II, [al-MustaÿÌn]
went to the Dªr al-ÿ•mma from the direction of al-ÿUmarÌ between the
gardens, and they had dressed him in the [qalanîuwa] ðawÌla and the
robes of the Caliphate ... and Wªjin al-UshrñsanÌ had reached the Bªb alÿ•mma from the direction of the Avenue by the Bayt al-Mªl ... and while
they were thus engaged, a shout came from the area of the Avenue and
the Sñq.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1504
(248/862–3) “And al-MustaÿÌn went out from the Bªb al-ÿ•mma going to
al-HªrñnÌ”.
Ibn al-AthÌr, VI, 150
(248/862–3) “The Mubayyi¼a and Shªkiriyya at Bªb al-ÿ•mma made a
demonstration”.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1505
(248/862–3) “And the rabble set about not permitting any of the Turks to
pass from the lower parts of Samarra to the Bªb al-ÿ•mma without
despoiling him of his weapons.”
Al-SñlÌ, 296, cf. Al-£abarÌ, III, 1522
(250/864–5) “He sent [the head of YaÊyª b. ‘Umar al-ÿAlawÌ] to alMustaÿÌn at Surra Man Ra’ª. [The caliph] displayed it for an hour at Bªb
al-ÿ•mma, and the people gathered in number.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1662
(252/866–7) “ÿAbdªn b. al-Muwaffaq went to Samarra, and when the
Shªkiriyya revolted at the Bªb al-ÿ•mma, he was with them.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1722–3
(255/869) “And when it was Thursday, 3 Rama¼ªn, AÊmad b. Isrª’Ìl and
Abñ NñÊ ÿ•sª b. IbrªhÌm were brought out to the Bªb al-ÿ•mma. SªliÊ b.
WaîÌf sat in al-Dªr and entrusted their beating to •ammªd b. MuÊammad
b. •ammªd b. Daqnash...”
Al-SñlÌ, 427, cf. al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VIII, 12
(255/869) “I was present when SªliÊ b. WaîÌf brought out AÊmad b.
Isrª’Ìl and Abñ NñÊ ÿ•sª b. IbrªhÌm from the house of al-Muÿtazz on
Thursday 3 Rama¼ªn 255 to Bªb al-ÿ•mma. Each one of them was
beaten 500 lashes, and they were taken to the house of MuÊammad b. ÿAlÌ
al-SarakhsÌ, the khalÌfa of WaîÌf. AÊmad b. Isrª’Ìl died on the road, and
ÿ•sª b. IbrªhÌm died two days later in the house of al-SarakhsÌ.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1811, cf. al-SñlÌ, 430
(256/870) “[The head of SªliÊ b. WaîÌf] was hung up at the Bªb alÿ•mma for an hour”.
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Al-£abarÌ, III, 1821
(256/870) “Al-MuhtadÌ entered al-Dªr and locked the gate that he entered
by, and he went out through Bªb al-Maîªff, until he went out through the
gate known by the name of •tªkh, then to Suwayqat Masrñr, then Darb alWªthiq, until he went out to the Bªb al-ÿ•mma.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1859, cf. Ibn al-JawzÌ, Muntaz³am, V, 8
(258/871–2) “A qª¼Ì of the SªÊib al-Zanj ... and 14 men of the Zanj were
executed at Bªb al-ÿ•mma at Samarra”.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1873
(258/871–2) “A man known as Abñ Faq‘as was roundly beaten at Bªb alÿ•mma in Samarra, one thousand twenty strokes being administered. The
charge against him was abusing the pious ancestors (salaf). He died on
Thursday 7 Rama¼ªn.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1874
(259/872–3) “Then they beat [a Christian secretary of Kanjñr] in RabÌÿ II
1000 lashes at Bªb al-ÿ•mma, and he died.”
Bªb al-ÿ•mma (2)

A120

1

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1479
(247/861) “And the Jund and Shªkiriyya demonstrated at Bªb al-ÿ•mma
in al-JaÿfarÌ.”
(Ibn al-AthÌr, VI, 143: “at Bªb al-ÿ•mma and at al-Jaÿfariyya”)

Bªb al-•ayr

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1475
(247/861) “Each time Baydñn drove him away, shouting at him, ‘leave
us’, until we came to the gate of al-•ayr. I called for it to be opened.
Asked who I was, I replied, ‘SaÿÌd the Younger, with the amÌr alMuÿtazz’, whereupon the gate was opened for me.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1787
(256/870) “The entry of Mñsª b. Bughª into Samarra was on Monday
11th MuÊarram in this year, and when he entered it, he took to al-•ayr,
and his companions stood in right, and left and centre under arms, until he
came to the gate of al-•ayr, which is adjacent to al-Jawsaq and al-Qaîr
al-AÊmar...”.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1788
(256/870) “They made [al-MuhtadÌ] stand up from the majlis, and carried
him on one of the riding animals of the Shªkiriyya, and they took the
private mounts that were in al-Jawsaq, and departed heading for al-Karkh,
and when they were at the gate of al-•ayr in the Qaðª’iÿ by Dªr Yªjñr,
they made him enter the house.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1789
(256/870) “And their camp was outside Bab al-•ayr by the gate of
Yªjñr.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1802
(256/870) “When Abñ al-Qªsim returned, Mñsª sent about 500 horsemen,
and they stood at the gate of al-•ayr between al-Jawsaq and al-Karkh.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1804
(256/870) “Mñsª b. Bughª rode from Dªr AmÌr al-Mu’minÌn ... until he
went from the gate of al-•ayr which is adjacent to the Qaðª’iÿ of alJawsaq and al-Karkh.”
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Al-£abarÌ, III, 1810
(256/870) “They took [SªliÊ b. WaîÌf] out from the gate of al-•ayr which
is adjacent to the qibla of the congregational mosque, to take him to alJawsaq..., and when they reached with him opposite to the minaret...”
Bªb al-Maîªff

H374

3

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1821
(256/870) “Al-MuhtadÌ entered al-Dªr and locked the gate that he entered
by, and he went out through Bab al-Maîªff, until he went out through the
gate known by the name of •tªkh, then to Suwayqat Masrñr, then Darb alWªthiq, until he went out to the Bªb al-ÿ•mma.”

Bªb al-Nazªla

H374

1

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1823–4
(256/870) “And when the news reached Abñ Naîr and those with him in
al-Dªr that all of them had come, they all went out from al-Dªr, by way
of Bªb al-Nazªla, … and the MawªlÌ entered by way of al-Qaîr alAÊmar.”

Bªb al-Shaðð,
Bªb al-Mª’

A49

4

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1459
(247/861) “Bughª al-SharªbÌ had locked all of the gates except for Bªb
al-Shaðð”.
Al-SñlÌ, 215
“Except for Bªb al-Mª’”.

Bªb al-Sumayda‘

1

Al-KhaðÌb al-BaghdªdÌ, II, 125
(255/868–9) [Al-Muÿtazz] “died on the 2nd of Rama¼ªn at Surra Man
Ra’ª and was buried in a place called Bªb al-Sumayda‘ in the year 255.”

Bªb al-WazÌrÌ

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1313
(225/840) (Trial of AfshÌn in the palace) “And they took [al-AfshÌn] out
from Bªb al-WazÌrÌ to his prison.”

Bªb •tªkh

H366

4

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1821
(256/870) “Al-MuhtadÌ entered al-Dªr and locked the gate that he entered
by, and he went out through Bªb al-Maîªff, until he went out through the
gate known by the name of •tªkh, then to Suwayqat Masrñr, then Darb alWªthiq, until he went out to the Bªb al-ÿ•mma.”

Al-BadÌ‘

H140

2

Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 491
(240/855–6) “Al-Mutawakkil built palaces which he spent great sums of
money on; among them are: al-Shªh, al-‘Arñs, al-Shibdªz, al-BadÌ‘, alGharÌb, al-Burj.”
DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ no. 516, bayt 9
Summary: mentioned with al-Ghard and al-Burj.
DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ no. 576, bayt 50
Summary: mentioned with al-Jawsaq and the Tigris.
Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47, 47–50, cf. also al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Al-BadÌÿ 10,000,000 dirhams”.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-BadÌ‘, cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq,
Marªîid s.v. al-BadÌ‘
“Al-•ªzimi said, BadÌ‘ the name of a great building of al-Mutawakkil at
Surra Man Ra’ª”.
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Al-£abarÌ, III, 1438
(245/859) “[Al-Mutawakkil] ordered the demolition of al-Qaîr alMukhtªr and al-BadÌÿ and the transport of their teak to al-JaÿfarÌ.”
Other References: al-NuwayrÌ I,406.
Al-Bahij

0

Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 50
“And al-Mu‘tamid built al-Ma‘shñq, and the two houses known as alGhanij and al-Bahij.”

Al-Bahw
(= al-Nahr [al-JaÿfarÌ])1030

4

Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143, cf. Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v.
Sªmarrª’
“Al-Bahw 25 million dirhams”.
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Al-Bahw”.

Balkuwªr,
Barkuwªr,
Barkuwªrª,
Bazkuwªr,
Barkuwªn

R3

5

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 265
“He settled his son MuÊammad al-Muntaîir in the palace of
al-Muÿtaîim known as al-Jawsaq, his son IbrªhÌm alMu’ayyad at al-MaðÌra, and his son al-Muÿtazz behind alMaðÌra to the east in the place called Balkuwªr.1031 The construction was
continuous from Balkuwªr to the end of the place known as al-Dñr, a
distance of four farsakhs.”
Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII
“The three Qªðñls also offtake from it, the beginning of all of which is
one spot 2 farsakhs below the city of Surra Man Ra’ª between al-MaðÌra
and Barkuwªrª.”
Al-SñlÌ, Akhbªr al-BuÊturÌ, 94
“Barkuwªrª”.
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143
“Barkuwªr for al-Muÿtazz 20 million dirhams”.
Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 25, 47–50
“Barkuwªrª 20 million dirhams.”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 150–6
“At al-Qªdisiyya, al-Mutawakkil built his palace known as Barkuwªr.1032
When he finished its construction, he gave it to his son al-Muÿtazz, and he
conducted [al-Muÿtazz’s] circumcision there, and the expenditure on it
reached twenty million dirhams.
When his intention became firm for the circumcision of ÿAbñ ÿAbdallah
al-Muÿtazz, he ordered al-FatÊ b. Khªqªn to make the preparations for it,
and to look in the stores of furnishings for a carpet for the Ìwªn to fit its
width and length — its length was 100 cubits and its width 50 cubits.1033
Such was not found except among what had been seized from BanÌ
Umayya. It was a carpet of silk, sewn with gold and lined. When al-

For this emendation, see p. 198, note 721.
Reading as in the manuscript. The edition has Balkuwªrª.
1032 See under al-Qªdisiyya for comments on the placement of Balkuwªrª.
1033 The actual length and width of the excavated Ìwªn, apparently the Ìwªn described here, are 35.7 x 11.7 m approximately, that
is, 68.7 x 22.5 cubits, allowing for a cubit of 0.52 m. The other Ìwªn is 31 m long.
1030
1031
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Mutawakkil saw it, he was amazed by it and wanted to know its value….
The Ìwªn was spread with the carpet, and a throne was set for the caliph
in the heart of the Ìwªn.” (151) “In the courtyard of the house, in front of
the Ìwªn, there were 400 bulliya, wearing different kinds of dress…”
(156) “Al-Mutawakkil remained at Barkuwªrª three days, and then went
up to his palace of al-JaÿfarÌ.1034 He proceeded to summon IbrªhÌm b. alÿAbbªs, and ordered him to work on what he had spent on this circumcision, and to present him with [this information]. The calculation totaled
86 million dirhams.”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Barkuwªrª”.
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 160
“Al-Mutawakkil drank one day in Barkuwªrª…”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Bazkuwªr, cf. Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq,
Marªîid, s.v. Bazkuwªr
“The name of a bayt which al-Mutawakkil built in a palace of his at Surra
Man Ra’ª...
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’
“Barkuwªn for al-Muÿtazz 20 million dirhams,”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1860
(258/872) “On Monday, 10 RabÌÿ I, al-Muÿtamid invested his brother Abñ
AÊmad with Diyªr Mu¼ar, QinnasrÌn and al-ÿAwªîim. And he sat on
Thursday 1st RabÌÿ II, and robed him and MufliÊ. They departed in the
direction of Baîra, and he rode in public procession, and he accompanied
Abñ AÊmad to Barkuwªr, and departed.”
Other References: ThaÿªlibÌ, 74; al-NuwayrÌ I, 406. DÌwªn Ibn al-Muÿtazz
ed Sªmarrª‘Ì, I, 356, II, 209.
Bayt al-Mªl

1

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 255
“There was there a monastery of the Christians on the site on which was
built the Government House that is known as Dªr al-ÿ•mma, and the
monastery became the Bayt al-Mªl”.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1350–1
(231/845–6) ‘In this year thieves made a hole into the Bayt al-Mªl which
is in the Dªr al-ÿ•mma in the heart of the palace, and took 42,000
dirhams, and a small sum of dinars...’
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1503
(248/862–3) “And when it was the Monday, 6 RabÌÿ I, [al-MustaÿÌn] went
to the Dªr al-ÿ•mma from the direction of al-ÿUmarÌ between the
gardens, and they had dressed him in the [qalanîuwa] ðawÌla and the
robes of the Caliphate ... and Wªjin al-UshrñsanÌ had reached the Bªb alÿ•mma from the direction of the Avenue by the Bayt al-Mªl ... and while
they were thus engaged, a shout came from the area of the Avenue and
the Sñq.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1681
(252/866) “When the Maghªriba expelled the Turks from al-Jawsaq and
overcame them at the Bayt al-Mªl, they seized fifty mounts from them.”

1034

Al-JaÿfarÌ did not exist at this time.
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H29

2

DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ, nos 768, 915
“Al-Birka al-Êusnª”.
Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50
“Al-Birka 2,000,000 dirhams.”
Al-SñlÌ, Awrªq, 194
“Al-Birka al-kabÌra, 2,000,000 dirhams”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Al-Birka”
Other references: al-NuwayrÌ I, 406

Al-Burj

H5

3

Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 491
(240/855–6) “Al-Mutawakkil built palaces which he spent great sums of
money on; among them are: al-Shªh, al-‘Arñs, al-Shibdªz, al-BadÌ‘, alGharÌb, al-Burj. He spent on al-Burj 1,700,000 dinars.”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 160–1
(239/853–4) “Al-Burj was amongst the finest of his buildings. He made in
it great pictures of gold and silver, and a great birka whose surfacing
outside and inside was plates of silver, and he put on it a tree of gold in
which birds twittered and whistled, which was called “ðñbÌ”. There was
made for him a great throne of gold, on which were two depictions of
great lions, and the steps to it had depictions of lions and eagles and other
things, as the throne of Sulaymªn b. Dªwñd is described. The walls of the
palace were covered inside and outside with mosaic and gilded marble.
The expenditure on this palace reached 1,700,000 dinars. He sat in it on
the golden throne, dressed in a thiyªb of heavy washy. He ordered that
only those should enter into his presence who were dressed in woven
washy or dÌbªj. His session in it was in the year 239/853–4. ... He
remained three days without sleeping, then he took a fever, and
transferred to al-HªrñnÌ, the palace of his brother al-Wªthiq, and he
remained there six months ill, and ordered the demolition of al-Burj, and
minted that decoration as coin.”
DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ no. 516, bayt 10
“Al-Burj al-Muðill” — “al-Burj, which overlooks…”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143
“Al-Burj 30 million dirhams”.
Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47, 47–50
“Al-Burj 33,000,000 dirhams”.
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Al-Burj.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’
“Al-Burj 10 million dirhams”
Al-NuwayrÌ, I, 406–7
“As for the quîñr of al-Mutawakkil, they were: al-Kªmil, al-JaÿfarÌ,
Barkuwªnª, al-ÿArñs, al-Birka, al-Jawsaq, al-Mukhtªr, al-GharÌb, al-BadÌÿ,
al-SabÌÊ, al-MalÌÊ, al-Qaîr, al-Burj, al-Mutawakkiliyya, and al-Qalªya.
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They said, al-Burj was among the finest of them. In it were great pictures
of gold and silver, and a great birka covered on its outside and inside with
sheets of silver, and there was placed on it a tree of gold in which birds
twittered and whistled, which was called “ðñbÌ”. The expenditure on this
palace reached 1,700,000 dinars.”
(Poetry by al-Sirri allegedly describing al-Burj — majlisun fÌ fanª’
Dijla,...)
Bustªn al-•tªkhiyya

0

Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143
“The palace in Bustªn al-•tªkhiyya 10 million dirhams”

Al-Bustªn al-KhªqªnÌ

H339

3

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1180, cf. al-Muntaz³a³ m, XI, 54
(220/834–5) “I bought Sªmarrª for 500 dirhams from the Christians,
owners of the monastery, and I bought the site of al-Bustªn al-KhªqªnÌ
for 5000 dirhams, and I bought a number of sites until I had achieved
what I wanted.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1696, cf. al-SñlÌ, 368
(254/868) “Bughª came to the bridge in the first third of the night, and
when the boat approached the bridge, those entrusted with it sent for
those in the boat..., and Bughª went out into the Bustªn al-KhªqªnÌ, and a
number of them attached themselves to him ... and he rushed to alJawsaq. He asked permission of al-Muÿtazz (i.e. to enter), and al-Muÿtazz
gave permission to him.”

Dªliyat Ibn •ammªd

0

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 264
“The produce of the developments on the canal known as the IsÊªqÌ and
its surrounds, al-•tªkhÌ, al-ÿUmarÌ, al-ÿAbd al-MalikÌ, Dªliyat Ibn
•ammªd, al-MasrñrÌ, SÌf, al-ÿArabªt al-MuÊdatha — they are five
villages, the lower villages — they are seven, the ajanna, the basªtÌn, and
the kharªj of the cultivation, reached 400,000 dinars per year.”

Al-Dªr
(= Dªr al-ÿ•mma)

H1

5

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1706–8
(255/869) “(Arrest of AÊmad b. Isrª‘Ìl, al-•asan b. Makhlad, Abñ NñÊ
•sª b. IbrªhÌm, by SªliÊ b. WaîÌf) Ibn Isrª‘Ìl rode to the Dªr al-Sulðªn, in
which [the caliph and his associates] sit.1035 ... Abñ NñÊ was present at alDªr, while al-Muÿtazz was asleep. When he woke up towards the middle
of the day, he gave them permission [to enter] ... they all went out to pray,
and SªliÊ remained alone with al-Muÿtazz. Then the people were
summoned, and shortly afterwards they were taken out to a qubba in the
îaÊn. Then Ibn Makhlad and Abñ NñÊ were summoned. ... The secretaries
were then taken out into the dihlÌz and mounted on donkeys and mules,
each accompanied by a Turk who rode behind him. They were all sent to
the house of SªliÊ by the road of al-•ayr.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1787–8
(256/870) “The entry of Mñsª b. Bughª into Samarra was on Monday
11th MuÊarram in this year, and when he entered it, he took to al-•ayr,
and his companions stood in right, and left and centre under arms, until he
came to Bªb al-•ayr, which is adjacent to al-Jawsaq and al-Qaîr alAÊmar, and that was a day on which al-MuhtadÌ sat in the Maz³ªlim for
the people... and he was in al-Dªr until the MawªlÌ entered, and they took
al-MuhtadÌ to Dªr Yªjñr... until the matter was ended and al-MuhtadÌ was
returned to al-Jawsaq...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1788
(256/870) “The one in charge of the Dªr al-Khilªfa was Bªyakbªk, but he
made it over to SªtikÌn a few days before that, and the people thought that

1035

The edition has allatÌ yaqÿud fÌhª at this point, posing the question of who is the subject of the verb: Abñ NñÊ or SªliÊ b.
WaîÌf. Perhaps the passive yuqÿad is more likely, with no specific subject.
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he only did that because of his trust of SªtikÌn, and that he was about to
take over al-Dªr and the Caliph when Mñsª came. But when it was on
that day, he remained in his house, and left al-Dªr empty, and Mñsª went
at the head of his army to al-Dªr, while MuhtadÌ was sitting in the
maz³ªlim.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1821
(256/870) “MuhtadÌ entered al-Dªr and locked the gate that he entered by,
and he went out through Bab al-Maîªff, until he went out through the
gate known by the name of •tªkh, then to Suwayqat Masrñr, then Darb alWªthiq, until he went out to the Bªb al-ÿ•mma, and he was shouting “O
people, I am the Prince of Believers, defend your Caliph”.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1823–4
(256/870) “In al-Dªr at this time were Abu Naîr MuÊammad b. Bughª,
•abshñn, Kayghalagh, Masrñr al-BalkhÌ and others. When ÿAbdallah had
related to MuhtadÌ what had occurred between them, he ordered him to
return to them, and bring a group of them to him. He went out and met
them near to al-Jawsaq, and informed them of the situation ... and they
refused. And when the news reached Abñ Naîr and those with him in alDªr that all of them had come, they all went out from al-Dªr, by way of
Bªb al-Nazªla, and there only remained in al-Dªr Masrñr al-BalkhÌ and
Alðñn deputy of Kayghalagh, and of the secretaries ÿ•sª b. Farrukhªnshªh,
and the MawªlÌ entered by way of the gate of al-Qaîr al-AÊmar, and filled
al-Dªr, about 4000, and went to al-MuhtadÌ, and complained to him.”
Dªr AbÌ SªliÊ
ÿAbdallah b. MuÊammad b. Yazdªd

0

Al- £abarÌ, III, 1816
(256/870) “Dªr AbÌ SªliÊ ÿAbdallah b. MuÊammad b. Yazdªd, which is
after Khashabat Bªbak”.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1821
(256/870) “[Al-MuhtadÌ] was shouting ‘O people, I am the Commander
of Believers, defend your Caliph”, but the people did not respond, and he
was passing in the avenue and shouting ... and he came to the gate of the
prison, and released the prisoners,... He went on to the house of Abñ
SªliÊ...”

Dªr al-AfshÌn

K1

5

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1318
(226/841) “Al-Muÿtaîim, when he ordered the imprisonment [of alAfshÌn], sent Sulaymªn b. Wahb the secretary to make an inventory of
everything in the house of al-AfshÌn and to record it — the palace of alAfshÌn is at al-MaðÌra”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 264–5
“He allotted to WaîÌf the house of AfshÌn which is at al-MaðÌra, and WaîÌf
moved from his old house to the house of AfshÌn, and continued to live in
it, while his companions and men were around him.”
See also QaðÌÿat al-AfshÌn

Dªr AÊmad b.
al-KhaîÌb

J13

2

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“The third avenue is the Shªriÿ al-•ayr al-Awwal, in which was built the
house of AÊmad b. al-KhaîÌb in the days of al-Mutawakkil.”
Al-BalawÌ, 2931036
(269/883) “When [al-Mu‘tamid and IsÊªq] reached Surra Man Ra’ª, Abñ
al-‘Abbªs b. al-Muwaffaq and Sa‘Ìd b. Makhlad met them, and IsÊªq
handed him over to them. And he went to Dªr al-KhalÌfa to await their
return, and they settled al-Mu‘tamid in the house of Abñ AÊmad b. al-

1036

A footnote on this page has the text of al-Qud³a\‘Ì Ta’rÌkh, recounting the same event with the name “Dªr Ibn KhaîÌb”.
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KhaîÌb which was in the neighbourhood of al-Jisr, and he was forbidden
to lodge in al-Jawsaq or al-Ma‘shñq.”
Dªr AmÌr
al-Mu’minÌn

H1

5

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1804
(256/870) “Mñsª b. Bughª rode from Dªr AmÌr al-Mu’minÌn ... until he
went from the gate of al-•ayr which is adjacent to the qaðª’iÿ of alJawsaq and al-Karkh.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1807
(256/870) “They were roused up from Dªr AmÌr al-Mu’minÌn, and rode
under arms, and took to al-•ayr, until they congregated between al-Dikka
and the back of the congregational mosque.”

Dªr al-ÿ•mma (1)

H343

5

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 255
“There was there a monastery of the Christians on the site on which was
built the Government House that is known as Dªr al-ÿ•mma, and the
monastery became the treasury.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
“Then the Bªb al-ÿ•mma and Dªr al-KhalÌfa — that is the Dªr al-ÿ•mma
in which [the Caliph] sits on Monday and Thursday”.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1230
(223/838) “And the people came to look at [Bªbak] from al-MaðÌra to Bªb
al-ÿ•mma, and he was brought into Dªr al-ÿ•mma to the Commander of
Believers...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1235
(223/838) (News from Zibaðra) “And [al-Muÿtaîim] sat in Dªr alÿ•mma…”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1303
(225/840) “And al-Muÿtaîim sat in the Dªr al-ÿ•mma with five nights
gone of Dhñ al-Qaÿda, and gave orders, and he met with AfshÌn — AfshÌn
had been imprisoned the day before...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1317
(225/840) “AÊmad b. AbÌ Du’ªd summoned [al-AfshÌn] in the Dªr alÿ•mma from the prison.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1350–1
(231/845–6) “In this year thieves made a hole into the Bayt al-Mªl which
is in the Dªr al-ÿ•mma in the heart of the palace, and took 42,000
dirhams, and a small sum of dinars...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1352
(231/845–6) “MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik [al-Zayyªt] continued to meet
with them in the Dªr al-ÿ•mma on the departure of the people on Monday
and Thursday”.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1369
(232/846–7) “Al-Wªthiq was washed and prayed over and buried, and
they went straight away to Dªr al-ÿ•mma…”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 484
(232/847) “[Al-Mutawakkil] rode to the Dªr al-ÿ•mma at his hour, and
ordered….”
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Al-£abarÌ, III, 1465
(247/861) “[Al-Mutawakkil] bestowed upon me [Marwªn b. AbÌ al-Janñb
Abñ al-Simð] four robes in the Dªr al-ÿ•mma” (for a poem).
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1489
(248/862–3) “On Saturday seven nights remaining of Safar in the year
248, al-Muÿtazz and al-Mu’ayyad abdicated [from the succession], … and
undertook that in the presence of [list of persons] and all those present in
the Dªr al-Khªîîa wal-ÿ•mma (House of the Private and the Public).”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1503
(248/862–3) “And when it was the Monday, 6 RabÌÿ II, [al-MustaÿÌn]
went to the Dªr al-ÿ•mma from the direction of al-ÿUmarÌ between the
gardens, and they had dressed him in the [qalanîuwa] ðawÌla and the
robes of the Caliphate....”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1504
(248/862–3) “The rabble and the looters entered the Dªr al-ÿ•mma,
heading for al-HªrñnÌ. They looted the stores (al-Khizªna) and took the
weapons….”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1533
(250/864–5) “Those of BanÌ Umayya who held rank in Dªr al-ÿ•mma
were deprived of it.”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 365
(251/865) “[The MawªlÌ] brought [al-Muÿtazz] down from the place
known as Lu’lu’at al-Jawsaq — he was detained there with his brother alMu’ayyad — and pledged allegiance to him. … And on the following
day, he rode to Dªr al-ÿ•mma, and took the pledge of allegiance of the
notables (al-nªs). He placed a robe of honour on his brother al-Mu’ayyad,
and tied two banners for him, black and white. The black one was for the
succession (wilªyat al-ÿahd) after him, and the white for the governorship
of the Two Sanctuaries.”1037
Ibn al-JawzÌ, Muntaýam, 5.26
(261/874–5) “Al-Mu‘tamid sat in Dªr al-ÿ•mma on 12 Shawwªl and
appointed his son Ja‘far as walÌ ‘ahd and called him al-Mufawwa¼ ilª
Allah, and appointed him to the west… and appointed his brother Abñ
AÊmad as walÌ ‘ahd after Ja‘far and appointed him to the east…”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 2048
(269/883) “In this year, al-Muÿtamid cursed Ibn £ñlñn from the Dªr alÿ•mma, and gave instructions that the same be done from the pulpits.”
Dªr al-ÿ•mma (2)
(al-JaÿfarÌ)

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 493
A120

3
(247/861) “Al-Muntaîir rode to Dªr al-ÿ•mma, and gave the Jund pay for
10 months, and departed from al-Ja‘farÌ for Surra Man Ra’ª, and ordered
the destruction of those palaces, and the people moved out, and the city
was abandoned and became a ruin, and the people returned to their houses
in Surra Man Ra’ª.”

Dªr Ashinªs

F1

5

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 266
“He extended the grand avenue from the house of Ashinªs, which is at alKarkh and which came into the possession of al-FatÊ b. Khªqªn.”

1037

Al-•aramayn, that is, Mecca and Madina.
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Al-£abarÌ, III, 1688
(253/867) “Bughª said, ‘yes, we will ask the Commander of the Believers
about that, and we will debate in Dªr Ashinªs, and those who do not
belong to you will leave you.’ So they entered Dªr Ashinªs and SÌmª alSharªbÌ departed for Samarra.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1797
(256/870) “They took him to Dªr Ashinªs, which they had made into a
mosque (masjid al-jªmiÿ) for them, and he stood, and they stood for him
in the courtyard (raÊba).”
Dªr BukhtÌshñÿ

J4

1

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
“The beginning of this avenue from the east is the house of BukhtÌshñÿ
the doctor, which he built in the days of al-Mutawakkil, ….”
Al-SñlÌ, 279
“[Al-MustaÿÌn] allotted to [AÊmad b. al-KhaîÌb’s] son MuÊammad b.
AÊmad the house of BukhtÌshñÿ.”
Other references: Ibn AbÌ Usaybiÿa1038

Dªr Dandan1039

0

Al-SñlÌ, 81
“We were sitting by al-•ayr at the house of Dandan the secretary, when
MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik al-Zayyªt passed by us wearing the robe of
honour of al-Mutawakkil when allegiance was paid to him…”

Dªr (Dñr) Dulayl
b. Ya‘qñb

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1540
(251/865–6) “As the news of al-MustaÿÌn’s departure spread, the Turks
attacked the dwellings of Dulayl b. Yaÿqñb and the nearby houses of his
family, as well as those of his neighbours. They looted them completely,
even the wood and the darwands.1040 They killed whatever mules they
could, stole the fodder of the pack-animals, and the wine that was stored
in the wine-cellar.”

Dªr •abash

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1505
(248/862–3) “And [the rabble] killed a number of [the Turks] at the house
of Mubªrak al-MaghribÌ, and at the house of •abash the brother of
Qawîarra in the Avenues of Samarra”.

Dªr Hªrñn b. al-Muÿtaîim H311

2

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
“And the avenue extends, in which are general allotments, to the house of
Hªrñn b. al-Muÿtaîim — that is, al-Wªthiq — by the Dªr al-ÿ•mma —
this is the house in which YaÊyª b. Aktham settled in the days of alMutawakkil when he appointed him Qª¼Ì al-Qu¼ªt.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1421
(240/854–5) “[Al-Mutawakkil] took 1000 dinars from the portico in
[YaÊyª b. Aktham’s] palace.”

Dªr IbrªhÌm b. Mihrªn
al-NaîrªnÌ al-‘AskarÌ

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1540
(251/865–6) “The dwelling of Salama b. SaÿÌd al-NaîrªnÌ was defended
by a group of wrestlers and other neighbours of Dulayl,1041 who were
charged with protecting it. The defenders [also] prevented them from

Ibn AbÌ Usaybiÿa, ÿUyñn al-Anbª' fÌ ðabaqªt al-aðibbª’, ed. Beirut 3 vols, vol. 2, pp. 64ff.
The editors of al-SñlÌ suggest an alternative reading of DÌdan.
1040 “Darwand probably refers to the wooden stalks used for medicinal purposes and usually hung around houses to dispel disease”
(al-£abarÌ, translation, vol. 35, tr. Saliba, 31, n. 71).
1041 The house was adjacent to house of Dulayl b. Ya'qñb al-NaîrªnÌ.
1038
1039
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going through the building — the rioters wanted to reach the dwelling of
IbrªhÌm b. Mihrªn al-NaîrªnÌ al-ÿAskarÌ — and drove them away.”
Dªr IsÊªq

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1512
(249/863–4) “I have seen that place burnt, and that is at Samarra by the
house of IsÊªq.”

Dªr •tªkh

H31

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“Then the allotments continue in this avenue, and in the streets to right
and left of it … then the old allotment of WaîÌf, then the allotment of
•tªkh, and that connects with the Bªb al-Bustªn and the palaces of the
Caliph.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1267
(223/838) “The children of Sundus, of the children of al-Ma’mñn, were
handed over to •tªkh, and they were imprisoned in serdabs in his house,
then they died later.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1317–18
(226/840–1) “When [AfshÌn] was taken away after his death to Dªr •tªkh,
they took him out and gibbeted him at Bªb al-ÿ•mma, so that the people
should see him.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1373
(232/847) “And when [MuÊammad b. ‘Abd al-Malik al-Zayyªt] came up
to the residence of •tªkh, it was said to him, ‘turn aside into the house of
Abñ Manîñr.’”
See also QaðÌÿat •tªkh

Dªr al-KhalÌfa

H1

5

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
“Then the Bªb al-ÿ•mma and Dªr al-KhalÌfa — that is the Dªr al-ÿ•mma
in which [the Caliph] sits on Monday and Thursday”
Al-BalawÌ, 293
“When [al-Mu‘tamid and IsÊªq] reached Surra Man Ra’ª, Abñ al-‘Abbªs
b. al-Muwaffaq and Sa‘Ìd b. Makhlad met them, and IsÊªq handed him
over to them. And he went to Dªr al-KhalÌfa to await their return, and
they settled al-Mu‘tamid in the house of Abñ AÊmad b. al-KhaîÌb which
was the neighbourhood of al-Jisr, and he was forbidden to lodge in alJawsaq or al-Ma‘shñq.”

Dªr al-Khilªfa1042

H1

5

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1350
(231/846) “MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik al-Zayyªt appointed IsÊªq b.
IbrªhÌm b. AbÌ KhamÌîa ... over al-Yamªma, al-BaÊrayn, and £arÌq
Makka (the Mecca Road) — the part adjacent to Baîra — in the Dªr alKhilªfa, and it is not mentioned that anyone made an appointment for
anyone in the Dªr al-Khilªfa other than the Caliph, except MuÊammad b.
ÿAbd al-Malik al-Zayyªt.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1788
(256/870) “The one in charge of the Dªr al-Khilªfa was Bªyakbªk, but he
made it over to SªtikÌn a few days before that, and the people thought that
he only did that because of his trust of SªtikÌn, and that he was about to
take over al-Dªr and the Caliph when Mñsª came. But when it was on
that day, he remained in his house, and left al-Dªr empty, and Mñsª went
at the head of his army to al-Dªr, while MuhtadÌ was sitting in the
maz³ªlim.”

1042

Dªr al-Khilªfa was also the Caliph’s household (al-£abarÌ, III, 1383).
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Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VIII, 5
(256/870) “And when [the news of] the journey of Mñsª b. Bughª to the
Dªr al-Khilªfa reached al-MuhtadÌ.”
Dªr Masrñr al-khªdim
al-kabÌr

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1166
(219/834) “[MuÊammad b. al-Qªsim al-ÿAlawÌ] was imprisoned at
Samarra at the house of Masrñr al-khªdim al-kabÌr in a narrow prison,
perhaps three cubits by two, and he remained in it three days.”1043

Dªr Mubªrak
al-MaghribÌ

396250
3784550

0

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
(Al-Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am) “And the allotment of Rªshid al-MaghribÌ, the
allotment of Mubªrak al-MaghribÌ, the little market of Mubªrak,”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1505
(248/862–3) “And [the rabble] killed a number of [the Turks] at the house
of Mubªrak al-MaghribÌ, and at the house of •abash the brother of
Qawîarra in the Avenues of Samarra”.

Dªr Mñsª b. Bughª

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1793
(256/870) “And they all went to the house of Mñsª b. Bughª in the
interior of al-Jawsaq.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1810
(256/870) “Having arrived with SªliÊ [b. WaîÌf] at the palace of Mñsª b.
Bughª… SªliÊ was then taken riding a saddled mule, through the gate of
al-•ayr, which was next to the qibla side of the main mosque as they
made their way to al-Jawsaq.”1044

Dªr QabÌÊa umm
al-Muÿtazz

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1706
(255/869–70) “Ibn Isrª’Ìl rode at the head of a great crowd to the Dªr alSulðªn in which [the caliph and his associates] sit. And Ibn Makhlad rode to
the house of QabÌÊa the mother of al-Muÿtazz, for he was her secretary.”

Dªr Salama b. SaÿÌd
al-NaîrªnÌ

Dªr SªliÊ al-ÿAbbªsÌ

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1540
(251/865–6) “The dwelling of Salama b. SaÿÌd al-NaîrªnÌ was defended
by a group of wrestlers and other neighbours of Dulayl, who were
charged with protecting it. The defenders prevented them from going
through the building — the rioters wanted to reach the dwelling of
IbrªhÌm b. MiÊrªn al-NaîrªnÌ al-ÿAskarÌ — and drove them away.”

J527

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“[The avenue] extends from al-MaðÌra to the house of SªliÊ al-ÿAbbªsÌ,
which is at the head of the wadi….”

Dªr al-SarakhsÌ

0

Al-SñlÌ, 427
(255/869) “I was present when SªliÊ b. WaîÌf brought out AÊmad b.
Isrª’Ìl and Abñ NñÊ ÿ•sª b. IbrªhÌm from the house of al-Muÿtazz on
Thursday 3 Rama¼ªn 255 to Bªb al-ÿ•mma. Each one of them was
beaten 500 lashes, and they were taken to the house of MuÊammad b. ÿAlÌ
al-SarakhsÌ, the khalÌfa of WaîÌf. AÊmad b. Isrª’Ìl died on the road, and
ÿ•sª b. IbrªhÌm died two days later in the house of al-SarakhsÌ.”

Dªr Sulaymªn
b. Wahb

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1926
(264/877–8) “His house and those of his sons Wahb and IbrªhÌm were confiscated.”

1043
1044

Evidently this account is questionable, as the date is before the foundation of Samarra.
Modified after the translation of Waines.
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Dªr al-Sulðªn

H1

5

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1706
(255/869) “Ibn Isrª’Ìl rode at the head of a great crowd to Dªr al-Sulðªn,
in which [the caliph and his associates] sit.”1045
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1736
(255/869) “[Al-MuhtadÌ] ordered the killing of the lions which were in
the Dªr al-Sulðªn.”

Dªr ‘Ubaydallah b.
YaÊyª (b. Khªqªn)

R211

3

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1915
(262/875–6) the house of ‘Ubaydallah b. YaÊyª was presented to
Kayghalagh.1046

Dªr Yªrjñkh

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1818
(256/870) “brought out AÊmad b. al-Mutawakkil known as Ibn Fityªn to
Dªr Yªrjñkh.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1831
(256/870) “They followed the road that comes from it, until they brought
him to Dªr Yªrjñkh in al-Qaðª’iÿ, and they plundered al-Jawsaq —
nothing remained in it — and brought out AÊmad b. al-Mutawakkil
known as Ibn Fityªn — he was imprisoned in al-Jawsaq.”

Dªr Yªjñr

F463

2

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1787–9
(256/870) “The transfer of al-MuhtadÌ by the quwwªd who were with
Mñsª from al-Jawsaq to Dªr Yªjñr” …
“They made [al-MuhtadÌ] stand up from the majlis, and carried him on
one of the riding animals of the Shªkiriyya, and they took the private
mounts that were in al-Jawsaq, and departed heading for al-Karkh, and
when they were at the gate of al-•ayr in al-Qaðª’iÿ by Dªr Yªjñr, they
made him enter the house.”
“… And their camp outside the gate of al-•ayr by the house of Yªjñr”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1790
(256/870) “Abñ SªliÊ went to the house of Yªjñr.”

Darb al-Wªthiq

E 396400
N 3787400

2

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1821
(256/870) “MuhtadÌ entered al-Dªr and locked the gate that he entered by,
and he went out through Bab al-Maîªff, until he went out through the
gate known by the name of •tªkh, then to Suwayqat Masrñr, then Darb alWªthiq, until he went out to the Bªb al-ÿ•mma, and he was shouting “O
people, I am the Commander of Believers, defend your Caliph”.

Darb Zurªfa
wa-ÿAzzñn

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1504
(248/862) “At this the Maghªriba and the Ushrñsaniyya attacked, and
routing the rebels, they forced them into the large darb named after
Zurªfa and ÿAzzñn.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1505
(248/862) “Then a group of Turks, among whom was Bughª al-SaghÌr,
came at them from Darb Zurªfa, and forced them away from the
storehouse.”

1045
1046

See under ‘al-Dªr’ for the interpretation of this phrase.
The house of ‘Ubaydallah b. YaÊyª mentioned here may have been a different one from that in the Balkuwªrª cantonment.
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Al-ˆayÿa al-Awwala,
al-Thªniyya, al-Thªlitha,
al-Sªbiÿa

0
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Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII
“And waters the estates that lie on the west of the city of Surra Man Ra’ª
known as the First, the Second, the Third, up to the Seventh”

Al-Dayr

0

Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Buldªn, 255
“But there was there a monastery of the Christians on the site on which
was built the Government House that is known as Dªr al-ÿ•mma, and the
monastery became the treasury.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1180
(220/835) “I bought Samarra for 500 dirhams from the Christian owners
of the monastery (al-Dayr).”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, VII, 121
“When the place seemed fine to him, he called the people of the
monastery and bought their land from them for 4000 dinars.”

Dayr AbÌ al-Sufra
or AbÌ al-Saqr

E 392800
N 3802000

3

Yªqñt, s.v. al-MuÊammadiyya, cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq, Marªîid s.v.
al-MuÊammadiyya
“...Al-BalªdhurÌ says: al-•tªkhiyya is known from •tªkh al-TurkÌ, then alMutawakkil named it al-MuÊammadiyya after the name of his son
MuÊammad al-Muntaîir, and it was known formerly as Dayr AbÌ al-Sufra,
who were a group of Khawªrij. It is near Samarra.”
Ibn AbÌ ÿUîaybiÿa,ÿUyñn al-Anbª’, 235
“[Al-Muÿtaîim] continued his journey, once in al-Qªðñl and the city of the
Qªðñl, and once at Dayr AbÌ al-Saqr: that is the place which was called al•tªkhiyya in the days of al-Muÿtaîim and al-Wªthiq, and alMuÊammadiyya in the days of al-Mutawakkil.”

Dayr ÿAbdñn

L5

4

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Dayr ÿAbdñn; cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq,
Marªîid, s.v. Dayr ÿAbdñn
“Dayr ÿAbdñn: it is at Surra Man Ra’ª, next to al-MaðÌra, and it is called
Dayr ÿAbdñn because ÿAbdñn the brother of SaÿÌd b. Makhlad was very
familiar with it and stayed there, and it was named after him. ÿAbdñn was
a Christian but his brother SaÿÌd accepted Islam at the hand of alMuwaffaq and became his wazÌr. On the subject of this monastery, Ibn alMuÿtazz the poet said:
“Good health to al-MaðÌra, with its shade and trees and Dayr ÿAbdñn....”
SlÌwa, ar. 75–6, Mªri, ar. 82, lat. 74, quoted in Fiey 1968, 117
Summary: To the south of the village of MaðÌra, founded by ÿAbdñn b.
Makhlad, a Christian notable of Dñr Qunni, who played a principal role
in the election of John bar Narsaï in 884. His brother SaÿÌd was a Muslim
and wazÌr of al-Muwaffaq and al-Muÿtamid.
Other References: al-ShªbushtÌ, 270, al-BakrÌ, II, 587–8; ÿUmarÌ, I, 263–4.

Dayr al-ÿAdhªrª

0

Al-BakrÌ, II, 588
“It is a convent at Surra Man Ra’ª, which was built long ago, and
inhabited by virgin nuns. Whenever a woman wanted to dedicate herself
to the service of God, she lived with them. It came to one of the Persian
Kings that in it was every sort of beautiful and stunning woman, and he
ordered that all of them be brought to him. They heard about this, and
they stood that night and spent it in prayer and weeping. A nocturnal
visitor came that night, and in the morning, he was dead. They were
fasting that morning, and the Christians fast that day and call it the Fast of
the Virgins. The poets have frequently mentioned this convent, and JaÊz³a
said mentioning it…”
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Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Dayr al-ÿAdhªrª
“Abñ al-Faraj al-IîfahªnÌ says that it is between the land of al-Mawîil and
the land of Bªjirmª, of the provinces of Raqqa … the poetry adduced on
Dayr al-ÿAdhªrª shows that it is in the districts of Dujayl … al-ShªbushtÌ
said that Dayr al-ÿAdhªrª is between Surra Man Ra’ª and al-•az³Ìra.”
Dayr Fathiyñn

0

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Dayr Fathiyñn; cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al•aqq, Marªîid s.v. Dayr Fathiyñn; al-BakrÌ, II, 590
“Dayr Fathiyñn: a monastery at Surra Man Ra’ª excellent for recreation,
sought for its pleasantness and fine location. About it one of the
secretaries says: …”

Dayr MªsarjabÌs

0

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Dayr MªsarjabÌs, cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al•aqq, Marªîid s.v. Dayr MªsarjabÌs
“Abñ al-Faraj and al-KhªlidÌ say: it is at al-MaðÌra near Samarra, and
about it ÿAbdallah b. al-ÿAbbªs b. al-Fa¼l says, …. Al-ShªbushtÌ says
Dayr MªsarjabÌs is at ÿ•na...”
Al-BakrÌ, II, 600
“Dayr MªsarjabÌs is at MaðÌra of Surra Man Ra’ª, and it is the one that
ÿAbdallah b. al-ÿAbbªs b. al-Fa¼l. b. al-RabÌÿ mentions in his songs. It
was a passion for a Christian servant girl whom he saw there in one of
their feasts. He would not leave that church out of passion for her and he
sat with her once in a garden at the side of the church, while women were
with her socialising. He drank with them for a week, then departed on
Thursday, and he said about that: …”

Dayr Mªrmª
Jurjus1047

L

0

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Dayr Mªrmª Jurjus, cf. also Ibn ÿAbd
al-•aqq, Marªîid s.v. Dayr Mª Jurjus
“A monastery in the region of al-MaðÌra; Abñ al-£ayyib al-Qªsim b.
MuÊammad al-NumayrÌ a friend of Ibn al-Muÿtazz composed on the
subject, and al-ShªbushtÌ mentioned it with Dayr Mªr Jurjus and perhaps
it is the same: …”

Dayr MªrmªrÌ

O11

1

Al-ShªbushtÌ, 163
“Dayr Mªrmªr: this monastery is at Surra Man Ra’ª, by Qanðarat WaîÌf. it
is a flourishing monastery with many monks. Around it are vines and
trees. It is among the places of pleasure, and pleasant beautiful spots.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Dayr MªrmªrÌ, cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al•aqq, Marªîid s.v. Dayr Mªrmªr
“Dayr Mªr MªrÌ: in the districts of Samarra, by Qanðarat WaîÌf; it was
flourishing and had many monks. The people of pleasure (lahw) used to
frequent it, and on it al-Fa¼l b. al-ÿAbbªs b. al-Ma’mñn says: …”

Dayr al-SñsÌ

0

Al-ShªbushtÌ, 149–50
“This monastery is fine, situated on the bank of the Tigris at Qªdisiyya of
Surra Man Ra’ª. Between al-Qªdisiyya and Surra Man Ra’ª is four
farsakhs, and al-MaðÌra is between the two of them. All of these districts are
resorts, and gardens and vines, while the people head for this monastery
and drink in its gardens, and it is one of the homes of delight, and sites of
relaxation and play. And by Ibn al-Muÿtazz on this subject: …”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Dayr al- SñsÌ
“Dayr al-SñsÌ: al-BalªdhurÌ said, it is Dayr Mariam, which a man from
the people of al-Sñs built and settled, himself and some monks, and it was

1047

Placed by al-Bakri II, 600-1, and al-‘UmarÌ, 271–2, at Baradªn. See Fiey 1968, III, 118. Name given by Fiey as Dayr Mar
Sarjis.
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‘called after him. It is in the districts of Surra Man Ra’ª, on the west bank.
ÿAbdallah b. al-Muÿtazz mentioned it:

‘O nights at al-MaðÌra and al-Karkh
and Dayr al-SñsÌ, to God is my return.
You were to me examples of paradise
but not eternal.
I drink the wine and it drinks my brain
and from that was the killing of WalÌd.’’
Yªqñt, Udabª’, I, 157, s.v. AÊmad b. AbÌ £ªhir Abñ al-Fa¼l
“I travelled heading for Baghdad, … and when we had travelled a
farsakh, the sky took us with a great storm of rain while we were near to
Dayr al-Sñsan. I said to the boy bring us to this monastery, until this rain
lightens. He did this, but the rain increased and became severe, and night
came…”
See also Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq, Marªîid, s.v. Dayr al-SñsÌ; al-ÿUmarÌ,
Masªlik, 262; also BakrÌ, II, 587.
Dayr al-£awªwÌs

D25/6

2

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Dayr al-£awªwÌs; cf. Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq,
Marªîid s.v. Dayr al-£awªwÌs
“It is at Samarra connected with Karkh Juddªn (correctly: Karkh Fayrñz)
at the limits of the end of al-Karkh looking out over a depression known
as al-Binna, in which is a plantation connecting with al-Dñr and its
buildings, and that is the al-Dñr known as Dñr al-ÿArabªyª, and it is
ancient. There was a belvedere (manz³ara) of Dhñ al-Qarnayn, and, it is
said, for one of the Chosroes’. The Christians adopted it as a monastery in
the days of the Persians.”

Al-Dikka

Y2

1

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1807
(256/870) “They were roused up from Dªr AmÌr al-Mu’minÌn, and rode
under arms, and took to al-•ayr, until they congregated between al-Dikka
and the back of the congregational mosque.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1830
(256/870) (Battle between al-Karkh and al-Qaðª’iÿ) “£ªshtumur came out
from behind al-Dikka, for they had made an ambush, and the people
clashed, and the battle between them lasted for an hour of the day...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1870
(258/872) “[Abñ AÊmad] transported [YaÊyª b. MuÊammad al-Azraq alBaÊrªnÌ] to al-Muÿtamid at Samarra. A platform (dikka) was ordered
constructed in al-•ayr by the racecourse; YaÊyª was then elevated before
the crowd, so they could witness him being publicly flogged.”

Al-DimashqÌ

0

Al-Iîfahªni, AghªnÌ, VII, 31
“When al-Muÿtaîim went out to Surra Man Ra’ª, he sent to her, and
dispatched her, and settled her inside al-Jawsaq in a house called alDimashqÌ, and allotted her others as well.”

DÌwªn al-ˆiyªÿ

0

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 267
“The dÌwªns were transferred [to al-Jaÿfariyya] — the DÌwªn al-Kharªj,
the DÌwªn al-ˆiyªÿ, the DÌwªn al-Zimªm, the DÌwªn al-Jund walShªkiriyya, the DÌwªn al-MawªlÌ wal-Ghilmªn, the DÌwªn al-BarÌd, and
all the dÌwªns.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1822
(256/870) “[Al-MuhtadÌ] was taken out from the neighbourhood of the
DÌwªn al-ˆiyªÿ, and taken to al-Jawsaq, and imprisoned in it at the hands
of AÊmad b. Khªqªn.”
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J14

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
“The allotments continue up to the DÌwªn al-Kharªj al-Aÿz³am, which is
on this great avenue.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
“Then the allotments of the commanders of Khurªsªn and their
companions among the Arabs, and among the people of Qumm, Iîfahªn,
QazwÌn, al-Jabal, and •dharbayjªn — on the right to the south, the
direction of the qibla, which communicates with the Shªriÿ al-SarÌja alAÿz³am, and what lies on the north, opposite to the qibla, which communicates with the Shªriÿ AbÌ AÊmad, is the DÌwªn al-Kharªj al-Aÿz³am”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1441
(245/859) “Mñsª went with him to the DÌwªn al-Kharªj...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1444
(245/859) “Jaÿfar al-Maÿlñf, accountant (mustakhrij) of the DÌwªn alKharªj.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1445
(245/859) “Mñsª b. ÿAbd al-Malik supervised the torture of [NajªÊ b.
Salama] and imprisoned him in the DÌwªn al-Kharªj in Samarra and
flogged him severely.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 267
“The dÌwªns were transferred [to al-Jaÿfariyya] — the DÌwªn al-Kharªj,
the DÌwªn al-ˆiyªÿ, the DÌwªn al-Zimªm, the DÌwªn al-Jund walShªkiriyya, the DÌwªn al-MawªlÌ wal-Ghilmªn, the DÌwªn al-BarÌd, and
all the dÌwªns.”

DÌwªn al-Zimªm,
DÌwªn al-Jund wal-Shªkiriyya,
DÌwªn al-MawªlÌ wal-Ghilmªn,
DÌwªn al-BarÌd

0

Al-Dñr (1)
(= Modern al-Dñr),
Dñr al-•ªrith,
Dñr al-Kharib

5

S12

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 267
“The dÌwªns were transferred [to al-Jaÿfariyya] — the DÌwªn al-Kharªj,
the DÌwªn al-ˆiyªÿ, the DÌwªn al-Zimªm, the DÌwªn al-Jund walShªkiriyya, the DÌwªn al-MawªlÌ wal-Ghilmªn, the DÌwªn al-BarÌd, and
all the dÌwªns.”
Ammianus Marcellinus xxv, 6, 9
(364 AD) “And from here, having completed a march of thirty stadia, on
the first of July we reached a city called Dura.”
Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII
“Al-Qªðñl al-aÿlª al-KisrawÌ also offtakes from the Tigris on its east side.
Its beginning is a little way below Dñr al-•ªrith.”
Ibn •awqal, 233
“And on the left side of the Tigris are drawn beginning from the sea… alBaradªn, ‘Ukbarª, al-‘Alth, al-Juwayth, al-Karkh, Surra Man Ra’ª, alDñr, al-Sinn…”
Ibn •awqal, 244
“The places that I have mentioned in order are cities standing by
themselves, such as Dñr al-‘Arabªyª, al-Karkh and Dñr al-Kharib, and
SÌniyyat Surra Man Ra’ª itself in the middle of it. From the beginning of
that to its end at Dñr al-Kharib is about a stage with no interruption in the
building, and its remains are not hidden.”
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Al-MuqaddasÌ 115 (ed 104), cf. also 54
“As for Sªmarrª, among its cities are: al-Karkh, ‘Ukbarª, al-Dñr, alJªmi‘ayn, Batt Rªdhªnªn, Qaîr al-Juîî, Jawª, Aywªnª, BarÌqª, Sindiyya,
Rªqfarñba, Dimimmª, Al-Anbªr, HÌt, TakrÌt, al-Sinn.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Dñr
“One of them is Dñr TikrÌt, between Sªmarrª and TikrÌt.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Hªðrª
“[Hªðrª] is before TikrÌt, and below it is Upper Dñr, known as al-Khirba.”
Al-Dñr (2)
(= Dñr al-ÿArabªyª)

U

4

L.C. no. 10, quoted in Fiey 1968, p. 115.
Birthplace of Cyriac, bishop of Balad (8th century), “village fidèle” (i.e.
Nestorian).
Al-BalªdhurÌ, 298
“Other officers were given al-Dñr called ÿArabªyª.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 259
“He allocated to another group [land] above al-Karkh, and named it alDñr. He built for them in amongst the houses and allotments, mosques
and baths, and established in each spot a small market in which there
were a number of shops for the corn-dealers and butchers, and the like
who are essential and whom one cannot do without.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 90, cf. Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’
“And he settled Ashinªs at the head of the Turks and officers with him at
Karkh Surmarrª — that is Karkh Fayrñz — and settled some of them in
al-Dñr known as Dñr al-ÿArabªnÌ.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 265
“The construction was continuous from Balkuwªrª to the end of the place
known as al-Dñr, a distance of four farsakhs.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 266
“And the construction was continuous from al-Jaÿfariyya to the place
known as al-Dñr, and then to al-Karkh and Surra Man Ra’ª”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1513
(249/863–4) “On Thursday 12th RabÌÿ II a group of them from al-Dñr and
al-Karkh came out against him.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1538
(251/865–6) “And they imprisoned him in the bath, and that reached the
Turks in al-HªrñnÌ, al-Karkh and al-Dñr, and they attacked the
government stables, and took the riding animals there, looted them and
rode them, and came to al-Jawsaq under arms.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1544
(251/865–6) “The commanders from the people of al-Dñr.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1681
(252/866–7) “And they sent to those of them who were at al-Karkh and
al-Dñr.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1695
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(254/868) “When al-Muÿtazz reached al-Karkh with those who were with
him, he met with Bªyakbªk the people of al-Karkh and the people of alDñr. Then they headed with al-Muÿtazz for al-Jawsaq at Samarra.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1710
(255/869) “The Caliph was only shaken by the shouts of the people of alKarkh and al-Dñr.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1796
(256/870) “On Wednesday 4th Safar, the MawªlÌ at al-Karkh and al-Dñr
rioted.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1798
(256/870) “write it from the quwwªd, their khulafª’, and ÿurafª’ at alKarkh, al-Dñr, and Samarra.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1801
(256/870) “A man to whom they should attach 50 men from the people of
al-Dñr, and 50 men from the people of Samarra.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1805
(256/870) “One group were saying: we will not be satisfied until AmÌr alMu’minÌn appoints over us his brothers; there should be one at al-Karkh,
another at al-Dñr, and the other at Samarra. We do not want [one] of the
MawªlÌ to be chief over us.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1806
(256/870) “And the people split up to their places in al-Karkh, al-Dñr and
Samarra.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1813
(256/870) “It is mentioned that the inhabitants of al-Karkh at Samarra and
al-Dñr rioted on 2nd Rajab of this year seeking their pay (arzªq)”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1818
(256/870) “Then the people of al-Karkh and al-Dñr came out looking for
[Bªyakbªk].”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1823
(256/870) “On the night of 2nd Rajab the people of al-Karkh and al-Dñr
revolted completely.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 2113
(274/887–8) “SiddÌq al-FarghªnÌ entered Dñr Sªmarrª; he raided the
property of the merchants, and caused much havoc among the people.” 1048
Ibn •awqal, 244
“The places that I have mentioned in order are cities standing by
themselves, such as Dñr al-‘Arabªyª, al-Karkh and Dñr al-Kharib, and
SÌniyyat Surra Man Ra’ª itself in the middle of it.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Dayr al-£awªwÌs
“It is at Sªmarrª connected with Karkh Juddªn (correct to Karkh Fayrñz)
at the limits of the end of al-Karkh looking out over a depression known

1048

This citation might refer to either locality called al-Dñr, or mean “the houses of Sªmarrª”.
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as al-Binna, in which is a plantation connecting with al-Dñr and its
buildings, and that is the al-Dñr known as Dñr ÿArabªyª, and it is ancient.
There was a belvedere (manz³ara) of Dhñ al-Qarnayn, and, it is said, for
one of the Chosroes’. The Christians adopted it as a monastery in the days
of the Persians.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Dñr; cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq,
Marªîid, s.v. al-Dñr
“One of them is Dñr TikrÌt, between Samarra and TikrÌt, and the second is
between Samarra and TikrÌt also, known as Dñr ÿArabªyª.”
Other references: al-HarawÌ, 161
Al-Ghanij

0

Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 50
“And al-Muÿtamid built al-Maÿshñq, and the two houses known as alGhanij and al-Bahij.”

Al-Ghard on Tigris

V63

1

DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ, no. 642, bayts 13–181049
Summary: close to the Tigris, its land is moist, it is white, shining in the
light, until the eye recoils and is fatigued from length of gaze at it; it rose
high by reason of the domes which are supported on its right and left, and
he refers to its summit, that it went round with the wind to indicate its
direction. QaîÌda in praise of al-Muÿtazz.
See also DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ, no. 516, bayt 9, in praise of al-Mutawakkil.
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143, cf. Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’, and
Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50
“Al-Ghard on Tigris 1 million dirhams”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Ghard, cf. Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq,
Marªîid s.v. al-Ghard
“A building of al-Mutawakkil at Surra Man Ra’ª on the Tigris, on which
he spent 1 million dirhams, but it is not admissible to me that it is correct,
and I think it to be al-Fard, but God is Most Knowing.”
Other references: al-SñlÌ, 392.

Al-GharÌb

H50

1

Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 491
(240/855–6) “Al-Mutawakkil built palaces which he spent great sums of
money on; among them are: al-Shªh, al-‘Arñs, al-Shibdªz, al- BadÌ‘, alGharÌb, al-Burj.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143, cf. Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’
“Al-GharÌb 10 million dirhams,”
Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50, cf. also al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Al-GharÌb 20 million dirhams.”
Other references: al-NuwayrÌ 1.406

•abis al-AfshÌn

H345

2

See al-Lu’lu’a

Al-•abis al-KabÌr

J153

1

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
(Al-Shªri‘ al-A‘z³am) “Then the majlis of the police, the great prison, the
residences of the people, and the markets are in this avenue, right and left,
such as the rest of the sellers and the crafts.”

1049

Summary by Sªmarrª’Ì Y. A. 1968, 248.
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Al-SñlÌ, 401
(253 1867–8) “In this year Safwªn b. IsÊªq al-ÿUqaylÌ died in the prison
at Surra Man Ra’ª.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1821
(256/870) “And [al-MuhtadÌ] was shouting “O people, I am the Prince of
Believers, defend your Caliph”, but the people did not respond, and he
was passing in the Avenue and shouting ... and he came to the gate of the
prison, and released the prisoners... He went on to the house of Abñ
SªliÊ...”
•ª’ir al-•ayr

Y

5

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 258
“He allocated to WaîÌf and his companions the area adjacent to al-•ayr,
and he built an extended enclosure wall which he called •ª’ir al-•ayr.”

Al-Hadd

S21

4

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. TikrÌt
“The first to build this castle [of TikrÌt] was Shªpñr b. ArdashÌr b. Bªbak
when he settled at al-Hadd, which is an ancient town opposite TikrÌt in
the steppe, to be mentioned, if God wills, if we reach its place.”1050

Al-•ª’iðayn

2

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1230
(223/838) “The two walls in al-•ayr”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1722–3
(255/869) “And when it was Thursday, three days remaining of Rama¼ªn,
AÊmad b. Isrª’Ìl and Abñ NñÊ ÿ•sª b. IbrªhÌm were brought out to the
Bªb al-ÿ•mma. SªliÊ b. WaîÌf sat in al-Dªr and entrusted their beating to
•ammªd b. MuÊammad b. •ammªd b. Daqnash... Then they were carried
on two water-carriers’ mules... As for AÊmad, when he reached Khashabat
Bªbak, he died, and when they arrived with Abñ NñÊ, he died; and
AÊmad was buried between the two walls.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1807
(256/870) “And they kept to al-•ayr until they went out adjacent to the
two walls.”

Al-•alba

4

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1824
(256/870) “Abñ Naîr b. Bughª departed immediately until he camped in
al-•ayr near to the site of the •alba.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1870
(258/872) “[Abñ AÊmad] transported [YaÊyª b. MuÊammad al-Azraq alBaÊrªnÌ] to al-Muÿtamid at Samarra. A platform (dikka) was ordered
constructed in al-•ayr by the •alba; YaÊyª was then elevated before the
crowd, so they could witness him being publicly flogged.”

Al-HªrñnÌ

H30

5

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 264
“Al-Wªthiq built the palace known as al-HªrñnÌ on the Tigris, and
established in it majlises on an eastern platform, and on a western platform.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 483
“He moved from the palaces of al-Mu‘taîim, and he built for it (i.e. this
move) a palace on the river Tigris called al-HªrñnÌ, and made in it two
platforms (dikka), a western platform and an eastern platform. It was
among the most handsome of palaces.”

1050

Not apparently later included. Vocalisation uncertain, printed a-l-h (soft)-d.
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Al-£abarÌ, III, 1331–2
(229/843–4) “ÿAzzñn b. ÿAbd al-ÿAzÌz al-AnîªrÌ reportedly said: We were
in al-Wªthiq’s company one evening this year. He remarked: I have no
desire for wine tonight; let us have a discussion instead. He sat in his
middle portico in the HªrñnÌ, in the first edifice, which IbrªhÌm b. RabªÊ
had erected. Over one of the sections of this portico was a very high
dome that was white as an egg, except for what appears to be a cubitthick belt around the middle, which was teak plated with lapis lazuli and
gold. It was called the Dome of the Girdle (Qubbat al-Minðaqa), and the
portico was called the portico of the Dome of the Girdle.”
Al-BalªdhurÌ, 297
“Hªrñn al-Wªthiq billah lived to the last day of his life in a house which
he built at Surra Man Ra’ª and called al-HªrñnÌ.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1364
(232/847) “[Al-Wªthiq] was buried in his palace in the HªrñnÌ.”
Al-SñlÌ, 71
“[Al-Wªthiq] was buried in his palace at al-HªrñnÌ …. He was buried
with his father at al-Jawsaq.”1051
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 265
“[Al-Mutawakkil] settled in al-HªrñnÌ and preferred it over all the palaces
of al-Muÿtaîim.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 90
“Then al-Mutawakkil came to power and remained at al-HªrñnÌ, and built
there many buildings.”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 276
“It is said that [al-Mutawakkil] spent on al-HªrñnÌ, and al-Jawsaq [and]
al-JaÿfarÌ more than 100 million dirhams.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1373
(233/847–8) “On the same day al-Mutawakkil sent someone to seize the
contents of MuÊammad [b. ÿAbd al-Malik]’s residence, including
furniture, livestock, slave girls, and pages. He had all of this brought to
the HªrñnÌ.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1406
(236/850–1) “It is mentioned from al-Qªsim b. AÊmad al-KñfÌ that he
said: I was in the service of al-FatÊ b. Khªqªn in 235 while al-FatÊ
carried out various duties for al-Mutawakkil, including intelligence
concerning the élite and the commoners in Samarra and al-HªrñnÌ and
what was adjacent to it.”
Ibn al-JawzÌ, Muntaz³am, XI, 252
(237/851–2) “In this year the construction of the mosque of Samarra was
completed…. Al-Mutawakkil prayed in it in Rama¼ªn of 237. … The
bowl and stones that are in the fountain were brought from Bªb al-•arra
in al-HªrñnÌ rapidly, brought by the three elephants which belonged to alMutawakkil.”
Al-SñlÌ, 244

1051

Contradictory information, the more common tradition is that Wªthiq was buried in al-HªrñnÌ.
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(248/862–3) “Al-Mutawakkil had already ruined the palace known as alHªrñnÌ, and transported its teak to al-JaÿfarÌ. Al-Muntaîir rebuilt it, and
spent on it in his time a great sum of money; it is said that he spent on it
more than 500,000 dÌnªrs.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1501
(248/862–3) (Death of al-Muntaîir) “The MawªlÌ met at al-HªrñnÌ on the
Sunday...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1504, cf. al-SñlÌ 277
(248/862–3) “And al-MustaÿÌn went out from Bªb al-ÿ•mma going to alHªrñnÌ, and spent the night there. And al-Ushrñsaniyya departed to alHªrñnÌ. … The rabble and the plunderers entered the Dªr al-ÿ•mma
heading for al-HªrñnÌ.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1538
(251/865–6) “And they imprisoned him in the bath, and that reached the
Turks in al-HªrñnÌ, al-Karkh and al-Dñr, and they attacked the
government stables, and took the riding animals there, looted them and
rode them, and came to al-Jawsaq under arms.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-HªrñnÌ, cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq,
Marªîid s.v. al-HªrñnÌ
“Al-HªrñnÌ: A palace near Sªmarrª, named for Hªrñn al-Wªthiq billah. It
is on the Tigris, a mile between it and Sªmarrª, and opposite it on the
west bank is al-Maÿshñq.”
Abñ al-Fidª’,1052 74–5
“Sorramanra’a, dit Ibn Sa`id, a été fondée par Moÿtasim; Wathiq y a
ajouté la ville de Hâroûniyyah, et Motawakkil celle de Djaÿfariyyah, en
sorte qu’elle s’est beaucoup agrandie.”
Other references: al-ShªbushtÌ 161, al-AghªnÌ IX, 114, DÌwªn ÿAlÌ b. alJahm, 12–15,1053 DÌwªn ÿAlÌ b. al-Jahm, 28–31,1054 al-SñlÌ, 251
Hªðrª

S21

4

(•tªrª) Thomas of Margª, II, 305
(c. 850 AD) “now the blessed Mªr Mªran-ÿammeh sprang from a family
in the country of £Ìrhªn, and his city, which is now in ruins, was called
•eðªrª.”1055
(Hatrê) Thomas of Margª, II, 346
“The holy man (Mªr Mªran-ÿammeh) sprang from •aðre a city in £Ìrhªn.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Hªðrª
“A village, between which and al-JaÿfarÌ, which is at Samarra, is three
farsakhs. It is before TikrÌt, and below it is Upper Dñr, known as alKhirba. Most of its people were Jews, and until now in Baghdad they say:
As though you were of the Jews of Hªðrª.”

al-•ayr (1)

Y

5

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 258
“[Al-Muÿtaîim] allocated to WaîÌf and his companions the area adjacent
to al-•ayr, and he built an extended enclosure wall which he called •ª’ir
al-•ayr”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1230

Tr. Reinaud.
Says that it overlooks the river, that it has a garden, that it was built in the time of the Caliph and known by his name.
1054 See Sªmarrª'Ì's discussion of attribution to Haruni, pp. 231-4.
1055 Mªr Mªran-ÿammeh was metropolitan of Adiabene.
1052
1053
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(223/838) “The two walls in al-•ayr”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
“And so [al-Mutawakkil] demolished [the mosque of al-Muÿtaîim] and
built a broad congregational mosque in the direction of al-•ayr.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 263
“Whenever these avenues that belong to al-•ayr touched allotments of a
contingent, [al-Mutawakkil] demolished the wall [of al-•ayr], and built
another wall behind it. Behind the wall were wild creatures, including
gazelles, wild asses, deer, hares, and ostriches, and they were enclosed by
a wall which went round in a pleasant, broad steppe.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 265
“He built the congregational mosque at the beginning of al-•ayr on a
broad site outside the houses, such that none of the allotments and
markets were in contact with it.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 265
“[Al-Mutawakkil] enlarged the avenues of al-•ayr — al-Shªriÿ al-Askar
and al-Shªriÿ al-JadÌd.”
Al-BalªdhurÌ, 297, cf. al-HamadhªnÌ, 90
“[Al-Mutawakkil] allocated allotments to the people in the back of Surra
Man Ra’ª in al-•ayr, where al-Muÿtaîim had forbidden allotments, and
they spread out there.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1472
(247/861) “We went with AÊmad b. al-KhaîÌb and a group of officers
until we entered al-•ayr, and the news spread about the killing of alMutawakkil, and the gates were taken and stood guard over.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1708
(255/869) “He sent them to the house of SªliÊ by way of al-•ayr”.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1787
(256/870) “When [Mñsª b. Bughª] entered [Samarra] he took to al-•ayr,
spreading out his companions as right wing, left wing and centre under
arms, until he came to the gate of al-•ayr adjacent to al-Jawsaq.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1789
(256/870) “Their camp was outside the gate of al-•ayr by the gate of Yªjñr.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1802
(256/870) “When Abñ al-Qªsim returned, Mñsª sent about 500 horsemen,
and they stood at Bªb al-•ayr between al-Jawsaq and al-Karkh.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1804
(256/870) “Mñsª b. Bughª rode from Dªr AmÌr al-Mu’minÌn ... until he
went from the gate of al-•ayr which is adjacent to the qaðª’iÿ of alJawsaq and al-Karkh.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1807
(256/870) “They were roused up from Dªr AmÌr al-Mu’minÌn, and rode
under arms, and took to al-•ayr, until they congregated between al-Dikka
and the back of the congregational mosque.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1812
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(256/870) “SªliÊ b. WaîÌf…in al-•ayr”
Al-£abarÌ III, 1817–18
(256/870) “Mñsª went at the head of his men until he reached a bridge
(qanðara) in the neighbourhood of al-WazÌriyya, and al-MuhtadÌ camped
in al-•ayr, and approached them, then he went out to al-Jawsaq, under
arms.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1824
(256/870) “Abñ Naîr b. Bughª departed immediately until he camped in
al-•ayr near to the site of the •alba.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1828
(256/870) “On this day al-MuhtadÌ went out to al-•ayr ... then he returned,
and ordered that tents should be taken out and pitched in al-•ayr.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1870
(258/872) “[Abñ AÊmad] transported [YaÊyª b. MuÊammad al-Azraq alBaÊrªnÌ] to al-Muÿtamid at Samarra. A platform (dikka) was ordered
constructed in al-•ayr by the racecourse; YaÊyª was then elevated before
the crowd, so they could witness him being publicly flogged.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 2040
(269/882–3) “With four days remaining of Shaÿbªn, IsÊªq b. Kindªj
returned al-Muÿtamid to Samarra, and he settled in al-Jawsaq, which
looks out over al-•ayr.”
Other references: DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ, QaîÌda 914 bayt 22; DÌwªn Ibn alMuÿtazz, I, 306.
Al-•ayr (2)

0

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-•ayr, cf. Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq, Marªîid,
s.v. al-•ayr
“The name of a palace at Samarra, on the construction of which alMutawakkil spent 4 million dirhams. Then al-MustaÿÌn gave the materials
from its demolition to his wazÌr AÊmad b. al-KhaîÌb.”

Al-Iîðablªt

J200

1

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
“The allotment of •izªm b. Ghªlib — behind the allotment of •izªm are
the stables for the mounts of the Caliph, both private and public, under
the charge of •izªm and his brother Yaÿqñb.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1538
(251/865–6) “And they imprisoned him in the bath, and that reached the
Turks in al-HªrñnÌ, al-Karkh and al-Dñr, and they attacked the
government stables, and took the riding animals there, looted them and
rode them, and came to al-Jawsaq under arms.”

al-•tªkhÌ

0

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 264
“The produce of the developments on the canal known as the IsÊªqÌ and
its surrounds, al-•tªkhÌ, al-ÿUmarÌ, al-ÿAbd al-MalikÌ, Dªliyat Ibn
•ammªd, al-MasrñrÌ, SÌf, al-ÿArabªt al-MuÊdatha — they are five
villages, the lower villages — they are seven, the ajanna, the basªtÌn, and
the kharªj of the cultivation, reached 400,000 dinars per year.”

al-•tªkhiyya

E 392800
N 3802000

3

Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII
“Then [Al-Qªðñl al-aÿlª al-KisrawÌ] passes to •tªkhiyya, where there is a
Sasanian bridge (qanðara kisrawiyya), then to MuÊammadiyya, where
there is a bridge of boats (jisr zawªrÌq)...”
Al-SñlÌ, 328
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“Al-MustaÿÌn went from al-Karkh to al-•tªkhiyya, and the first who
entered his presence was YazÌd al-MuhallabÌ.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1706
(255/869) (Investiture of Sulaymªn b. ÿAbdallah b. £ªhir) “And he went
to al-•tªkhiyya, then he entered into the presence of al-Muÿtazz on the
Saturday, and he was given a robe of honour, and departed.”
Jabal Jaÿfar
J1102
al-Khayyªð, QaðÌÿat Jaÿfar

2

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
(Al-Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am) “And the allotment of Rªshid al-MaghribÌ, the
allotment of Mubªrak al-MaghribÌ, the little market of Mubªrak, Jabal
Jaÿfar al-Khayyªð, in which is the allotment of Jaÿfar, then the allotment
of Abñ al-WazÌr,”

Al-JaÿfarÌ

A2

5

Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII
(Al-Qªðñl al-aÿlª al-KisrawÌ) “It passes by the palace of al-Mutawakkil
ÿalª Allah known as al-JaÿfarÌ, where there is a stone bridge (qanðara).”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Qaîr al-Mutawakkiliyya”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 276
“It is said that [al-Mutawakkil] spent on al-HªrñnÌ, and al-Jawsaq [and]
al-JaÿfarÌ more than 100 million dirhams”
Al-SñlÌ, 185
(245/859) “In this year al-Mutawakkil began the construction of alJaÿfarÌ.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1437–8
(245/859) “In [this year] al-Mutawakkil ordered the construction of alMªÊñza, and called it al-JaÿfarÌ, and allotted [land] to the commanders
and his companions in it, and he exerted himself in its construction, and
transferred to al-MuÊammadiyya to execute the project of al-MªÊñza, and
he ordered the demolition of al-Mukhtªr and al-BadÌÿ, and carried their
teak to al-JaÿfarÌ, and he spent on it — as it is said — more than 2 million
dinars. The Qur’an readers gathered in it and read, and the entertainers
attended, and he donated to them 2 million dirhams. He and his private
companions used to call it al-Mutawakkiliyya...”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 90
“Then he built a city which he called al-Mutawakkiliyya, and he
developed it, and allocated qaðª’iÿ to the people there and called it alJaÿfarÌ in the beginning of the year 246.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1443
(245/859) “When al-Mutawakkil decided to build al-JaÿfarÌ, NajªÊ said to
him, — he was one of the courtiers — ‘Commander of the Believers,
shall I name to you people whom you can hand over to me, so that I can
extract from them money, with which you can build this city of yours?,
because you need to lay out quite a sum for its construction.’”
Al-SñlÌ, 244
“Al-Mutawakkil had already ruined the palace known as al-HªrñnÌ, and
transported its teak to al-JaÿfarÌ.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 151
“Al-Mutawakkil moved from Surmarrª to al-JaÿfarÌ, and the majority of the
people of Surmarrª moved with him, until [Surmarrª] was almost empty”
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Al-£abarÌ, III, 1446
(245/859–60) “Until Mñsª b. ÿAbd al-Malik rode escorting al-Muntaîir
from al-JaÿfarÌ — he was heading for Samarra for his residence which he
occupied at al-Jawsaq.”
Yªqñt, Udabª’, VII, 62 s.v. MuÊammad b. al-Qªsim
(246/860) “He entered into [the presence of] al-Mutawakkil in his palace
known as al-Ja‘farÌ in the year 246. And he said to him, what do you say
about this house of ours? He replied, people have built houses in the
world (al-dunyª), and you have built the world in your house, and alMutawakkil thought highly of his speech.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 267
(247/861) “Al-Mutawakkil remained settled in his palaces in al-Jaÿfariyya
nine months and three days, and he was killed when three days remained
of Shawwªl of the year 247 in his palace al-JaÿfarÌ, the most ill-omened
of palaces.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1475
(247/861) “Al-Muntaîir went to al-JaÿfarÌ, and ordered the burial of alMutawakkil and al-FatÊ.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 492, cf. also al-‘Iqd al-FarÌd, V, 122
(247/861) “[Al-Mutawakkil] was buried in his palace known as al-Ja‘farÌ,
which he called al-MªÊñza.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1479
(247/861) “When it was the morning of the day on which al-Muntaîir was
acclaimed Caliph, the news spread in al-MªÊñza — that is the city which
Jaÿfar had built for the people of Samarra — of the murder of Jaÿfar, and
the Jund and Shªkiriyya reached the Bªb al-ÿ•mma at al-JaÿfarÌ, and
others of the rabble and public.”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 290
(247/861) “The oath of allegiance [to al-Muntaîir] was in the palace
known as al-JaÿfarÌ, which had been founded by al-Mutawakkil.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 493
(247/861) “Al-Muntaîir rode to Dªr al-‘•mma, and gave the Jund pay for
10 months, and departed from al-Ja‘farÌ for Surra Man Ra’ª, and ordered
the destruction of those palaces, and the people moved out, and the city
was abandoned and became a ruin, and the people returned to their houses
in Surra Man Ra’ª.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-JaÿfarÌ, cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq,
Marªîid, s.v. al-JaÿfarÌ
“Al-JaÿfarÌ: this is the name of a palace which the Commander of the
Believers Jaÿfar al-Mutawakkil ÿalª Allah b. al-Muÿtaîim billah built near
Samarra in a place called al-MªÊñza, and founded a city there and moved
to it and allotted the commanders allotments from it, and it became bigger
than Samarra. And he led off to it a canal whose mouth at a distance of 12
farsakhs from al-JaÿfarÌ is known as Jubbat Dijla. And in this palace alMutawakkil was killed in Shawwªl 247, and the people returned to
Samarra, and the expenditure on it was 10 thousand dirhams; thus one of
them mentions in the book of Abu ÿAbdallah b. ÿAbdñs. In the year 245
al-Mutawakkil built al-JaÿfarÌ and spent on it 2 million dinars, and the
one in charge of that was Dulayl b. Yaÿqñb al-NaîrªnÌ, secretary of Bughª
al-SharªbÌ. I said, this which Ibn ÿAbdñs mentioned is double what went
before because the dirham in the time of al-Mutawakkil was 25 dirhams
to the dinar, there would be from 2 million dinars 50 million dirhams. He
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said, when al-Mutawakkil decided to construct al-JaÿfarÌ he entrusted to
AÊmad b. Isrª’Ìl the choice of a man to take charge of al-mustaghallªt at
al-JaÿfarÌ so that houses for the people should be built with the excess left
over from what he built (?), and he named Abñ al-Khaððªb al-•asan b.
MuÊammad the secretary, and al-•asan b. MuÊammad wrote to Abñ
ÿAwn when he was summoned to this work: …
When al-Mutawakkil moved from Samarra to al-JaÿfarÌ, the generality of
the people of Samarra moved with him so that it was almost empty, and
on this Abñ ÿAlÌ al-Bªîir said these verses: …
The poets have composed many verses mentioning al-JaÿfarÌ, and
amongst the best of what has been said on it, the verse of al-BuÊturÌ:
“qad tamma Êusn al-JaÿfarÌ...”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Hªðrª
“A village, between which and al-JaÿfarÌ, which is at Samarra, is three
farsakhs.”
Al-SñlÌ, 279
“[Al-MustaÿÌn] gave to AÊmad b. al-KhaîÌb the furnishings of al-JaÿfarÌ,
and 300 camel-loads were carried to him.”
DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ, QaîÌda 411
“The beauty of al-JaÿfarÌ is complete, and it was not to be completed
except by the caliph Jaÿfar”
DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ, QaîÌda 413
“The beauty of al-JaÿfarÌ has altered…”
See also QaîÌda 768.
Other references: al-NuwayrÌ I, 406
Al-JaÿfarÌ al-MuÊdath
(cf. al-Qaîr al-MuÊdath)

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1485
(248/862–3) “In this year al-Muÿtazz and al-Mu’ayyad abdicated [from
the succession], and al-Muntaîir announced their deposition in al-Qaîr alJaÿfarÌ al-MuÊdath.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143, cf. Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’
“Al-JaÿfarÌ al-MuÊdath 10 million dirhams,”
Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50
“Al-JaÿfarÌ al-MuÊdath, 20 million dirhams”

Al-Jaÿfariyya

A/T

5

Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Buldªn, 266–7
“Al-Mutawakkil decided to build a city which he would transfer to, that
would be named after him, and by which there should be remembrance of
him. He ordered MuÊammad b. Mñsª the astrologer and the engineers who
were present at his gate to choose a site, and their choice fell upon a place
called al-MªÊñza. It was said to him that al-Muÿtaîim had been intending
to build a city there, and re-excavate a canal which had been there in
ancient times. [Al-Mutawakkil] decided upon that and turned his gaze to
the matter in the year 245, and turned his attention to the excavation of
that canal such that it would be in the middle of the city. The expenses
were estimated on the canal as one million five hundred thousand dinars.
He thought that was acceptable and was satisfied with it, and began the
excavation. Good money was spent on that canal. He marked out the site
of his palaces and residences, and allocated [land] to his heirs, the rest of
his children, his commanders, his secretaries, his army, and the people in
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general. He extended the grand avenue from the house of Ashinªs, which
is at al-Karkh and which came into the possession of al-FatÊ b. Khªqªn, a
distance of three farsakhs to his palaces. He established before his palaces
three great fine gates which a horseman could enter with his lance. He
allocated to the people to the right and left of the Grand Avenue, and made
the width of the Grand Avenue two hundred cubits, and calculated that he
should excavate on both sides of the avenue two canals in which would be
the water from the great canal which he was digging. The palaces were
constructed, the houses were erected, and the construction rose high. He
used to go round himself, and those whom he saw had made great efforts
in the construction, he approved and gave gifts to; so the people worked
hard. Al-Mutawakkil named this city al-Jaÿfariyya, and the construction
was continuous from al-Jaÿfariyya to the place known as al-Dñr, and then
to al-Karkh and Surra Man Ra’ª, stretching to the place which his son Abñ
ÿAbd Allah al-Muÿtazz was settled in; between any of that there was no
empty space, nor gap, nor place in which there was no development, and
the length of that was seven farsakhs. The construction rose high in the
period of a year. He established the markets in an separate place,
established in each section and district a market, and built the congregational mosque.
Al-Mutawakkil moved to the palaces of this city on the first day of
MuÊarram in the year 247, and when he sat [in reception], he awarded the
people annual bonuses and supplements, and made gifts to all the
commanders, the secretaries, and those who had undertaken any work.
His pleasure was complete, and he said “Now I know that I am a king, for
I have built myself a city in which to live”. The dÌwªns were transferred
— the DÌwªn al-Kharªj, the DÌwªn al-ˆiyªÿ, the DÌwªn al-Zimªm, the
DÌwªn of the Jund and Shªkiriyya, the DÌwªn of the MawªlÌ and
Ghilmªn, the DÌwªn of the BarÌd, and all the dÌwªns. But the canal was
not successfully completed, and the water did not run in it except for a
small trickle for which there was no continuity and no correctness,
although he had spent on it of the order of one million dinars. But its
excavation was extremely difficult; they were only digging pebbles and
stones on which the picks would not work.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 601
(246/860–1) “Al-Mutawakkil moved to a place called al-MªÊñza at a
distance of 3 farsakhs from the qaîr of Surra Man Ra’ª, and built there a
city which he called al-Jaÿfariyya, and dug in it a canal from al-Qªðñl, and
transferred all the secretaries, and dÌwªns and people to it, and built in it a
qaîr the like of which has not been heard, and that was in MuÊarram of
the year 246.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1452
(246/860–1) “Al-Mutawakkil prayed the Salªt al-Fiðr in al-Jaÿfariyya, and
ÿAbd al-Samad b. Mñsª prayed in its congregational mosque, and nobody
prayed in Samarra.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1452
(247/861–2) “Al-Muntaîir remained in his residence — he was in alJaÿfariyya”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1471
(247/861–2) “In [this year] the mother of al-Mutawakkil died in alJaÿfariyya on 6th RabÌÿ I, and al-Muntaîir prayed over her, and she was
buried at the Congregational Mosque.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1471
(247/861–2) Death of al-Mutawakkil. “On Wednesday morning the
notables were present in al-Jaÿfariyya, including the army commanders,
secretaries, eminent men, Shªkiriyya, regular troops, and others.”
Abñ al-Fidª’, 74–5
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“Sorramanra’a, dit Ibn Saÿid, a été fondée par Moÿtasim; Wathiq y a
ajouté la ville de Hâroûniyyah, et Motawakkil celle de Djaÿfariyyah, en
sorte qu’elle s’est beaucoup agrandie.”
Al-Jawsaq

H293

4

Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 473
(221/836) “And he went to the site of the palace known as al-Jawsaq on
the Tigris, and built there a number of palaces for the captains and
secretaries, and named them by their names.”1056
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1307
(225/840) “And [al-Muÿtaîim] imprisoned [al-AfshÌn], and he was
imprisoned in al-Jawsaq. Then he built for him a high prison and called it
al-Lu’lu’a within al-Jawsaq, and it is known to this day by the name of alAfshÌn”
Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 478
“And [al-Muÿtaîim] was buried in his palace known as al-Jawsaq”.
Al-SñlÌ, 71
“[Al-Wªthiq] was buried in his palace at al-HªrñnÌ …. He was buried
with his father at al-Jawsaq.”1057
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 151
“And among the palaces [of al-Muÿtaîim] were al-Jawsaq, al-ÿAbd alMalikÌ, Qaîr al-Juîî, Qaîr al-Quîñr, ÿAmmñriyya, Qaîr al-MaðªmÌr, alQaîr al-SamªnÌ, and al-Qaîr al-KhªqªnÌ.”
Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Buldªn, 265
“[Al-Mutawakkil] settled his son MuÊammad al-Muntaîir in the palace of
al-Muÿtaîim known as al-Jawsaq...”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 276
“It is said that [al-Mutawakkil] spent on al-HªrñnÌ, and al-Jawsaq [and]
al-JaÿfarÌ more than 100 million dirhams”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Ibn Khurdªdhbih said, al-Mutawakkil spent on the buildings which he
built, and they were: Barkuwªrª, al-Shªt, al-‘Arñs, al-Birka, al-Jawsaq,
al-Mukhtªr, al-JaÿfarÌ, al-GharÌb, al-BadÌÿ, al-SabÌÊ, al-MalÌÊ, al-Sindªn,
al-Qaîr, al-Jªmiÿ, al-Qalªya, al-Burj, Qaîr al-Mutawakkiliyya, al-Bahw,
and al-Lu’lu’a, 274,000,000 dirhams, and of al-ÿayn 100 million dinars.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1446
(245/859–60) “Until Mñsª b. ÿAbd al-Malik rode escorting al-Muntaîir
from al-JaÿfarÌ — he was heading for Samarra for his residence which he
occupied at al-Jawsaq.”
Ibn Aÿtham al-KñfÌ, VIII, 354, cf. also al-SñlÌ, 274.
“The death of al-Muntaîir was at Samarra in al-Qaîr al-Muhadhdhab.
AÊmad b. MuÊammad b. [AbÌ] IsÊªq al-Muÿtaîim billah — he was alMustaÿÌn billah and his kunya was Abñ al-ÿAbbªs — prayed over him,
and he was buried in a place called al-Jawsaq.”
Al-KhaðÌb al-BaghdªdÌ, II, 121

Note that in this text, it appears that the real situation has been reversed. The palaces were built by the associates of alMuÿtaîim for the caliph, not by the caliph for his followers. Al-Jawsaq al-KhªqªnÌ was the residence of the Caliph, built by
Khªqªn ÿUrðñj.
1057 Contradictory information, the more common tradition is that Wªthiq was buried in al-HªrñnÌ.
1056
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“Al-Muntaîir billah died on Sunday 5th RabÌÿ al-Awwal in the year
248/862–3, and his cousin AÊmad b. MuÊammad al-MustaÿÌn billah
prayed over him. And he was buried in Surra Man Ra’ª in a place called
al-Jawsaq... Al-Muntaîir billah was born at Surra Man Ra’ª and died at
Surra Man Ra’ª, and he was the first who made public his grave among
BanÌ al-ÿAbbªs...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1506
(248/862–3) “[Al-MustaÿÌn] appointed MuÊammad b. £ªhir b. ÿAbdallah
b. £ªhir to Khurªsªn in al-Jawsaq.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1507
(248/862–3) (Al-MustaÿÌn confiscated the possessions of Muÿtazz and
Mu’ayyad) “And that was in RabÌÿ II 248/862–3, and they were
imprisoned in a room in al-Jawsaq.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1513
(249/863–4) “And he was in al-Jawsaq with al-MustaÿÌn.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1538
(251/865–6) “And they imprisoned him in the bath, and that reached the
Turks in al-HªrñnÌ, al-Karkh and al-Dñr, and they attacked the
government stables, and took the riding animals there, looted them and
rode them, and came to al-Jawsaq under arms.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1545
(251/865–6) “The consensus was to bring out al-Muÿtazz and swear
allegiance to him — al-Muÿtazz and al-Mu’ayyad were in prison in alJawsaq in a small room.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1668
(252/866–7) “Al-Muÿtazz sent for his two brothers, al-Mu’ayyad and Abñ
AÊmad, and imprisoned them in al-Jawsaq. He shackled al-Mu’ayyad and
put him in a narrow room.”
Al-IîfahªnÌ, AghªnÌ, VIII, 184, cf. al-SñlÌ 377, al-ShªbushtÌ, 168
“Al-Muÿtazz sent his friend Yñnus b. Bughª dÌnªrs of the purse (alkharÌða), which is 100 or 200 Meccan dÌnªrs, on which are inscribed:
‘This dÌnªr was struck in al-Jawsaq for the purse of the Commander of
the Faithful al-Muÿtazz billah’”.1058
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 170
“Al-Muÿtazz built in al-Jawsaq in al-SaÊn al-Kªmil an apartment (bayt),
which his mother designed for him and represented its walls and
ceilings.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1680
(252/866–7) “The Maghªriba met together with MuÊammad b. RashÌd
and Naîr b. SaÿÌd, and the Turks took possession of al-Jawsaq, and
expelled them.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1685
(252/866–7) “He ordered the imprisonment of [Kanjñr] in al-Jawsaq, then
he was taken to Baghdad...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1694
1058

Al-kharÌða was the purse sent by the Caliph to Mecca on the occasion of the •ajj, and dÌnªrs could be specially minted, as
indicated here.
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(254/868) “Then they headed with al-Muÿtazz for al-Jawsaq in Samarra.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1696, cf. al-Sñli, 368
(254/868) “Bughª came to the bridge (al-Jisr) in the first third of the
night, and when the boat approached the bridge, those entrusted with it
sent for those in the boat ... , and Bughª went out into the Bustªn alKhªqªnÌ, and a number of them attached themselves to him ... and he
rushed to al-Jawsaq. He asked permission of al-Muÿtazz [to enter], and alMuÿtazz gave permission to him.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1716
(255/869) [QabÌÊa, mother of al-Muÿtazz] brought out the money, jewels
and valuable possessions in the stores within al-Jawsaq; she deposited
them for safe-keeping along with other goods of the same kind she had
previously deposited. QabÌÊa was unsure of being able to act swiftly in
the event of such circumstances as eventually overwhelmed her and her
son, so she devised a stratagem for her escape. A tunnel was excavated
leading from one of her private chambers inside the palace to a place that
would not be detected. When she learned of the circumstances [of her
son’s abdication] she hastened to the tunnel without a second thought and
escaped from the palace confines. When those who had rebelled against
her son had succeeded in what they wanted, they then set out in search of
QabÌÊa, confident of her capture. But they found the palace empty. …
Finally, however they stumbled across the tunnel.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1787–8, cf. al-SñlÌ, 430.
(256/870) “The entry of Mñsª b. Bughª into Samarra was on Monday
11th MuÊarram in this year, and when he entered it, he took to al-•ayr,
and his companions stood in right, and left and centre under arms, until he
came to the gate of al-•ayr, which is adjacent to al-Jawsaq and al-Qaîr
al-AÊmar, and that was a day on which al-MuhtadÌ sat in the Maz³ªlim for
the people... and he was in al-Dªr until the MawªlÌ entered, and they took
al-MuhtadÌ to Dªr Yªjñr... until the matter was ended and al-MuhtadÌ was
returned to al-Jawsaq...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1788
(256/870) “They made [al-MuhtadÌ] stand up from the majlis, and carried
him on one of the riding animals of the Shªkiriyya, and they took the
private mounts that were in al-Jawsaq, and departed heading for al-Karkh,
and when they were at the gate of al-•ayr in the Qaðª’iÿ by the house of
Yªjñr, they made him enter the house.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1791
(256/870) “And on this day al-MuhtadÌ was returned to al-Jawsaq.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1793
(256/870) “And they all went to the house of Mñsª b. Bughª in the
interior of al-Jawsaq.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1802
(256/870) “When Abñ al-Qªsim returned, Mñsª sent about 500 horsemen,
and they stood at the gate of al-•ayr between al-Jawsaq and al-Karkh.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1804
(256/870) “Mñsª b. Bughª rode from Dªr AmÌr al-Mu’minÌn ... until he
went from the gate of al-•ayr which is adjacent to the qaðª’iÿ of alJawsaq and al-Karkh.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1807
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(256/870) “As for Mñsª and a group of officers ... they went by way of
Shªriÿ AbÌ AÊmad, until they came to the wadi (i.e. Wadi IbrªhÌm b.
RiyªÊ), and departed to al-Jawsaq.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1808
(256/870) “When they came to al-Jawsaq...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1810
(256/870) “They took [SªliÊ b. WaîÌf] out from the gate of al-•ayr which
is adjacent to the qibla of the congregational mosque, to take him to alJawsaq, ... , and when they reached with him opposite to the minaret...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1815
(256/870) “[The Turks] surrounded al-Jawsaq”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1817–18
(256/870) “Mñsª went at the head of his men until he reached a bridge
(qanðara) in the neighbourhood of al-WazÌriyya, and al-MuhtadÌ camped
in al-•ayr, and approached them, then he went out to al-Jawsaq, under
arms.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1820
(256/870) “Al-Jawsaq and other maqªîÌr”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1822
(256/870) “[Al-MuhtadÌ] was taken out from the neighbourhood of the
DÌwªn al-ˆiyªÿ, and taken to al-Jawsaq, and imprisoned in it under (?)
AÊmad b. Khªqªn.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1823–4
(256/870) “On the night of Monday the people of al-Karkh and al-Dñr
entirely rebelled. Al-MuhtadÌ used to send his brother ÿAbdallah to them
when they rioted, and on this day he sent him ... but [ÿAbdallah] found
they had already set off for al-Jawsaq, and he addressed them, including
the fulfilment of their needs, but they refused... So ÿAbdallah departed
from them.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1831
(256/870) “They followed the road that comes from it, until they brought
him to Dªr Yªrjñkh in al-Qaðª’iÿ, and they plundered al-Jawsaq —
nothing remained in it — and brought out AÊmad b. al-Mutawakkil
known as Ibn Fityªn — he was imprisoned in al-Jawsaq, and they wrote
to Mñîª b. Bughª asking him to join them, and al-MuhtadÌ remained with
them, while they did nothing about him. On the Tuesday they pledged
allegiance to AÊmad b. al-Mutawakkil in al-Qaðª’iÿ, and brought him on
Wednesday to al-Jawsaq.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1833
(256/870) “They agreed to help [al-MuhtadÌ] and to oppose Mñîª and his
companions, and they held al-Jawsaq, and made a new pledge of
allegiance to him”
Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Buldªn, 267
“[Al-MuhtadÌ] remained a whole year settled in al-Jawsaq until he was
killed, God have mercy upon him...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1881
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(259/872–3) “Letters from Yaÿqñb [b. Layth] to the government arrived ...
and Jaÿfar b. al-Muÿtamid and AÊmad b. al-Mutawakkil sat in the Ìwªn of
al-Jawsaq — the officers were present — and permission was given to the
messengers of Yaÿqñb [to enter].”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1927
(264/877–8) “When Abñ AÊmad [al-Muwaffaq] approached Samarra, alMuÿtamid crossed over to the west bank, and camped there, and Abñ
AÊmad ... settled at JazÌrat al-Mu’ayyad, and messengers passed between
them. ... Al-Muÿtamid went in a boat ... and on Tuesday ... the people of
Abñ AÊmad’s camp crossed over to the camp of al-Muÿtamid, released
Sulaymªn b. Wahb, and returned al-Muÿtamid to al-Jawsaq.”
Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Buldªn, 267
“[Al-Muÿtamid] remained at Surra Man Ra’ª in al-Jawsaq and the palaces
of the Caliphate. Then he moved to the east (properly: west) bank at Surra
Man Ra’ª...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 2040
(269/882–3) “With four days remaining of Shaÿbªn, IsÊªq b. Kindªj
returned al-Muÿtamid to Samarra, and he settled in al-Jawsaq, which
looks out over al-•ayr.”
Al-BalawÌ, 293
“When [al-Mu‘tamid and IsÊªq] reached Surra Man Ra’ª, Abñ al-‘Abbªs
b. al-Muwaffaq and Sa‘Ìd b. Makhlad met them, and IsÊªq handed him
over to them. And he went to Dªr al-KhalÌfa to await their return, and
they settled al-Mu‘tamid in the house of Abñ AÊmad b. al-KhaîÌb which
was the neighbourhood of al-Jisr, and he was forbidden to lodge in alJawsaq or al-Ma‘shñq.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 2223–4
(290/903) [Al-MustakfÌ] entered [Samarra] on Thursday 5 days remaining
of Jumªdª al-•khira, then he went to tents which had been pitched for
him at al-Jawsaq, and he summoned al-Qªsim b. ÿUbaydallah and those
who undertook construction. They estimated the construction for him, and
the money that was needed for expenditure on it...”
DÌwªn Ibn al-Muÿtazz, I, 571
“At al-Tall, al-Jawsaq and al-Qatª’iÿ, how many houses there for them
deserted which were visited once and inhabited…”1059
Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 25
IîfahªnÌ sees a poem on the wall of a house in Samarra:
fa-undhur ilª fiÿlihi bil-Jawsaq al-kharibi
wa-Barkuwªrª wa-bil-Mukhtªri qad khªliya
Other References: DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ, QaîÌda 175; al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII,
215, VII, 350; al-NuwayrÌ, I, 406; al-•imyarÌ, 301.
Al-Jawsaq al-IbrªhÌmÌ
Jawsaq IbrªhÌm
b. Yñsuf

0

Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143, cf. al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50
“Al-Jawsaq al-IbrªhÌmÌ 2 million dirhams”
Al-SñlÌ, 194
“Jawsaq IbrªhÌm b. Yñsuf 2 million dirhams”

Al-Jawsaq
al-KhªqªnÌ
1059

Lang 1886, 566.

H293

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 258
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“And he assigned to Khªqªn ÿUrðñj Abñ al-FatÊ b. Khªqªn the construction of al-Jawsaq al-KhªqªnÌ”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 258
“He allocated to Khªqªn ÿUrðñj and his companions the area adjacent to
al-Jawsaq al-KhªqªnÌ, and ordered him to keep his companions together,
and to prevent them from mixing with the people.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 151
“And among the palaces [of al-Muÿtaîim] were al-Jawsaq, al-ÿAbd alMalikÌ, Qaîr al-Juîî, Qaîr al-Quîñr, ÿAmmñriyya, Qaîr al-MaðªmÌr, alQaîr al-SamªnÌ, and al-Qaîr al-KhªqªnÌ.”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 144, cf. al-KhaðÌb al-BaghdªdÌ, III, 342
(227/841–2) “The death of al-Muÿtaîim was on the Tigris in his palace
known as al-KhªqªnÌ.”
Al-Jawsaq fÌ
Maydªn al-SaÊn/
al-Sakhr

H328

3

Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143, cf. Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Samarra
Al-Jawsaq fÌ Maydªn al-Sakhr 500,000 dirhams
Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50
Al-Jawsaq fÌ Maydªn al-SaÊn 500,000 dirhams

Al-JazÌra

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1266
(223/838) “As for AÊmad b. al-KhalÌl, Ashinªs handed him over to
MuÊammad b. SaÿÌd al-SaÿdÌ, who dug a pit for him in al-JazÌra at
Samarra.”

JazÌrat al-Mu’ayyad

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1927
(264/877–8) “When Abñ AÊmad [al-Muwaffaq] approached Samarra, alMuÿtamid crossed over to the west bank, and camped there, and Abñ
AÊmad ... settled at JazÌrat al-Mu’ayyad, and messengers passed between
them. ... Al-Muÿtamid went in a boat ... and on Tuesday ... the people of
Abñ AÊmad’s camp crossed over to the camp of al-Muÿtamid, released
Sulaymªn b. Wahb, and returned al-Muÿtamid to al-Jawsaq.”
Al-IîfahªnÌ, AghªnÌ, XVIII, 188
Group of people of adab meeting at JazÌrat al-Mu’ayyad, who elsewhere
meet at al-MaðÌra (cf. following reference).
Al-IîfahªnÌ, AghªnÌ, XIX, 121
“[‘Arib] said, I had promised a group of literary people, who are at JazÌrat
al-Mu’ayyad, among them IbrªhÌm b. al-Mudabbir, Sa‘Ìd b. •umayd,
YaÊyª b. ‘•sª b. Manªra, …”

Al-Jisr

395570
3784375

3

Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 122
“[Al-Muÿtaîim] settled some of the Farªghina in the site known as alÿUmarÌ and al-Jisr.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1515
(249/863–4) The Maghªriba rioted in Jumªdª I, “and they collected near
al-jisr in Samarra.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1696
(254/868) Bughª came to the bridge (al-Jisr) in the first third of the night,
and when the boat approached the bridge, those entrusted with it sent for
those in the boat ... , and Bughª went out into the Bustªn al-KhªqªnÌ, and
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a number of them attached themselves to him ... and he rushed to alJawsaq. He asked permission of al-Muÿtazz [to enter], and al-Muÿtazz
gave permission to him.”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 396,
(254/868) “Some of the Maghªriba fell on [Bughª al-SaghÌr] at Jisr
Samarra, and he was killed and his head stuck up at Samarra.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1812
(256/870) “And Bughª is at the bridge, burning in embers and flames”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VIII, 8
(256/870) “[Al-MuhtadÌ] went out and camped at Jisr Samarra at the head
of an army of the Maghªriba and the Farªghina and others...”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VIII, 12
(256/870) “And there are those who think [al-MuhtadÌ] was killed in the
fighting mentioned above in the locality known as Jisr Sªmarrª.”
Al-BalawÌ, 293
“When [al-Mu‘tamid and IsÊªq] reached Surra Man Ra’ª, Abñ al-‘Abbªs
b. al-Muwaffaq and Sa‘Ìd b. Makhlad met them, and IsÊªq handed him
over to them. And he went to Dªr al-KhalÌfa to await their return, and
they settled al-Mu‘tamid in the house of Abñ AÊmad b. al-KhaîÌb which
was the neighbourhood of al-Jisr, and he was forbidden to lodge in alJawsaq or al-Ma‘shñq.”
Kaÿba

V8

4

Al-MuqaddasÌ, 122–3
“And on the west bank are gardens. And he had built there a Kaÿba, and
made a place for circumambulation, and adopted [the ceremonies of]
MÌna and ÿArafªt, by which he deceived amÌrs who were with him, when
they sought the hajj, for fear that they would leave him.”
See also ÿArafªt

Al-Kªmil

H294

3

Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47, 50
“And al-Mutawakkil built after that, for al-Muÿtazz, the house known as
al-Kªmil, but I do not know the amount of expenditure on it.”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 170
“Al-Muÿtazz built in al-Jawsaq in al-SaÊn al-Kªmil a bayt which his
mother designed for him...”
Yªqñt, Udabª’, 474–6
“Al-Muÿtazz appointed [ÿAlÌ b. YaÊyª b. AbÌ al-Manîñr] to build the Qaîr
al-Kªmil and when he had done so he gave him 5000 dinars and an estate...”
DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ, no. 641, bayts 23–4
“Its roofs of burnished gold are clad
in light which illuminates the gathering darkness,
and the eyes gaze, roaming in a brilliant place
whose heights are blazing, whose lower parts comely.”1060
Al-SñlÌ, 391
“[Al-BuÊturÌ] said, when al-Muÿtazz built al-Kªmil, I entered and
recited…”

1060

Translation in Scott-Meisami 2001, 73.
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Al-NuwayrÌ, I, 406
“As for the quîñr of al-Mutawakkil, they were: al-Kªmil, ….”
Al-Karkh,
Karkh Samarra —
See also Karkh
Fayrñz

D1

5

Ammianus Marcellinus xxv, 6, 8
“Then we set out the following night and took possession of the place
called Charcha; here we were safe because there were mounds along the
banks, constructed by men’s hands to prevent the Saracens from
continually making raids on Assyria, and no one harassed our lines, as
had been done before this.”
Cod. Mingana, Syr. 148, Catalogue, I, col. 340, quoted in Fiey 1968,
116
Birthplace of writer Mñšé of Karkh, and of Catholicos SlÌwa Zha
(714–28).
Ibn Khurdªdhbih, 93
“Then to al-Qªdisiyya 7 farsakhs, then to Surra Man Ra’ª 3 farsakhs,
then to al-Karkh 2 farsakhs, then to Jabiltª 7 farsakhs,”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 502
“Karkh Surra Man Ra’ª.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 258
“He allocated to Ashinªs and his companions the site known as al-Karkh,
added a number of commanders of the Turks and infantry, and ordered
him to build the mosques and markets.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 259
“He allocated [land] to Ashinªs al-TurkÌ at the end of the construction to
the west, and allocated to his companions with him, and called the place
al-Karkh”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 122
“He allocated to Ashinªs al-TurkÌ and his Turkish companions the site
known as Karkh Sªmarrª.”
Al-BalªdhurÌ, 297
“[Al-Muÿtaîim] settled Ashinªs his mawlª with his commanders at Karkh
Fayrñz.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 90
“And he settled Ashinªs at the head of the Turks and officers with him at
Karkh Surmarrª — that is Karkh Fayrñz — and settled some of them in
al-Dñr known as Dñr al-ÿArabªnÌ.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1407
(236/850–1) “[Abñ SaÿÌd MuÊammad b. Yñsuf al-MarwªzÌ] encamped at
al-Karkh, that is, Karkh Fayrñz. He died suddenly on 7 Shawwªl, while
he was at al-Karkh.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 266
“[Al-Mutawakkil] extended the grand avenue from the house of Ashinªs,
which is at al-Karkh and which came into the possession of al-FatÊ b.
Khªqªn, a distance of three farsakhs to his palaces.”
Al-BalªdhurÌ, 298
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“[Al-Mutawakkil] placed [al-Mutawakkiliyya] between al-Karkh known
as Fayrñz and al-Qªðñl known by the name of Kisrª.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1513
(249/863–4) “On Thursday 12th RabÌÿ II a group of them from al-Dñr and
al-Karkh came out against him.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1538
(251/865–6) “And they imprisoned him in the bath, and that reached the
Turks in al-HªrñnÌ, al-Karkh and al-Dñr, and they attacked the
government stables, and took the riding animals there, looted them and
rode them, and came to al-Jawsaq under arms.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1681
(252/866) “And they sent to those of them who were at al-Karkh and alDñr.”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 396
(253/867) “In this year was the killing of WaîÌf al-TurkÌ by the people of
Karkh Samarra, of the Farªghina and Turks.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1694
(254/868) “Al-Muÿtazz rode by night — with him AÊmad b. Isrª’Ìl — to
Karkh Samarra, looking for Bªyakbªk and those who were with him”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1695
(254/868) “When al-Muÿtazz reached al-Karkh with those who were with
him, he met with Bªyakbªk the people of al-Karkh and the people of alDñr. Then they headed with al-Muÿtazz for al-Jawsaq at Samarra.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1710
(255/869) “The Caliph was only shaken by the shouts of the of the people
of al-Karkh and al-Dñr.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1788
(256/870) “They made him stand up from the majlis, and carried him on
one of the riding animals of the Shªkiriyya, and they took the private
mounts that were in al-Jawsaq, and departed heading for al-Karkh, and
when they were at the gate of al-•ayr in the Qaðª’iÿ by Dªr Yªjñr, they
made him enter the house.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1796
(256/870) “On Wednesday 4th Safar, the MawªlÌ at al-Karkh and al-Dñr
rioted.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1797
(256/870) “[The MawªlÌ] wrote that, and their scribe in what they were
writing was MuÊammad b. ThaqÌf al-Aswad, who used to write from time
to time for ÿ•sª, the governor of al-Karkh (SªÊib al-Karkh).”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1798
(256/870) “write it from the quwwªd, their khulafª’, and ÿurafª’ at alKarkh, al-Dñr, and Samarra.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1804
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(256/870) Mñsª b. Bughª rode from Dªr AmÌr al-Mu’minÌn ... until he
went from the gate of al-•ayr which is adjacent to the qaðª’iÿ of alJawsaq and al-Karkh.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1805
(256/870) “One group were saying: we will not be satisfied until the
Commander of the Faithful appoints over us his brothers; there should be
one at al-Karkh, another at al-Dñr, and the other at Samarra. We do not
want [one] of the MawªlÌ to be chief over us.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1806
(256/870) “And the people split up to their places in al-Karkh, al-Dñr and
Samarra.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1813
(256/870) “It is mentioned that the inhabitants of al-Karkh at Samarra and
al-Dñr rioted on 2nd Rajab of this year seeking their pay (arzªq)”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1818
(256/870) “Then the people of al-Karkh and al-Dñr came out looking for
[Bªyakbªk].”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1823
(256/870) “On the night of 2nd Rajab the people of al-Karkh and al-Dñr
revolted completely.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1829
(256/870) “While they were between al-Karkh and al-Qaðª’iÿ”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 2114
(275/888–9) [Fªris al-ÿAbdÌ] went to Karkh [Samarra], and plundered the
houses of •l Khashanaj.
Qudªma, Kitªb al-Kharªj, 214
“From al-Qªdisiyya to al-Karkh 5 farsakhs, and from al-Karkh to Jabiltª
7 farsakhs”
DÌwªn Ibn al-Muÿtazz, 153
“And every day they camped, camped at al-Karkh and al-Dñr…”
DÌwªn Ibn al-Muÿtazz, 237
“God water the river of al-Karkh…, no disrespect to al-Qaîr al-KhalÌj and
its bridge, or the palace of Ashinªs looming over it.”
Ibn •awqal, 233
“And on the left side of the Tigris are drawn beginning from the sea… alBaradªn, ‘Ukbarª, al-‘Alth, al-Juwayth, al-Karkh, Surra Man Ra’ª, alDñr, al-Sinn…”
Ibn •awqal, 244
“The places that I have mentioned in order are cities standing by
themselves, such as Dñr al-‘Arabªyª, al-Karkh and Dñr al-Kharib, and
SÌniyyat Surra Man Ra’ª itself in the middle of it. From the beginning of
that to its end at Dñr al-Kharib is about a stage with no interruption in the
building, and its remains are not hidden.”
Al-MuqaddasÌ, 123
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“Al-Karkh is a city connected to it, and more lively than it, in the
direction of al-Mawîil. I heard one day the qª¼Ì Abñ al-•usayn alQazwÌnÌ say: Baghdad has not turned out any jurist (faqÌh) except Abñ
Mñsª al-ˆarÌr. I said: Abñ al-•asan al-KarkhÌ. He said: He was not from
Karkh Baghdad, but rather from Karkh Samarra.”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 149
“O nights at al-MaðÌra and al-Karkh, and Dayr al-SñsÌ, to God is my
return”.
Ibn al-AthÌr VIII, 133
(421/1030) “In this year, in RabÌÿ al-Awwal, GharÌb b. Maÿn and Nñr alDawla Dubays b. ÿAlÌ b. Mazyad al-AsadÌ assembled, and an army came
to them from Baghdad, and they fought Qirwªsh, with whom was Rªfiÿ b.
al-•usayn at Karkh Surra Man Ra’a. Qirwªsh and his companions were
defeated, and he was taken prisoner in the battle. His treasury and
baggage were plundered. Rªfiÿ sought refuge with GharÌb. they conquered
Tikrit by force, and the army of Baghdad returned to it after 10 days.”
Ibn al-AthÌr VIII, 213
(425/1033–4) “In this year Abñ Sinan GharÌb b. Maÿn died in RabÌÿ al•khar at Karkh Samarra, he was known as Sayf al-Dawla. He struck
dirhams which he called ‘sayfiyya’. His son Abñ al-Rayyªn took over
after him. He left 500,000 dinars and was 70 years old.”
Sibt b. al-JawzÌ, 23
(449/1057–8) Restoration of the citadel of Karkh Samarra.
Mªri, ar. 138, lat. 118, quoted in Fiey 1968, 116
Summary: Church of Karkh mentioned in the life of MakkÌËa, bishop of
£irhªn about 1090. Ibn al-BñrÌ took the bricks to construct a mosque. The
bishop went to his house by night and cursed him; the man died a week
later with his wife and children.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Karkh Sªmarrª
“Karkh Sªmarrª: It used to be called Karkh Fayrñz, named after Fayrñz b.
Balªsh b. Qubªdh al-Malik, it is older than Samarra, and when Samarra
was built it was connected to it, and it remains till now flourishing while
Samarra is in ruins. The Shibliyya Turks used to live there in the days of
al-Muÿtaîim, and there is the palace of Ashinªs al-TurkÌ, the mawlª of alMuÿtaîim, and it is the site of an ancient city on a rise in the ground, and
some of them claim that it is Karkh Bªjaddª. From it is Shaykh Maÿrñf
al-Fayzarªn al-KarkhÌ …”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Dayr al-£awªwÌs
“It is at Samarra connected with Karkh Juddªn (properly: Karkh Fayrñz)
at the limits of the end of al-Karkh looking out over a depression known
as al-Binna, in which is a plantation connecting with al-Dñr and its
buildings, and that is the al-Dñr known as Dñr ÿArabªyª, and it is ancient.
There was a belvedere (manz³ara) of Dhñ al-Qarnayn, and, it is said, for
one of the Chosroes’. The Christians adopted it as a monastery in the days
of the Persians.”
Bar Hebraeus, II, col. 149–50, quoted in Fiey 1968, 116
Summary: In his time called “Karkhâné, dans le pays de Tirhan”
Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq, Marªîid, s.v. Karkh Sªmarrª
“Karkh Sªmarrª: I said: the remains of its houses are surviving to this
day, empty of inhabitants.”
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Other references: al-SñlÌ, 402. Al-Muqaddasi 25, 135.
Karkh Bªjaddª

D1

5

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Karkh Bªjaddª
“Karkh Bªjaddª: it is said, it is Karkh Samarra, and it will be mentioned
in its place; it is said, Karkh Bªjaddª and Karkh Juddªn are one.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Karkh Juddªn
“As for Bªjaddª, it is Karkh Samarra”

Karkh Fayrñz

D1

5

See al-Karkh

Karkh Sªmarrª

D1

5

See al-Karkh

0

Al-SamªwÌ, quoted by Sªmarrª’Ì, Y. A. 1968.

Khªn al-SaÿªlÌk

“The only inhabited part of Samarra was al-ÿAskar near to Khªn al-SaÿªlÌk”.
Khashabat Bªbak

E 396400
N 3784150

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 259
3
“Al-•asan b. Sahl asked for a grant between the end of the markets —
the end [of the markets] was the hill on which was placed the gibbet of
Bªbak (khashabat Bªbak) — and al-MaðÌra, the site of the allotment of alAfshÌn.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1231
(223/838) “And he gibbeted his body at Samarra at al-ÿAqaba, and the
site of his khashaba is well-known.”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 131
“The body of Bªbak was gibbeted on a long khashaba at the furthest parts
of the development of Samarra, and its site is famous to this day.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1302
(224/839) “In this year Yªðis al-RñmÌ died, and [his corpse] was gibbeted
at the side of Bªbak.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1348
(231/846) “[AÊmad b. Naîr after execution] was then carried seated
backward to the enclosure in which Bªbak was. There he was suspended,
with a pair of fetters on his feet, dressed in sarªwÌl and qamÌî. His head
was brought to Baghdad.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1351
(231/846) “The heads of the followers of [MuÊammad b. ‘Amr al-KhªrijÌ]
and his banners were raised at Khashabat Bªbak.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1394
(235/849–50) “In this year a man appeared at Samarra called MaÊmñd b.
Faraj al-NaysabñrÌ — he claimed that he was Dhñ al-Qarnayn; with him
were 27 men at Khashabat Bªbak. Two men of his companions rebelled at
Bªb al-ÿ•mma.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1500
(248/862–3) (Execution of a black servant for murder of his master.)
“[Al-Muntaîir] asked the fuqahª’ about the matter, and they indicated his
execution. So he cut off his head, and gibbeted him at Khashabat Bªbak.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1722–3
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(255/869) “And when it was Thursday, 3 Rama¼ªn, AÊmad b. Isrª’Ìl and
Abñ NñÊ ÿ•sª b. IbrªhÌm were brought out to the Bªb al-ÿ•mma. SªliÊ b.
WaîÌf sat in al-Dªr and entrusted their beating to •ammªd b. MuÊammad
b. •ammªd b. Daqnash… Then they were carried on two water-carriers’
mules... As for AÊmad, when he reached Khashabat Bªbak, he died, and
when they arrived with Abñ NñÊ, he died; and AÊmad was buried
between the two walls.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1816
“Dªr AbÌ SªliÊ ÿAbdallah b. MuÊammad b. Yazdªd, which is after
Khashabat Bªbak”
Al-Khazª’in

X218–19

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
(Al-Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am) “Then al-Khazª’in — the private and public
storehouses”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1504
(248/862–3) “The rabble and the looters entered the Dªr al-ÿ•mma,
heading for al-HªrñnÌ. They looted the stores (al-Khizªna) and took the
weapons...”

Al-Lu’lu’a (1),
•abis al-AfshÌn

H345

3

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1307
(225/839–40) “[Al-AfshÌn] was imprisoned in al-Jawsaq. Then he built
for him a high prison and called it al-Lu’lu’a within al-Jawsaq, and it is
known to this day by the name of al-AfshÌn”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1308
(225/839–40) “The prison that was built for al-AfshÌn resembled a
Manªra, and in the middle of it was put a space the size of his majlis. The
men used to take turns [as guards] under it, as is normally done.”1061
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1313
(225/840) (Trial of AfshÌn in the palace) “And they took [AfshÌn] out
from Bªb al-WazÌrÌ to his prison.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1314
(226/840–1) “When the new fruits arrived, al-Muÿtaîim gathered some in
a pot and said to his son Hªrñn al-Wªthiq: ‘go and take these fruits
yourself to AfshÌn’, and handed them to him. So they were carried with
Hªrñn al-Wªthiq until he ascended into the building which had been built
for [AfshÌn] called al-Lu’lu’a, in which he was imprisoned.”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 365
(251/865) “[The MawªlÌ] brought [al-Muÿtazz] down from the place
known as Lu’lu’at al-Jawsaq — he was detained there with his brother alMu’ayyad — and pledged allegiance to him. That was on Wednesday,
11th MuÊarram 251, and on the following day he rode to Dªr al-ÿ•mma.”

Al-Lu’lu’a (2)

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1438
(245/859) “And he constructed in [al-Mutawakkiliyya] a palace which he
named Lu’lu’a. A taller structure had never been seen.”1062

Bosworth’s translation is: “The prison that was built for al-AfshÌn was in the form of a minaret, and inside was left just
sufficient space for al-AfshÌn to sit down. The guards used to walk around the minaret’s perimeter below it during their spells
of duty.” (Bosworth, Storm and Stress, 185; cf. Herzfeld 1948, 147). Manªra evidently means a minaret or tower. However no
sort of minaret in Abbasid Iraq was so narrow that a man would have difficulty in sitting down. Majlis must mean a sittingroom here, a size of space typical of the tower pavilions at H345 or the Qaîr al-ÿ•shiq.
1062 According to the text of al-T³abarÌ, the pronoun indicating where al-Lu’lu’a was located refers to al-Mutawakkiliyya, not to the
palace of al-JaÿfarÌ. Al-Lu’lu’a could have been situated anywhere in the new city, not only within the palace. Nevertheless
there is still no sign of a tower similar to that of al-Lu’lu’a in al-Jawsaq.
1061
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Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143, cf. Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50, Yªqñt, Muÿjam
al-Buldªn, s.v. Samarra
“Al-Lu’lu’a, 5,000,000 dirhams”
Al-ShªbushtÌ 159
“Ibn Khurdªdhbih said, al-Mutawakkil spent on the buildings which he
built, and they were: Barkuwªrª, al-Shªt, al-‘Arñs, al-Birka, al-Jawsaq,
al-Mukhtªr, al-JaÿfarÌ, al-GharÌb, al-BadÌÿ, al-SabÌÊ, al-MalÌÊ, al-Sindªn,
al-Qaîr, al-Jªmiÿ, al-Qalªya, al-Burj, Qaîr al-Mutawakkiliyya, al-Bahw,
and al-Lu’lu’a, 274,000,000 dirhams, and of al-ÿayn 100 million dinars.”
Other references: Ibn al-AthÌr V, 298. Ibn TaghrÌbirdÌ II, 220.
Al-MªÊñza

C1

4

Ibn al-JawzÌ, al-Muntaz³a³ m, V, 35
“[Khªlid b. YazÌd al-TamÌmÌ] was mentioned to al-Muÿtaîim while he was
at al-MªÊñza before Surra Man Ra’ª was built.”
Al-BalªdhurÌ, 298
“Then he initiated the construction of a city which he called alMutawakkiliyya, and he built it up and settled in it, and allotted
allotments to the people. He sited it between al-Karkh known by the name
of Fayrñz and al-Qªðñl known by the name of Kisrª. He included al-Dñr
and the village known as al-MªÊñza in it.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1437–8
(245/859) “In [this year] al-Mutawakkil ordered the construction of alMªÊñza, and called it al-JaÿfarÌ, and allotted [land] to the commanders
and his companions in it, and he exerted himself in its construction, and
transferred to al-MuÊammadiyya to execute the project of al-MªÊñza, and
he ordered the demolition of al-Mukhtªr and al-BadÌÿ, and carried their
teak to al-JaÿfarÌ, and he spent on it — as it is said — more than 2 million
dinars.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1449
(246/860–1) “Al-Mutawakkil moved to al-MªÊñza on the day of
ÿ•shñrª’”.
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1479
(247/861) “When it was the morning of the day on which al-Muntaîir was
acclaimed Caliph, the news spread in al-MªÊñza — that is the city which
Jaÿfar had built for the people of Samarra — of the murder of Jaÿfar, and
the Jund and Shªkiriyya reached the Bªb al-ÿ•mma at al-JaÿfarÌ, and
others of the rabble and public.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143
“The palace in al-Mutawakkiliyya, the one which is called al-MªÊñza, 50
million dirhams”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-JaÿfarÌ
“The name of a palace which the Commander of the Believers Jaÿfar alMutawakkil ÿalª allah b. al-Muÿtaîim billah built near Samarra in a place
called al-MªÊñza, and founded a city there and moved to it and allotted
the commanders qaðª’iÿ from it, and it became bigger than Samarra.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 266–7
“And [al-Muntaîir] ordered the people to remove completely from alMªÊñza, that they should demolish the residences, and transport the spoils
to Surra Man Ra’ª”
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Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 290–1
“The place where al-Mutawakkil was killed was the place where ShÌruyeh
killed his father Kisrª AbarwÌz, and that place was known as al-MªÊñza.
Al-Muntaîir remained in al-MªÊñza seven days after his father. Then he
moved from it, and ordered the destruction of that place.”
Majlis al-Shurað

J154

1

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
(Al-Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am) “Then the majlis of the police, the great prison, the
residences of the people, and the markets are in this avenue, right and left,
such as the rest of the sellers and the crafts.”

Al-MalÌÊ

B2 or B12

3

DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ no. 768, bayts 10–11
“Al-SabÌÊ has been completed, in the best of seasons;
an abode of friendship, a house of residence,
Gazing towards al-MalÌÊ: could it speak,
it would salute it, proclaiming greetings.”1063
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143, cf. Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50, Yªqñt, Muÿjam
al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’
“Al-MalÌÊ 5 million dirhams,”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Al-MalÌÊ”
Other references: al-NuwayrÌ I, 406

Al-Ma’mñniyya

0

Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII
“Then [al-Qªðñl al-Aÿlª al-KisrawÌ] passes … to al-Shªdhurwªn, then to
al-Ma’mñniyya, which is a large village, then to al-Qanªðir, which
consists of flourishing villages and continuous estates, then …”

Manzil AbÌ Manîñr

H31

Maqbarat al-Maghªriba

4

See Dªr •tªkh

0

Al-Sñli, 79
“[The body of MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik al-Zayyªt] was handed over
to his two sons Sulaymªn and ÿUbaydallah, and they buried it in the area
of the cemetery of the Maghªriba on the west bank at Surra Man Ra’ª …”

Marªqid al-Imªmayn

W1

5

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1697
(254/868) “In this year died ÿAlÌ b. MuÊammad b. ÿAlÌ b. Mñsª al-Ri¼ª
on Monday four days remaining of Jumªdª al-•khira, and Abñ AÊmad b.
al-Mutawakkil prayed over him, in the avenue attributed to Abñ AÊmad,
and he was buried in his house.”
Ibn Qulñya, ch. 103
“Visit to Abñ al-•asan ÿAlÌ b. MuÊammad al-HªdÌ and Abñ MuÊammad
al-•usayn b. ÿAlÌ al-ÿAskarÌ (ÿalayhimª al-salªm) at Surra Man Ra’ª. It is
related from one of them that he said if you want to visit Abñ al-•asan
the third ÿAlÌ b. MuÊammad al-Jawªd and Abñ MuÊammad al-•asan alÿAskarÌ (ÿalayhimª al-salªm) you say after the ablution that I have come
to their tombs, and otherwise may he die in peace, from by the gate which
is on the avenue, the grille.... Pray two rakÿas at their tombs, and if you
enter the mosque and pray, you may call upon God for what you desire —
He is Close and Answering —, and this mosque is at the side of the
Residence, and in it the two used to pray.”
Al-HarawÌ, 159

1063

Translation in Scott-Meisami 2001, 72.
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“Dans cette ville que l’on appelle Surra Man Ra’ª, les tombes de l’imªm
ÿAlÌ b. MuÊammad al-HªdÌ, qui naquit à Médine et vécut soixante-quinze
ans ; l’imªm al-•asan b. ÿAlÌ al-ÿAskarÌ et l’imªm-preuve MuÊammad b.
al-•asan l’Attendu, qui naquit à Samarra, qui vécut…- Gloire à Celui qui
sait ce qui est caché et qui connaît le témoignage -, et dont la tombe…Dieu décrète ce qu’Il veut -.”
al-Maÿshñq

V7

5

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 267
“Then he moved to the east bank (properly: west bank) at Surra Man
Ra’ª, and built a palace characterised by its beauty, which he called alMaÿshñq. He settled in it and remained there until affairs fell into
disorder, and he moved to Baghdad, and then to al-Madª’in.”
Al-SªbÌ, Wuzarª’, 284
“Abñ ‘AlÌ [MuÊammad b. ‘Ubaydallah b. YaÊyª b. Khªqªn] was the
eldest of his father’s children, and after his death took over the dÌwªn
zimªm al-kharªj and the government estates under the wazirate of al•asan b. Makhlad, and when al-•asan was dismissed, and Sulaymªn b.
Wahb took over his appointment over the expenses of the buildings of alMu‘tamid ‘alª allah at al-Ma‘shñq on the west bank of Surra Man Ra’ª
then al-Mu‘tamid spent it.”
Yªqñt, Udabª’, 474–6
“Al-Muntaîir promoted ÿAlÌ b. YaÊyª b. AbÌ Manîñr [al-Munajjim] over
all the rest of his companions, and appointed him to an office which
included the buildings (ÿimªrªt) and repairs (murammªt). The next
caliphs al-MustaÿÌn and al-Muÿtazz confirmed him in this office; alMuÿtazz appointed him to build the Qaîr al-Kªmil, and when he had done
so gave him 5000 dinars and an estate. Al-Muÿtamid also maintained him
in office, and entrusted him with the building of al-Maÿshñq and he built
most of it for him. He died in 275/888–9.”
Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 50
“And al-Muÿtamid built al-Maÿshñq, and the two houses known as alGhanij and al-Bahij.”
Yªqñt, Udabª’, s.v. MuÊammad b. IsÊªq al-SaymarÌ
“He lived to the days of al-Mu‘tamid and became one of his courtiers,
and he satirised the cook of al-Mu‘tamid “O excellent of my days at
Ma‘shñq and we were far from the market, when I sought bread from a
horseman…”
Al-BalawÌ, 293
“When [al-Mu‘tamid and IsÊªq b. Kindªj] reached Surra Man Ra’ª, Abñ
al-‘Abbªs b. al-Muwaffaq and Sa‘Ìd b. Makhlad met them, and IsÊªq
handed him over to them. And he went to Dªr al-KhalÌfa to await their
return, and they settled al-Mu‘tamid in the house of Abñ AÊmad b. alKhaîÌb which was the neighbourhood of al-Jisr, and he was forbidden to
lodge in al-Jawsaq or al-Ma‘shñq.”
Miskawayh, V, 234
(320/932) “And [al-Muqtadir] stationed Abñ Bakr MuÊammad b. Yªqñt at
the head of 2000 horse — and with him were the Êujariyya ghilmªn — at
al-Maÿshñq.”
Ibn al-AthÌr, VI, 220
(320/932) “When Mu’nis reached TikrÌt, he sent on his advance guard,
and when they neared al-Ma‘shñq the military that were with Ibn Yªqñt
began to waver and flee towards Baghdad.”
Ibn al-JawzÌ, Muntaz³am, cf. Ibn KathÌr, XI, 237
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(350/961–2) “And [Mu‘izz al-Dawla] demolished al-Maÿshñq at Surra
Man Ra’ª and carried off its brick.”
Ibn Jubayr, 232
“A fortress (Êiîn) known as al-Maÿshñq, it is said that it was a resort for
Zubayda niece and wife of al-RashÌd.”
Ibn al-AthÌr VIII, 336
(526/1131–2) “He went a day and a night to al-Ma‘shñq, and fought
‘Imªd al-DÌn ZengÌ and defeated him and took many of his companions
prisoner and ZengÌ departed defeated to TikrÌt.”
Ibn al-Sa‘Ì
(602/1205–6) “The amÌr Sanjar b. Maqlad b. Sulaymªn b. Muhªrish, amÌr
‘ibªda,1064 was killed in the territory of al-Ma‘shñq. His brother ‘AlÌ
killed him, and that was in Sha‘bªn of this year.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Maÿshñq, cf. Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq,
Marªîid, s.v. al-Maÿshñq
“The name of a great palace on the west bank of Dijla opposite to
Sªmarrª in the middle of the steppe. Around it, there is no settlement
which a people of the fallªÊÌn occupy, but it is great, strong and well
built. There was not built in those regions [anything like it] in spite of the
great number of other palaces there. Between it and TikrÌt is one stage.
Al-Muÿtamid built it, …. ÿAbdallah b. al-Muÿtazz said: ….”
Ibn Baððñða, 1, 253
“Then we travelled and settled in a place on the river Tigris near to a
fortress called al-Maÿshñq, which is built on the Tigris.”
Other References: Ibn al-FuwatÌ1065
Masjid Lujayn

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1806
(256/870) “They departed and camped at Samarra in the area of Wadi
IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm by Masjid Lujayn umm walad1066 of al-Mutawakkil.”

Al-MasrñrÌ

0

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 264
“The produce of the developments on the canal known as the IsÊªqÌ and
its surrounds, al-•tªkhÌ, al-ÿUmarÌ, al-ÿAbd al-MalikÌ, Dªliyat Ibn
•ammªd, al-MasrñrÌ, SÌf, al-ÿArabªt al-MuÊdatha — they are five
villages, the lower villages — they are seven, the ajanna, the basªtÌn, and
the kharªj of the cultivation, reached 400,000 dinars per year.”

Al-Maðbaq (?)

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1808
“(256/870) those who had not presented themselves at the palace of the
commander of the faithful … would be flogged and led in chains to the
Maðbaq.” 1067

Al-MaðÌra

L1

5

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 256
“Then [al-Mu‘taîim] went on to the village known as al-MaðÌra, and
remained there for a period.”
Mªri, ar. 77, lat. 68

AmÌr ‘ibªda, literally ‘amir of (slave) service’, was a highly placed amir in the service of the court.
Poetry on al-Ma‘shñq, see Al-‘Ani 1982.
1066 Umm walad was a concubine mother of a son of the caliph.
1067 Context indicates Samarra, not Baghdad, but al-Maðbaq is not otherwise known in Samarra.
1064
1065
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“Al-Muÿtaîim hunted gazelles and onagers, on whose necks he put a band
of iron, and branded in his name on the rump. The place pleased him and
he bought from its inhabitants the ruins [of a monastery?] adjacent to
MaðÌra.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 259
“He allocated to al-AfshÌn Khaydhar b. Kªwñs al-UshrñsanÌ at the end of
the construction to the east at a distance of two farsakhs, and called the
place al-MaðÌra, and he allocated to his companions the Ushrñsaniyya and
others of who were added to him [land] around his house, and ordered
him to build there a small market in which were shops for the merchants
in essential stuffs, together with mosques and baths.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 259
“Al-•asan b. Sahl asked for a grant between the end of the markets —
the end [of the markets] was the hill on which was placed the gibbet of
Bªbak — and al-MaðÌra, the site of the allotment of al-AfshÌn. At that
time there were no buildings in that place, but then the construction
surrounded it until the allotment of al-•asan b. Sahl was in the middle of
Surra Man Ra’ª, and the building activities of the people extended from
every direction, and the construction reached al-MaðÌra.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
“The avenue known as al-SarÌja, which was the Grand Avenue, stretched
from al-MaðÌra to the wadi known at present as Wadi IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“The beginning of this avenue [Barghªmish] is from al-MaðÌra by the
allotments of al-AfshÌn, which came into the possession of WaîÌf and his
companions.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“[Al-Askar] extends from al-MaðÌra to the house of SªliÊ al-ÿAbbªsÌ,
which is at the head of the wadi, and that connects with allotments of the
commanders, secretaries, notables, and the people in general.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1229
(223/838) “Al-AfshÌn settled [Bªbak] in his palace at al-MaðÌra”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1230
(223/838) (Arrival of Bªbak) “The people stood in a line from Bªb alÿ•mma to al-MaðÌra”… “And the people came to look at him from alMaðÌra to Bªb al-ÿ•mma, and he was brought into Dªr al-ÿ•mma to the
Commander of the Believers...” 1068
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1318
(226/840–1) “The palace of al-AfshÌn is at al-MaðÌra.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 264–5
“[Al-Wªthiq] allotted to WaîÌf the house of AfshÌn which is at al-MaðÌra,
and WaîÌf moved from his old house to the house of AfshÌn, and
continued to live in it, while his companions and men were around him.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 265
“He settled his son MuÊammad al-Muntaîir in the palace of al-Muÿtaîim
known as al-Jawsaq, his son IbrªhÌm al-Mu’ayyad at al-MaðÌra, and his

1068

Note: al-MasÿñdÌ (Murñj, VII, 128) says from al-Qªðñl to Samarra.
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son al-Muÿtazz behind al-MaðÌra to the east in the place called
Balkuwªrª.”
Al-IîfahªnÌ, AghªnÌ, XIX, 118
“ÿArib visited IbrªhÌm b. al-Mudabbir while he was in his house on the
river at al-MaðÌra”
Al-IîfahªnÌ, AghªnÌ, XIX, 123
“I met with IbrªhÌm b. al-Mudabbir, Ibn Manªra, al-Qªsim and Ibn Zurzur
in a garden at al-MaðÌra”
Mªri, ar. 82, lat. 73
“In 884 the bishops met there to elect the patriarch; John b. Narsaï was
chosen.”
Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII
“[Al-IsÊªqÌ] passes by £Ìrahªn, and comes to the palace of al-Muÿtaîim
billah known as Qaîr al-Juîî, … and feeds into the Tigris opposite to alMaðÌra.”
Ibn Serapion, sect. IX
“The three Qªðñls also offtake from it, the beginning of all of which is
one spot 2 farsakhs below the city of Surra Man Ra’ª between al-MaðÌra
and Barkuwªrª.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. MaðÌra
MaðÌra: … It is a village of the districts of Samarra, and it was among the
recreation areas of Baghdad and Samarra. Al-BalªdhurÌ said: The church
of MaðÌra is new, built in the caliphate of al-Ma’mñn, and named after
Maðar b. Fazªra al-ShaybªnÌ — he was a Khªriji. It was really alMaðariyya, then it was changed and pronounced al-MaðÌra. The poets have
mentioned it in their verse …
A number of MuÊaddithÌn take their nisbas from it, among them: Abñ
Bakr MuÊammad b. Jaÿfar b. AÊmad b. YazÌd al-SayrafÌ al-MaðÌrÌ, who
related on the authority of al-•asan b. ÿArafa, ÿAlÌ b. •arb, ÿAbbªs alTurtaqÌ and others; and on his authority related Abñ al-•asan alDªraqðanÌ, Abñ •afî b. ShªhÌn, Abñ al-•usayn b. Jªmiÿ and others, he
was thiqa, and died in 335/946–7; also al-KhaðÌb Abñ al-FatÊ MuÊammad
b. AÊmad b. ÿUthmªn b. AÊmad b. MuÊammad al-Qazzªz al-MaðÌrÌ, died
in 463/1070–1, collected a “part” (juz’), which he related on the authority
of Abñ al-•asan MuÊammad b. Jaÿfar b. MuÊammad b. Hªrñn b. Murda
b. Nªjiya b. Mªlik al-TamÌmÌ al-KñfÌ, known as Ibn al-Najjªr. …
Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq, Marªîid, s.v. MaðÌra
“MaðÌra: a village of the districts of Samarra, it was of its resorts, built at
the end of the reign of al-Ma’mñn. MaðÌr b. Fazªra al-SabÿªnÌ built it and
it is named after him and it is mentioned in the poetry of the Caliphs.”
Other References: QazwÌnÌ II, 308; al-ShªbushtÌ 149
Maydªn Bughª
al-SaghÌr

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1808
(256/870) “One of the MawªlÌ said: I saw one of BanÌ WaîÌf — it was he
who had assembled those masses — playing with Mñsª and Bªyakbªk
with the mallets in the maydªn of Bughª al-SaghÌr on Wednesday 24th
Safar.”

Mosque
(of al-Muÿtaîim)

E 396455
N 3784309

1

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 258
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“Then he marked out the allotments for the generals, the secretaries, and
the people, and set out the congregational mosque. He laid out the
markets around the congregational mosque.”
Al-BalªdhurÌ, 297
“[Al-Muÿtaîim] built a congregational mosque in the area of the markets
(fÌ ðaraf al-aswªq).”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 90
“Then he moved to Surmarrª, and moved the people to it, and he built a
congregational mosque in the area of the markets, and called it Surmarrª.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260–1
“Then the old congregational mosque, which continued to be prayed in up
to the days of al-Mutawakkil; then it became too small for the people, and
so he demolished it … The congregational mosque and the markets are on
one of the sides, and on the other the allotments, residences and markets
of the dealers in things of small value.”
Mosque
(of al-Mutawakkil)

H3

5

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
“[Al-Mutawakkil] built a broad congregational mosque in the direction of
al-•ayr.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 265
“He built the congregational mosque at the beginning of al-•ayr on a
broad site outside the houses, such that none of the allotments and
markets were in contact with it. He made it firm and broad, and made its
construction solid, and established in it a fountain of water, so that its
water should not be cut off.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 90, cf. al-BalªdhurÌ, 298
“He built a congregational mosque, and spent great sums on it, and he
ordered the raising of a minaret, so that the voices of the mu’adhdhins
should be made high, and so that it could be seen from farsakhs away.
The people congregated in it and left the first mosque.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 14, cf. al-IsfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50, Yªqñt, Muÿjam
al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’
“The congregational mosque 15,000,000 dirhams”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Al-Jªmiÿ”
Ibn al-JawzÌ, Muntaz³am, XI, 209
(234/848–9) “In this year was begun the construction of the mosque in
Samarra.”
Ibn al-JawzÌ, Muntaz³am, XI, 252
(237/851–2) “In this year the construction of the mosque of Samarra was
completed, and it had been begun in 234 and stopped. Al-Mutawakkil
prayed in it in Rama¼ªn of 237. The expense on it reached 300,222
dinars, and a quarter and a sixth of a dinar. He used in it the baked brick
of al-Najaf for the roofs and doors and elsewhere, and demolition
materials were brought from Baghdad. This expenditure was only on …
and the carpenters, the craftsmen, and the like. The bowl and stones that
are in the fountain were brought from Bªb al-•arra in al-HªrñnÌ rapidly,
brought by the three elephants which belonged to al-Mutawakkil. He
spent 1,500 dinars on the transport up to the entry into the mosque, and if
it had not been for the elephants, he would have spent twice that. He used
plates (ðawªbÌq) of glass that are in the maqîñra: 2,400 plates and 400
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dinars. Al-Mutawakkil spent on the six ‘collars’ (aðwªq) which strings
(zÌjªt) were laid for, 400 dinars.”1069
Shadharªt al-Dhahab, I, 87
(237/851–2) “In [this year] … the mosque of Surra Man Ra’ª was
completed. The cost amounted to 308,212 dinars.”
Al-ThaÿªlibÌ, Laðª’if, 120
“Al-Mutawakkil used to ascend the minaret of Surra Man Ra’ª on a
MªrisÌ ass; the steps up that minaret run around the outside, its base
covers a jarÌb of ground and it is ninety-nine cubits (dhirªÿ) high.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1807
(256/870) “They were roused up from Dªr AmÌr al-Mu’minÌn, and rode
under arms, and took to al-•ayr, until they congregated between al-Dikka
and the back of the congregational mosque.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1810
(256/870) “They took [SªliÊ b. WaîÌf] out from the gate of al-•ayr which
is adjacent to the qibla of the congregational mosque, to take him to alJawsaq, ... and when they reached with him opposite to the minaret…”
Al-£abarÌ III, 2048
(269/883) On Friday, Jaÿfar al-Mufawwa¼ went to the Mosque and cursed
Ibn £ñlñn.
Al-MuqaddasÌ, 122
“And there is there a great mosque (jªmiÿ) which was preferred to the
Mosque of Damascus. Its walls were clothed with glazing (mÌnª’), and
columns of marble were placed in it, and it was carpeted. And it has a tall
minaret, and settled affairs.”
Ibn al-KªzarñnÌ, 139
“[Al-Muÿtaîim (sic)] built the mosque, and spent on it 500,000 dinars,
and made the faces of the walls mÌnª’ such that the man standing for
prayer saw the man entering behind him, and he built the minaret which
is called one of the wonders.”
Al-HarawÌ 160–1
“La Grande-mosquée de Samarra est un endroit auguste; son revêtement
de verre (maÿjñn) ressemble à un miroir où l’on voit, lorsqu’on fait face à
la qibla, quiconque entre et sort du côté nord et son minaret est de
construction identique à celui de la mosquée d’Ibn £ñlñn au Caire.” 1070
Ibn al-JawzÌ, al-Muntaz³am, VII, 283, cf. Ibn al-AthÌr VII, 295
(407/1016–17) “Fire fell in part of the mosque at Samarra”
Ibn al-JawzÌ, al-Muntaz³am, IX, 60
(485/1092) “[Malikshªh] brought its wooden beams from the mosque of
Samarra.”
Mosque (of
al-Mutawakkiliyya)

T1

5

Al-BalªdhurÌ, 298
“And [al-Mutawakkil] built in [al-Mutawakkiliyya] a congregational
mosque.”

Wa-anfaqa al-Mutawakkil ÿalª al-aðwªq al-sitta allatÌ juÿilat al-zÌjªt lahª wa-arbaÿami'a dÌnªr. This difficult phrase appears to
refer to the construction of the spiral minaret, which could be said to be composed of six concentric ‘collars’.
1070 French translation of J. Sourdel.
1069
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Al-£abarÌ, III, 1452, cf. Ibn al-JawzÌ, al-Muntaz³am, XI, 340
(246/860) “Al-Mutawakkil conducted the prayer of al-Fiðr in alJaÿfariyya, and ÿAbd al-Samad b. Mñsª in its congregational mosque, and
nobody prayed at Samarra.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1471
(247/861) “The mother of al-Mutawakkil died at al-Jaÿfariyya on 6th
RabÌÿ II and al-Muntaîir prayed over her, and she was buried at the
congregational mosque.”
Al-Mubªrak

O8

4

Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143
“Al-RashÌd also wanted to build [Samarra], but he built in its place a
qaîr, and called it al-Mubªrak, and it is opposite to the trace of an ancient
construction that belonged to the dynasty of Kisrª.”

Al-MuÊammadiyya

E 392800
N 3802000

3

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1438
(245/859–60) “Al-Mutawakkil moved to al-MuÊammadiyya to complete
the project of al-MªÊñza.”
Al-SñlÌ, 259
“MuÊammad b. ÿAbdallah [b. £ªhir] said, I participated in the majlis of
al-Muntaîir at al-MuÊammadiyya…”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 502
“[Musªwir b. ÿAbd al-•amÌd (rebel in reign of al-Muÿtazz)] travelled till
he neared Surra Man Ra’ª, and stopped in al-MuÊammadiyya, three
farsakhs from the palaces of the Caliph. He entered the palace, sat on the
carpet, and entered the bath.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1819
(256/870) “Two letters [from al-MuhtadÌ] came to [Abñ Naîr MuÊammad
b. Bughª al-KabÌr], while he was at al-MuÊammadiyya...”
Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII
“Then [Al-Qªðñl al-aÿlª al-KisrawÌ) passes to •tªkhiyya, where there is a
Sasanian bridge, then to MuÊammadiyya, where there is a bridge of boats
(jisr zawªrÌq)...”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-MuÊammadiyya, cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al•aqq, Marªîid s.v. al-MuÊammadiyya
“Al-BalªdhurÌ says: al-•tªkhiyya is known from •tªkh al-TurkÌ, then alMutawakkil named it al-MuÊammadiyya after the name of his son
MuÊammad al-Muntaîir, and it was known formerly as Dayr AbÌ al-Sufra,
who were a group of Khawªrij. It is near Samarra.”
Other References: DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ, no. 422

Al-MuÊdath/
al-MuÊadhdhab
(cf. al-JaÿfarÌ
al-MuÊdath)

H30

1

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1498
(248/862–3) “The death of [al-Muntaîir] was at Samarra, in al-Qaîr alMuÊdath.”
Ibn Aÿtham al-KñfÌ, VIII, 354
“The death of al-Muntaîir was at Samarra in al-Qaîr al-MuÊadhdhab,
AÊmad b. MuÊammad b. [AbÌ] IsÊªq al-Muÿtaîim billah — he was alMustaÿÌn billah and his kunya was Abñ al-ÿAbbªs — prayed over him,
and he was buried in a place called al-Jawsaq.”
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Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143, cf. Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50, Yªqñt, Muÿjam
al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’
“Al-Qaîr al-Mukhtªr 5 million dirhams”
IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 24–5
“One day al-Wªthiq took my hand to support himself while he was
touring the buildings in Surra Man Ra’ª to choose a palace in which to
drink that day. When he got to the palace known as al-Mukhtªr, he was
pleased with it, so he began to inspect it more closely and asked me
whether I had seen anything more beautiful than this building. I replied,
“May God make the Commander of the Faithful enjoy it”, and expressed
whatever came into my mind. It had some wonderful paintings. One of
them was of a church with monks in it, and the best was of the priests
who officiate at night. Then he gave orders for the place to be furnished
and preparations to be made for the gathering. The boon companions and
singers arrived, and we began to drink. When he became intoxicated, he
took a small knife he found in front of him and wrote the following on the
wall. I can still see him do it.
“We never saw anything like the splendour of al-Mukhtªr,
Nor anything like the painting of the night-priest.
A gathering surrounded by delight, narcissi, myrtle, singing, and sweet
aroma!
It is perfect, except that the reverses of fate will destroy what is in it.”
We said, “May God preserve the Commander of the Faithful and his
dynasty from that” and felt dejected. He said, “Think what you like. What
I say will not make good come any sooner or evil later”.
“He said, Some years ago I passed by Surra Man Ra’ª and saw the
remains of this room. On one of its walls somebody had written,
This is the abode of kings
who managed the affairs of countries for a time
and who were the chiefs of the Arabs.
Having first obeyed them, time rebelled against them.
See what it has done to the ruined palace of Jawsaq
And Barkuwªrª and al-Mukhtªr,
Which have all been emptied of that glory, power, and rank.”1071
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Al-Mukhtªr.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Mukhtªr, cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq,
Marªîid s.v. al-Mukhtªr
“Al-Mukhtªr: a qaîr which was at Samarra, of the buildings of alMutawakkil.”
(The remainder of Yªqñt’s entry on al-Mukhtªr follows IîfahªnÌ,
Ghurabª’, 24–5, cited above).
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1438
(245/859) “[Al-Mutawakkil] ordered the demolition of al-Qaîr alMukhtªr and al-BadÌÿ and the transport of their teak to al-JaÿfarÌ.”
Other References: al-Nuwayri I, 406

Al-Mutawakkiliyya

A/T

5

Al-BalªdhurÌ, 298
“Then he began a city which he called al-Mutawakkiliyya, and he
developed it and resided in it, and he made allotments to the people in it,

1071

Translation of Crone and Moreh, 23–5.
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and placed it between al-Karkh known by the name of Fayrñz and the
Qªðñl known by the name of Kisrª, and included in it al-Dñr and the
village known as al-MªÊñza. ... The period between its inception and his
settlement in was only months, and he settled in it at the beginning of
246/860. He died in it in Shawwªl [2]47, and in this night al-Muntaîir
billah succeeded to the Caliphate. He removed from it to Surra Man Ra’ª
on Tuesday 10 nights remaining of Shawwªl, and died there.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1438
(245/859) “In [this year] al-Mutawakkil ordered the construction of alMªÊñza, and called it al-JaÿfarÌ, and allotted to the commanders and his
companions in it, and he exerted himself in its construction, and
transferred to al-MuÊammadiyya to execute the project of al-MªÊñza, and
he ordered the demolition of al-Mukhtªr and al-BadÌÿ, and carried their
teak to al-JaÿfarÌ, and he spent on it — as it is said — more than 2 million
dinars. The Qur’an readers gathered in it and read, and the entertainers
attended, and he donated to them 2 million dirhams. He and his private
companions used to call it al-Mutawakkiliyya...”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 90
“Then he built a city which he called al-Mutawakkiliyya, and he
developed it, and allocated qaðª’iÿ to the people there and called it alJaÿfarÌ in the beginning of the year 246.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143, cf. Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’
“The palace in al-Mutawakkiliyya, the one which is called al-MªÊñza, 50
million dirhams.”
Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50
“The palace in Mutawakkiliyya 50 million dirhams.”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Qaîr al-Mutawakkiliyya”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Mutawakkiliyya, cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al•aqq, Marªîid s.v. al-Mutawakkiliyya
“A city which al-Mutawakkil ÿalª Allah built near to Samarra. He built in
it a palace and called it al-JaÿfarÌ also in the year 246. He was killed in it
in Shawwªl 247. The people moved from it to Samarra and it fell into
decay.”
Other References: al-NuwayrÌ, I, 406
Nahr al-Dujayl

Z

4

Ibn Serapion, sect. V
“A canal called Dujayl offtakes from it, the beginning of which is a
farsakh or more above the village of al-Rabb, then it passes through broad
lands (?), and many canals branch from it which water the estates of
Maskan and Qaðrabbul and adjacent districts. It feeds into the Tigris
between ÿUkbarª and Baghdad.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1671
(252/866) “Another report said that he sailed with al-MustaÿÌn in a skiff
filled with supplies until they reached the mouth of the Dujayl. At that
point, he tied a stone to al-MustaÿÌn’s feet and cast him into the water.”1072
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Dujayl; cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq,
Marªîid s.v. Dujayl

1072

Other versions refer to al-Qªðñl.
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“Dujayl: the name of a canal in two places, one of them is above
Baghdad, its beginning is between TikrÌt and Baghdad, opposite to
Qªdisiyya before Samarra. It waters a wide region and many towns,
among them Awªnª, ÿUkbarª, al-•az³Ìra, SarÌfayn and others, and it pours
its excess into the Tigris also. ...”
Ibn Baððñða, 253
“I departed from Baghdad to a halt on the Nahr Dujayl, which branches
from the Tigris, and waters many villages.”
Al-Nahr al-IsÊªqÌ

Z9

5

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 264
“Everything sown and cultivated there thrived, until the produce of the
developments on the canal known as the IsÊªqÌ and its surrounds, al•tªkhÌ, al-ÿUmarÌ, al-ÿAbd al-MalikÌ, Dªliyat Ibn •ammad, al-MasrñrÌ,
SÌf, al-ÿArabªt al-MuÊdatha — they are five villages, the lower villages
— they are seven, the ajanna, the basªtÌn, and the kharªj of the
cultivation, reached 400,000 dinars per year.”
Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII
“A canal called al-IsÊªqÌ offtakes from the Tigris from its west side, the
beginning of which is a short distance below TikrÌt. It passes on the west
of the Tigris, and on it are estates and buildings. It passes by £Ìrhªn, and
comes to the palace of al-Muÿtaîim billah known as Qaîr al-Juîî, and
waters the estates that lie on the west of the city of Surra Man Ra’ª
known as the First, the Second, the Third, up to the Seventh, and feeds
into the Tigris opposite to al-MaðÌra.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143
“And on the west bank is the canal known as al-IsÊªqÌ, the beginning of
which is at TikrÌt, and it waters the ‘developments’.”
Ibn al-KªzarñnÌ, 139
“[Al-Muÿtaîim] dug al-IsÊªqÌ.”
Al-•imyarÌ, 133
“And from it takes the mouth of the Nahr al-IsÊªqÌ that al-Muÿtaîim dug
to the estates that he founded on the west bank of Surra Man Ra’ª.”
Al-£abarÌ, 5/389
(252/866) “Al-Muÿtazz sent out Abñ Naîr b. Bughª from Samarra by the
road of al-IsÊªqÌ. He travelled a day and a night and reached al-Anbªr in
the morning.”

Al-Nahr al-JaÿfarÌ

S1

5

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 601
“And [al-Mutawakkil] dug in [al-Mutawakkiliyya] a canal from al-Qªðñl”.
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 267
“It was said to him that al-Muÿtaîim had been intending to build a city
there, and re-excavate a canal which had been there in ancient times. [AlMutawakkil] decided upon that and turned his gaze to the matter in the
year 245/859–60, and turned his attention to the excavation of that canal
such that it would be in the middle of the city. The expenses were
estimated on the canal as one million five hundred thousand dinars. He
thought that was acceptable and was satisfied with it, and began the
excavation. Good money was spent on that canal. ... and planned that he
should excavate on both sides of the avenue two canals in which would
be the water from the great canal which he was digging. ... But the canal
was not successfully completed, and the water did not run in it except for
a small trickle for which there was no continuity and no correctness,
although he had spent on it of the order of one million dinars. But its
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excavation was extremely difficult; they were only digging pebbles and
stones on which the picks would not work.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1438–9
(245/859–60) “And he ordered the digging of a canal which takes its head
five farsakhs above al-MªÊñza, at a place called Karmª, to provide
drinking water for what was around it from the mouth of the canal as far
as [al-MªÊñza]. He ordered the seizure of Jabiltª, upper and lower alKhaîªîa, and Karmª, forcing their inhabitants to sell their houses and
their land. They were compelled to do this so that all the land and the
houses in those villages should be his, and he could evict them from
them. 200,000 dinars were estimated for the expenditure of the canal, and
the expenditure was entrusted to Dulayl b. Yaÿqñb al-NaîrªnÌ, the
secretary of Bughª in Dhñ al-•ijja of 245/859–60. 12,000 men were
assigned to the canal to work on it. Dulayl continued to work at it, taking
money after money, and dividing most of it among the secretaries, until
al-Mutawakkil was killed, and the canal was aborted, and al-Jaÿfariyya
was laid waste and demolished, and the canal project remained
uncompleted.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143
“Then the canal that he planned also, and made it enter al-•ayr,1073 but it
was not completed. He had spent on it 700,000 dinars. The reason that it
was not completed was that al-Mutawakkil was killed before finishing it.
Al-Muntaîir tried to complete it, but his days were too short. It was not
brought to fruition.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-JaÿfarÌ
“And he led off to it a canal whose mouth at a distance of 12 farsakhs
from al-JaÿfarÌ is known as Jubbat Dijla.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’
“And he derived another canal and planned it to enter al-•ayr, but died
before it was completed, and al-Muntaîir attempted to complete, but his
days were too short to finish it. Then the project fell into disarray after
him and was aborted, and al-Mutawakkil had spent on it 700,000 dinars.”
Nahr al-Marj

V52

3

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Nahr al-Marj; cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al•aqq, Marªîid s.v. Nahr al-Marj
“Nahr al-Marj: on the west of al-IsÊªqÌ near TikrÌt.”

Nahr Nayzak

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1694
(254/868) “Bughª went out at the head of his ghilmªn — they were about
500 — and the like of his children, his companions and his officers [from
Samarra], and he went to Nahr Nayzak, then he moved on to various
places, and he went to al-Sinn1074...”
Other references: Al-BuÊturÌ, QaîÌda 914 bayt 23

Al-QabÌîa1075

0

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-QabÌîa
“And al-QabÌîa is also: another village near to Samarra which JaÊz³a
mentioned in a fragment which I cited in [the article on] Dayr al-ÿAlth.”

Al-Qªdisiyya

N1

5

Ibn Khurdªdhbih, 93
“Then to al-Qªdisiyya 7 farsakhs, then to Surra Man Ra’ª 3 farsakhs,
then to al-Karkh 2 farsakhs, then to Jabiltª 7 farsakhs,”

The •ayr referred to here must be S3 on the north side of the Nahr al-RaîªîÌ, and not al-•ayr to the east of Samarra.
Al-Sinn on the post road from Baghdad to Mosul north of Samarra: Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, III, 268–9.
1075 Cf. EI², s.v. al-QabÌîÌ.
1073
1074
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Ibn Serapion, sect. I
“[The Tigris] ...Jabiltª and TikrÌt, then it passes to the city of Surra Man
Ra’ª, touching it, then it passes to Qªdisiyya and al-Ajamma, al-ÿAlth, al•az³Ìra, al-Sawªmiÿ, ÿUkbarª, Awªnª, Buîrª, Bazñghª, Baradªn, alMazrñfa, Qaðrabbul, Shammªsiyya, and it divides MadÌnat al-Salªm.”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, TanbÌh, 363
(252/866) “until Musta‘Ìn abdicated, and handed over the caliphate to alMu‘tazz on 2 MuÊarram 252, and he was killed at Qªdisiyyat Surra Man
Ra’ª on Wednesday 3 Shawwªl of this year.”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 149–50
“Dayr al-SñsÌ: this monastery is fine on the bank of the Tigris at
Qªdisiyya of Surra Man Ra’ª. Between al-Qªdisiyya and Surra Man Ra’ª
is four farsakhs, and al-MaðÌra is between them. All of these districts are
resorts, gardens, and vines. … Al-Qªdisiyya is amongst the finest of
places and the most agreeable, and among the sources of wine and the
abodes of the pleasure-seekers…. At al-Qªdisiyya, al-Mutawakkil built
his palace known as Barkuwªr….”1076
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Qªdisiyya
“And al-Qªdisiyya is also: a large village between •arba and Samarra
where glass is made. A number of those who transmit ancient traditions
(Ar. ruwªt)1077 have their nisbas from it, as also Shaykh AÊmad alMaqarrÌ and his son MuÊammad b. AÊmad al-QªdisÌ al-KutubÌ, and about
this Qªdisiyya JaÊz³a says:
“To the bank of the Qªðñl on the side where the palace stands between alQªdisiyya and the palm-trees.”
Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq, Marªîid s.v. al-Qªdisiyya
“Al-Qªdisiyya also a large village of the districts of Dujayl between
•arba and Samarra, where glass is made. I said, this is not of Dujayl;
rather it is on the east bank of the Tigris, of the villages of Samarra, a ruin
below Samarra and al-MaðÌra.”
Other References: BÌrñnÌ1078, Qudªma 214.
Al-Qª’im

1

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Qª’im
“Al-Qª’im: a building which was near Samarra, of the buildings of alMutawakkil.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1892
(262/875–6) “When the messengers returned with the answer of Yaÿqñb
[b. Layth], al-Muÿtamid camped on Saturday 3rd Jumªdª al-•khira at alQª’im at Samarra, and appointed his son Jaÿfar as deputy over Samarra...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1916
(264/877–8) “On 11th MuÊarram Abñ AÊmad, and Mñsª b. Bughª with
him, camped at al-Qª’im, and al-Muÿtamid bid farewell to them, then
they departed from Samarra two nights gone of Safar...”

Al-Qalªya,
al-Qalªyid

0

Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143, cf. IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50
“Al-Qalªya 50,000 dinars, and he erected in it buildings for 100,000 dinars”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159

Barkuwªrª is 3.5 km from al-MaðÌra, and 7.6 km from al-Qªdisiyya.
EI², s.v. RªwÌ.
1078 A convent is mentioned c. AD 1000. Festival 3rd Friday in November. See Fiey 1968, p. 119.
1076
1077
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“Ibn Khurdªdhbih said, al-Mutawakkil spent on the buildings which he
built, and they were: Barkuwªrª, al-Shªt, al-‘Arñs, al-Birka, al-Jawsaq,
al-Mukhtªr, al-JaÿfarÌ, al-GharÌb, al-BadÌÿ, al-SabÌÊ, al-MalÌÊ, al-Sindªn,
al-Qaîr, al-Jªmiÿ, al-Qalªya, al-Burj, Qaîr al-Mutawakkiliyya, al-Bahw,
and al-Lu’lu’a, 274,000,000 dirhams, and of al-ÿayn 100 million dinars.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’.
“al-Qalªyid 50,000 dinars, and he erected in it buildings for 100,000 dinars”
Al-BakrÌ, III, 1089
“Qalªyat al-ÿUmr: al-ÿUmr is for them a name for the monastery also.
Qalªyat al-ÿUmr is at Surra Man Ra’ª., and it is also known as ÿUmr
Naîr, for al-Qalªya was added to that place. It is ÿUmr with ¼amma…”
Other References: al-NuwayrÌ I, 391, I, 406
Al-Qanªtayn

S13, S14

4

Al-HamadhªnÌ, 142–3
“As for what takes from [the Tigris] and waters the east bank, there are
the two qanªts,1079 for winter and summer, and they are the two that alMutawakkil made for Surmarrª, and they are the two that entered the
congregational mosque and penetrated the avenues of Surmarrª.”

Al-Qanªðir

Z21

4

Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII
“Then to al-Ma’mñniyya, which is a large village, then to al-Qanªðir,
which consists of flourishing villages and continuous estates, then to a
village called Sñlª, and Baÿqñbª.”
Ibn Serapion, sect. IX
“The second is called al-Ma’mñnÌ, and it is the middle one. It passes by
villages and estates and it is a ðassñj of the Sawªd. Its exit into the Qªðñl
al-KisrawÌ lies below the village of al-Qanªðir.”

Qanðarat al-Raîªî

S16

4

Al-HarawÌ, 161
“Les ruines montrent ce que fut l’importance de la ville qui s’étendait,
dit-on, de Qantarat ar-Rasas jusqu’à Dur;”

Qanðarat WaîÌf

O15

3

Ibn Serapion, sect. IX
“The upper one of [the three Qªðñls] is the YahñdÌ, on which is the bridge
of WaîÌf, and it extends until it pours into the Qªðñl al-KisrawÌ below alMa’mñniyya.”
Al-SñlÌ, 381
“Al-Fa¼l b. al-ÿAbbªs b. al-Ma’mñn said, I was with al-Muÿtazz in the
hunt. We left the cavalcade, he and I and Yñnus b. Bughª, while we were
near to Qanðarat WaîÌf, and there was there a monastery where there was
a monk who knew me, and I knew to have a fine and sharp intelligence.”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 163
“Dayr Mar Mªr: this monastery is at Surra Man Ra’ª, by Qanðarat WaîÌf.
it is a flourishing monastery with many monks.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Dayr MªrmªrÌ, cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al•aqq, Marªîid s.v. Dayr Mªrmªr
“Dayr Mªr MªrÌ: in the districts of Samarra, by Qanðarat WaîÌf; it was
flourishing and had many monks.”

Al-Qaîr
1079

MS: al-tªfatªn.

0

Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
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“Ibn Khurdªdhbih said, al-Mutawakkil spent on the buildings which he
built, and they were: Barkuwªrª, al-Shªt, al-‘Arñs, al-Birka, al-Jawsaq,
al-Mukhtªr, al-JaÿfarÌ, al-GharÌb, al-BadÌÿ, al-SabÌÊ, al-MalÌÊ, al-Sindªn,
al-Qaîr, al-Jªmiÿ, al-Qalªya, al-Burj, Qaîr al-Mutawakkiliyya, al-Bahw,
and al-Lu’lu’a, 274,000,000 dirhams, and of al-ÿayn 100 million dinars.”
Other References: al-Nuwayri I, 406, DÌwªn Ibn al-Muÿtazz, 237, 35.
Al-Qaîr al-AÊmar

H283

3

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1788
(256/870) “The entry of Mñsª b. Bughª into Samarra was on Monday
11th MuÊarram in this year, and when he entered it, he took to al-•ayr,
and his companions stood in right, and left and centre under arms, until he
came to the gate of al-•ayr, which is adjacent to al-Jawsaq and al-Qaîr
al-AÊmar, and that was a day on which al-MuhtadÌ sat in the Maz³ªlim for
the people...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1791
(256/870) “Al-MuhtadÌ on Wednesday made public a letter, and it is said
that SÌmª al-SharªbÌ claimed that a woman brought it, from the area
adjacent to al-Qaîr al-AÊmar, and handed it to Kªfñr al-Khªdim, in
charge of the ÊarÌm...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1823–4
(256/870) “And when the news reached Abñ Naîr and those with him in
al-Dªr that all of them had come, they all went out from al-Dªr, by way
of Bªb al-Nazªla, and there only remained in al-Dªr Masrñr al-BalkhÌ and
Alðñn deputy of Kayghalagh, and of the secretaries ÿ•sª b. Farrukhªnshªh,
and the MawªlÌ entered by way of al-Qaîr al-AÊmar, and filled al-Dªr,
about 4000, and went to al-MuhtadÌ, and complained to him.”

Qaîr •umrªn

0

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. •umrªn
“Qaîr •umrªn is also a village near to al-Maÿshñq to the west of Samarra;
between it and TikrÌt is one stage.”

Qaîr al-Juîî

V1/V2

4

Al-HamadhªnÌ, 151
“And among the palaces [of al-Muÿtaîim] were al-Jawsaq, al-ÿAbd alMalikÌ, Qaîr al-Juîî, Qaîr al-Quîñr, ÿAmmñriyya, Qaîr al-MaðªmÌr, alQaîr al-SamªnÌ, and al-Qaîr al-KhªqªnÌ.”
Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII
“[Al-IsÊªqÌ] passes by £Ìrhªn, and comes to the palace of al-Muÿtaîim
billah known as Qaîr al-Juîî, and waters the estates that lie on the west of
the city of Surra Man Ra’ª known as the First, the Second, the Third, up
to the Seventh, and feeds into the Tigris opposite to al-MaðÌra.”
Ibn Khallikªn, Wafªyªt al-Aÿyªn, V, 167
(317/929) [Al-BattªnÌ al-Êªsib] “died at Qaîr al-•a¼ar (read: Qaîr alJuîî). Yªqñt al-•amawÌ says in al-Mushtarik that Qaîr al-•a¼ar is near to
Samarra, of the buildings of al-Muÿtaîim and God knows best.”
Ibn al-AthÌr VII, 92
Battle of Qaîr al-Juîî,1 Shawwªl 367/977–8.
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Qaîr al-Juîî, cf. also Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq,
Marªîid, s.v. Qaîr al-Juîî
“Qaîr al-Juîî: A great palace near to Samarra above al-HªrñnÌ, which alMuÿtaîim built for pleasure, and it has been mentioned above. Bakhtiyªr
b. Muÿizz al-Dawla b. Bñyeh was killed there by his cousin ÿA¼ud alDawla.”
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Qaîr al-Layl

G?

1

Al-IîfahªnÌ, AghªnÌ, IX, 581080
“Then after that al-Muÿtaîim summoned us, while he was in the
WazÌriyya in Qaîr al-Layl…”

Qaîr al-MaðªmÌr

0

Al-HamadhªnÌ, 151
“And among the palaces were al-Jawsaq, al-ÿAbd al-MalikÌ, Qaîr al-Juîî,
Qaîr al-Quîñr, ÿAmmñriyya, Qaîr al-MaðªmÌr, al-Qaîr al-SamªnÌ, and alQaîr al-KhªqªnÌ.”

Qaîr al-Mutawakkiliyya

5

See al-Mutawakkiliyya

Qaîr al-Quîñr

0

Al-HamadhªnÌ, 151
“And among the palaces were al-Jawsaq, al-ÿAbd al-MalikÌ, Qaîr al-Juîî,
Qaîr al-Quîñr, ÿAmmñriyya, Qaîr al-MaðªmÌr, al-Qaîr al-SamªnÌ, and alQaîr al-KhªqªnÌ.”

Qaîr al-Sªj

0

DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ, no. 576, bayt 42
“As though the Qaîr al-Sªj were the friendship of a lover… a palace
whose beauty is completed in a white castle in the middle of an encircling
sea”1081

Al-Qaîr al-SamªnÌ

0

Al-HamadhªnÌ, 151
“And among the palaces were al-Jawsaq, al-ÿAbd al-MalikÌ, Qaîr al-Juîî,
Qaîr al-Quîñr, ÿAmmñriyya, Qaîr al-MaðªmÌr, al-Qaîr al-SamªnÌ, and alQaîr al-KhªqªnÌ.”

Qaîr al-Sawªmiÿ

1

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1711
(255/869) “[Al-Muÿtazz] was buried together with al-Muntaîir in the
neighbourhood of Qaîr al-Sawªmiÿ.”

Al-Qaðª’iÿ

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1788
(256/870) “They made [al-MuhtadÌ] stand up from the majlis, and carried
him on one of the riding animals of the Shªkiriyya, and they took the
private mounts that were in al-Jawsaq, and departed heading for al-Karkh,
and when they were at the gate of al-•ayr in the Qaðª’iÿ by Dªr Yªjñr,
they made him enter the house.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1804
(256/870) “Until they went out from the gate of al-•ayr which is adjacent
to the Qaðª’iÿ of al-Jawsaq and al-Karkh.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1829
(256/870) “While they were between al-Karkh and al-Qaðª’iÿ”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1831
(256/870) “They followed the road that comes from it, until they brought
him to Dªr Yªrjñkh in al-Qaðª’iÿ, and they plundered al-Jawsaq —
nothing remained in it — and brought out AÊmad b. al-Mutawakkil
known as Ibn Fityªn — he was imprisoned in al-Jawsaq, and they wrote
to Mñsª b. Bughª asking him to join them, and al-MuhtadÌ remained with
them, while they did nothing about him. On the Tuesday they pledged
allegiance to AÊmad b. al-Mutawakkil in al-Qaðª’iÿ, and brought him on
Wednesday to al-Jawsaq.”

1080
1081

Edition of 1285 AH.
Identified by Susa (1948–9, 122) with site Y3, the unfinished palace on the Nahr al-RaîªîÌ, called by him al-Dikka. Sayrafi, in
editing BuÊturÌ, suggests it might be identified with al-Kªmil (commentary on QaîÌda 641). Al-Sªj is not otherwise mentioned,
so it is not possible to come to a conclusion, even if it was situated at Samarra.
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DÌwªn Ibn al-Muÿtazz I, 571
“At al-Tall, al-Jawsaq and al-Qata’iÿ, how many houses there for them are
deserted which were visited once and inhabited…”
QaðÌÿat al-ÿAbbªs
b. ÿAlÌ b. al-MahdÌ

H196

3

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
“Then the allotment of Abñ al-WazÌr, then the allotment of al-ÿAbbªs b.
ÿAlÌ b. al-MahdÌ, then the allotment of ÿAbd al-Wahhªb b. ÿAlÌ b. alMahdÌ, and the avenue extends, in which are general allotments,”

QaðÌÿat ÿAbd al-Wahhªb
b. ÿAlÌ b. al-MahdÌ

H188

QaðÌÿat AbÌ AÊmad
b. al-RashÌd

J646–7

3

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
“Then the allotment of ÿAbd al-Wahhªb b. ÿAlÌ b. al-MahdÌ, and the
avenue extends, in which are general allotments, to the house of Hªrñn b.
al-Muÿtaîim — that is, al-Wªthiq — by the Dªr al-ÿ•mma”

2

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
“The allotment of Abñ AÊmad b. al-RashÌd in the middle of the avenue,”

QaðÌÿat AbÌ al-Jaÿfª’

X7

1

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
(Al-Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am) “Then the allotment of Abñ al-Jaÿfª’ and the
remainder of the great Servants”

QaðÌÿat AbÌ al-WazÌr,
Bªb AbÌ al-WazÌr

H376

1

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
(Al-Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am) “Jabal Jaÿfar al-Khayyªð, in which is the allotment
of Jaÿfar, then the allotment of Abñ al-WazÌr, then the allotment of alÿAbbªs b. ÿAlÌ b. al-MahdÌ,”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1818
(256/870) “Al-MuhtadÌ fled and passed by the gate of AbÌ al-WazÌr”

QaðÌÿat al-AfshÌn

K

5

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 259
“He allocated to al-AfshÌn Khaydhar b. Kªwñs al-UshrñsanÌ at the end of
the construction to the east at a distance of two farsakhs, and called the
place al-MaðÌra, and he allocated to his companions the Ushrñsaniyya and
others of those who were added to him [land] around his house, and
ordered him to build there a small market in which were shops for the
merchants in essential stuffs, together with mosques and baths.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
“Al-•asan b. Sahl asked for a grant between the end of the markets —
the end [of the markets] was the hill on which was placed the gibbet of
Bªbak (khashabat Bªbak) — and al-MaðÌra, the site of the allotment of alAfshÌn.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“The beginning of this avenue is from al-MaðÌra by the allotments of alAfshÌn, which came into the possession of WaîÌf and his companions.”
See also Dªr al-AfshÌn

(QaðÌÿat) AÊmad
b. Isrª’Ìl

H13

1

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 266
“[Al-Mutawakkil] allocated NajªÊ b. Salama the secretary at the end of
the rows next to the qibla of the mosque, and AÊmad b. Isrª’Ìl the
secretary near to that.”

QaðÌÿat Barmash1082
1082

H122

2

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262

The name is read by Bosworth as ‘Yermesh’. The person may be identified with Armash b. Ayyñb (al-£abarÌ, III, 1505).
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“Then the allotments continue in this avenue, and in the streets to right
and left of it…, then the allotment of Barmash, then the old allotment of
WaîÌf,”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1505
(248/862–3) “They also pillaged the residence of Armash b. AbÌ Ayyñb,
… taking shields and spears without points.”
QaðÌÿat Bughª
al-KabÌr

H189

3

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“Then the allotments continue in this avenue, and in the streets to right
and left of it to the allotment of Bughª al-SaghÌr, then the allotment of
Bughª al-KabÌr,”

QaðÌÿat Bughª
al-SaghÌr

H28

3

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“Then the allotments continue in this avenue, and in the streets to right
and left of it to the allotment of Bughª al-SaghÌr, then the allotment of
Bughª al-KabÌr,”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1538
(251/865–6) “[Bªghar] was diverted to a bath of Bughª’s, and shackles
were ordered for him. Although he resisted, they imprisoned him in the
bath-house.”
See also Maydªn Bughª al-SaghÌr

QaðÌÿat al-Fa¼l
b. Marwªn

J36

2

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“And at the end of [Shªriÿ AbÌ AÊmad], by the western wadi which is
called WªdÌ IbrªhÌm b. RiyªÊ, is the allotment of Ibn AbÌ Du’ªd, the
allotment of al-Fa¼l b. Marwªn,”

QaðÌÿat Hªrñn
b. Nuÿaym

J268

3

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
“On this avenue are the allotments of the commanders of Khurªsªn,
amongst them the allotment of Hªshim b. BªnÌjñr, the allotment of ÿUjayf
b. ÿAnbasa, the allotment of al-•asan b. ÿAlÌ al-Ma’mñnÌ, the allotment of
Hªrñn b. Nuÿaym,”

QaðÌÿat al-•asan
b. ÿAlÌ al-Ma’mñnÌ

J271

QaðÌÿat al-•asan
b. Sahl

J15

3

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
“On this avenue are the allotments of the commanders of Khurªsªn,
amongst them the allotment of Hªshim b. BªnÌjñr, the allotment of ÿUjayf
b. ÿAnbasa, the allotment of al-•asan b. ÿAlÌ al-Ma’mñnÌ, the allotment of
Hªrñn b. Nuÿaym,”

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 259
“Al-•asan b. Sahl asked for a grant between the end of the markets —
the end [of the markets] was the hill on which was placed the gibbet of
Bªbak (khashabat Bªbak) — and al-MaðÌra, the site of the allotment of alAfshÌn. At that time there were no buildings in that place, but then the
construction surrounded it until the allotment of al-•asan b. Sahl was in
the middle of Surra Man Ra’ª, and the building activities of the people
extended from every direction, and the construction reached al-MaðÌra.”

QaðÌÿat Hªshim
b. BªnÌjñr

J291

3

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
“On this avenue are the allotments of the commanders of Khurªsªn,
amongst them the allotment of Hªshim b. BªnÌjñr, the allotment of ÿUjayf
b. ÿAnbasa, the allotment of al-•asan b. ÿAlÌ al-Ma’mñnÌ, the allotment of
Hªrñn b. Nuÿaym,”

QaðÌÿat •izªm
b. Ghªlib

J200

1

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
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“On this avenue are … the allotment of •izªm b. Ghªlib — behind the
allotment of •izªm are the stables for the mounts of the Caliph, both
private and public, under the charge of •izªm and his brother Yaÿqñb.”
See also al-Iîðablªt
QaðÌÿat Ibn AbÌ Du’ªd

J40

2

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“And at the end of it, by the western wadi which is called WªdÌ IbrªhÌm
b. RiyªÊ, is the allotment of Ibn AbÌ Du’ªd, the allotment of al-Fa¼l b.
Marwªn, the allotment of MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik al-Zayyªt,”

QaðÌÿat IbrªhÌm
b. RiyªÊ

E 396320
N 3784700

0

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“And at the end of it, by the western wadi which is called WªdÌ IbrªhÌm
b. RiyªÊ, is the allotment of Ibn AbÌ Du’ªd, the allotment of al-Fa¼l b.
Marwªn, the allotment of MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik al-Zayyªt, and the
allotment of IbrªhÌm b. RiyªÊ on the Grand Avenue,”

QaðÌÿat IsÊªq
b. IbrªhÌm

K185–8

3

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 259
“The avenue known as al-SarÌja, which was the Grand Avenue, stretched
from al-MaðÌra to the wadi known at present as WªdÌ IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm —
because IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm moved from his allotment in the days of alMutawakkil, and built at the head of the wadi, and his construction spread
out.”

QaðÌÿat IsÊªq b.
YaÊyª b. Muÿªdh

J862–3

1

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
“The avenue known as al-SarÌja, which was the Grand Avenue, stretched
from al-MaðÌra to the wadi known at present as WªdÌ IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm …
then the allotment of IsÊªq b. YaÊyª b. Muÿªdh, then the allotments of the
people were continuous right and left on this grand avenue.”

QaðÌÿat •tªkh

H31

4

See Dªr •tªkh

QaðÌÿat Jaÿfar

J1102

2

See Jabal Jaÿfar

(QaðÌÿat) Juff

0

Ibn Khallikªn, Wafayªt al-Aÿyªn, V, 56 (s.v. MuÊammad b. £ughj)
“Following their arrival, he welcomed them warmly and assigned to them
grants of land (qaðª’iÿ) in Samarra. The areas of land belonging to Juff are
still known today and are still inhabited.”

QaðÌÿat Masrñr
Samªna al-Khªdim

X194

1

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
(Al-Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am) “Then al-Khazª’in — the private and public
storehouses — then the allotment of Masrñr Samªna the Servant, under
whose control are the stores,”

QaðÌÿat Mubªrak
al-MaghribÌ

396250
3784550

1

See Dªr Mubªrak

QaðÌÿat MuÊammad
b. ÿAbd al-Malik
al-Zayyªt

396450
3784820

0

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261–2
“And at the end of it, by the western wadi which is called WªdÌ IbrªhÌm
b. RiyªÊ, is the allotment of Ibn AbÌ Du’ªd, the allotment of al-Fa¼l b.
Marwªn, the allotment of MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik al-Zayyªt, and the
allotment of IbrªhÌm b. RiyªÊ on the Grand Avenue,”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1373
(233/847–8) “On the same day al-Mutawakkil sent someone to seize the
contents of MuÊammad [b. ÿAbd al-Malik]’s residence, including
furniture, livestock, slave girls, and pages. He had all of this brought to
the HªrñnÌ.”
Al-SñlÌ, 79
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(233/847–8) “[Al-Mutawakkil] sent YazÌd b. ÿAbdallah al-•ulwªnÌ and
Harthama Shªr Bªmyªn to the house [of MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik alZayyªt] at al-MaðÌra. They forced their way in and took what was in it.”
(QaðÌÿat) MuÊammad
b. Mñsª al-Munajjim

H157

1

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 266
“He allocated NajªÊ b. Salama the secretary at the end of the rows next to
the qibla of the mosque, AÊmad b. Isrª’Ìl the secretary near to that, and
allocated MuÊammad b. Mñsª the astrologer, his brothers, and a group of
the secretaries, commanders, Hªshimis and others.”

(QaðÌÿat) NajªÊ
b. Salama

H153

2

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 266
“He allocated NajªÊ b. Salama the secretary at the end of the rows next to
the qibla of the mosque, AÊmad b. Isrª’Ìl the secretary near to that, and
allocated MuÊammad b. Mñsª the astrologer, his brothers, and a group of
the secretaries, commanders, Hªshimis and others.”

QaðÌÿat Qirqªs
al-Khªdim

X151

1

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
(Al-Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am) “Then al-Khazª’in — the private and public
storehouses — then the allotment of Masrñr Samªna the Servant, under
whose control are the stores, then the allotment of Qarqªs the Servant,
who is KhurªsªnÌ,”

QaðÌÿat Rªshid
al-MaghribÌ

E 396300
N 3784400

0

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
(Al-Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am) “And the allotment of Rªshid al-MaghribÌ, the
allotment of Mubªrak al-MaghribÌ, the little market of Mubªrak,”

QaðÌÿat SÌmª
al-DimashqÌ

H122

2

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“Then the allotments continue in this avenue, and in the streets to right
and left of it to the allotment of Bughª al-SaghÌr, then the allotment of
Bughª al-KabÌr, then the allotment of SÌmª al-DimashqÌ,”

QaðÌÿat Thªbit
al-Khªdim

X7

1

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
(Al-Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am) “Then al-Khazª’in — the private and public
storehouses — then the allotment of Masrñr Samªna the Servant, under
whose control are the stores, then the allotment of Qarqªs the Servant,
who is KhurªsªnÌ, then the allotment of Thªbit the Servant,1083 then the
allotment of Abñ al-Jaÿfª’ and the remainder of the great Servants.”

QaðÌÿat WaîÌf
al-QadÌm

H109

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“Then the allotments continue in this avenue, and in the streets to right
and left of it … then the allotment of Barmash, then the old allotment of
WaîÌf, then the allotment of •tªkh, and that connects with the Bªb alBustªn and the palaces of the Caliph.”

QaðÌÿat ÿUjayf
b. ÿAnbasa

J272

QaðÌÿat ÿUmar1084

J282

3

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
“On this avenue are the allotments of the commanders of Khurªsªn,
amongst them the allotment of Hªshim b. BªnÌjñr, the allotment of ÿUjayf
b. ÿAnbasa, the allotment of al-•asan b. ÿAlÌ al-Ma’mñnÌ, the allotment of
Hªrñn b. Nuÿaym,”

2

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
“The allotment of ÿUmar, an allotment for the secretaries and the rest of
the people,1085 the allotment of Abñ AÊmad b. al-RashÌd in the middle of
the avenue,”

The reading of Thªbit in the manuscript is doubtful; only the tª’ is pointed.
Probably to be identified with ÿUmar b. Faraj, whose allotment is not otherwise mentioned.
1085 Here al-nªs seems to mean those associated with the secretaries.
1083
1084
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Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 472–3
“Al-Muÿtaîim went out to al-Qªðñl in the middle of Dhñ al-Qaÿda of the
year 220, and he marked out the site of the city which he built, and
allotted sections to the people. He exerted himself in the construction
until the people had built the palaces and houses, and established the
markets; then he journeyed on from al-Qªðñl to Surra Man Ra’ª...”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 256–7
“He said, ‘This is the finest of places’, and he located the canal known as
the Qªðñl in the middle of the city, such that the buildings would be on
the Tigris and on the Qªðñl, and he began the construction. He allotted
[land] to the commanders, to the secretaries, and to the people, and they
built until the buildings rose high. The markets were laid out on the Qªðñl
and on the Tigris, and he settled in part of what had been built, and the
people also. Then he said, ‘The land of al-Qªðñl is not sufficient; it is only
pebbles and stones, and building is difficult. Besides the site is not broad
enough.’”
Al-BalªdhurÌ, 297
“[Al-Muÿtaîim] settled in the qaîr that RashÌd built when he dug his
Qªðñl which he called Abñ al-Jund ... Then he erected in al-Qªðñl a
building which he settled in, and he handed over that qaîr to his mawlª
Ashinªs al-TurkÌ. He planned to colonise the site, and he began to
construct a city, but he abandoned it.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1180
(220/835) “[Masrñr al-khªdim al-kabÌr] al-Muÿtaîim asked me, ‘where
did RashÌd enjoy himself when he tired of Baghdad?’. I said, ‘On the
Qªðñl; he built there a city whose remains and walls are standing. For he
feared from the army what al-Muÿtaîim feared. But when the Syrians
revolted, RashÌd went to Raqqa and stayed there, and the city of the Qªðñl
remained uncompleted.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1184
“When it was the year 219, al-Muÿtaîim went out heading for al-Qªðñl,
and desiring to build at Samarra, but the great height of the Tigris
diverted him, and he was not able to move, so he returned to Baghdad to
al-Shammªsiyya, then he went out [again] after that. And when he
reached al-Qªðñl, he was angered by al-Fa¼l b. Marwªn...”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 90.
“Then [al-Muÿtaîim] left [Baghdad] for al-Qªðñl, and he settled at a
palace which had belonged to al-RashÌd who had built it when he dug
there his Qªðñl which he called Abñ al-Jund because of the quantity of
land which it watered, for he had made it for the salaries of his army.
Then he built at al-Qªðñl a building and he made that over to Ashinªs alTurkÌ his mawlª.”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 119–20
“... He ended up at the place called al-Qªðñl, which he found pleasant.
There was there a village inhabited by some of the Jarªmiqa and
Nabataeans on the canal known as the Qªðñl .... He built there a palace,
and summoned the people, and they moved from MadÌnat al-Salªm, such
that [MadÌnat al-Salªm] became almost empty of inhabitants.... But the
followers of al-Muÿtaîim suffered from the intensity of the cold of the
place, and the hardness of its ground....”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, TanbÌh, 356–7
(220/834–5) “Then al-Muÿtaîim went at the end of the year 220 to the
district of al-Qªðñl and he settled in a qaîr which had belonged to RashÌd
there, and thought of building a city there.”
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Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 128
(223/838) (Arrival of Bªbak) “[the people] stood in two lines from alQªðñl to Samarra”1086
Al-IsfahªnÌ, AghªnÌ, VI, 177
“We were with al-Wªthiq on the Qªðñl, and he was hunting; he made a
good catch, and he was in a zaww (type of boat). Then he returned and
had lunch. And he called for his boon companions and singers … and said
who will recite to us? And al-ˆaÊÊªk b. Qays stood up and recited:
saqiya Allah bil-Qªðñli”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1383
(234/848–9) “Al-Mutawakkil went out ... for pleasure to the district of alQªðñl. He drank one night and picked a quarrel with •tªkh.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1555
(251/865–6) “Abñ AÊmad camped at al-Qªðñl at the head of 5000 of the
Turks and Farªghina, and 2000 of the Maghªriba.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1670–1
(252/866–7) “And [AÊmad b. £ñlñn] brought [al-MustaÿÌn] to al-Qªðñl on
3rd Shawwªl... And it is also said that SaÿÌd [b. SªliÊ] only took over alMustaÿÌn at al-Qªðñl after Ibn £ñlñn had brought him there. Some of them
say: SaÿÌd killed him at al-Qªðñl.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1742
(255/869) “The books differ about that until the army stopped at alQªðñl.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1790
(256/870) “And we would hide when this army reached al-Qªðñl.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1834, cf. al-SñlÌ, 472.
Al-MuhtadÌ “was born in al-Qªðñl”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 223
(JªÊiz³ left Samarra for Baghdad) “went down in his boat (Êirªqa), and we
rode in it, and when we reached the mouth of the Nahr al-Qªðñl, and left
Surra Man Ra’ª.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn,s.v. al-Qªðñl
“Al-Qªðñl: form fªÿñl from al-qaðl, that is a ‘cut’, ... : the name of a canal,
as it were cut from the Tigris.
It is a canal in the locality of Samarra before it was developed, and alRashÌd was the first to dig this canal, and he built at its mouth a qaîr, he
called it Abñ al-Jund, because of the quantity of lands that it watered, and
he made it over for the salaries of his army.
And it was said: At Samarra [al-Muÿtaîim] built there a building which he
handed over to Ashinªs al-TurkÌ, his mawlª. Then he moved to Samarra
and transferred the people to it, as we have mentioned under Samarra. …
And al-RashÌd dug after [al-Qªðñl al-KisrawÌ] this Qªðñl mentioned above
below it in the area adjacent to Baghdªd, and this also pours into alNahrawªn below al-Shªdhurwªn. JaÊz³a al-BarmakÌ said, mentioning alQªðñl and al-Qªdisiyya adjacent to it: …”

1086

Contra al-£abarÌ, who says from MaðÌra to Bªb al-ÿ•mma.
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Other References: Ibn al-AthÌr, VI, 319; Marªîid s.v. al-Qªðñl. DÌwªn alBuÊturÌ, QaîÌda 4221087, QaîÌda 914, bayt 22.
Qªðñl AbÌ al-Jund

Z22

4

Ibn Serapion, section IX
“The three Qªðñls also offtake from it, the beginning of all of which is
one spot 2 farsakhs below the city of Surra man ra’ª between al-MaðÌra
and Barkuwªrª. ... The third is called Abñ al-Jund; it is the lowest of the
them, the finest and most populated on its banks. It passes between
estates and villages, and canals branch from it which water the estates that
lie on the east bank of the Tigris. Most of [the canals] feed into the Tigris.
Then it passes to £ufar, where there is a jisr (bridge of boats), then it
passes into the Qªðñl al-KisrawÌ four farsakhs above Sñlª.”
Al-BalªdhurÌ, 297
“And [al-Muÿtaîim] settled in the palace of al-RashÌd — he built it when
he dug his Qªðñl which he called Abñ al-Jund because the lands it watered
supported his army.”
Al-JaÊshiyªrÌ, 177
“[Hªrñn al-RashÌd] spent 20 million dirhams on the Qªðñl AbÌ al-Jund.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143
“Then the Qªðñl known as Abñ al-Jund, which offtakes from the Tigris,
and which pours [into the Qªðñl al-KisrawÌ] below the weir. And the one
which RashÌd founded when he made that weir was in compensation to
the people of al-Nahrawªn because of the weir which he had shut off
from them.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’
“Al-RashÌd dug a canal there which he called Qªðñl AbÌ al-Jund, and built
there a qaîr.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Qªðñl
“Al-Qªðñl: form fªÿñl from al-qaðl, that is a ‘cut’,...: the name of a canal,
as it were cut from the Tigris.
It is a canal in the locality of Samarra before it was developed, and alRashÌd was the first to dig this canal, and he built at its mouth a qaîr, he
called it Abñ al-Jund, because of the quantity of lands that it watered, and
he made it over for the salaries of his army.”

Al-Qªðñl al-KisrawÌ

Z1

5

Al-BalªdhurÌ, 298
“Al-Qªðñl known by the name of Kisrª”
Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII
“Al-Qªðñl al-aÿlª al-KisrawÌ also offtakes from the Tigris on its east side.
Its beginning is a little way below Dñr al-•ªrith. It passes by the palace
of al-Mutawakkil ÿalª Allah known as al-JaÿfarÌ, where there is a stone
bridge (qanðara Êijªra). Then it passes to •tªkhiyya, where there is a
Sasanian bridge (qanðara kisrawiyya), then to MuÊammadiyya, where
there is a bridge of boats (jisr zawªrÌq), then to al-Ajamma, a large
village, then to al-Shªdhurwªn, then to al-Ma’mñniyya, which is a large
village, then to al-Qanªðir, which consists of flourishing villages and
continuous estates, then to a village called Sñlª, and Baÿqñbª.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143

1087

Mentioned in connection with al-Muhammadiyya.
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“Then al-Qªðñl al-KisrawÌ, which waters al-Nahrawªn, and on it is an
upper weir (shªdhurwªn) which waters a rustªq ‘between the two
rivers’1088 of the ðassñj of Buzurjsªbñr.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Qªðñl
“And above this Qªðñl is the Qªðñl al-KisrawÌ, which Kisrª Anñshirwªn
al-ÿ•dil dug, which offtakes from the Tigris on its east bank also, and on
it is Shªdhurwªn above it, which waters a rustªq ‘between the two rivers’
of the ðassñj of Buzurjsªbñr…”
Al-Qªðñl al-Ma’mñnÌ

Z7

4

Ibn Serapion, sect. IX
“The three Qªðñls also offtake from [the Tigris], the beginning of all of
which is one spot two farsakhs below the city of Surra Man Ra’ª between
al-MaðÌra and Barkuwªrª. ... The second is called al-Ma’mñnÌ, and it is
the middle one. It passes by villages and estates and it is a ðassñj of the
Sawªd. Its exit into the Qªðñl al-KisrawÌ lies below the village of alQanªðir.”

Al-Qªðñl al-YahñdÌ

Z5

4

Ibn Serapion, sect. IX
“The three Qªðñls also offtake from [the Tigris], the beginning of all of
which is one spot two farsakhs below the city of Surra Man Ra’ª between
al-MaðÌra and Barkuwªrª. The upper one of them is the YahñdÌ, on which
is the bridge of WaîÌf, and it extends until it pours into the Qªðñl alKisrawÌ below al-Ma’mñniyya.”

Qibð

0

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Qibð
“Qibð is also a district at Samarra, where the dissolute collect, such as in
taverns.”

Qubbat al-Maz³ªlim

H353
or in H343

2

Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj al-Dhahab, VIII, 2
“Al-MuhtadÌ built a qubba with four doors and called it Qubbat alMaz³ªlim, and sat in it for public and private for the maz³ªlim.”

Qubbat al-Minðaqa

1

Al-Qurª al-Suflª

0

See under al-HªrñnÌ
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 264
“They are seven”

Rabÿ al-Qubba

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1809
(256/870) “The master of the rabÿ al-Qubba — it is a quarter facing the
house of SªliÊ b. WaîÌf — related to me...”

RaÊbat ZÌrak

0

Al-KhaðÌb al-Baghdªdi, Ta’rÌkh Baghdªd, VI, 368
“He used to transmit ÊadÌths in the congregational mosque at Surra Man
Ra’ª and in RaÊbat ZÌrak near to the Gate of the Farªghina”

Al-SabÌÊ / al-SubÊ

A1

3

DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ, QaîÌda 175
Mentioned with al-Jawsaq.
DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ no. 768, lines 10–11
“Al-SabÌÊ has been completed, in the best of seasons;
an abode of friendship, a house of residence,
Gazing towards al-MalÌÊ: could it speak,
it would salute it, proclaiming greetings.”1089
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143, cf. Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Samarra

1088
1089

Possibly a name: bayn al-nahrayn.
Translation in Scott-Meisami 2001, 72.
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“Al-SubÊ 5 million dirhams”
Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50
“Al-SabÌÊ 5 million dirhams.”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Ibn Khurdªdhbih said, al-Mutawakkil spent on the buildings which he
built, and they were: Barkuwªrª, al-Shªt, al-‘Arñs, al-Birka, al-Jawsaq,
al-Mukhtªr, al-JaÿfarÌ, al-GharÌb, al-BadÌÿ, al-SabÌÊ, al-MalÌÊ, al-Sindªn,
al-Qaîr, al-Jªmiÿ, al-Qalªya, al-Burj, Qaîr al-Mutawakkiliyya, al-Bahw,
and al-Lu’lu’a, 274,000,000 dirhams, and of al-ÿayn 100 million dinars.”
Other References: al-NuwayrÌ I, 406
SªÊat al-Tall

Y4

1

DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ, QaîÌda 914 bayt 23
“SªÊat al-Tall”1090

Sªmarrª

N/A

5

Al-MuqaddasÌ, 122–3
“Samarra was a great city (miîr) and seat of the Caliphs in the past. AlMuÿtaîim laid it out, and al-Mutawakkil added to it after him, and it
became a stage [in length?], and it was marvellous and fine, such that it
was named Surñr Man Ra’ª. Then [the name] was shortened, and it was
said Surmarrª. And there is there a great mosque (jªmiÿ) which was
preferred to the Mosque of Damascus. Its walls were clothed with
glazing, columns of marble were placed in it, and it was carpeted. And it
has a tall minaret, and settled affairs. It was a fine town, but now it has
fallen into ruin; a man may go two miles or three without seeing occupied
habitation. That is on the east bank, and on the west bank are gardens.
And he had built there a kaÿba, and made a place for circumambulation,
and adopted [the ceremonies of] MÌna and ÿArafªt, by which he deceived
amÌrs who were with him, when they sought the Êajj, for fear that they
would leave him. When it fell into ruin, and became what we have
mentioned, it was named Sª’a Man Ra’ª, then that was shortened, and it
was said Sªmarrª.”
Al-MuqaddasÌ, 115
“As for Sªmarrª, among its cities are: al-Karkh, ‘Ukbarª, al-Dñr, alJªmi‘ayn, Batt Rªdhªnªn, Qaîr al-Juîî, Jawª, Aywªnª, BarÌqª, Sindiyya,
Rªqfarñba, Dimimmª, Al-Anbªr, HÌt, TakrÌt, al-Sinn.”
Al-IîðakhrÌ 85
“As for Sªmarrª, all of it is on the east of the Tigris, and with it on the
east bank there is no water adjacent. But its developments and fields and
orchards are opposite on the west of the Tigris. Samarra is an Islamic city
which al-Muÿtaîim founded and al-Mutawakkil completed, and it was for
a short while the seat of the caliphate, and its air and fruits are more
healthy than Baghdªd.”
Abñ al-Fidª’, 74–5
“D’après l’Atwal, 69° de longitude et 34° de latitude; d’après le Qânoûn,
69° 45’ de longitude et 34° 50’ de latitude; d’après le Rasm, 69° 45’ de
longitude et 34° de latitude. Quatrième climat.
On lit dans le Lobâb: Sorramanra’a est une ville bien connue de l’`Irâq
située au-dessus de Baghdâd. Le nom s’est allégé en passant par la
bouche du peuple et est devenu (par contraction) Sâmarrâ. Cette ville,
construite par le khalife Mo`tasim, n’a pas tardé à tomber en ruines.
L’auteur de l’Azîzî compte douze parasanges entre Sorramanra’a et
`Okbarâ. Il ajoute que cette ville est établie sur la rive orientale du Tigre,

1090

Identified in the edition of Sayrafi with al-MusharraÊªt (site Q1), following Susa 1948-9, 22, 299. However it would be more
obviously identified with the building of al-Tall, which is more normally located at Tell al-ÿAlÌq (see under al-Tall).
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que l’air et le sol en sont très sains. Aujourd’hui, continue-t-il, elle ne
renferme que peu de maisons qui soient en bon état, et ce qui en reste
debout n’est guère plus grand qu’un village. Sorramanra’a, dit Ibn Sa`id,
a été fondée par Mo`tasim; Wathiq y a ajouté la ville de Hâroûniyyah, et
Motawakkil celle de Dja`fariyyah, en sorte qu’elle s’est beaucoup
agrandie.”
Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq, Marªîid s.v. Sªmarrª
“Samarra: dialect for Surra Man Ra’a, and it is the city which alMuÿtaîim founded between Baghdªd and TikrÌt, and it is pronounced in a
number of ways: shortened as Sªmarrª, and Sªmarrª’ with madda, and
Surra Man Rª’ with hamza at the end, and Surra Man Rª shortened at the
end, and Sª’a Man Ra’ª, and Sªmarrªh with hª’, and it is on the Tigris to
the east of it below TikrÌt, and when al-Muÿta¼id moved from it and
settled in Baghdªd, it fell into ruin, and there only remains a little today.
It has long accounts (stories). The surviving part today is a place which
used to be called al-ÿAskar, to which belonged ÿAlÌ b. MuÊammad b. ÿAlÌ
b. Mñsª b. Jaÿfar and his son. They are the two ÿAskarÌ’s and used to live
there, and so their nisbas referred to it. They were buried there and over
them is a sanctuary where they are visited. And in this sanctuary is a
serdab where there is a cleft which the Rªfi¼a claim that al-•asan b. ÿAlÌ
had a son whose name was MuÊammad al-SaghÌr, and who disappeared in
that cleft, and they are till today waiting for him.”
QazwÌnÌ, 42
“Samarra belongs to the 40th iqlim situated on the east side of the Tigris.
And gardens and some developments (‘imarªt) and villages on the west
bank. Its longitude from the islands of eternity is … and its latitude from
the line … in the first place Shªpñr dhñ al-Aktªf built it and when for
reason of water and air it was the best land of Iraq-i ‘Arab, they called it
Surra Man Ra’ª. After its destruction, AmÌr al-Mu’minÌn al-Muÿtaîim
billah MuÊammad b. Hªrñn al-RashÌd renewed development of that town,
and made it the capital (Dªr al-Mulk), and brought it to such a level that
seven farsakhs was the length of its developments and houses, and in
width one farsakh and he ordered that earth be brought in the nosebags of
horses and a hill made and they call it Tall al-MakhªlÌ and he built a high
pavilion on it and in Samarra he made a high congregational mosque and
a stone cup whose circumference was 26 gaz, in height 7 gaz, and in
thickness half a gaz. They put in the middle of that mosque, and they
called it kªsat firÿñn (the cup of Pharaoh), and in that region for more
than thirty farsakhs there is no such stone and in that mosque he built a
high minaret 170 gaz such that its passage (staircase) was on the outside.
A minaret of this type nobody before him had ever made. And in front of
the mosque the tomb of Imam-i ma‘îñm ‘AlÌ al-NaqÌ and his son Imam
•asan ÿAskarÌ. Al-Mutawakkil the Abbasid caliph in Samarra added to
the developments and in particular he built a high castle which in the land
of Iran no greater development exists and after his own name called it
Ja‘fariyya…. After him that castle they destroyed, such its trace entirely
disappeared. And now an abbreviated Samarra is still flourishing.”
Other References: al-£abarÌ, III, 1180, 1184, 1229, 1231, 1235, 1236,
1267, 1300, 1303, 1313, 1314, 1318, 1322, 1323, 1346, 1349, 1351,
1362, 1380, 1383, 1384, 1387, 1389, 1394, 1395, 1405, 1410, 1419,
1421, 1423, 1424, 1436, 1442, 1445, 1446, 1452, 1467, 1471, 1479,
1481, 1498, 1505, 1508, 1510, 1512, 1515, 1516, 1522, 1534, 1542,
1545, 1550, 1552, 1555, 1560, 1562, 1564, 1572, 1577, 1579, 1590,
1593, 1595, 1600, 1604, 1619, 1627, 1638, 1647, 1657, 1660, 1662,
1669, 1670, 1671, 1675, 1682, 1684, 1688, 1695, 1696, 1697, 1706,
1709, 1711, 1712, 1717, 1734, 1736, 1738, 1739, 1741, 1742, 1743, 1801,
1805, 1806, 1882, 2084, 2104, 2109, 2110, 2113, 2113, 2223–4; alMasÿñdÌ, Murñj al-Dhahab, III, 141, VII, 103, 113, 116, 120–3, 127, 128,
131, 145, 350, 364, 365, 373, VIII, 2, 5, 6, 9; Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn,
s.v. Sªmarrª’.
Al-Shªdhurwªn

Y16

4

Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII
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“Al-Qªðñl al-aÿlª al-KisrawÌ also offtakes from the Tigris on its east side.
… Then it passes … then to al-Ajamma, a large village, then to alShªdhurwªn,”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Qªðñl
“And above this Qªðñl is the Qªðñl al-KisrawÌ, which Kisrª Anñshirwªn
al-ÿ•dil dug, which offtakes from the Tigris on its east bank also, and on
it is Shªdhurwªn above it, which waters a rustªq “between the two rivers”
of the ðassñj Buzurjsªbñr, and al-RashÌd dug after it this Qªðñl, which we
have mentioned, below it, nearer to Baghdad, and it also pours into alNahrawªn below al-Shªdhurwªn.”
Al-Shªh, al-Shªt

Q1

3

Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 491
(240/855–6) “Al-Mutawakkil built palaces which he spent great sums of
money on; among them are: al-Shªh, al-‘Arñs, al-Shibdªz, al-BadÌ‘, alGharÌb, al-Burj.”
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143
“Al-Shªt 20 million dirhams”
Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50
“Al-Shªh 20 million dirhams.”
Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Ibn Khurdªdhbih said, al-Mutawakkil spent on the buildings which he
built, and they were: Barkuwªrª, al-Shªt, al-‘Arñs, al-Birka, al-Jawsaq,
al-Mukhtªr, al-JaÿfarÌ, al-GharÌb, al-BadÌÿ, al-SabÌÊ, al-MalÌÊ, al-Sindªn,
al-Qaîr, al-Jªmiÿ, al-Qalªya, al-Burj, Qaîr al-Mutawakkiliyya, al-Bahw,
and al-Lu’lu’a, 274,000,000 dirhams, and of al-ÿayn 100 million dinars.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. al-Shªh wal-ÿArñs
“Al-Shªh and al-ÿArñs: two great palaces in the region of Samarra. 20
million dirhams were spent on the construction of al-Shªh and on alÿArñs 30 million dirhams. Then they were demolished in the days of alMustaÿÌn and he gave the materials to his wazÌr AÊmad b. al-KhaîÌb
amongst what he gave him.”
Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq, Marªîid, s.v. al-Shªh wal-ÿArñs
“Two great palaces in the region of Samarra belonging to al-Mutawakkil.
They were demolished in the days of al-MustaÿÌn. Al-Mutawakkil spent
on them 50 million dirhams.”

Al-Shªriÿ

H114

4

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1503
(248/862–3) “And when it was the Monday, 6 RabÌÿ II, [al-MustaÿÌn]
went to the Dªr al-ÿ•mma from the direction of al-ÿUmarÌ between the
gardens, and they had dressed him in the [qalanîuwa] ðawÌla and the
robes of the Caliphate ... and Wªjin al-UshrñsanÌ had reached the Bªb alÿ•mma from the direction of the Avenue by the Bayt al-Mªl ... and while
they were thus engaged, a shout came from the area of the Avenue (alShªriÿ) and the Sñq.”

Shªriÿ AbÌ AÊmad

J260

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261–2
The second avenue is known as Abñ AÊmad — he is Abñ AÊmad b. alRashÌd. The beginning of this avenue from the east is the house of
BukhtÌshñÿ the doctor, which he built in the days of al-Mutawakkil, then
the allotments of the commanders of Khurªsªn and their companions
among the Arabs, and among the people of Qumm, Iîfahªn, QazwÌn, alJabal, and •dharbayjªn — on the right to the south, the direction of the
qibla, which communicates with the Shªriÿ al-SarÌja al-Aÿz³am, and what
lies on the north, opposite to the qibla, which communicates with the
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Shªriÿ AbÌ AÊmad, is the DÌwªn al-Kharªj al-Aÿz³am. The allotment of
ÿUmar, a allotment for the secretaries and the rest of the people, the
allotment of Abñ AÊmad b. al-RashÌd in the middle of the avenue, and at
the end of it, by the western wadi which is called WªdÌ IbrªhÌm b. RiyªÊ,
is the allotment of Ibn AbÌ Du’ªd, the allotment of al-Fa¼l b. Marwªn, the
allotment of MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik al-Zayyªt, and the allotment of
IbrªhÌm b. RiyªÊ on the Grand Avenue, then the allotments continue in
this avenue, and in the streets to right and left of it to the allotment of
Bughª al-SaghÌr, then the allotment of Bughª al-KabÌr, then the allotment
of SÌmª al-DimashqÌ, then the allotment of Barmash, then the old
allotment of WaîÌf, then the allotment of •tªkh, and that connects with the
Bªb al-Bustªn and the palaces of the Caliph.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1697
(254/868) “In this year died ÿAlÌ b. MuÊammad b. ÿAlÌ b. Mñsª al-Ri¼ª
on Monday four days remaining of Jumªdª al-•khira, and Abñ AÊmad b.
al-Mutawakkil prayed over him, in the avenue attributed to Abñ AÊmad,
and he was buried in his house.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1807
(256/870) “As for Mñsª and a group of officers ... they went by way of
Shªriÿ AbÌ AÊmad, until they came to the wadi (i.e. WªdÌ IbrªhÌm b.
RiyªÊ), and departed to al-Jawsaq.”
Shªriÿ al-Askar

J730

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“The fifth avenue is known by the name of SªliÊ al-ÿAbbªsÌ, and that is
Shªriÿ al-Askar, in which are the allotments of the Turks and the
Farªghina. The Turks are also in separate streets, and the Farªghina in
separate streets. [The avenue] extends from al-MaðÌra to the house of
SªliÊ al-ÿAbbªsÌ, which is at the head of the wadi, and that connects with
allotments of the commanders, secretaries, notables, and the people in
general.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 265
“[Al-Mutawakkil] enlarged the avenues of al-•ayr — al-Shªriÿ al-Askar
and al-Shªriÿ al-JadÌd.”

Al-Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am

J1150,
H114, T923

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
“The avenue known as al-SarÌja, which was the Grand Avenue, stretched
from al-MaðÌra to the wadi known at present as WªdÌ IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm —
because IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm moved from his allotment in the days of alMutawakkil, and built at the head of the wadi, and his construction spread
out — then the allotment of IsÊªq b. YaÊyª b. Muÿªdh, then the
allotments of the people were continuous right and left on this grand
avenue, and in streets on both sides of the grand avenue which penetrated
to an avenue known as [Shªriÿ] AbÌ AÊmad — he was Abñ AÊmad b. alRashÌd — on the one side, and penetrated to the Tigris and its adjoining
area on the other side. The allotments continue up to the DÌwªn al-Kharªj
al-Aÿz³am, which is on this great avenue. On this avenue are the
allotments of the commanders of Khurªsªn, amongst them the allotment
of Hªshim b. BªnÌjñr, the allotment of ÿUjayf b. ÿAnbasa, the allotment of
al-•asan b. ÿAlÌ al-Ma’mñnÌ, the allotment of Hªrñn b. Nuÿaym, the
allotment of •izªm b. Ghªlib — behind the allotment of •izªm are the
stables for the mounts of the Caliph, both private and public, under the
charge of •izªm and his brother Yaÿqñb. Then the places for the fresh
vegetable sellers and the slave market in a section in which there are
branching roads with chambers, rooms and booths for the slaves. Then the
majlis of the police, the great prison, the residences of the people, and the
markets are in this avenue, right and left, such as the rest of the sellers
and the crafts. And that continues up to the gibbet of Bªbak. Then the
great market, in which residences are not intermixed, each type of
merchandise separated, and the masters of each skill not mixed with
another. Then the old congregational mosque, which continued to be
prayed in up to the days of al-Mutawakkil; then it became too small for
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the people, and so he demolished it and built a broad congregational
mosque in the direction of al-•ayr. The congregational mosque and the
markets are on one of the sides, and on the other the allotments,
residences and markets of the dealers in things of small value, such as
fuqqªÿ, harª’is and beverages. And the allotment of Rªshid al-MaghribÌ,
the allotment of Mubªrak al-MaghribÌ, the little market of Mubªrak, Jabal
Jaÿfar al-Khayyªð, in which is the allotment of Jaÿfar, then the allotment
of Abñ al-WazÌr, then the allotment of al-ÿAbbªs b. ÿAlÌ b. al-MahdÌ, then
the allotment of ÿAbd al-Wahhªb b. ÿAlÌ b. al-MahdÌ, and the avenue
extends, in which are general allotments, to the house of Hªrñn b. alMuÿtaîim — that is, al-Wªthiq — by the Dªr al-ÿ•mma — this is the
house in which YaÊyª b. Aktham settled in the days of al-Mutawakkil
when he appointed him Qª¼Ì al-Qu¼ªt — then the Bªb al-ÿ•mma and
Dªr al-KhalÌfa — that is the Dªr al-ÿ•mma in which [the Caliph] sits on
Monday and Thursday — then al-Khazª’in — the private and public
storehouses — then the allotment of Masrñr Samªna the Servant, under
whose control are the stores, then the allotment of Qarqªs the Servant,
who is KhurªsªnÌ, then the allotment of Thªbit the Servant, then the
allotment of Abñ al-Jaÿfª’ and the remainder of the great Servants.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 266
“[Al-Mutawakkil] extended the grand avenue from the house of Ashinªs,
which is at al-Karkh and which came into the possession of al-FatÊ b.
Khªqªn, a distance of three farsakhs to his palaces.”
Shªriÿ Baghdªd

J392

1

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1807
(256/870) “As for MufliÊ and Wªjin and those attached to them, they
followed Shªriÿ Baghdªd until they reached Sñq al-Ghanam, then they
turned off to Shªriÿ AbÌ AÊmad, until they joined with the army of Mñsª.”

Shªriÿ Barghªmish
al-TurkÌ

J452

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“The fourth avenue is known as Shªriÿ Barghªmish al-TurkÌ, in which are
the allotments of the Turks and the Farªghina. The streets of the Turks are
separate and the streets of the Farªghina are separate; the Turks are in the
streets which are towards the qibla, and the Farªghina are opposite them
in the streets which are away from the qibla. Every street is opposite to a
street, such that no one of the people shall mix with them. At the end of
the residences of the Turks and their allotments are the allotments of the
Khazar, towards the east. The beginning of this avenue is from al-MaðÌra
by the allotments of al-AfshÌn, which came into the possession of WaîÌf
and his companions. Then the avenue extends to the wadi which connects
with WªdÌ IbrªhÌm b. RiyªÊ.”

Shªriÿ al-•ayr
al-Awwal

J450

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“The third avenue is the Shªriÿ al-•ayr al-Awwal, in which was built the
house of AÊmad b. al-KhaîÌb in the days of al-Mutawakkil. The origin of
this is from the east, and from the wadi which connects with WªdÌ IsÊªq
b. IbrªhÌm. In it are the allotments of the Jund, the Shªkiriyya, and a
mixture of people, and it extends to WªdÌ IbrªhÌm b. RiyªÊ.”

Shªriÿ al-•ayr
al-JadÌd

J530

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262–3
“An avenue behind Shªriÿ al-Askar is called Shªriÿ al-•ayr al-JadÌd, in
which are a mix of people — commanders of the Farªghina,
Ushrñsaniyya, Ishtªkhanjiyya and others from the other districts of
Khurªsªn.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 265
“[Al-Mutawakkil] enlarged the avenues of al-•ayr — al-Shªriÿ al-Askar
and al-Shªriÿ [al-•ayr] al-JadÌd.”

Shªriÿ al-KhalÌj

J850

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 263
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“The avenue which is on the Tigris is named Shªriÿ al-KhalÌj, and there
are the wharves, boats, and merchandise which come from Baghdad,
Wªsið, Kaskar, and the rest of the Sawªd — al-Baîra, al-Ubulla, al-Ahwªz
and adjoining districts, and from al-Mawîil, Baÿarbªyª, Diyªr RabÌÿa and
adjoining districts. In this avenue are the allotments of the Maghªriba, all
of them or most of them, and the place known as al-Azlªkh, which was
built by the MaghribÌ infantry when Surra Man Ra’ª was first laid out.”
Shªriÿ al-SarÌja

J392

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
“The avenue known as al-SarÌja, which was the Grand Avenue, stretched
from al-MaðÌra to the wadi known at present as WªdÌ IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm —
because IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm moved from his allotment in the days of alMutawakkil, and built at the head of the wadi, and his construction spread
out — then the allotment of IsÊªq b. YaÊyª b. Muÿªdh, then the allotments
of the people were continuous right and left on this grand avenue, and in
streets on both sides of the grand avenue which penetrated to an avenue
known as [Shªriÿ] AbÌ AÊmad — he was Abñ AÊmad b. al-RashÌd — on
the one side, and penetrated to the Tigris and its adjoining area on the
other side. The allotments continue up to the DÌwªn al-Kharªj al-Aÿz³am,
which is on this great avenue. On this avenue are the allotments of the
commanders of Khurªsªn, amongst them the allotment of Hªshim b.
BªnÌjñr, the allotment of ÿUjayf b. ÿAnbasa, the allotment of al-•asan b.
ÿAlÌ al-Ma’mñnÌ, the allotment of Hªrñn b. Nuÿaym, the allotment of
•izªm b. Ghªlib — behind the allotment of •izªm are the stables for the
mounts of the Caliph, both private and public, under the charge of •izªm
and his brother Yaÿqñb. Then the places for the fresh vegetable sellers and
the slave market in a section in which there are branching roads with
chambers, rooms and booths for the slaves. Then the majlis of the police,
the great prison, the residences of the people, and the markets are in this
avenue, right and left, such as the rest of the sellers and the crafts. And that
continues up to the gibbet of Bªbak. Then the great market, in which
residences are not intermixed, each type of merchandise separated, and the
masters of each skill not mixed with another. Then the old congregational
mosque, which continued to be prayed in up to the days of al-Mutawakkil;
…. The congregational mosque and the markets are on one of the sides,
and on the other the allotments, residences and markets of the dealers in
things of small value, such as fuqqªÿ, harª’is and beverages. And the
allotment of Rªshid al-MaghribÌ, the allotment of Mubªrak al-MaghribÌ,
the little market of Mubªrak, Jabal Jaÿfar al-Khayyªð, in which is the
allotment of Jaÿfar, then the allotment of Abñ al-WazÌr, then the allotment
of al-ÿAbbªs b. ÿAlÌ b. al-MahdÌ, then the allotment of ÿAbd al-Wahhªb b.
ÿAlÌ b. al-MahdÌ, and the avenue extends, in which are general allotments,
to the house of Hªrñn b. al-Muÿtaîim — that is, al-Wªthiq — by the Dªr
al-ÿ•mma — this is the house in which YaÊyª b. Aktham settled in the
days of al-Mutawakkil when he appointed him Qª¼Ì al-Qu¼ªt — then the
Bªb al-ÿ•mma and Dªr al-KhalÌfa — that is the Dªr al-ÿ•mma in which
[the Caliph] sits on Monday and Thursday — then al-Khazª’in — the
private and public storehouses — then the allotment of Masrñr Samªna the
Servant, under whose control are the stores, then the allotment of Qarqªs
the Servant, who is KhurªsªnÌ, then the allotment of Thªbit the Servant,
then the allotment of Abñ al-Jaÿfª’ and the remainder of the great
Servants.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
“On the right to the south, the direction of the qibla, which communicates
with the Shªriÿ al-SarÌja al-Aÿz³am, and what lies on the north, opposite to
the qibla, which communicates with the Shªriÿ AbÌ AÊmad, is the DÌwªn
al-Kharªj al-Aÿz³am.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1511–12
(249/863–4) “It is also said, a group of the public hit [WaîÌf] with a stone
in the SarÌja.”

Al-Shibdªz,
also Shibdªz

B2 or B12

2

Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Ta’rÌkh, II, 491
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(240/855–6) “Al-Mutawakkil built palaces which he spent great sums of
money on; among them are: al-Shªh, al-‘Arñs, al-Shibdªz, al-BadÌ‘, alGharÌb, al-Burj.”
DÌwªn al-BuÊturÌ, QaîÌda 768, see also QaîÌda 929
Al-SabÌÊ adjoins Shibdªz and al-JaÿfarÌ, also faces al-MalÌÊ (nªz³ara
wajhat al-MalÌÊ),
Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143
“Al-Shibdªz1091 10 million dirhams”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Shibdªz
“… Also pronounced ShibdÌz. Two places, one of them a great palace of
the buildings of al-Mutawakkil at Surra Man Ra’ª, and the other a
stopping place between •ulwªn and QarmÌsÌn, … which was called by
the name of a horse of Kisrª [Parviz]”.1092
Other References: Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq, Marªîid s.v. Shibdªz; DÌwªn alBuÊturÌ, II, 398
Al-ShÌdªn = Shibdªz

B2 or B12

2

Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50
“Al-ShÌdªn, 20,000,000 dirhams.”
Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’
“Al-ShÌdªn 10 million dirhams,”

Al-Sindªn = Shibdªz

B2 or B12

2

Al-ShªbushtÌ, 159
“Ibn Khurdªdhbih said, al-Mutawakkil spent on the buildings which he
built, and they were: Barkuwªrª, al-Shªt, al-‘Arñs, al-Birka, al-Jawsaq,
al-Mukhtªr, al-JaÿfarÌ, al-GharÌb, al-BadÌÿ, al-SabÌÊ, al-MalÌÊ, al-Sindªn,
al-Qaîr, al-Jªmiÿ, al-Qalªya, al-Burj, Qaîr al-Mutawakkiliyya, al-Bahw,
and al-Lu’lu’a, 274,000,000 dirhams, and of al-ÿayn 100 million dinars.”

SÌf

0

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 264
“The developments on the canal known as the IsÊªqÌ and its surrounds,
al-•tªkhÌ, al-ÿUmarÌ, al-ÿAbd al-MalikÌ, Dªliyat Ibn •ammªd, al-MasrñrÌ,
SÌf, al-ÿArabªt al-MuÊdatha ….”

SÌniyyat Surra
Man Ra’ª

W

4

Ibn •awqal 244
“The places that I have mentioned in order are cities standing by
themselves, such as Dñr al-‘Arabªyª, al-Karkh and Dñr al-Kharib, and
SÌniyyat Surra Man Ra’ª itself in the middle of it.”

Al-Sufñf

H150, H151,
H152

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 265–6
“He made the roads to it from three great broad rows from the avenue
which takes off from Wadi IbrªhÌm b. RiyªÊ. In each row, there were
shops in which there were different kinds of trades, manufactures, and
sellers. The width of each row was 100 cubits of the black cubit, so that
entry to the mosque should not constrict him, if he attended the mosque
on Fridays at the head of his armies and his masses, with his horse and
his foot. From each row to the row that was next to it were streets and
alleys in which were the allotments of a group of the common people.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1718

1091
1092

MS: al-Shibdªr.
The remainder of article is about £ªq-i Bustªn. ShabdÌz was the horse of Khusraw ParvÌz.
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(255/869) “Then I departed to the îufñf near the congregational mosque,
and that man brought us to a small occupied neat house…”
Sumere

0

Ammianus Marcellinus, xxv, 6, 4
(364 AD) “Having buried these men as well as the pressing conditions
allowed, when towards nightfall we were coming at a rapid pace to a
fortress called Sumere, we recognised the corpse of Anatolius lying in the
road, and it was hastily committed to the earth. Here too, we recovered
sixty soldiers with some court officials who had taken refuge in a deserted
stronghold.”

Sñq aîÊªb al-Êulª
wal-suyñf wal-îayªrifa

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1580
(251/865–6) “The rabble reportedly gathered in Samarra after the Turks
had been routed during the battle for the Qaðrabbul Gate. Realising the
weakness of al-Muÿtazz, they looted the markets of the jewellers, the
sword smiths and the money-exchangers, taking everything they found
there.”

Sñq al-Ghanam

W

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1807
(256/870) “As for MufliÊ and Wªjin and those attached to them, they
followed Shªriÿ Baghdªd until they reached Sñq al-Ghanam, then they
turned off to Shªri‘ AbÌ AÊmad, until they joined with the army of Mñsª.”

Sñq al-RaqÌq

396750
3783300

2

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
(Al-Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am) “Then the places for the fresh vegetable sellers and
the slave market in a section in which there are branching roads with
chambers, rooms and booths for the slaves.”

Al-Sñq al-ÿUz³mª

396400
3784400

3

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
“Then the great market, in which residences are not intermixed, each type
of merchandise separated, and the masters of each skill not mixed with
another.”

Surrª’

0

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Surrª’
“One of the names of Surra Man Ra’ª”

Surra Man Ra’ª

H/J

5

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Surra Man Ra’ª; Ibn ÿAbd al-•aqq,
Marªîid s.v. Surra Man Ra’ª
“Its name was anciently SªmÌrª, after SªmÌrª b. NñÊ, who used to live
there because his father had allocated it to him. When al-Muÿtaîim
renewed it, he called it Surra Man Ra’ª.”
Ibn Khurdªdhbih, 59
“The road from Surra Man Ra’ª to Wªsið by the post-service: from Surra
Man Ra’ª to ÿUkbarª 9 stages...”
Ibn Khurdªdhbih, 93
“Then to al-Qªdisiyya 7 farsakhs, then to Surra Man Ra’ª 3 farsakhs,
then to al-Karkh 2 farsakhs, then to Jabiltª 7 farsakhs,”
Ibn Khurdªdhbih, 116
“The stages of the road of al-Maghrib: from Surra Man Ra’ª to Jabiltª 7
stages then to al-Sinn 10 stages...”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 255–68: see Appendix A
Al-BalªdhurÌ 297–8
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“Then [al-Muÿtaîim] left Baghdad for the Qªðñl, and settled in the palace of
al-RashÌd (he built it when he dug his Qªðñl which he called Abñ al-Jund
because the lands it watered supported his army). Then he built at al-Qªðñl
a building which he settled in, and gave that palace to his mawlª Ashinªs
al-TurkÌ. And he considered colonising what was there, and he began the
construction of a city which he abandoned, then he thought of colonising
Surra Man Ra’ª, and he made it into a city, and he moved the people there,
and stayed there. He built a congregational mosque in the area of the
markets, and called it Surra Man Ra’ª. He settled Ashinªs and the officers
attached to him at Karkh Fayrñz. He settled some of his officers at al-Dñr
known as al-ÿArabªyª, and died at Surra Man Ra’ª in the year 227.
Hªrñn al-Wªthiq billah remained at Surra Man Ra’ª in a building which
he built which he called al-HªrñnÌ, until he died. Then AmÌr al-Mu’minÌn
Jaÿfar al-Mutawakkil ÿalª Allah succeeded in Dhñ al-•ijja 232. He lived
in al-HªrñnÌ and undertook great construction. He allotted [land] to the
people in the back of Surra Man Ra’ª in al-•ayr where al-Muÿtaîim had
forbidden allotments. He built a congregational mosque and spent a great
deal of money on it, and he ordered the raising of its minaret so that the
voices of the muezzins should be elevated until it could be seen from
farsakhs away. The people congregated in it and abandoned the first
mosque. Then he initiated the construction of a city which he called alMutawakkiliyya, and he built it up and settled in it, and allotted
cantonments to the people. He sited it between al-Karkh known by the
name of Fayrñz and al-Qªðñl known by the name of Kisrª. He included
al-Dñr and the village known as al-MªÊñza in it, and built there a congregational mosque. It was [mere] months from his beginning it until he
settled in it in the beginning of 246. Then he died there in Shawwªl 47.
Al-Muntaîir billah succeeded on that night, and moved from it to Surra
Man Ra’ª on Tuesday 10th Shawwªl and died there.”
Ibn Serapion I
(The Tigris) “...Jabiltª and TikrÌt, then it passes to the city of Surra man
Ra’ª, touching it, then it passes to Qªdisiyya and al-Ajamma, al-ÿAlth, al•az³Ìra, al-Sawªmiÿ, ÿUkbarª, Awªnª, Buîrª, Bazñghª, Baradªn, alMazrñfa, Qaðrabbul, al-Shammªsiyya, and it divides MadÌnat al-Salªm.”
Al-IîfahªnÌ, AghªnÌ, VI, 204
“Al-Muÿtaîim allotted the people the houses (al-dñr) at Surra Man Ra’ª,
and gave them the expenses for building them, and al-•usayn b. ˆaÊÊªk
was not allotted anything … so he entered into [his presence], and recited:
… consequently he allotted him a house and a thousand dinars for his
expenses on it.”
Ibn •awqal, 243–4
‘And the city of Surra Man Ra’ª in our time is shrunken (mukhtalla) and
its districts and estates abandoned, and the people of every quarter of it
have collected in a place where they have a congregational mosque there
and a judge and a superintendent of their affairs, and a îªÊib ma‘ñna
(police chief) who arranges their interests, and it was a city which Abñ
IsÊªq al-Mu‘taîim b. al-RashÌd had renewed (istaÊdatha). Its length was 7
farsakhs on the east of the Tigris, and its people’s drink was from it.
There was no flowing water in its district except for the canals of the
Qªðñl which pour far away from it into the Sawªd of Baghdad, and what
surrounds it is steppe. Its developments, its waters, and its trees are on the
west bank opposite to it stretched out. The places that I have mentioned in
order (midªdan) are cities standing by themselves, such as Dñr al‘Arabªyª, al-Karkh and Dñr al-Kharib, and SÌniyyat Surra Man Ra’ª
itself in the middle of it. From the beginning of that to its end at Dñr alKharib is about a stage with no interruption in the building, and its
remains are not hidden. When al-Mu‘taîim began its construction, alMutawakkil completed it. Its air and its fruit are healthier than the fruit of
Baghdad and its air. It has palm-trees, vines and produce which are
transported to MadÌnat al-Salªm (Baghdad).’
Ibn Miskawayh, II, 183
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(350/961–2) [Muÿizz al-Dawla] demolished the palaces of the Caliphate
(Quîñr al-Khilªfa) at Surra Man Ra’ª.”
Other References: Ibn Rusta 97; al-IîðakhrÌ 79, 80, 85, 86, 87; Ibn
•awqal, 233, 235; Qudªma 227, 232; MasÿñdÌ, TanbÌh 36, 357, 361–8;
Muqaddasi 60, 114, 115, 120, 122, 125, 270; Abu al-Fidª’ 74–5; al-ÿIqd
al-FarÌd V, 122–5; BalawÌ 293; al-BakrÌ, III, 734; IV, 1407.
Suwayqat Masrñr

0

Al-£abarÌ, III, 1821
(256/870) “MuhtadÌ entered al-Dªr and locked the gate that he entered by,
and he went out through Bab al-Maîªff, until he went out through the
gate known by the name of •tªkh, then to Suwayqat Masrñr, then Darb alWªthiq, until he went out to the Bªb al-ÿ•mma.”

Suwayqat Mubªrak

396250
3784550

0

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 261
(Al-Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am) “And the allotment of Rªshid al-MaghribÌ, the
allotment of Mubªrak al-MaghribÌ, the little market of Mubªrak.”

Al-Tall,
upper & lower

Y2 & Y7

4

Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143, cf. Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v.
Sªmarrª’
“Al-Tall, its upper and lower parts, 5 million dirhams.”
Al-IîfahªnÌ, Ghurabª’, 47–50
“Al-Tall 5 million dirhams.”
DÌwªn Ibn al-Muÿtazz I, 571
“At al-Tall, al-Jawsaq and al-Qaðª’iÿ, how many houses there for them are
deserted which were visited once and inhabited…?”
DÌwªn Ibn al-Muÿtazz, II, 476
“I saw al-Tall and its fosse”

Tall al-MakhªlÌ

Y2

5

Ibn al-KªzarñnÌ, 139
“[al-Muÿtaîim] built Tell al-MakhªlÌ.”
QazwÌnÌ, 42
“And he ordered that earth be brought in the nosebags of horses, and a
hill made … and on that hill he built a high pavilion”

Al-£Ìrhªn

N/A

0

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 255
“ In former days Surra Man Ra’ª was a steppe of the land of al-£Ìrhªn
where there was no development”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 257
“Then he rode out hunting, and passed on his way until he came to the
site of Surra Man Ra’ª, which was a steppe of the land of al-£Ìrhªn in
which there was no building and no people except for a monastery of the
Christians.”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 121
“Al-Muÿtaîim said to [the monk], ‘what country is [Samarra] part of, and to
what does it belong?’. He replied, ‘the land of al-£Ìrhªn’”.
Ibn Serapion, sect. VIII
“[Al-IsÊªqÌ] passes by £Ìrhªn, and comes to the palace of al-Muÿtaîim
billah known as Qaîr al-Juîî, and waters the estates that lie on the west of
the city of Surra Man Ra’ª.”
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Al-BakrÌ, IV, 1278
“Al-Muÿtaîim separated from [al-Mawîil] the kñra of TikrÌt and the kñra
of al-£Ìrhªn because of their connection with Surra Man Ra’ª”
ÿUmr Naîr

0

Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. ÿUmr Naîr
“Umr Naîr is at Samarra, and about it al-•usayn b. ˆaÊÊªk says…”
Al-BakrÌ, III, 1089
“Qalªyat al-ÿUmr: al-ÿUmr is for them a name for the monastery also.
Qalªyat al-ÿUmr is at Surra Man Ra’ª, and it is also known as ÿUmr Naîr,
for al-Qalªya was added to that place. It is ÿUmr with ¼amma, and it is
one of the resorts of •l Mundhir at al-•Ìra.”

Al-ÿUmarÌ (1)

H181

2

Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Buldªn, 258
“He assigned to each one of his companions the construction of a palace,
and he assigned to ... ÿUmar b. Faraj the construction of the palace known
as al-ÿUmarÌ...”
Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 122
“[Al-Mu‘taîim] settled some of the Farªghina in the site known as al‘UmarÌ and al-Jisr.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1300–1
(224/839) “In this year al-•asan b. AfshÌn married Uðranja bint Ashinªs,
and brought her into al-ÿUmarÌ, the palace of al-Muÿtaîim, in Jumadª al•khira. The generality of the people of Samarra attended…”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1503
(248/862–3) “And when it was the Monday, 6 RabÌÿ II, [al-MustaÿÌn]
went to the Dªr al-ÿ•mma from the direction of al-ÿUmarÌ between the
gardens, and they had dressed him in the [qalansuwa] ðawÌla and the
robes of the Caliphate ... and Wªjin al-UshrñsanÌ had reached the Bªb alÿ•mma from the direction of the Avenue by the Bayt al-Mªl ... and while
they were thus engaged, a shout came from the area of the Avenue and
the Sñq.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1504
(248/862–3) “And they departed by way of what lay near al-ÿUmarÌ and
the Gardens”

Al-ÿUmarÌ (2)

0

Al-Ya‘qñbÌ, Buldªn, 264
“The produce of the developments on the canal known as the IsÊªqÌ and
its surrounds, al-•tªkhÌ, al-ÿUmarÌ, al-ÿAbd al-MalikÌ, Dªliyat Ibn
•ammªd, al-MasrñrÌ, SÌf, al-ÿArabªt al-MuÊdatha — they are five
villages, the lower villages — they are seven, the ajanna, the basªtÌn, and
the kharªj of the cultivation, reached 400,000 dinars per year.”

WªdÌ IbrªhÌm
b. RiyªÊ

4

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“And at the end of it, by the western wadi which is called WªdÌ IbrªhÌm
b. RiyªÊ, is the allotment of …, and the allotment of IbrªhÌm b. RiyªÊ on
the Grand Avenue,”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
(Shªriÿ al-•ayr al-Awwal) “In it are the allotments of the Jund, the
Shªkiriyya, and a mixture of people, and it extends to WªdÌ IbrªhÌm b.
RiyªÊ.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 265
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“He made the roads to [the mosque] from three great broad rows (îufñf)
from the avenue which takes off from Wadi IbrªhÌm b. Riyªh.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1807
(256/870) “As for Mñsª and a group of officers ... they went by way of
Shªriÿ AbÌ AÊmad, until they came to the wadi (i.e. WªdÌ IbrªhÌm b.
RiyªÊ), and departed to al-Jawsaq.”
WªdÌ IsÊªq
b. IbrªhÌm

3

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 260
“The avenue known as al-SarÌja, which was the Grand Avenue, stretched
from al-MaðÌra to the wadi known at present as WªdÌ IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm —
because IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm moved from his allotment in the days of alMutawakkil, and built at the head of the wadi.”
Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 262
“The origin of this is from the east, and from the wadi which connects
with WªdÌ IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm.”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1806
(256/870) “They departed and camped at Samarra in the area of WªdÌ
IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm by Masjid Lujayn.”

Al-WaÊÌd

0

Al-HamadhªnÌ, 143, cf. Yªqñt, Muÿjam al-Buldªn, s.v. Sªmarrª’
“Al-WaÊÌd 2 million dirhams,”

Al-WazÌrÌ

G1

3

Al-YaÿqñbÌ, Buldªn, 258
“And to Abñ al-WazÌr the construction of the palace known as al-WazÌrÌ.”
See also Bªb al-WazÌrÌ.

Al-WazÌriyya

G

3

Al-MasÿñdÌ, Murñj, VII, 121
“[Al-Muÿtaîim] explored a site there for the construction of his palace,
and laid the foundations, and that is the site known as al-WazÌriyya at
Surra Man Ra’ª.”
Al-IîfahªnÌ, AghªnÌ, IX, 581093
“Then after that al-Muÿtaîim summoned us, while he was in the
WazÌriyya in Qaîr al-Layl…”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1318
(226/840–1) “And al-AfshÌn had some possessions in al-WazÌriyya,
another idol was found among them also...”
Al-£abarÌ, III, 1817–18
(256/870) “Mñsª went at the head of his men until he reached a bridge
(qanðara) in the neighbourhood of al-WazÌriyya, and al-MuhtadÌ camped
in al-•ayr, and approached them, then he went out to al-Jawsaq, under
arms.”

1093

Edition of 1285 AH.

GLOSSARY OF ARABIC TERMS

A glossary of the Arabic terms used for the benefit of the non-specialist reader. For greater detail, refer to the corresponding articles in the Encyclopaedia of Islam, 2nd Edition, Leiden 1954–2003. Where there is a specific usage of a
term at Samarra, a supplementary explanation is given.
adab
ÿªlim, pl. ÿulamª’
ÿªmil, pl. ÿummªl
amÌr
ÿarÌf, pl. ÿurafª’, ÿirªfa
ÿaskar
ÿayn
barÌd
bayt
bayt al-mªl
binª’
birka
bustªn
chªkar
dawlªb
dªr, pl. dñr
dªr al-imªra
¼ayÿa
darb
darwand
dhirªÿ
dÌbªj
dihlÌz
dikka
dirham
dÌwªn

faqÌh, pl. fuqahª’

Literature, more precisely belles-lettres.
Member of the scholarly classes in Islam. General term which includes faqÌh and muÊaddith.
Agent, used for governor or financial agent of a province.
Commander. The term is not normally used by the contemporary sources of Samarra,
only by later sources.
Officer of a small army unit, said to be 10–15 men. Originally, the ÿarÌf may have been a
financial official responsible for the payment of a group of men.1094 There is no evidence
that this was his role at Samarra. The ÿirªfa was the unit controlled by an ÿarÌf.
Camp, later used for army. Used for the settlement of al-Muÿtaîim at Samarra. The nisba
al-ÿAskarÌ refers to people who came from the central city of Samarra, which had been
first settled by al-Muÿtaîim.
Normally eye, source or spring. Here used for money in silver.
The Post. That is, the network of relays organised for the transmission of official letters,
which goes back to the Achaemenid period.
Small house, here more usually used for an apartment. The term is also used for a
couplet, two half-lines in poetry.
The public treasury, a physical building where the tax monies were kept.
Construction of a building, as opposed to setting out of the plan.
An artificial basin.
A garden of Middle Eastern style, with fruit or palm trees, and ground-level cultivation of
other plants. The term is also used for the gardens of the Caliphal palace, but the planting
practice there is unknown.
A feudal servant in Iran and Central Asia.
A water wheel. The term appears to mean the same as nªÿñra, that is a current-driven
water wheel.1095
Large house. Also used for the public palace of a ruler or governor.
‘House of government’. Expression used for the urban palace of a governor.
Estate, allotted by the Caliph to a notable. Not much is known about how these
functioned.
A street, of lesser importance than a shªriÿ, and greater than a sikka.
‘Darwand probably refers to the wooden stalks used for medicinal purposes and usually
hung around houses to dispel disease’ (al-T³abarÌ, translation, vol. 35, tr. Saliba, 31 n. 71).
A cubit, the basic unit of measurement used in Abbasid Iraq. The black cubit used at
Samarra seems to have been slightly more than 52 cm.1096
Textile of brocade.
Vestibule
A platform. At Samarra, this seems always to mean a raised earth platform, although later
it may mean a platform raised on columns in the mosque.
The silver coin, with a theoretical weight of 2.97 gm.
In its origin the register of taxes or those entitled to a salary, by the time of Samarra it
had come to mean the office concerned with the registry, for example DÌwªn al-Kharªj,
the bureau of Land-Tax. Later it came to refer to the place where such work took place,
and finally the collected works of a poet.
A Jurist

Kennedy 2001, 22.
EI², s.v. nªÿñra.
1096 For a discussion of the measurement units, see Northedge 1990. The figure of 51.8 cm given by Herzfeld and Creswell seems
to have been based on bricks which had shrunk in drying or firing.
1094
1095
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farsakh
fiðr
fuqqªÿ
ghulªm, pl. ghilmªn
(Êujariyya, dªriyya)
ÊadÌth, muÊaddith
Êªjib
Êajj
Êalba
harÌsa, pl. harª’is
Êawf
Êayr, Êayr al-wuÊñsh

Êiîn
Êirªqa
ikhtiðªð
ÿimªra
ÿirªfa
ism
Ìwªn
jamra
janna, pl. ajanna
jarÌb
jarÌda, pl. jarª’id
jawªnkhiyya
jaysh
jisr
jund

juîî
kªtib, pl. kuttªb
kehrÌz
khªdim, pl. khuddªm
khalÌfa, pl. khulafª’

kharªj
kharÌða
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The Iranian unit of distance, in ancient texts parasang, which is equated by MuqaddasÌ
with 4000 cubits.
ÿ•d al-Fiðr is the festival of breaking the fast at the end of Rama¼ªn
Beer, barley water.
Young man, used in the eastern Islamic world for a soldier of servile origin. The
Êujariyya and dªriyya were guard units of the Dªr al-Khilªfa in Baghdad after the return
from Samarra.
An oral report of a saying or practice of the Prophet. MuÊaddith, a scholar who transmits
ÊadÌth.
Chamberlain, the person who admits or bars entry to the ruler.
The pilgrimage to Mecca.
The race, that is, the horse races. By transfer, the term could also mean the racecourse.1097
A dish of meat and bulgur, constituents varied. Since the Abbasid period, the meaning of
the word has changed to signify a hot sauce.
The desert areas east and west of the Nile Valley in Egypt.
An enclosure or reserve, most often intended for animals. At Samarra, the reserve was
intended for hunting. At Baghdad, the expression was made more precise with the
addition of wuÊñsh (wild animals), but it is possible that the Êayr became more a kind of
zoological garden.1098
Fort, fortress. The palace of al-Maÿshñq could be called a Êiîn, because it has a fortified aspect.
A type of small riverboat.
Marking out the plan of a building or city, as opposed to actual construction of the
buildings. At Samarra, it seems that this was done by laying out a mound of earth, though
full details of construction methods are certainly not preserved.
Development, that is, in the Samarra context, agricultural development or plantations.
See ÿarÌf.
The personal name of a Muslim, such as MuÊammad or AÊmad.
An open-fronted hall, normally roofed with a vault or semi-dome at this period.
‘Pebble’. The reference is to the pillars at Minª at which stones are cast during the
ceremonies of the Êajj.
Garden. Janna is distinguished from bustªn, but it is not known in what way it differed.
A unit of land area, canonically of about 1600 m², however often less.1099 The spiral
minaret at Samarra was said to cover a jarÌb of ground.
‘Leaf’. Here a bureaucratic term used in the dÌwªn. It may mean additional leaves pasted
into the register.
A type of riverboat.
Army. Only used by sources later than the Samarra period.
In Iraq, jisr means a floating bridge of boats.
Army. The Jund in the Umayyad period was the army paid by the state, a term also used
for the military provinces of Syria. In the beginning of the Abbasid period, the term was
used for the KhurasªnÌ army, called jund ahl Khurªsªn, and at Samarra, the term refers to
the descendants of that army.
Gypsum, used for gypsum mortar, which cemented the bricks or stones of a wall.
Secretary. The plural kuttªb means the class of secretaries in the administration. The
major figures of Samarra had each their own secretary, and a secretary could be employed
by a Turk before becoming a secretary in the administration.
Iraqi term of Persian origin for a subterranean water-channel (see qanªt). KehrÌz is a later
term, not used in the contemporary sources of the Samarra period.
Servant, term used at Samarra for the palace servants. Although frequently a euphemistic
term for a eunuch, there is no actual evidence at Samarra that the khuddªm were eunuchs.
Deputy or successor. Best known as the temporal leader of the Islamic community after
the death of the Prophet, that is khalÌfat rasñl Allah, deputy or successor of the
Messenger of God,1100 the term was also used in military circles at Samarra for a deputy
commander, under a qª’id.
The Land-Tax.
Purse. A purse with specially minted dirhams was sent by the Caliph to Mecca at the time

Northedge 1990.
Northedge (in press); EI², s.v. Êª’ir.
1099 EI², s.v. misªÊa.
1100 EI², s.v. khalÌfa.
1097
1098
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khashaba
khazÌna, pl. khazª’in
kunya
kñra
madÊ
madÌna
majlis
manz³ara
manªra
maqªîÌr
maqîñra
maqbara
masjid al-jªmiÿ
mawlª, pl. mawªlÌ

maydªn
maz³ªlim
minª’

miÊna
miÊrªb
miîr, pl. amîªr

mu’adhdhin
muÊaddithñn
muhandis
muîallª
mustaghallªt
mustakhrij
al-nªs
nisba
qª¼Ì
qª¼Ì al-qu¼ªt
qª’id, pl. quwwªd
qalanîuwa ðawÌla

1101
1102
1103
1104
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of the Êajj.1101
Wooden beam, hence gibbet.
Storehouse or Treasury. To be distinguished from bayt al-mªl, where the public monies
were kept, the khazª’ in appear to have been used for the storage of the valuable, and less
valuable, property of the palace.
The patronymic element of a Muslim name, composed of Abñ (father) or Umm (mother)
and the eldest son’s name.
An administrative sub-unit within a province, comprising several ðassñj or rustªq.
A class of poetry: panegyric verse.
City. The common term today for a city, mainly used at Samarra in the special sense of
the caliph’s city, e.g. madÌnat al-Mutawakkiliyya.1102
Sitting place, a session. The office of the police was called majlis al-shurað.
Belvedere, a place from which one looks out. For example there was a manz³ara of the
races at Baghdad.
Minaret, more properly a light-house, as the Pharos of Alexandria.
Apartments, plural of maqîñra, here used in a different sense from its usage in the
mosque (see below).
A reserved compartment for the ruler built near the miÊrªb in a mosque.
Cemetery.
Congregational mosque, where the Friday prayer is recited. Commonly shortened to
jªmiÿ.
Either member of a patron-client relationship, but more commonly the subordinate
member. In the Umayyad period non-Arabs had become Muslims by becoming mawªlÌ of
an Arab tribe. By the Samarra period, mawlª was used in two ways: 1) the title Mawlª
AmÌr al-Mu’minÌn was a high title for a leading figure of Samarra. 2) The Turks were
called al-MawªlÌ.
A square or open space, normally used at Samarra in connection with the sport of polo.
The ‘Injustices’. The tribunal established for hearing demands for justice directly by the
Caliph.
Glazing. Not a normal term of the Samarra period, it is used by later authors describing
the mosque of Samarra as decorated with minª’. This was at first thought to be glass
mosaic or glazed tiles, but it has now been shown that it refers in this case to plates of
blue glass used as a wall revetment.1103
The inquisition, specifically that instituted by al-Ma’mñn, and continued by al-Muÿtaîim
and al-Wªthiq to impose the view that the Qur’ªn had been created.
The niche in a mosque oriented towards Mecca.
The settlements which developed on the site of the camps in the conquered provinces,
and became the garrison cities of the Muslims in those territories. The two miîrs, par
excellence, were Kñfa and Baîra. Baghdad and Samarra were also called amîªr. In the
4th/10th century, al-MuqaddasÌ simply understands a miîr to be the largest rank of city.
Muezzin, the person who recites the call to prayer.
See ÊadÌth.
Engineer. The technical specialists responsible for construction.
Site outside the city intended for the festival prayers of ÿ•d al-Fiðr, and ÿ•d al-A¼Êª.
Urban taxes such as on baths, shops, water-mills, and caravanserais etc.1104
Accountant, Tax-collector, one who extracts the kharªj.
‘The people’. It is generally recognised that the expression normally refers to the
notables, the people thought to be of consequence.
An element of the personal name expressing relationship to a group, a person, a place, a
concept or a thing, for example, al-ÿAskarÌ, a person from ÿAskar al-Muÿtaîim.
A judge, appointed for the application of the sharÌÿa.
The chief judge of the Caliphate
Military officer. The qª’id was the highest of the three formal ranks (qª’id, khalÌfa, and
ÿarÌf).
A bonnet. Donning the ðawÌla was the sign of assuming the Caliphate.

This usage is not related to the modern meaning of kharÌða = map. EI², s.v. kharÌða.
See Northedge 1994 for this usage of the word madÌna.
EI², s.v. minª’Ì.
EI², s.v. ¼arÌba.
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qaðÌÿa, pl. qaðª’iÿ
qaîÌda
qaîr, pl. quîñr
qamÌî
qanªt
qanðara, pl. qanªðir
qibla
qubba
raba¼, pl. arbª¼
raÊba
ra’Ìs
rakÿa
raw¼a
rªwÌ, pl. ruwªt
riwªq
rubÿ
rustªq
îaff, pl. îufñf
sªÊib al-Êaras
îªÊib al-barÌd
îªÊib al-maÿñna
sªÊib al-shurða
îaÊn
îandñq
sarªwÌl
shªdhurwªn
shªkiriyya
shªriÿ
shurða, pl. shurað
sikka
sñq, suwayqa
ðªbñq, pl. ðawªbÌq
ðassñj
ðawwªf
ta’rÌkh
tell
thiqa
thiyªb
ðÌn
umm walad
walÌ ‘ahd
washy
waîl
wazÌr
wuqñf
ziyªra

1105

Conrad 1981.

A plot of land allocated by the Caliph. Al-Qaðª’iÿ were the allotments occupied by the
military. The term was particularly popular in the Samarra period, and was not much used
in Baghdad, where raba¼ tended to be used.
The classical form of poem in Arabic poetry.
Palace, castle, princely residence.1105 In the context of Samarra, qaîr is used for the
private residence of the caliphs. In later texts it is used more widely.
Shirt.
Subterranean water channel, as in Iran.
Bridge built of brick or stone, frequently an aqueduct.
The orientation of a mosque towards Mecca. The qibla wall is the wall of the mosque
facing Mecca.
Dome or dome chamber.
Suburban quarter of a city, outside the walled area. At Baghdad, it was used for the areas
outside the Round City of al-Manîñr. It is not used at Samarra.
Large courtyard.
Chief. At Baghdad, as in the one case where it occurs at Samarra, it refers to the representative or local mayor of a quarter.
One unit of the Muslim ritual prayer (îalªt).
Garden, used in a ShÌÿÌ context for the sanctuary of a shrine.
Reciter and transmitter of poetry, and narrative traditions (akhbªr).
Arcade, portico, in a mosque or a palace.
Quarter in a city.
Administrative district, sub-unit of a ðassñj.
Row or line, such as a linear formation of men in battle. At Samarra it was used for a line
of shops in a planned market, and hence for the three avenues leading to the congregational mosque of al-Mutawakkil.
Chief of the Guard.
Chief of the Post.
Maÿñna is literally ‘assistance’, but the îªÊib al-maÿñna at Samarra was concerned with
executing verdicts, collecting fines, and imprisonment.
Chief of police.
Courtyard, of a mosque or of a palace.
Box, used for the surround of the actual tomb in the shrine.
Loose trousers, plural of sirwªl.
Weir.
A unit of the army, a term said to be derived from the Persian chªkar (see above).
Avenue, the largest type of street.
Police. In the Abbasid period, the shurða was a military unit charged with imposing law
and order.
Alley, the smallest type of street.
Market. The diminutive, suwayqa, is used for the local neighbourhood market.
Fired brick.
Administrative district in Iraq, sub-unit of a kñra (see above).
Circumambulation of the Kaÿba.
Chronicle.
Hill, archaeological mound representing the remains of a settlement. Exceptionally, the
common archaeological spelling has been used, in the place of the correct transliteration,
tall, in order to avoid confusion.
Technical term used to describe a transmitter of ÊadÌth, trustworthy, reliable.
Garment, long over-shirt.
Clay, expression used for tamped earth construction of buildings.
Concubine who was the mother of a son of the caliph.
Crown prince
Type of fine textile, commonly attributed to Yemen.
A financial term.
Vizier, chief minister of the caliph.
The ceremony of standing at ÿArafªt, during the pilgrimage.
The visit to the tomb of a saint.
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119, 120, 121, 125, 130, 140, 143, 148, 168, 170,
171, 173, 185, 189, 192, 198, 224, 247, 269, 270,
271, 278, 281, 286, 287, 290, 299, 309, 320, 321,
326, 339, 340, 351, 358
AÊmad b. AbÌ Du’ªd, 106, 114, 117, 122, 130, 161, 163,
171, 268, 270, 287, 340, 341, 350
AÊmad b. Isrª’il al-AnbªrÌ, 125, 130
AÊmad b. Khªlid, Abñ al-WazÌr, 97, 98, 105, 115, 121,
122, 146, 268, 269, 278, 305, 339, 351, 352, 358
AÊmad b. Khªqªn, 295, 312
AÊmad b. al-KhaîÌb al-Jarjarª’Ì, 106, 120, 130, 204,
239, 270, 277, 286, 289, 290, 303, 304, 307, 313,
315, 324, 349, 351
AÊmad b. £ñlñn, 168, 173, 240, 250, 288, 329, 344
al-AÊmadÌ, palace, 31, 276
Ahwªz, 120, 270, 352
al-Ajamma, locality at Samarra, 68, 70, 276, 345, 349
al-Ajamma, locality on the Tigris, 276, 335, 355
ÿAli b. ÿ•sª, wazÌr of al-Muqtadir, 163
‘AlÌ b. al-Jahm, 31
ÿAlÌ b. MuÊammad al-HªdÌ, Abñ al-•asan, Imam, 114,
246, 277, 323, 324
ÿAlÌ b. YaÊyª b. AbÌ al-Manîñr, 315
al-ÿAlth, 276, 334, 335, 355
Alðñn, 286, 337
ÿªmil, 29, 361
al-AmÌn, MuÊammad, Abbasid Caliph, 172, 268
Ammianus Marcellinus, 49, 55, 58, 62, 97
ÿAmmñriyya (Amorion), 116, 170-1, 275

ÿAmmñriyya, palace name, 275, 276, 309, 314, 337, 338
ÿAnjar, archaeological site, 128, 250, 258
Anðªkiya, 268
Anatolia, 35, 37, 41, 93, 119
ÿArafªt, 232-3, 277, 315, 347, 364
Armash b. AbÌ Ayyñb, 119, 340, see also Barmash
al-ÿAqaba, 114, 276, 320, see also Khashabat Bªbak
al-Aqîª, mosque, 258
al-ÿArabªt al-MuÊdatha, estate, 227, 271, 276, 285, 304,
325, 333, 353, 357
ÿarÌf, ÿirªfa, 172, 361
al-ÿArñs, palace, 163, 195, 198, 200, 204, 207, 275, 277,
284, 349, see also al-Iîðablªt
Ashinªs, Abñ Jaÿfar al-TurkÌ, 55, 93, 94, 99, 104, 120,
130, 168, 173, 178, 191, 192, 216, 220, 247, 267,
268, 272, 274, 288, 297, 308, 314, 316, 318, 319,
343, 344, 351, 355
al-ÿ•shiq, Qaîr, 37, 227, 230, 233, 235, 236, 240, see
also al-Maÿshñq
ÿAskar al-Muÿtaîim, 115, 246, 250, 271, 277, 289, 291,
320, 323, 324, 348, 361, 363
Awªnª, 39, 333, 335, 355
al-Azlªkh, locality at Samarra, 105, 120, 270, 278, 352
Baÿarbªyª, 120, 270, 352
Bªb al-ÿ•mma, 104, 105, 114, 116, 133, 140, 141, 143,
200, 223, 269, 278, 279, 280, 281, 283, 286, 287,
290, 291, 292, 300, 302, 306, 320, 321, 322, 326,
344, 349, 351, 352, 356, 357
Bªb al-Bustªn, 102, 106, 117, 141, 143, 270, 278, 290,
342, 350
Bªb al-•arra, 122, 225, 301, 328
Bªb •tªkh, 117, 141, 281
Bªb Malðñsh, 114
Bªb al-Maîªff, 141, 280, 281
Bªb al-Nªîiriyya, 102, 104, 114, 115, 128
Bªb al-Nazªla, 141, 281, 286, 337
Bªb al-Shªm (Baghdad), 191
Bªb al-Shaðð (al-JaÿfarÌ), 223, 281
Bªb al-Sumayda‘, 141, 281
Bªb al-WazÌrÌ, 141, 281, 321, 358
Bªbak al-KhurramÌ, 52, 70, 114, 119, 140, 170, 269,
275, 276, 278, 287, 300, 320, 326, 339, 340, 344,
350, 352
al-BadÌÿ, palace, 127, 195, 196, 239, 275, 277, 281, 282,
284, 305, 309, 322, 331, 332, 336, 337, 347, 349,
353
Baghdad, 19, 23, 29, 30, 32, 35, 37, 39, 41, 52, 55, 58,
61, 62, 65, 72, 79, 82, 89, 90, 93, 94, 97, 98, 100,
102, 104, 107, 110, 116, 120, 121, 122, 123, 128,
130, 140, 148, 151, 162, 163, 170, 172, 185, 191,
192, 232, 233, 235, 236, 239, 240, 241, 242, 246,
247, 248, 250, 254, 258, 259, 267, 268, 270, 271,
272, 273, 274, 295, 302, 310, 319, 320, 324, 325,
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327, 328, 332, 333, 334, 343, 344, 349, 352, 355,
362, 363, 364
Round City of Baghdad, 82, 89, 90, 100, 110, 128, 191,
192, 248, 250, 258, 364
Bahamshª, 94
al-Bahij, palace, 282, 299, 324
al-Bahw, 195, 196, 198, 275, 277, 309, 322, 336, 337,
347, 349, 353, see also al-Nahr al-JaÿfarÌ
Bakhtiyªr b. Muÿizz al-Dawla, Buyid, 227, 337
al-BalªdhurÌ, AÊmad b. YaÊyª, 49, 55, 94, 97, 98, 99,
114, 122, 162, 172, 180, 211, 223, 248
al-BalawÌ, ‘Abdallah b. MuÊammad, 97, 168, 172
Balikh, River, 35
Balkh, 110, 170, 191, 250
Balkuwªrª, palace, 30, 43, 58, 68, 79, 100, 107, 127,
128, 135, 141, 172, 173, 180, 185, 189, 191, 192,
197, 198, 200, 204, 207, 216, 227, 240, 248, 254,
271, 277, 282, 283, 292, 297, 309, 313, 322, 327,
331, 335, 336, 337, 345, 346, 347, 349, 353
Baÿqñbª, 336, 345
Baradªn, 94, 117, 267, 274, 294, 296, 318, 335, 355
Barmash, 106, 117, 119, 270, 339, 340, 342, 350, see
also Armash
Basra, 35, 89, 116, 117, 120, 172, 191, 236, 248, 254,
258, 268, 270, 271, 283, 290, 352, 363
Bªyakbak, 130
Bayt al-KhalÌfa, modern name of the caliphal palace,
135, 140
bayt al-mªl, 97, 140, 141, 248, 361, 363
Bayt al-Zakhªrif, archaeological site, 125
Bazñghª, 335, 355
Berbers, 171
al-Binna, 180, 295, 299, 319
birka, 72, 74, 127, 207, 224, 239, 284, 285, 361
al-Birka, construction project, 196, 198, 208, 284
al-birka al-Êusnª, 198, 207, 208
Bughª al-KabÌr, 106, 117, 119, 120, 270, 330, 340, 342,
350
Bughª al-SaghÌr, 100, 106, 117, 119, 270, 292, 315, 327,
340, 342, 350
al-BuÊturÌ, WalÌd b. ‘Ubayd, 31, 133, 162, 198, 207,
208, 209, 223
Bujja, Nilotic people, 140, 278
Bukhªrª, 170, 189, 191, 250
Bukhªrª Khudªt, 170
BukhtÌshñÿ, 106, 116, 270, 289, 349
al-Burj, palace and complex, 127, 195, 198, 207, 239,
275, 277, 281, 284, 285, 299, 309, 322, 336, 337,
347, 349, 353
Burj al-Qª’im, 65, 70, 72, 74, 94, 247
Buîrª, 335, 355
Bustªn al-•tªkhiyya, palace, 117, 195, 197, 208, 275,
285
al-Bustªn al-KhªqªnÌ, 144, 285, 311, 314
Buyids, dynasty, 242
Buzurjsªbñr, ðassñj, 274, 346, 349
Cairo, 32, 100, 250
chªkar, 170, 361, 364
Cloverleaf Racecourse, 127, 146, 158, 161, 207
Corona, satellite images, 28
Ctesiphon, 74

Cyriac, bishop of Balad, 180, 297
Dªliyat Ibn •ammªd, estate, 227, 271, 276, 285, 304,
325, 353, 357
Damascus, 32, 52, 100, 107, 141, 211, 329, 347
Dandan, 289
dªr, 107, 148, 361, 362
al-Dªr, version of Dªr al-Khilªfa, 37, 49, 52, 55, 58, 61,
65, 74, 98, 99, 100, 104, 128, 156, 158, 168, 173,
178, 180, 183, 192, 193, 209, 211, 213, 216, 220,
239, 247, 269, 271, 272, 274, 279, 280, 281, 282,
285, 286, 290, 292, 295, 296, 297, 298, 299, 300,
302, 304, 308, 310, 311, 312, 316, 317, 318, 319,
321, 322, 327, 332, 337, 347, 355, 356
Dªr AbÌ Dulaf, archaeological site, 52
Dªr al-ÿ•mma, 97, 98, 99, 135, 140, 141, 144, 185, 198,
223, 267, 269, 278, 279, 283, 285, 287, 288, 289,
290, 293, 302, 321, 326, 339, 349, 351, 352, 357
Dªr Ashinªs, 105, 146, 178, 288, 289, see also Sñr
Ashnªs
Dªr Hªrñn b. al-Muÿtaîim, 105, 289
dªr al-imªra, 23, 93, 135, 140, 258
Dªr al-Khilªfa, 30, 37, 39, 61, 97, 99, 100, 104, 110,
116, 117, 121, 123, 125, 127, 128, 130, 133, 135,
140, 144, 148, 151, 152, 158, 161, 168, 170, 183,
192, 200, 208, 209, 213, 225, 233, 235, 242, 247,
285, 290, 291, 362
darb, 191, 292, 361
Darb al-Wªthiq, 280, 281, 286, 292, 356
Darb Zubayda, 89, 156
Darb Zurªfa, 292
Dastagird, 162
Dayr ÿAbdñn, 31, 61, 62, 293
Dayr AbÌ Sufra, 70
Dayr al-ÿAdhªrª, 293, 294
Dayr ÿAdÌ, 61
Dayr al-ÿAqñl, 240
Dayr Fathiyñn, 31, 61, 294
Dayr Mªrmª Jurjus, 31, 61, 294
Dayr MªrmªrÌ, 31, 62, 89, 294, 336
Dayr MªsarjabÌs, 31, 61, 294
Dayr al-SñsÌ, 31, 61, 62, 294, 295, 319, 335
Dayr al-£awªwÌs, 31, 61, 180, 295, 298, 319
Dhñ al-Qarnayn, 114, 295, 299, 319, 320
dikka, 152, 225, 295, 300, 304, 361
al-Dikka, 151, 152, 158, 287, 295, 303, 329, 338
al-DimashqÌ, apartment in al-Jawsaq, 208, 295
Directorate-General of Antiquities, 20, 27, 35, 125, 133,
173, 183, 227, 235
dÌwªn, 172, 192, 220, 223, 242, 248, 268, 272, 295,
296, 308, 324, 361, 362
DÌwªn al-AÊshªm, 248
DÌwªn al-BarÌd, 220, 308
DÌwªn al-ˆiyªÿ, 115, 220, 272, 295, 296, 308, 312
DÌwªn al-•awª’ij, 248
DÌwªn al-Jund wal-Shªkiriyya, 170, 272, 295, 296
DÌwªn al-Kharªj, 105, 106, 110, 116, 117, 122, 125,
220, 223, 269, 270, 272, 295, 296, 308, 350, 352,
361
DÌwªn al-Khªtam, 248
DÌwªn al-MawªlÌ wal-Ghilmªn, 170, 272, 295, 296
DÌwªn al-Nafaqªt, 248
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DÌwªn al-Rasª’il, 248
DÌwªn al-TawqÌÿ, 125
DÌwªn al-Zimªm, 220, 272, 295, 296, 308
Diyªr RabÌÿa, 121, 270, 352
Diyala, River, 35, 43, 48, 62, 65, 72, 247
Dubays b. ÿAlÌ b. Mazyad al-AsadÌ, Nñr al-Dawla,
Mazyadid, 319
dñlªb, 224
Dulaf b. JaÊdar al-ShiblÌ, Abñ Bakr, 167
Dulayl b. Ya‘qñb al-NaîrªnÌ, 130, 213, 289, 291, 306,
334
al-Dñr, 31, 58, 285, 296, 297
Dñr al-ÿArabªyª, 58, 61, 180, 183, 295, 297
Dñr al-•ªrith or al-Kharib, 58, 68, 180, 296, 345
Dura, 49, 58, 296
Egypt, 19, 29, 30, 99, 107, 167, 168, 170, 171, 178,
236, 240, 271, 275, 362
Euphrates, River, 35, 37, 48
al-Fa¼l b. Marwªn, 106, 117, 122, 267, 270, 340, 341,
343, 350
al-Fa¼l b. Sahl, 119, 267
al-Farªghina, corps, 99, 106, 107, 120, 121, 125, 146,
170, 183, 185, 192, 232, 268, 270, 314, 315, 317,
344, 346, 350, 351, 357
Farghªnª, 167, 170, 183, 241, 298
Fªris al-ÿAbdÌ, 241, 318
Farmhouses, Sasano-Abbasid, 62, 90, 152
al-FatÊ b. Khªqªn, 98, 104, 141, 146, 178, 220, 223,
268, 272, 282, 288, 301, 306, 308, 314, 316, 327,
351
Fatimids, dynasty, 250
Fiey, Jean Maurice, 61, 180
First Residential Area, archaeological site, 125, 242
Fusðªð, see Cairo, 173, 250
Garden, 39, 97, 104, 116, 119, 121, 133, 135, 141, 144,
151, 180, 198, 207, 213, 227, 230, 232, 246, 294,
302, 327, 361, 362
Garden Site V11, 39, 207, 227, 230
Garden Site V54, 39, 230
Ghªmish, 100
al-Ghanij, palace, 282, 299, 324
al-Ghard, palace, 31, 196, 207, 299
al-GharÌb, palace, 89, 195, 207, 275, 277, 281, 284, 299,
309, 322, 336, 337, 347, 349, 353
GharÌb b. Maÿn, Abñ Sinan, ÿUqaylid, 58, 319
ghulªm, pl. ghilmªn, 140, 148, 267, 324, 362
Glassworks (maÿmal al-zujªj), 27, 81, 82
Gulf, Arab or Persian, 35, 100, 259
•abis al-AfshÌn (Prison of al-AfshÌn), 299, 321, see also
al-Lu’lu’a
•abshñn, 286
al-•ª’ið al-Abya¼, 79, 200, 204
Êajj, pilgrimage, 232, 235, 347, 362, 363
al-•ajjªj b. Yñsuf, 191
Êalba, race, 161, 162, 362
•ammªd b. MuÊammad b. •ammªd b. Daqnash, 279,
300, 321
al-•ammªm, archaeological site, 235
al-HarawÌ, ÿAlÌ b. AbÌ Bakr, 123
•arb b. ÿAbdallah al-BalkhÌ, 191
•arba, 335
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al-•arbiyya, quarter in Baghdad, 191
Harim (excavation area in the caliphal palace), 123, 133,
140, 141, 233
Hªrñn b. Nuÿaym, 105, 110, 170, 267, 269, 340, 342,
350, 352
al-HªrñnÌ, palace, 31, 225, 239, 300, 302
al-•asan b. AfshÌn, 121, 357
al-•asan b. ÿAlÌ al-ÿAskarÌ, Abñ MuÊammad, Imam,
115, 246, 289, 291, 323, 324, 361, 363
al-•asan b. ÿAlÌ al-Ma’mñnÌ, 105
al-•asan b. Makhlad b. al-JarrªÊ, 130
al-•asan b. MuÊammad, Abñ al-Khaððªb, 307
al-•asan b. Sahl, 29, 130, 269, 326, 340
al-•asanÌ, palace in Baghdad, 241
Hªshim b. BªnÌjñr, 105, 110, 170, 269, 340, 342, 350,
352
Hªðrª, 61, 180, 213, 297, 300, 302, 307
al-•ayr, 29, 99, 100, 102, 104, 119, 120, 121, 122, 125,
133, 143, 144, 146, 148, 151, 152, 161, 162, 163,
168, 173, 178, 183, 185, 189, 192, 239, 254, 268,
269, 270, 271, 274, 280, 281, 285, 287, 289, 291,
292, 295, 300, 302, 303, 304, 311, 312, 313, 317,
318, 327, 328, 329, 334, 337, 338, 350, 351, 355,
358
•ª’ir al-•ayr, 99, 151, 268, 300, 302
al-•az³Ìra, 294, 333, 335, 355
Heraclius, Byzantine Emperor, 162
Herzfeld, Ernst Emil, 19, 28, 39, 43, 49, 52, 55, 58, 62,
65, 68, 70, 72, 74, 79, 81, 102, 104, 110, 114, 116,
119, 120, 123, 125, 133, 135, 140, 141, 146, 152,
156, 158, 161, 162, 183, 189, 198, 200, 204, 207,
213, 216, 225, 230, 232, 233, 240, 241, 248, 321,
361
Hiraqla, 93
•iîn Maslama, 250
•izªm b. Ghªlib, 105, 110, 269, 304, 340, 350, 352
House no. 4, archaeological site, 127
House no. 5, archaeological site, 127
al-•usayn b. ˆaÊÊªk, 98, 355, 357
al-•uwaysh, modern village and archaeological site, 48
al-•uwayîilªt, archaeological site, 32, 39, 144, 227, 230
Ibn Aÿtham al-KñfÌ, AÊmad, 143, 207, 230
Ibn Baððñða, MuÊammad b. ‘Abdallah, 235
Ibn al-FaqÌh al-HamadhªnÌ, 28, 29, 30, 72, 79, 93, 94,
97, 127, 143, 162, 180, 195, 196, 208, 227, 242, 274
Ibn •awqal, Abñ al-Qªsim al-NaîÌbÌ, 61, 79, 180, 183
Ibn al-JawzÌ, ÿAbd al-RaÊmªn, 114, 122, 123, 162, 225, 241
Ibn Jubayr, MuÊammad b. AÊmad, 162, 235
Ibn al-KªzarñnÌ, ÿAlÌ b. MuÊammad al-BaghdªdÌ, 29,
122, 123
Ibn Khurdªdhbih, ‘Ubaydallah b. ‘Abdallah, 55, 58, 93,
97, 102, 167
Ibn al-Muÿtazz, ÿAbdallah, Abbasid, 158, 232
Ibn al-NadÌm, MuÊammad b. IsÊªq al-Warrªq alBaghdªdÌ, 31, 241
Ibn Serapion (SuÊrªb), 58, 68, 70, 72, 79, 89, 97, 117,
148, 180, 198, 200, 208, 220, 227
Ibn SÌmª Unuf, 241
IbrªhÌm b. al-Mudabbir, 314, 327
IbrªhÌm b. RiyªÊ (or RabªÊ), 106, 115, 117, 120, 123,
225, 270, 301, 312, 341, 350, 353, 357
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al-IkhshÌd, MuÊammad b. £ughj, 170
India, 29
ÿ•sª b. Farrukhªnshªh, 286
ÿ•sª b. IbrªhÌm, Abñ NñÊ, 279, 291, 300, 321
al-IîfahªnÌ, Abñ al-Faraj, 98, 127, 195, 198, 207, 208,
224, 235
IsÊªq b. IbrªhÌm b. Musÿab, 29, 79, 105, 106, 107, 119,
130, 189, 269, 290, 325, 326, 341, 350, 352, 358
IsÊªq b. Kindªj, 304, 313, 324
IsÊªq b. Thªbit al-FarghªnÌ, 170
IsÊªq b. YaÊyª b. Muÿªdh, 105, 107, 269, 341, 350, 352
Ishtªkhanj, 107, 120, 170, 191, 250, 270, 351
al-Ishtªkhanjiyya, corps, 107, 120, 170, 270, 351
al-Iîðablªt, archaeological site, 39, 43, 79, 98, 148, 162, 163,
173, 198, 200, 204, 207, 239, 248, 304, 341, see also alÿArñs
•tªkh, Abñ Manîñr, 106, 116, 117, 130, 141, 208, 267,
270, 271, 278, 280, 281, 290, 292-3, 323, 330, 342,
344, 350, 356
al-•tªkhÌ, estate, 117, 227, 271, 276, 285, 304, 325, 333,
353, 357
al-•tªkhiyya, locality, 68, 117, 195, 208, 275, 285, 293,
304, 305, 330, 345
Ìwªn, 89, 90, 93, 125, 127, 133, 135, 140, 143, 198,
200, 213, 233, 235, 282, 283, 313, 362
T-Ìwªn, 125, 127, 233
al-Jabal, region, 106, 116, 270, 271, 296, 349
Jabiltª, 213, 316, 318, 334, 335, 354, 355
Jacobites, Christian sect, 61
Jaÿfar b. DÌnªr al-Khayyªð, 105, 269, 305, 339, 351, 352
al-JaÿfarÌ, palace, 30, 61, 62, 65, 68, 72, 74, 110, 114,
116, 127, 133, 141, 148, 178, 195, 198, 207, 208,
209, 211, 213, 216, 220, 223, 224, 225, 232, 272,
274, 275, 277, 280, 282, 283, 284, 288, 301, 302,
305, 306, 307, 309, 321, 322, 330, 331, 332, 333,
334, 336, 337, 345, 347, 349, 353
al-Jaÿfariyya, 29, 193, 198, 211, 220, 272, 280, 295,
296, 297, 306, 308, 330, 334, see also alMutawakkiliyya
al-JªÊiz³, ÿAmr b. BaÊr al-BaîrÌ, 344
Jannabi, Tariq, 52, 125, 216, 242
jawªnkhiyya, 204, 277
al-Jawsaq, al-Jawsaq al-KhªqªnÌ, 98, 99, 116, 119, 135,
141, 143, 144, 146, 152, 173, 183, 189, 195, 198,
208, 223, 224, 230, 232, 235, 240, 241, 242, 271,
272, 275, 276, 277, 280, 281, 282, 283, 284, 285,
286, 287, 288, 290, 291, 292, 295, 297, 298, 301,
302, 303, 304, 305, 306, 309, 310, 311, 312, 313,
314, 315, 317, 318, 321, 322, 324, 326, 329, 330,
336, 337, 338, 339, 346, 347, 349, 350, 353, 356,
358
al-Jawsaq al-IbrªhÌmÌ (Jawsaq IbrªhÌm b. Yñsuf), 195,
275
al-Jawsaq fÌ Maydªn al-SaÊn or al-Sakhr, 143
al-JazÌra, locality at Samarra, 314
al-JazÌra, region, 48, 79, 81, 178, 227, 230, 233, 250,
258, 271, 313, 314
JazÌrat al-Mu’ayyad, 313, 314
jisr (bridge of boats), 68, 104, 304, 330, 345, 362
al-Jisr, Jisr Samarra, locality and bridge, 99, 104, 120,
121, 170, 192, 287, 290, 311, 313, 314, 315, 324,

357
John b. Narsaï, Nestorian patriarch, 61, 327
al-Jubayriyya, modern locality, 43, 58, 100, 102, 116,
120, 185, 242, see also Sñr al-Jubayriyya
Juff b. YaltekÌn, 170, 341
Julian, Roman Emperor, 49, 55, 58
al-Jund, corps, 68, 70, 94, 106, 120, 122, 165, 170, 171,
173, 183, 185, 191, 195, 220, 223, 250, 254, 269,
270, 274, 280, 288, 306, 308, 322, 343, 344, 345,
351, 355, 357, 362
Kaÿba, 232, 233, 315, 364
al-Kªmil, palace, 144, 239, 284, 310, 315, 316, 324, 338
Kanjñr, 140, 280, 310
al-Karkh, in Baghdad, 248
al-Karkh, Karkh Samarra, 29, 31, 49, 55, 58, 61, 62, 99,
100, 104, 105, 128, 146, 152, 156, 165, 167, 168,
173, 178, 180, 183, 191, 192, 193, 211, 216, 220,
239, 240, 241, 242, 247, 248, 254, 267, 268, 269,
272, 280, 287, 288, 292, 295, 296, 297, 298, 302,
303, 304, 305, 308, 310, 311, 312, 316, 317, 318,
319, 320, 322, 332, 334, 338, 347, 351, 353, 354,
355
Charcha, 49, 55, 58, 316
Karkh Fayrñz, 49, 55, 58, 61, 99, 173, 274, 295, 297,
298, 316, 319, 320, 355
Karmª, 213, 334
Karun, River, 35
Kaskar, 120, 270, 352
Kayghalagh, 191, 286, 292, 337
Kazakh steppe, 167
Khabur, River, 35
khªdim, pl. khuddªm, 30, 116, 146, 148, 291, 343, 362
Khªlid b. YazÌd al-TamÌmÌ, 322
khalÌfa, 100, 143, 172, 223, 279, 291, 362, 363
al-Khªliî, Palermo, 254
Khªn al-SaÿªlÌk, 320
Khªqªn ÿUrðñj Abñ al-FatÊ b. Khªqªn, 98, 99, 130, 141,
144, 146, 168, 183, 192, 247, 268, 309, 314
Kharªb Sayyªr, archaeological site, 250
kharªj, 248, 258, 271, 276, 285, 304, 324, 325, 333,
357, 363
al-Khaîªîa, Upper and Lower, 213, 334
Khashabat Bªbak, 105, 114, 122, 278, 286, 300, 320,
321
Khashanaj, 240, 241, 318
al-KhaðÌb al-BaghdªdÌ, AÊmad b. Thªbit, 28, 141, 143,
230, 241, 248
Khayr al-Nassªj, 241
al-Khazª’in, 116, 144, 200, 213, 269, 321, 341, 342,
351, 352
Khazars, corps, 106, 120, 168, 185, 270, 351
al-Khuld, palace in Baghdad, 250
Khurªsªn, 29, 99, 107, 110, 116, 117, 120, 122, 125,
170, 171, 183, 185, 232, 248, 269, 270, 271, 276,
296, 310, 340, 342, 349, 350, 351, 352, 362
al-Khurªsªniyya, corps, 170
Khusraw Anñshirvªn, Sasanian king, 65, 72
Khusraw ParvÌz, Sasanian king, 72, 74, 162, 224, 353
al-Khuttal, 191, 250
Khwªrazm, 167, 191, 250
KÌmªk, Turkish confederation, 167
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Konya, 235
Kñfa, 90, 135, 140, 172, 191, 236, 248, 254, 258, 271,
363
al-Lªdhiqiyya (Latakia), 268
Lashkari Bazar, 128, 254, 258
al-Laðwa, Chalcolithic Samarran cemetery, 43
Lujayn, umm walad of al-Mutawakkil, 107, 325, 358
al-Lu’lu’a, palace, 143, 195, 207, 224, 277, 299, 309,
321
Madaqq al-£abl, modern locality, 125
MadÌnat al-Fªr, 250
MadÌnat al-Zahrª’, 254, 258, 259
al-Madrasa, modern locality, 146, 156, 158, 208
al-Maghªriba, corps, 104, 105, 115, 117, 120, 122, 168,
171, 173, 183, 185, 216, 220, 270, 278, 283, 292,
310, 314, 315, 323, 344, 352
al-MahdÌ, Abbasid Caliph, 105, 116, 156, 248, 250, 267,
269, 339, 351, 352
al-Mahdiyya, 254
MaÊmñd b. al-Faraj al-NaysªbñrÌ, 114
MaÊmñd of Ghazna, 254
al-MªÊñza, 49, 211, 322
Majlis al-shurað, 110, 114, 225, 269, 280, 292, 299, 311,
317, 321, 323, 330, 338, 350, 352, 363
MakkÌËa, bishop of £irhªn, 319
Malaðya, 172
al-MalÌÊ, palace, 195, 207, 224, 275, 277, 284, 309,
322, 323, 336, 337, 346, 347, 349, 353
Malikshªh, Saljuq Sultan, 123, 162, 329
al-Ma’mñn, ÿAbdallah, Abbasid Caliph, 32, 39, 52, 58,
65, 68, 70, 72, 105, 107, 110, 115, 117, 170, 250,
267, 268, 269, 290, 294, 323, 327, 336, 340, 342,
345, 346, 350, 352, 363
al-Ma’mñniyya, 68, 70, 323, 336, 345, 346
Mu’nis, 324
al-Manqñr, modern locality, 185, 189, 198, see also
Balkuwªrª
al-Manîñr, Abu Jaÿfar, Abbasid Caliph, 89, 172, 191,
248, 250, 254, 267, 274, 315, 364
Markets, 30, 32, 90, 94, 98, 99, 105, 110, 114, 115, 116,
121, 122, 125, 128, 130, 167, 172, 178, 180, 183,
185, 189, 191, 216, 220-3, 236, 247, 248, 258, 364
Marqad al-Imªmayn, 114, 246
al-Maÿshñq, palace, 31, 235, see also al-ÿ•shiq
Maskan, 274, 332
Maslama b. ÿAbd al-Malik, Umayyad, 250
Masrñr al-BalkhÌ, 116, 286, 337
Masrñr Samªna al-Khªdim, 105, 116, 269, 341, 342,
351, 352
al-MasrñrÌ, estate, 116, 227, 271, 276, 285, 304, 325,
333, 353, 357
al-MasÿñdÌ, ‘AlÌ b. al-•usayn, 74
al-Maðbaq, prison in Baghdad, 110, 116, 248, 325
al-MaðÌra, 29, 30, 31, 43, 49, 58, 61, 62, 68, 79, 94, 99,
100, 102, 105, 106, 107, 119, 120, 121, 122, 125,
128, 130, 140, 146, 152, 168, 170, 173, 183, 185,
189, 192, 198, 236, 240, 242, 247, 267, 269, 270,
271, 278, 282, 286, 287, 291, 293, 294, 295, 314,
319, 320, 325, 326, 327, 333, 335, 337, 339, 340,
341, 342, 344, 345, 346, 350, 351, 352, 358
Mª Warª’ al-Nahr (Transoxania), 168, 170
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mawlª, pl. mawªlÌ, 117, 170, 195, 220, 272, 281, 285,
286, 288, 298, 302, 308, 311, 317, 318, 321, 327,
337, 363
maydªn, 110, 119, 120, 125, 135, 141, 143, 146, 158,
161, 178, 180, 185, 213, 271, 327, 363
maz³ªlim, 140, 286, 290, 346, 363
al-Mazrñfa, 335, 355
Mecca, 232, 235, 288, 290, 310, 362, 363, 364
Merv, 93, 191, 250
Michael the Syrian, 97, 98
miÊna, 114, 363
Minª, 232, 233, 362
miîr, pl. amîªr, 89, 98, 123, 152, 172, 220, 274, 347,
363
Mongolia, 167
Mosque of al-Mutawakkil, 29, 90, 98, 99, 100, 105, 114,
120, 121, 122, 128, 158, 161, 193, 216, 220, 242,
247, 250, 258, 268, 269, 271, 272, 274, 275, 281,
287, 295, 303, 308, 312, 328, 329, 330, 336, 346,
348, 350, 351, 352, 354, 355, 364
Mosul, 19, 30, 37, 58, 93, 102, 104, 120, 232, 247, 270,
271, 294, 319, 334, 352, 357
al-Mu’ayyad, IbrªhÌm, Abbasid, 143, 189, 198, 220,
271, 272, 282, 288, 307, 310, 321, 326
al-Mubªrak, palace, 94, 247, 248, 274, 330
Mubªrak al-MaghribÌ, 105, 115, 171, 269, 289, 291,
305, 341, 342, 351, 352, 356
al-Mufawwa¼, Jaÿfar, Abbasid, 235, 241, 288, 329
MuÊammad b. ÿAbd al-Malik al-Zayyªt, 106, 116, 117,
122, 268, 270, 287, 289, 290, 323, 341, 342, 350
MuÊammad b. ÿAlÌ al-SarakhsÌ, 279, 291
MuÊammad b. ‘Amr al-KhªrijÌ, 114, 320
MuÊammad b. Bughª, Abñ Naîr, 119, 161, 281, 286,
300, 304, 330, 333, 337
MuÊammad b. Mñsª al-Munajjim, 125, 272, 307, 342
MuÊammad b. RashÌd, 310
MuÊammad b. £ªhir b. ÿAbdallah b. £ªhir, 310
MuÊammad b. Yªqñt, Abñ Bakr, 324
al-MuÊammadiyya, locality at Samarra, 31, 68, 70, 117,
208, 220, 250, 293, 304, 305, 322, 330, 332, 345
al-MuÊdath, palace (al-Qaîr al-MuÊdath, al-JaÿfarÌ alMuÊdath), 195, 196, 207, 208, 275, 277, 307, 330
al-MuhtadÌ, MuÊammad, Abbasid Caliph, 110, 140, 141,
143, 151, 161, 168, 172, 178, 189, 191, 230, 232,
240, 267, 272, 273, 280, 285, 286, 291, 292, 300,
304, 311, 312, 315, 330, 337, 338, 358
al-Mukhtªr, palace, 31, 196, 208, 331
al-MuktafÌ, ÿAlÌ, Abbasid Caliph, 143, 148, 242
al-Muntara¼, modern locality, 120, 185
al-Muntaîir, MuÊammad, Abbasid Caliph, 29, 74, 116,
120, 141, 143, 189, 198, 207, 211, 220, 223, 224,
225, 230, 232, 239, 267, 271, 272, 273, 282, 293,
302, 306, 307, 308, 309, 322, 326, 330, 332, 334,
338
al-MuqaddasÌ, MuÊammad b. AÊmad, 58, 61, 97, 123,
180, 232, 241
al-Muqtadir, Jaÿfar, Abbasid Caliph, 25, 79, 148, 324
Mñsª b. ÿAbd al-Malik, 110, 296, 306, 309
Mñsª b. Bughª, 107, 119, 143, 189, 280, 285, 287, 291,
303, 311, 318, 335, 337, 338
muîallª, 152, 163, 220, 223
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Musªwir b. ÿAbd al-•amÌd, 330
al-MusharraÊªt, archaeological site, 65, 81, 89, 90, 144,
146, 148, 162, 163, 173, 198, 204, 207, 209, 239,
347
mustaghallªt, 307, 363
al-MustaÿÌn, AÊmad, Abbasid Caliph, 117, 120, 140,
143, 172, 204, 239, 267, 272, 273, 277, 279, 283,
288, 289, 302, 304, 309, 310, 324, 330, 332, 344,
349, 357
al-Muÿta¼id, AÊmad, Abbasid Caliph, 110, 140, 162,
239, 241, 242, 250, 348
al-Muÿtamid, AÊmad, Abbasid Caliph, 29, 32, 127, 143,
178, 235, 239, 240, 241, 242, 267, 272, 276, 282,
283, 288, 293, 295, 299, 300, 304, 313, 314, 324,
335
al-Muÿtaîim, Abñ IsÊªq, Abbasid Caliph, 19, 25, 28, 29,
31, 32, 49, 98, 128, 143, 171, 258, 267, 268, 271,
274, 275, 286, 293, 300, 302, 314, 316, 325, 326,
328, 329, 333, 343, 347, 355, 356, 357, 358
al-Mutawakkil, Jaÿfar, Abbasid Caliph, 25, 29, 30, 31,
32, 49, 52, 55, 58, 65, 68, 70, 72, 74, 90, 99, 100,
102, 104, 105, 107, 114, 115, 116, 117, 119, 120,
121, 122, 123, 125, 127, 128, 130, 143, 144, 148,
151, 152, 156, 158, 161, 162, 163, 165, 170, 171,
178, 180, 183, 185, 189, 191, 192, 193, 195, 196,
198, 200, 204, 207, 208, 209, 211, 213, 216, 220,
223, 224, 225, 232, 239, 240, 242, 247, 254, 258,
259, 267, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276,
277, 278, 279, 281, 282, 283, 284, 286, 289, 292,
293, 299, 301, 303, 304, 305, 306, 307, 308, 309,
312, 313, 315, 316, 317, 321, 322, 323, 325, 328,
329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 338,
341, 345, 347, 349, 350, 351, 352, 353, 355, 358,
363, 364
al-Mutawakkiliyya, 29, 30, 49, 52, 55, 65, 70, 74, 90,
100, 102, 104, 114, 125, 127, 128, 148, 152, 156,
162, 165, 180, 183, 192, 193, 195, 198, 207, 208,
211, 213, 216, 220, 223, 225, 239, 247, 254, 258,
274, 275, 284, 305, 317, 321, 322, 329, 332, 333,
338, 355, 363
Qaîr al-Mutawakkiliyya, 197, 277, 305, 309, 322,
332, 336, 337, 338, 347, 349, 353, see also alJaÿfarÌ, al-Jaÿfariyya
al-Muÿtazz, MuÊammad, Abbasid Caliph, 32, 61, 70,
115, 117, 125, 143, 144, 171, 191, 195, 198, 200,
220, 223, 230, 232, 242, 267, 271, 272, 273, 275,
277, 279, 280, 282, 283, 285, 288, 291, 293, 294,
295, 298, 299, 305, 307, 308, 310, 311, 315, 317,
318, 321, 324, 325, 327, 330, 336, 337, 354
al-MuttaqÌ, IbrªhÌm, Abbasid Caliph, 242
al-Muwaffaq, Abñ AÊmad, Abbasid, 61, 115, 125, 240,
241, 279, 286, 290, 293, 313, 314, 315, 324
MuzªÊim b. Khªqªn, 146
Nahr Dujayl, 31, 39, 62, 79, 93, 274, 294, 332, 333, 335
Nahr al-ÿIbra, modern name of al-Qªðñl al-Ma’mñnÌ, 65,
68, 70, 72, 81, 90,
al-Nahr al-IsÊªqÌ, 62, 79, 200, 227, 271, 274, 276, 285,
304, 325, 327, 333, 334, 337, 353, 356, 357
al-Nahr al-JaÿfarÌ, 65, 211
Nahr Karkhªyª, Baghdad, 89
Nahr al-Marj, 31, 334

Nahr Murayr, 65, 70, 151, 165, 178
Nahr Nayzak, 334
Nahr al-Qª’im, modern name of al-Qªðñl al-YahñdÌ, 39,
65, 68, 70, 72, 81, 89, 90, 93, 152, 204
Nahr Raqqa, 79
al-Nahr al-RaîªîÌ, bed of the Qªðñl al-KisrawÌ, 35, 43,
48, 58, 62, 65, 68, 72, 74, 81, 89, 152, 162, 178,
180, 209, 211, 213, 216, 334, 338
Nahr al-Sanam, 81, 82
Nahrawan, canal, 49, 70, 74, 247
NajªÊ b. Salama, 110, 125, 130, 272, 296, 339, 342
Nªîir al-Dawla, •amdªnid, 242, 246
Naîr b. SaÿÌd, 310
Nestorians, Christian sect, 58, 61, 62, 180, 297
Nile, River, 171, 362
NiîibÌn, 170
NñÊ b. Asad, Samanid AmÌr, 167, 168, 267
Octagon of •uîn al-Qªdisiyya, 62, 65, 70, 81, 82, 89,
90, 93, 94, 98, 114, 151, 247, 248, 258
Paikuli, 72
Palermo, 254
Photogrammetry, 27
QabÌÊa, mother of al-Muÿtazz, 143, 291, 311, 334
al-QabÌîa, medieval village, 334
Qabr AbÌ Dulaf, archaeological site, 52
qª¼Ì al-qu¼ªt, 114, 122, 130, 280, 319, 363
al-Qªdisiyya, 27, 31, 35, 37, 39, 49, 62, 65, 68, 70, 81,
82, 93, 94, 98, 114, 135, 151, 172, 242, 247, 248,
258, 276, 282, 294, 316, 318, 333, 334, 335, 344,
354, 355
qª’id, pl. quwwªd, 172, 185, 191, 192, 248, 250, 292,
298, 317, 362, 363
al-Qª’im, Abbasid locality, 335
Qalÿat BanÌ •ammªd, 254
al-Qalªyª, palace, 195
Qanªðir al-Nahrawªn, 65, 68, 70, 81, 323, 336, 345, 346
qanðara (brick bridge), 68, 148, 220, 304, 305, 312,
345, 358, 364
Qanðarat al-Raîªî, 65, 68, 336
Qanðarat WaîÌf, 62, 70, 89, 294, 336
Qarluq, Turkish confederation, 167, 168
Qarqas al-Khªdim, 105
al-Qªsim b. ÿ•sª al-ÿIjlÌ, known as Abñ Dulaf, 52, 216
al-Qªsim b. ÿUbaydallah, 313
al-Qaîr al-AÊmar, palace, 143, 144, 280, 281, 285, 286,
311, 337
Qaîr •umrªn, medieval village, 337
Qaîr al-Juîî, palace, 31, 79, 227, 275, 276, 297, 309,
314, 327, 333, 337, 338, 347, 356
Qaîr al-KhalÌfa, modern name of the caliphal palace,
135
al-Qaîr al-KhªqªnÌ, palace name, 143, 275, 276, 309,
314, 337, 338
Qaîr al-Layl, palace, 148, 338, 358
Qaîr al-MaðªmÌr, palace name, 275, 276, 309, 314, 337,
338
Qaîr al-Sªj, palace, 338
al-Qaîr al-SamªnÌ, palace name, 275, 276, 309, 314,
337, 338
Qaîr al-Sawªmiÿ, palace name, 338
al-Qaðª’iÿ, 173, 178, 250, 292, 295, 312, 318, 338
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qaðÌÿa, pl. qaðª’iÿ, 23, 30, 105, 106, 107, 110, 115, 116,
117, 119, 120, 121, 122, 144, 173, 185, 189, 191,
192, 216, 241, 247, 248, 254, 267, 274, 287, 303,
305, 311, 318, 322, 332, 341, 364
Qaðrabbul, 274, 332, 335, 354, 355
al-Qªðñl, 29, 65, 68, 72, 93, 94, 99, 267, 268, 274, 293,
308, 317, 322, 323, 326, 332, 333, 343, 344, 345,
346, 349, 355
Qªðñl AbÌ al-Jund, 31, 39, 65, 72, 81, 93, 94, 247, 345
al-Qªðñl al-KisrawÌ, 31, 49, 62, 65, 68, 70, 72, 93, 117,
208, 220, 247, 274, 336, 344, 345, 346, 349
al-Qªðñl al-Ma’mñnÌ, 39, 65, 68, 70, 72, 336, 346
al-Qªðñl al-YahñdÌ, 70, 72, 346
Qayrawªn, 254
QazwÌn, 29, 106, 116, 123, 156, 158, 161, 270, 296,
319, 327, 348, 349, 356
QazwÌnÌ, •amdallah MustawfÌ, 29, 123, 156, 158, 161
Qibð, district of Samarra, 346
Qirwªsh b. al-Muqallad, ÿUqaylid, 319
qubba, 140, 141, 143, 285, 346, 364
Qubbat al-Maz³ªlim, 140, 141, 346
Qubbat al-Minðaqa, 225, 301, 346
Qubbat al-SaÊn, 141, 143
Qubbat al-Sakhra (Dome of the Rock), 232
Qubbat al-Sulaybiyya, 104, 230, 232
Qumm, 106, 116, 140, 270, 278, 296, 349
al-Qurª al-Suflª, estate(s), 346
al-Quwayr, archaeological site, 39, 225, 246
Rabÿ al-Qubba, district of Samarra, 189
raba¼, 185, 191, 248, 364
Racecourse, 127, 146, 152, 156, 158, 161, 162, 165,
198, 207, 208, 295, 300, 304, 362
al-Rª¼Ì, AÊmad, Abbasid Caliph, 242
RaÊbat ZÌrak, district of Samarra, 346
ra’Ìs, 191, 364
Ramla, 98, 250, 254
Raqqa, 55, 81, 89, 93, 94, 162, 235, 247, 248, 250, 294,
343
Raqqªda, 89, 254
al-RashÌd, Hªrñn, Abbasid Caliph, 25, 93, 268, 274,
330, 345
Rªshid al-MaghribÌ, 105, 115, 171, 269, 291, 305, 342,
351, 352, 356
Rayy, 20, 81, 107, 152, 191, 248, 250, 271, 319
al-Ruîªfa, 232, 248, 250, 267
al-SaÿªlÌk (sg. Suÿlñk), 171-2, 191
al-Sªbi’, Hilªl, 148
al-SabÌÊ, al-SubÊ, palace, 195, 207, 209, 224, 241, 275,
277, 284, 309, 322, 336, 337, 346, 347, 349, 353
îªÊib al-barÌd, 29
îªÊib al-Êaras, 110, 364
îªÊib al-maÿñna, 117, 364
îªÊib al-shurða, 107, 130, 364
SªÊib al-Zanj, 280
al-SaÊn (Esplanade of the Dªr al-Khilªfa), 141, 143,
208, 310, 314
SaÿÌd b. Makhlad, 61
Salama b. SaÿÌd al-NaîrªnÌ, 289, 291
SªliÊ al-ÿAbbªsÌ, 100, 107, 120, 125, 270, 291, 326, 350
SªliÊ b. WaîÌf, 107, 140, 189, 279, 281, 285, 291, 300,
304, 312, 321, 329, 346
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Sªm b. NñÊ, 31, 268, 274
Samarqand, 130, 167, 168, 170, 250, 267
Samarra, discussion of name, 97
Samarra Ware, 93
Samarran culture, 43
al-Sanam, modern locality, 43, 81, 82, see also
Glassworks, al-Qªdisiyya
Sanjar b. Maqlad b. Sulaymªn b. Muhªrish, 325
Sardªb al-MahdÌ, 246
Sarre, Friedrich, 74, 81, 102, 162, 230, 233, 235, 236,
258
al-Sawªd, region, 68, 120, 268, 270, 271, 336, 346, 352,
355
al-Sawªmiÿ, 335, 355
Semirechye, 167
al-ShªbushtÌ, ‘AlÌ b. MuÊammad, 61, 62, 89, 127, 144,
195, 196, 198, 208, 239
al-Shªdhurwªn, 70, 323, 344, 345, 346, 348, 349
al-Shªh, palace, 163, 195, 198, 204, 207, 239, 277, 281,
284, 299, 349, 353
al-Shªkiriyya, corps, 106, 120, 122, 170, 171, 173, 183,
185, 195, 220, 269, 270, 272, 279, 280, 292, 295,
296, 308, 311, 317, 338, 351, 357
al-Shammªsiyya, locality at Baghdad, 94, 267, 335, 343,
355
shªriÿ, 191, 248, 361, 364
Shªriÿ AbÌ AÊmad, 29, 99, 100, 102, 104, 106, 110, 114,
115, 116, 120, 121, 122, 125, 128, 141, 143, 152,
183, 185, 189, 246, 247, 270, 278, 296, 312, 340,
349, 350, 351, 352, 358
Shªriÿ al-Askar, 102, 107, 120, 122, 125, 168, 170, 173,
270, 271, 303, 350, 351, see also Shªriÿ SªliÊ alÿAbbªsÌ
al-Shªriÿ al-Aÿz³am, 100, 102, 128, see also Shªriÿ alSarÌja
Shªriÿ Baghdªd, 100, 104, 128, 351, 354
Shªriÿ Barghªmish al-TurkÌ, 29, 100, 102, 106, 120,
122, 125, 168, 170, 185, 270, 351
Shªriÿ al-•ayr al-Awwal, 29, 100, 102, 106, 119, 120,
122, 151, 185, 270, 286, 351, 357
Shªriÿ al-•ayr al-JadÌd, 29, 100, 102, 107, 120, 122,
125, 168, 170, 173, 270, 351
Shªriÿ al-KhalÌj, 29, 100, 102, 104, 105, 114, 115, 120,
122, 171, 173, 183, 189, 220, 270, 278, 351, 352
Shªriÿ SªliÊ al-ÿAbbªsÌ, 29, 100, see also Shªriÿ alAskar
Shªriÿ al-SarÌja, 29, 30, 100, 105, 107, 110, 269, 270,
296, 326, 341, 350, 352, 358
Shaykh WalÌ, modern locality and archaeological site,
37, 55, 58, 242, see also al-Karkh
Shibdªz, palace, 31, 195, 197, 207, 224, 275, 277, 281,
284, 299, 349, 352, 353
al-Shibliyya, village near Samarqand, 167, 319
ShÌruyeh, son of Khusraw ParvÌz, 323
Shu‘ayb b. ÿUjayf, 110
shurða, 104, 110, 364
SiddÌq al-FarghªnÌ, 183, 241, 298
SÌf, estate, 227, 271, 276, 285, 304, 325, 333, 353, 357
sikka, 191, 248, 361, 364
SÌmª al-DimashqÌ, 106, 117, 119, 267, 270, 342, 350
SÌniyyat Surra Man Ra’ª, 296, 298, 318, 353, 355
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Sinkiang, 167, 168
SÌstªn, 240
Soghdia, 110, 167, 170
Soûma, 97
al-Sufñf (the “Rows”), 104, 123, 128, 223, 271, 353,
354, 358, 364
SuÊrªb, see Ibn Serapion
Sñlª (Salwª), 336, 345
Sulaymªn b. ÿAbdallah b. £ªhir, 305
Sulaymªn b. ÿAbd al-Malik, Umayyad Caliph, 98, 250
Sulaymªn b. Wahb, 286, 291, 313, 314, 324
al-Sñli, MuÊammad b. YaÊyª, 185
Šumara, 97, 98
Sumere, 49, 97, 354
Sñq al-SarÌja, 100
Sñr Ashnªs, archaeological site, 55, 65, 70, 151, 152,
165, 173, 178, 240, see also Dªr Ashinªs
Sñr ÿ•sª, archaeological site, 121, 125, 127, 198, 204,
207, see also al-Burj
Sñr al-Jubayriyya, archaeological site, 185, 189, 240
Sñr al-Muðabbaq, archaeological site, 62, 79, 200
Sñr al-WasðªnÌ, archaeological site, 110
Surmarrate, 48
Surra Man Ra’ª, 29, 30, 31, 61, 68, 79, 90, 97, 98, 99,
104, 117, 120, 122, 123, 152, 183, 189, 193, 204,
207, 211, 223, 227, 232, 240, 241, 242, 246, 247,
254, 258, 267, 268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 277,
278, 279, 281, 282, 283, 286, 288, 290, 293, 294,
295, 296, 297, 299, 300, 301, 303, 306, 308, 310,
313, 315, 316, 318, 322, 323, 324, 325, 326, 327,
329, 330, 331, 332, 333, 334, 335, 336, 337, 340,
343, 344, 346, 348, 352, 353, 354, 355, 356, 357,
358
Susa, Ahmad, 20, 30, 39, 58, 62, 65, 72, 74, 79, 81, 82,
90, 102, 152, 156, 158, 161, 200, 204, 207, 209,
213, 225
Suwayqat Masrñr, 116, 128, 280, 281, 286, 292, 356
Suwayqat Mubªrak, 128, 356
Syr Daryª, River, 167, 168
Syria, 19, 30, 35, 93, 178, 240, 247, 362
al-£abarÌ, MuÊammad b. JarÌr, 30, 49, 70, 74, 93, 94,
97, 100, 104, 107, 110, 114, 115, 116, 117, 119, 120,
121, 125, 127, 128, 130, 135, 140, 141, 143, 144,
146, 151, 152, 161, 163, 170, 171, 172, 173, 178,
183, 189, 191, 192, 193, 204, 207, 208, 213, 220,
223, 224, 225, 227, 232, 235, 239, 240, 241, 242,
248, 258
£ªhirids, dynasty, 29, 107
al-Tall, complex of al-Mutawakkil, 158, 161, 195, 198,
232, 275, 277, 313, 339, 347, 356
al-Tªj, palace in Baghdad, 240
TamÌm b. BaÊr, traveller, 167
Tªq-i Bustªn, Kermanshah, 74, 162
Tell al-‘AlÌq, archaeological site, 29
Tell al-Banªt, archaeological site, 74, 162, 213
Tell BanÌ Sayyªr, 250
Tell BundarÌ, archaeological site, 39, 48, 79, 200
Tell Iîðablªt, archaeological site, 43
Tell al-MakhªlÌ, 29, 158, 161, 348, 356
Tell MuhayjÌr, archaeological site, 48
Tell Nazñz, archaeological site, 43

Tell Saÿñd, archaeological site, 43, 79
Tell al-Suwwªn, archaeological site, 43, 65
Tell Toqan, archaeological site, 146
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